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THE GREVILLE MEMOIRS 

1848 
January Ist.-The Hampden affair is still boring on with prejudicial 

effects to everybody concerned in it. Dean Merewether,X who is 
piqued and provoked at not having got the Bishoprick himself (which 
Wm. 4th once promised him), wrote a foolish, frothy letter to John R., 
who sent an equally foolish, because petulant, reply-only in two 
lines.2 The B. of Oxford has recanted, and He of Salisbury has 
apologised for their respective parts; the former in a very ridiculous 
letter, not calculated \o do him any credit. Everybody will believe 
that he found his conduct unpalatable at Court, so took a pretext for 
shuffling out of it. So much for Sly Sam! 

Last week, after a few days' illness, without pain or trouble, Lord 
Harrowby died at Sandon, having just completed his eighty-fifth 
year. The three Old friends, Tom Grenville, Archbishop ofYork, and 
Ld. H., thus died all three of old age, peacefully and painlessly, 
within twelve months. Ld. H. survived Mr. G. exactly a year, and the 
A. B. three months. He was the last of his generation and of the 
colleagues of Mr. Pitt, the sole survivor of thos~ stirring times and 
mighty contests. He had all along suc"h bad health that half a century 
ago his life was considered a very bad one, and yet he reached his 
eighty-sixth year with his faculties very little impaired. He was at the 
top of the second-rate men, always honorable and straitforward, 
generally liberal and enlightened, greatly esteemed and respected. 

1 John Merewether (1797-r8so); Dean of Hereford, 1832-50; Deputy-Clerk of the 
Closet to William IV, 1833. 

• Lord john Russell's reply to the Dean was as follows:''~Sir, I have had the honour to 
receive your letter ofthe 22nd inst., in which :Xoujntimate to me your intention of violating 
the law.-1 have, etc.,]. RussELL.' 

GMVI 
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No man ever passed through a long political life more entirely without 
blemish or suspicion. It is curious that in the biographical notices of 
him, which according to the custom of the present day have appeared 
in the newspapers, no mention (or hardly any) has been made of by 
far the most remarkable transaction in which he ever was engaged, 
that of procuring the passing of the second reading of the second 
Reform Bill in the H. of Lords--one of the most important services 
(as it turned out) that any man ever rendered to his country. In con
junction with Ld. \Yharncliffc he accomplished this, his conduct 
being perfectly disinterested, for he had long before resolved never 
again to take office, and had refused to be Prime Minister on the 
death of Canning. I was in their confidence, and much concerned in 
the whole of that transaction, as fully appears in my journal of that 
period. His speech on the first Reform Bill was very celebrated, ex
ceedingly able, and superior to any other he ever made. He was re
markably well informed. :viadame de Stael speaks of him somewhere 
as 'Lord Harrowby, qui connait notre litterature un peu rnieux que 
nousmemes'; but his precise manner and tart disposition prevented 
his being agreeable in society. He was very religious, very generous, 
and a man of the strictest integrity in private and in publick life. 
I lived a great deal with him, but all my intimacy was with his ad
mirable wife, whose virtues and merits I have elsewhere recorded. 

Bowood, Friday, January 7th.-Came here on Tuesday, D. Bedford, 
Chancellor of Exchequer, Lord Devon, Auckland, etc., etc. Wood 
talked to me about his scheme of taxation; he has been in great doubt 
how he should apportion and increase (as he must) the income-tax, 
whether income or property. After much consideration he appears to 
have nearly made up his mind to impose three per cent. on Ireland, 
and to raise it in England to five, or perhaps something less; to an
nounce that the increase is to be temporary, but the three per cent. to 
be permanent; and then, on the strength of the extension to Ireland, 
to propose a grant to that country, without which Clarendon cannot 
get on. Peel will concur in this plan. 

Great talk here of G. Bentinck's resignation of the Leadership of 
the Opposition. John Russell and his colleagues are very sorry for it; 
nobody can think of a successor to him, and, bad as he is, he seems the 
best man they have. It seems they detest D' Israeli, the only man of 
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talent, and in fact they have nobody; so much so, that Wood thinks 
they will be obliged to go back to G.B.; very strange state ofthings! 
G.B. and Stanley disagree on many points, especially on taxation; 
nevertheless this party, thus acephalous and feeble, have really been 
fancying they could come into office, and their notion is that if the 
dissolution had been delayed they would have had a majority, and 
would have come in. The D. of Beaufort told Bessborough so very 
seriously, and Lady Jersey told me the same thing, and that G.B. had 
promised her Son Francis 1 a place at the India Board ! These things 
are hardly credible, but they are nevertheless true. 

The Hilmpden war has been turning greatly to the advantage of the 
Doctor; his enemies have exposed themselves in the most flagrant 
manner, and Archdeacon Harez has written a very able pamphlet 
also exposing the rascality (for that is the proper word) of his ac
cusers, and affording his own valuable testimony to Hampden's 
orthodoxy; above all things, Sly Sam of Oxford (my would-be 
"Director and Confesst~r) has covered himself with ridicule and dis
grace. The disgrace is the greater because everybody sees through 
his motives: he has got into a scrape at Court and is trying to scramble 
out of it; there, however, he is found out, and his favor seems to have 
long been waning. The D. of Bedford tells me the Q. and P. are in a 
state ofhot zeal in this matter. The P. writes to John every day very 
violent, and urged him to prosecute Dean Merewether, which of course 
John is too wise to do. That Dean is a very paltry fellow, and has 
moved heaven and earth to get made a Bishop himself; besides 
memorialising the Queen, he wrote to Lord Lansdowne and suggested 
to him to put an end to the controversy by making him a Bishop now, 
and Hampden at the next vacancy. The whole proceeding reflects 
great discredit on the great mass of Clergymen who have joined in the 
clamour against Hampden, and on the Oxonian majority who con
demned him, for it is now pretty clear that very few, if any, of them 
had ever read his writings. Now that they are set forth, and people 
see his unintelligible jargon about dogmas themselves unintelligible, 

. there must be some dispassionate men who will be disgusted and 

' Francis John Robert Child-Villiers (r8rg--62), fourth son of fifth Earl of Jersey; M.P. 
for Rochester, 1852-6. 

'Julius Charles Hare (1795-r8ss); Archdeacon of Lewes. 

1·2 
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provoked with the whole thing, and at the ferocity with which these holy 
disputants assault and vituperate each other about that which none 
of them understand, and which it is a mere mockery and deh:sion to 
say that any of them really believe; it is cant, hypocrisy, and fanati
cism from beginning to end. There is that old fawning sinner, the B. 
of Exeter; it appears that a dozen years ago he called on Hampden at 
Oxford to express to him the pleasure with which he had read his 
Bampton Lectures, and to compliment him on them. The Archbishop 
of Dublin was present on this occasion; he told it to Clarendon, who 
wrote it to the D. of Bedford, who told it to me. 

January 12th, 1848.-From Bowood to Middleton on Saturday, 
to town on Monday (wth). The morning I left Bowood, Senior 
showed me the correspondence (not published) between the B. of 
Oxford and Hampden. It is creditable to the latter; the former really 
very despicable. The Bishop put a pared of questions to him as to his 
belief on points of faith and doctrine, some of which were the most 
ordinary matter of belief, others unintelligible. Hampden said he 
might have regarded such questions on the most elementary points of 
doctrine as an insult, but he would accept his assurances that they 
were put in a friendly spirit (though he must say much of his conduct 
was at variance with such professions;, and would therefore say 'Y cs' 
to all of them. To his last letter announcing his having withdrawn the 
charges and read his works, etc. Hampden merely sent a dry acknow
ledgement of having received the letter. 

January 17th.-Still this Hampden affair. Kelly got a ru.e in 
Q<ueen's> B<ench>, and it will be argued in a few days. Tractarians 
hope from the known Puseyism of Coleridge and Patteson 1 that the 
rule may be made absolute; but the La,vyers don't expect it, and 
think a strong Court would not have given a rule. However, it shows 
the anomaly (not to say worse) of the ,...-hole ecclesiastical proceeding 
under the Act of Henry VIII. The High Churchmen, who want a 
separation of State from Church (though it does not seem clear what 
it is they contemplate), are all on the qui vive, and fancy their pro
jects are put in a fair train by all these proceedings; but though some 
of my friends think very seriously of these crotchets, I believe they are 
iTery despicable and harmless. This morning I got a letter from th~ D. 

1 Sir John Patteson (1790-1861); Judge of King's Bench, 1830-52. 
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of B. enclosing one from William Cowper to him, informing him what 
took place when H <ampden> was made Regius Professor. W <illiam> 
C<owper> had given me some account of it at the time, which I in
serted in my journal, and I copied it out for the D. of B. duri~ our 
discussion. I don't find that this more detailed account varies much 
from the other, though it contains several more particulars, and one 
(the Archbishop's nominees) curious enough. His account of the 
transaction is this, saying he got it from Lord M<elbourne>, and by 
reference to letters which passed at the time: 'The Archbishop of 
C<anterbury> came toLd. M. to announce the death of Dr. Burton.1 

In the conversation that ensued my Uncle requested the Archbishop 
to send him the names of the persons that occurred to him as best 
qualified for the situation, and begged him not to confine the list to 
a small number. The Archbishop sent a list including Pusey, New
man, and Keble;z and if it was, as I believe, the list of the Archbishop 
which is now before me, it contained nine names; but it is possible he 
may have sent only six, and that the other three were added from 
another quarter. Ld. M. sent the nine names to the Archbishop of 
Dublin without mentioning who had recommended them ... and he 
justified the confidence reposed in him by giving a full and impartial 
statement of what he conceived to be the qualifications of each. But 
previous to this he had been consulted by Ld. M., and asked whom he 
would recommend, and had written (on 22nd January, 1836) a long 
letter in which he said: "The best fitted for a theological professorship 
that I have any knowledge of are Dr. Hampden and Dr. Hinds3 
(afterwards Principal of Alban Hall); the qualifications I look to, 
and which (in combination) they both possess in a higher degree than 
any others I could name, are, first, sound learning; second, vigour of 
mind to wield that learning, without which the other is undigested 
food; and third, the moral and intellectual character adapted for con
veying instruction .... Both Hinds and Hampden are what are con
sidered ofliberal sentiments, but agree with me in keeping alooffrom 
parties political and ecclesiastical." ... Ld. M. doubted for some 

' Edward Burton, Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford, r82g-36. 
'John Keble (r7g2-r866), a leader of the Oxford Movement; Professor of Poetry at 

Oxford, r831-41; Vicar ofHursley, Hants, 1836-66. 
3 Samuel Hinds (1793-1872); Chaplain to Dr Whately, Archbishop of Dublin, 1831-3; 

Bishop of Norwich, 1849-57· 
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time between Arnold and Hampden, but, thinking the former rather 
too rash and unsettled in his opinions for so responsible a post, 
decided in favor of the latter; and it \·vas not till after he had made 
up his mind that Hampden was the fittcs- person that he asked 
Dr. Copleston to give him his opinion of him, which opinion was so 
favorable that it confirmed him in his choice; he did not send any list 
to Copleston. You may rely on the accuracy of this statement as far 
as it goes.' The Duke also told me in his lettcT that there had been a 
very curious correspondence between Prince Albert and the Bishop 
of Oxford. 

Janum:_y r8th.-I have this morning recei,·ed a copy of the Arch
bishop of C<anterbury 's letter to John about making Hampden B. 
of Manchester.' John wrote to him for his opinion, and here is his 
reply:-

l\1y dear Lord,-During the ten years whid have passed since Dr. H. 
was appointed Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford, I have no reason to 
believe that he has taught from the Chair any doctrines at variance with 
the Articles of our Church; and in justice to hirr I must say that I have dis
covered nothing objectionable in the few publi•:ations of his which I have 
seen and which are ablY written; of his discretion or talents for business 
I have no means ofjudging. These qualificatiors may be more than ordin
arily required in the first Bishop of such a place as Manchester. I have the 
honor to be, etc. 

w. CANTUAR. 

This is his letter, which certainly warranted John in saying 'he 
received no discouragement from the Archbishop of C<anterbury\.' 
It amounts very nearly to a sanction of the appointment; and nothing 
but the Archbishop's age, and the timidity, both natural to him and 
belonging to his age, can excuse his not having taken a more active 
part in allaying the irritation than he has done. So far as the Arch
bishop was concerned, John understated h.s case. 

January 2rst, Friday.-Dined on 'Vednc~day with Baron Rolfe-
Campbell, Langdale, Wilde, and Solicitor-General :Dundas); much 
talk about the rule in Q<ueen's> B ~ench> r in Hampden's case), and 
whether the law must be altered. Campbell against alteration, the 
rest thinking there must be some, and tre old law of Edward VI 

1 Actually James Prince Lee was appointed first Bishop of .\Ianchester. This appoint
ment was made by Lord John Russell on Octuber 2yd, 1847· 
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making the Bishopricks donative restored. This is what Lushington 
told me must be done. 1 

January 22nd.-Aston 2 called on me yesterday, and told me a great 
deal about Spain and Spanish affairs. He thinks it is the object of Q. 
Christina to destroy the Queen, her daughter, and that she will ac
complish it; that she has always hated her, and prefers (without caring 
much for her) the Infanta; thinks that by medical treatment the 
cutaneous disease with which the Queen has been always affiicted has 
been driven in, and hence the epileptic fits by which she has been 
recently attacked; that they have lately put about her a French 
Doctor, since which all her Spanish Physicians have declined to at
tend her. I own I cannot believe anything so horrible as this implies, 
but it accords with suspicions from other quarters. He told me that 
Espartero before he left England showed him a letter he had received 
from a man of the name of--, the Queen's musick-master, a devoted 
adherent of his who had continued to correspond with him. This man 
was an eye-witness of the scene which took place when the Queen was 
forced by Serrano to take Narvaez for her Minister, and his relation 
was as follows:- He was waiting in the room next the Queen's to be 
called in to give her her lesson. Suddenly he heard violent screams, 
and his impulse was to rush into the room. On opening the door he 
saw the Queen on the floor and Serrano standing over her, grasping 
her by the throat and threatening her with uplifted arm. Serrano's 
back was turned to him and he did not see him. Terrified at being the 
witness of such a scene, and knowing it would cost him his life or his 
liberty if they were aware he had been, he took to his heels as fast as 
he could. The same evening the decree was signed. Serrano, the 
most infamous of creatures, of whom the Queen was really fond, had 
been bought over and fulfilled the contract by this violence. He said 
that the Queen was now a Prisoner and not allowed to communicate 

' On December 11th an attempt was made to arrest the confirmation of Dr Hampden 
as Bishop of Hereford in the church of St Mary-le-Bow. But this was overruled by the 
Commissioners. On December 24th the Attorney-General showed cause against a rule 
nisi granted on the 14th by the Court of Queen's Bench, for a mandamus against the Arch
bishop of Canterbury. Judgment was given on February 1st. Mr Justice Coleridge and 
Mr Justice Erie were in favour of granting the mandamus; Lord Denman, CJ., and Mr 
Justice Patteson against it. The Court being equally divided, no mandamus was issued.-R. 

• Sir Arthur Aston succeeded Lord Clarendon as Minister in Spain, and was retained 
there on the change of Government in 1841 at the Queen's special request; but he was re
called in 1843, on the fall ofEspartero, and succeeded by Sir Henry Bulwer.-R. 
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with anybody, a mere puppet in the hands ofher abominable mother. 
All the Grandees in the French interest, regretting the revolution, 
Carlists in heart, and only caring for a Government of corruption and 
peculation; the l\foderado party in power through the elections 
which had taken place under the election law by \·vhich the freedom 
of the municipalities was destroy~d. The Queen had, however, one 
chance of emancipation, and that is in the attachment to her of the 
people of Madrid, which is general and enthusiastic. She has all the 
:Manolas' to a woman, and throut:h them their lovers, brothers, and 
friends; they would rise en masse for her if called upon. Christina is 
universally unpopular and yet remains there; she is gorged \•vith 
riches and in possession of uncontnlled power. ·when she left Spain 
(in 18.43) She stripped the Palace of all the Plate and all the crown 
jewels of enormous value; of all the gold and silver services there were 
not six spoons left. Espartero appointed a Committee to enquire into 
the disappearance of the Crown jewds, but they begged leave not to 
report to avoid the scandalous expo~ure of the Queen's mother, and 
she was left in possession of her spoil. The young Queen was found 
without cloaths to her back; the ~~rarchioness of Santa Cruz told 
Aston she had only six pair of darned cotton stockings which hurt her 
legs, then sore with her cutaneous disease. <Aston, said that Bulwer 
was constantly intriguing, failed, was found out, and not trusted by 
any party or any individual. 

Brocket, <January> 22nd.-Came here this afternoon, .Melbourne 
having at last invited me. I have been intimately acquainted with 
him for thirty-five years, and he never before (but once to dinner) 
asked me into his house. He expects people to come, and at dinner 
to-day he proclaimed his social ideas and v.·ishes. 'I wish,' he said, 
'my friends to come to me whenever they please, and I am mortified 
when they don't come.' I told him he ought to send out circulars to 
that effect. He is well and in good spirits, and ready to talk by fits and 
starts, very anti-Peel and anti-Free-trad.:, rattled away against men 
and things, especially against the Denisons, and the Bishop of Salis
bury in particular. I asked '\\Thy then did you make him a Bishop?' 
He said' It was the worst thing I ever did in my life.' As usual, he put 
forth some queer sayings, such as that '~obody ever did anything 

' The working-class girls of ~Iadrid. 
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very foolish except from some strong principle, he had remarked that.' 
M. said very little about the Hampden quarrel, only that he 'thought 
John might have avoided it.' He told me he had wished to make 
Arnold a Bishop, but -- (I forget who) had told him if he did he 
thought the Archbishop would very likely refuse to consecrate him; 
so he gave up the idea without finding out what the Archbishop 
thought of it. Beau vale very strong against Palmers ton and delighted 
with the articles in the 'Times' attacking his administration and his 
letter to the Greek Government; thought it very lucky he had not 
gone to Paris, where he must have quarrelled with P. for not obeying 
his absurd instructions, qu'il avait passe par la at Vienna. When he 
was there, Lady Westmorland told him She had been commissioned 
to give him a hint that he would not be able to remain there and 
oppose Palmers ton as he often did. He asked her who told her this; 
she said Melbourne ! This was the way the Prime Minister tried to pre
vent a rupture between his brother and his brother-in-law, not daring 
to face P., though disapproving of his policy and his ways. Well 
might B<eauvale> say P. would always have his way, for he was bold, 
resolute and unscrupulous; would not yield to others, and would 
make all others yield to him; and he is unchecked by pub lick opinion 
here, nobody knowing or caring anything about foreign affairs. 

Lady Beauvale told me some anecdotes of the Royal children, 
which may some day have an interest when time has tested and de
veloped their characters. The Princess Royal 1 is very clever, strong in 
body and in mind; the P. of Wales weaker, more timid, and the Q. 
says he is a stupid boy; but the hereditary and unfailing antipathy of 
our Sovereigns to their Heirs Apparent seems thus early to be taking 
root, and the Q. does not much like the child. He seems too to have 
an incipient propensity to that sort of romancing which distinguished 
his Uncle, George 4th. The child told Ly. B. that during their cruise 
he was very nearly thrown overboard and was proceeding to tell her 
how, when the Q. overheard him, sent him off with a flea in his ear, 
and told her it was totally untrue. 

January 26th, Wednesday.-Came back from Brocket on Monday. 

' Victoria Adelaide Mary Louisa, Princess Royal ( r84o-rgo 1), eldest child of Queen 
Victoria; married Frederick, Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards the Emperor Frederick), 
1858. 
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Melbourne not much inclined to talk; dined at a quarter-past seven, 
and he went to bed, or at least to his room, at half-past eight. He is as 
Anti-Palmerstonian as his brother, agreed with me that P. had all 
along greatly exaggerated the importance of the Spanish marriage. 
Much talk with Beau vale, particularly about P.; told me an anecdote 
of him which shovv·s the man and how clifftcult he is to manage. 
During the Spanish discussions B. was at \Vindsor, and one day when 
the Prince was in his room a despatch from P. to John Russell arrived, 
which he wanted to show to the Prince, and afterwards to submit to 
the Q. for her sanction. Finding the P. wa~ in B.'s room, he came 
there and read out the despatch. There was a paragraph in it saying 
that the succession of the Dssc. de M (ontpensicr) 's children would be 
inadmissible by the constitutional law of Spain (or words to this 
effect). ] ohn said he thought this ought to be expunged; that we 
might say what we pleased as to the effect cf treaties, but it did not 
become us to lay down the constitutional law of Spain; the Prince and 
B. both concurred, and John said he would st:ike out this passage, and 
submit it so amended to the Q. He did so, and H.?vi. took the same 
view. It was returned (so altered) to Palmerston; but when the 
despatch was published, it was found that Palmerston had re-inserted 
the paragraph, and so it stood! \Vhat more may have passed I know 
not, but it is clear that they all stood it, as chey always will. 

Lady B<eauvale> gave me an account of the scene at dinner at 
Windsor when Melbourne broke out agaiLst Peel (about the Corn 
Laws). She was sitting next M., who was ·.)etween her and the Q.; 
he said pretty much what I have somewhere else stated, and he would 
go on though it was evidently disagreeable to the Q., and embarras
sing to everybody else. At last the Q. said to him, 'Ld. M., I must beg 
you not to say anything more on this subject now; I shall be very glad 
to discuss it with you at any other time,' and then he held his tongue. 
It is however an amiable trait in her, that while she is austere to almost 
everybody else, She has never varied in her attachment to him, and 
to him everything has always been permitted; he might '>ay and do 
what he liked. ~ow she constantly writes to him, never forgets his 
birthday. She is certainly an odd woman; her devotion and sub
mission to her husband seem to know no bounds. \Vhen first she 
married :Melbourne told her she must not expect her domestick 
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happiness never to be ruffled. She did not like this at all. But it never 
has. Albert never looks at her handsome Ladies and Maids of Honor. 
He is absorbed with other objects, is full of ambition and the desire 
of governing and having political influence. He has attained this 
object for He and the Queen are now one with the Ministers, with 
these as well as with the last. It was very different in Melbourne's 
time. They think her clever; some say that she is cleverer than 
Albert, but he is remarkably well informed and takes vast pains with 
himsel£ 

I wrote a letter the other day to the D. ofB<edford> about Palmer
stan and the impression his letter had caused, for him to send to 
John if he chose it. This morning I hear that he has sent it to him. He 
tells me at the same time that when he was at Windsor the Q. and A. 
both spoke to him about P., saying that they could say only to John 
what they said to him,-'very confidential'; but it is quite super
fluous to tell me what their sentiments are in respect to P. 

January 27th.-The D. of B<edford> sent my letter (about P.) to 
J.R., who defends him; admits the letter was too strong, but goes off 
on his great ability and merit as displayed in the Swiss question: 
which nobody denies. I am not surprised at this; John is often 
obstinate and often weak. Le Marchant (his arne damnee) said this 
of him to me. He has his grievance, thinking he ought to have been 
Secretary to the Treasury and believing that Palmerston was the 
cause of his not being appointed. He thinks P. has taken a dislike to 
him, because he was the organ of communication between John and 
the 'Times'. This enraged Easthope, who saw the Government in
formation flow towards the 'T <imes>' instead of the 'C<hronicle>'; 
and he made his complaints to P. 

The Attorney-General 1 has got into a scrape about his Son's elec
tion,2 but it remains to be seen if he will not get out of it; there was a 
petition against Y <oung> Jervis, and they gave the Petitioners £1500 
to drop it. The bargain was discovered, and other parties presented 
a petition just in time. Dundas would be thrown into a great em
barrassment by anything that removed the Attorney-General; he 

1 Sir John Jervis was at this time Attorney-General, afterwards Lord Chief Justice of the 
Common Pleas. Sir David Dundas was Solicitor-General.-R. 

2 John Jervis (r825--6o), eldest son of Sir John Jervis; elected for Horsham, 1847, but 
unseated on petition, June 28th, r848. 
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could not succeed; the Government would not have him, nor would he 
undertake it; he has no brief'>, a thing unheard-of for a Solicitor
General, and the Government found him so useless that they ceased to 
consult him, and, desirous of getting somebody more efficient, they 
proposed to him to be Judge-Advocate, which however he refused: he 
hardly could have accepted it. He has many good qualities, is agree
able, and I like him; he is honorable, high-minded, proud, charitable, 
generous, accomplished, well-informed, and clever; but he is weak, 
timid, fastidious, affected, sentimental, and very often absurd, and in 
no small degree a humbug. Altogether he is unfit f()r rough work and 
active life, either forensic or political. 

February 8th, Tuesday.~Fortnight arrear. On Saturday week to 
Burnham Beeches; the Grates, Mrs. Butler and Prandi, a Piedmontese 
Patriot, and formerly refugee, now restt)red by the adoption of liberal 
principles in Piedmont. He was condemned to death above twenty 
years ago, and escaped with great difficulty. He has lived eYer since in 
London. 

On Monday we received news of the revolution in Sicily,' of the 
concessions extorted from the King, and since, of the promdgation of 
a constitution at Naples. 

On Saturday week I read in the newspapers the speech Cobden 
made at Manchester abusing the D. of \V <ellingto>n, and scouting the 
national defences. On Wednesday I wrote a letter to him in the 
'Times,' which has had great success.2 I have received innumerable 
compliments and expressions of approbation about it from all quarters, 
and the Old Duke is pleased. I had no idea of making such a hit, 
but the truth is, everybody was disgusted at Cobden's irr.pertin
ence and (it may be added) folly. His head is turned by all the 
flattery he has received, and he has miserably exposed himself since 
his return to England, showing that he is a man of one idea and no 
Statesman. 

There was a meeting yesterday at Stanley's to chuse a Leader, but 
they parted without doing anything. Stanley said it was not for him 
to point out a Leader to the Members of the H. of C., and he 

' A revolution broke out in Palenno on January 12th, 1848. Ferdinand II granted a 
constitution, but the revolt continued and Sicily declared itself independent of :'\a pies. 
In September, however, a Neapolitan force captured Palermo and the rebellion collapsed. 

' The Times, Feb. 2nd, 1848. 
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eulogised G. Bentinck (who has taken his place on the back benches). 
They are to meet again to-morrow, and it is supposed Granby will be 
their choice! Except his high birth he has not a single qualification 
for the post; he is tall, good-looking, civil and good-humoured; if 
these are qualifications, but he is heavy, dull and ignorant, without 
ability or knowledge,. destitute of ideas to express and of the art of 
expressing them if he had any; and yet this great party can find no 
better man. 

February wth.-The Protectionists met yesterday and elected 
Granby, all the world laughing at their choice. It appears that the 
reports of G. Bentinck's easy and good-humoured retirement are not 
true. 1 There was an angry correspondence, much heat, and con
siderable doubt about the successor; some being for Stafford,2 the 
majority for Granby, in the proportions of 6o to 40. 

February 13th, Sunday.-On Friday was with Graham for a long 
time, who talked of everything, affairs at home and abroad, Peel, 
J.R., Government prospects, etc., etc.; expressed a doubt if the 
Ministers were up to their work and capable of coping with all their 
difficulties, said Peel was 'more sullen than he had seen him,' and had 
the same doubts, but nevertheless was more than ever resolved never to 
take office; hoped, however, that John might bring forward the state 
of the nation on Friday, and by making a great speech upon it show 
he was up to his situation; talked a good deal of colonial matters, and 
said the change in our commercial policy brought about the necessity 
of a great one in our Colonial policy, that we ought to limit instead 
of extending our colonial Empire, that Canada must soon be inde
pendent. He condemned the Caffre war,3 and extension of the Cape 
Colony, that we ought only to have a Gibraltar there, a house of call; 
condemned New Zealand and Labuan and Hong Kong; considered 

1 Lord George Bentinck threw up the leadership of the Protectionist party in a fit of ill
humour, caused by some reflections of Major Beresford, which showed, he said, that he had 
not the confidence of the party. Mr Disraeli called him 'a wrong-headed man,' although 
they had for some time worked together with apparent cordiality.-R. 

• Stafford Augustus O'Brien Stafford (181 1-57); M.P. for Northants, 1841-57; Secre
tary to the Admiralty, March-December, 1852. 

3 Sir Harry Smith, the new Governor of Cape Colony, annexed British Caffraria on 
his arrival in 1847, and in February 1848 extended the colony as far north as the 
Orange River. Caffre wars were continuous between the colonists and the Bantu tribes, 
1836-54· 
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the West Indies interest as gone, and dilated at great . ength (and very 
well) on these points. Then on foreign affairs, which he thinks very 
critical, especially estranged as we are from France; wants Beau vale 
to be sent to Paris and Vienna to concert measures, and try to avert 
the dangers he apprehends. He is all for 'defence,' but says the onty 
way is to draw our troops home which are scattered over our useless 
and expensive dependencies; entirely against the squadron on the 
African coast and keeping up that humbug, which he says costs 
directly and indirectly a million a year. I told him Auckland said it 
only cost £3oo,ooo; he replied, it was not so, and that including in
direct expenses it cost a million. Caffre war another million, and now 
that we were going to add to the income-tax, it would only be en
dured by showing that we had made or would make every practicable 
reduction, and that we maintained no establishments that were not 
really necessary. He highly approved of my letter. 

February 18th.-Sumner appointed Archbishop,' a great mortifica
tion to the Tractarians, and great joy to Low Church; but he is so 
excellent a man, and has done so well in his diocese, that the appoint
ment will be generally approved. Went last night to the Lords to hear 
Lord L<ansdowne> bring in the Diplomatick Bill (\"lith Rome); he 
made a very good speech. 

I could not stay out the debate, being engaged to dine with Chief 
Justice vVilde, where we had a great party, almost all Lawyers, Parke, 
Alderson, Lushington, Talfourd.• I sat next to Alderson, and found 
him a very agreeable man, Senior 'Vrangler, Senior Medallist, a 
Judge (and really a Lawyer), a Wit; a life all of law and letters, such 
as I might have led if I had chosen the good instead of the bad path. 
I always think of this when I meet such men who have 'scorned de
lights, and lived laborious days,' and now enjoy the benefit thereof. 
He told me he had been writing an exercise in the morning for one of 
his Sons at Oxford, a dialogue between Erasmus and ::\{ore, on the 
preference of the Latin to the Greek as an universal language. There is 
a good saying going about of the Court of Exchequer and its Barons; 

' Of Canterbury; in succession to Dr Howley, who had died on February 1 1 th. 
' Sir Thomas :\"oon Talfourd : 1]95-1854); "-LP. for Reading, I835-47; Judge of Com

mon Pleas, t849-54; published his tragedy Ion, 1835; author of Letters and }rfemorials of 
Charles Lamb, 1837 and 1848. 
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it runs thus-Parke settles the law, Rolfe settles the fact, Alderson 
settles the bar, Platt' settles nothing, Pollock unsettles everything. 
Campbell is anxious to write again, and talked to me of writing the 
history of the Reform Bill. I told him I could give valuable materials, 
but that it is not yet time. He wants me to write memoirs of the last 
twenty years, and was pleased to say no man was so well qualified to 
do it. This is not true, but I have some qualifications from personal 
acquaintance with the actors and knowledge of the events of that 
period, and I might have had, and ought to have had, much more, but 
my horrible life, habits and pursuits have prevented me, and only left 
me mere snatches of such real knowledge as could be turned to account. 

February 2oth, Sunday.-At the H. of Lords on Friday night, for the 
Committee on Diplomatic Bill. Government beat by three, and all 
by bad management; several who ought to have been there, and 
might easily have been brought up, were absent: the D. of Bedford, 
D. of Devonshire, Ld. Petre,Z a Catholic, dawdling at Brighton, 
Beauvale. D. of Wellington, with his deafness, got into a complete 
confusion, and at the last moment voted against Government. It was 
a melancholy thing to see Stanley with Beaufort on one side of him, 
and Buckingham on the other, now going into a corner with the B. 
of Exeter, now earwigging Ld. Kenyon, thus prostrating his fine 
talents to the folly and bigotry of the titled, tinselled mob, in the midst 
of whom he sits. Aberdeen behaved very ill, and spoke against ad
mitting ecclesiastics (indeed, against any Nuncio) which was all 
wrong and untrue as to fact, and which he was crammed with by 
Bunsen. I did not stay it out, but went away to dinner, where I met 
Dr. Logan, Head ofOscott; a very able man, very pleasing and good
looking, and neither in manner or dress resembling a Roman Catholic 
Priest. He is supposed to be the writer of Lord Shrewsbury's letters.3 
He told Panizzi, however, that he was very sorry to find that the 
English Catholics were very indignant with Ld. S. for having written 
these letters, which is very strange and very lamentable, for it has 

' Sir Thomas Joshua Platt (I7go?-r862); Baron of the Exchequer, r84s-56. Of the 
other four barons here mentioned Sir Frederick Pollock was Chief Baron. 

• William Henry Francis Petre (1793-r8so), eleventh Baron Petre; succeeded his father 
in the title, 1 Bog. 

3 John Talbot (1791-I852), sixteenth Earl of Shrewsbury; succeeded his uncle in the 
title, 1827; published letters in 1847, urging the Catholic prelates in Ireland to disavow the 
outrages of the Repealers. 
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always been believed that they were more liberal and well-disposed 
than the Irish, and regarded with horror the excesses of MacHale 
and Co. 

On Friday night John Russell brought forward his financial state
ment, in a speech which has been much criticised. He seems to have 
treated the subject of defence, and to have alluded to the military 
establishments of France, in a style far from judicious; his speech and 
his plan were very ill received, and the state of the House was con
sidered to be ominous and alarming; dissatisfaction was expressed in 
all quarters, and opposition threatened upon the most opposite 
grounds. D'Tsraeli and Cobden both spoke against him, and the 
former vehemently attacked •he latter, and made a very clever speech. 
Cobden's tone and spirit v•lere bad, and, so far as can be judged of his 
intentions, he means to go to work in the line of pure democracy, and 
with the object of promoting :he power of the middle classes over that 
of the aristocracy. The most serious blow to the Government was 
the speech of Francis Baring, which told mightily. On the whole, 
the impression is very bad; people are gloomy, frightened, and 
angry; the Government inspires no confidence; the great monetary 
and commercial interests don't think John and Charles Wood 
equal to their situations and they cast back longing eyes towards 
Peel. This \Iacgregor told me yesterday, and it is confirmed by 
various signs. 

Yesterday morning John R. sent for me, and asked me to go to 
Graham and speak to him about the 'Godless' Colleges,' and the 
payment of Professors, giving me a letter of Clarendon's about it, 
which I was to show G. with Clarendon's scheme, and ask if it was in 
accordance with their Bill, and if He and Peel would approve of it. 
Graham said he did approve, and would support the scheme, but he 
advised a different mode of paying the Professors (by a vote in the 
estimates instead of paying them C>Ut of the £7ooo a year given by the 
Actj, which John agreed to adopt. \Ve had much talk about the H. 
of Commons and the state of things. Graham thought the appearance 
of the House very alarming, said John spoke well in a very difficult 
position, rather defended him, found fault with some of the details of 

' The undenominational colleges instituted by Peel in Ireland in 1 8.1,.3 were known by 
this name. 
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the estimates, and thought they might have adjusted their taxation 
differently. Neither He nor Peel said a word on Friday. Peel went 
away after John's speech. I can see that the Whigs are in a state of 
continual uneasiness about Peel and Graham and the Peelites. They 
hear it constantly repeated that Peel will not take office, and has an
nounced that he will be no Leader of a party, but they look with great 
apprehension towards Lincoln, who is certainly ambitious of playing 
a great part, and preparing to do so; and they suspect Peel is secretly 
aiding and encouraging him. The ' Morning Chronicle' is believed by 
the Government people to have been bought by Lincoln. 1 It is cer
tain that its tone is quite altered. Old Delane (Father of the 'Times' 
Editor) has got the management of it, and a Mr Cook,2 who was em
ployed for two years under Lincoln in the Duchy of Cornwall, is 
Editor. When Easthope sold it, he tried to bargain for its continued 
support of Palmerston, which was flatly refused. Young Delane told 
me the paper meant to support the Government, but it has begun by 
an attack on Grey, and has evinced no very friendly feeling to John 
himself. The state of affairs is to the last degree extraordinary and 
perplexing. 

Delane came to me yesterday morning to talk over the ministerial 
expose and its effects. He said nothing could be worse, that it was 
fatal, that there was no use in attempting to defend them. He found 
people in the City all against the plan, that it could not pass; and he 
talked of nothing but defeat and resignation, without being able to 
suggest any possible alternative. He says, however, that people don't 
care for this, that they are reckless, that the Government must not 
look to being carried through, for fear they should resign, and because 
there is nobody to take their places; that nobody will be frightened 
by this, but that their measure will be opposed, let what may come 
of it. Others think differently, and Tom Baring told me last night 
that he thought, notwithstanding the discontent, they would find 
support enough for their purpose. It is difficult, however, as yet, in 

' The Morning Chronicle newspaper was sold by Sir John Easthope, and purchased by 
Lord Lincoln, Sidney Herbert, and the other followers of Sir Robert Peel. It was con
ducted with ability, but it failed to command public support, and after a few years, and the 
loss of a great deal of money, the old Whig organ sank altogether .-R. 

2 John Douglas Cook (? r8o8-68); Editor of the Morning Chronicle, 1848-54, and of the 
Saturday Review, 1855-68. 

GMVI 2 
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the midst of the uncertainty, excitement, and discontent that prevail, 
to form any plausible conclusion as to their prospect. There can be no 
doubt that, as a Government, their position is very unenviable; they 
are not strong in numbers--that is, they have not an absolute majority 
of the H. of C.-and they are in a minority in the H. of Lords. They 
enjoy no confidence, and no favour; neither collectively or indi
vidually are they strong in publick confidence and attachment. There 
is no enmity to them, and they have a sort of negative support, as 
being well-intentioned, honest, tolerably capable, and, from the state 
of parties, the only possible Government. But they are surrounded 
with cavilling, discontented people, and fragments of parties, all 
animated with particular objects and designs of their own, which are 
not yet ripe-people biding their time, and looking for their over
throw. There are the Protectionists, without any Leader, and abso
lutely unable to find one; the Peelite stan: with a dozen men fit to 
lead, and most of them willing, but still kept asunder by the old film 
of political repulsion, the ever-burning hatred of Peel and Peclites on 
one side, and the honor and feeling which forbids any desertion of, or 
disrespect to, Peel on the other; and these feelings will still keep the 
two Conservative sections in this antagonistic state, till events and 
common interests, Heaven knows how or when, bring them to
gether. There are, however, enormous difficulties, inherent in such a 
state of things, and aggravated by their continuance, and among them 
none greater than Stanley's position, and the egregious folly of his 
conduct. This is, in truth, the great security which the present Govern
ment has for keeping in office. If they are defeated, and offer to 
resign, no other Government will be found possible, and they will be 
forced to stay in; but I doubt much, even in such a contingency, if 
they would be able to do so entirely on their own terms, and they 
would never dare to make public~ opinion, if unmistakeably ex
pressed, surrender at discretion. 

February 23rd, Wednesday.--On ~fonday night Wood came suddenly 
down to the H. of Commons, and proposed to refer the Army and 
Navy Estimates to a secret Committee, and then the miscellaneous 
estimates. This scheme was violently attacked, particularly the 
secrecy. D'Israeli spoke forcibly against it. Peel came to the rescue. 
The effect was very bad: a confession of weakness and perplexity, and 
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the Government lost credit. Last night Wood again proposed the 
Committees, owned he was wrong about their being secret, and asked 
for 'select.' D'Israeli attacked him very cleverly; Peel came forward 
handsomely, spoke for the Committees, but defended the estimates, 
and talked very sensibly about them and defences, ridiculing Elles
mere's letter very much. Delane had a long interview with the 
Chancellor of Exchequer the day before yesterday, who told him he 
had been driven to his present expedient by the deplorable effect of 
John's speech, which appears to have inflicted tortures on his col
leagues all the time he was delivering it. He not only (Wood said) 
said all that he ought not to have done, and made great mistakes in 
his way of dealing with the subject, but he omitted a great part of 
what he was to have said, two points especially: Ireland, and what 
had been done there, and the Spanish marriage question, which it had 
been his intention to throw over ! It certainly is remarkable that he showed 
none of the tact and dexterity which usually pre-eminently distinguish 
him; he had not been well, and was oppressed with the subject. The 
effect was very bad, and, as usual, his meaning ridiculously distorted 
and misrepresented. All the friends of the Government are ex
ceedingly alarmed, and we do certainly appear to be very near a 
deadlock. 

In reference to the Spanish marriage question, I have had some 
concern in stopping what would have been a very mischievous publi
cation. Wm. Hervey, who is mad on it, has written an elaborate 
polemique in the shape of a pamphlet, or rather book. He sent this 
over (last summer) to Clarendon, who, not having time to read it, 
asked G. Lewis to prepare it for, and correct, the press; but first it was 
sent to Palmerston. He kept it some months, and about Christmas 
sent it to Lewis, with his imprimatur; L., by accident, mentioned 
it to me just as he was correcting the last sheets. I thought it so 
objectionable I begged him to write to Clarendon and tell him 
so, and to advise him not to let it .be published without J. R.'s 
knowledge and approval. He wrote accordingly. Meanwhile I 
told the D. of B<edford> what had passed. He sent my letter to 
John, and John said he would not let it appear and desired me to 
send G. Lewis to him, which I did. Such a publication, at the 
moment when the Dsse. de M<ontpensier>'s grossesse is announced, 

2-2 
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would be irritating to the last degree, and nothing could be more 
indiscreet. 1 

(July roth, '57· tRcadablc. lliscellaneous.t) <C.C.G.) 
<End of Vol. III of Additional J.fS. 41 I 16 . .> 

London, February 28th, r 848.-The French Revolution has driven 
for the time every other subject out of thought, and so astounding has 
the event been, so awful and surprising from its inconceivable rapidity 
and the immensity of the operation, that every mind has been kept in 
a restless whirl and tumult incompatible w~th calm reflection; while 
from the quick succession of events crowding on each other, all 
dashed with lies, false reports, exaggerations, and errors, it has been 
almost impossible to sit down and give a clear, connected, and true 
account of what has happened; to jot down from hour to hour all 
that one hears would only have been to say one moment what must 
have been unsaid the next. By degrees the facts develope themselves 
and the fictions are cast aside; but the time is not yet arrived for 
completing this historical process. There are people alive who re
member the whole of the first Revolution, and we of middle age are 
all familiar with the second; but this, the third, transcends them both, 
and all other events which history records, in the astonishing political 
phenomena which it displays. The first Revolution was a long and 
gradual act, extending over years, in which the mind traces an 
elaborate concatenation of causes and effects. The second 'vas not 
unexpected; the causes were working openly and ominously; and at 
last the great stroke so rashly attempted, and by which the contest 
was provoked, was only the concluding scene of a drama which for a 
long preceding time had been in a state of representation before the 
world. In 1789 everybody saw that a revolution was inevitable; in 
1830 everybody thought that it was probable; but in rR-t8, up to the 
very moment at which the explosion took place, and even for a con-

z Lord William Hervey, then First Secretary of Emba,sy at Paris, had taken up the 
question of the Spanish marriages with extreme warmth. He it was who mainly disinterred 
and relied upon the renunciacons annexed to the Treaty of C trecht, whit:h wer<o designed 
to exclude any other branch of the House of Bourbon from the Spanish thro1c. Lord 
Palmerston adopted these arguments, but without effect, as, indeed, the whole state of 
Europe had changed; and Lord John Rus,ell never thou'{ht there was much weight in 
them. Lord William Hervey was a highly accompb,hed and honourable diplomatist, 
third son of the ~1arquis of Bristol. His health wa' bad, and he died in ~lay 1 llso, at the 
age of forty-five.-R. 
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siderable time after it (that is, considerable in reference to the period 
which embraced the whole thing from first to last), no human being 
dreamt of a revolution and of the dethronement of the King. The 
power of the Government appeared to be immense and unimpaired. 
The King was still considered one of the wisest and boldest of men, 
with a thorough knowledge of the country and the people he ruled; 
and though his prudence and that of his Ministers had been greatly 
impugned as to their mode of dealing with the question of Parlia
mentary reform, the worst that anybody anticipated was the fall of 
Guizot's Cabinet, and that reform of some sort it would be found 
necessary to concede. But no one imagined that the King, defended 
by an Army of wo,ooo men and the fortifications of Paris (which it 
was always said he had cunningly devised to give himself full power 
over the capital), was exposed to any personal risk and danger. There 
was a strong reforming and, it might be, a strong republican or revo
lutionary spirit abroad, but the principal leaders of Opposition were 
understood to have no designs against the Monarchy, and it was be
lieved by those who had good opportunities of knowing that the 
bourgeoisie of Paris were comparatively indifferent to political 
questions, averse to revolutionary movements, and the determined 
advocates of order and tranquillity. For some time before the day 
appointed for the Reform banquet, much anxiety prevailed for the 
peace of the capital; but when it was announced that the Govern
ment did not mean to interfere, and that the question of the legality 
of the meeting was to be referred to Judicial decision, all apprehensions 
subsided; and when the proclamation of Odilon Barrot and the Chiefs 
of the Banquet appeared it was regarded as a false and imprudent 
step, which by putting the Ministers in the right would only seem to 
strengthen their authority and avert their downfall, which otherwise 
had been probable. Duchatel made a very good speech in the 
Chamber of Deputies, and proved that this last act was so clearly 
illegal and mischievous that the Ministers were bound to take the 
course they did; and as the Banqueteers 1 showed a disposition to obey 

' The Banqueteers, headed by Odilon Barrot, had organised a series of public banquets 
throughout France, at which speeches were made demanding electoral reform. The first 
Reform banquet was given in Paris on July gth, 1847· The banquet arranged for January 
22nd, 1848, was forbidden by the Government and the suppression led immediately to the 
Revolution. 
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the Government, nobody doubted that the whole affair would 
quietly end. 

When therefore this great and sudden insurrection took place, 
sweeping everything before it with the irresistible speed and violence 
of a hurricane, everybody here stood aghast; but for the first two days 
no one anticipated the final catastrophe. At Paris, from the King 
downwards, all seem to have lost their presence of mind and judge
ment. The state of things proved the fallacy of their former calcula
tions and expectations, and their minds seemed incapable of keeping 
up with the march of events, of embracing the magnitude of the 
danger, and of discerning the means by which it could be met. 
Everything was involved in perplexity and confusion; the roar of in
surrectionary Paris affrighted the ears and bc'<V~ldered the sense-> of 
the inmates of the Tuileries. At the moment Tam writing we are still 
ignorant of the minute details of all that passed, of what the King said 
and did, and how others played their several parts. We know that 
Guizot resigned, that :NfoU was appointed-a capital fault, fi)r :Niole 
was another Guizot, and the selection only proved how unconscious 
the King was ofthe precipice on the brink of which he was standing. 
Some precious hours were lost in Mole's abortive attempt. Then came 
Thiers and Odilon Barrot, ~finisters of a few hours, who, seduced by 
the deceptive applause of the rabble, fancied they could command 
and restrain the people of Paris, and who persuaded the King to 
withdraw the Troops, telling him they wou:d answer for the people. 
This fatal advice cost him the crown, which, perhaps, he could not 
have kept on his head. The tide swept on; a host of people, and 
amongst them Emile Girardin, 1 rushed to the Tuileries, told the King 
his life was menaced, and advised him to abdicate; he refused. The 
people about him, and his own Son amongst them (D. de ~font
pensier), pressed him, and he signed the act of abdication. Still the 
crowd pressed on, and the Palace was unprotected. He resolved, or 
was persuaded, to fly; and with the Queen and such of his family as 
were with him he quitted the Palace with such precipitation that they 

' Emile de Girardin :18o6--8r;; founded the politini journal La Preut, 1836; ddputt!, 
1834-9 and 1842·-8; dictated Louis Philippe'> abdication, February 24th. rH-tl:l: arrested 
by Cavaignac,J une 1848: supported Louis Xapoleon in the presidential dectinn, D<Occmber 
1848; exiled for a time after the coup d'etat, r851; sold La Pre>se and bought Libertt'. r866; 
bought Le Petit Journal, 1872; wielded immense popular influence through hi, newspapers. 
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had no time to take anything, and they had scarcely any money 
amongst them. They proceeded to Dreux, where they separated, and 
as yet no one knows where the King is, or where those of his family 
are who are not yet arrived in England. 

The Duchesse d'Orleans, after the terrible scene in the Chamber 
ofDeputies,I was taken to some house in or near Paris, where she now 
lies concealed. All these events passed with the velocity of an Express 
train; hardly an interval was placed between circumstances and con
ditions of the most opposite description. No Monarchy or Monarch 
ever fell with such superhuman rapidity. There is something awful 
and full of fear and pity in the contemplation of such a tre
mendous vicissitude: of a great King and a numerous and prosperous 
family, not many hours before reposing in the security of an ap
parently impregnable power, suddenly toppled down from this mag
nificent eminence and laid prostrate in the dust, covered with ignominy 
and reproach, and pursued by terror and grief. All at once the whole 
edifice of grandeur and happiness fell to the ground; 'it dissolved, and, 
like the baseless fabric of a vision, left not a wreck behind.' The flight 
was undignified. It would be hard to accuse Louis Philippe ofwant 
of courage, of which he has given on various occasions many signal 
proofs; but he certainly displayed no resolution on this occasion. It is 
very doubtful whether his person would have been injured; the people 
have evinced no thirst for blood. It was then, indeed, too late for 
resistance, for the means had been withdrawn; but it may fairly be 
asked if it would not have been the more becoming and the wiser 
course to affront the danger of popular rage, and have tried what 
might have been done by firmness, by reason, and by concession at 
the same time. All this is speculation. It may be that his life and that 
of his Queen would have been sacrificed; but on a more terrible 
occasion, when the same Palace was invaded by a more formidable 
mob, a King still more unpopular and a detested Queen were left 
uninjured; and it is far more probable that the abdication of Louis 
Philippe would have satisfied and disarmed the wrath and fury of the 

' On February 24th, 1848, Louis Philippe abdicated in favour of his grandson, the 
Comte de Paris. In the afternoon of that day the Comte de Paris and his mother, the 
Duchesse d'Orleans, proceeded to the Chamber of Deputies to hear Odilon Barrot pro
claim the abdication, but the session was interrupted by the irruption of a mob and ended 
with the proclamation of a Provisional Government and a Republic. 
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people. At all events it is certain that he descended from the throne 
in a manner which, if it is cruel to call it ignominious, was not ren
dered captivating or affecting by any of those touching or striking 
circumstances which often environ and decorate the sacrifice offallen 
Majesty. 

There is a strong impression that if they had unsparingly used the 
military means at their disposal while it was still time, the :\fonarchy 
would have been saved and the tumult SL pprcssed. The recollection 
of the 13th V endcmiaire and the Rue de St. Roch, when the Troops 
ofthe Convention defeated the Sections of Paris, produces this notion. 
But when time was given to the emeute to grow and expand, and when 
the National Guards took part in it, all was over; for the Troops of the 
line, who would have repressed the mob, would not fight against the 
National Guard. But between blunders, bad advice, and delay, the 
insurrection sprang at once into gigantick proportions, and the world 
has seen with amazement a King who was considered so astute and 
courageous, with Sons full of spirit and intelligence, sink '"'ithout 
striking a blow for their Kingdom, perishing without a struggle, and 
consequently falling dishonoured and unregretted. The end of 
Charles X was far more dignified than that of his Cousin, and the 
survivors of that shipwreck may sec with a melancholy satisfaction 
their successful competitor 'whelmed in deeper gulphs' than them
selves. Louis Philippe has been seventeen years on the throne; in 
many respects a very amiable man, and, though crafty and un
scrupulous as a Politician, and neither beloved nor respected, he has 
never done anything to make himself an o '-)ject of the excessive hatred 
and bitter feeling which have been exhibited against him and his 
family. The mob, though, on thewhole,moderateandgood-humoured, 
have been violent against his person, and they plundered the Palais 
Royal, invaded the Tuileries, and burnt .:\ euilly to show their ab
horrence of him. This manifestation is a cruel commentary on his 
reign and his character as King. 

Sunday, A1arch 5th.--The fugitives have all arrived here clay by day, 
with the exception of the Duchess of Orl<'ans and her children, who 
are supposed to be in Germany. The King and Queen came yesterday 
from Newhaven, where they landed; ~Iadame de Lieven and Guizot 
the day before, the one from Paris, the other through Belgium; they 
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were in the same train (leaving Paris at seven o'clock on Thursday 
night), but neither knew the other was there. The King, as soon as he 
reached England, wrote a letter to the Queen, in which he gave her to 
understand that he considered all as over with him, and he said that 
it was the Comte de Neuilly who thanked her for all her past and present 
kindness to himself and his family. 1 It was a very good letter (Lord 
Lansdowne told me), and the Queen was much moved by it. Her 
personal resentment had long ceased; Aberdeen told me last night 
that she had told him so not long ago, and that though the political 
question was another thing, her personal feelings towards the French 
Royal Family were what they had ever been. 

Yesterday I saw Madame de Lieven, and heard her narrative, both 
personal and historical. With the sufferers, as with the spectators, the 
predominant feeling is one of intense astonishment amounting to a 
sort of incredulity; every one repeats (as well they may) that nothing 
that history has recorded, or fiction invented, ever approached this 
wonderful reality, wonderful in every way, in its whole and in all its 
parts. There is nothing in it that is not contrary to every antecedent 
probability, to all preconceived notions of the characters of the 
principal Actors, and to the way in which almost everybody con
cerned might have been expected to act. The beginning, the middle, 
and the end of the contest have been equally wonderful: the conduct 
of the old Government and the conduct of the new; the events of 
months or years crammed into a few days or hours; the whole change 
so vast and complete, made as at the stroke of an enchanter's wand. 
France, on Monday, February xgth, a powerful, peaceful, and ap
parently impregnable Monarchy; on Wednesday, 21st of the same 
month, the whole of her Royalty scattered over the face of the earth,Z 
and France become a Republick no less powerful and peaceful; the 
authority of the latter form of government as generally acknowledged 
as that of the former was a week before; and an able, vigorous, and 
despotick Government established in the name of the people, which 
was, with universal consent and approbation, and the admiration 

' This letter, dated March 3rd, 1848, has been printed in The Letters of Queen 
Victoria. 

• The dates should be Monday, February 21st and Wednesday, February 23rd, but the 
monarchy did not actually collapse until the 24th. 
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even of those \·vhom it had displaced, discharging every legislative as 
well as executive function. 

Madame de Lieven's story runs thus. On Sunday-that is, this day 
fortnight-She had a reception as usual. Xo alarm prevailed, but she 
was a little struck by Dclessert' telling her that there was a good deal 
of agitation amongst some of the lower orders of workmen, and those 
who were known to the Government as Communists; still he did not 
appear to attach much importance to it. On "Nlonday evening Guizot 
told her that it was possible there might be some rioting and dis
turbance in the streets the following day, and he advised her to go out 
of her house for a few hours in the morning, which she did, ordering 
her dinner and meaning to return. That same day the commotions 
began, but still the ~Iinistcrs were unterrified; and though the affair 
began to be serious, they never doubtt.'d that they should be able to 
suppress the tumult and restore order. Everything went on, as is well 
known, up to \Vednesday morning, when Guizot saw the King, told 
him all would go right, and went to the Chamber. While there 
Duchatel called him out, and told him the King wanted him directly 
at the Tuileries. He was surprised, asked for what, and proposed they 
should go together, which thcydid. When they got there they found the 
King much disturbed; he said the Commandant of the --- Legion 
of Xational Guard had been to him and told him they must have 
reform, and he was afraid the rest of the :-.iational Guard would 
follow this example. 'Well,' said Guizot, 'ifthey do, we shall have no 
difficulty in putting down such a demonstration.' 'Oh, but,' said the 
King, 'that will produce bloodshed, and may lead to lamentable 
events'; and then, after beating about the bush a good deal, and with 
many expressions of personal attachment to Guizot, he said, 'Perhaps 
a change of :Ministers might settle every'!:hing, and relieve him from 
his embarrassment.' Guizot at once said that the mere suggestion of 
such a thing made it 'une affaire resolue,' and ifH.YL thought that 
by taking any other Minister he could imiJrovc the state of his affairs, 
he, of course, ought to do so. The King then talked of his regrets, and 
that he would rather abdicate than part with him. G. said abdication 
was not to be thought of. The King then talked of sending for ~lolC, 

1 Gabriel Delessert ~ 1786- 1858); originally a parmt:r in tht: Banque Dclessert; Prefect 
of Police at Paris, 1836-48. 
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and G. assured him ofhis readiness to support Mole, or any other man 
who would maintain Conservative principles. He then returned to 
the Chamber, and announced that the Ministers were out. The Con
servatives were struck with astonishment and alarm; crowded round 
Guizot, and asked him ifhe had resigned. He said 'No; that he had 
been dismissed.' Mole was sent for, and said he would try and form 
a Government. The King said he had only one exclusion to insist on: 
that Bugeaud 1 should not command the Troops. Mole said it was 
the very first appointment he should propose to H.M. The King 
wanted to keep the command in the hands of his Sons. Mole went 
away to try his hand. Meanwhile the agitation of Paris increased. 
At night, hearing nothing of Mole, the King sent Pasquier to him; he 
found him alone. 'Well, is your Government formed?' 'No, not yet; 
but I expect to see Passyz to-morrow morning.' He was told this 
would not do, and while he had been thus wasting time, the move
ment was swelling and advancing. So Mole went to the Palace at ten 
at night, and threw the thing up. Then the King sent for Thiers and 
Odilon Barrot. Thiers made it a condition that the Troops should 
not act for twelve hours, and said he would meanwhile answer for the 
people. The King consented, and He and O<dilon> B<arrot> went out 
into the streets on horseback to harangue the mob, announce their 
Ministry, and send them home satisfied; they were received with 
menaces and shots, and sent about their business. They went back to 
the Tuileries and said all was over, and they could do nothing. Early 
in the morning (Thursday morning), the state of affairs having be
come more and more formidable, a host of people came to the 
Tuileries (Emile Girardin amongst them), and all urged the King to 
abdicate. He asked Thiers what he advised. Thiers had lost his head, 
and said he was not his Minister, and could give no advice; all the 
rest (none more urgently than the Due de Montpensier) pressed 
the King to abdicate. The King was reluctant, and Piscatory3 alone 

' Thomas Robert Bugeaud, Due d'Isly (1784-1849); colonel, 1814; depute, 1831-40; 
defeated Abd-el-Kader in Algeria, r 836; Governor-General of Algeria, 1841-7; marechal de 
France, 1843; again defeatedAbd-el-Kader at Isly, 1844; created Due, 1844; commanded 
the troops in Paris, February 1848 but was forbidden to fire on the mob; died of cholera. 

• Fran<;ois Antoine Passy (1792-1873); Under-Secretary for the Interior under Guizot, 
r84o-8; after the Revolution devoted himself to geology. 

3 Theobald Piscatory (1799-187o); fought for Greece in the War of Independence; 
depute, 1832-42; French Minister at Athens, 1844-6; Ambassador to Spain, 1847-8; re
tired into private life after the coup d'etat, 1851. 
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entreated him not to do so. 'I1 ne faut jamais abdiquer, Sire,' he said 
to him; ' voila le moment de manter a cheval et de vous momrer .' The 
Queen behaved like a Heroine. Ste who was so mild and religious, 
and who never took any part in publick affairs, alone showed firmness 
and resolution; she thanked Piscatory for his advice to the King, and 
said, 'Mon ami, il ne faut pas abdiquer; plutot mourez en Roi.' But 
the King was ldche, and the more disgraceful counsel prevailed. He 
abdicated, and hurried off, as we know. Piscatory was with him to the 
last, and the Queen, on parting from h:m, told him to tell Guizot that 
she owed to him all she had enjoyed of ~appiness for the last six years. 
Thus fell the Orleans dynasty, pitoyablement, honteusement, without 
dignity, respect or sympathy. '\Vhere,' I asked, 'were the Sons, and 
what did they do? 11adame de Lit.ve:l only shook her head with a 
sign of disgust. She herself had taken refuge at St. Aulairc's, then at 
Apponyi's, then at an Austrian Attache's; then Pierre d'Aremberg 
took her under his care, and hid her at Mr. Roberts/ the English 
Painter, who brought her to England a'i ::V1rs. Roberts, with gold and 
jewels secreted in her dress. Guizot was concealed one day at Pisca
tory's, the others at Broglie's. 

In all this great drama Lamartine stands forth pre-eminently as the 
principal character; how long it may last God only knows, but such 
a fortnight of greatness the world has hardly ever seen; fi)r fame and 
glory \Vith posterity it were well for hirt to die now. His position is 
something superhuman at this moment; the eyes of the universe are 
upon him, and he is not only the theme of general admiration and 
praise, but on him almost alone the hopes of the world are placed. 
He is the principal author of this Revolution; they say that his book 
has been a prime cause of it; 2 and that which he has had the glory of 
making, he has the far greater glory of directing, moderating, re
straining. His labour has been stupendous, his eloquence wonderful. 
When the new Government was surrnunded by thousands of armed 
rabble, bellowing and raging for they knew not what, Lamartine con
trived to appease their rage, to soften, con troul, and eventually master 

' David Robert:; ; 1796-r864;; began life as a scene-painter; travdled widely iu Europe 
and the Near East; began exhibiting at the Royd Academy, I1:!26. 

2 'The Girondins,' and >till more Dumas' play of the 'Chl'valiL·rs de !a :.raison 
Rouge.'-.C. 
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them; so great a trial of eloquence was hardly ever heard of. Then 
from the beginning he has exhibited undaunted courage and con~ 
summate skill, proclaiming order, peace, humanity, respect for per~ 
sons and property. This improvise Cabinet, strangely composed, has 
evinced most curious vigour, activity, and wisdom; they have forced 
everybody to respect them; but Lamartine towers above them all, 
and is the presiding genius of the new creation. He has acted like a 
man of honor and of feeling too. He offered the King an escort; he 
wrote to Madame Guizot1 and told her her Son was safe in England, 
and caused the report of this to be spread abroad that he might not 
be sought for; and, moreover, he sent to Guizot to say ifhe was not in 
safety where he was he might come to his house. When he first pro
posed the abolition of the punishment of death he was overruled; but 
the next day he proposed it again, and declared ifhis colleagues would 
not consent he would throw up his office, quit the concern, and they 
might make him if they pleased the first victim of the law they would 
not abolish. All this is very great in the man who the Due de Broglie 
told me was so bad, 'un mauvais livre par un mauvais homme,' and 
consequently all France is praying for the continuation of the life and 
power of Lamartine; and the Exiles whom he has been principally 
instrumental in driving from their country are all loud in praise and 
admiration of his humanity and his capacity. 

Aberdeen saw Guizot yesterday; he is in good health and spirits, 
and wants for nothing. He told A. that for the last two years he 
thought there was a considerable alteration in the King's mind; that 
he was occasionally as vigorous as ever, but on the whole that he was 
changed for the worse. This makes Guizot's conduct during these two 
years only the more inexcusable. He thinks (as everybody else does) 
that this fine fabric which has risen like an exhalation will not last 
long, and he said, 'You English bet about everything; ifi were com~ 
pelled to bet, I should for choice take the Duchess of Orleans and her 
Sons as the most probable eventuality where everything is so un~ 
certain.' 

March 6th.-Called on Guizot yesterday; found several people 
there, and Delessert, who was telling his story and all that had 

• Sophie Elisabeth Guizot (1764-1848), mother ofGuizot; her husband was guillotined 
in 1794. She followed her son to England in 1848 and died there on March 31st. 
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happened to him. Then Guizot told us his, which, though it is essen
tially the same as what ~Iadame de Lieven told me, as it is more cir
cumstantial (and in some respects different) I will not pass oyer. He 
began with the morning of Wednesday, when he went to the Tuileries 
and transacted business with the King as usual; thence to the 
Chambers. Duchatel called him out, and they went to the Tuileries 
together. In the way there Duchatel to~d him that the King was very 
uneasy and alarmed at the reform petitions that had been presented 
to him by the .\"ational Guards, and had been talking of changing the 
Government and sending for ~!ole. \Vhen they arrived the King 
addressed Guizot in this sense, said that he had received petitions 
from this and that Officer of the Garde ::'\ ationale, and that all the 
rest would follow their example; that they all asked for Reform, and 
for the dismissal of the ~1inisters. Guizot said he was quite ready to 
face the difficulty, having the support of the Chambers; but that he 
must have that of the King also. The King then sent for the Queen 
and the two Dukes of ~emours and ~1ontpensier, and they all joined 
with the King in urging on G. the necessity of a change of .\finisters 
to appease the clamour that had been raised. Guizot said that from 
the moment the King and the Royal Family signified such an opinion 
and such a desire to him, it was 'une affaire resolue,' and it was his 
duty to submit to their pleasure. The King asked him if he thought 
Mole could form a Government. He said, · Y cs he might'; and that 
he should certainly have his best support if he made the attempt. The 
King appears not to have been quite decided; but while they were 
still conversing some one arrived from the Chamber and informed 
Guizot that he must return there directly, as an 'interpellation' was 
going to be made to him. He said to the King that he must return 
and tell the Chamber what the state of things was, and on what H. ~L 
thought fit finally to decide. The King said that he might announce 
that he had sent for ~!ole to form a Government. Guizot returned to 
the Chamber, made the announcement, which was received with 
astonishment and indignation by the Conservative Deputies, who 
crowded round him and enquired if he had resigned, crying out, 
'Nous sommes abandonncs.' He replied that he had not resigned, but 
had been dismissed .. From the Chamber he returned to the Tuileries, 
and told the King what had passed there. The King said he had sent 
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for Mole, who had undertaken to try and form a Government. 
Meanwhile affairs were getting worse in the town, and the concession 
of the King had of course encouraged the factious. Guizot, who could 
not return home, went to the Due de Broglie's and went to bed. Not 
long after (at one in the morning) he was called up by a message de
siring him to come to the Tuileries forthwith; he went, when the 
King told him he had just heard from Mole that he had tried Passy, 
Dufaure, and Billault, who had all refused, and consequently that he 
could not form a Government, and H. M. said that he was disposed to 
give the command of the Troops to Marshal Bugeaud, and that of 
the National Guard to Lamoriciere/ and let them put down the 
emeute. Guizot said it was the best thing he could do, and he would 
sign the decree if he would make it. This was immediately done. 
Meanwhile the King had sent for Thiers, who came, accepted the 
office of forming a Government, but desired that Odilon Barrot might 
be joined with him, to which the King agreed. Thiers and Barrot then 
insisted that for some hours the military should not be allowed to act, 
and they undertook to pacify the people and put an end to the 
emeute. The King having consented to this, they mounted on horse
back and went off in different directions to harangue the people and 
announce their Ministry. They were severally received with hisses, 
uproar, and in some instances shots, returned to the Palace and an
nounced their failure. By this time there was an affluence of people at 
the Tuileries; the storm without increased and approached; the 
military, who were without orders, did nothing, and all was over. 
I asked Delessert whether the Troops were well disposed. He said, 
'Perfectly.' Guizot said, 'My entire conviction is, that ifBugeaud had 
acted the moment he took the command, everything would have been 
over before nine o'clock.' When the King was pressed to resign, 
Piscatory said to him, 'Sire, si vous signez votre abdication, vous 
n'aurez pas regne.' Guizot told me that the Government had long 
been aware of the secret societies, but never could ascertain who were 
their chiefs; that their intention had been to delay their republican 
attempt till the death of the King, but that they had changed this 

' Christophe Lamoriciere ( 1806-65); served under Bugeaud in Algeria, 1841-7; 
deputi, 1846-8; Minister for War under Cavaignac,June-December, 1848; exiled after the 
coup d'etat, 1851-7; commanded the Pope's army against the Italian patriots, 186o. 
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plan on the Tuesday night, and resolved to seize the present occasion. 
I told him we had always supposed the bourgeoisie of Paris, com
posing the bulk of the N<ational G<uard\ to be disposed to order, 
and that they would have maintained it. He said the great majority 
of them were so, but that the well-disposed had not come forth, while 
the factious minority had. ~{arcover, 'you English cannot conceive 
what our lowest class is: your own is a mere mob without courage or 
organisation, and not given to politicks; ours on the contrary, the 
lowest class, is eager about politicks, and with a perfect military 
organisation, and therefore most formidable.' I said Lamartine had 
done very well. He said yes, and praised him, though not very 
cordially; and he added that He was a man who had always wanted 
to be in the first place, and had never been able to accomplish it. He 
had tried it in the Legitimist par:y, and had found Berryer; in the 
Conservatives, and had found him (Guizot); and in the Opposition, 
where he was met by Thiers. On the present occasion (he might have 
added\ he had found Odilon Barrot, but he managed to give him the 
go-by. He and 0/dilon> B<arrot; were at the meeting on Tuesday 
when the attempt was determined on, and O.B. wanted to try the 
intermediate measure of the Regency and the Dssc. of O<rleans>; but 
Lamartine flung himself at once into the Republick, and thus 
ccrase' d his colleague and placed himself without a rival at the head 
of the movement. Guizot said all f:1is could not last; that France had 
no desire for a Republick; everybody had adhered from fear or 
prudence. He expected, however, that there would be a great battle 
in the streets of Paris within a few days between the Republicans and 
the Communists, in which the former would prevail, because the 
National Guard would support :he former.' 

He gave us an account of his own personal adventures, which were 
very simple. He left the ~linistry of the Interior with Madame 
Duchatel, 2 Due de Broglie, and two other people; and he was first 
taken to a house where he was told he would be safe, and conducted 
by the Portiere au cinquieme. She entered the room after him and 
said, 'You are ~L Guizot.' He said,' I am.' 'Fear nothing,' she said; 
'you are safe here. You have always defended honest people, and I 

' His prediction was <::xactly accornpiished, only a good deallatcr.---C. 
' Wife of the Minister of the Interior in Guizot's Government. 
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will take care nobody comes near you.' In the evening he went to the 
Due de Broglie's; he was one day at Piscatory's, I forget when; and on 
Wednesday night left Paris as somebody's servant. He said he was 
never in danger, as the Government would have been sorry to appre
hend him. 

March 7th.-The French Revolution has been so absorbing as well 
as exciting that I have never found time to write about domestick 
affairs, so what I have now to say must be put in narrative form 
instead of that of journal. I have been in continual communication 
with Graham for some time past, especially during Charles Wood's 
income-tax agony. G<raham>, who is by way of being very friendly 
to the Government (but is evidently not sorry to see their mismanage
ment and unpopularity), said so much of the difficulty they would 
have in carrying the two per cent. that I went to C<harles> W <ood> 
and told him what I had heard. I found him very uneasy, and he 
owned to me that he had received similar opinions from many other 
quarters. The same night (a Saturday) I met him at Ly. Palmerston's, 
when he asked me to find out from Graham what substitute he would 
propose. I saw G. on Sunday, when he more strongly urged the neces
sity of abandoning the addition, saying nothing would enable them 
to carry it; and he said (in answer to my enquiry) that he should take 
the money the Chancellor wanted from the reserve in hand-in short, 
just what the Government eventually did. I saw Charles W. the same 
night, and told him what Graham recommended, and this advice 
they took. 

After this (and indeed before it too) G<raham> and I had many 
conversations about the Government, its state and prospects, John 
Russell and his health, Peel and political probabilities and possi
bilities. We agreed that the Government was much damaged, weak 
and unpopular, and would have difficulty in going on, especially if 
(as seemed most likely) John's health gave way, and he should be 
forced to retire. I said nothing would then be possible but Peel. On 
this he made me a speech, said Peel was impossible. He was, in the 
first place, determined not to take office; Lady Peel, who has great 
influence with him, doing her best to dissuade him; but, besides per
sonal reluctance and objections, his position puts him out of the 
question. The Protectionists hate him as much as ever, and he hates 

GMVI 3 
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them with equal intensity; he abhors what he considers their in
gratitude as well as their folly, and nothing would induce him to have 
anything to do with them, even if they would with him; therefore he 
has no party. In the H. of Lords he- has not ten followers: how then, 
in a country which can only be governed by party, can he become 
~Iinister? That to think of putting himself at the Head of a Whig 
party would be absurd: at sixty years old to begin such a strange 
career would be ridiculous. He said a vast deal more in the same 
strain, all very plausible and not ea.~y to answer; and the conclusion 
from which was that, for various reasons, Peel could not under any 
circumstances be :\Iinister again. But in the meantime the reports of 
John's declining health gained grm::nd; the weakness of the Govern
ment became more apparent; the Radicals declared war against 
them; and one person after another began to turn his eyes towards 
Peel. There was some talk about sending for Clarendon, which I 
wrote to him; and in reply he entreated me to extinguish any such 
idea ifi met with it; and he then demonstrated that Peel was a neces
sity and the only alternative. So many people in different ways said 
the same thing to me, that I told Graham. He was (or affected to be) 
still impressed vvith all the insuperable obstacles to Peel's return, 
amongst which He himself and Aberdeen were considerable, as Peel 
would never return \'\i.thout both of :hem, and they were particularly 
odious to the vVhigs. I said he was not popular with them, but neither 
was he so odious; and they knew very well that if Peel returned, he 
must and would return with him. As to Aberdeen it was different, 
because he had behaved so ill ever since he left office, and opposed the 
Government in the most unfair and ungenerous manner. He said 
Peel never would leave Palmerston at the Foreign Office, and would 
want Aberdeen there, in whom all his confidence was placed: not but 
what Aberdeen would be very ready to make any sacrifice. I told 
him that it was evident there was but one way by which Peel could 
return to office, and that was the arrival of a state of things which at 
once rendered him a great public necessity, and the urgency of which 
would make his refusal impossible; that he must be invited by the 
whole Whig party, not as a favor due to him, but as a sacrifice exacted 
from him; and that this must be done heartily, sincerely, and in a 
spirit of unselfishness, and on public and patriotick grounds. Since 
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this John Russell has taken himself off to Hastings to try and get well. 
As Graham tells Peel everything I say, the latter now knows well what 
is thought and expected, and he has only so to conduct himself as to 
make the adhesion and overtures of the Whig party possible and not 
difficult when the time and occasion are ripe. The matter is replete 
with difficulties, and nothing but a great exigency can smooth them 
away. At present there are too many jealousies and animosities 
afloat; there is too much of suspicion, distrust, and old dislike linger
ing in men's minds to admit of the desired amalgamation; and un
happily the characters of the principal actors, both of John Russell 
and Peel, are extremely ill suited to deal with such a delicate and 
difficult state of affairs. 

March roth.-John Russell is better, and writes word confidently 
from Hastings that he shall return convalescent. Yesterday I saw 
Southern and Mrs. Austin, both just arrived from Paris. They have 
each been writing letters the last two or three days in the 'Times,' 
which are excellent descriptions of the state of affairs in France. 
Nothing can be more deplorable than it all is, and daily getting worse: 
no confidence, no work, and everything threatening frightful financial 
and commercial difficulties, and a general expectation of confusion, 
violence, and bloodshed. Southern told me that the dissensions in the 
Provisional Government were great, and the discussions violent; 
Lamartine often in a minority; no regular parties formed, but a con
tinual dividing and crossing on different subjects. Lamartine wanted 
to omit what he said in his Circular about the Treaties of 1815, but 
was overruled. S. thinks the Provisional Government will quarrel and 
break up before the Chambers can meet. They both agree that all 
France abhors this Revolution, but notwithstanding the bitter and 
universal regret that it has occasioned, and will still more, that no
body thinks of endeavouring to restore the Monarchy in any way or 
under any head. The King was not so unpopular as Guizot, and they 
confirm all previous impressions, that not only he might have been 
saved, but that nothing but a series of fatal and inconceivable blun
ders and the most deplorable weakness could have upset him. The 
causes of this prodigious effect were ludicrously small. S. declares 
there were not above 4000 armed men of the populace actually em
ployed; but the Troops were everywhere paralysed, boys carried off 
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the cannon from the midst of them without resistance. Xo one has the 
slightest conception what turn matters will take, but ali seem to be of 
opinion that there will be no reaction. The different Pretenders there 
might be to the throne are all cast aside by publick opinion; they vvill 
have nothing to do with the Honapartes. The Orleanses are now de
tested, and even the Legitimists do not look to the Due de Bordeaux, 
because he is a poor creature, has no children, and they believe is not 
likely to have any; therefore it would not be worth while to restore a 
dynasty which would end with him. 

it/arch r r th.-Guizot received a letter from the Due de Broglie 
yesterday, in which he said that Paris was quiet on the day he wrote, 
but such was the state of things that any day it might be the scene of 
confusion and rapine. I asked :\fadame de L<ieven what the policy 
of the C'rovernment had been about Reform. She said, King, Ducha tel, 
and Guizot had all been determined against Reform; the latter willing 
to concede a very little, but always resolved to keep the Conservative 
majority, \\-ith which Reform was incompatible. I asked why, after 
having allowed the banquets in the Provinces, they would not suffer 
that in the capital? The reply was very insufficient: because they did 
not like to stop the expression of publick opinions in the country 
generally; but at Paris, when and where the Chambers were as
sembled, those opinions might have been expressed in 1hem. I met 
Guizot at dinner at the Hollands', and her also; he goes about every
where, is very cheerful, and puts a good face on it; everybody is very 
civil to him, and he feels the kindness of his reception, especially as he 
knows he has been personally obnoxious since the Spanish marriages. 
He said last night, that he considered the payment of the members of 
the Convention fatal to the composition of that Assembly. The old 
revolutionary Assemblies never paid their members. Xapoleon was 
the first who introduced that custom: his Senators were paid 
30,000 fr.; his Deputies ro,ooo fr. Guizot went to see the King and 
Queen two days ago : the interview was very affecting-; both threw 
themselves on his neck; the King is the most abattu of the two; he has 
no money. 

March I2th.--Yesterday Lady Granville and Lady G.t:'orgiana 
F<ullerton> went to Claremont to see the Royal Family. The Q. was 
gone to town, but they were received by the King, who talked to them 
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for an hour and gave them a narrative of his adventures, which they 
related to me last night. It was very curious, that is, curious as an 
exhibition of his character. He described his flight, and all his subse
quent adventures, his travels, his disguises, his privations, the dangers 
he incurred, the kindness and assistance he met with, all very 
minutely. They said it was very interesting, and even very amusing; 
admirably well told. He was occasionally pathetic and occasionally 
droll; his story was told with a mixture of the serious and the comic
sometimes laughing and at others almost crying-that was very 
strange. It struck them that he was u~dignified, even vulgar, and 
above all that he seemed to be animated with no feeling towards his 
country, but to view the whole history through the medium of self. 
His way of speaking of his Son J oinville r was curious and indicated 
dislike of him. He said 'Ils n' ont pas voulu de Nemours, parceque 
ils n'aiment pas l'ordre. On dit qu'ils avaient envie de prendre le 
sourd-qu'ils prennent le sourd, s'ils le veulent.' 2 It has been said that 
he and Joinville had quarrelled. He said of the French, 'Ils ont 
choisi leur sort; je dois supporter le mien.' He gave a very different 
account of what passed from that of Guizot. He said he was in per
sonal danger when he was on horseback reviewing the National Guard 
on Thursday morning; that they pressed round him, shouting for re
form. He cried out, 'Mais vous l'avez, la reforme; laissez-moi passer 
done'; and that he was obliged to spur his horse through the mob, 
and got back to the Tuileries with difficulty. He said he had pose la 
question of resistance to Guizot, who had refused to entertain it, and 
said that he could not give orders to fire on the National Guards. 
Their two statements are quite irreconcileable, and thus occur his
torical perplexities and the errors and untruths which crowd all 
history. I have always said that it is nothing but a series of con
ventional facts. There is no absolute truth in history; mankind arrives 
at probable results and conclusions in the best way it can, and by 
collecting and comparing evidence it settles down its ideas and its 
belief to a certain chain and course of events which it accepts as 

' Franc;ois Ferdinand d'Orleans, Prince de Joinville (r8r8-rgoo), fifth son of Louis 
Philippe; married Francesca da Braganza, daughter of Dom Pedro I of Brazil, 1843; 
vice-admiral, r845; served in the United States, r86r; depute, r87r-86. 

• In another version of this story given in Henry Greville's Diary, I. 232, Louis Philippe 
added, 'Ce ne sera pas un bonheur pour lui mais peut etre un a vantage pour la famille.' 
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certain, and deals with as if it were, because it must settle somewhere 
and on something, and because a tolerable prima facie and probable 
case is presented. But when one sees how the actors in and spectators 
of the same events differ in narrating and describing them, how con
tinually complete contradictions are discovered to facts the most 
generally believed, there is no preserving the mind from a state of 
scepticism, nor is it possible to read or hear anything with entire satis
faction and faith. It appears that the Royal Family have no money, 
the King having invested his whole fortune in France, and beggary is 
actually staring them in the face. The King evinced no bitterness 
except in speaking of the English newspapers, especially the 'Times' ; 
and he attributes much of his unpopularity, and what he considers 
the unjust prejudices against him, to the severity of their personal 
attacks on him ! Curious enough this; but as he felt these philippics 
so acutely why did he not take warning from them? 

John Russell made his appearance in the House on Friday, but as 
they were not to divide he did not stay. Wilson (of the 'Economist') 1 

made a very fine speech; D'Israeli very amusing, and Gladstone Yery 
good. It was a great night for Free Trade, which Wilson and Glad
stone vindicated with great ability. The Government have been sadly 
vexed at an article in the 'Times' on Friday, speaking of them, and 
John especially, very contemptuously. The truth is, the 'Times' thinks 
it has sniffed out that they cannot go on, and wants, according to its 
custom, to give them a shove; vVood has remonstrated with Delane 
and so have I, representing to him that matters are not ripe for a 
change yet, nor anything like it. It is evident that the notion of the 
weakness and incapacity of the Government is spreading far and wide, 
and nothing can exceed Charles 'Vood's unpopularity, nor is any con
fidence felt in John himself. Palmerston is the most in favor at this 
moment; he has done well and gained some credit. Peel still holds 
the same language about not taking office, and treats it as a thing that 
is quite out of the question; but his friends sec well enough that 
matters are moving on to this inevitable consummation. 

'James Wilson :18os---6o;; founded the &orwmist, 1843; ~f.P. for We•tbury, 184i-·57, 
and for Devonshire, 1857-9; Joint Secretary to the Board of Control, 1848; :Financial 
Secretary to the Trea5ury, 1853-8; Vice-President of the Board of Trade, I8.)g; first 
financial member of Council in India, 185g-6o. 
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March 14/h.-The Government had a capital division last night, 
and John made a very good and stout speech. In France everything 
is going down hill at railroad pace. This fine Revolution, which may 
be termed the madness of a few for the ruin of many, is already making 
the French people weep tears of blood. Hitherto there has been little 
or no violence, and fine professions of justice and philanthropy; up to 
this time, not a month from the beginning, the account may be thus 
balanced: they have got rid of a King and a Royal Family and the 
cost thereof; they have got a reform (so to call it) so radical and com
plete, that it can go no further; they h~ve repealed some laws and 
some taxes which were obnoxious to different persons or different 
classes, but none of which were grievous or sensibly injurious to the 
nation at large. In short, it is difficult to point out any considerable 
advantage either of a positive or a negative character which they have 
obtained, or have got the prospect of obtaining. However, it remains 
to be seen whether they can work out any advantage from their new 
institutions. 

Meanwhile, the other side of the account presents some formidable 
items for a political balance sheet. They have got a Government com
posed of men who have not the slightest idea how to govern, albeit 
they are men of energy, activity, and some capacity. The country is 
full of fear and distrust. Ruin and bankruptcy are stalking through 
the streets of the capital. The old revolutionary principles and ex
pedients are more and more drawn forth and displayed by the present 
rulers; they are assuming despotick power, and using it without 
scruple; they confer it on their agents; they proclaim social and 
political maxims fraught with ruin and desolation, and incompatible 
with the existence of any Government. The different Ministers vie 
with one another in the extravagance of their several manifestoes. 
Louis Blanc 1 holds a Parliament of operatives, whom he feeds with 
'soft sawder' and delusive expectations, giving them for political 
truths all the most dangerous absurdities of his book. Garnier 

' Louis Blanc (181 1-82), the French Socialist; published first two volumes of his Histoire 
de la Revolution, 1847; member of the Provisional Government of February 1848; presided 
over the Commission of Employers and Workers appointed to deal with unemployment, 
March-May 1848; fled to England, August 1848, to avoid arrest; completed his Histoirede 
la Revolution in England, 1862; returned to France, September 1870; diputi, 1871-82; 
founded !'Homme Libre, 1876. 
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Pages,' in his frank expose of the finances of the country, approaches to 
the very verge of national bankruptcy, and is evidently prepared fi)r 
the next step. Carnot 2 instructs the people to elect tor their repre
sentatives (\·vho are to be the unchecked ~!asters of the Empire), not 
men of property and education, but any men who have republican 
ideas; and Lcdru RollinJ desires his agents to act in the same spirit, 
and with all the authority (which means despotism) that a revolu
tionary government always assumes it to be its right to exercise. In 
short, all is terror, distress, and misery, both material and moral; 
everybody fleeing away from the turbulent capital, and hiding what 
money he can collect; funds falling, everything depreciated in value, 
the shops unfrequented, no buyers, tranquillity indeed still doubt
fully preserved by factitious means, but the duration of which no one 
counts upon. As the embarrassment and suffering increase, so will the 
clouds continue to gather, and at last the storm will burst---but how, 
when, or where, with what fury, whom it will spare, or whom sweep 
away, none can venture to predict. Such, however, is the state of the 
capital, the heart of everything; while the provinces are motionless, 
and seem to wait with patient resignation the unfolding of events. All 
the letters that arrive here, whether they come from Legitimists, or 
Liberals, or Orlcanists, or indifferents to all parties, tell the same tale 
of disgust, distress, and dread. 

March 16th.-Dined with ~Iadame de Lieven tete-a-tete the day be
fore yesterday. Talk, of course, almost entirely about French affairs. 
I asked her whether she thought (as many here do) that if the emeute 
had been put down by violence, the throne must have fallen, as the 
King could not have reigned in the midst of bloodshed. She said the 
Ministers would have gone out, but the throne would have been safe. 
She told me Guizot was not indisposed to give some parliamentary 
reform (not electoral), and was sensible that the great number of 

1 Louis Antoine Garnier-Pages (r8og-78); depute, r842---8; appointed :Ylaire of Paris by 
the Provisional Government, February 1848, .\liuistt.T of Finance, .\1arch~Junc Ill±l:l; 
afterwards a staunch Republican under :\apol.eon Ill. 

1 Hippolyte Carnot :r8ur-88;, second son of the great Carnot; dfpuM. 1839~48; 
Minister of Education in the Provisional Governmnn, .\larch-July r848; introduced free 
primary education; father of President Sadi Carnot. 

3 Alexandre Auguste Ledru-Rollin (r8o7-74;; barrister by profe.'>ion; diputi, rl:l41~8; 
leader ofthe Banqueteers, 1847; .\Iinister of the Interior in the Provi.ional Government, 
February-May r848; candidate in the Presidential election, December 1848; attempted 
a revolution, June 1849 and, failing, fled to England; returned to France, r87u. 
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functionaries in the Chamber was shocking to public opinion. He 
proposed to begin with his own department, and render all diplo
matick agents incapable of sitting-a very small concession! She said 
something to me (as Lord Campbell did) about writing memoirs, and 
that my curious position-so intimate with so many persons of all 
parties and descriptions, and being so much in the confidence of all
gave me peculiar advantages for doing so. She knew I had written, 
and I told her it was so, but in a very loose and casual way, and I 
asked her if she had not written. She said, 'Beaucoup.' 1 

John Russell had a great success the other night, and his speech 
got many votes. It was one of the best he ever made, and in all re
spects judicious and becoming his position. 

March 20th.-There have been all sorts of botheration about Louis 
Philippe and his affairs, particularly about his remaining at Clare
mont. Soon after he came, a notification was made to him by Palmer
stan that he was not to remain there permanently.• He complained 
of this to all the people he saw (talking very loosely and foolishly), and 
it got wind and made a noise. Soon after, the Duke of Wellington 
went to see him, and told him that Claremont was the fit place for 
him, and the other day a letter arrived from Leopold telling him he 
might stay there as long as he liked; he is therefore to stay. So many 
different versions have been put forth of the details of what passed 
concerning this matter, that it is next to impossible to ascertain the 
exact truth. I had told Beauvale what was said; he told his sister and 
wrote me word what she said. I wrote him my own opinion on the 
subject and what other people said. This drew from Lady P<almer
ston> a long letter to me, full ofpanegyricks on P., but not really ex
plaining anything. Then there has been another cancan about the 
Montpensiers, and some lies told on that score. 

Everything in France gets more serious and alarming every day. 

z A portion of Mme de Lieven's Merrwirs was published in 1925, edited by Professor 
Harold Temperley. 

2 Lord Palmerston made an unsuccessful attempt to remove Louis Philippe from Clare
mont, although it was not even an English royal palace at that time, but belonged to the 
King's own son-in-law, Leopold, King of the Belgians. Lord Palmerston's design was 
signally defeated, and only excited the disgust of all those who knew the circumstances; 
but it was characteristic of his virulent personal animosity to the Orleans family, which, 
indeed, appears to have dated from a much earlier period, even before the Restoration in 
r8rs.-R. 
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The clubs of Paris are omnipotent, the ~ational Guards are ecrases, 
the Provisional Government makes a show of independence, and 
Lamartine makes fine speeches; but they are at the mercy of the 
Parisian mob, whose organisation is wonderful. The play1ng out of the 
game will be very curious. At present, this mob of the capital seems 
resolved to dictate to the Provinces, and to set aside the Army. 

March 25th.-Xothing is more extraordinary than to look back at 
my last date and see what has happened in the course of five days. 
A tenth part of any one of the events would have lasted us for as 
many months, with sentiments of wonder and deep interest; but now 
we are perplexed, overwhelmed, and carried away with excitement, 
and the most stupendous events are become like matters of every-day 
occurrence. "Tithin these last four or five days there has been a 
desperate battle in the streets of Berlin between the soldiers and the 
mob; the flight of the Prince of Prussia; the King's convocation of hi, 
States; concessions to and reconciliation with his people; and his 
invitation to all Germany to form a Federal State; and his notifica
tion of what is tantamount to removing the Imperial Crown from 
the head of the wretched cretin I at Vienna, and placing it on his 
own. 

Next, a revolution in Austria; an emeute at Vienna; downfall and 
flight of Metternich, and announcement of a constitutional regime; 
emeute at Milan; expulsion of Austrians, and :\filanese inde
pendence; Hungary up and doing, and the whole Empire in a state 
of dissolution. Throughout Germany all the people stirring; all the 
Sovereigns yielding to the popular demands; the King of Hanover 
submitting to the terms demanded of him; the King of Bavaria ab
dicating; many minor occurrences, any one of which in ordinary 
times would have been full ofinterest and importance, passing almost 
unheeded. To attempt to describe historically and narratively these 
events as they occur would be impossible if I were to attempt it; and 
it is unnecessary, because they are chronicled in a thousand publica
tions, from which time and enquiry will winnow out the falsehoods, 
and leave a connected, intelligible, and tolerably accurate story. It is 
only therefore left to me to save some small fragments of facts or senti-

' Ferdinand I :1793--1875;, Emperor of Austria from 1835 to 1848. He abdicated on 
December 2nd of this year. 
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ments which would otherwise be swept down the stream and lost for 
ever, whenever such come across me. 

France marches on with Giant strides to confusion and ruin; 
Germany looks better; and there still appear to be some influences 
whose strength and authority are unimpaired, and the passion for 
reconstituting a German nationality may still save her from anarchy. 
It is very surprising that as yet in no country has a single master-mind 
started forward to ride on these whirlwinds and direct the storms. In 
the midst of the roar of the revolutionary waters that are deluging the 
whole earth, it is grand to see how we' stand erect and unscathed. It is 
the finest tribute that ever has been paid to our Constitution, the 
greatest test that ever has been applied to it, and there is a general 
feeling of confidence, and a reliance on the soundness of the public 
mind, though not unmixed with those doubts and apprehensions 
which the calmest and the most courageous may feel in the midst of 
such stupendous phenomena as those which surround us. 

Our most difficult task is to deal with Irish disaffection and Irish 
distress: the former has never been so bold, reckless, and insolent. 
Clarendon, after enduring much and allowing the agitators to go on 
unchecked, at last attacked them in the persons of O'Brien, Mitchell,X 
and Meagher. 2 The general opinion here was that they were not 
worth attacking, and were so contemptible, and had so entirely failed 
to work upon the people, that they might be let alone; but he judged 
otherwise, and there is a great disposition to defer to his judgement. 
No sooner had they been held to bail, than others of the same party 
not only renewed the seditious language the first had used, but broke 
out with far greater fury and indecency; in plain language, they called 
on the people to arm for the purpose of overturning the Constitution, 
and they said they would have no more Kings or Queens. I thought 
this must amount to high treason; but George Grey told me yesterday 
that the Lawyers here hold that to make it treason it must be followed 
by some overt act. However, whether Clarendon was right or wrong 
in attacking the rebel Repealers, it is clear that he ought now to 

'John Mitchel (r8r5-75); wrote The Week!J Irishman, 1848; tried for sedition and 
transported, r848; escaped to U.S.A., r853; edited Irish Citizen, r867-72. 

• Thomas Francis Meagher (1823-67); founded the Irish Confederation, r847; tried 
for sedition and transported to Tasmania, r848; escaped to U.S.A., r852; brigadier
general in the Civil War, r862. 
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throw away the scabbard, and war having been declared to wage it 
vigorously and unflinchingly. The confidence in him is unbounded, 
both there and here. It is a good feature in the case that the R. C. 
Clergy have on the whole behaved exceedingly well, and Cdarendon> 
has written to John Russell that something must be done for them; 
but the difficulties of doing this something are next to insurmount
able. Xo amount of danger, no policy however urgent, no considera
tions of justice, are sufficient to overcome the obstinacy and bigotry 
of the people of England and Scotland on this question. 

March 26th.- I dined yesterday with Palmerston to meet Guizot and 
Madame de Lieven! Strange dinner, when I think of the sentiments 
towards each other of the two ~1inisters, and of all that Guizot said to 
me when I was at Paris last year! However, it all did very welL 
I thought P<almerston> and G<uizot/ would have shaken each other's 
arms off, and nothing could exceed the cordiality or apparent ease 
with which they conversed. There was not the slightest symptom of 
embarrassment; and though Guizot's manner is always stiff, pedantic, 
and without the least approach to abandon, he seemed to me to ex
hibit less of these defects than usuaL There were the Granvilles, 
Clanricardes, Harry Vane,' Temple,1 Holland; and Beauvale came 
in the evening. I am glad Palmerston asked him to dinner, especially 
after what passed in reference to the Exiles, and the impertinent re
monstrances from Paris. 

March 3ut.--At :\orthampton races. ~othing new these last few 
days; Ireland getting more and more serious, and a strong opinion 
gaining ground that there will be an outbreak and fighting, and that 
this will be on the whole a good thing, inasmuch as nothing will tame 
the Irish agitators but a severe drubbing. There has been a wrangle 
(or nearly one) between Spencer and the Court about the place of 
Serjeant-at-Arms) The Q. and Prince have taken to seize everything 
in the way of patronage they can lay their hands on. The Chamber
lain formerly used to have it all, even to the appointment of domestic 

1 Lord Harry George Vane (I 803-9 I), afterwards fourth Duke of Cleveland, third son 
of first duke; Liberal .M.P. for South Durham, I84I -59, and for Hastings, 1 Bsg-·64; suc
ceeded his brother in the dukedom, I864; K.G., 1865. 

' Hon. William Temple (1788- 1856), younger brother of Palmerston; British -\Luista 
at Naples, I833-56; K.C.B., I8ji. 

3 That of Serjeant-at-Arms to the House of Commons. 
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servants. First they took Hampton Court and the distribution of the 
apartments there. Spencer found matters there, and acquiesced; 
but on the vacancy made by Gosset's death they wanted to seize 
his place also. Spencer resisted, or half asserted his right. He wrote 
to the Prince and said he proposed to appoint Charles Russell; and 
he told me he should resign if they refused their assent. On the course 
at Northampton a messenger arrived with the reply, which was an 
assent, but not a very willing one, and giving him to understand that 
they considered the appointment as their own. 

Last night I met Delessert r at dinner; he talked of the recent events 
in France and state of the country; hopeless about the latter, and gave 
a character of his countrymen which he said he was ashamed to give, 
but it was the truth. He said they were not to be governed, for they 
had no sense of religion or of morality, or any probity among them; 
he said he had been faithful to the Government to the last, and it did 
not become him now to speak against Guizot and his policy, but that 
his unpopularity was immense, and he had committed the great fault 
of staying in power in spite of it and for so many years, when the 
French could not bear anything that lasted long; and he said he was 
always aware of the fatal mistake Guizot had made about the 
Spanish marriages, and the consequences of the rupture of the 
English alliance; and he said Duchatel was of the same mind as him
self, and had communicated to him the conversation I had had with 
him when I was at Paris, and all I had said on the subject. I was not 
aware before that I was prechant a un converti so entirely, though I 
suspected it. Delane told me yesterday that Leopold saw their corre
spondent the other day, and asked him if England would give him a 
subsidy to assist in repelling the French and Belgian republicans who 
threaten his territory; and Van de Weyer told him they were in a 
great dilemma, as the French Government were letting loose these 
ruffians upon them, affording them all sorts of assistance underhand; 
and if the Belgian Government repelled them, it was very likely the 
mob and clubs at Paris would compel the Provisional Government 
to support them and swallow up Belgium. Everybody now thinks 

' M. Delessert had been Prefet de Police under the late French Government, and 
was one of the most judicious and respected members of the Conservative Party in 
France.-R. 
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there must he a war somewhere, out of such immense confusion and 
excitement. 

April 2nd.-There is nothing to record but odds and ends; no new 
revolution, no fresh deposition. :Y1adamc de Lievcn told me yesterday 
what she had heard from Flahault of the outbreak at Vienna and the 
downfall of :Yietternich. When the people rose and demanded liberal 
measures, they were informed that the Council would be convened 
and deliberate, and an answer should be given them in two hours. 
The Council assembled, consisting of the .\linisters and the Arch
dukes. The question was stated, when :Yfetternich rose and harangued 
them for an hour and a half without their appearing nearly to ap
proach a dose. On this the Archduke John 1 pulled out his watch and 
said, 'Prince, in half an hour we must give an answer to the people, 
and we have not yet begun to consider what we shall say to them.' 
On this Kolowrath 2 said, 'Sir, I have sat in Council with Prince 
Metternich for twenty-five years, and it has always been his habit to 
speak thus without coming to the point.' 'But,' said the Archduke, 
'we must come to the point, and that without delay. Are you aware, 
Prince,' turning to .\Ietternich, ·that the first of the people's demands 
is that you should resign?' Mettcrnich said that he had promised the 
Emperor Francis on his deathbed never to desert his Son, the present 
Emperor, nor would he. They intimated that his remaining would be 
difficult. Oh (He said) if the Imperial Family wished him to resign, 
he should feel that he was released from his engagement, and he wa.'> 

ready to yield to their wishes. They said they did wish it, and he in
stantly acquiesced. Then the Emperor himself interposed and said, 
'But, after all, I am the Emperor, and it is for me to decide; and I 
yield everything. Tell the people I consent to all their demands.' 
And thus the Cretin settled it all; and the great .Minister, who was in 
his own person considered as the Empire, and had governed despoti
cally for forty years, slunk away, and to this hour nobody knows where 
he is concealed. But in this general break-up of the Austrian Mon
archy there seems still some vitality left in it, and we hear that these 

1 Archduke John of Austria (r782--1859;, sixth son of the Emperor Leopold II; during 
the revolution of 1848 wa• appointed Administrarur of the Empire by the Parliament of 
Frankfurt but used his position and power to restore the fugitive Emperor. 

' Count Francis Kolowrat Libsteinsky (r 778--r86r;; Austrian ~Iinistr:r of State, 1826----
48; Prime Minister, :\larch 21st-April 4th, 1848, after the fall of :\.lettcrnich. 
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Provinces which demand liberal governments do not want to get rid 
of the dynasty; and in the midst of the confusion there is no small 
jealousy of the King of Prussia, and disgust at his attempt to make 
himself Sovereign of Germany. The condition of Prussia is disquieting; 
and the King, who has acted a part at once wavering and selfish, has 
raised up a host of enemies against his pretensions. · 

There has been, however, something of a pause on the Continent 
for some days, which gives us leisure to look inwards and consider our 
own situation. We are undisturbed in the midst of the universal hub
bub, and the surface of society looks smooth and safe: nevertheless 
there is plenty of cause for serious reflection and apprehension. It is 
the fashion to say that this country is sound; that the new-fangled 
theories which are turning continental brains find no acceptance 
here; but the outward manifestations are not entirely to be relied 
upon. Ireland never was in so dangerous a state; not the less so be
cause the Repealers and Republicans are so mad or so wicked, and 
the masses so ungrateful and stupid. It is in vain that we prove to 
demonstration that the Irish would gain nothing by separation from 
England, and that we point to our superhuman exertions in the 
famine as a proof of our good feeling. Our remonstrances and the 
violent appeals of the Irish Leaders are addressed to vast masses who, 
in spite of all we have done for them, are in the lowest state of misery 
and starvation; it is not surprising that millions who are in this state 
should listen to the pernicious orators who promise to better their con
dition by the Repeal of the Union and the overthrow of English 
power. When men. are so low and miserable that they cannot be 
worse off, and they see no prospect of being better off under the 
existing state of things; when they are ignorant and excitable, and 
continually acted upon by every sort of mischievous influence, it 
would be strange indeed if they were not as turbulent and disaffected 
as we find them. 

Aprilsth.-Broke off the other day, and now resume. John Russell, 
in reply to a question put by Jocelyn to him in the H. of C., said the 
Government would come to Parliament for powers as soon as they 
deemed it necessary, gave him to understand that they were pre
paring measures, but declined to say what. His answer did not give 
satisfaction. Everybody here wants something to be done to stop this 
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torrent of sedition. I saw Graham this morning for a short time, he is 
greatly alarmed at the aspect of affairs both at home and abroad; he 
thinks the temper of the masses here very serious. The Chartist meet
ing on lVfonday next makes him uneasy, and he has talked much to 
G. Grey and the Speaker about precautions. State of the law very 
doubtful, and a nice question whether to prevent a procession to the 
H. of Commons or not. The expressions of the Act about seditious 
assemblies are ambiguous. Then he strongly deprecates the Queen's 
going out of town on Saturday, which he thinks will look like 
cowardice in her personally, and as indicative of a sense of danger 
which ought not to be manifested. I advised him (and Peel, who thinks 
so likewise) to tell the Government this; he said Peel would tell the 
Prince. He spoke very bitterly of John Russell's having allowed the 
Irish Arms Bill to expire, and showed me his speech in which he en
gaged, if necessary, to come down and ask for fresh powers. I said, 
'Why don't they come now?' He said it would be very difficult now; 
that the forms of the House, which enabled anybody to obstruct, 
would infallibly be seized on, and no Bill allowed to pass; every sort 
of delay would be interposed. I said, 'They ought not to endure this, 
and should suspend the Standing Orders.' 

'How was this to be done? They would never allow the question 
to be put.' 

'Surely the H. of C. never will allow itself to be turned into a Polish 
Diet with a liberum veto to any man who chuses to obstruct the 
business of the country. If there is no other way, it will be a time for 
the Speaker to interfere; he alone can do it; refuse to put the question 
of adjournment, and cast himself on the House for support. A brave 
Speaker will do this.' 

'This is a very serious matter: our forms are admirable, and with 
gentlemen are everything that is useful and desirable. If once you set 
them aside, all freedom of debate will be gone, and from such a 
coup d'etat there would be an appeal out of doors.' 

'The appeal would not be successful in such a case; the English 
abhor the Irish and their proceedings, and will never endure that the 
H. of C. shall be dictated to by Irish Repealers and agitators.' 

Here somebody came in, and we were obliged to leave off. 
The reply of Lamartine to the Irish deputation, which has been so 
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anxiously expected, came yesterday, and excellent it was. He gave 
a lecture to the Irish much stronger than any they have had here; 
and if his speech does no good, it will certainly do no harm. There is 
now an increasing opinion that the French will be driven to go to war 
somewhere as a relief from the intolerable distress in which the 
country will soon be plunged. Beggary and anarchy are striding on 
at a fearful rate, and the present bloodless but most agitated and 
frightened state will probably soon be changed into scenes of violence 
brought about by the ferocity of every kind of unchained passion. 

April 6th.-Ireland now absorbs all other interests. I saw Grey 
yesterday, who told me they did not mean to do anything till after 
Monday next, but then they would. It has not yet been determined 
whether they should stop the Chartists from entering London or not, 
but a Cabinet was to be held to decide the matter to-day. 1 He 
thought they should prevent their crossing the bridges. I saw the 
Duke in the morning at Apsley House in a prodigious state of excite
ment; said he had plenty of troops, and would answer for keeping 
everything quiet if the Government would only be firm and vigorous, 
and announce by a proclamation that the mob should not be per
mitted to occupy the town. He wanted to prevent groups from going 
into the Park and assembling there, but this would be impossible. 

This morning I had another conversation with Graham. He told 
me he sat next to Hobhouse at Hardinge's dinner 2 at the India House 
last night, and had much very open talk with him. He understood 
from H. that Government did not intend to do anything, and he told 
him that he was afraid that they would find great difficulty in sur
mounting the obstacles that the forms of the House would enable the 
Opposition to throw in their way. Subsequently, however, he had a 
conversation with Peel, who he found took a very different view of the 
matter, and the same that I do. He said that the Government ought 

' These were the preparations for the great Chartist meeting announced to be held by 
Feargus O'Connor on Kennington Common on April roth, when a Chartist petition, 
signed by five millions of persons, was to be presented by a huge procession of the people 
to the House of Commons. On April 7th Sir George Grey brought in a Bill for the better 
security of the Crown and Government of the United Kingdom, directed against all per
sons who sought to accomplish seditious ends by open speaking. The Duke of Wellington 
explained to the Cabinet on the 6th, with admirable lucidity, the details of his pre
parations.-R. 

2 A dinner was given to Lord Hardinge on April 5th, on his return from lndia.-R. 
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to act as if they had no doubt of obtaining all they required from 
Parliament; to consider well what that was; to chuse their time, not 
delaying it long, and then to have a call of the House and ask for 
all the powers they require. If they find themselves thwarted by a 
minority moving successive adjournments, to sit there for any number 
of hours; to divide twenty or thirty times; and at last, when they had 
sufficiently proved to the country that their efforts were vain, and 
that they had exhausted all legitimate means, to give up the contest, 
instantly hold a Cabinet, and then a Council, at which they should 
do by Order in Council what they wished to do by Act of Parliament, 
and trust to public opinion and Parliament to support and sanction 
their proceedings. He told me he had expressed to Hobhouse the 
strong opinion he has of the inexpediency, even the danger, of the 
Queen's quitting town at this juncture, and that if these strong 
measures are to be adopted, her presence would of course be indispens
able. The Speaker told him that an Act of Parliament was not neces
sary, as by an old Act (2 r & 22 George III) the Lord-Lieutenant could 
in case of rebellion (of the existence of which he was himself the 
Judge) proclaim martial law and suspend the Habeas Corpus; but 
Peel is against having recourse to such a measure, and prefers the 
application to Parliament. He thinks, too, that if the Government do 
not soon adopt such a course, they will be incurring a responsibility 
far more fearful than any they can incur by its adoption-~the re
sponsibility of all the blood that will be shed and the mischief that 
will ensue. Graham again spoke of John Russell's conduct in giving 
up the Arms Act, and said that he had so great a regard fi)r him that 
he would not say one word against him on that score; but that he 
must expect to hear of it in case of extremities, and that he would be 
called to a severe account if there should be an outbreak, and if 
torrents ofblood were shed by the instrumentality of those arms which 
but for him would not have been put into every man's hands. In my 
conversation with Grey yesterday, he told me that the Church question 
must be brought forward--not now, because the moment of rebellion 
and armed resistance was not that in which it would be wise or dignified 
or right to make concessions and introduce remedial measures; but that 
when peace was restored, and in another year, this great question must be 
faced and dealt with; the details, however, it is no use as yet to enter into. 
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April gth.-After I had seen Graham the other morning, I thought 
it of such importance that John R. should know what He and Peel 
thought, that I went to him and told him. He received me with one 
of his coldest and most offensive manners, said nothing, and did not 
vouchsafe to tell me that they had made up their minds to do some
thing, and that Grey was going to give notice of a Bill in a few minutes 
from that time. Nothing could be more ungracious, and I mentally 
resolved never to go near him again to tell him anything of use to 
him. I wrote to the D. ofBedford and told him all this; and he wrote 
me back word that he was not surprised, and that nobody had more 
to suffer from John's manner than he himself; that John is very ob
stinate and unmanageable, and does not like to be found fault with 
or told things which run counter to his own ideas-all which he 
owned was very unfortunate, and a grievous fault in his character. 

All London is making preparations to encounter a Chartist row to
morrow: so much that it is either very sublime or very ridiculous. All 
the Clerks and others in the different Offices are ordered to be sworn 
in special constables, and to constitute themselves into garrisons. 
I went to the police office with all my Clerks, Messengers, etc., and 
we were all sworn. We are to pass the whole day at the office to
morrow, and I am to send down all my guns; in short, we are to take 
a warlike attitude. Colonel <Harness>, 1 of the Railway Department, 
is our Commander-in-chief; every gentleman in London is become a 
constable, and there is an organisation of some sort in every district. 

Newmarket, April 13th.-Monday2 passed off with surprising quiet, 
and it was considered a most satisfactory demonstration on the part of 
the Government, and the peaceable and loyal part of the community. 
Enormous preparations were made, and a host of military, police, and 
special Constables were ready if wanted; every gentleman in London 
was sworn, and during a great part of the day, while the Police were 
reposing, they did duty. The Chartist movement was contemptible; 
but everybody rejoices that the defensive demonstration was made, for 
it has given a great and memorable lesson which will not be thrown 
away, either on the disaffected and mischievous, or the loyal and 
peaceful; and it will produce a vast effect in all foreign countries, and 

' Captain Harness, R.E., Secretary to the Board of Railway Commissioners. 
' April 10th. 
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show how solid is the foundation on which we are resting. We have 
displayed a great resolution and a great strength, and given unmis
takeable proofs, that if sedition and rebellion hold up their heads in 
this country, they will be instantly met with the most vigorous re
sistance, and be put down by the hand of authority, and by the 
zealous co-operation of all classes of the people. The whole of the 
Chartist movement was to the last degree contemptible from first to 
last. The delegates who met on the eve of the day were full of valour 
amounting to desperation; they indignantly rejected the intimation 
of the Government that their procession would not be allowed; s,•;ore 
they would have it at all hazard, and die, if necessary, in asserting 
their rights. One man said he loved his life, his wife, his children, 
but would sacrifice all rather than give way. 

In the morning {a very fine day; everybody was on the alert; the 
parks were closed; our office was fortified, a barricade of Council 
Registers was erected in the accessible room on the ground-floor, and 
all my guns were taken down to be used in defence of the building. 
However, at about twelve o'clock crowds came streaming along 
Whitehall, going northwards, and it was announced that all was over. 
The intended tragedy was rapidly changed into a ludicrous farce. 
The Chartists, about 20,000 in number, assembled on K <ennington > 

Common. Presently ~Ir. :Nlayne' appeared on the ground, and sent 
one of his inspectors to say he wanted to speak to Feargus O'Connor. 2 

Feargus thought he was going to be arrested and was in a terrible 
fright; but he went to ~layne, who merely said he was desired to in
form him that the meeting would not be interfered with, but the pro
cession would not be allowed. Feargus insisted on shaking hands with 
Mayne, swore he was his best of friends, and instantly harangued his 
rabble, advising them not to provoke a collision, and to go away 
quietly-advice they instantly obeyed, and with great apparent 
alacrity and good-humour. Thus all evaporated in smoke. Feargus 
himself then repaired to the Home Office, saw Sir G. Grey, and told 
him it was all over, and thanked the Government for their leniency, 

1 Richard Mayne (1796-1868); Commissioner of Metropolitan Police, J8.j-8; K.C.B., 
1851. 

z Feargus O'Connor (1794-1855;; M.P. for Cork, 1832-5; started the .'vortlum Star, the 
organ ofthe Chartists, 1838; M.P. for Nottingham, 1847"-52; certified insane, 1852. 
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assuring him the Convention would not have been so lenient if they 
had got the upper hand. Grey asked him if he was going back to the 
meeting. He said No; that he had had his toes trodden on till he was 
lame, and his pocket picked, and he would have no more to do with 
it. The petition was brought down piecemeal and presented in the 
afternoon. Since that there has been an exposure of the petition itself, 
covering the authors of it with ridicule and disgrace. It turns out to 
be signed by less than two millions, instead ofby six as Feargus stated; 
and of those, there were no end of fictitious names, together with the 
insertion of every species of ribaldry, indecency, and impertinence. 
The Chartists are very crestfallen, and evidently conscious of the con
temptible figure they cut; but they have endeavoured to bluster and 
lie as well as they can in their subsequent gatherings, and talk of other 
petitions and meetings, which nobody cares about. 

(August 14th, 1857· tReadable enough.t) <C. C. G.> 
<End of Additional MS. 41 I r6.> 
London, April rsth.-Every account from every quarter proves the 

wonderful effect produced by the event of Monday last. Normanby 
writes me word that it has astonished and disappointed the French 
more than they care to admit; and it has evidently had a great effect 
in Ireland, where Smith O'Brien is gone back in doleful dumps at his 
rebuff at Paris, and his reception in the H. of Commons. Clarendon 
writes word that if there is any outbreak (which he now doubts) it will 
probably be after a great tea-party they were about to have on Smith 
O'Brien's return. The Government have gained some credit and some 
strength by this affair, as well as by their (at last) bringing fresh 
measures of a protective character into Parliament. The Conservatives 
are very angry with them for giving way on the clause about 'words 
spoken,' in the new Bill, and for consenting to make it temporary. 
Graham told me he had great doubts about that clause, but he would 
support whate~er they proposed. It is certainly true that their con
cessions are not well managed; they do not come down and make them 
as if on mature consideration; but they suffer themselves to be bullied 
out of them by their Radical opponents, and tttis gives them an air of 
vacillation and irresolution which is very prejudicial. John made a 
very good speech on the Bill, and G. Grey by common consent does 
his work very well indeed. 
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I had some talk with the Duke of Bzedford> at ~ewmarket about 
Ireland, and told him my plan of operations, that is, the idea that has 
presented itself to my mind. It consists of two parts-one as to the 
land, the other the Church. I propose that the Government should 
become a great Proprietor and capitalist, raising whatever funds are 
necessary, and expending them in productive works and the employ
ment of labour. I have observed that all who have written, spoken, 
or thought on this subject, agree that the indispensable thing for 
Ireland is the application of capital to the developement of the re
sources ofthe country and the employment of its people. ~obody will 
invest capital there in its present state; consequently those resources 
remain undeveloped, and the people are in a state of idleness and 
starvation; that which it is desirable that everybody should do, but 
which nobody will do, must be done by the Government itself. I have 
only as yet formed the idea, without having deeply considered it, still 
less attempted to work out its details. The other question, the Church, 
that eternal stumbling-block, docs not present less difficulty, but is 
equally urgent. This morning the Duke <of Bedford> came here and 
told me he had spoken to John about my ideas, but without going into 
any detail, or even explanation, and John said he should like to talk 
to me about it himself; he said, moreover, that they not only mean to 
propose something about the Church, but have got a plan half pre
pared. They will not, however, attempt to bring anything forward 
this year, and they would be very wrong if they did. 

There has just appeared in all the newspapers a long letter of Louis 
Philippe's to the Queen of the Belgians, 1 giving his whole case about 
the Montpcnsier marriage, with certain other letters from Guizut 
and Salvandy on the same su bjcct. These papers were found at the 
Tuilcries, and have been published at Paris. The history of this letter is 
this. When the King had concocted the marriage he made his Queen 
write to ours, and after mentioning all his family by name, and tellin14 
her all they were severally about, She mentioned this marriage in the 
same casual way, as a happy event in the family. Our Queen wrote 
an answer, in which she expressed her satisfaction at the happine~s 
and prosperity of the different members of her family whom Queen 

' His daughter. 
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Marie Amelie had enumerated, excepting the last topic, that of the 
marriage. This She said was a political matter, on which She enter
tained very different sentiments. It was then that Louis Philippe 
wrote this long epistle which the Queen of the Belgians sent to our 
Qwueen, who wrote a very laconic reply, saying that it had not altered 
her opinion, and that she considered that the King had forfeited the 
.word he had given her. 1 These letters she showed to John R. and 
Palmerston. The King was furious, and from that moment no more 
communication took place between them till the letter the Queen 
wrote to him (or to Q. M<arie> Amelie) 2 on the death of Madame 
Adelaide. The Duchess of Gloster sent the Duchess of Bedford a letter 
of the Queen's to her on the present state of affairs and her own situa
tion, which exhibits her in a very amiable light. She talks with such 
sympathy of the sufferings of others in whom she is interested, and 
with such thankfulness for the many blessings which she herself en
joys, and which she says she almost 'grudges' when she looks round 
and sees the afflictions of so many whom she loves. The expression is 
faulty, but the idea is clear. 

April 30th.-! had intended to write something else but went to 
Newmarket, where I never have time to write or read anything, and 
have now forgotten it. While I was there the newspapers published 
the correspondence between Palmerston, Bulwer, and Sotomayor, 
which excited great interest and no small animadversion even at New
market) It was a choice specimen of Palmerston's insolence and 
domination, which, so far from being moderated by all that was said 
about his Greek correspondence, seems only to have broken out with 
fresh virulence on this occasion. It remains to be seen whether John 
Russell and his Colleagues will once for all make a stand against his 
arbitrary and independent administration of the F <oreign> Office, 
or submit to it: this must be the crisis. The Duke of Bedford told me 

' This letter (September 18th, 1846) is printed in The Letters of Queen Victoria. 
• It was to the King-January 5th, 1848 (The Letters of Queen Victoria). 
3 On March 16th Lord Palmerston addressed a despatch to Sir Henry Bulwer, British 

Minister at Madrid, in which he directed him to represent to the Queen of Spain that she 
would do well to change her Government. Sir Henry not only communicated this de
spatch to Queen Christina and the Due de Sotomayor, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, but 
caused it to be published in the Opposition journals. The Spanish Government returned 
the despatch with a haughty answer. Lord Palmers ton, however, approved the conduct of 
Sir H. Bulwer, and the consequence was that on May 1 gth the British Minister was ordered 
to leave Spain in forty-eight hours.-R. 
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he had read it in the papers with much annoyance, because he fore
saw the difficulties it would produce; that he had known of it some 
time ago, and of what had occurred relating to it; that Palmerston 
had shown John Russell the despatch, and that John had objected to 
it, stating his reasons for so doing. According to his custom, P. made 
no reply; but they parted, John naturally concluding that after he 
had stated his objections the despatch would not be sent. Shortly 
after he was with the Queen, and in conversation on this subject he 
told her what had passed between P. and himself, and what he had 
said. 'Xo; did you say all that?' said the Queen. He said, 'Yes.' 
'\Vell then,' she replied, 'it produced no effect, for the despatch is 
gone. Lord P. sent it to me and I know it is gone.' What more passed 
I do not know. John said to his brother 'I often think of that story r 
you told me, that Arbuthnot told you about the army estimates.' 
The only difference P. made was that he divided his despatch to 
Bulwer into two, but he did not omit or alter a word ofwhatJohn had 
objected to. \'\'hen I first heard this my impression was that this was 
such a daring defiance of the Prime ~finister and such an insulting 
indifference to the sentiments of his colleagues that it must lead to a 
quarrel, and that Palmerston would be forced to resign. I anticipated 
discussions in both Houses of Parliament, in which P.'s colleagues 
would be obliged to speak out, especially John Russell, and that they 
would throw him over, which if they did it would be impossible for 
him to stay in. Stanley, who was at ~ewmarket all last week, told the 
D. ofB. that it was very much against his inclination to attack Palmer
stan, who was so good-natured and agreeable, but that it \·vas im
possible to pass this over. Still on consideration I expect that Palmer
stan's audacity and good fortune, his rare dexterity, and total absence 
of sensitiveness will carry him through. They will probably knock 
under to him, they will not venture to throw him over in publick and 
will content themselves with some timid remonstrance in private, 
which he will receive with perfect good humour and treat with 
sovereign contempt. He has not evinced the slightest disposition to 
give way, for I heard yesterday (from Aston who heard it at the F.O.) 

' This story must have had reference to Palmerswn's early days in office. Arbuthnot 
wasjoint Secretary of the Treasury, t8og--23, during which time Palmersron was Secretary 
at War. 
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that he has written to Bulwer fully approving of his letter, has replied 
to Sotomayor in a tone of insolent sarcasm, and he has taken this 
opportunity to make Bulwer K.C.B. Of course he will not hear of 
recalling him, and I begin to think that it will end in his dictating to 
everybody, Spanish Cabinet and his own colleagues, and he will 
march on triumphant in the midst of ineffectual grumblings and 
abortive efforts to restrain him. 

May znd.-Palmerston is lucky inasmuch as Urquhart has started 
up to attack him in the H. of Commons. Ben Stanley told me yester
day morning that He would make out a very good case for himself. 
I have not the least doubt he will wriggle or swagger out of it. His 
colleagues will never quarrel with him. 

May 3rd.-Palmerston and John R. seem to have made up their 
matter (if ever they quarrelled about it, which they probably did not), 
for I hear of John expressing joy that it is taken up by Urquhart in the 
H. of C. rather than by any more formidable opponent. Ben Stanley 
tells me that it is all Bulwer's fault, and that he was instructed only to 
interfere if a suitable opportunity presented itself, and then verbally; 
but as P. will not throw over Bulwer, it is an imbroglio, and will make 
a bother; but it is clear that P. is in no danger. B.S. also says that the 
Spanish Government are very anxious to make it up; however, we 
shall have something elicited by the discussions. 

John is very much annoyed with the Queen on two accounts. 
First, she has chosen (without consulting him) to issue an order for 
everybody's appearing at her drawing-rooms in garments of British 
manufacture. This was done by herself and the Prince, and is taken 
up eagerly by the Protectionists, especially the Ladies. It is so directly 
contrary to the principles of free trade and such a miserable clap trap 
that John is disgusted. Spencer sent to him to say there was an in
tended association of Ladies to carry out this object, and asked if Lady 
John would be on it. He wrote back, No, No-very angrily, much to 
Spencer's surprise, who fancied he knew of it. The other thing is 
this:-The Government have only two business days in the H. of 
Commons, Tuesday and Friday; and have great difficulty in getting 
their business through. The Queen has increased the difficulty by 
fixing on Friday for her balls, which takes people away; so John 
begged she would change the day and give her balls on Wednesdays, 
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which is dies non (except in the morning: in the Houses of Parliament. 
She refused. This is very selfish, very wrong, and very impertinent. 
It seems she is mighty despotick about her social arrangements and 
hates any interference with them. John is very wrong if he does not 
make her give way. 

I had a long letter from Clarendon yesterday, and saw Sou them 1 

in the morning, just come from Dublin, where he has been staying 
several weeks. The former wrote to me on the subject of the Irish 
Church, and says that he is all against touching it, for that the Pro
testants are now the sole link between the two countries, and that they 
from feelings of pride and old associations cling to that Establishment 
with unconquerable tenacity, and any attempt to invade it would 
alienate the whole Protestant body and render them repealers also. 
He writes at considerable length on this topic, and what he says may 
be true; but if it be, and if it is always to be acted on, peace never can 
be attainable. Southern says everything is better so far as the chance 
of any immediate outbreak is removed, but that the state of the coun
try is not improved, and that the chronic agitation and disaffection 
will only go on the more in every district under the Priests. Clarmdon 
says not a R. C. in Ireland is to be trusted, and S. gives a deplorable 
picture of the condition of landed property and proprietors; the in
veterate habit of selfishness and indifference to the state of the masses, 
which has so long distinguished the landowners, makes it impossible 
to get them to act on the principles which regulate the relations of 
landlord and tenant here; and he assures me that there are many who 
contemplate in the most cold-blooded way the relief from a starving 
and redundant population by the operation of famine. Then the 
tricks and jobbing of those who are concerned in the administration 
of the poor laws produce infinite mischief, and in short the whole 
material, high and low, is so corrupt that it is an Herculean task for 
anybody to introduce order into such a chaos, and to try and weed 
out its manifold evils. He complains that Clarendon's plans and 
schemes for employing the people and developing the national re
sources do not meet with the attention he has a right to expect from 

1 Mr Southern had been Lord Clarendon's private secretary when he was Minister in 
Spain, and had just paid him a long visit in Ireland. Southern entered the diplomatic 
service, and eventually became British Minister at Rio Janeiro, where he died. -R. 
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the Government, and he doubts if john Russell comprehends, or even 
reads them. 

Yesterday arrived the news of Smith O'Brien's affair at Limerick, 1 

which was hailed with great satisfaction. Ever since the Bills passed 
there has been a manifest falling off in the violence and determination 
of the Patriots; they have quailed under the force of Government, and 
nothing can be more paltry than the figure they are now cutting com
pared with their boastings and menaces the other day. Mitchell, 
Meagher, and O'Brien were near being killed at Limerick by an 
O'Connellite mob, and were saved by the interposition of the Queen's 
troops. Smith O'B. was severely beaten, and has renounced the country, 
and says he will retire into private life. Mitchell, who meant to meet 
the law and the Government face to face, and dared them to the fight, 
has recourse to every sort of chicanery, and avails himself of all the 
technical pleas he can find to delay his trial. All these things have drawn 
both ridicule and contempt on these empty boasters, who began by 
blustering and swaggering, and who now crouch under the blows 
that are aimed at them. 

May 7th.-The Limerick affair and discomfiture of the Young 
Irelanders has given a great blow to the whole rebellious faction, put 
Clarendon in spirits, and for the time cleared the horizon, and dis
pelled all chance of disturbance or outbreak. People jump to the con
clusion (and the Press takes that line) that the agitation is entirely at 
an end, and Ireland about to become peaceable, if not satisfied. 
I have had a letter from Bessborough, who tells me what Clarendon 
and Crampton said to him about Catholick endowment, and of the 
impossibility of it. The latter, he says, mixes with people of every 
denomination and description, and his opinion upon it he thinks 
entitled to much attention. B. also thinks everything is looking better 
in Ireland, and more promising for future prosperity and tranquillity; 
he anticipates, in short, a very prosperous year. 

Meanwhile everything is improving here. Within the last week 
there is a manifest revival of trade both in Lancashire and Yorkshire, 
and the magnificent weather which has succeeded the long course 

' On April 29th an affray took place at Limerick between the Old and Young Irish 
Repealers. Meagher delivered one of his most impassioned speeches. But the 'moral 
force' O'Connellites attacked and beat the other party.-R. 
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of rain and cold promises as good a harvest as the Farmers can 
desire. 

On Friday evening Stanley made his attack on Palmerston in a 
very brilliant speech, which Guizot was there to hear. He made a 
strong case, and Lansdowne a very weak defence, and that only by 
throwing over Bulwer, and casting the blame on him. It will all end 
in nothing, as usual, and P. will not care a straw. It is, however, 
damaging, for everybody thinks that he has been flippant, insolent, 
and that there was neither motive and occasion for his interferences, 
or that it has been well done if there had been. In short, it is an ill
judged, unskilfully conducted proceeding. 

May gth.-Palmerston got another drubbing last night in the 
Lords, which will be a lesson to him, if anything can. Stanley made 
a second speech, still more effective than his first, and Aberdeen fol
lowed him. Lansdowne was miserably feeble in reply, as he might 
well be, having no case. I never saw publick opinion more strongly 
or generally pronounced, and it may be of use in moderating P. for 
the future. If he were not the man he is, there would be no doubt of 
it, but he is apparently incurable. The whole affair is very dis
creditable to the Government. It looks bad enough as it is; but what 
would people think of it if they knew thatJohn Russell had seen these 
offensive despatches, had objected to them, and that they had gone in 
spite ofhim; and now he and his colleagues are obliged to come down 
to Parliament and to defend them. 

May 13th.-Palmerston's affair has not failed to produce certain 
consequences. Lansdowne \vas in a state of great indignation and 
disgust; he told the D. of B. he never had in all his life been placed in 
such a situation, that he had not cared for Stanley's first speech, but 
that when he made his second, he was conscious he had not a word to 
say. He had never read the despatches, and had not a notion how far 
P. had committed himself in approval of Bulwer. Said that he had 
been to John and told him this must never happen again, and it was 
arranged between them (he little knows how vainly) that for the 
future John at least should see P.'s despatches before they go. Hob
house spoke to me about it, and in reply to my remarks saying how 
unfair it was to place such a man as Ld. L. in such a position, he very 
comically said, 'I wish you would say all this to Palmerston.' This was 
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too good a joke, as I told him, that He a Cabinet Minister, his col
league and sharing his responsibility, could not tell him his mind, and 
should ask me to tell Palmerston the truths it behoved him to know. 
Both Labouchere and Charles Wood also spoke to me about it. I said 
to the latter,' Unless P. is quite incorrigible all this will be a lesson to him, 

·and restrain him for the future.' He replied, 'You are quite right to 
put in that proviso.' Such is the state of things in this Cabinet. 

Charles Wood asked me to go to Graham and find out what his 
views were about the W. Indian question, and whether he was pre
pared to grant the W. Indians any relief, and to meddle with the Bill 
of' 46. I went to him yesterday morning, and was with him for two 
hours, talking about everything and everybody. 

May 14th.-Graham said about the West Indians that the Old 
Proprietors must be ruined, nothing could save them. New pur
chasers who went out and cultivated these estates might do well, but 
men here could no longer derive incomes from sugar estates; he would 
not disturb the arrangement of' 46, though he thought the Govern
ment had been wrong in making it, and he and Peel had only sup
ported them because if they had been beat they would have gone out. 
Nor would he give any money; said that the Committees now sitting 
would recommend doing away with the African fleet and the whole 
of our Anti-slavery machinery, and that all that could be done for 
the W.I. was to authorise a sort of regulated slave trade, procuring 
labourers and making them free; the people of this country had tasted 
cheap sugar, and would not now go back to dear; he anticipated no 
difficulty from the French Government in doing away with the 
Treaty, but much from Palmerston who was insane on the subject 
and would hardly be brought to propose it. Talked much of the 
Spanish correspondence, of P., J.R., and the rest; could not under
stand how Grey stood it, seeing that everything that had happened 
had justified him in his original objections. Told me a story of J. 
Russell's having sat by somebody (I found out afterwards it was 
Ellice), just after the suppression of the insurrection at Madrid, to 
whom he expressed his satisfaction at the Government having put it 
down, and added, 'Think of that fool Bulwer having taken that oppor
tunity to make an attempt in favor of the Progressista party,' which 
Graham said was a proof that he had not known anything of Palmer-
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ston's instructions. I did not tell him what the real state of the case 
was. He said that He and Peel did not want to turn the Government 
out, nor embarrass them, and therefore gave me to understand that 
they should not take any part against P.; but he severely criticised his 
conduct, and was evidently very glad at his getting into such a scrape. 
His general views were very apparent to me; he has a great contempt 
for the Government, thinks nobody has done well but G. Grey and 
Clarendon, but is biding his time and acting on the policy which I 
long ago saw was the true one, of making a junction with the Whigs 
possible hereafter. He is very much provoked with Lincoln and 
Gladstone, who he said were 'impatient,' and acting in a spirit of 
most injudicious half hostility and annoyance to the Government; he 
sees all the inconvenience of this course, but he does not chusc to 
interfere, and I perceive he does not like Lincoln nor think much of 
him. His object is to have as many doors open to him (and Peel) as 
possible by-and-by, and he looks to govern upon such popular prin
ciples, and at the same time safe ones, as may enable them to raise a 
standard that will have attraction for all moderate, sensible, and 
liberal people. He anticipates a great part to be played by Francis 
Baring, of whose talents and influence he thinks highly; that he is 
greatly improved in speaking; and being now Head of the great 
Family of Baring, opulent, with a strong mind and will, very rigid 
and severe in his principles, he must be a very conspicuous and power
ful man in public k life; said Charles Wood had not given satisfaction 
and displeased everybody by the flippancy of his manner. I have no 
doubt he would like to coalesce with Baring by-and-by, and have him 
for Chancellor of the Exchequer in their Government when they 
make one; talked of Aberdeen and the way he was 'cottoning' himself 
to Stanley; owned that these times of universal revolution were un
suitable to the genius and taste of Aberdeen, who was an excellent 
Foreign Minister with Peel, adopting his free trade principles, and 
dealing with Monarchical Europe; but now the scholar of Castle
reagh, whose inclinations all lay towards "Yietternich, Guizot, etc., 
was disgusted and disheartened at the spectacle Europe presented. 
I hinted that this might in some degree prove convenient, which he 
perfectly understood. 

Stud House: May 22nd and 25th.-In these times an hiatus of ten 
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days leaves an immense arrear of events and circumstances of dif
ferent sorts. The principal one last week was the strange scene in the 
French Chamber and the conspiracy against its independence which 
was so completely frustrated. It is never worth while to describe 
scenes which are better and more circumstantially narrated in the 
newspapers. The spirit of order was completely victorious, but the 
conduct of those who have got the upper hand is still very un
accountable.1 People go on wondering that Lamartine should be so 
irresolute, and that he should endure Ledru Rollin as a colleague. 
Madame de Lieven supplied me with the solution of this question 
which I dare say is the true one. She told me that Roberts the 
Painter (who brought her away from Paris) came to her the other day 
and told her that the Revolution found Lamartine as well as LeD R. 
ruined men, and that they formed a compact to feather their nests, 
which both have accomplished. While they have been ostensibly (and 
perhaps really) the heads of different sections of the Government and 
the promoters of different principles, they have always been con
nected by a secret understanding and a common interest, and there
fore they cannot break with each other, and accordingly whenever 
the moderate party appear to have the upper hand and cry out to 
Lamartine to come forward and crush his colleague, Lamartine, on 
the contrary, shuffles, temporises, and compromises, and so He and 
Ledru Rollin go on together. The consequence of all this is that there 
is no government in France, and all the material interests of the 
country keep getting worse and worse, and ruin stares everybody in 
the face. 

On Monday morning before I came here I saw the D. of Bedford, 
who told me there had been a fresh matter of complaint against 
Palmers ton, which had given John great annoyance. It seems that 
several days ago Brunnow communicated to Palmerston that the 
Emperor of Russia had determined to make common cause with the 

' On May 15th another insurrection occurred in Paris. The mob forced its way into the 
Chamber of Deputies, and declared the Government, of which Lamartine was the head, 
to be dissolved. But the National Guard turned out with spirit, and, with the aid of the 
troops of the line, quelled the sedition and reinstated Lamartine. 

The passage that follows is certainly incorrect. Lamartine did not act with Ledru 
Rollin, and undoubteaiy did not feather his nest, for he fell from power as poor a man as 
he was when he assumed it.-R. · 
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King of Denmark, r and at the same time he made this known to the 
Prince of Prussia.2 The next day the Prince went to pay a visit to 
the Queen, when he alluded to this important communication; the 
Queen was excessively embarrassed, for she had never heard a word 
about it, Palmerston having omitted to tell her. As soon as the Prince 
was gone She sent for John Russell, who was at Richmond. He came 
up to town and went to the Queen, who told him what had passed, 
describing her embarrassment, but said that she thought it better not 
to let the Prince know she was in ignorance of such a matter, and she 
had therefore pretended to be aware of it. By mere accident John 
Russell himself had received a box from Palmerston with this com
munication a few minutes before he went to the Queen; if it had 
arrived ten minutes later He would have known nothing about it 
either. This coming after the Spanish affair, and so soon, does not im
prove P.'s position with the Queen or his colleagues. 

I found the Duke :who had sent for me: much disturbed at a com
munication he had received from Arbuthnot, who told him that the 
Government would be very hard pressed on Friday upon Bankes' 
motion on the Spanish correspondence;> that the motion had been 
settled by Bankes and Lincoln together, and approved by Stanley; 
that all the Protectionists would support it; and if Hume and the 
Radicals did also, the Government would be beat. All this A. had 
learnt from a Protectionist friend, who added that he did not know 
what Peel and Graham and their friends would do. This latter point 
I undertook to ascertain, and I forthwith called on Graham and 
asked him. He told me that both He and Peel would support the 

' On the death of Christian \'III, on January zoth, 1848, his son Frederick VII suc
ceeded to the Danish throne; a week later he promulgated a Tww constitution, establishin[{ 
a common legislature for Denmark and Schleswig-Holsrdn. · rhis was the beginning of the 
famous Schleswig-HoLstein disput<" which ended with the sdzing of the duchies by Prussia 
in 1864. In 1848 Prussia supported the rebellious Schleswig-Holsteiners against Frederick 
VII and in :\<fay occupied jurland; but an amtistice for seven months was arranged, 
through Swedish intervention, on August z6th. Russia to<.'k no active part in the campaign, 
although she gave diplomatic support to Denmark. 

' William Frederick Louis, Prince of Prussia ~ •797-rl:l88, afterwards King William [ 
of Prussia, second son of Frederick William Ill; during the rising of 1848lived in England, 
.:\-larch-June 1848; succeeded his brother on the throne, 1861; proclaimed Emperor uf 
Germany, 1871. 

3 On June 5th :Yfr Bankes moved in the House of Commons a resolution censuring the 
conduct of Lord Palmerston and Sir Henry Bulwer at :Yladnd. After a debate the motion 
was withdrawn, and the discussion turned out quite differently from what wa' expected. 
See irifra,June 1oth.-R. 
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Government, not approving Palmerston's conduct, but not wishing 
to damage the Government, and not thinking it fair or proper to 
inflict upon P. a Parliamentary censure. He told me what he should 
say on the occasion, which I need not say here, as he will say it him
self. We had a great deal of talk about the state of affairs. I told him 
what was said about Lincoln and Bankes, and what the effect of 
Lincoln's conduct was; he deplored it very much, and said that it was 
not only very imprudent but very unfair to others, but that he could 
do nothing about it. If Peel was like other men he would keep 
Lincoln strait, and it behoves him especially to do so, as L. is sup
posed to be his favourite adherent. 

Yesterday I rode to the course (Epsom) with Clanricarde, and we 
talked about Palmerston, John Russell, etc. He said that such things 
as had lately happened were not to happen again, but that he thought 
there had not been enough of common consultation and under
standing in their Cabinet upon important matters; did not think 
Palmerston had done ma'?)' objectionable things, owned that John 
Russell was not fit to be the Head of a Government, was admirable 
in the H. of Commons, but wanting in the qualities that a Prime 
Minister ought to have. 

While this Spanish debate is impending, the difficulty of the case is 
greatly increased by the news of Bulwer's having been driven out of 
Madrid, his passports sent him, and ordered to quit it in forty-eight 
hours; and last night I received a letter from him announcing his 
arrival and begging to see me. I saw Stanley at Epsom, who said that 
this event had rendered it very difficult to know what course to take; 
he concludes that Narvaez could not have taken such a step without 
having sufficient evidence to prove that they had a good case against 
Bulwer, and that this evidence must have been transmitted to our 
Government. I am going to London to see Bulwer to hear his story. 

May 3oth.-! called on Bulwer on Thursday, found him with 
Delane, and soon after Hayward 1 came in, so had no opportunity of 
questioning him. He told his story in a long, rambling style, pretty 
much as the Spanish papers give it; he told me he had originally sent 

' Abraham Hayward (1801-84); editor of Law Magazine, 1828-44; Q.C., 1845; 
a contributor on foreign affairs to The Times, Morning Chronicle, Quarterly Reoiew and 
Edinburgh Review; published essays, 1858. 
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a long account toP. of the state of parties in Spain, and the character 
of the principal men, and advised him to be on good terms with 
Narvaez and his Government. He did not say what answer P. sent, 
but I inferred that it did not meet his views. The thing that struck me 
was the knowledge which he betrayed of the plots or intrigues that 
were going on against the Government, and it docs not appear either 
from these papers or from what he said to me that he ever gave the 
benefit of his information to them. For example, he knew of the 
military insurrection, the day on which, the place at which, it was to 
take place, who was to command it, and, in short, particulars which 
implied familiarity, if not complicity, with the conspirators. Then 
there appears to have been a system of offensive and injudicious 
interference, and in the functions discharged by the English Minister 
one searches in vain for any international interest, or anything in 
which we are concerned, and he seems only to have existed at ~ladrid 
to meddle and give officious, unrequircd, and unwelcome advice. 
The whole affair is at present in a very embarrassing state, but the 
man who takes it the most lightly is Palmerston himself. Everybody 
condemns the spirit of meddling which P. has exhibited in this as in 
so many instances, and even those who think his interference warrant
able, admit that his tone and manner have been very injudicious and 
in exceeding bad taste. At present his Colleagues show no disposition 
to give him up, and his will is so strong and he is so daring and reck
less, while they are all so feeble and yielding, that he will probably 
harness them all to his car and make them assist in lugging him out 
of the difficulty. This affair will, however, prove a source of discredit 
out of the Cabinet, and of weakness and dissension within it. There is 
not a Minister who does not feel more or less disgusted and alarmed at 
P.'s proceedings, and still more at his character. Out of doors the 
reprehension is universal. Graham, who had announced his opposi
tion to Bankes' motion and his intention to assist the Government, has 
now communicated to them (through me: that he can pledge himself 
to no course till he shall have seen all the papers and heard all the 
explanations on the subject. Bulwer and lsturitz met at Palmerston's 
dinner on the Q.'s birthday, and accosted each other very cordially. 
It was remarked that the Q. was very civil to Isturitz at the 
levee. 
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The account of Mitchell's conviction 1 has given great satisfaction 
here, and compensated for the defeats in the other cases. The good 
of it is that the Government have proved to the Irish and to the 
world that they have the means of punishing these enormous offenders, 
and that they will not be able to pursue their turbulent and factious 
course with impunity. The three hundred imitators whom Mitchell 
announced as ready to encounter similar martyrdom will probably 
not be forthcoming. So far as the system of terror is concerned, which 
is the only one we can now employ, it is a great and happy event, but 
it will not contribute to the regeneration of the country, and will 
probably augment the fund of accumulating hatred against English 
connexion. Still, anything is better than political impotence, and, 
before any attempt can be made to introduce those practical improve
ments which may disarm the Irish of their prejudices and animosities, 
the power of the law and the Government must be firmly asserted and 
enforced. An incident has, however, accompanied these trials which 
is not pleasant to the Government. The Whigs, and John Russell at 
the head of them, when in opposition, bitterly attacked the conduct 
of the Law Officers in their Jury challenges in the political trials. On 
this occasion, the Whig Law Officers found they must either do ex
actly as their predecessors had done, or connive at their own defeat. 
They wisely and properly chose the former alternative, but of course 
at the cost of exposing the present Government to charges of gross in
consistency. Last night in the H. of C. the subject was touched upon, 
and John Russell had the imprudence to read part of a private letter 
from Clarendon, referring to the conduct of the late Government in 
striking the Jury in O'Connell's case as open to reproach. This 
brought up Graham, who affirmed that the instructions given by his 
Government and those given by the present Government were pre
cisely the same, which John Russell was obliged to admit. The allu
sion, however, gave offence both to Graham and to Peel. The former 
has written me a note about it this morning, by which I see he is a 
good deal nettled. 

' On May 24th Mitchell, one of the leaders of the Young Ireland Party, was convicted 
of felony under the Act for the better security of the Crown and Government, and sen
tenced to be transported for fourteen years. The sentence was immediately carried into 
effect. It occasioned some commotion and disturbance amongst the Chartists and Irish 
in London and elsewhere.-R. 
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May 3rst.-Yesterday Grey called on the D. of Bedford to talk 
over the Spanish affair, at which he is beginning to kick, though very 
gently. He has only just found out (from John himself) what passed 
between the latter and P., when John objected to the contents of his 
despatch and P. divided what he had written into two but sent the 
objectionable part. In consequence of what passed between Grey and 
the Duke and from what he also heard from other members of the 
Cabinet, he wrote John a very long and strong letter, setting before 
him the unfairness to his colleagues of allowing matters to go on thus 
in the F.O., and the damage and discredit which were thereby caused 
to the Government. The present state of the case is this: from all that 
appears in publick, the Spanish Government has been wholly un
justifiable, and we are not likely to know more as yet, for Mirasol' 
having brought no credentials, Palmerston refuses to receivt: him, and 
has desired him to convey what he has to say through Isturitt; but he 
came away in such a hurry (running a race with Bulwer) that he left 
all his papers behind him, and accordingly he has nothing to show. 
What between the awkwardness of the Spaniards, the artfulness of 
P., and the reluctance there is on all sides to push the Government to 
extremities, it appears most likely that the discussions in Parliament 
will produce no other result than a good deal of talk, and some ex
pression of an opinion that the Spanish Government has been very 
impertinent. But nobody cares about the affront they have offered 
us, for the simple reason that it is universally considered as aimed at 
P. and B<ulwer>, and that both have provoked it by their own in
solent and unbecoming interference, the matter and the manner of 
which are equally condemned. It is now reported that P. means to 
insist on sending Bulwcr back to :Madrid, fiJr no other reason, of 
course, than to make the Spaniards eat humble pie; and, for the sake 
of achieving a personal triumph, he will not mind making the 
English Government and country odious in Spain. Every day the 
difficulties of the Government increase, and its weakness becomes 
more apparent, but without any tolerable alternative presenting 
itself. The friends and subordinates of the Government acknowledge 

1 The Spanish Minister in London, Isturitz, was not withdrawn, but ~Iira,ol was sent 
on a special mission to London, to txplain the course adopted by the Spanish Government. 
He was unsuccessful, and onjWle q.th Isturitz received his passport.- and left tht courHry. 
Diplomatic rdations were thus suspended between England and Spain.-R. 
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this. There is a general sense of rottenness, and a consciousness that 
they inspire no confidence. Hawes told me yesterday that 'he was 
nobody, and could only shrug up his shoulders at all he saw.' They 
were beat last night (on small matters, it is true) in both Houses, 1 and 
now there appears a very good chance of their being beat on the re~ 
solutions of the W.l. Committee, which has reported to the House in 
favor of a duty <on sugar> of ten shillings for six years. John at once 
declared he should oppose it. The division in the Committee was a 
very curious one; this resolution was carried by seven to five, and by 
a strange crossing over of opposite parties. Goulburn and Cardwell 
did.not vote; two or three Whigs voted for it. 

The Princess Sophia died a few days ago, while the Q. was holding 
the Drawing-room for her Birthday. She was blind, helpless, and 
suffered martyrdom; a very clever, well-informed woman, but who 
never lived in the world. She was the intimate friend of the Duke of 
York while he lived, and of the Dss. of Gloster up to the last. For 
several years she was much in the intimacy of Conroy, and it is sup
posed the Dss. of Kent used to meet him there. This connexion (which 
was carried on secretly) set the Queen very much against her, and she 
resented it so much that she never took any notice of her Aunt, except 
making her a formal visit once a year. The Princess left a letter for the 
Queen, which was delivered to her in the garden of B<uckingham> 
Palace by Andrew Drummond 2 on Monday morning. 

June Ist.-Isturitz has sent in Mirasol's case, which, he admits him~ 
self, is no case at all, flimsy and weak, and unsupported by proofs. 
This, however, though it puts the Spanish Government in the wrong, 
does not thereby relieve our embarrassment; for, while it imposes on 
us the necessity of requiring some reparation for so gross an affront, 
it is very difficult to know what to demand; and if the Spaniards don't 
comply, what we are to do next. There seems to be very little doubt 
that the coals have been blown by Louis Philippe and Guizot, the 
latter of whom is in constant correspondence with Madrid, as our 

' Ministers were beaten in the House of Lords by a majority of six on the Irish Poor 
Law Bill, and by a majority of one in the House of Commons on a motion relating to the 
Public Accounts.-R. 

' Andrew Robert Drummond (1794-186s), of Cadland, Hants, grandson of Robert 
Drummond, the Charing Cross banker and first cousin of Berkeley Drummond, Groom-in
Waiting to Queen Victoria. 
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Government have ascertained, and both are animated with the 
strongest desire to do Palmerston an ill turn. 

Meanwhile, the affair has become more serious here. Grey has at 
last been to John R., and (in very temperate terms) told him matters 
cannot any longer go on as they have done, and he afterwards went 
to the D. of Bedford, and told him what he had done. Grey learnt for 
the first time, when he spoke to John, what had happened about the 
despatch to which John had objected. The Duke wrote his brother a 
very long letter, setting forth all the danger and discredit which 
accrued to the Government from these proceedings, and the dis
content which was produced amongst their friends. John took this 
letter in good part, and he told the Duke that if they got over this 
affair something must be settled for the future. He at the same time 
gave him another anecdote as an example of Palmerston's way of 
doing business, which fortunately ended without mischief, but might 
have had a very different result. One day when the Due de Broglie 
was with Palmerston, he asked him if there was any news. P. said he 
had just got a box, which he had not yet opened, but he would open 
it then. He did so, found a despatch from Howden on the subject of 
the Monte Video business, and gave it to the Due de Broglie to read. 
The Due read it, said that its contents were not pleasant, and remon
strated against them, whatever they were, which I do not know, and, 
for the point of the story, does not signify. Immediately after, 
Palmerstonjoined the Queen in Scotland, leaving the conduct of this 
affair in the hands of John Russell. John and the Duke <de Broglie> 
came to an understanding, but in the meanwhile Palmerston wrote a 
despatch to Normanby on the subject, which passed through London 
without being communicated to J.R. This, which Normanby was 
instructed to read to Guizot, surprised him very much, and he told 
Normanby that it was different from what the Due de B. had given 
him reason to expect. This annoyed ~ormanby very much, and as it 
placed him in a very awkward situation, he complained of it. The 
matter was then explained, and eventually Guizot acted with so much 
moderation that it was adjusted amicably. Palmers ton when urged 
on the subject threw the blame on the Foreign Office, which they say 
he is constantly in the habit of doing. 

The D. of B. told me to my great astonishment that all the Queen's 
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former attachment to L<ouis> P<hilippe> and the French Royal 
Family has revived in greater force than ever; she says the marriages 
are not to be thought of any more. She is continually in tears and 
nothing but the extraordinary good sense of Albert and the boundless 
influence he has over her keeps her feelings under due restraint; but 
for him she would have made all her household go to Claremont, and 
when the French Royal Family have come to visit her she has re
ceived them as King and Queen, and one day one of the children 
went up to Louis Philippe and called him 'Your Majesty,' which had 
no doubt been done by the Q.'s commands. I take for granted that 
they have persuaded the Queen that their ruin has been the work 
of Palmerston, for this is what they always say, and possibly they 
believe it. 

June 3rd.-Yesterday morning I saw Graham. He said matters 
were going on worse and worse; the Government seemed to be 
paralysed, and to have lost their understandings. They had such a 
night on Tuesday in the H. of C. as he never witnessed. He then 
enumerated their defeats and their blunders and mismanagement, 
without bitterness but with great contempt. They sustained a defeat 
on Bowring's motion about the collection of taxes, a very important 
matter, not having got their people down. I found out afterwards that 
they did not expect a division, and thought to prevent one by count
ing out the House, and to aid this Sir G. Grey told people who were 
waiting there they had better go away. This was blundering. Then 
they made a great mistake in fighting the Derby writ, in which they, 
in conjunction with the Protectionists, got beat by the Liberals and 
the Peelites. On Anstey's 1 R. C. Relief Bill none of the Government 
were present. On Thursday night John came down with two very 
foolish notices, one for our alteration of the Oath (which is only a new 
Jew bill in a fresh form), and another to relieve voters from disquali
fication on account of nonpayment of the assessed taxes, which was 
intended as a sop to Hume before his Reform motion.z Both these 

' Thomas Chisholm Anstey ( 181 6-73) ; converted to Roman Catholicism during the 
Oxford Movement; Radical M.P. for Youghal, 1847-52; continually opposed Palmerston 
and advocated Home Rule for Ireland and Scotland; Attorney-General of Hong Kong, 
x8s4---8. 

' Joseph Hume moved a resolution for electoral reform on June 21st. The four points 
demanded were: (1) that all householders should have a vote; (2) 3-year parliaments; 
(3) voting by ballot; (4) equal electoral areas. 
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Graham denounced as weak and unwise. I asked him what they 
thought ofthe resolution of the W.I. Committee. 1 He said it was very 
awkward. He was as strong as ever against the proposition, and the 
best reason he gave was that it would be of no service to the W. 
Indians if it was carried; that if all foreign sugar was prohibited they 
would be as much swamped by ~Iauritius and the East as by Cuba 
and Brazil. He will, therefore, oppose it; but he is not sure the Govern~ 
ment may not be in a minority, and I told him if john was defeated on 
it I really believed he would resign. He said he thought the Pro
tectionists were prepared to form a Government if they carried the 
resolution. I do not, however, believe any such thing, and I rc~ 

minded him that such a division, composed as the majority would be 
of the most heterogeneous materials, would be no test of their strength 
as a party; and that if they were mad enough to attempt it, and the 
Queen would consent (which she never would) to let them, they would 
not stay in three days. He said they must dissolve; they had no other 
course, and that revolution would be the inevitable consequence of a 
dissolution and a fresh election at such a time as this; that such a 
Parliament would be returned as we had never seen; Hume's reform 
and the four points would be carried, and the ~Ionarchy swept away. 
However, though he believes these results would follow from the 
formation of a Stanley Government, he does not, I am sure, for a 
moment contemplate such a contingency as within the limits of 
possibility. I told the D. of B. all G. had said, and that he might 
make any use of the knowledge this gave him of the Government 
proceedings to put matters :if he could; in a better train. He said he 
would talk to] ohn, though he hates doing so, fcx he is always suffering 
under that deplorable infirmity of John's-his disinclination to hear 
unpalatable truths, and above all to be found fault with. The conse
quence of this is that he receives everybody ill who goes to him to tell 
him what he does not like to hear, and nobody now but the Duke (and 
he very reluctantly) will go to him to tell him what he ought to hear. 
The Duke said he agreed with Graham as to the consequences of a 
Protectionist Government, but that it was out of the question, and if 

' A strong attempt was made on behalf of the West India interest to exclude slave
grown sugar from this country. On June r6th Lord john Russell proposed to reduce the 
sugar duty from 13s. to ros., which wa:s ultimately carried by a majority of 260 to Z.!j.--R. 
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John was forced to resign, Peel must take the Government, and the 
Whig party must join and support him; and between some of the 
present Cabinet and some of the late a very strong Government 
might be formed. 

I afterwards saw Grey, who talked to me about the state of the 
Government, and what had passed between John and him touching 
Palmerston. He said that he only came into office with a distinct 
understanding thatJohn should exercise a controul over the F.O. and 
secure the Cabinet against any imprudence of P.'s. 

The Government are now getting seriously uneasy about the 
Chartist manifestations in various parts of the country, especially in 
London, and at the repeated assemblings and marchings of great 
bodies of men. Le Marchant told me that two or three months ago, 
when he was at the Home Office, he received accounts he thought 
very alarming of the wide-spreading disaffection of the people, and 
particularly of the enormous increase of cheap publications of the 
most mischievous and inflammatory character, which were dis
seminated among the masses and eagerly read; and lately, accounts 
have been received from well-informed persons, whose occupations 
lead them to mix with the people, Clergymen-particularly R. C.
and medical men, who report that they find a great change for the 
worse amongst them, an increasing spirit of discontent and disaffec
tion, and that many who on the 1oth of April went out as special 
Constables declare they would not do so again if another manifesta
tion required it. The speeches which are made at the different meet
ings are remarkable for the coarse language and savage spirit they 
display. It is quite new to hear any Englishmen coolly recommend 
assassination, and the other day a Police Superintendent was wounded 
in the leg by some sharp instrument. These are new and very bad 
symptoms, and it is impossible not to feel alarm when we consider the 
vast amount of the population as compared with any repressive 
power we possess. The extent and reality of the distress they suffer, 
the impossibility of expecting such masses of people to be eternally 
patient and forbearing, to restrain all their natural impulses, and en
dure tamely severe privations when they are encouraged and stimu
lated to do otherwise, and are thus accessible to every sort of internal 
and external temptation,-all these considerations may well beget a 
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serious presentiment of danger. But though many do feel this and 
brood much over it, there appears to be a fatal security amongst the 
majority, whose sluggish minds cannot be awakened to the possi
bility of a great convulsion here, notwithstanding the Continental 
conflagration that stares them in the face. What we principally want 
is a strong Government which shall obtain public conftdencc and re
spect, and which may have a chance of conciliating, satisfying, and 
keeping in check public opinion. This the divisions and subdivisions 
of parties, and the enduring enmhies and vindictive feelings of the 
Conservatives, effectually prevent. The only strong Government that 
could be formed would be a Liberal one under Peel, and the Pro
tectionists would rather encounter the chances of revolution than sec 
the man they detest so bitterly at the Head of affairs again. They are 
so blind to their own interest, or so insane in their resentment, that 
they would prefer to run the risk of all that Radicals or Chartists could 
do than owe their safety to Peel, whom they affect to think the Enemy 
of their best interests, and a man not to be trusted; and this they go on 
harping upon, although half of them now admit that it is the greatest 
blessing to them to have been saved by his measures from the 
dangerous predicament in which they would now otherwise be. 

June I oth.-At Ascot all last week. The Spanish debate went off 
just as might have been expected; all fought in muffied gloves, and as 
the outrageous conduct of the Spanish Government rendered it a 
national affair, it was impossible to attack either P. or B<ulwer>; but 
the latter was not only not attacked, but he was bepraiscd by everybody 
to an extent that now seems ridiculous. Peel said all that Graham 
told me he should say, praising B. and quizzing Palmerston, while 
he affected to defend him. Guizot saw all this farce with considerable 
vexation, mixed with disdain, but it could not take any other turn all 
circumstances considered. 

The Government have at last taken strong measures against the 
Chartists; but in spite of the arrest of some of their Leaders, another 
demonstration is expected on ·Monday, for which great preparations 
are to be made. These demonstrations are getting a great bore, be
sides being very mischievous. The townspeople, who are thus per
petually alarmed, are growing very angry, and the military arc so 
savage that Lord Londonderry told the Duke of W <ellingto >n he was 
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sure, if a collision took place, the Officers of his Regiment would not 
be able to restrain their men. Many people think that a severe 
chastisement of these mobs will alone put a stop to their proceedings, 
and that it will be better the Troops should be allowed to act and 
open fire upon them. This is an extremity which must be avoided if 
possible, but anything is better than allowing such an evil as this to 
go on increasing. But if these multitudes of discontented men can be 
daunted into submission, fearful considerations remain behind. We 
have an enormous overgrown population, a vast proportion of which 
are in undeniable misery and distress, and are soured and exasperated 
by their sufferings. To expect such beings to be reasonable, and still 
more to be logical, is to expect a moral impossibility. While the minds 
of the masses are in a combustible state, and they are ready to listen 
to anybody who appears to sympathise with them, and who pretends 
to be able to put them in the way of mending their condition, there 
are not wanting Agents who strive with all their might, and not with
out success, to inflame and mislead them. The suffering people are 
prompt to believe that that cannot be a sound and just condition of 
society in which they are abandoned to starvation and destitution, 
while other classes are revelling in luxury and enjoyment. They have 
confused notions that this is all wrong, and that under some different 
political dispensation their interests would be better cared for, and 
according to their necessities they would be comforted and relieved. 
They are neither able to comprehend nor disposed to listen to the 
long processes of argument by which it might be demonstrated to 
them that all the prevailing misery and distress are attributable to 
causes over which Government has no controul, and which no legis
lation can counteract: the unhappy state of the world, the confusion 
which prevails everywhere, the interruption of regular industry, the 
disturbance of the ordinary course of social life, and the universal 
poverty and suffering react upon this country and to a certain degree 
undermine the broad foundations on which our social and political 
fabric stands. We are not indeed yet shaken from our equilibrium, 
but there is a restlessness, an apprehension, a heaving and struggling, 
which appear like warnings and forerunners of a possible earthquake. 
We seem to have got into another stage of existence, our world is 
almost suddenly altered, we deal with new questions, men seem to be 
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animated with fresh objects; what are called politics, international 
questions and the strife of parties, sink into insignificance; society is 
stirred up from its lowest depths, and we are obliged to turn our eyes 
and thoughts and faculties to the vast spectacle that is laid bare before 
us-and an appalling and awful spectacle it is which may well make 
the most thoughtless reflect, and turn levity and indifference into 
seriousness and fear. 

June r rth.-The D. of Bedford told me yesterday that he has had 
a letter from Clarendon in which he gives him an account of his mode 
of proceeding, which appeared to him so dangerous and unwise that 
he has written strongly to him on the subject and spoken to john about 
it, who agrees with the D. It is the employment of spies he objects to 
and which he says Clarendon is carrying on to an extent as great as 
the old system ofSidmouth which excited so much indignation. He is 
right; for it would make a great uproar here, if it were known, and 
materially affect Clarendon's authority in Ireland, and damage the 
high reputation he has acquired. 

A very good debate on Friday night on the ~avigation Laws, and 
a good division and majority. Peel made an excellent speech. 

June r3th.-John Russell was highly delighted with Peel's speech 
on Friday, says he behaved most handsomely, and he is not like the 
same man. The virulence and immortal hate of his quondam friends 
was exhibited in the most indecent manner on this occasion. 'Vhen he 
rose to speak they tried to hoot and bellow him down, and at the head 
of these vulgar clamourcrs was a Judge, the Recorder Law; 1 it was a 
very disgraceful scene, and shows what an incorrigible faction they arc. 

It seems that John's proposition about altering the oaths has had 
the effect of preventing a fresh election in the City, which was viewed 
with great dread by everybody, but which would otherwise have 
taken place. John will now make a speech and announce his plan, 
but not attempt to carry any Bili this year. This will satisfy Roth
schild, who will not stir, but wait to sec the result of the measure in the 
next session. The Oaths z are very absurd, and want altering. There 

' Charles Ewan Law :179:.!-1B5o;; Recorder of London, 1833-so; .M.P. for Cambridge 
University, 1835-so. 

' The oath for :\!embers of Parliament had to be tak<:n 'on the true faith of a Christian' 
and it was this disability for Jews that Lord John Russell proposed to remove. The House 
of Lords had thrown out the previous Bill for that purpose on .\lay 26th, I8-J,8. 
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are two Peers-Lord Bra. ~vrd 1 and Ld. Clancarty 2-who will not 
take them, nor consequently their seats in the H. of Lords; and the 
D. of Bedford told me, that though he had taken them, as a matter of 
course, he doubted if he could bring himself to do so again. 

The expected Chartist demonstration yesterday ended in smoke, 
both here and in the Provinces; nevertheless great preparations were 
made of Military, Police, and Special Constables. It rained torrents 
the whole day, which probably would have been enough to prevent 
any assemblages of people; but the determined attitude of the 
Government and the arrests that have taken place intimidated the 
leaders. Everybody had got bored and provoked to death with these 
continued alarms, but it is now thought that we shall not have any 
more of them. The Chartists themselves must get tired of meeting and 
walking about for nothing, and they can hardly fail to lose all con
fidence in their Leaders, whose actions so ill correspond with their 
promises and professions. A man of the name of MacDougal, who 
appears to be the Chief of the London Chartists, harangued his 
rabble a few days ago, declared the meeting should take place in spite 
of Government, and announced the most heroic intentions. He went 
to the ground (at one of the rendezvous), and finding a Magistrate 
there, asked him if the meeting was illegal, and if the Government 
really intended to prevent it. The Magistrate referred him to the 
printed placard, by which he would see that it was illegal, and that 
the Government did intend to prevent it; on which he made a bow, 
said he did not mean to oppose the law, would go away, and advise 
his friends to do the same; and off he went. The failures have been 
complete everywhere, and nobody feels any alarm; nevertheless the 
spirit and the sour disaffection, and the vast numbers that are infected 
with it, are dangerous, and may some day be productive of serious 
consequences. 

June 18th.-On Friday the Government had a bad night in the 
House of Commons. John R. brought forward his W.I. plan3 (con-

' George Augustus Bridgeman (I 78g-I865), second Earl of Bradford; succeeded his 
father in the title, I 825. 

' William Thomas Le Poer Trench (I803-72), second Viscount Clancarty; succeeded 
his father in the title, I837· 

3 For postponing the equalisation of the foreign and colonial sugar duties from I85I to 
I854· 
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cocted by Wilson), which was very ill received on all sides, and met by 
objections from the most opposite quarters and on the most opposite 
grounds; he made a very bad opening speech, but a very good reply. 
The Protectionists were very violent, and Hawes was furiously at
tacked about a despatch of Sir Charles Grey's, which he had not pro
duced to the W.I. Committee, and which he was accused of unfairly 
suppressing. It was a very ugly case, and afforded G. Bentinck and 
Disraeli materials for much triumph and abuse, of which they largely 
availed themselves. These personal affairs, which have a discreditable 
look, are always very damaging, and there is again a notion abroad 
of John's feebleness, and of the impossibility of his conducting the 
Government when the times arc so difficult and his health so frail. 
The Government are very confident that they shall carry their \\''.I. 
measure, notwithstanding the storm of reproach with which it is 
assailed. 

The curtain has fallen on another act of the Spanish drama, 
Isturitz having been civilly sent out of this country. The papers pre
sent a case all to our advantage. Bulwer's despatch of ~lay 30, in 
vindication of himself, was very well done, and Palmerston's last note 
to Isturitz excellent. The Spaniards have played their cards (not bad 
ones originally) so miserably ill, that they have given the game to our 
Foreign Office, though it is difficult to say what the stake is worth; 
they are, however, like people who had a very good hand, but re
voked at a critical moment, and so lost the game. Bulwer and 
Palmerston are triumphantly curvetting about, completely smashing 
their antagonists in argument, partly because the latter are blunderers 
who have deceived themselves and been misled by others, and partly 
because they cannot put forth their true case and the reasons which 
have influenced them. They know perfectly well that Palmerston and 
Bulwer have all along moved heaven and earth to keep or drive 
Narvaez out of office, and ~Iontpensier out of Spain. While Soto
mayor has put forward frivolous or unsustainable pretexts for the 
violent and rash course they have adopted, Xarvaez is compelled to 
keep back the real case he had against Bulwer, and the cause of his 
animosity towards him. He knows that Bulwer moved heaven and 
earth to prevent his coming in to power; that he was the life and 
soul, the leader and director of the faction opposed to him, whom he 
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instigated to adopt the most violent measures. I read in Bulwer's own 
handwriting an account of his proceedings and of the failure of his 
schemes. It was through Serrano all this was to be done, but Serrano 
was under the influence of his mother, and Nufiez,1 his doctor, and 
they were both corrupted by the other side. This was the cause of 
failure. Then Serrano, as all the world knows, was himself bought 
over, and he has since given to Narvaez in writing a detailed account 
of his communication with Bulwer, and of the conduct of the latter, 
but in which the Queen is so implicated and compromised, that it is 
impossible for Narvaez to make any use of it. This Guizot (who knows 
everything that passes at Madrid) told Reeve, and I have no doubt 
it is true, because it corresponds with that letter of Bulwer's which I 
myself saw and which was addressed, I think (but am not sure) to 
Delane. This is the secret history of the matter. 

I find Clarendon's views in respect to the government of Ireland 
are becoming known, and producing no small sensation.2 Ld. 
Barrington3 asked me the other night if it was true that his opinions 
had undergone a great change, and that he was now convinced 
Ireland could only be governed in connexion with and by the support 
of the Orangemen. I told him there was, I apprehended, much 
exaggeration in this, but some truth; that I conceived a man ofhis 
penetration could not have governed Ireland for a year without seeing 
that the whole Catholic body were either disaffected and dangerous, 
or so timid as to be useless, and that in fact the Protestants alone were 
to be depended upon for attachment to the British connexion, and 
resolution to support it, but that I was convinced he would not suffer 
the ingratitude and misconduct of the Catholics to interfere with his 
determination to render equal justice to all. I shall however write to 

' Jose Nunez y Pernia, Marques de Nunez; died 1879; introduced homceopathic 
medicine into Spain and founded the Homceopathic Hospital at Madrid; created senator. 

• When Lord Clarendon went to Ireland in 1847, he was animated by an earnest desire 
and hope to conciliate the Irish Catholic body. He invited their prelates and their leaders 
to the Viceregal Lodge, opened his mind to them freely, and expressed with perfect sin
cerity his liberal intentions towards them. But the experience of a year, and more especially 
the conduct of the Roman Catholics during the agitation which had prevailed in Ireland, 
convinced Lord Clarendon that no reliance at all could be placed on the loyalty of the 
Catholic population or of its chiefs. He arrived most reluctantly at this conclusion, but it 
never altered his determination to treat the Catholics with perfect courtesy andjustice.-R. 

3 William Keppel Barrington (1793-1867), sixth Viscount Barrington in the Peerage of 
Ireland; succeeded his father in the title, 1829; M.P. for Berkshire, 1837-57. 
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him on the subject and tell him what is said. It was Lord Hardwicke 
who told Lord Barrington. 

May <June> 24th.-We are on the brink of a crisis and one of the 
most fearful nature. This sugar question is going to destroy this 
Government, as former sugar questions have destroyed former 
Governments. Until yesterday I was satisfied that Government would 
not think it necessary to resign if beat on Pakington's 1 amendment, 
and Hobhouse, whom I met the other day, seemed to think they need 
not. Many of them, however, thought differently, and yesterday 
there was a Cabinet, at which they came to an unanimous resolution 
to resign. The D. of Bedford thought as I had done, and strongly 
urged John not to resign; this he told me yesterday morning, but that 
he had not been able to convince him. After I saw him I went to 
Graham; I found him in great alarm at the state of affairs and the 
prospect of the country. He said that he expected the Government 
would be beat, and that he did not see how they could go on if they 
were; he approved of their resigning; that it was a vote of censure or 
want of confidence, and that in fact they had lost all hold of the H. of 
Commons; that they had done so in great measure by their own blun
ders and follies; and he then enumerated many of these; and he was 
satisfied they had so lost credit and power that they could not go on, 
and therefore if they survived this vote they would fall by some other. 
He then told me that Peel's friends had separated themselves from 
him, and would vote with the Protectionists; he and Peel should sup
port Government, but he did not know for certain of any others who 
would go with them; he should do so with great reluctance (he owned; 
but he would not tum them out. The rest of the Peclites were angry 
with Peel for supporting the Government as he had; they were im
patient, could no longer be restrained, and were resolved to join the 
Protectionists. He had had no communication with any of them, but 
he concluded they were and must be ready to join Stanley and take 
office under him if he invited them. He looked on Stanley's coming 
into office as inevitable. I asked him what his Cabinet would be: 
he supposed principally Peel's old Cabinet with G. Bentinck and 

1 Sir John Somerset Pakington, Bt. :17gg-r88o), afterwards first Baron Hampton; 
M.P. for Droitwich, 1837--74; created baronet, 1846; Secretary for War under Lord Derby, 
1852, and under Disradi, 1866-8; First Lord of the Admiralty, 1858; created baron, lli74· 
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D'Israeli; and he then descanted on all the evils and dangers to be 
apprehended from their assumption of power however brief, much as 
he did in our former conversation; the great impetus it would give to 
reform, and th~ vast power the Radical and subversive interest would 
acquire; in fact, his anticipations are of the most serious and gloomy 
character-foreseeing the downfall of the Church, the H. of Lords, 
and the Crown itself. In the afternoon I told the D. of B. what he had 
said of the defection of the Peelites from their Chief, and that this 
event would be openly manifested in the course of the present de
bate. The Duke was to dine at the Palace, where I knew he would 
have a great deal of conversation with the Queen, so I called on him 
this morning to hear what had passed. She and the Prince entered 
into it all, and were aware of what was impending, for John had pre
pared her for it. She said she was very sorry, as everything had gone 
on very smoothly with one exception-one black sheep. This of 
course was Palmerston. She said that up to the last moment he was 
doing something to annoy her, and asked him if John had told him of 
a certain despatch to Portugal which had been sent without his 
knowledge. The D. had not heard of it. She then said that P. kept 
her in such constant hot water that she did not think she ever could 
again consent to his returning to the Foreign Office, if the Party re
turned to power, and she hoped some other place might be found for 
him. She praised Grey and said he had always behaved very well. 
The Prince said that what they would like would be to have a 
Government with Peel at the Head of the Finances and John at the 
Foreign Office. She was very calm, and though she is not at all 
pleased at the idea of a Stanley Government, and has a horror of 
D'Israeli (which John has been trying to get over), the getting rid of 
Palmerston and having Aberdeen back will be a considerable com
pensation to her and go no small way in reconciling her to the 
change. This at least is the D. of B.'s opinion, and I subscribe to it. 

John has made up his mind to advise her to send for Stanley, and 
she is prepared to do so. Nobody now doubts that Stanley, if sent for, 
means to undertake it, and this is the state of affairs up to this time. 
There was a most scandalous scene in the H. of C. last night, origin
ating in the virulence of G. Bentinck's attack on Hawes; but I know 
nothing of it as yet but from the newspaper report. 

GMVI 6 
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June 25th.-Everybody was full of the scene in the House of 
Commons, which seems to have been to the last degree deplorable 
and disgraceful, calculated to bring the H. of C. into contempt. 
Everybody behaved ill; nothing could exceed the virulence and in
temperance of G. Bentinck's attack on Grey and Hawes, accusing 
them in terms not to be mistaken of wilful suppression of documents, 
and then the most disgraceful shuffling and lying to conceal what they 
had done and escape from the charges against them. On the other 
hand, John R.lost his temper; and, as gentlemen in that predicament 
usually do, at the same time lost his good taste and good sense. He 
twitted G.B. with his turf pursuits, and managed to make what he 
said appear more offensive than it really was intended to be. This 
brought D'Israeli to the defence of his friend, and he poured forth a 
tide of eloquent invective and sarcasm which was received with 
frantic applause by his crew; they roared and hooted and converted 
the H. of C. into such a bear-garden as no one ever saw before. \Vhen 
Hawes got up to defend himself they would not hear him, and at
tempted to bellow him down with groans and 'Ohs,' spurning all 
sense ofjustice and decency. It was grief and scandal to all reasonable 
men. Peel sat it out and never uttered a word, but he cheered Hawes 
when he was speaking. r 

May <June> 26th.-The state of the Government is like that of a sick 
man, the bulletins of whose health continually vary, one hour better 
with good hopes, another worse. Yesterday it looked up. Tufnell's list 
presented a chance of success; he has sixty-nine dou btfuls, and they 
now think a good many of these will vote with Government. Graham 
told me yesterday he had thought Government sure to be beat, but he 
now found more people were disposed to go with Peel than he had 
believed, and that he now rather expected a majority. .Many are 
waiting to hear Peel's speech, and will be guided by him. Everybody 

• Lord john Russell brought in his Bill for reducing the Sugar Duties on June 16th. 
On the 19th, Sir John Pakingwn proposed an amendment, condemning the scheme of the 
Government. It was on this point that the fate of the :Vlinistry turned. Lord George 
Bentinck envenomed the debate by accusing the Colonial Office (in which .\lr Hawes was 
l:nder-Secretary) of the suppression of documents. Lord John Ru"ell replied that such 
tricks were not resorted to by men high in office, but were rather characteristic of men en
gaged in the pursuits the noble lord had long followed. Cpon this, ,\lr Disraeli retorted 
that Lord George Bentinck wa' not to be bullied either in the ring or from the Treasury 
Bench. Sir John Pakington's amendment was rejected on june 29th by 260 to 245.-R. 
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is talking, however, of what is to be done, and who the Q. is to send 
for. The D. ofB. has advised John not to say anything about resigning 
in his speech, and instead of at once advising the Q. to send for 
Stanley, to consult Peel as to the advice he shall give her. Melbourne 
has written to her and advised her to send for Peel. Beauvale told me 
this, and his notion is that a Government may be formed with Aber
deen at the Head of it. It is incredible what harm John's foolish 
speech on Friday night has done; it will very likely influence the 
votes, and certainly will prove very injurious to the Government; 
everybody thinks, let this end as it may, that we have got to the be
ginning of the end. At night I met Jocelyn, who told me that He 
meant to vote with Lincoln and Sidney Herbert against Government. 
I asked him how they could all be so foolish as not to follow Peel's 
example and do as he did. He then informed me that these Peelites 
have no intention whatever of joining Stanley and taking office with 
him; their notion is that this Government is so weak and inefficient 
that it cannot stand, and that it will be found so impossible to form 
any other, that it cannot fail to fall into Peel's hands, and they expect 
by a sort of gentle violence to compel him to take it, having persuaded 
themselves that he will find a general support, though they can't well 
say how or where. Such are the tacticks of the impatients; they hate 
the Whigs, and imagine they can become a Government and be re
cruited by moderate Conservatives and moderate Radicals, setting 
aside Whigs and Protectionists. He hinted to me that Peel might have 
prevented their taking this course if he disapproved of it. I told him they 
were plucking the fruit before it was ripe. On the other hand Graham 
discoursed largely on the impossibility of Peel's coming into office, 
and repeated what he has so often said before about party govern
ments; the hatred of the Whigs of Peel, and still more of him; Peel's 
fear for his health, and the impression made on him by the fact that 
nobody had ever led the H. of C. after sixty (which Macaulay told 
him). I wasted a great deal of time in arguing with him against ob
jections which were all simulated on his part. Every now and then he 
let out in the way of admissions certain things which showed how ready 
and anxious he really is to come in again whenever he can. I asked 
him why Peel had not endeavoured to keep his youngsters straight, 
and at all events given them good advice for their , conduct. He 
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declared that he had done so. His conduct is not very clear, and I have 
not that opinion of his purity and singleness of purpose that would 
make me believe his course has been altogether candid, straitforward, 
and fair, not such as the Duke of Wellington's would have been, but 
it is very difficult to know what he has really said and done, and im
possible to know what he really thinks, wishes, and means. \Ve were 
kept all yesterday in a state of intense curiosity by the news of the 
fighting in the streets of Paris. 

(August 21st, r857. tl have read this with interest-the details are 
curious. t <C. C. G.>) 

<End of Vol. I of Additional MS. + r r r 7.) 
June 30th, Friday.-On Tuesday I went to the H. of Lords to hear 

Grey in the matter of the suppressed despatches, and his defence 
against the various charges brought by G. Bcntinck and Co. He had 
been exceedingly excited, and was resolved to bring the matter for
ward, though many people thought he had better leave it as it was, 
and rest satisfied with what had passed in the H. of C. He promised 
himself, however, a signal vindication and triumph, and the pleasure 
of severely chastising his accusers, but it turned out a very unfor
tunate night, and a painful one to those who heard the discussion. 
Grey made a long and not judicious speech. He entered into too 
many details, and said much that he had better have let alone. Then 
Stanley rose, and after a complimentary exordium set heartily to 
work, made a rechauffe of G. Bentinck's and D'Israeli's speeches "'rith 
his own peculiar sauce of style and diction, and made as bitter, ill
natured, and (all things considered) as ill-timed an attack as ever 
was heard. But he wound it up with a charge in reference to the 
memorial of certain planters, which was certainly well founded and 
made a very disagreeable impression.' On this point Grey was 
clearly in the wrong and could make no sufficient defence for himself; 
it has damaged him very much, and the Government through him; 
and this affair has altogether turned out very unhappily, for it has not 
only wounded the credit and character, and thereby impaired the 
strength of the Government, but it has struck at the honor of pub lick 

' The memorial was to the Colonial Office from tht· planters of Jamaica. Earl Grey had 
quoted an extract from it to the House of Lords; but the ex~ract was calculated tO give an 
impression directly contrary to the rest of the memorial which he left unquotcd. 
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men, and this is in these times a great evil. There was a very severe 
article in the 'Times' yesterday morning on Grey, which was, how
ever, not more than the truth. This affair coming at a time when 
Government has nothing to spare in point of credit and authority is 
peculiarly disastrous. 

In the meantime, however, the division on Pakington's motion 
was generally known to be safe, and accordingly there was a majority 
of fifteen against it last night, which was ten or fifteen less than was 
expected; on Sunday last Graham told me that he thought there 
would be a majority, as he found many people meant to wait for 
Peel's speech and would probably vote as he did. We then discussed 
what should be done if the Government should be in a minority, and 
consequently resign. The same evening I wrote him a note and told 
him that I thought if this did happen John would consult Peel before 
he gave the Q. any advice. I am sure he told Peel this, for on Monday 
night I got a note from him <Graham> begging to see me the next 
morning. I went to him, when he said with great earnestness that he 
wanted to impress upon me that it was of the greatest consequence 
that the Queen (in case the necessity occurred) should send for 
Stanley forthwith, and that without consulting anybody John should 
give her this advice. It was very desirable that there should be no 
appearance of any concert between him and Peel, while a consulta
tion between them would certainly be known to Stanley, and would 
take away much of the grace of sending for him; that Stanley should 
have no excuse for declining, and the Q. should tell him she was 
left without a Government and that she placed herself in his hands, 
giving him carte blanche, and telling him she was prepared to agree 
to everything he proposed to her. He said he did not believe Stanley 
would be able to form a Government, still less to carry it on if he did 
form one; but he thought it of the greatest consequence that his 
failure should be complete, and that every opportunity and ad
vantage should be given to him. He urged this with an unction 
which showed me clearly enough (if I had before had any doubt, 
which I had not) what his secret thoughts and intentions are, and 
that he is quite prepared (and Peel too) to come into office provided 
circumstances turn out favorably for Peel's resumption of power. 
I promised I would take care that this should be done, and 
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yesterday morning I told the D. of B., who was just going off to 
Endsleigh. Every day I find more evidence of the way in which 
people's minds are turning towards Peel and anticipating his return 
to power. Emily Eden told me that Auckland was very anxious for a 
junction, and quite ready to give up his own office to facilitate it. 
Matters are not yet ripe for such a consummation, but it must end 
in this manner. 

The details which reach us of the extraordinary contest which has 
just taken place at Paris are equally horrible and curious. Hitherto 
we have been struck with the absence of that ferocity which dis
tinguished the first Revolution, and the little taste there seemed to be 
for shedding blood; but the ferocity of the people broke out upon this 
occasion in the most terrible examples. There was a savage rancour 
about this exceeding the usual virulence of civil contests; the people 
not only murdered, but tortured their prisoners. Since the victory the 
prisoners have been executed by hundreds, and with hardly any form 
of trial; indeed, no trial was possible or necessary, they were rebels 
taken en flagrant delit, at once rebels and prisoners of war. One man, 
when he was going to be shot, said he did not care, for he had had his 
revenge already, and he pulled out of his pocket twenty tongues that 
had been cut out. All agree that the organisation, the military skill 
displayed, and the vast resources the insurgents possessed in the 
materiel of war, were as extraordinary as unaccountable. The pre
parations must have been long before made, for the houses of their 
principal fortifications were perforated for the purpose of communi
cation and escape, the staircases removed, and there were tele
graphic signals arranged by lights on the tops of the buildings. There 
certainly was a Commander-in-chief who presided over the whole, 
but nobody knows who he was; and the Government have never 
yet been able to ascertain who the Leaders were. Although distress 
and famine were the prime causes of this great struggle, it is remark
able that there was no plundering or robbery; on the contrary, they 
were strictly forbidden and apparently never attempted. It is the 
only example (so far as I know:' that history records of a pitched battle 
in the streets of a great capital between the regular Army and the 
Armed civil power on one side, and the populace of the town militarily 
armed and organised also on the other, nobody knowing how the 
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latter were organised or by whom directed. Colonel Towneley,I who 
came from Paris last night, told me that it is believed that the old 
Municipal Guard, who were disbanded by the Provisional Govern· 
ment after the Revolution, had a great deal to do with it, but that the 
skill with which the positions had been chosen and fortified was per
fect. Prodigies of valour seem to have been performed on both sides, 
and the incidents were to the last degree romantic. An Archbishop 2 

appearing as a Minister of peace in the midst of the fray, and mount
ing the barricades to exhort the living and to bless the dying amidst 
the din and fury of the contest, and then perishing a martyr to his 
attempt to stop the effusion of blood; women mixing in the contest, 
carrying ammunition and supplies, daring everything, their opponents 
shrinking from hurting these Amazons, and at last being obliged to 
fire upon them in self-defence; the strange artifices employed to con
vey arms and cartouches. The Garde Mobile, composed of the gamins 
de Paris, appear to have signalised themselves with peculiar heroism, 
and it is fortunate that they were on the side of the Government in· 
stead of on that of the people. There was one boy, not above fifteen 
or sixteen, a frightful little urchin, who scaled three barricades one 
after another and carried off the colours from each; Cavaignac 3 em
braced him and gave him the Legion of Honour from his own person, 
and he was carried in triumph and crowned with laurels to a great 
banquet of his comrades. But it would be endless to write down the 
particulars of a contest which fills the columns of every newspaper 
now, and will be recorded in innumerable books hereafter. 

July sth.-Since the division on Pakington's motion the Govern
ment stock has considerably risen, and they are now generally con· 
sidered safe for the present and for some indefinite time to come; they 
will probably get their Sugar Bill through. The loud complaints that 
have been made of the waste of time in Parliament have not been 

' Colonel Charles Towneley was appointed Queen's Foreign Service Messenger in r 84 7. 
1 Denis Auguste Affre (1793-1848); Archbishop of Paris, I84o-8; killed before a barri

cade in the Faubourg Saint Antoine by a shot from the Government forces, June 25th, 
1848. 

3 Louis Eugene Cavaignac (I802-57), son ofCavaignac, a member of the Convention 
of I 792; sent to Mrica by Louis Philippe, on account of his Republican sympathies, I 832; 
distinguished himself during Bugeaud's campaigns; marechal de camp, 1844; Minister of 
War, May-June I848; after the insurrection of June, appointed Prime Minister by the 
Assembly; heavily defeated at the Presidential election of December I848; arrested during 
the coup d'etat and afterwards lived in retirement. 
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without effect, and there is an appearance of getting on with business. 
Then the Chancellor of the Exchequer's announcement that the de
ficit of£ 2 ,ooo,ooo will be reduced to £5oo,ooo, and that no new taxes 
will be wanted, has put people in better humour. The funds arc 
rapidly rising, the harvest promises to be good, the Continent is in a 
better state, and on the whole our prospects are considerably im
proved within the last week. The state of the Continent, though still 
bad enough, is somewhat more promising; there appears to be some
thing of a lull from exhaustion and perplexity; there is a chance of the 
Danish quarrel being arranged. The great victory in Paris, the esta
blishment of a strong military Government, and the evident deter
mination of the Assembly to promote the cause oflaw and order, and 
to put down all the wild theories which have been in the ascendant 
for the last three months, have largely tended to brighten the political 
sky; and this example may encourage others to act with the same 
vigour and in the same spirit. The whole world is influenced by all 
that is done at Paris. But in the midst of this improved prospect we 
have enough to disturb our tranquillity; it will be impossible for a 
long time for the Continent to be restored to a healthy state, and its 
disturbed and impoverished condition fearfully reacts upon us, and 
paralyses that foreign trade on which not merely the prosperity but 
the subsistence of vast masses of our population depends. \-V c cannot 
therefore look forward to anything but great distress and suffering in 
our manufacturing population; and this, together with Ireland, are 
enough to keep us in hot water. 

The Government, though safer, are not stronger, and nobody 
thinks they can go on very long, without any clear idea what is to 
turn them out, or what is to succeed. It is pretty generally understood 
now that Stanley has never had the least notion of forming a Govern
ment, nor even of making the attempt. Had the event occurred he 
would have made a pirouette, and whisked off; having done his mis
chief and had his fun, he would have considered his work over. It was 
very significant that while all the world was fancying he meditated 
becoming Prime Minister, he accepted the office of Steward of the 
Jockey Club, to which high dignity he is this day to be promoted. 
I told Charles Wood this the other day, when he said he had never 
believed Stanley seriously contemplated being Minister, and that it 
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was clear there were only two men in the Country who could be-
J. R. and Peel. 

Meanwhile the Peelites are playing an odd game: they appear to 
be disengaging themselves from their Chief, without joining the 
Tories, _and they are so conducting themselves as to make any junc
tion with the Whigs very difficult. It is never easy to know what Peel 
himself is at, and what his real sentiments are. If I may judge from 
a few words that dropt from Graham the last time I saw him, He and 
P. (who are man and wife politically) are provoked with their fol
lowers and resent their conduct. What he said was something about 
'letting them see the consequences of their insubordination,' or some 
such expressions. It was the tone in which it was said that struck me. 
I do not know to which of them they were meant especially to apply, 
but I suppose to Lincoln and Sidney Herbert. 

Brougham told me yesterday that he had been to see Louis Philippe, 
who had described to him the military men who are now ruling 
France. He said Cavaignac was a brave and good Soldier who had 
been very rapidly promoted, that he was a downright but honest 
Republican. When he went with the King's Sons to Algiers, he told 
them he would serve their Father with fidelity, but not from con
viction, for his sentiments were Republican. He is not a man of great 
ability; Bedeau/ Lamoriciere, and Changarnier2 are all abler men, 
but they are thoroughly imbued with ideas of military despotism. 
Everybody believes that the late Government connived at the emeute. 
Gabriel Delessert told me it was impossible such preparations could 
be made, and that they should be so organised and abundantly pro
vided without the knowledge of the Police. 

Endsleigh,3 July 14th, Friday.-1 escaped from the 'fumum strepi
tumque Romre,' from racing and politicks, on Monday last, and came 
down with De Mauley to this place. We have passed four days here 
pleasantly enough; it is exquisitely beautiful, so is the country round 

' Marie Alphonse Bedeau (I 804 --63) ; distinguished himself in Algeria, I 83 7-4 7; com
manded a column during the street fighting in Paris and was wounded, June I848; 
arrested during the coup d'etat and exiled, I8SI-g; died in retirement. 

• Nicolas Changarnier (1793-1877); general de division for his services in Algeria, 1843; 
sent as Governor-General to Algeria, April 1848; Governor of Paris with Royalist sym
pathies, 1849; repressed the rising of June 1849; arrested during the coup d'etat and exiled, 
I851-g; Royalist depute, I871-5, and senator, 1875-7· 

3 The Duke of Bedford's house in Devonshire, near Tavistock. 
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about it; a mass ofbeauty, comfort and luxury; house perfection, and 
everything kept as English houses alone are. This place was a creation 
of the Duke's. The house, which is a cottage, cost between £7o,ooo 
and £8o,ooo, and the grounds, laid out with inimitable taste, must 
have cost thousands more. There are sixty miles of grass rides and 
gravel walks. Yesterday we went to see a farmhouse, once one of the 
hunting seats of the Abbot of Tavistock, a great man whose ample 
domains were granted to the Earl of Bedford, who was gorged with 
ecclesiastical spoils here and at Woburn. We then went to see the 
great copper mine discovered three or four years ago, the best and 
most profitable in the West of England. The ground was leased three 
and a half years ago to certain adventurers, who covenanted to give 
the Duke one-fifteenth of the gross produce; and as soon (if ever) as 
they made £go,ooo a year from it, one-twelfth. After some fruitless 
attempts they came upon this lode very near the surface, and found 
it of the best copper. A fortune was made instanter. The shares were 
at one time worth £7oo,ooo, i.e. £700 apiece; since that there has been 
a great fall, but they are now worth £200 apiece. The expense of 
working is, however, so much increased, that the Duke's Agent told 
me he got nearly half the net profits. All this country is full of copper, 
but the Duke told me he was resolved not to grant any more leases 
for mining, although he had applications every day and could make 
a great deal of money by giving them; but he does not want the 
money, and he is averse to promote the spirit of gambling which 
mining speculations very generally excite among the people, often 
greatly to their loss and always to the detriment of the agriculture of 
the country; the latter is neglected for the chances of the former; the 
farmers let their carts and horses to the miners instead of employing 
them on their own farms; and though mining is both a profitable and 
a popular employment, the D. deems it so mischievous that he will 
not suffer any more of his ground to be broken up for the chance of 
the copper that may be found underneath it. I have not heard a 
word here in the way of politicks. We :i.e. we three) are disgusted at 
what seems the backwardness of the Government in dealing with the 
Irish clubs. 

London, July 21st, Fn:day.~Left Endsleigh on Saturday and went 
to Plymouth; received by two Admirals to whom Auckland recom-
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mended us, and we saw everything-the Breakwater, the new docks 
(magnificent work) and Mount Edgecumbe. On Sunday, after 
Church, went on board the 'Caledonia' ( 120), and visited every part 
of the ship; then to the Citadel, the whole thing well worth seeing. 
On Sunday afternoon went on to Exeter; in the morning saw the 
Cathedral and went to Church; a beautiful choir, Church handsome 
inside, poor in monuments. Then De Mauley and I separated. I went 
to Wells; was delighted with the Cathedral and with the Bishop's 
Palace. On Tuesday to John Thynne's parsonage, Walton, near 
Glastonbury; noble ruins of the Old Church and Abbey. On Wed
nesday returned to town, having seen a great deal and passed the 
time very agreeably. 

When I got here, found that Clarendon, whose arrival had been 
announced to me, and who was to have come on Monday, had been 
obliged to give up coming in consequence of the threatening aspect 
of affairs in Ireland, and He himself writes word that he does not 
think an outbreak can be prevented. 1 The disgust felt here at the state 
of Ireland and the incurable madness of the people, constantly 
worked upon by the Agitators, is now so great that most people ap
pear to think the sooner the collision takes place the better, and that 
nothing is now left to be done but to fight it out and reconquer the 
country. I have certainly arrived at a conviction that no political 
measures can now avail to restore peace and to cement the Union, 
which in point of fact only now exists in name. There is no union for 
any of the real purposes of an union. What makes the Irish question 
the more dreadful is that the potatoes are again failing, and starvation 
will be the inevitable lot of the people. In that emergency, when it 
arrives, the Irish will look in vain to England, for no subscriptions or 
parliamentary grants or aid of any sort, publick or private, will they 
get; the sources of charity and benevolence are dried up; the current 
which flowed last year has been effectually checked by the brutality 
and ingratitude of the people, and the rancorous fury and hatred with 

1 On July r8th the Lord-Lieutenant issued a Proclamation against the treasonable 
proceedings of the Repeal Clubs in Dublin, Waterford, Cork, and Drogheda. On July 
21st Lord John Russell announced that the Habeas Corpus Act would be suspended in 
Ireland. The Bill was brought in on the 22nd, and carried through the House of Commons 
in one day, and passed the House of Lords on the 24th. It came into operation in Dublin 
on the 26th.-R. 
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which they have met our exertions to serve them. The prospect, 
neither more nor less than that of civil war and famine, is dreadful, 
but it is unavoidable. 

John Russell gave notice the other night of the measures he meant 
to go on with, and those he meant to abandon; nobody expected any
thing more, so no great complaints were made. The Government is 
safe enough, but they fall more and more into discredit. There has 
been a blunder about the sugar duties, which makes the Government 
look ridiculous, and it is in fact the constant repetition of small things 
which damages their credit, and makes them so miserably weak. 
Grey's affair was a body blow, for the effect of it has been undeniably 
great. The funds have been rapidly rising and trade improving little 
by little, but this Irish affair has checked the rise and produced alarm. 
Then the potatoes are failing in England, and we have every chance 
of low prices of agricultural produce without abundance, and if this 
should happen we shall have an unquiet winter. So far as I can form 
an opinion from what I heard in my tour, the state of the country is 
not satisfactory. Chartism seems to increase, and the masses, the 
operatives in villages, are restless, ill-disposed, and want they know 
not what. It is a great evil that while education is sufficiently diffused 
to enable most people to read, they get either from inclination or con
venience nothing but the most mischievous publications, which only 
serve to poison their minds, to render them discontented, and teach 
them to look to all sorts of wild schemes as calculated to better their 
position. The best part of the Press (the 'Times,' for instance) seldom 
finds its way to the cottages and readin~~;-rooms of the lower classes, 
who are fed by the cheap Radicalism of the 'Weekly Dispatch,' and 
other journals unknown almost to the higher classes of society, which 
are darkly working to undermine the foundations of our sodal and 
political system. The lessons of experience which might be so well 
taught by the events now passing in France and elsewhere, are not 
presented to the minds of the people in a manner suggestive of whole
some inferences, but on the contrary they arc only used as stimulants 
and for purposes of misrepresentation and perversion. 

July 22nd.-Last night John Russell gave notice of a Bill to enable 
the Lord-Lieutenant to apprehend any suspected persons, and Ld. 
Lansdowne did the same in the H. of Lords. Lord L. made a very 
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animated speech, but it was impossible not to think that all he said 
and was going to do might as well have been said and done long ago. 
Brougham said as much; Stanley spoke very well; and the announce
ment was hailed with universal satisfaction. It would have been still 
better in my opinion if they had suspended the Habeas Corpus at 
once. 

July 24th.-The H. of C. was wonderful on Saturday; nobody had 
the least idea of it, not the Cabinet. It was an inspiration of John 
Russell's; he began by making an excellent speech, an hour and a 
half. When they divided he made a speech in the lobby, begged the 
people not to go away, and said he meant to propose to go on with 
the Bill. To his own amazement as much as anybody's, he found no 
opposition, and carried the Bill through at the sitting. By seven 
o'clock it was completed and he was on his way to Richmond, where 
I dined with him. He was in high spirits; Shiel and Ward were there, 
and we talked over the payment of the Priests, which we all agreed 
(John included) must be soon done, or at least attempted. Yesterday 
was spent in searching for precedents, to see if it was possible to pass 
the Bill to-day through the Lords. The Chancellor, D. W <ellingto)n, 
and others, said it was impossible, as notice must be given of the 
suspension of the Standing Orders. Lord L<ansdowne> said if only 
one precedent could be found he would take it, and carry the Bill 
through; but if not, they must wait till to-morrow. I should have 
made the precedent: a more fitting occasion could not be. However, 
what was done in the H. of C. will infallibly produce all the effect 
that is required, and will strike terror into the Irish rebels. It was a 
great event, for which neither the Lord-Lieutenant nor anybody in 
Ireland will have been the least prepared. 

July 31St, Monday.-At Goodwood all last week where I lost all my 
money and am ashamed of myself for being a miserable blunderer at 
the miserable trade I drive; found no time to write or do anything 
there. The day after we arrived we were startled by the intelligence 
of the rebellion in Ireland having actually broken out; it was not, 
however, believed, and turned out to be a disgraceful hoax. 1 Instead 

' Upon the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act in Ireland, Smith O'Brien and the 
other leaders of the Repeal movement fled to Ballingarry, where they were ignominiously 
hunted down by a party of fifty policemen and soon afterwards captured. The crisis had 
arrived, and the whole agitation collapsed.-R. 
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of breaking out, it has not shown a symptom of vitality, and all the 
swaggering and boasting and the dreadful threats and exhibition of 
physical force have absolutely shrunk into nothing and evaporated 
before the formidable preparations and determined attitude of the 
Government. The Leaders are skulking about nobody knows where; 
the clubs are either suppressed or self-dissolved; the people exhibit no 
disposition to rise; the sound and fury which were echoed and re
echoed from the clubs and meetings, and through the traitorous press, 
have been all at once silenced. The whole thing is suddenly become 
so contemptible as to be almost ridiculous. :V!y own conviction was 
(and I wrote to Clarendon so) that there would be no outbreak; but 
I did not contemplate that all these mighty preparations, this club 
organisation and universal arming would all at once dwindle into 
nothingness and general submission just as easily as the Chartist 
demonstrations did here some weeks ago; but so it is, and it is now 
pretty clear that in a short time Ireland will be just as quiet and sub
missive as if Conciliation Hall had never existed. The most satis
factory part of the business is the good conduct of the Catholic Clergy, 
who appear to have very generally used their influence over the 
people to deter them from their rebellious courses. It is to be hoped 
that the recollection of their behaviour on this trying occasion will 
have a considerable effect in paving the way for the payment of the 
Irish Clergy, when that vital question comes on, as very soon it must. 
George Grey declared himself in favor of it in a speech which he made 
on Saturday last, and it is clear that as soon as Ireland is thoroughly 
pacified, this question must be regularly taken up by the Govern
ment, and in spite of all the opposition which pride, prejudice, and 
bigotry will throw in its way, it must be forced through. It seems at 
first sight as if the best thing which could happen was the bloodless 
suppression of this talking rebellion, but I am not sure that it would 
not have been better in the end if the Leaders had succeeded in 
bringing together a body of insurgents, and if a signal chastisement 
and ignominious dispersion of them had taken place. There would be 
a great advantage in letting them see the fearful consequences of a 
collision, and as far as England is concerned, the people of this coun
try would be better disposed to clemency and conciliation after they 
had severely punished the Irish for their turbulence and folly. As 
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matters are, though there will be no outbreak, no bloodshed, and an 
easy triumph, it will leave the great chronic disease of the country 
just where it was; the disaffection, the hatred of the Union, the enmity 
to law, will remain the same; the people will be subdued but not 
reconciled; and these feelings will be the stronger because the distress 
will be greater than ever. No country can be so shaken to pieces 
without enormous distress to the masses; and if the potato crop again 
fails (as it has threatened to do) the misery will be appalling and 
irremediable. By what has passed and is still passing, England will 
not be softened towards Ireland, but contempt will be added to 
resentment. 

Clarendon will, I take it, have been astonished at the result corre
sponding so little with the beginnings of this Irish manifestation. He 
evidently considered an outbreak as imminent and almost certain. 
The D. of Bedford showed me a letter from him which he received at 
Goodwood, bitterly complaining of the Government for not having 
at an earlier period furnished him with the powers he demanded, and 
saying that though he had repeatedly asked both John Russell and 
George Grey to do so, they never would. He said he had never to any 
human being disclosed what had passed between himself and the 
Government on this matter, but he evidently feels deeply hurt both 
at their not attending to his request, and at the blame of stronger and 
earlier measures not having been applied for, being thrown upon 
him. It is certainly true that the Government have allowed it to be 
believed that they have all along been ruled by his advice, and that 
they have done at each successive stage of the business all that he 
desired. Even Lord Lansdowne in the H. of Lords the other night 
declared that there had been the most perfect agreement all along 
between the Government and the Lord-Lieutenant. 

I dined at Holland House yesterday, and sat next to Old Adair, 
eighty-five years old, but with mind very fresh. He lived in great 
intimacy with all the 'great of old, who still rule our spirits from their 
own,' and I believe possesses a great store of anecdotes of bygone 
days. He gave me an account of young Burke's preventing the re
conciliation between his Father and Fox, which, however, is too well 
known to require repetition; but he told me how the Duke of Portland 
came to be put at the head of the Whig party on the death of Lord 
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Rockingham in '82, which I had not heard before. There was a 
meeting of the party to rhuse their Chief; the Duke of Richmond put 
forth his pretensions, but he was so great a Radical (having views of 
Parliamentary Reform not only far beyond those of any man of that 
day, but beyond the Reform we have actLally got;, that they were 
afraid of him; and Charles Fox got up and said that he thought He, 
as Leader of the H. of Commons, had clains at least as good as the 
Duke of Richmond's, but that they ought beth of them to waive their 
own claims, and in his judgement the man they ought to place at their 
head was the Duke of Portland. This compromise was agreed to, but 
the D. of Richmond was so disgusted that he joined Lord Shelburne. 
My Grandfather was a very honorable, highminded, but ordinary 
man; his abilities were very second-rate, and he had no power of 
speaking; and his election to the post of Leader of the great Whig 
party only shows how aristocratic that party was, and what weight 
and influence the Aristocracy possessed in those days; they would 
never have endured to be led by a Peel or a Canning. Adair told me 
that Old Lord George Cavendish' expressed tl e greatest indignation 
at their party being led by Burke in the H. of Commons, and it was 
this prevalent feeling, together with the extraordinary modesty of 
Burke, who had no vanity for himself (though a great deal for his 
Son) which accounts for the fact (so extraordinary according to our 
ideas and practice) that though Burke Jed the Whig party in the H. 
of C. for four or five years, when that party cam;: into power He was 
not offered a place in the Cabinet, but put in a subordinate office, 
which he condescended to accept, seeing men so immeasurably in
ferior to himself occupying the highest posts. 

August 5th.-In Ireland there has hardly been a semblance of re
sistance; flight and terror and sulky submission have been the order 
of the day. Meanwhile the military preparations and arrangements 
have not been relaxed, and the arrests have been mJ.ltiplied. Hitherto 
the search for O'Brien and the other Leaders has been fruitless, and 
it is currently reported that the former has escaped; letters have been 
written with detailed accounts of his escape, but th:s is believed to be 
only a trick to facilitate it. The rebellion is effcctual:y suppressed, but 

' Lord George Cavendish (1 727-94;, second son of third Duke of Devonshire; .M.P., 
175o-g4; at his death the 'Father' of the House of Commons. 
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the state of Ireland is lamentable, and a great and long futurity of 
difficulties and evils may be expected. Very few arms have been 
taken; they are all hid by the Peasantry, to be drawn forth when 
occasion offers itsel£ 

Hardinge is just gone over. 1 Brougham in the H. of Lords delivered 
a flaming panegyrick on Hardinge's patriotism in going, and the 
Duke of Wellington's wisdom in appointing him; but the real truth 
is that he was selected for this post by the Queen and John Russell, 
without the knowledge and not entirely to the satisfaction of the 
Duke. Neither did Clarendon like the appointment, and H. himself, 
though he evinced a proper devotion and immediately consented to 
go, begged he might be released as soon as possible. Arbuthnot told 
the D. of B. that it was a pity John had not consulted the Duke about 
sending Hardinge, instead of only telling him after it was settled, 
which sufficiently shows the Duke's feeling; and Clarendon from what 
he said, though he made no objection, evidently did not like it. If they 
had known how little there would be to do, he probably would not 
have been sent to Ireland at all. The Duke does not think very highly 
of Hardinge's military talents. The two men whom he places his 
confidence in are Sir Charles Napier and Sir Harry Smith; z he was 
asked the question, and this was his answer; and moreover he thinks 
that on one occasion in India Hardinge committed a dangerous 
military blunder which Gough repaired; whereas all the world be
lieves that Gough, though a very brave soldier, was a very inefficient 
commander, and that to Hardinge was attributable the success of the 
Sikh campaign.3 

' He was appointed to a special military command in Ireland under Sir Edward 
Blakeney, the Commander-in-Chief. 

2 Sir Harry Smith (r787-r86o), first baronet; served under Wellington, r8o8-15; won 
the battle of Aliwal against the Sikhs, 1846; created baronet, r846; Governor-General of 
the Cape, 1847-52; defeated the Boers at Boom Platz, 1846. 

3 The statement that Hardinge committed a military blunder which Gough repaired, 
rests on no good authority, and is highly improbable. I have been favoured by the present 
Viscount Hardinge with the following interesting account of what took place on the eve of 
the battle ofFerozeshah. 'My father gave his star to his surgeon, Dr Walker, in the middle 
of the night of December 21st, and sent him with Colonel Wood, his military secretary, who 
was badly wounded, into Ferozpoor. He and Lord Gough, although some counselled a 
retreat on Ferozpoor, both agreed that although matters were very critical from the be
haviour of the native troops, yet there was but one course to pursue-to attack in the 
morning, beat the enemy or die honourably on the field. Mr Greville has mixed up this 
occurrence with what happened on the following day, the 22nd, about noon, after the 

GMVI 7 
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The true history of that campaign is as yet very little known, but 
whenever it is fairly put before the world it will exhibit one of the 
most striking and extraordinary ex,lmples of the chances and acci
dents on which the fate of Empires depends that has ever been re
corded. I have often heard that the events of those Sikh battles were 
very precarious, but it was only the c ther day that I heard on what a 
marvellous accident the last great lnttle depended. Hardinge con
sidered the battle lost, and the destruction of his army inevitable. 
Not expecting to survive the defeat, he gave his watch and some other 
things about him to one of his Officers, desiring him to have them 
conveyed to his wife, with the assura:1ce that his last thoughts were 
with her. At this juncture a StaffOffic:::r (whose name I did not hear), 
who from nervousness or fear had lo~t his head, went to the Com
mander of our Cavalry, and told him that he was the bearer of an 
order to him to retire. He asked if he had no written order, he said he 
had not, but he spoke so positively as to the instruction with which he 
was charged, that the other believed him and began to draw off his 
men. This movement was seen by the )ikhs, and, mistaking its pur
port, they fancied it indicated a disposition to take them in flank and 
cut off their communications. They were seized with a sudden panic, 
and immediately commenced their retreat: it was thus that this 
victory was won when it was all but lost, and won by the mistake or 
the invention of an officer who in terror or confusion had com
municated an order which never was giv;;n to him, and which he had 
himself invented or imagined. It is univ.~rsally agreed that if we had 
been defeated in that action our Easten Empire would have been 
lost to us, for the prestige of our power would have been lost, and all 
India would have risen to cast off our voke. After the action the 
question arose how this officer was to be dealt with, but it was not 
considered prudent to bring him to a Court-martial, when the conse
quences of his conduct had been such as hey were, and the inquiry 

enemy had been beaten in the morning and had fa]J,,n back on the Sutlege. Colonel 
Lumley, the D.A.G. of cavalry, ordered the whole oftht cavalry brigade into Ferozpoor on 
the assumed authority of Lord Gough. This happened almost simultaneously with the ad
vance of a fresh Sikh force, which after lirin3 a Jew sh< .u, retired again tu the river. Thi, 
action on the part of the Sikhs was never explained, but ir was naturally supposed that they 
were afraid of being outflanked, as Mr Greville puts it. Thi> I wimessed mysdf, and can 
vouch for the truth of it.' -R. 
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might have revealed the magnitude of the peril from which we had 
escaped. 

August 8th.-At Latimers from Saturday till Monday. Called on 
Wrio Russell at Chenies, and Lady W.1 told me that there is not far 
off a Chartist establishment; a society of Chartists located and living 
on land bought by Chartist subscriptions; a sort of normal society. 
It has existed some years, but is now falling into decay. Feargus 
O'Connor spoke to Charles Russell about it, and said he wished his 
brother would take some notice of them, for they liked to be noticed by 
people of rank; and he added, 'Collectively they are with me, but indi
vidually they are with you.' In these words a great lesson and sig
nificant fact are contained well worth attention. 

On arriving in town yesterday, found the news of S<mith> 
O'B<rien>'s capture, which some think a good thing and some a bad. 
It is certainly embarrassing and very difficult to know what can and 
what ought to be done with him; some say he is mad, some are for 
hanging him, some for transporting, others for letting him go; in 
short quat homines tot sententic.e. He is a good-for-nothing, conceited, 
contemptible fellow, who has done a great deal of mischief and 
deserves to be hung, but it will probably be very difficult to convict 
him. 

August 10th, Thursday.-On Tuesday evening Stanley made a brisk 
attack on the Government for their Sicilian policy; Lord L<ans
downe> made a moderate defence.z They refused to say whether they 
had or had not instructed Parker to prevent the Neapolitan fleet at
tacking Sicily, from which it is of course inferred that such instructions 
have been given him in violation of the principle of non-intervention 
and the laws of nations.3 The man in the Cabinet who has been most 
strenuous for intervention (after Palmerston) has been Grey! 

August 16th, Wednesday.-Went on Saturday with Ld. Lansdowne 

' Elizabeth Laura Russell (d. 1886), daughter of Lord William Russell; married Rev. 
Lord Wriothesley Russell, 182g. 

' An insurrection broke out in Naples on May 16th, and soon afterwards the people of 
Sicily declared their independence. This movement was much favoured and indirectly 
aided by the British Government.-R. 

3 In july 1848 Admiral Parker, commanding the Mediterranean fleet, received orders 
from the Admiralty to salute the Sicilian national flag 'as soon as possible,' which he had 
already done on july 12th; but no instructions were ever sent to him to prevent the 
Neapolitan fleet attacking the insurgents. 
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and Granville to Stowe: 1 worth seeing, but a sorry sight; a dull, un
desirable place, not without magnificence. The '.{arden front is very 
stately and palatial; the House full of trash mixed with some fine 
things; altogether a painful monument of human vanity, folly, and, it 
may be added, wickedness, for wicked it is thus recklessly to ruin a 
great House and wife and children. 

Thence to Nuneham, a charming place, and on :Monday to London. 
I heard an anecdote at Nuneham which was new to me: Harcourt 
gave it on the authority of Sir Robert Peel. He said that when the 
discussion took place about the East Retford question during the Duke 
of Wellington's Government, in thi! Cabinet Peel was for giving there
presentation to one of the great towns, and Huski~son against it; that 
Peel was overruled by a majority of his colleagUl·s and consequently 
took the part he did in Parliament; while Huski1>son was induced to 
change his opinion and to take in Parliament the opposite line from 
that which he had taken in the Cabinet; He and Peel, in fact, both 
changing sides. His colleagues were naturally \cry indignant with 
Huskisson, and this accounts for the bitterness which the Duke of 
Wellington evinced, and for his celebrated ':\'"o mistake.' 2 This 
seemed to me a strange story, though some peo:Jle there wondered 
I had never heard it before. If it be true, it is equally discreditable to 
both Peel and H uskisson; in the former it was both a fault and a 
crime; it was a great error in judgement and very wrong in itself. 

I found a letter from Clarendon when I got to town, telling me 
he had been 'much bothered by the vacillation J.nd timidity of our 
rulers on this occasion as on the preceding ones, when I was com
pelled to insist on further power for the protecion of life and the 
maintenance oflaw and order. It is not pleasant to have to poke a 
Cabinet into a sense of duty, or to extract by threats as if for a per
sonal favor that which should be readily acceded to when the public 
necessity for it was proved and manifest. Howevu, that has been my 
task, and I don't much care if the thing is achieved and nobody knows 
it. ... Against the clubs a law of some kind was necessary . .:'\o one 

' The Duke of Buckingham being ruined, all the contents · f the great house of the 
Grenvilles at Stowe were sold by auction. .\11 Londun went to .>t e the place, the furniture, 
and the curiosities. Even the deer in the park were for sale .. -R 

' When, in 1828, Huskisson attempted to withdraw his rt>ignation, the Duke said 
'There is no mistake, there can be no mistake, and there shall 1e no mistake.' 
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could doubt that, and so I insisted, making for the third time my re
maining here conditional upon it. So they succumbed, but not with a 
good grace, etc.' All along the Government have been afraid to adopt 
a vigorous and decided course, and have been fencing with Clarendon, 
who has insisted on it. The consequences of endeavouring to make the 
law work are now apparent in the failure of the first of the trials. It is 
trying to make bricks without straw; the people will not work the 
machinery of the law, but, on the contrary, abhor and will oppose the 
law itself; everybody sees that and still the Government don't dare 
openly say so, and adopt the measures that are necessary to cope 
with the difficulty. There was an excellent article in the 'Morning 
Chronicle' yesterday in this sense. I pointed it out to Lord Lans
downe, who expressed his concurrence with it. However, for the 
present I believe Clarendon is in possession of power enough to keep 
the country in order. He can imprison everybody and put down the 
clubs by so doing, but he will never be able to obtain convictions. 
Indeed, it would probably be better they should all fail at first than 
have one succeed every now and then, just enough to prevent their 
having recourse to another system. 

The brilliant success of the Austrians and the disgraceful termina
tion of Charles Albert's campaign r has produced a fresh interest in 
foreign affairs and great anxiety as to the result of the offered media
tion of England and France. Palmerston's conduct throughout the 
Milanese war has been very extraordinary, but I will pronounce no 
positive opinion on it till I am better informed of all the hidden cir
cumstances in which the question has been involved. What appears 
is this: some time ago the Austrians invited our mediation, sent 
Hummelauer over here for that purpose, and were prepared to make 
great sacrifices to settle the question. Palmers ton refused; he thought 
the Austrian cause was irretrievably ruined and that all Italy would 
be lost to them, and he wished that result to take place. Old 
Radetzkyz cunctando restituit rem, and the tide of war was on a 
sudden victoriously rolled back, and the King of Sardinia completely 
baffled. Then Palmerston stept in with his offer of mediation when 

' Charles Albert of Savoy (r7g8-r849); King of Sardinia, 1831-49. 
2 Count Johann Radetzky (1766-1858); first fought in the war against Turkey, 1788-g; 

created field-marshal, 1836; evacuated Milan, March 23rd, 1848; recaptured Milan, 
August 5th, 1848; again defeated Charles Albert at Novara, 1849; Governor-General of 
Lombardy, 1848-57· 
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there were no longer any parties to mediate between, or matters to 
mediate about, losing sight of his own conC:uct in the S·wiss affair, 
when after the defeat of the Sunderbund he c eclared that the quarrel 
was decided and no mediation was necessary. He is now on the best 
possible terms with Cavaignac, and acting cordially with France. 
Cavaignac seems to have behaved with gn·at frankness and good 
sense; he sent Beaumont here with the mos~ amicable professions; 1 

he said that his object was to preserve peace, did not attempt to dis
guise the fact of the deplorable state of his finances, and the great 
object it therefore was to abstain from war; but he appears to have 
assumed that the honor of France was in some way concerned in de
livering by fair means or foul the :\1ilanese f-om the Austrian yoke. 
How far Palmerston has admitted this preten"ion remains to be seen, 
and we do not yet know whether he has come to an understanding 
with France as to what is to be done by her in the event of the joint 
mediation being declined; whether or no he has tacitly or expressly 
assented to the invasion ofltaly by the French, and their making war 
on Austria to expel her from Lombardy. I· would hardly appear 
possible that he should have done so, if it were not for his conduct in 
reference to Xaples and Sicily, for if it turns 'lllt to be true that the 
British Admiral is ordered to prevent the King ofXaples from making 
any attempt to reconquer Sicily, he cannot object to the French 
Government's interfering in the affairs of the Xorth of Italy. But if 
the Austrians reject the mediation (as theyprobably will~, and Cavaig
nac sends an Army across the Alps with our cc nnivance and consent, 
we shall not play a very dignified part, and I question if such policy 
will find general acceptance here. 

August 2oth, Sunday.-On Wednesday night D'Israeli made a very 
brilliant speech on foreign affairs in the H. of Commons, and Palmer
stan a very able reply which was received with great applause and 
admiration. It was, however, only a simulated ,:ontest between them; 
for Dizzy, while pretending to attack P. with n.uch fire and fury, did 
not in reality touch him on difficult points. In reference to the 
mediation, P. had with his usual good luck received on the morning 
of the debate a communication from the Aus~rian :Y1inister stating 

' M. Gustave de Beaumont came to London as French An,bassador under Cavaignac. 
His accomplished wife was a granddaughter of ).f. de Lafaye, te.-R. 
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the desire of his Court to avail itself of our mediation, of which he 
availed himself with great effect. His speech was certainly very 
dexterous, and all the more because he contrived to glide undetected 
over the weak points, and to satisfY the H. of C. without giving them 
any information whatever. 

All the people who come from Paris represent the state of affairs 
there and in France in a curious light. The tranquillity is complete, 
the submission general, and there is little probability of any fresh out
break, none of a successful one. The Republick is universally despised, 
detested, and ridiculed, but no other form of Government and no 
Pretender is in much favor or demanded by publick feeling and in
clination. They hate the Republick because they are conscious that 
the Revolution which turned France into one has inflicted enormous 
evils upon them. The best chance at the present moment seems to be that 
of the D. de Bordeaux, Henry V, not because anybody cares about 
him, for He is almost unknown in France, and what is known of him 
does not make him an object of interest to Frenchmen, nor (what is 
by no means unimportant) to Frenchwomen; but he represents a 
principle, and there still lingers in many parts of France, and reigns 
in some, a sentiment of attachment and loyalty to the Elder branch 
and the legitimate cause. This gives him a chance, but nobody seems 
to have any idea what sort of monarchy could be restored, if to a 
monarchy the French eventually recur. But I was told last night by 
Bulwer, who is just come from Paris, a fact which if it be true is of 
great importance, and that is that there has sprung up in France a 
great respect for station and position, which is a sentiment that did 
not exist before, and which indicates a revolution in the minds of men 
of a very reactionary and beneficial character. 

Bess borough, who is just come back from Ireland, brings a very bad 
account of the state of the country, and Clarendon seems to have 
talked to him very openly upon all matters connected with Irish ad
ministration, and the views and conduct of the Government here. 
Though the rebellion is put down, the whole animus of the people is 
as bad as ever; they brood over their defeats, and only long for re
venge and action at some future time. The outbreak was within an 
ace of taking place, and seems to have been prevented by an acci
dent and by the pusillanimity or prudence of the clubs. They had 
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established a very perfect club organisation a:1d were in a state of 
great preparation, but had resolved not to rise till September. When 
the suspension of the Habeas Corpus was proposed, Smith O'B. and the 
other leaders saw that they must proceed to al tion then or that they 
should be taken up, and they proceeded to Carrick, addressed the 
people, and asked them if they were ready; they said they were, but 
the clubs must be consulted; he sent to the clu')s, but a small body of 
troops having marched into Carrick the same day, the clubs were 
intimidated and refused their consent to the rising. This put an ex
tinguisher on the whole thing; if the dubs ha :l consented thousands 
would have poured down from the hills, and th~ country would every
where have been up. He says Clarendon doe~ everything in Ireland 
himself, and directs Judges, Law-Officers, Commander-in-chief, 
Stipendiary Magistrates, Police Constables-·bis work enormous. He 
wants to come over here that he may see the Cabinet collectively and 
explain his own views and opinions; he is evidently disgusted to the 
greatest degree at the impossibility of gettin~~ them to move out of 
the beaten track, and face the difficulties of the case by measures of a 
decisive character. He thinks Clanricarde is the man in the Cabinet 
who is most opposed to his policy, and that, from the most selfish and 
narrow motives. 

September sth.-On Saturday to the Grange, where Charles Buller 
showed me a paper he has drawn up with SUg_'~estions of measures for 
Ireland, which are very sound and good on 1hc whole, though I do 
not know that I should agree as to all the details. He proposes strong 
Government, abolition of Jury unanimity in criminal cases, emigra
tion on a large scale-particularly to the Cape of Good Hope, and the 
constitution of a Board of employment and ::ultivation, who are to 
borrow money and invest it just as an individual capitalist might do. 
He adds to this, payment of the Catholic Cleqy by funds to be raised 
in Ireland, not asking Imperial aid nor touching the Protestant 
Church; he only allots to this purpose £35c,ooo-not enough. He 
very justly says, however, that unless Government do something bold, 
new, comprehensive, and on a great scale, they will incur disgrace 
and ultimately ruin. 

We had a Council yesterday for the parting Speech, and to-day this 
long session, the longest and most tedious ever known, closes. On 
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Wednesday last, D'Israeli with a great flourish oftrumpets and note of 
preparation delivered an oration a la Lyndhurst, of three hours long, 
to which john R~ssell made a pretty good reply. Dizzy's speech was 
very sparkling and clever, but it was, after all, nothing but a theatrical 
display, without object or meaning but to show off his own powers. 
It was prefaced by a sort of advertisement that the great actor would 
take his benefit that morning on the stage of St. Stephen's; an audience 
was collected, and he sent word to Delane that he was going to speak 
in order that he might have one of his best reporters there. He 
quizzed Charles Wood unmercifully, and showed up a good many of 
the blunders and really stupid things which the Government did in the 
course of the session. 

September 22nd.-No sooner was Parliament up than every creature 
took flight, and London became more empty and deserted than ever 
I saw it. 

September 28th.-I was about to record my own proceedings and 
such other scraps as occurred to me, when my mind was diverted from 
all other topics by the intelligence of the death of George Bentinck. 
This event was so strange and so sudden, that it could not fail to make 
a very great sensation in the world, and so it did. It would be false 
and hypocritical were I to pretend that it affected me personally with 
any feeling of affliction, but I can say with truth that I was much 
shocked, and that I was sincerely sorry for it. I was sorry for the heavy 
blow thus inflicted on his Father and his family, and it was impossible 
not to regard with compassion and something of regret the sudden 
termination of a career which promised to be one of no small pro
sperity and success. He was in truth a very remarkable man, of a 
very singular character and disposition, and his history is one very 
much out of the common way. I am in one respect better, and in 
another worse, fitted to describe him than any other person, for no
body knew him so intimately and so well as I once did, nobody is so 
well acquainted with his most private thoughts and feelings as well 
as with his most secret practices; but, on the other hand, I should 
never be deemed an impartial biographer of a man from whom I have 
been so long and completely estranged, and between whom and my
self there existed such strong feelings of alienation and dislike. Never
theless. I will try to describe him as I think he really was, nothing 
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extenuating, and nothing setting down in malice. The world .....,;n and 
must form a very incorrect estimate of his character; more of what 
was good than of what was bad in it \vas knovn to the publick; he had 
the credit of virtues which he did not possess, or which were so mixed 
with vices that if all had been known he would have been most 
severely reproached in reference to the matters in which he has been 
the most loudly and generally bepraised; but} is was one of those com
posite characters, in which opposite qualitie~, motives, and feelings 
were so strangely intermingled that nothing but a nice analysis, a 
very close and impartial inspection of it, can do him justice. His 
memory has been kindly and generously dealt with; he was on the 
whole high in favor with the world; he had been recently rising in 
publick estimation; and his sudden and untimely end has stifled all 
feelings but those of sympathy and regret, and silenced all voices but 
those of eulogy and lamentation. He has Ion~ been held up as the 
type and model of all that is most honoraJ:..le and high-minded; 
'iracundus, inexorabilis, acer,' indeed, but the lofty and incorruptible 
scorner of everything mean and dishonorable, and the stern exposer 
and scourger of every species of delinquency and fraud, publick or 
private. Oh for the inconsistency of human nature, the strange com
pound and medley of human motives and impulses, when the same 
man who crusaded against the tricks and villanies of others did not 
scruple to do things quite as bad as the worst o' the misdeeds which 
he so vigorously and unrelentingly attacked! But it is only possible to 
make his character intelligible by a reference to certain passages of 
his life, especially to his transactions and conneuons with myself. 

He was brought up at home under a Private Tt tor, was not studious 
in early life, and very soon entered the army. I do not remember 
whether he went to a publick school. He soon distinguished himself 
in the army by his great spirit and courage, and by that arrogance 
which was his peculiar characteristic, and which never deserted him 
in any situation or circumstance in which he was placed. I well re
member his getting into a quarrel which would hwe led to a duel, if 
his Father had not got me to go to the Duke of York, by whose in
terposition the hostile collision was prevented.1 I have, however, 

• He had a great many quarrels, and at last he fought a duel in which Rous was his 
second, who knows all the details of it.-G. 
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forgotten both the name of his antagonist and the merits of the case. 
He very soon quitted the Army, and when Mr. Canning became 
Prime Minister he made George his Private Secretary. It has been 
said that Canning predicted great things of him if he would apply 
himself seriously to politicks, but I do not know whether this is true. 
It is certain that after Canning's death, although by no means in
different to publick affairs, he took no active or prominent part in 
them, and the first development of his great natural energy took place 
in a very different field. He fell desperately in love with the Duchess 
of Richmond, and he addicted himself with extraordinary vivacity 
to the tur£ At this time and for a great many years we were most 
intimate friends, and I was the depository of his most secret thoughts 
and feelings. This passion, the only one he ever felt for any woman, 
betrayed him into great imprudence of manner and behaviour, so 
much so, that I ventured to put him on his guard. I cannot now say 
when this occurred, it is so long ago, but I well recollect that as I was 

·leaving Goodwood after the races I took him aside, told him that it 
was not possible to be blind to his sentiments, that he was exposing 
himself and her likewise; that I did not mean to thrust myself into his 
confidence in so delicate a matter, but besought him to remember 
that all eyes were on him, all tongues ready to talk, and that it be
hoved him to be more guarded and reserved for her sake as well as 
his own. He made no reply, and I departed. I think I repeated the 
same thing to him in a letter; but whether I did or no, I received from 
him a very long one in which he confessed his sentiments without dis
guise, went at great length into his own case, declared his inability to 
sacrifice feelings which made the whole interest of his existence, but 
affirmed with the utmost solemnity that he had no reason to believe 
his feelings were reciprocated by her, and that not only did he not 
aspire to success, but that if it were in his power to obtain it (which he 
knew it was not), he would not purchase his own gratification at the 
expense of her honor and happiness; in short, his letter amounted to 
this-

Let me but visit her, I'll ask no more; 
Guiltless I'll gaze,. and innocent adore. 

At the time it was much believed that a liaison existed between 
them, and there were persons who pretended that they knew it. 
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Stradbroke spoke to Richmond about it, and articles appeared in 
some of the low weekly papers, deo1ers in scandal, which he traced 
(as he believed) to George Lennox, Richmond's brother. Once and 
once only he spoke to me on this subject. He then poured forth all his 
feelings, but he gave me to understa 1d that something had occurred 
of a painful nature. I did not ask ar:d never knew what it was, and 
we neither of us ever recurred to tl e subject again. His intimacy 
with the whole family continued the >arne in appearance, but it was 
not without disagreeable drawbacks and occasional clouds. 

I allude to this to show the terms of ir, timacy on which he and I were, 
and likewise to do justice to the purity and unselfishness of his devo
tion, for I am certain that all he said to me was true. He was, how
ever, not of a very warm temperament, and this may perhaps materi
ally diminish the virtue and the valu~ of his high-flown and self
immolating sentiments; but let them pass for what they are worth. 

The first time I ever knew him mud occupied with politicks was 
during the great Reform battles in 1831 and 1832, when he was mem
ber for Lynn. He took much the same v:ews that I did, and was very 
anxious to modify the Reform Bill and render it a less Radical mea
sure. The people of Lynn wanted a member and commissioned him 
to find one, and he exerted himself greatly for that purpose. By his 
desire I applied to Kindersley,t then a man of some eminence at the 
Chancery bar, but he declined. I remem·Jer that He and his Father 
did not coincide in their opinions. The Du\e was frightened out of his 
wits, dreaded the loss of his vast property, and thought that the only 
safe policy was unconditional submission to the roar for Reform. 
Hating the measure in his heart, he was against any endeavour to 
arrest its progress; and he was not at all pleased with George for the 
part which he took. The latter, however, to do him justice, was never 
afraid of anybody or anything; and he sturdily but deferentially ad
hered to his own opinion in opposition to the Duke's. ~feanwhile, he 
constantly attended Newmarket, and it was not long before he began 
to have horses of his own, running them, however, in my name. The 
first good racehorse he possessed was 'Preserve,' whom I bought for 
him in I 833, and She, alas! was the cause of our first quarrel, that 

'Sir Richard Kindersley (1792-1879); K.C., 1825; Maoter in Chancery, 184.8; Vice
Chancellor, r8sr-{)6; knighted, r8sr. 
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which was made up in appearance, but in reality never. Of course in 
this quarrel (which took place in August 1835) we both thought our
selves in the right. Till then not an unkind word had ever passed be
tween us, nor had a single cloud darkened our habitual intercourse; 
but on this occasion I opposed and thwarted him, and his resentment 
broke out against me with a vehemence and ferocity that perfectly 
astounded me, and displayed in perfection the domineering insolence 
of his character. I knew he was out of humour, but had no idea that 
he meant to quarrel with me, and thought his serenity would speedily 
return. I wrote to him as usual, and to my astonishment received 
one of his most elaborate epistles, couched in terms so savage and so 
virulently abusive, imputing to me conduct the most selfish and dis
honorable, that I knew not on reading it whether I stood on my head 
or my heels. I was conscious that his charges and insinuations were 
utterly groundless, but what was I to do? I could not tamely endure 
such gross and unwarrantable insults, and I could not challenge my 
Uncle's Son. In this dilemma I consulted a friend, and placed the 
letter in his hands; he went to him, and (not I believe without great 
difficulty) he persuaded him to ask to withdraw it. It was agreed that 
the letter should be destroyed, and that there should be no ostensible 
quarrel between us; but it was evident that our turf connexion could 
no longer subsist, and accordingly it was instantly dissolved, and other 
arrangements were made for his stud. He sold some of his horses and 
got Lord Lichfield to take the others. 

Then commenced his astonishing career of success on the turf; he 
soon enlarged thesphereofhis speculations, increased his establishment, 
and ultimately transferred it all to John Day at Danebury, where he 
trained under all sorts of different names, it being a great object with 
him to keep his Father in ignorance of his proceedings.1 He and I 
met upon civil but cool terms, according to the agreement; but in 
about two years we began to jumble into intimacy again, and at 
length an incident happened which in great measure replaced our re
lations on theirformerfooting. My horse' Mango'was in the St. Leger, 
and I wanted to try him. John Day told me he was sure Lord George 

1 Some years before he had lost £II,ooo at Doncaster, which he could not pay. The 
Duke was greatly annoyed, but paid the money for him, exacting a promise that he would 
not bet any more on the turf. Of course, he never dreamt of his keeping racehorses.-G. 
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would gladly try him for me. I proposed it to hirr, and he instantly 
assented. We went down together and tried him. He won his trial, 
won the St. Leger, and George won £14,000 on the race.'-All this 
contributed to efface the recollection of past differ,~nces, and we be
came mutually cordial [and 'Yours affectionately'_ again! With me 
the reconciliation was sincere. I had forgiven his behaviour to me, 
and desired no better than to live in amity with him for the rest of my 
life; whether it was equally sincere on his part he done knew, but I 
very much doubt it. 'Ve continued, however, to .ive very well to
gether up to the time when he brought out the fa nous 'Crucifix, 'l 
when, without any fresh quarrel, our intimacy became somewhat less 
close in consequence of my perceiving a manifest int·~ntion on his part 
to keep all the advantage of her merits to himself without allowing 
me to participate in them. Still we went on, till the ·xcurrence of the 
notorious 'Gurney affair,' on which he and I took opposite sides, and 
in which he played a very conspicuous and violent part.' While this 

' In 1837· 
' It was not long after this that a very important incident in his n:rf life occ<Jrred. The 

Duke, his Father (the most innocent of men', had his curiosity awak1 ned by seeing a great 
number of horses running in the names of men whom he never saw m heard of. These were 
all his Son's aliases. He asked a great many questions about these ir vi,;iblc personages, to 
the great amusement of all the :-fewmarket world. At last it was evident he must hnd out 
the truth, and I urged George to tell it him at once. \\"ith great rel1ctance and no small 
apprehension he assented, and mustering up courage he toid the Duk.; that all those horses 
were his. The intimation was very ill received; the Duke was indign.mt. He accu,cd him 
of having violated his word; and he was so ru1gry that he instantly qu tted .:\ewmarket and 
returned to Welbeck. For a long time he would not sec George at all; at last the Duchess 
contrived to pacify him; he resumed his usual habits with his Sun, w,d in the end he wok 
an interest in the horses, tacitly acquiesced in the whole thing, and x;cd to takr: pleasure 
in seeing them and hearing abom them.--G. 

3 'Crucifix' won the Two Thousand Guinea' and the Oaks in 1B4o. 
4 A full meeting of the Jockey Club was held on February .)th, 1 O.J,:.I, to consider the 

betting transactions of Richard Gurney at the Derby of 1 itp. Gurw:y had been a heavy 
winner but a still heavier loser over the account; and the Jockey Club had appointed three 
managers to collect the debts and pay the creditors, and until their certificate had bet:n 
received Gurney wa~ to be considered a defaulter. The n:quircd cutiricate that all the 
creditors had been paid in full was presented by the managers in the previous December, 
but Lord George Bentinck protested that some of the creditors had acc·"pted a composition, 
which he held to be unfair to those who had paid their debts in full. .l.fter !(mr hours' dis
cussion Lord George was outvoted and the Jockey Club sanctioned tLc settlement arri,·ed 
at. Thereupon a ;\fr Thornton, who had paid £1 :.I.)O into the pool Uilder guarantee that 
the creditors were to be paid in full, sued the managers in the F:xrh,·qucr Coun ru1d re
covered the money, which he handed over to Christ's Hospital. The Stewards retaliated 
by advertising Thornton as a defaulter; and they called upon the Duke of Portland, the 
lessee of Newmarket Heath, to warn him off. This the Duke refused t • do, and published 
a letter in support of his son's view of the matter; while Thornton 'ued thr Stewards for 
libel and was given £:-~oo damages. 
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was going on we were brought into personal collision at Newmarket 
in a matter relating to the revision of the rules of the Jockey Club, 
when his arrogance and personal animosity to me broke out with 
extraordinary asperity. There was still no regular and avowed quarrel 
till the Spring following ( I84-), when at a meeting of the Jockey Club 
I made a speech in opposition to him which he chose to construe into 
an intentional insult, and the next time he met me he cut me dead. 
I made several attempts, as did our mutual friends, to do away with 
this impression and to effect a reconciliation, but he refused to listen 
to any explanation or overture, and announced his resolution not to 
make it up with me at all. From that time our estrangement was 
complete and irreparable. He was now become the Leviathan of the 
turf; his success had been brilliant, his stud was enormous, and his 
authority and reputation were prodigiously great. 

In I 844 he became still more famous by his exertions in detecting 
the 'Running Rein' fraud, and in conducting the 'Orlando' trial. 
There can be no doubt that the success of that affair was in great 
measure attributable to his indefatigable activity, ingenuity, and 
perseverance. The Attorney in the cause was amazed at the ability 
and dexterity he displayed, and said there was no sum he would not 
give to secure the professional assistance of such a coadjutor. He 
gained the greatest credit in all quarters by his conduct throughout 
this affair, which was afterwards increased by his manner of receiving 
a valuable testimonial, subscribed for the purpose of honouring and 
rewarding his exertions : he refused to accept anything for himself, 
but desired the money might be applied towards the establishment of 
a fund to reward decayed and distressed Servants of the turf, which 
was eventually denominated 'The Bentinck Fund.' 

It was in the course of this transaction that an incident occurred 
which had in the end, though indirectly, an important influence upon 
his Character and his career. The Baron de Teissier,r who was a 
Steward of Epsom races, had refused to entertain the protest which 
(before the Derby) was tendered to him against 'Running Rein.' 
His conduct was discussed at a meeting of the Jockey Club, when 

'James, first Baron de Teissier (r794-r868), of Woodcote Park, Epsom, Surrey; of 
Huguenot descent; created baron by LoNis XVIII on account of his father's hospitality 
to French refugees, r8r7. 
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G. Bentinck openly and with his usual vehemence accused him of cor
rupt motives. The Baron demanded an enquiry; and one took place 
before the whole Jockey Club, at which G. Bentinck brought fonvard 
his charges in a very elaborate speed of two hours long. It will be 
seen hereafter what important conseqt ences flowed from this speech. 
The following year (IR:ts) there was a great explosion in conse
quence of certain malpractices (and smpicions of others) on the turf, 
and here again George B. took a very leading part, both in the Com
mittees in Parliament and in the Jock~y Club. He had now pro
claimed himself to the world as the stern and indignant vindicator of 
turfhonor and integrity, and he announc,~d his determination to hunt 
out all delinquencies and punish inexoraLly the delinquents in what
ever station of life they might move. Accordingly a great enquiry 
took place in October 1845 into the conC:uct of certain Jockics and 
others, as well as into that of two gentlemen ( :\fessrs. Crommelin and 
Ives), against whom he displayed the must determined and bitter 
hostility. These men were frightened out of their wits, well knowing 
the vigilance, perseverance and virulence of their enemy; and they 
came to me to help them out of their dilcrr rna. Their conduct had 
been very questionable, but there was enougb that was doubtful in it, 
and it was in fact so very little worse (if proYed; than that of many 
who carried their heads high in the air, that I could without any 
violent breach of conscience lend them my aid to extricate them from 
his clutches. I had been now so long pitted against him, and we had 
had so many encounters, that I will not deny that I took a personal 
pleasure and interest in baffling him; and I did so before I became 
acquainted with the disclosures which were eli:ited in the progress 
of this case. 

About two years before this time his connexion with John Day had 
ceased. Differences had arisen between them anc he had transferred 
his horses to Goodwood. The consequence was that He and the Days 
regarded each other with sentiments of mutual dis; ike; and they were 
exceedingly well acquainted with the characters of each other. 
Crommelin had long been connected with the Day>, and in the hour 
of his danger they came in a very extraordinary :nanner but very 
effectively to his assistance. They told him they could furnish him 
with weapons which in case of necessity he could wi~ld against Lord 
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George with terrible effect; and that if the latter persisted in pursuing 
him to his ruin, he might overwhelm his accuser in a destruction not 
less complete. They had preserved all his correspondence during the 
whole period of their connexion, and the whole of it they now 
abandoned to Crommelin. He selected from the vast mass a number 
of important letters, which he brought to me. They were damning in 
their import, for they disclosed a systematick course of treachery, 
falsehood and fraud, which would have been far more than sufficient 
to destroy any reputation, but which would have fallen with tenfold 
force upon the great Purist, the supposed type and model of in
tegrity and honor. (While I am writing this, I read in 'The Econo
mist' as follows:-'He was the open and avowed enemy of the tricks 
by which horse racing is contaminated, and had acquired reputation 
by exposing and putting some of them down.') 1 

I have now only a faint recollection of many of these revolting de
tails, but some of them are indelibly impressed on my memory. The 
case of' Crucifix' is at once the strongest and the most personal to my
self. She was an extraordinary animal and great was his anxiety to 
turn her to the best account. In October, just before She ran for the 
Criterion stake at Newmarket, She hit her leg while turning round in 
the stable and after the race it was very much swelled. When he went 
to the stable and saw this he took fright, came down to the rooms, and 
availing himself of the favor She was then in he laid a great sum of 
money against her for the Oaks by way of hedging. This was quite 
fair, but the important part is what follows. He sent for the Veterinary 
Surgeon, Barrow by name, who, not knowing the cause of the swoln 
leg, gave an opinion that it was a very bad case, that She probably 
would not stand sound, and at all events must be blistered, fired, and 
thrown up for a long time. As soon, however, as She got home to 
Danebury young John Day, who was himself a Veterinary Surgeon, 

' Stanley has written a letter to Tom Baring about a testimonial which is going to be got 
up in honor of G.B., in which is the following passage. 'An innate love of truthfulness and 
honor, and an intense abhorrence of all that is false, trickery, and underhand were among 
the leading features of his character; and, able as he was etc. etc., what won for him the 
respect of his opponents and the admiration of his countrymen was the conviction felt by 
all that he was never acting a part.' (November 4th, 1848.) What dupes people are in this 
world and how it does abound in humbug and delusion! The D. of Bedford may well 
write me word 'The nonsense that is written and spoken about G. B. surpasses anything 
I ever recollect.'-G. 

GMVI 8 
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ascertained that no mischief was done and :nformed G. B. that She 
required none of the treatment Barrow had rrescribed, but would be 
well again in ten days. On this he formed his >eheme, his object being 
to get back all he had laid against 'Crucifix' and as much more as he 
could; and in order to do this, to make everybody bdie,-e she was 
lame and would never run again. He bega 1 by writing to Barrow 
and desiring him to send him in writing his t pinion of the case; and 
having obtained this, he had a copy made of the letter ,,,.hich he sent 
to John Day, retaining the original in his own hands. Day was 
ordered to show this letter to everybody to "hom he could find any 
pretext for showing it, while he did the same ·vith the other, amongst 
other people to me, with whom he was then l ving on terms of amit) 
and ostensibly of confidence. He knew that I had backed 'Crucifix,' 
and he showed me this letter by way of friendly advice that I might 
take an opportunity ofhedging my money, while he took care to plant 
somebody to take the odds of me, when I laid them, as I afterwards 
did. This game he played with others who had backed 'Crucifix,' 
showing them (as if by accident and while t;dking of other matters, 
and complaining of his ill luck) Barrow's letter and advising them to 
hedge. He spared nobody. One letter to John Day which I saw was 
to this effect :-He told him that George B)'ng and Jfr. Greville were 
going down to Mr. B. Wall's and would prol ·ably go over to Dane
bury to see the horses; that he would natura ly show them, and he 
must take care to make 'Crucifi.x' look as bad and as 'bedevilled' as he 
could; that at any rate I should go over, and that if I did he was to 
take care to show me Barrow's letter. In a subsequent letter he said 
that he need not show me Barrow's letter, ash~ had already shown it 
me himself. The burthen of all his letters to _ ohn Day was to show 
Barrow's letter to as many people as he could. It completely an
swered, for he got a great sum of money upon her, both for the 200') 

Guineas stake and the Oaks, both of which she won. 
Besides this unparalelled tissue of fraud, fal,ehood and selfishness, 

the secret correspondence divulged many other things, plans and 
schemes of all sorts; horses who were to be made favourites in order to 
be betted against-not intended to win; then 1 orses \\·ho were to run 
repeatedly in specified races and get beat, till they \•;ere well handi
capped in some great race which they were to run to win. There was 
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a horse called 'Meunier,' 1 against whom a great sum of money was 
laid, which was divided between the Duke of Richmond and himself. 

One of his letters distinctly alluded to the bribery of Jockies who 
were to ride against him. He tells John Day he shall want to back 
some horse for so much for himself, so much for certain other people, 
and so much 'for the Jockies who were to ride against him in the 
race.' It would be unfair, however, to accuse him on this of direct 
bribery to the other Jockies not to win if they could. It was not this; 
but he thought it advisable as one of the means of success that the 
other Jockies should have some interest in his winning if they could 
not. However such a letter, if it had appeared, would have had a very 
ugly and suspicious look; and one can easily imagine what he would 
have said of it in anybody else's case. 

All these things were concocted with infinite care and explained in 
elaborate detail, the whole forming such a mass of roguery that any 
attempt at explanation, extenuation, or palliation would have been · 
vain. I will acknowledge that when this black budget was put before 
me, and I saw the man who had pursued me with the most un
relenting hatred thus delivered into my hands and his honor and 
position in the world placed at my mercy, a feeling of satisfaction was 
mixed with that of disgust and resentment. Not that I ever contem
plated for a minute conniving at his exposure; I hope and believe that 
I should not have done so under any circumstances. But on his 
Father's account and for the credit and the peace of his family I would 
have done anything to prevent these letters being made publick. 
I therefore advised Crommelin to keep them for his own security and 
to deter G.B. from driving him to the wall, but neither then or at any 
other time to make use of them.2 Crommelin scrambled out of his 
difficulty, and the letters remain in his possession to this hour. The 
contents of them were made known to a few persons-! think to 4 or 
5, amongst others to George Anson, who was one of the Court of en
quiry [on Crommelin and the others], and who was put in possession 
of these documents that he might slur the matter over and, by saving 
Crommelin, be the means of saving G. Bentinck also; for if the former 
had been condemned and disgraced he was quite determined to 

' 'Meunier' was a chestnut colt belonging to the Duke of Richmond, foaled in 1835· 
2 They were afterwards destroyed.-G. 
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publish the whole correspondence and drag his accuser down with 
him, and most assuredly he would have done -;o. 

An intimation was conveyed to G. B. that he was threatened with 
a retaliation of some sort, and that the Days had put Crommelin in 
possession of certain letters of his. He affected c~reat indifference, but 
the notification had a very evident effect on bis conduct during the 
remainder of the enquiry and from that time he never molested Crom
melin any more. As we were already not on speaking terms, I had no 
opportunity of evincing the feeling produced on my mind by these 
disclosures; but I rejoiced that the quarrel haci never been made up, 
and of course resolved that it never should be, for I must have been 
the greatest of hypocrites ifl could have ever met him again on terms 
of cordiality, knowing what I knew ofhis baseness to me. But the only 
revenge which I ever desired to take was this; I wished the day might 
come when he should know that I had been fully acquainted with his 
conduct in all its details, and that I had used my best endeavours 
(and that successfully) to pre\·ent a publick exposure of it. This satis
faction was never given to me and he died in ig·norance of all that had 
passed, and no doubt with the same sentimem of enmity and dislike, 
which when once kindled in his bosom was rarely if ever ex
tinguished. 

And now, after having laid bare his conduct, I will endeavour to 

do justice to his character, which, paradoxica. as it may appear, I do 
not believe to have been nearly so bad as such facts would warrant its 
being pronounced. It was in truth a strange compound of incon
sistent qualities and opposite impulses, ·which sometimes drove him 
into evil, but often urged him into good courses. Undoubtedly the 
man who could act thus must have had much that was sordid and 
selfish in his disposition and could not have been animated with those 
high and unerring principles which shrink instinctively from flagrant 
breaches of integrity, good faith and good feeling. His mind was dis
turbed and debased, and bad habits and evil desires had for a time at 
least silenced the voice of conscience and hanor and made him no 
better than a rogue. But this was not his natural disposition; I be
lieve that all the time he hated and was read,, to wage war with every 
kind of villainy which he could detect in others, and had no in
dulgence for any misdeeds but his own. He had made for himself 
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however a certain system of right and wrong, in which he allowed 
himself a very strange and enormous latitude. He would never have 
done anything which he thought wrong and which was not consistent 
with his own ideas; but he had taught himself to believe that such 
practices as I have described were permissible and all fair at the game 
he was playing. 

He was exceedingly self-willed and arrogant, and never could en
dure contradiction; and whatever he undertook he entered into with 
an ardour and determination which amounted to a passion. As he 
plunged into gaming on the turf, he desired to win money, not so 
much for the money, as because it was the test and the trophy of 
success; he counted the thousands he won after a great race as a 
General would count his prisoners and his cannon after a great 
victory; and his tricks and stratagems he regarded as the tactics and 
manreuvres by which the success was achieved. Not probably that 
the money itself was altogether a matter of indifference to him: he had 
the blood of General Scott 1 in his veins, who won half a million at 
hazard, and the grandson most likely chassait un peu de sa race. 

(March 4th, 1858.) <C. C. G.> 
<End of Vol. II of Additional MS. 411 17.> 
But to do him justice, if he was 'alieni appetens,' he was 'sui 

profusus.' Nobody was more liberal to all his people, nor more 
generous and obliging in money matters to his friends, and I am in
clined to think that while he was taking to himself the mission of puri
fying the turf, and punishing or expelling wrongdoers of all sorts, his 
own mind became purified, and (though I do not know it) I should 
not wonder if he looked back with shame and contrition to all the 
schemes, plots, and machinations which, in the ardour of his racing 
pursuit, he had so cunningly devised. What makes me think that it 
was less the base desire of pecuniary gain than the passionate eager
ness of immense success which urged him on, is the alacrity with 
which he cast away his whole stud (at a moment when it promised 
him the most brilliant results and most considerable profits) as soon 
as another passion and another pursuit had taken possession of his 
mind; one in which there was not only no pecuniary benefit in view, 

' General John Scott, of Balcomie, Fife, father of Joan, Viscountess Canning and 
Henrietta, Duchess of Portland. 
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but the occupation of which obliged him to neglect his turf concerns 
so entirely that he lost a great deal of money in consequence. 

This brings me to his very extraordinary political career. There was 
a paper published in 'John Bull' on Sunday last with a sketch of it, 
which is so true and accurate that I will insert it here. 'I well re·· 
member, in the winter of '45 (when Peel's intentions began to be 
known or suspected) what indignation he expressed and \vhat violent 
language he used about him. As soon as Parliament met he began to 
take an active part amongst the Protectionist malcontents, and he de
voted much time to getting up the pro Corn Law case. He had never 
studied political economy, and knew very little on the subject, but he 
was imbued with the notions common to his party that the repeal of 
the Corn Laws would be the ruin of the landed interest; he therefore 
hated the Anti-Corn Law League, and--considering that the first and 
most paramount of duties was to keep up the value of the Estates of 
the order to which he belonged, and that Peel had been made 
Minister and held office mainly fix this purpose-he considered Peel's 
abandonment of Protection, and adoption, or rather extension, of 
Free Trade, as not only an act of treachery, but of treason to the party 
which claimed his allegiance, and he accordingly flung himself into 
opposition to him with all his characteristic vehemence and rancour. 
Still neither He himself nor any one else anticipated the part he was 
about to play, and the figure he was destined to make. One of the 
men whom he was in the habit of talking to, was Martin, Q.C.'' and 
he told him that he had a great mind to speak on the Corn Law de
bate, but that he did not think he could; he had had no experience 
and could not trust himself. 2 Martin told me this. I said I thought 

1 Mterwards a Baron of the Court ofExchequ.-r.-R. 
' He told ~artin that he had carefully and elaborately got up the case, but he could not 

make the speech, and he begged him to find a man who would use his materials and speak 
for him. The man found, he undertook to provide him with a seat in Parliament. The first 
man they applied to was Humphry. George saw and conversed with him, and immediately 
said he would not do. They then went to Serjeant Byles. He was delighted with the Ser
jeant, and would gladly have taken him, but, after at first consenting, the Serjeant drew 
back and declined the task. After this, :Ylartin asked Frederic Robinson if he knew of a 
man, when he replied, 'It is all nonsen,e, looking out for a man; he must make the speech 
himself. Do you think the H. of Commons would listen to a hired Orator, brought down 
for the purpose? They will listen to him and to nobody else.' This :Ylartin repeated to him, 
telling him it was very true; and then he added what I had said about his speech in the case 
of the Baron de Teissier. He said, 'Did he really say so! I thought it very bad, and I was 
disgusted at doing it so ill, and making such bad use of the good materials I had.' The next 
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was advocating, and seizing all that could be turned to account by any 
amount of misrepresentation and suppression he might find it con
venient to employ. It was thus he acted in the West India Committee; 
his labour and application were something miraculous; he conducted 
the enquiry very ably, but anything but impartially; having had no 
political education, and being therefore unimbued with sound prin
ciples on fiscal and commercial questions, lie had everything to learn; 
and having flung himself headlong into the Protectionist cause, he 
got up their case just as he did that of 'Orlando' and 'Running 
Rein,' and ran amuck against everything and everybody on the 
opposite side. 

Against Peel he soon broke out with indescribable fury and ran
cour. Nothing could be more characteristic than the attack he made 
upon him about his conduct to Canning, which has been since 
ascribed to his attachment to the latter, and a long-cherished but 
suppressed resentment at Peel's behaviour to him. Nothing could be 
more ridiculously untrue; he did not care one straw for Canning, 
alive or dead, and he did not himself believe one word of the accusa
tions he brought against Peel; but he thought he had found materials 
for a damaging attack on the man he detested, and he availed himself 
of it with all the virulence of the most vindictive hatred. It was a total 
failure, and he only afforded Peel an opportunity of vindicating him
self once for all from an imputation which had been very generally 
circulated and believed, but which he proved to be altogether false. 
The House of Commons gave Peel a complete triumph, and G.B. 
was generally condemned; nevertheless, with more courage and bull
dog perseverance than good taste andjudgement, He returned to the 
charge, and instead of withdrawing his accusations, renewed and 
insisted on them in his reply. This was just like him; but though his 
conduct was very ill advised, I well remember thinking his reply 
(made too against the sense and feeling of the House) was very 
clever. 

I have always thought that his conduct in selling his stud all at one 
swoop, and at once giving up the turf, to which he had just before 
seemed so devoted, was never sufficiently appreciated and praised. 
It was a great sacrifice both of pleasure and profit, and it was made 
to what he had persuaded himself was a great publick duty. It is true 
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he could; that I had been much struck with a speech he had made 
against the Baron de Teissicr, when he had spoken for two hours, and 
in a way which satisfied me he had Jpeaking in him. Martin went and 
told him this, which struck him very much, and it decided him (so 
~1artin told me) to make the attempt. It was a remarkable exhibi
tion, and made a great impression at the time: not that it was a very 
good, still less an agreeable speech; quite the reverse. He chose the 
worst moment he possibly could have done to rise; the House was 
exhausted by several nights of debate and had no mind to hear more. 
He rose very late on the last night, and he spoke for above three hours; 
his speech was ill-delivered, marked with all those peculiar faults 
which he never got rid of; it was very tiresome; it contained much 
that was in very bad taste; but in spite of all defects it was listened to, 
and it was considered a very extraordinary performance, giving in
dications of great ability and powers which nobody had any idea that 
he possessed. 

The rest of his career is well known. He brought into politicks the 
same ardour, activity, industry, and cleverness which he had displayed 
on the turf, and some of the same cunning and contrivances too. He 
never was and never would have been anything like a Statesman; he 
was utterly devoid of large and comprehensive views, and he was no 
pursuer and worshipper of truth. He brought the mind, the habits, 
and the arts of an Attorney to the discussion of political questions; 
ha,:ing once espoused a cause, and embraced a party, from whatever 
motive, he worked with all the force of his intellect and a superhuman 
pmver of application in what he conceived to be the interest of that 
party and that cause. Xo scruples, moral or personal, stood for a 
moment in his way; he went into evidence, historical or statistical, 
not to inform himself and to accept with a candid and unbiassed 
mind the conclusions to which reason and testimony, facts and 
figures, might conduct him, but to pick out whatever might fortify his 
foregone conclusions, casting aside everything inimical to the cause he 

day he wrote word to :\1artin that he had made up his mind to make the attempt himself. 
This was ten days or a fortnight before the night on which he spoke.-G. 

Joseph Humphry :b. 1795~; admitted to Lincoln's Inn, r8r6; Q.C., 1846; :Yiaster in 
Chancery, 185o. 

John Barnard Bylt-s :tSor-84'; 'erjeant-at-law, r843;Judge of Common Pleas, r8s8-
73; knighted, • 858. 
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that he had taken up his new vocation with an ardour and a zeal 
which absorbed his old one, but still it was a very fine act, and ex
cessively creditable to him. He never did anything by halves, and 
having accepted the responsible post of Leader of his party, he re
solved to devote himself to their service, and he did so without stint 
or reserve; and when he had ceased to be nominally their Leader (a 
transaction in which his behaviour was honorable and manly), and 
took up particular questions and the interests of particular parties, 
he voluntarily and gratuitously imposed upon himself an amount of 
labour and anxiety, which beyond all doubt contributed to the acci
dent which terminated his life. Notwithstanding his arrogance and 
his violence, his constant quarrels and the intolerable language he in
dulged in, he was popular in the House of Commons, and liked more 
or less wherever he went. He was extremely good-looking and parti
cularly distinguished and high-bred; then he was gay, agreeable, 
obliging, and good-natured, charming with those he liked, and by 
whom he was not thwarted and opposed. His undaunted courage and 
the confident and haughty audacity with which he attacked or stood 
up against all opponents, being afraid of no man, inspired a general 
sentiment of admiration and respect, and his lofty assumption of 
superior integrity and his resolute determination to expose and punish 
every breach of publick honor and morality were quietly acquiesced 
in, and treated with great deference by the multitude who knew no 
better, and were imposed on by his specious pretensions. The sensa
tion caused by his death, the encomiums pronounced on his character, 
and the honors paid to his memory, have been unexampled in a man 
whose career has been so short, and who did not do greater things 
than he had it in his power to accomplish. He made himself, how
ever, the Advocate of powerful interests, and of vast numbers of 
people whose united voices make a great noise in the world, and there 
is something in the appalling suddenness of the catastrophe which 
excites general sympathy arid pity, and makes people more inclined 
to think ofhis virtues, his powers, and his promise, than ofhis defects. 
Of the latter perhaps the greatest was his constant disposition to 
ascribe the worst motives to all those to whom he found himself 
opposed; 

Suspicion always haunts the guilty mind; 
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and when he invariably fancied that he saw intentional fraud and the 
utmost baseness in the conduct of his antagonists, it is impossible not 
to ascribe such false and erroneous views of human nature to the 
moral consciousness which was the result of his own former courses, 
constantly suspecting others of the same sort of practices with \vhich 
he was once so familiar. I have not the least doubt that, for hi'> own 
reputation and celebrity, he died at the most opportune period; his 
fame had probably reached its zenith, and credit was given him for 
greater abilities than he possessed, and for a futurity of fame, in
fluence, and power which it is not probable he ever would have 
realised. As it is, the world will never know anything of those serious 
blemishes which could not fail to dim the lustre of his character; he 
will long be remembered and regretted as a very remarkable man, 
and will occupy a conspicuous place in the history of his own time. 

October 20th.-Just after writing the above I saw the correspondence 
which took place between G. B. and Bankes, on his giving up the 
Leadership, from which it was evident that the labour and an_xiety 
had already begun to make no inconsiderable inroad on his constitu
tion, and that he was quite conscious of the risk he incurred by con
tinuing his parliamentary and political career with the same intensity. 

One day the week before last, I dined \vith D'Orsay to meet Louis 
Blanc. Nobody there but He and I. We had a great deal of talk. He 
is very gay, animated, and full of information, takes in very good part 
anything that is said to him, and any criticisms on his Revolution and 
the Provisional Government. After that, a week at Newmarket, and 
last week at the Grange with a large party, agreeable enough. 
Duman was there, and we asked him for some explanation why the 
Government of which he was a member had so obstinately refused to 
concede any reform. He gave an explanation and apology for their 
conduct, which was not very satisfactory, and amounted to little more 
than the old story of the necessity of keeping together the Conser
vative majority. Louis Blanc told me the Revolution had not ruined 
France; that the ruin was already consummated, and the Revolution 
only tore away the veil which concealed it. 

November 7th.-A week more at Newmarket, where I caught the 
gout after a long interval, and then to town. Notwithstanding that 
I have had on the whole a successful year on the turf and particularly 
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the latter part of it, I am left with a weariness and disgust which I 
cannot describe and a longing to find some way of escaping from the 
trammels of this pursuit. This feeling has repeatedly haunted and 
assailed me-then I have thrown it off and begun again with some 
zest; and in such alternations offancy and disgust I have gone on, and 
go on still, and probably shall go on till the sense of self reproach and 
a sort of blame become so strong that they drive me to make an effort 
for my own liberation. I think I have during the last racing meetings 
felt more than ever the lassitude, the ennui, the intolerable idleness, 
the absolute faineantise of the life of the place. It unhinges, enervates 
and discomposes my mind. It half paralyses my faculties, it disturbs 
my temper, and really renders me unfit for society. It makes me shy, 
stupid and silent. It is a moral and intellectual disease; there is no 
reason why this should be so, but so it is. Then I grow more and more 
disgusted with the atmosphere of villainy I am forced to breathe, and 
at the sight of the long processes of fraud and the systematick rob
beries with which I am perforce made familiar and from which it is 
not easy to keep oneself undefiled. It is monstrous to see high bred 
and high born gentlemen of honoured names and families, themselves 
marching through the world with their heads in the air,' all honorable 
men' living in the best, the greatest and most refined society, mixed 
up in schemes which are neither more nor less than a system of 
plunder, stooping to a camaraderie with rascals who pass their lives 
in fraud, deceit and robbery and who scruple at no means of making 
money, only taking care to avoid detection and to carry on their 
machinations with a secrecy essential to success. Sometimes I feel 
disposed to detail all these things; but it is enough now to record the 
sensations of shame, disgust, regret and remorse with which they 
oppress me. 

While I was at Newmarket, Clarendon came over here, but I never 
succeeded in seeing him till yesterday. He is to have the Garter, 
Leinster and Fitzwilliam having both refused it, and he wished to 
refuse it also, but John made a point ofhis taking it. A Committee of 
Cabinet is appointed to consider of Irish measures, but I see very 
clearly that no attempt will be made to pay the Priests; and though I 
have not changed my opinion as to the measure itself, I am disposed 
to think that at this time it could not be attempted with any chance of 
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uccess. While everything else is in a constant state of change, Pro
estant bigotry and anti-Catholic rancour continue to flourish with 
mdiminished intensity, and all the more from being founded in no
bing but prejudice and ignorance, ·without a particle of sense and 
cason. 

November I Ith.-G. Bentinck's servant called on me the other 
norning, and told me that he had a strong impression his Lord would 
1ave soon thrown up politicks and taken to racing again as suddenly 
she took to the former; that his interest in the turf continued to be 
ery great; and that his disappointment at the failure of his West 
ndian attempt had been excessive, having been confident of success, 
nd of turning out the Government upon it. The man gave me many 
etails of his labours and exertions, all corresponding with what I had 
.eard before. He often sat up all night, never got any air or exercise, 
nd passed his whole time between his mvn house and the H. of Com
Ions, writing, reading, and seeing people, ofien as many as twenty or 
h.irty in a day. 
The Irish scheme propounded by Charles Buller, and so readily 

1ken up by the Government (at first), seems now likely to vanish in 
noke. It was soon evident that the payment of the Priests would not 
e attempted. Clarendon has been always against it, and he showed 
1e two days ago a letter from Redington 1 (who had undertaken 
uring his absence to sound the Catholic Prelates), with an account of 
is conversation with Archbishop ~1urray, from which it was clear 
1at it would be useless to attempt it, and so Redington himself said, 
e being the man (so Clarendon told me) above all others most 
:rongly feeling the degradation of his Church; so that this matter will 
e left in statu quo. Last night I met Charles Wood, and soon found 
·om his conversation that there is not much greater probability of 
1e financial part of the scheme being carried out. He, at all events, 
dead against it, against raising money and expending capital b)' the 

'overnment. I said something about this part of the plan, when he said, 
~ry contemptuously, 'What, you are in favor of that scheme, are 
)U? I am surprised that with your sense you should think it practic
)le.' He then went off upon the inexpediency of any Government 

' Sir Thomas l\icolas Redington (1815-62); Whig M.P. for Dundalk, 1837-46; l,;nder
!cretary for Ireland, 1846-52; K.C.B., 1849· 
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interference, admitted the evils that existed, the ruin that would over
take a great many people, but nevertheless was for letting matters take 
their course. He said: 'You are in too great a hurry. I admit that 
capital is required for improvement, but it must come in the regular 
way and by private investment. There is great depreciation, and there 
will be more, and in the end this will attract capital, and people who 
have money to lay out will have recourse to this as a profitable in
vestment.' It is needless to detail our several arguments, and suf
ficient to say that with the Chancellor of the Exchequer of this mind 
it is not likely that anything will be done. I told Charles Buller in the 
evening what had passed, and he said it was only what he expected, 
as from the moment a Committee of Cabinet was appointed he was sure 
nothing would be done. 

C. Wood lamented to me very bitterly the fatal effects of the mis
take Peel had made in abolishing all Corn duty whatever (prospec
tively) and the Timber duties. He said G. Bentinck was quite right 
in his preference for low duties instead of abolition, and that if we 
could now have the above duties they would relieve the revenue from 
almost all its difficulties, and be felt by nobody; and the unhappy 
thing is that this mistake is irretrievable, for revocare gradum is 
totally impossible. Peel acknowledged his error about timber, and 
probably he might also about corn. He was, in fact, misled and 
carried away by his flourishing revenue, and did what he did without 
consideration. 

November I 5th.-The scheme for improving Ireland seems likely to 
fall to the ground altogether. Everybody affirms or admits that the 
time is so unpropitious for 'endowment' that it is useless to think of it, 
and C. Wood and G. Grey have convinced themselves that Parlia
ment and the country will not be disposed to advance money in any 
shape for Irish purposes. I had a long conversation with Clarendon 
on the subject yesterday, and laboured to persuade him that this was 
an error, and that if Government can show that the money will be 
judiciously employed, and in all probability that there will be no 
ultimate loss to the State, there will be no difficulty in gaining the 
assent of Parliament to the fiscal part of the proposed plan. 

In the morning I met Bunsen, who said the King of Prussia was 
going on well, and he augured success to his present measures. It is a 
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great thing to see reaction anywhere, and the revolutionary and dcmo
cratick tide rolled back which has been deluging all Europe; but this 
is a very doubtful contest, and the King inspires no confidence. 1 The 
Prussian affair points a great moral, and reads an important lesson. 
It shows at once the danger of resistance to just demands and reason
able desires, and the dangers and evils of full democratic sway, 
sweeping everything before it. If the King of Prussia had long ago 
fulfilled his promises, and given a constitution to his Country while 
he could have done so gracefully and safely, the new institutions 
would have had time to develope and consolidate themselves, and 
would in all probability have proved the security of the Crown when 
the flood of revolution broke over Europe. He refused, and fought it 
off so long that at last his people grew discontented and angry, and 
when the French Revolution set all Germany on fire, the work was 
so far from being perfected that the Crown was left to battle with the 
democratic fury that broke forth, and its m\·n weakness and vacillation 
rendered the power irresistible which still might have been coerced 
and restrained. Whether it is still time to retrace his steps remains to 
be seen. The success of Louis K a pol con in F ranee nmv seems beyond 
all doubt.2 Thiers has sent a message to Guizot (through a friend of 
both) to say that he is resolved to take no part in his Government, and 
Normanby informs me that Odilon Barrot is to be his ~1inister. This 
will make the whole thing perfect, 0. B. being of all men the most un
practical, and having failed ridiculously in everything he ever under
took. 

November 25th.-I met Guizot at dinner twice last week. He told 
me Thiers had sent a man over to him, and to tlze ICing, to make him 
the assurance above stated. Rather curious his keeping up this com
munication with the exiled Sovereign and Minister~the two men, 
too, whom he most detests. I asked him if he believed what he said, 

' After a succession of riots and changes of ministry in Berlin during the summer Ill' 
1848, the King of Prussia abandoned his liberal policy and appointed Count von Branden
burg President of the Council on .'\m·ember ~nh. Von Brandenburg immediately removed 
the Assembly from Berlin, broke up the meetings of the Liberal members bv military force, 
and dissolved the National Guard. 

' Preparations for the Presidential election were being made in France at this time. The 
two chief rival candidates were General Cavaignac and Louis )Oapoleon; bur Cavaignac 
had lost his popularity, and was eventually deleatcd by .),joo,ooo votes to I,.)•Jo,ooo at the 
poll on December roth. 
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when he intimated that it might or might not be true. They have 
never sent the Royal Family any money up to this time, though the 
Chamber long ago voted back their property; but the Government 
have promised to send the King £2o,ooo, and the D. d'Aumale 1 

£ro,ooo; the latter has £so,ooo a year and no debts. From what 
Guizot's daughter 4 said to me, it is clear they by no means give up the 
idea of returning to France and of his taking a part in publick affairs, 
but not yet. 

Clarendon went to see the King a few days ago, and was with him 
two hours, when he told him the whole history of his flight and all his 
adventures. He said, he should not know which to vote for, Cavaignac 
or L. Napoleon, if he had a vote to give. Guizot, however, is all for 
the latter, I can very well see. He told me it would be the first step 
towards a Monarchy, but he did not say what Monarchy he meant. 
The King told C. we need not fear a war; that the Army knew its 
strength, and meant to exercise it, and would insist on deciding on the 
political futurity of France; that it detested the Republic, but had no 
desire to go to war, and moreover it could not, for it was denuee de 
tout. He said nobody knew how ill provided the French army was, 
and that this was alone a security against war. C. told him he did not 
consider it as such, as a country like France could always provide 
everything very quickly, but that he thought there were other causes 
operating in the direction of peace. He found him very well and in 
very good spirits; he has been greatly pleased at the visits of the 
National Guards to him (who went in great numbers); but it drives 
him wild when they say to him, 'Sire, pourquoi nous avez-vous 
quittes?' He knows he threw everything away, and constantly tries 
to persuade himself and others that the Army would not have sup
ported him. Flahault said to him the other day that he had no right 
to cast such an imputation on the Army, which had proved its fidelity 
in all circumstances and to all Governments, even in July, and that 
the Army would have saved him if it had been allowed to act. Every
body now knows that if he had done anything but run away, if he had 

' Henri Eugene d'Orleans, Due d'Aumale (I822-97), fourth son of Louis Philippe; 
Governor-General of Algeria, I 84 7---8; lived in England, I 848-70; depute, I 87 I -6; banished 
from France, I88s. 

• Henriette Guizot (b. I82g), eldest daughter ofGuizot; married Conrad de Witt, I85o; 
published Monsieur Guizot dans safamille, x88o, as well as many historical novels. 
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gone to St. Cloud only, or anywhere, and called the Troops about 
him, all would have been saved. He threw his cards on the table, and 
the game was stupidly and disgracefully lost. 

I met Guizot at Reeve's on Thursday, v,:ith a M. Lemoinne,r one 
of the redacteurs of the 'Journal des De bats,' and the man who wrote 
the excellent articles on England and our politicks and condition, 
showing great knowledge of this country. There were, besides, 
Woodham,• who writes in the 'Times,' a clever man and Longman.l 

Clarendon told me he had a long talk with Queen and Prince at 
the Priory the other day, when they imparted to him their extreme 
dissatisfaction with the foreign policy of their own Government for 
the last six or eight months, their abhorrence of Charles Albert, and 
their entire sympathy with all the political reactions now going on. 
He did not like to say much on the subject, rather delicate for him, 
and contented himself with hearing what they had to say and express
ing his own ignorance of all details. 

November 2gth.--Melbourne died on Friday night at Brocket, with
out suffering pain, but having had a succession of epileptic fits the 
whole day, most painful and distressing to his family collected about 
him. 

This morning has occurred the death, after a short illness, of an
other remarkable man, Charles Buller. He had an operation suc
cessfully performed about ten days ago, but he was afterwards at
tacked by typhus fever and diarrhcea. The case became hopeless, and 
he expired at half-past five this morning in the forty-first year of his 
age. The career of Melbourne was over; that of C. Buller for great 
and useful purposes may be said to have been only just beginning. 
Melbourne's friends are deeply annoyed and angry at a biographical 
article on him which appeared in the 'Times' the morning after his 
death; and it certainly was coarse, vulgar, and to a great degree un
just. It was a mere daub and caricature, and very discreditable to the 
paper. I bitterly attacked Delane about it, who attempted but failed 

1 John Lemoinne (r815-92); began contributing to the Journal des Dibats, I8.J:O; became 
chief Editor during the Empire; supported the Orleanists until I 873, when he became a 
Republican; senator, r88o--g2. 

2 Henry Annesley Woodham (r8q-75); Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge; for 
many years a regular leader writer for The TimFs. 

3 Thomas Longman (1804-79), the publisher; succeeded his father as head of the firm, 
1842; published for .:VIacaulay and Disraeli. 
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at making a defence. I hope the universal disapprobation which this 
article has met with will make him change his biographer and employ 
for the future a lighter and more delicate hand. 

It is a very difficult thing to write a good article upon Melbourne, 
one which shall delineate his character with impartiality and dis
crimination, and describe fairly and truly his political career. I have 
known a great deal of him in the course of my life, but I never lived 
in real intimacy with him; and as he at no time seemed to have much 
inclination for my company (though we were always very good 
friends) I saw but little of him; but every now and then we had some
thing to say to each other, and at rare intervals we met on intimate 
and confidential terms. He was certainly a very singular man, re
sembling in character and manner (as he did remarkably in feature) 
his Father, the late Lord Egremont_! He was exceedingly handsome, 
when first I knew him, which was in 1815 or thereabouts. It was at 
this period that the irregularities of his wife 2 had partly estranged him 
from her, though they were not yet separated, and he was occasionally 
amused by her into condonation of her amours, and into a sort of half
laughing, half-resentful reconciliation. They lived in this queer way. 
He, good-natured, eccentric, and not nice <originally in the MS. 
[brutal]>; She, profligate, romantic, and comical. Both were kept 
together, as they had been brought together, by the influence and 
management of their common relations and connexions; but it was 
during this period that he devoted himself with ardour to study, and 
that he acquired the vast fund of miscellaneous knowledge with which 
his conversation was always replete, and which, mixed up with his 
characteristic peculiarities, gave an extraordinary zest and pungency 
to his society. His taste for reading and information, which was con
firmed into a habit by the circumstances of those years, continued to 
the end of his life, unbroken, though unavoidably interrupted by his 
political avocations. He lived surrounded by books, and nothing pre
vented him (even when Prime Minister, and with all the calls on his 

' This sounds strange, but it was believed by those who were acquainted with the 
chronique scandaleuse of a former generation, in the last century, that William Lamb and 
Lady Cowper (afterwards Lady Palmerston) were not the children of their putative father, 
the Lord Melbourne of that day, but of Lord Egremont.-R. 

• Lady Caroline Lamb (r78s-r828), only daughter of third Earl of Bessborough; 
married William Lamb (afterwards second Viscount Melbourne), r8os; published Glen
arvon, r8r6; separated from her husband, 1825. 

GMVI 9 
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time, to which he was compelled to attend) from reading eyery new 
publication of interest or merit, as well as frequently revelling amongst 
the favourite authors of his early studies. His memory was extremely 
retentive, and amply stored with choice passages of every imaginable 
variety, so that he could converse learnedly upon almost all subjects, 
and was never at a loss for copious illustrations, amusing anecdotes, 
and happy quotations. This richness of talk was rendered more 
piquant by the quaintness and oddity of his manner, and an case 
and naturalness proceeding in no small degree from habits of self
indulgence and freedom, a licence for which '"as conceded to him by 
common consent, even by the Queen herself, who, partly from regard 
for him, and partly from being amused at his ways, permitted him to 
say and do whatever he pleased in her presence. He was often para
doxical, and often coarse, terse, epigrammatic, acute, droll, with fits 
of silence and abstraction, from which he would suddenly break out 
with a vehemence and vigour which amused those who were ac
customed to him, and filled with indescribable astonishment those 
who were not. His mother-in-law, Lady Bessborough, told me that 
high office was tendered to him many years before he began to play 
any political part, but at that time he preferred a life of lettered and 
social idleness, and he would not accept it. He never was really well 
fitted for political life, for he had a great deal too much candour, and 
was too fastidious to be a good party man. It may be said of him, at 
least in his earlier days, that he was 

For a Patriot too cool, for a drudge disobedient, 
And too fond of the right to pursue the expedient. 1 

And still less was he fit to be the Leader of a party and the Head of a 
Government, for he had neither the strong convictions, nor the eager 
ambition, nor the firmness and resolution which such a post requires. 
From education and turn of mind, and from the society in which he 
was bred and always lived, he was a Whig; but he was a very moder
ate one, abhorring all extremes, a thorough Conservative at heart, and 
consequently he was only half identified in opinion and sympathy 
with the party to which he belonged when in office, often dreaded 
and distrusted his own colleagues, and was secretly the enemy of the 

' From the lines on Burke in Goldsmith's Retaliation. 
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measures which his own Government originated, and of which he was 
obliged to take the credit or bear the obloquy. No position could be 
more false than the position in which Melbourne was often placed, 
and no man ever was more perplexed and tormented than he was by 
it, for he was remarkably sensitive; and most of the latter years of his 
administration were passed in a state of dissatisfaction with himself 
and with all about him. He hated the Reform Bill, which he was 
obliged to advocate. He saw, indeed, that Reform had become in
evitable, and therefore he reconciled it to his conscience to support 
the Bill; but he had not sufficient energy of character or strength of 
will to make a stand against the lengths which he disapproved, and he 
contented himself with those indirect attempts to modify it which I 
have narrated in their proper place. It was probably his personal 
popularity, and the reluctance of Lord Lansdowne to take so 
laborious a post, 1 which led to his being made Prime Minister on the 
resignation of Lord Grey, for there never was a man more incapable 
of exercising the vigilance and supremacy which that office demands. 
Mter the great breach of r 835, and the abortive attempt of William IV 
to throw over the Whig Government, his relations with his Ministers 
became very uncomfortable; but Melbourne was a good-natured 
man, and a gentleman, and perhaps no one else would have gone on 
with the King so harmoniously as he managed to do. 

But it was upon the accession of the Queen that his post suddenly 
grew into one of immense importance and interest, for he found him
self placed in the most curious and delicate position which any 
Statesman ever occupied. Victoria was transferred at once from the 
nursery to the throne-ignorant, inexperienced, and without one 
human being about her on whom she could rely for counsel and aid. 
She had been bullied by the Dss. of Kent and Conroy <originally in 
the MS. [her mother and her mother's paramour], and though not 

' I read this to Lord Lansdowne, and he told me what had occurred about himself. 
When the Whigs came in, in 'go, Lord Grey proposed to him to be First Lord of the 
Treasury, and offered to take the office of Privy Seal himself. Lord L. told him the 
Government must be his Government, that he should only be his First Lord, and that it was 
fitter and better he should take the post himself: besides that, for various reasons, he had 
no disposition for it, and he would rather take some other office. When Lord Grey retired, 
and the King sent for Melbourne, M. spoke to Lord L. and said, 'I believe you don't wish 
to take Lord Grey's place, is not that the case?' Lord L. said it was so, and that he might 
make himself quite easy as far as he was concerned. He had no objection to remain where 
he was, but would not be at the head of the Government.-G. 

9-2 
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without affection for her mother she [hated and] feared them both>. 
She found in her Prime Minister and constitutional adviser a man of 
mature age, who instantly captivated her feelings and her fancy by 
his deferential solicitude, and by a shre,vd, sagacious, and enter
taining conversation, "·hich were equally new and delightful to her. 
She at once cast herself with implicit confidence upon Melbourne, 
and, from the first day of her reign, their relations assumed a peculiar 
character, and were marked by an intimacy '"'hich he never abused; 
on the contrary, he only availed himself of his great influence to im
press upon her mind sound maxims of constitutional Government, and 
truths of every description that it behoved her to learn. It is impos
sible to imagine anything more interesting than the situation which 
had thus devolved upon him, or one more calculated to excite all the 
latent sensibility of his nature. His loyal devotion soon warmed into 
a parental affection, which she repaid by unbounded manifestations 
of confidence and regard. He set himself wisely, and with perfect dis
interestedness, to form her mind and character, and to cure the de
fects and eradicate the prejudices from which the mistakes and faults 
of her education [and perhaps in some degree of her character] had 
not left her entirely free. In all that ~felbourne said and did, he 
appears to have been guided by a regard to justice and truth. He 
never scrupled to tell her what none other would have dared to say; 
and in the midst of that atmosphere of flattery and deceit which 
Kings and Queens are almost always destined to breathe, and by 
which their minds are so often perverted, He never scrupled to declare 
boldly and frankly his real opinions, strange as they sometimes 
sounded, and unpalatable as they often were, and to wage war with 
her prejudices and false impressions with regard to people or things 
whenever he saw that she was led astray by them. He acted in all 
things an affectionate, conscientious, and patriotick part, endeavour
ing to make her happy as a woman, and popular as a Queen. 

It is notorious that he committed two great errors in judgement, 
both ofwhich were attended \•rith disastrous consequences, and I be
lieve that in both cases his discretion was misled by his feelings, and 
that it was his care for her ease and happiness which betrayed him 
into these fatal mistakes. The first was the Flora Hastings affair, the 
scandal of which he might certainly have prevented; the other was 
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the Bedchamber quarrel when her reluctance to part with him, and 
his tenderness for her, overruled his better judgement, and made him 
adopt a course he must have known to be both impolitic and wrong. 
In these affairs (especially the first), Melbourne must have suffered 
torments, for his tender solicitude for the Queen, and the deep sense 
of his own responsibility, were sure to weigh heavily upon him. His 
influence and authority at Court were not diminished, nor his posi
tion there altered, by her marriage; but the Prince, though always 
living on very friendly terms with him, was secretly rejoiced when the 
political power of this great favourite was brought to a close; for, so 
long as Melbourne was there, he undoubtedly played but an obscure 
and secondary part. When the inevitable change of Government at 
last took place, the parting between the Queen and her Minister was 
very sorrowful to both, and it was then that he gave his last and 
generous proof of his anxiety for her happiness in sending me with his 
advice to Peel. 

It would be rendering imperfect justice to Melbourne's character 
to look upon him rather as a Courtier than as a Statesman, and to 
fancy that he made his political principles subordinate to his per
sonal predilections. He was deeply attached to the Queen, but he had 
all the patriotism of an English gentleman, and was jealous of the 
honor and proud of the greatness of his country. He held office with 
a profound sense of its responsibilities; there never was a Minister 
more conscientious in the distribution of patronage, more especially of 
his ecclesiastical patronage. He was perfectly disinterested, without 
nepotism, and without vanity; he sought no emoluments for his con
nexions, and steadily declined all honors for himself. The Queen often 
pressed him to accept the Garter, but he never would consent, and it 
was remarked that the Prime Minister of England was conspicuous 
at Court for being alone undecorated amidst the stars and ribbands 
which glittered around him. He has been not inappropriately com
pared to Gaius Sallustius, as described by Tacitus: 'Quamquam 
prompto ad capessendos honores aditu, sine dignitate senatoria 
multos triumphalium consulariumque potentia anteiit; diversus a 
veterum instituto per cultum et munditias; copiaque et affiuentia 
luxu propior. Suberat tamen vigor animi ingentibus negotiis par, eo 
acrior, quo somnum et inertiam magis ostentabat. Igitur incolmni 
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Mrecenate proximus; mox prrecipuus cui secreta Imperatorum 
maxime inniterentur.' r 

From the time Melbourne left office he was only an occasional 
guest at Court, but the Queen continued to correspond with him 
constantly, and gave him frequent proofs that her regard for him was 
undiminished. He took very little part in politicks after I 84 I, and 
it was not long before his health began to give way. He had been so 
completely absorbed by the Court, that for many years he had been 
almost lost to society; but as soon as he was out of office, he resumed 
his old habits, and was continually to be found at Holland House, at 
Lady Palmerston's, and with a few other intimate friends. There he 
loved to lounge and sprawl at his ease, pouring out a rough but 
original stream of talk, shre"·d, playful, and instructive. His dis
tinctive qualities were strong sound sense, and an innate taste for 
what was great and good, either in action or sentiment. His mind 
kindled, his eye brightened, and his tongue grew eloquent when 
noble examples or sublime conceptions presented themselves before 
him. He would not have passed 'unmoved by any scene that was 
consecrated by virtue, by valour, or by wisdom.' But while he pur
sued truth, as a philosopher, his love of paradox made him often 
appear a strange mass of contradiction and inconsistency. A sensualist 
and a Sybarite, without much refinement or delicacy, a keen ob
server of the follies and vices of mankind, taking the world as he found 
it, and content to extract as much pleasure and diversion as he could 
from it, he at one time would edifY and astonish his hearers with the 
most exalted sentiments, and at another would terrify and shock them 
by indications of the lmvest morality and worldly feelings, and by 
thoughts and opinions fraught with the most cold-hearted mockery 
and sarcasm. His mind seems all his life long, and on almost every 
subject, to have been vigoroCis and stirring, but unsettled and un
satisfied. It certainly ,.vas so in the two great questions of religion and 
politicks, and he had no profound convictions, no certain assurance 
about either. He studied divinity eagerly and constantly, and was no 

' The passage occurs in the Annals ufTacitm, book iii. ch. 30. Sallustius Crispus was a 
descendant of the sister of Caius Sallustius. the historian. who allowed him to assume 
the name of Sallust. Horace addressed to him the second Ode of the second book of 
Odes.-R. 
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contemptible theologian; but he never succeeded in arriving at any 
fixed belief, or anchoring himself on any system of religious faith. It 
was the same thing in politicks. All the Liberal and Constitutional 
theories which he had ever entertained had been long ago more than 
realised, and he was filled with alarm at the prospect of their further 
extension. All his notions were aristocratic, and he had not a particle 
of sympathy for what was called progressive reform. He was a ve
hement supporter of the Corn Laws, abused Peel with all the rancour 
of a Protectionist, and died in the conviction that his measures will 
prove the ruin of the landed interest. 

During his administration his great object seemed to be to keep a 
ricketty concern together, less from political ambition than from his 
personal feelings for the Queen. He abhorred disputes and quarrels 
of every description, and he was constantly temporising and patching 
them up when they occurred in his Cabinet (as they often did) by all 
sorts of expedients, seldom asserting either the dignity or the authority 
of his position as head of the Government. Such weak and unworthy 
misrule brought his Cabinet, his party, and himself into contempt, and 
it was unquestionably in great measure owing to his want of judge
ment and firmness that they became so unpopular, and at last fell 
with so little credit and dignity as they did in '4r. He was capricious 
about money, and generous and stingy by fits and starts. Easy and 
indolent, he suffered himself to be plundered by his servants, and took 
little trouble in looking after his affairs. He was fond of his family, 
and much beloved by them, but, both with regard to them and his 
friends, he was full of a jealousy and touchiness, which made him 
keenly alive to any appearance of indifference, and equally sensible 
of any attentions that were shown him. This grew into a morbid 
feeling after his health had given way, and tinged his latter days with 
melancholy, for he fancied himself neglected and uncared for. On 
the formation of John Russell's Government, he was mortified at not 
being invited to take a share in it. It was evident that he was con
scious of, and bitterly felt, the decay of his own powers, and the in
significance to which he was reduced. He would, if he could, have 
disguised this from himself and others, but it preyed on his mind, and 
made him very unhappy, and often apparently morose. Sometimes 
his feelings would find vent in these lines from the 'Samson Agonistes,' 
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which he would repeat with a sad memory of the past, and sense of 
the present:-

So much I feel my genial spirit droop, 
My hopes all fiat, nature withitl me seems 
In all her functions weary of herself, 
:My race of glory run, and race of shame, 
And I shall shortly be with them that rest. 

Taking him altogether, he was a very remarkable man in his 
abilities and his acquirements, in his character and in his career, with 
virtues and vices, faults and merits, curiously intermingled, and pro
ducing as eccentrick results as society has [ever] beheld. 

December 2nd.-The death of Charles Buller has occurred when he 
can be ill spared to the party of which he was rapidly becoming an 
important member, and to the Country which he v.-as well capable 
of serving. He is a great social and a great public loss, more especially 
in days of mediocrity and barrenness like the present. He was clever, 
amiable, accomplished, and honest. His abilities were of a very high 
order, and though he lm·ed the world and its pursuits, he had great 
powers of application. Few people were more agreeable and enter
taining in society, and he had a very gentle and affectionate disposi
tion. He never made, and never would have made, much progress 
in the profession of the law, which he originally embraced. It was 
evidently unsuited to his genius, his taste, and his habits, and he judged 
rightly in exchanging it once for all for a political career, in which, 
had his life been spared, he would have achieved great eminence. In 
politicks He was originally a Radical, but though the old leaven not 
unfrequently showed itself, it was greatly modified in his latter years; 
and when he manifested ultra-Liberal sympathies, it was probably 
more from love of paradox and controversy, than from real and sincere 
conviction. His political opinions, however, which for a long time seem 
to have been in an unsettled and transitional state, he never sup
pressed or compromised for any personal interest; and though he was 
both very ambitious and very poor, he never committed a mean or 
discreditable act for the sake of either favor or office. A man more 
honorable and independent never existed, and he would have been 
indebted for the political exaltation which was certainly in store for 
him to nothing but the force and influence of his own capacity and 
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powers. His career of usefulness was in fact only beginning. Up to a 
very recent period he had made no progress in publick life com
mensurate with his ability, and especially his parliamentary talents; 
but if justice was not done him, it was mainly because he did not do 
justice to himself. [In the House of Commons (though it would be 
exaggeration to compare him to a luminary which appears to have 
been so resplendent to its own contemporaries) he may be said to 
have been the Charles Townshend of his day.] He was perhaps 
the most popular member of the House of Commons. By universal 
acknowledgement he was an admirable speaker, full of matter, lucid, 
never dull, and generally very amusing, so that he never rose without 
being sure of an attentive and favourable audience. His greatest 
speeches were on dry and serious subjects, such as colonisation, 
emigration, or records, none of which became heavy or uninteresting 
in his hands. He had, however, one great defect, which not only 
rendered him less agreeable in society than he would otherwise have 
been, but which had a very serious and unhappy influence on his 
political career. He was seduced by his keen perception of the 
ridiculous and an irresistible propensity to banter into an everlasting 
mockery of everything and everybody, which not only often became 
tiresome and provoking, but gave an appearance of levity to his cha
racter that largely deducted from the estimation in which he would 
otherwise have been held. It was impossible to be sure when he was 
in earnest and when he was in jest, when he really meant what he 
said, and when he was only jeering, gibing, and making game. It is 
incredible what damage this pernicious habit did him; for it created 
a notion that though he was very witty and entertaining, he had no 
settled principles and convictions, and that he 'made a mockery of 
life.' Of this defect (with which his friends had often reproached him) 
he was manifestly curing himself. He had begun to take a more sober 
and earnest view of the great concerns of the world, and his really 
excellent understanding was asserting its predominance over the wild 
vagaries of his wit. In thus disciplining his mind into more of practical 
wisdom, he was paving the way for his own success; and had he not 
been snatched away thus suddenly, 'while his hopes were as warm 
and his desires as eager as ours,' he would have become an eininent 
man. As it is he has left behind him a memory cherished for its 
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delightful social qualities, and a vast credit for undeveloped powers. 
It may well be said of him that:-

A merrier man 
Within the limits of becoming mirth 
I never passed an hour's talk withal. 
His eye begets occasion for his wit, 
And every object that the eye doth catch 
The other turns to a mirth-moving jest.' 

Yesterday, Clarendon went to the Grange in his way to Ireland. 
I had a long conversation with him before he went. He told me what 
they are meditating for Ireland. They give up all idea of paying the 
Priests, and laying out money for any purpose but that of emigration. 
For this, however, they have a great scheme connected with Canadian 
railways. Their purpose is to establish a vast line of railways in Canada, 
and to make a large emigration from Ireland for this purpose. A tax 
on Canadian timber, and a sum of money to be borrowed here, the 
interest on which Clarendon thinks he can supply (£ 18o,ooo), are to 
provide the necessary funds. They have satisfied themselves that this 
is as much as they can venture to attempt. 

He told me that Wylde 2 (to whom the Prince is in the habit of 
talking very openly) told him that the Prince had been discussing 
with him the possibility of some change of Government being ren
dered necessary by John's health breaking down, and that they would 
like him (Clarendon) to succeed him, and that if such an event 
occurred, the Queen would certainly send for hirn to consult him on 
the subject. C. desired him to take an opportunity of telling the P. 
that no power on earth should induce him to accept such a post, and 
as it was much better the Queen should never make an overture 
which would not be accepted, he wished none such might ever be 
made to him. He then gave his reasons for considering himself dis
qualified. I told him they would not accept his excuses, because since 
his Irish administration he had acquired a reputation which ren
dered him in the eyes of the world fit for any post, but that I under
stood well why for various reasons he might wish to decline the office. 
He said he could not speak, and had not had parliamentary ex-

' Love's Labour's Lost. 
' Colonel William Wylde, Groom of the Bedchamber to Prince Albert at this time; 

major-general, 1854; general, 1866. 
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perience enough, having come too late into the H. of Lords, and never 
having been in the H. of C. Finally he begged me to tell anybody who 
suggested such a possible contingency, that no power on earth would 
ever induce him to take it. But I don't think he was displeased when 
I told him I should certainly not say that, because I did not consider 
it so absolutely impossible, and that events might occur, and the state 
of parties be such, that his acceptance of the post would become a 
matter of public necessity and a public duty on his part. The truth is, 
he is sincere in his disclaimer, but with an arriere-pensee of ambition, 
which not unnaturally smiles on the idea of such a prodigious 
elevation. 

December gth.-Dined on Tuesday last with Milman; Guizot, 
Macaulay, Hallam, etc.; Macaulay receiving (with great modesty) 
felicitations and compliments on his book, 1 of which the whole im
pression was sold off, and not a copy was to be got, though it had only 
been out three days. Macaulay and Hallam talked of a branch of our 
literature of which Guizot (well informed as he is) could know no
thing. Macaulay's French is detestable, the most barbarous accent 
that [has] ever ecorche les oreilles of a Parisian. 

On Tuesday breakfasted with Macaulay', very small party and no
thing remarkable. Went in the afternoon to see Beauvale. He talked 
to me of Melbourne, and so did She.z They are not at all pleased 
at Brougham's being his Executor, which astonishes everybody. It 
would be mighty inconvenient to have M.'s papers overhauled by B. 
Ellice has written to him to propose that they should all be delivered 
to Beauvale unseen by anybody. 

M.'s conduct in respect to the Queen's correspondence has been 
unpardonable, and considering his fondness for her inconceivable. 
From the moment ofher accession She corresponded with him when
ever they were apart with the greatest unreserve. Accordingly, after 
his first paralytic attack She got alarmed about her letters, and wrote 
to him to say so, not however asking to have them returned. He 

' The first two volumes of Macaulay's History of England were published at the end of 
November 1848. 

z Alexandrina Sophia, Lady Beauvale (1818-94), afterwards Viscountess Melbourne 
and Lady Forester; daughter of Count Von Maltzan, Prussian Minister at Vienna; 
married first to Lord Beauvale, 1841 (who succeeded his brother as Viscount Melbourne, 
1848, and died 1853), and secondly the second Baron Forester, 1856. 
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ought then to have returned them, but he did not, and seems to have 
made hardly any reply. At all events if he did not send her her letters 
he ought to have taken measures to secure their immediate restoration 
to her upon his death, but he did nothing of the kind. He left them 
with the mass ofhis papers, and gave no directions about them either 
in his will or in the letter which he left for Beauvale. 

In this letter he left certain pecuniary directions in favor of Lady 
Brandon 1 and Mrs. Norton, and a solemn declaration that what he 
had instructed the Attorney-General to say on the trial as to her 
purity was true. He said that, as his indiscretion had exposed her 
to obloquy and suspicion, he \\'as bound to renew this declaration. 
Beau vale told me that Young's letter was the immediate cause of his 
death, as it brought on the attack from which he never rallied; but 
his constitution was already irretrievably shattered. His mind, how
ever, when he mustered his energies was clear enough. I read a letter 
he wrote to Young, just like himself and full of his peculiarities of 
mind and manner. 

Bowood, December 2oth.-The result of the French election for 
President has astonished the whole world. Everybody thought L. 
Napoleon would be elected, but nobody dreamt of such a majority. 
Great alarm was felt here at the probable consequences ofCavaignac's 
defeat and the success of his rival, and the French funds were to rise if 
Napoleon was beat, and to fall if he won. The election has taken place: 
Napoleon wins by an immense majority, the funds rise, confidence 
revives, and people begin to find out that the new President is a 
marvellous proper man. I really believe that the foolish affair of the 
tame Eagle in 1840 was the principal cause of the contempt v.rith 
which he was regarded here; 2 added to this, he led an undistinguished 
life in this country, associating with no conspicuous people, and his 

' Elizabeth, Lady Branden (d. 1862), daughter of Colonel David La Touche; married 
fourth and last Baron Branden, I815. Her husband was a clergyman and, according to 
Creevy, attempted to blackmail Lord Melbourne into making him a bishop, in exchange 
for a compromising correspondence between Melbourne and his wife. Lord Melbourne 
was cited by Lord Branden as co-respondent in a suit for divorce in 1829, but the case was 
withdrawn. 

' On August 6th, 1840, Louis :\apoleon lanckd at Boulogne from an English steamer he 
had chartered, accompanied by two generals in uniform and 53 men, together with a tame 
eagle. The men were disguised as soldiers of the 42nd Regiment, which was in garrison at 
Boulogne. But the attempt to win over the regiment failed, and Louis :\apoleon was cap
tured on the beach while trying to return to his steamer. 
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miserable failure in the Chamber when he attempted to speak there, 
confirmed the unfavorable impression. But Van de Weyer (who is 
here) says that he has long known him and well, that he is greatly 
underrated here, and is really a man of considerable ability. He 
crossed the water with him when he went to take his seat after his 
election 1 and he then expressed the most undoubting confidence in 
his own success at the Presidential election, and said that he had 
every reason to believe, if he chose to put himself forward, he would 
be supported by an immense force, and that he might assume any 
position he pleased; but that he should do nothing of the kind, that 
he had a legal position beyond which he would not force himself, but 
that he was prepared to accept all the consequences to which it might 
lead. And now there is a pretty general opinion that he will be 
Emperor before long. The ex-Ministers and Legitimists, who were hot 
for his election, considering him merely as a bridge over which the 
Bourbons might return to power, begin to think the success greater 
than is agreeable, and that such an unanimous expression of pub lick 
opinion may lead to the restoration of the Bonapartes instead of to 
that of the Bourbons. 

Badminton, Xmas Day, Tuesday <Monday>.-Came here on Friday from 
Bowood. Pahlen, Luttrell (still very lively and agreeable at 8o past) 
and Byng, and sixteen of the family. This family is going to the dogs as 
fast as the foolish pride and vanity of the good-natured host can drive 
it, and before long there will be a regular smash. He spent [2o,ooo 
on the unnatural contest with his brother at the last election,z without 
having a guinea to pay the expenses of the election with. It is a sad 
and melancholy thing to see. 

I finished Macaulay's two first volumes before I left Bowood, and 
never was so delighted with any books. I meditate writing an eloge 
on them and putting it in the 'Times.'3 

1 To the French Assembly in 1848. 
2 At the election for Monmouthshire in 1847 Captain Arthur Somerset was put up by 

the Duke of Beaufort against Lord Granville Somerset, his brother and sitting member. 
But Lord Granville held the seat by 4 7 votes. 

3 A long review of Macaulay's History appeared in The Times of December 26th, I 848, 
but it was not the work of Greville. 



/,ondon, JanUa7)' 2nd, t8.JD· The past year, which has been so 
ten:.:e in pub~ic misfiJrt;:tncs and priva:e sorrows, wuund up its dismal 
catalogue with a great and llncxpcctcd ca:amity, the C:eath of Auck
land, who went to the Grange in ;Jertl:ct health on _Friday last, was 
struck: down by a fit of apoplexy on his return from shooting on 
Saturday, and died early on ~lonc!ay morning, having only shown a 
slight and momentary consciousness on seeing his sister Fanny' in the 
course of Sunday. His loss to the Government is irreparable, and to 
his family it is unspeakably great. Tu His sisters he was as a husband, 
a brother, and a friend combined in one, and to them it is a bereave
ment full of sadness almost amounting to despair. I k was a man 
without shining qualities or showy accomplishments, austere and 
a: most forbidding in his manner, silcn t and reserved in society, un· 
pretending both in publick and in private life, and in the House of 
Lords taking a rare and modest part in debate, and seldom speaking 
bt:t on the business of his own department. .:\everthelcss he was uni
versally popular, and his company more desired and welcome than 
that of many far more sprightiy and brilliant men. His understanding 
was cxcdknt, his temper placid, his taste and tact cxquisi~c; his dis
position, notwithstanding his apj.>arent gravity, chearful, and under 
his cold exterior there was a heart overflowing with human kindness, 
and with the deepesi feelings of alfection, charity, and benevolence. 
l:ngagcd from almost his earliest youth in politics and the chances 
and changes of publick life, He had no personal enemies and many 
attached friends amongst men of all parties. His colleagues in office 
were fully sensible of the merits which he never endeavoured tO push 
forward, and he was successively raised to the posts of President of the 
Buard of Trade, First Lord of the Admiralty, and Governor-General 
of India; and He was a second time First Lord of the Admiralty on 
the formation of John Russell's A.dm~nistration in t81G. 

II is Government of India was the subject of genera: applause till 

' Yt\:.net:" Eden, youngest oister of the !ir.>t Ead of Auckland, hendf d>e<.i loJur months 
~att.:r. 
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just as it was about to close, when the unfortunate Cabul disaster 
tarnished its fame, and exposed him to reproaches which he did not 
deserve. Whether that expedition was wisely or unwisely undertaken, 
it is incontestable that it was suggested or sanctioned by some of the 
greatest authorities both in England and in India; that the military 
operations were completely successful, and that the subsequent mis
fortunes were not attributable to any neglect or impolicy on the part 
of the civil Government. But rage and shame took possession of the 
publick mind at the bloody and discreditable reverse which befel our 
Arms, and without any discrimination all who were concerned in the 
invasion were involved in a common sentence of indignant reproba
tion. Lord Auckland bore this bitter disappointment with the calm
ness and dignity of a man who felt that he had no cause for self
reproach, probably trusting to an ultimate and unprejudiced estimate 
of the general merits of his laborious and conscientious administration. 

His conduct of affairs at the Admiralty, his diligence, his urbanity, 
his fairness and impartiality have been the theme ofloud and general 
praise. In an office in which jobbing and partiality have so often pre
vailed, in which from the nature of the service the Minister is com
pelled to disappoint many fair hopes and just expectations, and to 
wound the pride, the vanity, and the feelings of many brave and 
honorable men, it requires the greatest firmness to be just, and the 
nicest tact and delicacy to avoid giving offence. In this most difficult 
function no First Lord ever was more successful than Auckland. 
Always patient and affable, holding out none of the false hopes which 
in the end made sick hearts, dealing openly and frankly with his 
officers, he inspired the whole profession with confidence and esteem. 
Such a character and such a career may well be envied by every well
regulated mind; nor can the termination of that career, however 
grievous and deplorable to all who loved him, be regarded as an un
happy destiny for himself, for if the pursuits and pleasures of existence 
were suddenly and prematurely cut off, he was spared from sickness 
and infirmity with their train of suffering and sorrow, and from the 
privations which attend the approaches of old age and the gradual 
decay of the bodily arid mental powers. He closed an useful, honor
able, and prosperous life with his faculties unimpaired, leaving behind 
him a memory universally honoured and regretted, and cherished by 
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the tender affection and inconsolable gr1ef of his family and his friends. 
< 1 sheet if JfS. here cut out.> 

This 'Annus ,\;:Iirabilis,' as it may well be called, is at last over, and 
one can't but feel glad at geuin~ rid of a year which has been so 
pregnant with every sort of mise hief. Revolutions, ruin, sickness, and 
c~eath have ravaged the wortd pub1ickly and privatdy; evt:ry species 
of fol:y and wickedness seems to have been let loose to riot on the 
earth. It would be easy to write a great deal of wise matter, but very 
little that is new, on these topicks. If ever mankind is destined to learn 
by its own experience, to look at beginnings, middks, and endings, 
to see what comes of what, and to test tht: virtue, wisdom, and utility 
of p~ausible maxims and high-sounding phrases, this has been the 
time for mankind's going to school and studying the lessons put be
for~: it. W c have seen such a stirring up of all the elements of society 
as nobody ever dreamt of; we have seen a general Saturnalia~ 
i!4"norance, vanity, insolence, poverty, ambition, escaping from every 
kind of restraint, ranging over the world and turning it topsy-turvy as 
it p~eased. Every theory and crotchet have had full swing, and powers 
and dominations have bowed their necks to the yoke and cowered 
under the misbegotten tyranny which has suddenly changed places 
with them. Democracy and phi:anthropy have never befi)re (or 
hard:y ever) had their own way without let or hindrance, carte 
1Jlanchc to work out their own great and fanciful designs. l'his time 
they have --and all Europe exl1ibits the result--a mass of ruin, terror, 
and despair. Xothing strikes one more than the poverty of invention 
as well as the egregious folly of the new Patriots all over the world. 
Tht:y can think of nothing but overturning everything that exists, 
and of reconstructing the social and political machine by universal 
suffrage: To execute the most difficult tas!\: which the human mind 
can have set before it, the task which demands the highest qualities 
of knowledge, experience, and capacity, it is thought enough to in
vite masses of men with strong passions and prejudices, without even 
any of that practical knowledge which might serve, though inade
quately, instead of theoretical, to cnab1c them to play their part in 
this prodigious operation. l.: niversal suifrage is to pick out the men 
fit to frame new Constitutions, and when the delegates thus chosen 
have been brought together--no matter how ignorant, how stupid, 
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how in every way unfit they may be-they expect to be allowed to 
have their own absurd and ruinous way, and to break up at their 
caprice and pleasure all the ancient foundations, and tear down the 
landmarks of society; and this havoc, and ruin, and madness are 

· dignified with the fine names of constitutional reform. Nor can the 
excuse be urged that this inundation of wickedness and folly has been 
brought about by a resistance which stood out too long, and was at 
last swept away by the effects of its own obstinacy. 

Leaving out France altogether, whose Revolution was an accident 
-and who is retracing her steps as fast as she can, scrambling, crest
fallen, perplexed, and half-ruined, out of the abyss into which She 
suffered herself to be plunged-let us look at Prussia and Rome. In 
both places the Sovereigns spontaneously advanced to meet the 
wishes and promote the interests of the people: they went to work in 
the right way. In Countries where the people had never exercised 
political rights and privileges, where self-government was unknown, 
it was clear that the masses were not capable of legislating or taking 
an immediate part in framing Constitutions for themselves; but in 
every country, even in the Roman States, there were some men of 
education, knowledge, genius, who were more or less qualified to 
undertake the great work, and the Pope called such men to his 
Councils, and gave the Romans the framework of a Government as 
liberal as was compatible with the working of any government at all. 
This was what sense and reason suggested; but, though it pleased his 
foolish and despicable people for a moment, they soon got tired of such 
safe and gradual progress as this, ran riot, flung off all controul, and 
proceeded from one excess to another, constantly rising in the scale of 
democracy, till they reached their climax by assassinating the Pope's 
Prime Minister/ and forcing the Pontiff himself to escape in disguise 
from Rome. Nobody knows what they want, nor do they know them
selves how they are to recover from the anarchy and ruin in which 
they are so deeply plunged. 

' On November 15th, 1848, Count Rossi, the Pope's Minister of the Interior, was stabbed 
in the neck and killed as he was entering the Chamber of Deputies. The following day a 
mob besieged the Pope in the Quirinal Palace, and in the course of a conflict between the 
mob and the Swiss Guard, Cardinal Palma, the Pope's Secretary, was shot dead. On 
November 24th the Pope disguised himself as a footman and escaped to Neapolitan 
territory. 

GMVI IO 
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1n Prussia bener things might have been expected, for there at least 
the people are better educated, and they have enjoyed municipal 
institutions, and do know something of the practice of civil ad
ministration; nevertheless, Prussia has not shown until lately much 
more moderacion and wisdom than Rome. 'fhis, however, now ap
pears to have been entirely the King's fault. If he had shown more 
1innness and decision be would have rallied round him the Con
servative fedings and interests of the country; but when these interests 
fimnd themselvc~ abandoned by a Sovtreign who commanded ~wu,ooo 
faithful Troops, and they saw him bowing his head to tht dictation 
of the rabble of Berlin, they lost all heart, and democracy became 
rampant and unrestrained. 

At length a reaction began. Vienna first, and Berlin after, were re
duced to obedience, and the tide is now flowing back. It is impossible 
to speculate on the final result, but for the present at least the disgust 
and abhorrence of the brutal excesses committed under the pretence 
of a spurious libtTa)jsm are intense and apparently increasing. 

~~larch 5th, rBs8. t G. Rentinck, Auckland, Revolutionary 
Europe.t (C.C.G.>; 

<End of Vol. m of Additional A,IS. 411 17.> 
London, January 19th, I8+g.-Laid up with the gout in both hands, 

and unable to write. Auckland's death natura:ly excited great in
terest and curiosity about the Admiralty. The first and most general 
feeling was a desire that ~linto might not be his successor. This was 
proc:aimcd in the press and in all places; but such a disagreeable 
manifestation was hard upon h.im, as it turned out that he not only 
never aspired to the p1ace, but he at once told John Russell to take 
the Privy Seal without scruple and do anything he pleased with it if 
his resignation wou:d be of use in any fresh combination he might 
w[sh to make; in fact, he behaved very well. John resolved to make 
the offer to Graham :after having consulted Lord Lansdowne; 
provided the Cabinet did not object. He called them together and 
proposed him. Though certainly some of them did not like it, they 
consented unanimously, and he accordingly wrote to Graham and 
asked him to come up to town. Graham arrived, and they had a long 
and frank conversation. Graham 'aid be was quite independent, and 
his being invited alom; was no objection. He asked John what the 
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views and intentions of Government were, and John explained every
thing to him in the most open and candid manner. G. seems to have 
made no objections to anybody or anything, but rather to have hinted 
his apprehensions that they might not go far enough in the way of 
economy; and he showed some leaning towards Cobden's schemes, 
that is, he said he thought there was a great deal in his speech and 
letter! At the end of the conversation he asked John if he had any 
objection to his consulting Peel, who, he had reason to believe, was to 
pass through London that afternoon; if he had, he would give him 
his answer at once. John said he had no objection, and G. went 
away. In the evening he came back, said he had missed Peel and 
could not consult him, and finally he declined, somewhat I think to 
John's surprise, for he gave no good reason for declining, and, after 
asking for information as to the Government plans, and appearing 
satisfied with them, John naturally expected he would accept. They 
parted on very friendly terms, but John is not pleased; it has not 
raised his opinion of Graham, and he will not make him another 
proposal if he can help it. They can't understand his conduct and 
motives, but they think he was afraid-which probably is the truth. 
They then proposed it to F. Baring, who took it directly. On the 
whole he will probably be of more use to them than Graham. The 
accession of the latter would have been distasteful to the Whigs 
generally and to many of. the Government; he would not have been 
at his ease with his colleagues nor they with him, and I only 
wonder he ever hesitated. It is perhaps as well that the offer was 
made to him, but on the whole better as it is. The Protectionists, 
who, contemptible as they are as a party, can always do some mischief, 
would have been more disposed to thwart and embarrass the Govern
ment when Graham had become a part of it, for he is their favourite 
aversiOn. 

Cobden's new economical agitation is making a great stir, and the 

' In a letter dated December 18th, 1848, to the Liverpool Financial Reform Association, 
Cobden produced a wide scheme of national economy. By reducing the expenditure on 
armaments and levying estate duty on real estate, he calculated that it would be possible 
to save £1 I,soo,ooo, which sum he proposed should be spent on the abolition of certain 
burdensome customs and excise duties. On January 10th he made a speech at the Free 
Trade Hall, Manchester, where he elaborated his plan for reducing warlike expenditure, 
and declared that the risk of England being involved in a European war was not as great as 
the need for lower taxation. 

10·2 
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Gowmmcnt are so uneasy at it ti1at they are moving heaven and 
earth in the way of n:d:..tn:un. 

Pa:merston has been dnadf~.:lly nettled at some recent attacks on 
h:m in the 'Timt:"s'; and LaLsduwne ~evidently at P.'s instigation) 
sent f()r Reeve the other c:ay, and asked him point blank if he was the 
author of them. He dcn:n! i:, and L. took his denial after a rather 
ticklish conversation. Furtunatciy Chas. Wood about the same time 
sent fiJr De:ane and entn·atcd him to desist from these :)itter attad.s, 
and he promised he wou:d f{>r the present; said they had recorded 
their opinions and did not want to do any more. The state of our 
foreign affairs and Palmerston's management of them are :he 
astonishment of all Europe. There wia certainly be more discussion 
than usual about them in the ensuing Session, but probably with no 
more result than heretofi)re. Stanley and Aberdeen will do their bc~t 
:or their worst) in the H. of Lords, but al! their blows will fall on :he 
soft, non-resisting cushion of Lansdowne's evasive urbanity, while in 
the H. of Commons then.: will be nobody to attack Palmerston, and 
between those who won't grapple with him, and those who can't, he 
wi:; come oif unscathed, as he has always done. It is said, however, 
that he is more unea.ry ;as well he may be; than he ever was before, 
and from several little symptoms 1 suspect this to be the case. Whether 
he is or not his Colleagues are, and his royal :Mistress still more. This 
I know from the D. of B<cdford > who is at Windsor now, and to whom 
She talked ·with great openness and warmth on the subject. 

Monday z]anual)'> 2?nd.--Yesterday the D. of .Bedford called on me 
on his way from the railway station. He first gave me an account of 
his conversation with t:1e Queen. He found her in a state of great 
cxcii<:ment against l)almcrston. She said that so far from being recon
ci!ed to his management of affairs She was more and more annoyed, 
and She did not think She could endure it much longer; that She had 
hoped the death of Ld. Auckland might have paved the way to some 
fresh arrangement, by which Clarendon might have been brought to 
the F.O. and Palmerston have gone to Ireland, or some other change 
would have removed P. from where he is; that it was vain to speak to 
Lord John, who only :aughcd or turned it off without ma~ting any 
reply; and that She besought him ~the Duke; to speait scriousl> to his 
brother on the subject. So much for that, but he said there was some-
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thing much more serious behind, all of which he could not tell me; 
and accordingly he made me a half confidence which only served to 
whet my curiosity. 

He said, at the Speaker's where he met John, a red box had 
arrived with something in it very serious indeed, and which must 
bring matters to a sort of crisis about Palmerston. He could not tell 
me what it was, but it was so serious that he had no idea how it would 
end and whether it would not lead to P.'s retirement; that the Queen 
knew nothing of it, nor the Cabinet except two or three of them. He 
then let out that something had been done which rendered an apology 
necessary from Palmerston, and that he did not think P. could well 
consent to make such a one as John would think it right to require 
of him. I thought it was an apology to his own colleagues, but he said 
no, it was an apology to a foreign power. Mter beating about the bush, 
and telling me a part but not the whole, he went away to meet John. 
He called on me again in the afternoon to tell me what had passed 
(as he wrote me word), which however was nothing but 'some 
writing.' If I had seen him I have no doubt he would have told me 
the rest. I told him that without knowing what the matter was I had 
no doubt P. would say or do anything rather than quit the F. Office; 
that he had on former occasions eat dirt and submitted to morti
fications that no man of high spirit and any delicacy would have con
sented to do, and that no doubt this matter would be patched up just 
as all others had been: he would say anything anybody pleased and 
would go on just as before, making no alteration in his conduct, 
everybody else tamely submitting, till some other outrage produced 
similar remonstrances and similar results. But, be this matter what it 
may and end as it may, it will not be without some consequences 
sooner or later. 

January 28th.-The past week there have been repeated Cabinets 
and one morning J.R. went down to the Queen and returned. 
A rumour got abroad that there was something the matter, but no
body knew what; foreign affairs in some shape were supposed to be. 
the cause but nothing known. I heard nothing more from the D. of 
B. (who is at Woburn all this time) till last night, when I got this 
note:-' I can tell you in confidence that Palmers ton having directed 
our foreign policy and having been John's colleague so long, he feels 
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bound in honor to Eght the battle with him in the approach!n~ 
session. Whether they will weather the storm together, or what will 
hap::lt:'n if they get through it, is more than 1 can tell you, or any 
other man can prognosticate. Wi::h a:J P.'s abilities and perhaps sound 
vie"" s of fcxeign policy he gives terri bk offence and k.eeiJS every body, 
Queen, colleagues, frit·nds, ::~arty and public in hot water.' 'f'1is 
'howed :what I never fi•r a moment doubted) that there would be no 
resi!4nation on the part of P., that the matter would be patched up 
sorrehow, and that his colleagues would consent to go on with him. 
As to 'fighting the bau;e with him' if the pa.>;t, they can't help them
selves; they have no a:rcrnative. They are one and all as respons[ble 
as he is, and as they have tamely endured his sway all this time, they 
cannot 'stop now for breath.' it is not a case of honor but of neces
sity. It is however pretty dearly implied that there is something 
re-;erved, some future reckoning to be made, somethin~ to be discussed 
whirh may have serious consequences; and they do not appear quit(· 
sure of making their case good in Parliament. What may happen 
there it is difEcult to say, but if they scramble out of the difficulty and 
Pa]merston continues to weather the session, 1 do not believe there 
will be any balancing of accounts between him and his colleagues. 
He will go on as heretof<Jre, and they will be content with hoping that 
he will behave betier. The same miserable, disgraceful and injurious 
state of things will continue, un!ess some unforeseen events or circum
stances occur to bring about a change. 

It is pretty clear that the foreign power whom P. offended was 
Austria. Delane, who saw Aberdeen for a long time on Friday, found 
that he knew nothing of this fresh affair, but as he is gone to Brighton 
to sec :VIetternich, and as all the foreign :Vlinisters tell him everything, 
he ;s sure to find it out. A .. ta:ked to D. a great deal about P. and his 
nroceedings, and told him of all ! he Queen's and Prince's abhorrence, 
nf which they make no secret to him. He said he could not under
stand any man consenting to hold office, who was treated as Pa!mer
ston was by the Queen; who, from that, evidently makes no scruple 
in showing her real sentiments. 

A. has been with Peel, and says that he is still more animated 
against Palmerston than he is himself, and he expects that Peel will 
not abstain from manifesting his opinion when Parliament meets. 
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Ab<erdeen> said he had no hostility to the Government, and no ob
jection to anything but the conduct of foreign affairs, so much so that 
if Clarendon came to the F.O. he would give him his proxy if he 
would hold it. The Government are evidently in a stew. There was 
an article in the 'Times' on Thursday, in which, though there was no 
attack on Palmerston, who was not named, there was an allusion to 
former articles and to our conduct to Austria, which evidently rubbed 
on a sore place, for C. Wood sent for Delane and expressed his regret 
that we were on such bad terms with Austria. D<elane> said, he had 
all along been saying the same thing, when C. W. replied that he did 
not think we had done anything we could not justify and defend, but 
unfortunately Palmerston's manner of doing things and the language 
he employed had given great offence, and that it was much to be re
gretted that he had given advice and expressed opinions in so offensive 
a tone as he had done, especially to Austria. All this showed clearly 
enough that Austria was the Power whom he has last insulted. He has 
not, however, been quite idle about Russia, having instructed S. 
Canning to move the Porte to take some steps to thwart Russian 
policy in that quarter. Canning was very prudent, and nothing 
serious came of it; but the Emperor is informed of his proceedings, 
and has taken care to let him know that he is, without making any 
quarrel. He has also given P. to understand that it is not his intention 
to allow great European questions to be dealt with, in which he may 
naturally be expected to take an interest, without his being consulted 
and considered. 

It appears by Aberdeen's account to Delane that Graham did not 
give the same account to Peel and him of what had passed with John 
Russell about his taking office. John says that he appeared well in
clined to accept, made no serious objections to anybody or to any
thing, and that he could not make out why he finally refused. It is 
clear, however, that Graham must have given some reasons for de
clining, and, in fact, they are pretty well agreed as to the literal part 
of their several statements. John Russell, when the Queen asked him 
why Graham declined, told her that the reasons he gave were some 
doubts whether their contemplated reductions would go far enough, 
and some objections as to the foreign policy; but John clearly thought 
that these doubts and objections were so faintly expressed that they 
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did not amount to an; ~hin~ :ike insuperable obstac:es. He said witb 
rdcrence to foreign poi icy, that it always must be remembered that 
Palmerston had kept us at pcacc--(all stuff, and as Graham went 
away expressly to consu;t Pcei, that ~mplied that if Peel advised him 
to accept he would. This is not the conduct of a man who had serious 
objcctions to our past policy. Of course he could not join without st<b
scribing to the past and undertaking its defence; but to Peel he de
dared that he had refused because he could not approve of or defend 
Palmerston 's foreign pn:icy, and because their reductions wt:re nut 
sufficient, putting his objections and refusal in a much stronger way 
than he appears to have put them to John. All this comes from his 
timidity, and I have no doubt the want of a really clear conscience. 
J Ie pines for oflicc, he dreads to take it; he knows he is an object of 
suspicion and dislike to people of all parties; he is embarrassed with 
his own position; he is clear-sighted enough to perceive all its en
tanglements and difficulties. \Vhen with John he wants to be well 
with him and he says but little. When he goes to Peel and Aberdeen 
he wants to be well with them, and then he says much more, and no 
doubt gave them to understand he had said much more than he really 
did to John. All sorts of absurd stories are current about his demands 
and what the negotiation went off upon. 

Fcbruar;· 7th. Parliament opened last Thursday, and the Govern
ment began the campaign very victoriously. A great flourish of 
trumpets had been sounded to announce the attack which Stanley 
was to make, especially on the vulnerable point of the foreign policy, 
and the Government and their friends were not at all easy as to the 
result. Stanley's was one of the worst speeches he ever made, ill put 
together and arranged, ful: of ignorance, and consequently of mis
representations and misstatements. Lord Lansdowne made a very 
able and judicious reply. The Government got a majority of two in a 
di<.-ision which Stanley most unwisely fim~ed on, and the affair ended 
in a general opinion that the ~Iinisters had much the best of it, and 
that Stanley had been signally defeated. llis blunders, however, were 
not confined to his speech. He had at first determined not to move 
any amendment to the Address, and the Duke of Wellington had en
treated him not to do so. He had accordingly told Eglinton :his 
Whipper-in) he should not, and Eglinton told Strafford none would 
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be moved. Then Stanley changed his mind, contrary to the opinions 
of Eglinton and others, and much to the annoyance of the former, 
who had misled Strafford by his information. After Lansdowne's 
speech, to persist in the amendment was very injudicious. The Duke 
of Wellington opposed it in a very sensible speech, when Stanley rose 
and said there was nothing in his amendment about foreign affairs; 
on which St. Germains pointed out to him that that was an express 
allusion to them. He said he had forgot it, and still persisted; but it 
is much believed that some of his own people were sent away to avoid 
the embarrassment of their being in a majority. So much for the 
Lords. 

In the Commons Government was equally triumphant. There had 
been a great deal of squabbling among the Protectionists about their 
Leadership, some wanting Herries, some Granby, and some Disraeli, 
and when Parliament met there was nothing settled. Stanley had 
written a flummery letter to Dis., full of compliments, but suggesting 
to him to let Herries have the lead. Dis., brimful of indignation 
against Stanley and contempt for Herries, returned a cold but civil 
answer, saying he did not' want to be leader, and that he should 
gladly devote himself more to literature and less to politicks than he 
had been able to do for some time past. Meanwhile Herries declined 
the post, and Granby with Henry Bentinck insisted on Dis.'s appoint
ment, both as the fittest man, and as a homage to G. Bentinck's 
memory. I saw a note from D<israeli> a day or two ago, saying he had 
received the adhesions of two-thirds of this party. In the H. of Com
mons he appeared as Leader, for he moved Stanley's Amendment, 
which was sent to him so late that he placed Stanley's draft in his own 
handwriting in the Speaker's hands. He made a clever speech with 
some appearance of attacking Palmerston in earnest. The debate was 
adjourned, and the next night Palmers ton made one of the cleverest, 
most impudent, and most effective speeches that ever was heard. It 
took vastly with the House, threw his opponents into confusion, and 
he came out of the melt~e with flying colours. The Opposition have 
committed nothing but blunders, and the Government have naturally 
reaped the benefit of them, and they are in a high state of elation. 

As soon as Graham came to town, he called on me, and gave me his 
reasons for not having accepted office. He said nothing could be 
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handsomer or more g-ratifying than J. R.'s conduct to him. He had 
been more than frank, he had been confidential, and had told him 
things that he desired him not to repeat even to Peel or Aberdeen, and 
which he said he never would repeat to anybody. Graham made an 
excel:ent case fc-,r himself, and after hearing him I am satisfied that he 
both acted fairly and judged wisely. He said, 'I have played some 
pranks before high heaven in my time. I q~itted the Whigs once, and 
it would not do to quit them again; and unless 1 could subscribe to a:l 
their past conduct and policy, as well as fed quite sati:c.fied for the 
future, it was better not to join.' The great obstacle he owned wa" 
Palmerston, and he anticipated being very W;..ely placed in a state of 
col!ision with hire, which might have been most embarrassing to him
self and to the Government. 

On Sunday he came to me again. He told me he had called on 
Stan:ey and had a good deal of conversation with him. Stanley fimnd 
fault with Clarendon's letter, which he thought insuflkient fitr the 
re-suspension of the Habeas Corpus, and Graham said it appeared to 
him very meagre. He then went on to say that he felt great difliculty 
in supporting such a coercive measure, when unaccompanied by any 
remedial measures whatever; that he did not wish to do or say any
thing to embarrass the Government, but he could not conceal his 
opinion that remedial measures ought to be brought forward, es
pecially the payment of the Irish Clergy, and he felt the more dif
ficulty about this, because Disraeli in his speech had mat~e an evident 
appeal to Protestant bigotry by treating this question as altogether 
gone by and defunct, and one which never could be raised again, and 
against this he thought a protest ought to be made. He said he was 
much struck by the absence of all allusion to the suspension of the 
Habeas Corpus in both Stanley's and Dis.'s speeches, and he could 
not help thinking they were preparing tn embarrass the Government 
by some opposition to it, and consequently that the task of carrying it 
through the H. of C. would not be so easy as Government imagined. 
He gave me to understand that he wished me to communicate to john 
Russell what he had said to me. I did not agree with him and we dis
cussed the matter. 

The next day I went and told John what had passed, and after
wards 1 told Lord Lansdowne. Yesterday morning I saw Graham 
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again, when I found him no longer inclined to think that Stanley and 
Co. would take any part against the Habeas Corpus Bill, and cer
tainly not inclined to oppose it himself. When I got to the office, I saw 
Lord Lansdowne, who told me (albeit not used to talk politicks with 
me) that what I had said to John Russell had made such an effect 
upon him, that he had determined, as he (Lord L.) thought very un
wisely, and much to his regret, to propose the renewal for six months 
only instead of for a year as had been intended. I was exceedingly 
annoyed at this, and told Ld. L. that John must have misunderstood 
me, or exaggerated the importance of what I said, and I hoped it was 
not too late to revert to the original intention, as I was quite certain 
there was no necessity for limiting the period, and that if there was 
opposition from any quarter, it would be as great for six months as 
for twelve. He begged me to go toJ.R. at the H. of C. and say so to 
him, which I did; but he said merely that they had resolved to adopt 
a former precedent, and should take it for six months. In the evening 
I saw Lord L., who was evidently extremely mortified and disap
pointed, and said to me, 'I think we have made a great mess of it,' 
which was a great deal for him. All this proves that there has been 
considerable difference of opinion in the Cabinet, and it shows a 
vacillation and infirmity of purpose, which has been all along the be
setting sin of this Government. 

February gth.-It appears that the change from twelve to six months 
was a sudden turn of John's under the influence offear. He had got it 
into his head that there would be a strong opposition to the longer 
period, but not to the shorter. Accordingly at two o'clock on Tuesday 
he summoned his Cabinet, and to the great astonishment of all or 
most of them, announced his intention to make this alteration. There 
was evidently a considerable struggle. Clanricarde told me he did not 
believe the Bill was necessary at all, and he would rather have let it 
drop. Labouchere owned yesterday morning it was all wrong. G. Grey 
and Wood evidently went with Lord John. 

On Wednesday night the Government found themselves in a great 
dilemma. When C. Wood proposed his grant of £5o,ooo he had no 
idea of meeting with any opposition, for he told me he was not sure 
whether he should give the Irish £5o,ooo or £roo,ooo; but the English 
members and constituencies have become savage and hard-hearted 
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towards rhc Irish, and one after another of all parties jumped up and 
opposed the grant. Graham said he was for giving it, with the t;ncicr
sta:lding that it should be the :ast, whereas C. Wood proposed it as the 
f1rst of a series of grants. ~oboc!y knows whether it will be carried or 
not, bu: :t is c;uhe certain that nothing more wia be given, :ct the 
consecp.:cnccs be what they may. ~lcanwhile the state of things i'> 
monstrous and appalling. 

Ireland is li:le a strong man with an enormous cancer in one limb 
of his bndy. The distress is confined to particular districts, but tltm 

it is frightf:.!l and apparently irremediable. It is like a region desolated 
by pestilence and war. The people really are dying ofhungcr, and the 
means of aiding them do not exist. Here is a country, part and parct: 1 
of England, a few hours removed from the richest and most civi:iscd 
community in the world, in a state so savage, barbarous, and del>ti
tute, that we must go back to the Middle Ages or to the most in
hospitable regions of the globe to look for a parallel. :'\iubody knows 
what to do; everyone hints at some scheme or plan to which his next 
neighbour probably objects. ~lost people are inclined to consider thr 
case as hopdcss, to rest in that conviction, and let the evil work itself 
out, like a consuming fire, which dies away when there is nothing kft 
for it to destroy. All ca!l on the Government for a plan and a remedy, 
but the Govcmment have no p~an and no remedy; there is nothing 
but disagreement among them; and while they are discussing and 
disputing, the masses are dying. God only knows what is to be the t·nd 
of all this, and how and when 1 rdand is to recover from such a de
plorable calamity. Lord Lansdowne ~a great Proprietor: is filled with 
horror and dread of the scheme that some propound, of making the 
sound part of Ireland rateable for the necessities of the unsound, 
which he thinks is neither more nor less than a scheme of confiscation, 
by which the weak will not be saved, but the strong be involved in the 
general ruin. Charles Wood has all along set his face against giving or 
lending money, or any Government interference in the capacity of 
capitalist, and he contemplates ,:with what seems very :ike crudty, 
though he is not really cruel~ that misery and distress shou:d run their 
course; that such havoc should be made amongst the landed pro
prietors, that the price of land wil: at last fall so ;ow as to tempt 
capitalists to invest their funds therein, and then that the country will 
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begin to revive, and a new condition of prosperity spring from the 
ruin of the present possessors. This may (supposing it to answer) prove 
the ultimate regeneration of Ireland; but it will be at a cost of suf
fering to the actual possessors and to the whole of the present genera
tion such as never was contemplated by any system of policy. Lord 
L. thinks Trevelyan 1 is the real author of this scheme, who, he tells 
me, has acquired a great influence over Wood's mind. 

February I 1th.-I heard from Clarendon last night. He takes the 
matter of the Habeas Corpus more quietly than I expected, but he 
says, 'I thank you for telling me the cause of what I consider great 
vacillation and cowardice on the part of the Government. In the 
speeches there is no evidence of opposition that could justifY a Govern
ment in turning away from its purpose.' 

On Friday night John R. made a fool of himself in the House of 
Commons. He was most unnecessarily and imprudently provoked by 
Claude Hamilton 2 and Bernal Osborne3 into going into a long his
tory and explanation of the appropriation clause in 1835 and of his 
conduct on Peel's Coercion Bill in 1846. He professed to state the facts 
of the case. This brought up Peel, who gave him a heavy fall, contra
dicting his facts, showing that he was an inaccurate historian of those 
circumstances, and throwing him over in a very masterly style be
cause it was done without petulance or ill humour and with exceeding 
apropos. It was very unlike John to be betrayed into such a dis
cussion, and unworthy of him to descend into the arena on being 
challenged by such a man as Claude Hamilton. 

Madame de Flahault told me an anecdote about the new French 
Ambassador, Admiral Cecille,4 creditable to all the parties concerned. 
When the Embassy here was offered him, he told the President that 
he had always been attached to Louis Philippe, and if he was to be 
made the instrument of saying or doing anything disagreeable to him 

' Sir Charles Edward Trevelyan (r8o7-86), afterwards first baronet; Assistant Secretary 
to the Treasury, r84o-5g; in charge oflrish relief works, 1845-7; K.C.B., 1848; Governor 
of Madras, r85g-6o; financial member of Council of India, 1862-5; created baronet, 
r874; married Lord Macaulay's sister. 

• Lord Claud Hamilton (r8rg-84), brother of first Duke ofAbercorn; M.P. for Tyrone, 
1835-7 and 1839-74; Vice-Chamberlain of the Household, 1866-8. 

3 Ralph Bernal Osborne (r8o8-82), eldest son of Ralph Bernal; Whig M.P., 1841-74; 
assumed name of Osborne, 1844; Secretary of Admiralty, 1852-8. 

4 Jean Baptiste Cecille (r787-1873); vice-admiral, 1847; Ambassador to London, 1849; 
senator, 1853· 
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or his fami!y, he could not accept it. The President said he mi~ill be 
perft-ct:Y easy on that score, and that he might go and pay his respects 
at Claremont as soon as he arrived if he pleased. Accordingly the 
Admira; ~ent to the King to of-fer to wait on him, but Louis Philippe 
very sensibly said it would only place him in a position of embarrass
ment, a:a.l that he had better not come. 1 met Duchatd at 1..Linncr on 
Thursday at Lansdowne House. He spoke highly of the Frmch 
~linistry and of the President, and he evidently thinks the ~lonarchy 
:or l::.mpir< is more likely to be revived in his person than in that of 
any other Candidate. 

Frbruaf)' 15th. ~The Government got good divisions the other night 
on their Irish questions. Graham toid me ~the rr,oming of the dis
cussion; that he would strongly advise them to make a declaration of 
their intention to revise local taxation, and connect that qae~tion 
with the Poor Laws. I wrote C. Wood word what he said, and John 
Russell acted on the advice. Lord Lansdowne did not conet·a: from 
me his disgu:,t at the resolution to which the Cabinet had come of 
proposing a sort of rate which is to embrace (under certain restrictions, 
ali lrdand. 

Saturdfl)', February o;qth.-Last Tuesday was as disastrous a ei~ht as 
any Government ever suffered, for it was injurious and humi1iating. 
Baillie' had given notice of a motion for a Committee to enquire into 
the Govt of Ceylon, British Guiana, and ~Iauritius, with a view to 
their better government. He afterwards withdrew ~Iauritius, and the 
Government resolved to give the Committee about the other two; and 
they did this, though they knew that what was really meant was an 
attack on Torrington 2 about Ceylon, and on Grey on both scores. 
Ellice and 1 told Grey (whom we met at dinner the day before; that 
they ought not to give the Committee; but he seemed to be all for it, 
whether nolens or volens I know not. On Tuesday night this motion 
came on, when Baillie made the most bitter and abusive speech that 

' Henry Baillie, Eoq., of Redca,tle, was then member for lnvernc:"s-Jh>n·, ami a non· 
siderabte \Vest Indian proprietor. He was a"i>ted ill organising this attack un H2c Colow:a~ 
Department by \l.r :\latthew 1-iiggim :rtliO -til-l;, better known as 'J,.cob Omnium,' a 
man of great wit and intelligence. R. 

Henry Jamt:o Baillie ~1tl03- 85,; :\LP. for lnwl'Y!r.»-,hire for twcnty·cJ.ght yc:cl.r'; Jum1 
Secretary to th<: Buard of Control, 18502; l ndrr-:..eaetary for l ndia, r H'jl!- -•-J. 

' Viscount ] ·orrington wa, Governor of Ceyluu during a formidabk m;;urn;n<on which 
had occurred in that ;siand in the preceding year. -R. 
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could be uttered. He said that he meant it as a vote of censure, and 
he accused Grey (who was sitting under the gallery all the time) of the 
most disgraceful and dishonourable conduct, especially in reference 
to the celebrated Jamaica Memorial in the H. of C. last year. The 
House went with Baillie, and against Grey and Torrington. The 
Government met the case in a very poor, blundering, low way; a sort 
of dodge was attempted and totally failed in the shape of an amend
ment proposed by Ricardo. Peel said a few damaging words, and 
John Russell made a very poor speech, which had all the air of throw
ing Grey over. The motion for Committee was carried without any 
division or resistance, and with scarcely any alteration. The effect was 
as bad as it could possibly be. The Government and their people 
were mortified and dejected, Grey immensely disgusted, and the 
Opposition (especially Protectionists) insolent and elated. It is 
generally believed that if they had divided, they would have been 
beat, for all the scattered sections of the Opposition and some of 
their own friends would have voted against them, and this has re
vealed the disagreeable truth that they have in fact no hold on the 
H. of C., no certain majority, and that whenever all the other parties 
can find a common ground to meet upon, the Government are sure 
to be beat. 

Graham called on me on Thursday to talk over this debate. He 
thought it very damaging and very bad; John Russell wretched; he 
thought after Baillie's speech he ought to have refused the Committee 
and abided by the consequences, standing up and manfully defending 
both his colleague and his employe. He said he had observed that 
Peel had latterly been more ill-natured to the Government, and that 
he still bitterly resented John's speech on the Appropriation Clause. 
Aberdeen told Delane the same thing, adding that Peel had never 
liked Ld. John, and that he thought his conduct in attacking him, 
after the support he had given him, was very bad, and he resented it 
accordingly, and this was not the last proof he would give of his 
resentment. 

March 2nd.-A day or two ago Bankes asked a question in the H. 
of C. about the stores furnished to the revolutionary Sicilian Govern
ment, to which Palmerston made a reply, and the matter dropped. 
This matter of the stores was the very thing which the Duke of 
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Bed:fi1rd alluded to, when he told me ha:f the story 5 weeks ago. 
1 knew the th:ng at the time, but did not know (nor gue~s: that it was 
v. hat he was a:Juding to. 1t is very singular that none of the Opposition 
:caders got hold nf it, fur there never was a stronger case coupled with 
a:l the rest of Palmerston's Sici:ian doings. 'fhcy have so entirdy mis
managed their case, and contrived to give him so great a tri:.~mph, 
and to establish such a prestlgt:: of his success and dexterity, that it is 
now difficult, if not impossible, to take the field against him afresh 
with any prospect of success. But the Sicilian case is so strong and so 
bad, that even now, when the papers are published, they may make 
a good deal of it, and do Palmerston some damage ifthey manage ihc 
case wdl. His case for the maritime interference after the capture of 
Messina has been thrown over completely by the speech of Gt:ncral 
Filangieri' in the :\ eapolitan Parliament, which bears every mark of 
truth; and I have since heard how he got up the story of atrocities sup
posed to be commitit:d, which he put into the mouth of the Queen in 
her speech in Parliament, and which he repeated himself with so much 
effrontery tn the H. of C., and made Lord Lansdowne so innocentiy 
repeat in the H. of Lords. Long after, I believe two months after the 
interve-ntion, he wrote tu Lord :'\apier, and desired him to instruct the 
Brilish Consul at ~lcssina to collect details of the l'\eapolitan atroci
ties, and to send them to him, and this was the evidence on which he 
made the statements which so materially assisted in carrying him 
through the debate the first night of the session. The mention in the 
Queen's Speech of tht: • King of }1/aples,' instead of the K. of the Two 
Sicilies, is now said to have been a mere inadvertence, but 1 have no 
doubt it was overlooked by his colleagues, but put in by him in
tentionally and with a signi!icant purpose. It is his whole antecedent 
conduct from first to last which confers such importance on the case 
of the stores. Sicilian Agents came over here and applied to the 
Government contractor to suppjy them with stores. He said ht: had 
none ready, having just supplied a~l he had to Government, but that 
if Government would let him have them back, he would supply them 
to the Agents, and replace the Covt:rnment stores in a short time. The 

' Carlo Filangieri (1784-1867;; prornowd <tcnt,ra1 by :\l:.mtt for his '"rvices again,t the 
Austria.Jlb, 1815; sent by }'erdimwd II of "\apln to ·,ubdut th<: revuft m Su:lly; bombarded 
~le"'ma, September IR}8; Yiu.:r"y ul S~o '·Y, rl)+S. 55· 
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Sicilians had no time to lose, and by their desire the Contractor ap
plied to the Ordnance, stating the object of his application. If the 
matter had been merely treated commercially, and the Contractor, 
without stating his object, had asked the Government to oblige him 
as a convenience to himself, it would have been quite harmless; but 
the object having been stated, it became a political matter. So the 
Ordnance considered it, and they referred the request to Palmerston 
as Foreign Secretary, who gave his sanction to the transaction. This 
made the whole thing a political affair, and a direct assistance ren
dered by Government to the Sicilian insurgents. The Neapolitan 
Minister heard of it, and an apology to his Government became neces
sary. This was the apology of which the D. ofB<edford> spoke to me. 
All the Ministers saw the gravity of this matter, but by the extra
ordinary good fortune which never deserts Palmerston, nobody found 
it out, and not a word was said about it the first night, to the great joy 
and surprise of the Ministers, who were trembling lest this delicate 
point should be touched upon.' 

The rate in aid for Ireland is making a great stir and very bad blood 
in Ireland. The evidence before both Committees is very much against 
it. Labouchere told me yesterday that the Commons Committee had 
been much shaken by the evidence of a Mr --, a Poor Law Com
missioner examined before them yesterday, and Gulston z has pro
duced the same effect in the H. of Lords. Lord Lansdowne cannot 
endure it, and though it is a Government measure, the Cabinet are 
anything but unanimous about it. Clarendon does not like it either, 
but he must have money, quocunque modo rem. 

' It is curious that Mr Greville should not have remembered and stated exactly how 
this affair of the Sicilian arms transpired. Delane knew Hood, the arms contractor-a man 
who used to hunt with us with the Old Surrey Hounds-and by mere accident learnt from 
Hood all this story. The Times perceived the importance of it, and soon afterwards charged 
the Government with having connived at a supply of arms from the Queen's stores to the 
Sicilian insurgents. No notice was taken of this first charge. It was therefore repeated in 
stronger language. Upon this, Lord john R. (who knew nothing of the matter) took it up, 
said he must enquire into it, and that the charge must be contradicted or the practice 
stopped. On enquiry, he found it was perfectly true, and then it was that he compelled 
Palmerston, sorely against his will, to make a formal official apology to the King of Naples, 
the man whom he most hated and despised in the whole world. This is the transaction re
ferred to at p. 8 of this volume (of MS.). Greville knew quite well the story of the stores 
and the part taken by The Times in exposing it; but he was not aware till much later how 
very serious Lord]. R. had thought it.-R. 

' E. Gulson, the senior Poor Law Inspector, was called to give evidence before the 
Parliamentary Poor Law Committees. 

GMVI IJ 
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In the mid~t of more irn:lortant affairs the exposure that has just 
ben~ made of lludsor~'s rai~'-"ay ddinqw::ncy has t:xdted a grea£ sen
sa:ior~, and no sma:I ~at[~faction. In the City all seem glad of his Ja!l, 
zn(: nost people njoicc at the dvvadarion of a purse-proud, vulgar 
Lpstart, who had noti:ir~:~ to rnornmend him but his i~1-gotten Wla:th. 
Hut the people "'ho ought tn fed most degraded are those who were 
tuolish or mean enoui:(1 to s~.;. :)scribe to the· Hudson Testimonial,'' and 
all the greedy, needy, Cne pcop:e, who paid abject court to him in 
order to obtain s:ices uC his good :h:ngs . 

. March 7th.--Thc news from India of Cough's disastrous and ~tup;d 
bat:tez filled n-el'):)ody with indignation and dismay, and an uri· 
versa] cry arose for Sir Charks Xapicr. On Saturday cvenin'~ I m~::t 

John Russell at Granville's, anc: told him so, entreating him to ser;d 

him out. He answered, tn his cold, easy way, that' it was too ~atl: novv ,' 
that the campaign cou~d not last beyond the end of this month ur 
middle of the next, and that he therefi)re could not get out in time; 
that they had appointed Comm, l and that the Duke of W :dlingto n 
g-ave i1ir'1 a high cbaracter, and he thought all would do wd:; in shon, 
he seemed nnt inclir:eci to do anything. 

On Sunday I called on Arbuthnot at Apsley ll«mse;, where I 
found the Duke. I talked to him of the battle; he shook his head, and 
Eftt:d up his hands. 1 said they ought to send out :;'~;a pier; he said he 
had long ago wanted to do so, that now he could not :if they would 
send him; get out rill the campaign was over; that he hoped it would 
al; end wei:, thoug+. it had been a bad affair, and ill-managed. I asked 
him would .:\apier go if they would appoint him. He said, 'Oh yes; 
he would go, he would go,' he repeated. He then went away. \\'hen 
he was gone, Arbuthnot said to me, 'Though the Duke puts a good 

' :n 1845 the admirer; uf Hudwn, the • Railway Kirw,:,' !Jrc,ented him with£' r6,ovo a' 
a tOL<.~n of t~lt:Lr rr~r..)ect. 

' :; ·he bat::c ol C:hr.L:!anwallah, one of the mu.;t oangumary and least 'U<Tr-,,.irhl "<:Vun' 

rver fought by the Hrltish m l ncha, touk plo.c<: on January 1 Jlc1. Lord Gnw.{h, th~ l'.um· 
mander-in-Uhkf, wa.' >t:'Verdy blamed fc)r hi> ra>h a,n,; hc~d,trong tactics on (i:u, u<:<""-''"n. 
Str V.'iHiam Gomm had ju't :)<een appointed tu >c.cu.ocd (.,_,ugh, but he was bd,,-,.,d tub~ 
equally incompetent. Th<: ,tat<' uf India d<Tl.e.nckJ" tar ,,runP,"er hand, '-''d u w"-' t,.;w"o<i 

in Sir Uharlt.' ,'Oapirr. Lord l'u1.<gh, however, ckfrcatrd we Sikhs shun:y dt<:rw~rd; 'il" 
&econd battle at Gujrrat. R. 

1 Sir Wlllia:m (~or:nm :1784 187 5;; K.C.B. fur hi' ;crvtces in the Pcnin."~l"-, dl q; 
Commandcor-in-t :hie f 41 J amai.ca, r 839- 42; (~ovemor of .Yl .. uritius, 1 ttt,"' ·y, Cunuaandcr
ill-Chie.f in India, 1/:lju- :Jj fidd-mar,hal, t868. 
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face upon it, and endeavours to make the best of it, I can tell you 
(though he will not say so to you or to anybody) that he is extremely 
alarmed, and thinks the state of things most serious.' He then said 
that he would like exceedingly to send out Napier, but that he would 
express no opinion, and give no advice; that he always said he was 
not a Cabinet Minister, and it was not for him to tender advice, but he 
would give it if it was asked. I said I had spoken to John RuS!lell the 
evening before, when A. said, ifl could do anything with the Govern
ment to induce them to send Napier out, it would be doing a great 
service, and he knew that the Duke would afford every assistance in 
his power for that purpose. I said I would try. I determined to go 
and speak to Hobhouse. 1 In my way to Brooks', where I went to look 
for him, I met Ld. Lansdowne, when I urged him to send out Napier. 
He said he would not go. I told him I knew he would, and then re
peated what had passed at Apsley House. He saidJ.R. had seen the 
'Duke the day before, who had said nothing about it. I told:him the 
Duke would not say anything unless he was asked, but then he would, 
and would give his opinion. I then went to Hobhouse, found him, and 
urged him, as strongly as I could, to send Napier out, telling·him how 
clamorous everybody was for it, and what the Duke and Arbuthnot 
had said to me. He acknowledged that it was the only thing to do, 
but that he did not know how the Directors were to be brought to 
consent to it, and that his having the seat in Council or not made the. 
difference of between £8ooo or £I8,ooo a year to him, to say nothing 
of the insult which Napier considered would be put upon him by ex
cluding him from the Council. He then said, 'You do not know the 
difficulties I have had with these men. I have brought the Govern
ment, the D. of W <ellingto>n, and the Queen all to bear upon them, 
and all in vain. It was only the other day, after the affair in which 
Cureton z was killed that I made another attempt. I sent to Sir James 
Lushington,3 and asked him if it was not then possible to send Napier 
out to India. The next day he sent me word that it was impossible, 
for if it was proposed not one man would vote for it.' 

' Sir John Cam Hobhouse was then President of the Board of Control.-R. 
• Charles Robert Cureton ( 1 78g-1848); adjutant-general in India, I 846; killed in action 

at Ramnagar in the Second Sikh War. 
3 General Sir James Lushington (1779-1859); a director of the East India Company; 

Chairman, 1838-g; M.P., 1825-31. 
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l said, since at the powers had failed, I would bring one more to 
bear upon them, viz. the II. of Commons, and advised him to go 
do""n and announce the appointment of :\apicr as Commander-in
Chief; and if the Directors refused the seat in Council, to cast a: I the 
responsibility on them, and ask Parliament fix the additional salary. 
He approved of the p:an, if it shou:d become necessary. I ended by 
urging him to probe the D. of W :ellingto>n, who would tell him his 
real opinion ~he was to see him the next morning), and then to take 
a decisive step, and send :\iapier out. I told him his Government 
wanted credit, and that while in the event of any fresh disasters they 
would incur an enormous responsibi:ity, and be called to a severe ac· 
count for not having sent the best man they could find, by doing so 
now, they would acquire reputation for vigour and resolution. The 
next morning early he went to John Russell, and they agreed to 
appoint Xapier. 1-lobhouse went to the Duke, and it was setded at 
once, greatly to the Du!-.e's satisfaction. ~apier, however, took twdve 
hours to consider of it, and the Duke told me he did not at all }ike it. 
The Directors behaved well, and, whether agreeable to them or not, 
they acquiesced with a good grace. Ellenborough advised ~apier to 
demand powers greaLer Lhan had ever been given to any Commander
in~chief, but ~apier consulted Hardinge, who advised him to do no 
such thing. He said there was no necessity for them, and that he had 
much better go out as all his predecessors had done. This was sound 
advice, and :'\apier took it. It would have been most unwise in a man 
appointed under such circumstances to make extraordinary demands 
upon the authority which only with the greatest reluctance could be 
induced to give him any powers at all. Hardinge told me this in the 
H. of Lords last night. 

The satisfaction at :'\iapier's appointment is great and universal, 
but 1 really believe it was in a considerable degree attributable to the 
accident of my seeing the DuJ.c on Sunday, and bringing him and the 
Government to an understanding on the subject. If I had not seen 
Hobhouse on Sunday afternoon, I doubt if any change would have 
been made, and am inclined io think Gorum's appointment would 
have been carried out. 

Last night in the House of Lords Palmers ton got the hardest hit he 
has ever yet had, though his skin is so impenetrably thick that He will 
hardly feel it. Some nights ago Bankes had asked a question about the 
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Sicilian arms, which P. answered in his usual off-hand way, and as 
usual the matter fell flat down, nobody appearing to think or care 
anything about it. P. made a sort of explanation, such as it was, 
without a word in it of regret or excuse, as if it had been all quite 
natural and right. But the matter did not go off so easily in the Lords. 
Stanley stated the case he had heard, and asked if it was true. Lord 
Lansdowne at once owned it was true; he called it' an inadvertence' ! ! 
But he said that as soon as it was known to the Cabinet, they were de
liberately of opinion that the permission ought to have been withheld, 
and that instructions had been sent to Temple in case any complaint 
was made, to apologise, explain, and promise nothing of the sort 
should ever recur. A more mortifying declaration for Palmerston (if 
anything can mortify him) could not well be, and it was besides an 
exposure not to be mistaken. If this affair had stood alone, it might 
have passed for an inadvertence, but conjoined with all the other circum
stances of the case, and the general tenor ofP.'s Italian policy, nothing 
can well be worse. Palmerston is safe enough as far as his office is con
cerned, and the Government will not be shaken, but it is damaging 
beyond all doubt, and when the question comes to be regularly dis
cussed, Stanley (though now too late) will give him a tremendous 
dressing. 

March x6th, Friday.-I have been entirely occupied with the labour 
and trouble of migration from Grosvenor Place to Bruton Street, 
where I took up my abode yesterday evening, and the consequence is 
that I have not found time to write a line about passing events. 1 

A day or two after Lord Lansdowne's explanation in the House of 
Lords (about the Sicilian Arms) Bankes made an interpellation in the 
House of Commons, the object of which was to ask the same question 
that Stanley had done. But unlike his Chief he made a long, rambling 
stupid speech, which gave Palmerston one of those opportunities of 
which he never fails to avail himself with so much dexterity, and ac
cordingly he delivered a slashing, impudent speech, full of sarcasm, 
jokes, and clap-traps, the whole eminently successful. He quizzed 
Bankes unmercifully, he expressed ultra-Liberal sentiments to please 
the Radicals, and he gathered shouts of laughter and applause as he 

' Mr Greville removed at this time from the house he had occupied, No. 40 Grosvenor 
Place, to a suite of rooms in Lord Granville's house in Bruton Street, in which he passed 
the remainder of his life.-R. 
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dash<·d and rattkd a:on~. lie scarcely deigned to notice the qw stion, 
mcrd y saying a few words a l the ,nd of his spt·.cc h in reply to it ; and 
all this did perfenly weL fc:_,r the H. of Commons, and he got the 
honors of the day. S:an!cy was furious, and a:l the Anti·- Palmer
stonians provoked to tlt~ath, while he and his friends chuckkd and 
:aughed in their sleeves. John Russell also came to his rescue, and 
made an apology for him, which in his mouth was very discredi•"able, 
for it was in fact untrue. H c tried to give to the li. of C. an impression 
ofP.'s conduct in the affair which is the reverse of the truth; and this 
is really tantamount to a lie. But he has in fact completely prostrated 
himself to Palmerston. The D. ofB. tells me he has a strange partia:ity 
fi)r him, is in fact fascinated and enthralled by him, in spite of all the 
embarrassments he causes him. 

1 saw the Duke as he passed through town. He is annoyed at this 
matter and does not like John's speech, which is so different from 
Lord Lansdowne's that i: must be obvious to everybody that if Lord 
L spoke the truth,J.R. did not, and ifj.R did, thm Lord L. threw 
Palmerston over and did not defend him as he might have done. 

The D. added some other details of the beginnin~ of the transaction, 
which only prove the more how reprehensible John's statement was. 
He said that when first the attention of his col:cagucs ~or some of 
them) was called to the matter -which was by the Erst article in the 
'Times' --an enquiry was made of Palmerston as to the truth of it, 
r.dten he flat(;~ dottitd the whole story~ Later, and just before ParHamt·nt 
met, Grey found out it was true; and it was a ktier uf complaint from 
him which John R. rcceivt~d at the Speaker's and which caused him 
so much alarm and embarrassment. Then John came to town and 
wrote to Palmerston tel:ing him he must apologise. On the Sunday 
~hen I saw the D. ofB., P.'s answer had noc come, but John was of 
o;Jinion that P. would not and could not consent to (H.: humiliation of 
making an apology. I laughed to scorn this idea. As l predicted, P. 
made no difficulty; and finding he must do it, when the Cabinet me• 
he proposed to do so --and this was what John called ' on reflection 
shody after thinking it better to make an apology and proposing to 

hi" col\·ague to do so'! 
The D. of B. told me some other stories of P. and his bcha ... iour, 

wi;lch sufficiently account for the Queen's abhorrence of him, and 
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which justify it, for he degrades the crown itself. But this makes 
John's conduct the more inexplicable as well as unpardonable, for he 
suffers both the dignity of the crown and the proper authority of his 
own post as Prime Minister to be degraded and insulted too. Such a 
case as the following is hardly credible :-Palmerston on some occa
sion proposed to do something (he did not tell me what) which both 
the Queen and John disapproved o£ H.M. and her Prime Minister 
talked the matter over and agreed in their disapprobation of what P. 
proposed. Accordingly John R. wrote him word that both the Q. and 
himself objected and wished the thing (whatever it was) should not 
be done. P. replied that he was of a different opinion, but of course if 
both the Q. and He thought otherwise, it should not be done-and 
having written this, he immediately did the thing. John submitted 
and the Queen was obliged to submit too. It seems that when John 
objects to anything Palmerston writes or proposes to say by letter, it is 
usual with P. to take no notice and not to send him any answer at all. 
I told the Duke that I considered John's conduct without excuse; 
that it would have been better (bad as that would be) to have said at 
once he could not controul Palmerston and would not pretend to do 
so (which would at least have been intelligible and open) than to. 
pledge himself to Grey to exercise a supervision over the Foreign 
Office and to forfeit that pledge, and to attempt to exercise it and to 
fail. To make remonstrances and objections and see them treated 
with indifference and contempt, that this was degrading; and that he 
ought not to consent to be Prime Minister on such terms. The Duke 
could not deny it, and he evidently feels it very much. 

On Thursday in last week Disraeli made his promised display in 
favor of the landed interest. His speech was vehemently praised by 
the Tories, but regarded with very different opinions by different 
people; on the whole it was not much admired. The night before last, 
the debate having been adjourned for several days, Charles Wood 
answered it in one of the best speeches that has been heard for a long 
time, and by far the best he ever made. Peel warmly congratulated 
him, and he told Ellice it was not merely a good, it was a great speech. 
This has been very useful to the Government as well as to the Chan~ 
cellar of the Exchequer himself, and both regained something of 
credit. The Government are (as heretofore) hampered with measures 
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which they have brought forward with very doubtful means of being 
able to carry them. The Rate in Aid and the ~avigation Laws are both 
in jeopardy, though this time by no fault of the Government, who 
have done all they could to pass both. It is a state of things full of 
difficulty and uncertainty. Every party is strong enough to thwart 
and embarrass its opponents, and to obstruct and damage measures 
it dislikes, and none is strong enough to have its own way, and carry 
matters with a high hand. All this was foreseen as the inevitable re
sult of the Reform Bill, but so many years elapsed during which 
peculiar circumstances prevented the actual occurrence of the result, 
that people forgot the prediction, and everybody fancied matters 
were to be carried on exactly as they used to be before the Reform 
Bill had destroyed the machinery of rotten boroughs, and let in a 
flood of popular influence. 

March 2oth. -The complication of foreign affairs is not a little in
creased by the bad humour into which we have thrown the Emperor 
of Russia by our proceedings at Constantinople. Brunnow, generally 
so couleur de rose and such a fast friend of Palmerston's, holds 
language quite unusual with him. Graham told me he met him at a 
great dinner of diplomats and politicians at Aberdeen's last Wednes
day, when he talked to him with much vehemence and in a very 
menacing tone. The case is this : By the treaty of Ackerman the 
Hospodars in the Provinces are elected for seven years, by that of 
Adrianople the election is for life. 1 The Emperor desired to revert to 
the former mode, and proposed it to the Turks. They were disposed 
to consent, when Stratford Canning interposed, prevailed on them to 
refuse, and so excited them that they assumed a military attitude and 
began to arm. This is Brunnow's version of the affair; at the same 
time intimating that he attributed it more to S. Canning than to 
Palmcrston himself. It is well known that S.C. is strongly anti
Russian, both politically and personally, but I don't believe he would 
take any serious course without being assured of P.'s concurrence; 
and Eddisbury• told me he had done quite right. We suppose that 

' The Treaty of Adrianople of 1829 ;u.pertscded the Convention of Akkerman of 1826. 
1 The Right Hon. Edward John Stanley was called up to the Hou>e of Lorda on May 

12th, 1848, by the title of Baron Edd.i,bury. He succeeded his father as second Baron 
Stanley of Alderley in 1850. Lord Eddisbury was at this time Cnder-Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs.· R. 
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Russia and Austria have a perfect understanding, and if it be so, this 
is the result of Palmerston's having quarrelled with Austria. 

While clouds are gathering in that quarter, and the Hungarian 
war seems far from its termination, the Danes have denounced their 
armistice, r and the King of Sardinia his, the Sicilians seem resolved 
to reject the King of Naples' terms, and war is about to break again 
with fresh fury over half of Europe, France and England alone re
maining at peace within themselves, with each other, and with all the 
world. 

March 25th.-Aberdeen made a strong attack on Palmerston on 
Thursday night about the affairs of Piedmont, showing his partiality 
for Sardinia and against Austria, and particularly his suppression of 
an important despatch in the papers he laid before Parliament at the 
beginning of the last session. Lansdowne replied with his usual spirit, 
but he could not parry the attack, and was reduced to the necessity 
of making a somewhat discreditable defence. Brougham rose after
wards and lashed the whole transaction, and there it ended; but the 
D. of B. told me John was annoyed at what had occurred. He was 
with him and Lady John the other morning talking it over, when 
Lady John expressed great indignation at this suppression, which She 
very justly thought dishonorable; and she did not conceal her senti
ments which did her credit. John was silent, but at last said that he 
never saw the Blue Books, and therefore had not known what was put 
before Parliament and what was not. It was a very damaging dis
cussion to Palmerston, as far as character is concerned, but he does not 
mind that sort of damage, and no other can be done to him. 

The Government are dissatisfied with Dalhousie, 2 and it appears 
to be in agitation to recall him. Hobhouse told me that Napier had 

' In March 1 848 the inhabitants of the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein had rebelled 
against King Frederick VII of Denmark and sought to join the German Confederation. 
Prussia sent an army to occupy the Duchies and desultory warfare followed between the 
German Confederation on the one side, and Denmark, supported by Sweden and Russia, 
on the other. Through the mediation of England an armistice for seven months was signed 
on August 26th, 1848. 

• The cause for dissatisfaction with Lord Dalhousie at this moment was his eagerness to 
annex the Punjab. Sir Henry Lawrence had been home on leave and induced Hobhouse 
at the India Board to oppose Dalhousie on this question. The Punjab was annexed by a 
proclamation of Lord Dalhousie on March 2gth, but by then the news of the victory of 
Gujerat on February 21st had reached England; and the Government showed their ap
proval of Dalhousie's policy by creating him a marquess. 
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proposed to hirn to make hi rn ::\.; Governor-General. It wa '> not 
~nc~eed a formal proposal, but he said, 'Why don't you make me 
Governor-General at once?' ·rhey would have given him a Pt""eragc 
ifhe had insisted on i: as the concit1on of his going; to India, bu: this 
he did not know. When the Command was offered him, he would not 
give his answer whLout twnlty-four hours' consideration, in s;Jite of 
a!: pressing to accept at once. The Directors swa;lowed the pil: with 
a good grace enough. ·:·hrn: of them :whose names Hobhouse wld 
me; voted against hi~ Laving a seat in Council, the rest agreed. 

lvfarch 3oth. - At Ahhorp the last three days, for :\forthampton 
races. 'the day before I wt·nt there, two hours with Graham, who v.a:-; 
very serious and very sad about everything, more especially I rela.nd 
and India. I think he now regrets not having gone t0 India, and 
would go if it were again offered him. He is now prodigiously alarmed 
at the opposition the Rate in Aid is meeting with from the :\'"ortr.crn 
Irish,' and great:y stagglTcd by Twistleton 's z evidence and re~igna
tion, in short he is shrin:zing from his original opinions on this sub-
3ect, expressed a great wish to talk to Clarendon, and discussed 
Pa!merston and foreign affairs, cum multis aliis. Amongst other 
things he spo\c of the conduct of the Chancellor to Romilly, Solidtor
CcneraJ, about the report of a Committee (of which Romilly was 
Chairman last year) to enquire into legal abuses. RomlDy had drawn 
up a n:port, and he said because it affected the ~laster's ofllces, the 
Chancd:or insisted on bt:rking it, and frightened Romi:ly from going 
on with it. As he made it out, it was a very bad case. 

Graham talked much of John Russell and of his being able to go 
on, and said his loss would be so great that if he was unaJle to face the 
seven.: work of the H. of C., he had better gu to the Lords and retain 
h~s office. At A:thonl I told the D. of Bedford a~l t~1at had :lassed be
tween Graham and me. He was so much struck by what he had s2id 

about john (which chimed in v.ith his own fcdinKS: r.hat he resolvcd 
tu v.rite to him and prO)Jose to :1irn to take this course, and the nex; 

' Lurd J<.•fm Rus~ell had brought in a KiL to rdievc tht.· bankrupt PPor Law t · ni,,n, ~t• 
Jn·land by lt:vying a rate"in·aid ofbd. in th.r £ t:·lnlu··.{hui.H !n~land. "]"he BiH rrt:t:·t w,f."'l 

'{rt:at oppo~iuun and wa:; on1y ... av~~d tf~r t~H~ (~l~Yt"rqnll~-nr, at 6t'Cond rc~din1s on ~l.:1:.rrb . 
.176, by th<" ,upport of Sir Rub.:n Pt.< l. 

' Th,· Hun. Edward Turr:, r l:l•.•yd T .;;,,f,·u•" .l:loy- J.l , cJroth<cr d -:.,.- ,f,tn.orn:·l B;;.r···o 
Sayc and Sdt:; Poor Law Curnm, ..... ,io.•ntcr j,, Eng:and, :845 7; Chttc' Pu•Jr Law Comml'
Oll<mer in lrdand, 184 t "9· 
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morning he told me he had done so; and that he intended, ifJohn did 
it, with Tavistock's assent to make him a sufficient dotation. This is so 
great an object for him and for his Son,r that it will probably recon
cile him in great measure to the sacrifice of quitting the H. of C. 

Yesterday came the news of the defeat of the Sardinians 2 and the 
abdication of Charles Albert, which was received with universal joy, 
everybody rejoicing at it except Palmerston, who will be excessively 
provoked and disappointed, though he will not venture, and is too 
clever, to show it. Clarendon had a conversation with him a few days 
ago, in which he told P. how much he wished that Radetzky might 
crush the King of Sardinia, when P. did not disguise the difference of 
his own opinions, and his wishes that the Austrians might be defeated. 
Yesterday there was a Drawing-room, at which everybody, the Queen 
included, complimented and wished joy to Colloredo,3 except 
Palmerston, who, though he spoke to him about other things, never 
alluded to the news that had just arrived from Italy. I met him at 
Madame de Lieven's (who was in a state of rapturous excitement), 
and he told us so there. Nothing could be more striking than this 
marked difference between the Foreign Secretary and his Sovereign, 
and all his countrymen, and we may be sure Colloredo will not fail 
to make a pretty story of it to his Court. The moral, however, is de
plorable, for while it must satisfY the Austrians that England has no 
bad feeling towards Austria, but the reverse, they can't but see that 
Palmerston is permitted to drag the English Government and nation 
wherever it pleases his crotchets, caprices, or prejudices to make them 
go. I certainly never saw a more general expression of satisfaction 
than the intelligence of Radetzky's victory excited here. · 

While I was at Althorp the D. of B. showed me two letters (which 
Hobhouse had sent him) of the Duke of Wellington's to Dalhousie, 
containing his advice and opinions on the conduct of the war in the 

'John Russell (r842-76), afterwards Viscount Amberley, eldest son of Lord John 
Russell by his second wife; M.P. for Nottingham, 1866---B. He married in 1864 Katharine 
Louisa, daughter of the second Lord Stanley of Alderney. 

• Marshal Radetzky defeated the Sardinian army at Novara on March 23rd, r84g. This 
event was followed by the abdication of Charles Albert, and deferred the emancipation of 
Italy for ten years. The Piedmontese were unquestionably the assailants in this campaign, 
hence it was thought that they were justly punished for their presumption.-R. 

3 Count Francis Colleredo (17gg-r85g): Austrian Ambassador to Russia, r843-7; 
Ambassador at London, r849 and r852-6. 
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Punjaub, which are admirable, and show that his mind is as vigorous, 
comprehensive, and sagacious as ever. 

April Ist.-1 do not think anything Palmerston has done has excited 
so great a sensation, and ~.:xposed him to so much animadversion, as 
his behaviour to Co;loredo at the Drawing-room the day on which 
the news of Radetzky's victory arrived. Everybody is talA.ing of it; 
Clarendon told Ld. Lansdowne of it, who was both shocked and sur
prised. The impol1cy of this unmistakcablc display of animu:; is the 
more striking, because we are now (through Ponsonbyj entreating the 
Austrian Government to show moderation, and not to exact large con
tributions. This is not the first time men have suffered more from their 
small misdeeds than from their great ones. 

The D. of Bedford told me yesterday that John had taken in very 
good part his proposa:, and had promised to discuss the matter with 
him, but said very justly that he must not quit the House of Com
mons without a dear necessity, and that it would be very inexpedient 
to go to the House ofLordsjust at the moment when a decision of that 
House may po:ssibly upset the Government. This may take place on 
the ~ avigation Laws,' fi)r the Government have made up their minds 
to resign if they are beat upon it, and John was to propose to the 
Cabinet that Lord Lansdowne should announce their intention in 
the H. of Lords. ~Ieanwhile it is understood that Stanley means to 
beat them if he can, and is prepared to take the Government if it is 
offered to him. The Queen asked Graham the other night if it was 
true that Stanley really did mean it, and he told her he believed it 
certainly was true. She then asked him what would be the conse
quence. He said a struggle between the aristocracy and the demo
cracy of the country, very perilous to the former. She said She 
entirely agreed in this opinion. John Russell sent on Friday for Elles
mere, and asked him to go and talk to the Duke of W <ellingto>n, who 
is going to vote against the repeal, for they justly think that though he 
would probably not carry many votes with him if he went with 
Government, he would carry a good many if he went against 
them. 

' A~ a corollary to .Free Trade the VVlug> wished to repeal the ;\.lavigation Laws, which 
had been in force since 1662, and thu, vp<."n ''"' trade between ~ngland and her colunicc;, 
to ship> of every nanonality. The Bill tht:y tr,r.coduet.-d fur the purpuse pa:s,cd ill> second 
reading by only 10 votes in the Howe of Lords on ~lay 7th. 
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Clarendon has had two interviews with Graham with very full, 
frank, and amicable discussion on all points. C. is struck with his 
great sagactiy, and at the same time with a pusillanimity which goes 
far to neutralise that sagacity. I have remarked this myself, and that 
his judgement is often blinded by his fears. We certainly may be ap
proaching a very serious crisis, but nothing will make me believe, till 
I see it, that Stanley and his Crew will come into power, and that the 
Queen will be reduced to the deplorable necessity, and even degrada
tion, of taking such a pack as he would offer her, and of dissolving 
Parliament at their bidding. That She would struggle to avert such a 
calamity, and appeal to all the Statesmen of both parties to save her, 
I do not doubt, but then would appear the fatal obstacle of Palmer
stan, for assuredly nobody will join in any new arrangement by which 
he would remain at the Foreign Office. 

Reeve, who is just come back from Paris, gives a very unsatisfactory 
account of the state of things there, and of the miserable uncertainty 
about everything and everybody in which the country is involved. 
He says that notwithstanding our close alliance and apparent in
timacy, there is really no amicable feeling towards us, but on the 
contrary great jealousy and secret ill-will. They have no more con
fidence in our diplomacy than the Powers whom we have sacrificed 
to the French connexion, and any incident may any day put an end 
to this connexion. There is absolutely no Government, Odilon Barrot 
has no weight, influence, or capacity; the President is not unpopular, 
and that is all that can be said of him. The Army they hope is still firm, 
but the greatest efforts are made to corrupt the soldiers, and they 
read Prudhomme's 1 atrocious journal. He does not think that all 
France is so resolutely pacific as we fancy, and that a little matter 
might again kindle a warlike spirit; in short, it is a state of things full 
of uncertainty and therefore of danger. Thiers is said to have fallen 
into the lowest discredit. He is now known to have shown great 
cowardice on February 24th, and this, which Frenchmen never for
give, together with his recent vacillating conduct, has had a fatal 
effect on his influence and position, and as he has quarrelled more or 
less with most of his old friends, he is entirely without political power. 

' Pierre Joseph Proudhon (18og-65), anarchist; Editor of Le Peuple, November 1848-
May 1849; imprisoned for his attacks on Louis Napoleon, 1849-52. 
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April 2hd. It has been settled between Clarendon, J.R., a.nd C. 
\\'ood to l<;i\t: u;J the Rate in Aid and impose on the Irish the ~ncomc
tax, which it is said ~hey prefer. The two ~linisters wanted the Irish 
tncomt:-tax tu :"le fix thn:e years instead of putting it cxan:y on the 
same footing as the En~bh. This Carcndon stoutly opposed, repn·
senting the extrcn~c impo~icy ofma:,ing any difference, and he at ~ast, 
but not witl:ou: Jifiicu!ry, made them g~ve way. On Thur~day last 
J>eei made a great speech, bringing fonvard very elaboratdy his\ :ews 
of [rish relief, but ""ithout explaining how his plan was to be carried 
out. Graham is c~ead against him, so much so that they have had no 
conversation on the subject. Clarendon is equa!iy again:;t him, as an: 
the Government, but C. determjncd to see him and talk it over with 
him. They met at Palmerston's on Saturday night, when Peel trea~eJ 
C. with extraordinary cordiality, and C. proposed an interview, which 
is to ta:{e p~ace at Ped'$ house to-morrow morning. 

t:.;J:esmerc went to the Duke of W (eilingto>n to talk to him abuut 
the :\avigation Hi:!, and found him in excellent disposition. He 
pron:ised to do a:l in his power to support the Government, and he 
advised P. Albert, "'ho calied on him a day or two ago, to keep quiet 
and say as little a:; possible on the subject to anybody. 

April +Lh. 'llu: D. of B. told me yesterday morning that John has 
mac:c up h~s mind to go to the H. of Lords, but that he will not have 
the Peerage continued to his Son. His purpose is to be created with 
remainder to the Du1;.c. He disapproves of poor Peerages, of men 
being created without ample patrimonies, and the property which the 
Duke means to settle on John ,he did not teH me the amount or 
locality, only that it is a good gentleman's propt:riy) he does not con
sider enough for a PetTagc. 1 know not whether he will adhere to this 
resolution, which, .if he does, wi:J form a new precedent. It has on;y 
been mentioned to Lansdowne, whose disposition is to retire, but they 
will never allow him, for hi~ continuing with them is of the greatest 
consequence to the Government and to John himself; his loss would 
be irreparable in all ways. 

April 6th.-Clarendon had a long interview with Peel, who n:
ceived him with the greatest cord:ality and even warmth. Their con
wrsation was to the last degree open and friendly, and Peel professed 
the most earnest desire w do anything in his power to co-operate with 
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C. in doing good to Ireland. They discussed Peel's plans, and 
Clarendon stated to him frankly all his objections to them, and why a 
great part of them was quite impracticable. All this Peel received 
with the utmost candour and good-will, and C. told me he thought 
he had completely succeeded in proving to him that much that he 
proposed (the Commission particularly) was quite impossible. I never 
saw a man more satisfied than he was at this interview, ·or more 
gratified at Peel's reception of him. Peel entreated him with the 
greatest earnestness not to think of leaving Ireland till he had ac
complished something great and important towards the regenera
tion of the country. This, however, C. is not very sanguine as to his 
power of doing with the present Government. His indignation against 
his own political friends is boundless. 1 He poured it all out to me the 
other night, and he is equally indignant about the past and hopeless 
about the future; hopeless, because John Russell is so feeble and in
firm of purpose, that he will not predominate over his Cabinet and 
prevent the chaos of opinions and interests which prevent anything 
Clarendon proposes being done. He attributes a great part of the 
obstacles he meets with to Charles Wood, who is entirely governed by 
Trevelyan; and C. W. is to the last degree obstinate and tenacious of 
the opinions which his Secretary puts into him. Then he says that 
the Chancellor is a great mortgagee in Ireland, and on account of his 
own personal interests he resolutely opposes all the plans (relating to 
the transfer of property) which by any possibility can affect the mort
gagees. Lansdowne and Clanricarde are both Irish proprietors, so 
they have their own separate interests. The consequence of all this 
confusion is that he is continually thwarted and baffled in his en
deavours to carry measures he thinks essential to the relief of Ireland, 
and he assures me that he has all along predicted to John R. and G. 
Grey exactly what has happened. The measures which the Govern
ment are now finding themselves obliged to adopt are the very same 
which he originally proposed and which they rejected. He appears 
not to have minced matters withJohn Russell, but to have spoken his 

' The measure which Lord Clarendon had in view, and was anxious to carry, was a Bill 
to facilitate the sale of encumbered estates in Ireland, which was ultimately adopted and 
carried by the Government by the creation ofthe Land Court. In the course of the thirty 
ensuing years, land to the amount of more than fifty millions was sold under the direction 
of this Court, and the encumbrances cleared off.-R. 
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mind freely, and visited upon the Cabinet in most unsparing criticism 
and reproach ali their sins of omission and commission. 

:June 12th, 1858. 'l'ninteresting.+ <.C.C.G.!~ 
.:.End of Additional Jl S. :p : 1 7. ; 
Thursday, M O;_Y r : th < 1 nth> : Hruton Street).~ I think this is nearly my first 

notice of anything since I changed my domicile. For the last fortnight 
everybody has been occcpied with the division .in the H. of Lords on 
the ~avigation Bill; the greatest whip-up was made on both ,;ides 
that ever was known, and the lists made and re-made out with such 
accuracy that every vote was pretty wdl ascertained, and the num
bers quite correctly calculated. Stan:ey made a magnificent sptech, 
the best it is said he ever made, and one of the most brilliant and 
effective ever made by anybody. He made a sort of attack on the 
Duke of Wellington which was both unjustifiable and in bad taste. 
The Du.k.e behaved oddly in this matter. He gave repeated assuranet:s 
to the Government that he would assist them in every way he could, 
but he really gave them no assistance at all, for he refused positively 
to communicate with any Pet:rs on the subject, would not speak to 
those who wished to consult him, and he never opened his tips in the 
debate. I am compelled to believe that Stanley really meant, if he 
could have defeated this Bill, to have taken the Government if 
offered to him. So Aberdeen assured Ddane. 

The Protectionists are gone mad with the notion of reaction in the 
country against Free Trade. Many people, however, say that distress 
really has produced a very considerable change of opinion, and it is 
allowed on all hands that in the event of a dissolution the Irish ~frantic 
with distress) would support any Protectionist Government to a man. 
We hear that Stanley means to overturn the Bill in Committee,' a:> he 
undoubtedly can, and that the Government will be compelled to 
restore its integrity again on the report, and this is to be the future 
progress of the contest. 

On :\londay night a great event occurred in the House of Com
mons. Young Peel, Sir Robert's third Son,' made a maiden speech 

' Stanley was again defeated in Cornmittc;r" of rhe J-louoe of Lords on the -'<avigation Bill 
by a majority of 13. The repeal ofth•- .\cr, n .. nu: into operation on .Jd.l1uary "t, <l:!so. 

' Frederick Peel (I 823- rgo6; , 'econd ,un nf Sir Rob"rt Pvd, 'ecund baronet; .\l.P. for 
Leominster, 1849"-)2, and for Bury, t852· 7 and 1859" 65; Cnder-s,~u.-tary for the Colurcit•,, 
1851-); Lnder-Secretary for War, r!:l:,s 7; Financial Secretary to tht" Treasury, 1859 -65; 
K.C.S •. G., I86g. 
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(on the Jew Bill) of such extraordinary merit, that it at once placed 
him at the top of the tree. Its excellence and its great promise were 
universally admitted. Peel came into the House just at the close of it, 
and it is said that neither He nor Lady Peel had any idea their Son 
was going to speak. The appearance of a young man who promises 
something great, is in these days of mediocrity an occurrence of enor
mous value and importance. 

Mqy 21st.-Too much occupied with the Derby and Oaks to write 
about political matters, but I cannot omit a fresh Palmerstonian 
affair, as bad or worse than any which have preceded it. On Monday 
last Lord Lansdowne in reply to a question of Beaumont's said, 
that 'no communication whatever had been made by the Austrian 
Government to ours relative to their intervention in Italy,' the fact 
being that Colloredo had five or six days before gone to Palmerston, 
and communicated to him by order of his Government their motives, 
objects, and intentions, as to Italian intervention in great detail. This 
communication he never imparted to his Colleagues, and Lord L. 
was consequently ignorant of it. On Tuesday the newspapers reported 
Lord L.'s answer, on which Colloredo went to Palmerston to complain 
of it. At the Queen's ball (on Wednesday night) Colloredo spoke to 
Lord Lansdowne and asked him why he had said what he did. 
Ld. L. had nothing for it but to acknowledge his ignorance. On 
Friday, the first day on which the House met, I heard of this affair. 
Guizot asked Reeve what it all meant, and told him what had passed 
between Colloredo and Palmerston. I resolved to go to Lord L. and 
tell him. I found him at L<ansdowne> House, just going to the H. of 
Lords. I began to tell him the object of my calling on him. He stopt 
me, said he knew all about it, that he was going to the House to cor
rect his former statement, and 'to make the best excuse he could,' 
that it was exceedingly disagreeable, and the more unaccountable as 
he had taken the precaution on Monday before he went to the House 
of Lords to answer Beaumont, to send to the F. Office to enquire 
whether any communication had been received, and the reply was, 
'None whatever.' On reference to Palmerston he had said that 'he 
had quite forgotten it,' and Lord L. told me that John Russell was as 
much in ignorance of it as he was himself. I saw that he was ex
ceedingly annoyed, but nothing seems to rouse any of them to any 
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serious manifestation of resentment and displeasure. This is as bad a 
case as can be, but tt will have no more result than any of Palmer
stun's other delinquencies. 

June 3rd. As usual at this time of year I have been too much 
occupied with the various races to devote any time to politicks, or 
writing here. However I am always roused to exertion by anything 
about Palmerston; and it is seldom that a :ong time elapses without 
something fresh occurring in which he is concerned. I have recently 
had two communications which make together a rather curiuw; piece 
of secret political history. The D. of Bedford told me a few days ago 
that the Queen had been again flaming up about P. more strongly 
than ever. This was in reference to the suppressed Austrian despatch 
which made such a noise. She then sent fur John Russell, and toid 
him she couJd not stand it any longer, and he must make snnu: 
arrangement to get rid of P. This communication was just as fruitless 
as all her preced;ng ones. I don't know what John said, he certainly 
did not pacify her, but as usual there it ended. But the consequence 
of not being able to get any satisfaction from her ~Iinister has i)ecn 
that she has poured her feelings and her wrongs into the more 
sympathetic ears of her late ~1inister, and the Duke told me that he 
knew that the Queen has told Peel everything, all her own feelings 
and wishes, and at that passes on the subject. This John does not 
know, and the D. said he should not let him lmow it, as it would on!y 
annoy him extremely; but he should tell Lord Lansdowne. So much 
for the Queen. 

A few days ago Delane told me he had had a curious conversation 
with Charles Wood on the possibility of getting Palmerston out; and 
shortly after he gave me an account of iL. It appears that C. \Vood 
and Delane are on the most confidential terms possible; and though 
C.W. has certainly not intrigued against P. in any way or acted any 
unfair or underhand part, he has probably not concealed from D. the 
~reat difficulties and embarra~srncnts of which P. is continually the 
cause to them. 

It is well known that Aberdeen and Stanley have for some t [me 
meditated a vigorous and combined attack on the foreign policy of 
the Government, and one day not long since Aberdeen d.iscu~sed this 
matter fu!ly with Delane. He told him they did intend to maxe this 
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attack, that He and Stanley and Peel were all agreed on opposition to 
Palmerston, that of Disraeli they were not so sure, and that Peel, 
though abhorring the foreign policy, was always in dread of doing 
anything to damage the Government. Aberdeen had tried to per
suade him that an attack on Palmerston, if successful, need not affect 
the Government, that it was now proved to demonstration that a 
Protectionist Government was out of the question, and that an ad
verse vote would turn out Palmerston, and by so doing would in the 
end strengthen and not weaken the Government itself. The substance 
of this conversation D. repeated to C. Wood, and they discussed the 
consequences that might result from a hostile vote in the H. of C. 
C. W. said that if Peel and his friends did join in an attack on P., the 
Government would be beat; and in that case, having gone on with P. 
so long, they could not but make common cause with him, and if beat 
they must all resign. D. suggested that the attack if made would be 
against Palmerston, and that two courses were possible; one, that P. 
might resign and the rest stay in, merely filling up his place; the other, 
that they might all resign, and then when it was proved, as it would 
be, that no other Government could be formed, that the old one 
might be reconstituted without Palmerston, and with certain changes 
and modifications. C. W. said the first was impossible, but that the 
second might be accomplished. The rest of the conversation I forget, 
but it is not material. The curious part of it all is the carte du pays it 
exhibits, and the remarkable and most improper position which P. 
occupies vis-a-vis the Queen, his mistress, and his own Colleagues. 
I know not where to look for a parallel to such a mass of anomalies, 
the Queen turning from her own Prime Minister to confide in the one 
who was supplanted by him; the Chancellor of the Exchequer talking 
over quietly and confidentially with the Editor of the 'Times' news
paper by what circumstances and what Agency his Colleague, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, might be extruded from the Govern
ment; the Q. abhorring her Minister and unable to rid herself of him; 
John Russell fascinated and subjugated by the ascendency ofPalmer
ston, submitting to everything from him and supporting him right or 
wrong; the others not concealing from those they are in the habit of 
confiding in, their disapprobation of the conduct and policy of their 
Colleague, while they are all the time supporting the latter and 
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excusing the forr:1er, and :)utting themselves under the obligation of 
identifying iliem-;eh es "";th his proceedings and standinf; or !3 :ling 
with him. The ""hok t::in~ is bad, discreditable, and injuri.uu~. 

}ul;• 2fJlh. Tvvo months have e:apscd since 1 could brin:; myself to 
write anything in :his bon:;.. I was disgt.:stcd with the ocn.:pation, 
nothing inteTested me; it was useless tu jot down rhe comrr.on l·uursc 

of events, which the newspapers record. far better, nothing of suf
ficient interest can:c to my :..now!cdgc to make me take up my per.. 

I was tired of writing a:lout Palmcrston, and 1 had exhausted my
self on that su~jcct in another way, fur I wrote two papers, one on 
Sicily and one on Spain, in wh1ch I set forth in detail Palr:1erswn 's 
conduct in both ca~t:s, and these I sent to the Du kc of Bedford (or b is 
edification, and he sent them to Clarendon. .Since that there has 
bct:n a great Foreign debate in the H. of Lords, an attack on the F. 
policy arranged by Brougham, Stanley and Aberdeen. The Govern
ment expected to be beat, but by the hdp of proxies they got a 
majority of 12. A day or two after, Palmerston made his devils 
;Berna; Osborne and ~L :Vlilnes~ get up a discussion in the H. of 
Commons to enable him to make a speech. He made one ·:on a 
Saturday morning:, impudent and clever as usua:, skimmin~ ovn 
with his usual nonchalance the bad parts of the ca;;e against him, and 
interlarding his speech w1th some very judicious remarks and very 
sound principles ;the very reverse ofhis practice; and divers plausib:e 
daptraps for h.is Radical friends; the whole being as usual exceed: ng I y 
wdl received by a very select audience, for I understand there wen:: 
not 50 people present; J'cd had :eft town and Graham wt:nt away. 
This speech and the majority in the Lords were construed into a 
triumph; and P. and Lady P. arc on their high horses in consequence. 
So much for politics. 

1 had got so tired of everything, and so longed fi)r something fresh 
to stimulate my jaded mind, that 1 reso~ved to make a run into Scot· 
:and, and see Edinburgh, and as much of the country as cou:d be 
visited in a few days. 1 really was ashamed of having never been in 
any part of Scotland. Accordingly last Tuesday week, the 17th, l 

went with the Ellesmeres to Worsley (a place I found immensely im
proved;, and on Thursday afternoon I proceeded to Edinburgh. On 
Friday I went all about the town, new and old, going to all the rc-
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markable places, and clambering to the top of Arthur's Seat; on 
Saturday to see Melrose and Abbotsford, the latter a miserable hum
bug of a place, ugly, mean, and not worth crossing the street to see, 
and yet such is the influence of a name, that crowds of travelling 
Pilgrims repair to the habitation of Walter Scott. Melrose is a 
beautiful ruin, but it is I dare say true that 

If you would view fair Melrose aright, 
You should view it by the pale moonlight. 

On returning to Edinburgh, I went to the Calton Hill and again 
walked about the town. On Sunday morning the aspect of the new 
town was curious, it looked like a City of the dead. In the vast and 
magnificent Streets and Squares, there was scarcely a human being 
moving about or a sound to be heard; it looked like a town newly 
built that had not yet been used, and which was waiting for its in
habitants. The effect was the oddest I ever saw as I sauntered about 
for an hour before Church time. By eleven o'clock Princes Street was 
swarming, for they are a Church-going people. 

I went to hear the celebrated Dr. Candlish1 preach, and was ex
ceedingly struck with him, and with the simple and impressive service. 
He is very eloquent, and I was able to listen to a discourse above an 
hour long without being tired, which is the best proof of the merit of 
the Preacher. The service in good hands is admirable, but all depends 
on the Minister, and on the whole I think such a Liturgy as ours a 
preferable form of worship. 

Mter Church I walked about the Old town, and dived into the 
Wynds, and examined the remnants of ancient architecture, and of 
the old edifices, all very striking and curious. In the afternoon by rail 
to Perth. There I met Ld. Glasgow returning from Hay Mackenzie's 
funeral/ and he induced me to make an appointment with him at 
Glasgow on Wednesday, an<:I go steaming up the Lochs. On Monday 
morning I went to Dunkeld, walked about the place; thence to Blair 
Athol, where I slept; next morning retraced my steps through the 
Pass of Killiecrankie, and along a beautiful road to Taymouth; found 

' Robert Smith Candlish (r8o6-73), a leader of the Free Church; Minister of FreeSt 
George's, Edinburgh, 1843-73· 

2 John Hay Mackenzie, first cousin of eighth Marquess of Tweeddale, and father of 
Anne, Duchess of Sutherland. 
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Brcadalbane there, who too)~ me all over the place. It is grand and 
bcaurifu1, as fine a place as I ever saw. I could not stay, bur returned 
by another road along the Tay to Dunkcld, and then back to Perth. 
~ext morning very early by rail to G:asgow. There I met Glasgow, 
who had hired a steamer, in which we started and sailed up diifcrent 
Lochs, ending at 'farbct, where we landed, went to the fom of Hen 
Lomond, got into a boar and padd:cd about the Lake, then returned 
to Kilbirnie, a strange, old, half-neglected place, very cnmfiJrtab:e 
and exceedingly pretty, and there I slept. \'ext morning started 
again, sailed round by Arran up Loch Fyne to 1 nverary. 1 :\othing 
can exceed the bea ur y of this scenery ; description superB uous ~ , 
especially the approach to lnverary; Duke and Dss. very civil, and 
pressed us to stay, but could not, returned to Kilbirnie. On Friday 
walked about the place, then by rail to G:asgow, looked at the town, 
and on Saturday morning by express train to London. A successLtl 
and delightful expedition; saw a great deal in a very short timt'. 

August 8th.- -The Se.,sion dosed during my absence from London. 
1 ts last days were distinguished by a long debate in the House of Lords 
on foreign affairs, and a short ~not debate, but: demonstration got up 
in the House of Commons by Palmerston. There is a dessous de-; 
cartes a bout this affair, as follows: the Session was drawing- to a close, 
when the project :originally entertained, but abandoned: of ma:dng 
an attack on Palmerston and the foreign policy of the Government 
was resumed, and a confederacy was formed for the purpose between 
Brougham, Stanley, and Aberdeen, not without misgivings on the 
part of Aberdeen and his friends, for both He and Canning told me 
they thought it was ton late, and possibly might do more harm than 
good. This was a very unwi~e confederacy; the on:y man of the three 
who was in earnest was Aberdeen, and he never ought to have had 
anything to do with such a false trickster as Brougham. As soon as it 
was known that this field day was in preparation, a great whip began 
on both sides, and it was considerably believed that the Government 
would be left in a minority. :VIeanwhi:e Lady Palmerston was furious 
with Brougham, and she wrote him some very angry and reproachful 

' lnvaaray Ca,tlc, Argyr, r)oe "'"' uf the Dukes uf Argvl:. wa.' at thi, ti.mr· uccupied by 
Georg•· Dou~las, .-i:ghth duke and ;n, wife, Elizabeth Gn•r<riana, daugh!t-r of thr- >t:Cond 
Duke uf Sutherland. 
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letters. Brougham had no mind to quarrel with her. She fairly 
bullied him and frightened him, and he accordingly threw over the 
cause he had undertaken. He made a miserable speech, which en
raged his colleagues and all the opponents of the Government, who 
swore (and it was true) that he had sold them. Aberdeen spoke well, 
and Lord Lansdowne admirably. The Government was in a minority 
in the House, but by dint of proxies got a majority of twelve, so that the 
whole thing was in fact a failure. A day or two after Palmerston made 
his devils bring on a discussion in the H. of C., that he might make a 
speech. He replied after a fashion to Aberdeen, that is, he made some 
offensive personal allusions to him, but did not attempt to vindicate 
his own conduct in the essential particulars. The men he selected to 
assist him on this occasion were Bernal Osborne, Dicky Milnes and 
Nugent, the first and the last the most troublesome frondeurs of the 
Government, the other always Palmerston's Lacquey. He made as 
usual a clever and impudent speech, laying down some sound prin
ciples enough (the reverse of what he has acted on), but interlarding 
plenty of sops to the Radicals and lots of Hungarian Liberalism, 
which were vociferously cheered by the 50 people who were present. 
This exhibition was trumpeted forth as a great Palmerstonian 
triumph, and the close of the Session has left him and his spouse im
moderately jubilant. It admits of no doubt that in spite of the 
enormous case there is against him, Palmerston has not only escaped 
undamaged, but seems to be invested with all the insignia of triumph. 
He is now evidently endeavouring to make for himself a great Radical 
interest in the H. of Commons, and thus to increase his power, and 
render himself more indispensable to the Government by making 
them feel how dangerous he would be out of office. 

There has very nearly been a scompiglio with the Duke of Welling
ton, who took such umbrage at something (I don't know what) that 
he threatened to resign. The D. of Bedford told me this, but said he 
would not tell me what it was about because he thought John had 
behaved so ill about it, he did not like to mention it. He did not hear 
it fromJohn but from Arbuthnot, and the rest of the Cabinet knew no
thing about it. They contrived to pacify the Duke, and the matter has 
dropped. The Duke consulted me about John's now going to the H. 
of Lords, but as his health is much better I advised against it, for he 
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is inci~pcnsabie in the H. of Commons; and all the more from the 
attit:Jde w\:ich Palmerston is taking. He said that he was even :norc 
inc!ispcnsablc than I was aware of, for George Grey, ~~ho had 
been loolu:d upon as a 6t successor to John in the H. of C. in the 
event of his translation, had not given satisfaction in the llouse 
and had undoubtedly rather fallen this session. Wood, on the 
other hand, has risen, having made some very good speechc; and 
done his bu~incss welL 1'\obody however is so popular in the House 
as Pa!m~:rston. 

August qtll, TueJdtl).~ -On Wednesday last to Stoke, on Friday to 

~uncham. Ar Stoke lhe D. of Bedfi)rd talked to me about the very 
serious question of extension of the suffrage, and John's position in 
relation to it. Just befiJre the Session ended Graham spoke to john 
on this subject, told him it would be one of the questions he wou:d 
have to consider during the recess, as it must occupy Parliament next 
Session; that lie :c.; was prepared to support a measure of this k:nd, 
and that he must tell john that after his having upon two occasions 
in the H. of C. declared himself favorable to some extension of tht: 
sulfrage, it was incumbent on him to give effect to those declarations. 
It is pretty evident that Graham (after his wont) is afraid of not being 
beforehand with public opinion or clamour, and that he is ready to 
advocate some Radical, or at any rate Liberal measure. John seems 
to be conscious that this is a very grave matter, but he says he thinks 
he can frame a good measure, and he intends to busy himself about 
it. I called on Labouchtre at Stoke on Thursday morning, and had 
some talk with him about it. He is afraid of it, and sees all the danger 
and difficulty of the question, and is not a litde disgusted that the 
agitation of it and the necessity of some proposition should have been 
caused by John Russcil's committing himself as he chose to do in the 
H. of Commons. Labouchere spoke also with much disapprobation 
of Palmcrston's parting speeches in the H. of Commons, and his ex· 
pressions in reference to Hungary and Austria to please the Radicals 
\Vith whom he is coquetting, while they do nothing but sing his 
praises. 

l saw Lord Lansdowne last ni~ht, just returned from Ireland, 
having had an escape on the railroad, for the train ran off the rail. 
lie said nothing could surpass the success of the Queen's visit in every 
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respect;1 every circumstance favorable, no drawbacks or mistakes, all 
persons and parties pleased, much owing to the tact of Clarendon, 
and the care he had bestowed on all the arrangements and details, 
which made it all go off so admirably. The Queen herself delighted, 
and appears to have played her part um,1sually well. Clarendon of 
course was overjoyed at the complete success of what was his own 
plan, and satisfied with the graciousness and attention of the Court to 
him, which he was not before. In the beginning, and while the de
tails were in preparation, he was considerably disgusted at the petty 
difficulties they made, and at what he thought the want of con
sideration for him they evinced, but he is satisfied now. Lord L. said 
the departure was quite affecting, and he could not see it without 
being moved; and he thinks beyond doubt that this visit will produce 
permanent good effects in Ireland. All the accounts represent the 
material prospects of the country to be better. 

London, September 15th, Saturday.-On Monday, the grd, on return
ing from Hillingdon, I found a summons from john Russell to be at 
Balmoral on Wednesday 5th at half-past two, for a Council, to order 
a Prayer for relief against the cholera. No time was to be lost, so I 
started by the five o'clock train, dined at Birmingham, went on by 
the mail train to Crewe, where I slept; breakfasted the next morning 
at Crewe Hall, which I had never seen, and went on by the Express 
to Perth, which I reached at half-past twelve. I started on Wednesday 
morning at half-past six, and arrived at Balmoral exactly at half-past 
two. It is a beautiful road from Perth to Balmoral, particularly from 
Blairgowrie to the Spital of Glenshee, and thence to Braemar. Much 
as I dislike Courts and all that appertains to them, I am glad to have 
made this expedition, and to have seen the Queen and Prince in their 
Highland retreat, where they certainly appear to great advantage. 
The place is very pretty, the house very small. They live there without 
any state whatever; they live not merely like private gentlefolks, but 
like very small gentlefolks, small house, small rooms, small establish
ment. There are no Soldiers, and the whole guard of the Sovereign 
and the whole Royal Family is a single Policeman, who walks about 
the grounds to keep off impertinent intruders or improper characters. 

1 Queen Victoria and Prince Albert sailed to Ireland in the yacht 'Victoria and Albert 
in August 1849, and spent ten days visiting Cork, Dublin and Belfast. 
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Thc:r attendants consisted of Lady lJouro and ~liss Dawson/ Lady 
and .\Iajd of Honour; G. E. Anson and ,}ordon;~ Birch,~ the P. of 
\Vales's Tutor; and ,\liss Hildyard, the Governess of the children. 
They live with the greatest simplici1y and ease. He shoot:> every 
mornieg, returns to luncheon, and t~1en they walk and drive. She 
;~ running in and out of the hat:se all day long, and often ~oes about 
alone, walks into the cottages, and ~its down and chats with the old 
women. I never before was in society with the Prince, or had any 
conversation with him. On Th:1rsday morning John Russell and I 
were sitting together after brt"akfa~t, when he came in and sat down 
with us, and we conversed filr about three-quarters of an hour. T was 
greatly struck with him. l saw at once fwhat r had always heard; 
that he is very intelligent and Ligh:y cultivated, and moreover that 
he has a thoughtful mind, and thin:-.s of su:)jects worth thinking about. 
lie seemed very much at his ease, very gay, pteasant, and without the 
least stiffness or air of dignity. After luncheon we went to the High
land !{athering at Braemar- Q., P., four children and two Ladies in 
one pony carriage; J. Russell, ~lr. Birch, ~Iiss Hildyard, and I in 
another; Anson and Gordon on the box; one groom, no more. The 
gathering was at the Old Castle of Braemar, and a pretty sight 
enoul{h. We returned as we came, and then everybody strolled about 
ti!l c:inner. '"'e were only nine peopte, and it was all very easy and 
rt'aLy a~reeable, the Queen in very good humour and talkative; he 
still more, and talking very well; no form, and everybody seemed at 
their ease. 1n the evening we withdrew to the only room there is 
besides the dining-room, which serves for bi;liards, library (hardly 
any books in it', and drawing-room. The Queen and Prince and her 
Ladies and Gordon soon went back to the dining-room, where they 
had a Highland dancing-master, who gave them lessons in reels. We 
(j. R. and 1; were not admitted to r.his exercise, so we played at 
bil~iards. In process of time they came back, when there was a little 
ta;k, and soon after they went to bed. So much fiJr my visit to 

' li<c llun. Caroline ~largartt Daw,un 1:1:.>:.! ' 'F l', granddaug-hter uf li.rsl Earl uf 
Purt4J 'm!rton; Maid of Honour, Jltj,.) .~'. marrit'd !.htrd Baron Cun"'kton, 1851. 

! .\:ex.andt·r f larnilton Gordon :' ~0; 7 ·111 •• , ... r-:nmd i!it>fl of fourth F,arl pf Abcrd~~tn; 
Ettu•·rTy 'o l'rinc..- Alben and lawr'to l!.w (·n V nuria; K.C.B., '873. 

l Rcv.lknry Birch :b. 18:9;; an a"i:,r.<tnt-ma,t<"r "tEton unn' IB+q; tutor ~o th<' Prince 
nf \'\ ~~~,. :..) d).~.:-) } 1 ; re~ign.t~d owing: to d. rli~(.u:~rrrnn·nr with Prince Albt:-rt uva:.-r the Church 
Catcchosm; appointed Vicar uf Prtostwir t1, ; .. .'J.HC,, '85'· 
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Balmoral. I was asked to stay there the first night, but was compelled 
to remain the second, as the Braemar gathering took all the horses, 
and it was impossible to get away. The Prince was very civil about my 
staying when this was explained to him. The first night I felt so 
gouty that I did not go to dinner. 

I had a walk on Wednesday with Aberdeen, who came there for 
the Council. He said the Government were going on very well in all 
respects but one, but he admitted that it was impossible to get rid of 
Palmerston, and therefore John could do nothing but defend him; 
that Peel would not attack him in the H. of C., as nothing would in
duce him to do anything to weaken the present Government, though 
he disapproved ofPalmerston's conduct as much as Aberdeen himself. 
He said that Peel thought of nothing but the progress and develop
ment of his Free Trade measures; that the present Government alone 
could and would carry them out, and therefore he strenuously sup
ported them, being perfectly conscious that he had no party, and 
consequently no power. This was just what I believed to be the case 
in reference to Peel's sentiments and conduct. He considers his own 
reputation as a Statesman staked on the success of these measures, 
and thinks of nothing else. This is, however, a disagreeable prospect 
for those of his adherents who followed his fortunes to the last, and 
are now left high and dry. Aberdeen spoke much of the Q. and P., 
of course with much praise. They had seen with great satisfaction the 
downfall of the Hungarian cause, and chuckled not a little at the idea 
of its being a mortification to Palmerston. He said the Prince's views 
were generally sound and wise, with one exception, which was his 
violent and incorrigible German unionism. He goes all lengths with 
Prussia; will not hear of the moderate plan of a species of federalism 
based on the Treaty ofVienna and the old relations of Germany; and 
insists upon a new German Empire, with the King of Prussia for its 
Head. I saw by his conversation at dinner that his opinions were just 
what Aberdeen represented them to be. 

John Russell and I left Balmoral, and travelled together as far as 
Perth on Friday morning. We discussed Palmerston, his policy, his 
character, and his conduct, fully and freely. John endeavoured to 
argue the Spanish and Sicilian cases against me and my papers, but 
he really had nothing to say in defence of P., or in opposition to my 
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charges and asser~ions; and by degrees, as we talked on, he came to 

admit that P. was j:1s:ly chargeable with the faults that 1 :tad impmed 
to him. He told me, moreover, of a case in which he had been obliged 
to interfere not long ago. When the question of the Picdmonte~e in
demnity was in discus~ion, our Government, as well as the French, 
endeavoured to persuade that of Austria to reduce the amount they 
at first demanded. Wit.h this object Palmcrston wrote a despatch; but 
he thought fit to put into it, that the Austrians were the more bound 
to do this, as the war itself was their own fault, for if they had sent 
Ambassadors to the Congress that was to have met at Brussels, as they 
ought to have done::, it would never have ta:cen place. John said he 
thought this vny useless and inexpedient, and insisted on its being 
struck out. Palmerston maintained that it was true. John said, true 
or not, there was no use in saying it, and it was struck out, much to 

Palmerston's dislike. This was exacdy of a piece with his usual be, 
haviour, but it seems to me nothing but a piece of stupid, wanton 
impertinence. 

In the course of our conversation John told me something about 
the famous despatch of July 19,' curiously illustrative of his laisscr 
aller way of doing business. After acknowledging it was very in
judicious, he said,' I remember the despatch was brought to me on a 
Sunday morning, just as 1 was going to Church. 1 read it over in a 
hurry; it did not strike me at the moment that there was anything ob
jectionable in it, and I sent it back. If! had not gone to Church, and 
had paid more attention to it, it would not have gone'; and upon this 
despatch, thus cardess;y read and permitted to go, hinged the 
quarrels with Franct:: and with Spain, the ~Iontpensjer marriage, and 
not impossibly, though indirectly, the French Revolution itself. 

John and I parted at Perth. Be went on to Edinburgh and I to 
Drummond Castle, where I staid two nights. It is a grand place; the 
finest on the whole I have seen in Scotland. The gardens, which are 
so celebrated, really arc fabulous, and unlike any others I ever saw. 
From D<rummond; C<astk; I went to TuUyal:an for one night; 
thence to Drumlanrig for two. ·1 'his is a magnificent place, the situa-

1 Thi, wa' the cdebrated despatch with rdc-rcnce to tht: marriage uf: 'Tr Queen of Spain, 
in wb.ich Lord Pal.mcrston named th" Lvburg l'rincc as one of the c,mdidatc-' for her 
hand. R. 
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tion of the Castle unrivalled, and presenting a noble object in a 
hundred different views. The gardens are more extensive and more 
enjoyable, but not so curious as at Drummond Castle. I went on 
Wednesday to Worsley, and on Thursday returned to town, exces
sively amused and interested with my expedition, and more than ever 
delighted with Scotland. 



.January 16th, I8jo.-Sincc I first began to keep a journal I do not 
believe so long an interval has ever elapsed as between the last time 
1 wrote anything and now. \Vithuut there having been any matter of 
great importance, there have been fifty small things 1 might have re
corded at least as interesting as one ha:f that these books contain; but 
1 know not why, l have never felt the least inclination, but, on the 
contrary, a considerab:e aversion, to the occupation. l have over and 
over again resolved to recommence writing, and as often have faiied 
from an inexp~icab:e repugnance to execute my purpose. I am at :ast 
induced to take up my pen to put down what has taken place in the 
case of Gorham and the Bishop of Exeter,' because this is a matter 
which excites great interest, which will not speedi:y be f(>rgotten, and 
on which it is desirable there should be some authentic account, 
espccia:ly in respect to those parts of the proceedings which are not 
publicly known. The details of the case itself arc to be found in a 
1lundred publications, and 1 sha:l therefiJre confint:: myself to what 
passed behind the curtain. Jenner having given judgement in the 
Court of Arches in favor of the Bishop, Gorham appcaied to the Privy 
Council. \,V e first had to consider what steps we should take to form 
a competent Court. It was immediately settled that the two Arch
bishops and the Bishop of London should be invited to attend, and 
I wrote them letters, setting forth the dause in the Act of Parliament 
, P'ri11y? C<ounciJ:, k~ct;,' by which the Queen was authorised to sum
mon them, telling them they could not vote, but signifying the desire 
of the Lord President they would attend to give their opinions to the 
J udicia:> C<ommittec>. The two Archbishops wrote answers that 
they would come; the Bishop of London sent no answer, and I found 
n:.tt afterwards that he would have preferred the attendance of the 
Prdates being dispensed with. We then considered whom we should 

'George Corndiu, Gorham :1787 1857;, Curate of Clapham, Iil1d ~;; \icar of::.t 
j '"t\, Cornwall, 1846· }, and of Srampt(Jrd Speke, 1847 -57; refu>ed irh.n!u~iun ',1y Phill
potts, Bishop of Exeter, on account of hi> Ca;vinioric views on bapw.mal rc)l"eneratwn, 
d:l48; won his case against the Bishop in the Privy Council, ~larch 8th, ldju; finally in
•titutcd to hi~ living, August 1851. 
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get to form the Court, and after a consultation with Lord Lansdowne, 
it was settled that the whole of the Judicial Committee should be 
summoned, but with an intimation that while it had been considered 
advisable to send summonses to every member of the Court on 
account of the importance of the question, their attendance was not 
imperative. It was also deemed very desirable to have at least one 
Common Law Judge there. In the Court of Delegates a C. L. Judge 
was always indispensable, and Baron Parke had often pronounced a 
strong opinion that one ought always to be present in those Appeals 
to theJ.C. which formerly went to the Delegates. We had, however, 
great difficulty in getting one; neither Wilde nor Pollock would con
sent to attend, and Parke had made an engagement to go into the 
Country. At length, finding that unless Parke agreed to come we 
should have no C. L. Judge, I wrote him a strong and pressing letter, 
urging him to attend; and having got the Lord President to back me 
up, he agreed to give up his engagement and assist at the hearing of 
the cause. The Court was finally composed of Lords Langdale and 
Campbell, B<aron> Parke, V <ice->C<hancellor> Knight Bruce, Dr. 
Lushington; and Pemberton Leigh. Lord Lansdowne came the first 
day and opened the proceedings; made a short speech, stating that 
H.M. had been advised to summon the Prelates in so important a case, 
stated that he did not contemplate attending throughout the hearing, 
as he did not consider himself competent to act as a Judge in that 
Court, though always ready to render his assistance in arranging their 
proceedings, and then having fairly launched them he went away. 
The cause was very elaborately and very ably argued by Turner1 

for Gorham, and Baddeley2 for the Bishop. The Court was crammed 
full almost every day, and the interest very great. It was conducted 
with great moderation and decorum on all sides, with one exception. 
At the end of his speech Baddeley very injudiciously and very in
decently made a personal attack on the Archbishop of Canterbury. 
He charged him with having given a living to a man holding Gor
ham's opinions, and therefore being prejudiced in this case. The 

' George James Turner (r7g8--r867); Q.C., r84o; M.P. for Coventry, r847-51; Vice
Chancellor and knighted, r8sr; Lord Justice of Appeal, 1853· 

• Edward Louth Badeley (d. 1868); ecclesiastical lawyer with Tractarian leanings, 
1841-51; as a result of the Gorham decision by the Privy Council, withdrew to the Church 
of Rome in company with Cardinal Manning. 
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P<c!ate, with some emotion, ~)ut very mild:y, e:xp:ained that he had 
;{;ven th: living to the Ckn.;yman in question before he had published 
:.he book in which these opinions were said to be enuntiated, and that 
h knew nothing about 1:1cm. Badddey made a sort of apology, and 
Campbell rebuked him with some severity, but at the same rime 
a, knowledged the ability of Lis speech, and, whb th;s exception, its 
moderation and becoming tun'-·· When the arguments wen: over, the 
Lords remained in discussion fiJr ~ome time. The Prelates all said they 
shou:d li~e to take t:rne to consider their opinions, and then to givt:: 
them in wrhing. lt was then::fiJre agreed that they should meet a~ain 
on the I 5th (yesterday;, when they would read thdr written opinions 
to the Judicial Comm1ttee; and it was also settled that Lord Langda:e 
should draw up the Report. There was not much discussion, but it was 
evident from what passed that the judg-ement would be reversed. 
Yesterday afternoon they assem:)kd again. The Archbishop of 
Canterbury began. J lis paper was excei.lent. lle showed that opinions, 
if not identical, yet very like, those of Gorham had been held by a host 
of great and good Churc ~Hnen, and he was strongly of opinion that the 
Bisl1op was not juscified in refusing to induct him. The Archbishop of 
York fuUowcd. He gave the same opinion, but in a much less able 
papt-r. · fhen came the Bishop of London. 1-le said he entirely agreed 
with the two Arch bishops so far as they had gone; intimated that his 
first :mpression had been the same as theirs, but in looking more 
clusdy into Gorham's doctrine he had arrived at the conclusion that 
he had gone considerably beyond what had ever been held by any of 
the L·mincnt persons whom the Archbishop had qaoted, and that 
he had distinctly laid down positions who:ly inconsistent with the 
cfficacy of the Baptisma: Sacramcnt, and that this he could not get 
over. He therefore gave an opinion, though it did not seem to be a 
very decided one, against Gorham. The Lords thanked the Prelates, 
and begged for copies of their several paper , and then they proceeded 
very ~)riefly to state their own vic-ws. Lord Langdale said a very few 
words ag-ainst the judgement uf !.he Court bdow. Baron Parke sa~d 
he had wriLten his opinion, and they begged him to read it. It wa,; a 
very good argument, of which, however, he did not read the whok, 
and he agreed with Ld. Lan2;dale. Campbell neither made a speech 
nor read a paper, but took a similar view. Lushingtun said he had 
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written out his opinion, but had not brought his paper with him. He 
made, however, a short speech, very good indeed, in which he pro
nounced a strong opinion against the Bishop, commenting in severe 
terms upon the nature of the examination/ and setting forth the great 
danger to the peace of the Church which would result from a judicial 
declaration on their part that Gorham's opinions were clearly proved 
to be heretical. After him came K. Bruce, who read a paper of 
moderate length, but strongly condemnatory of Gorham, and for 
affirming the judgement of the Court below. P. Leigh was the last. 
He said he had not been prepared to express any opinion, having con
ceived that they were only to meet to hear those of the Prelates; but 
he made a very short speech, in which he gave a very decided opinion 
for reversing the judgement; and he showed very clearly that if there 
were some answers of Gorham's which appeared to bear out the 
Bishop of London's view of the matter, there were others by which 
they were neutralised, and in which he gave his unqualified assent 
and consent to those doctrines of the Church which the Bishops 
alleged that he rejected. Some conversation, all very amicable, then 
ensued, and the question was settled. Lord Langdale undertook to 
prepare the judgement. The Bishop of London said he hoped nothing 
would be said in it condemnatory of the Bishop of Exeter's doctrine, 
at which they all exclaimed that they would take care nothing of the 
kind was done; they would steer as clear as possible of any declaration 
of opinion as to doctrine, and found their judgement on this, that it 
had not been proved to them that Gorham had put forth any doctrine 
so clearly and undoubtedly at variance with the Articles and formu
laries as to warrant the Bishop's refusal to induct him. Lushington 
said he had the greatest difficulty in making out what Gorham's 
doctrine really was, and he was much struck with the fact that in no 
part of the Bishop's pleadings did he say explicitly with what he 
charged him. They then separated, no time having been fixed for 
giving judgement. But for K<night> B<ruce> it would be unanimous; 
but he will never give way, and this will prevent their declaring that 
they are unanimous. 

January 23rd.-lf I had not been too lazy to write about anybody 

1 The Bishop's examination of Gorham, after which he refused to institute him, lasted 
for 52 hours. 

GMVI 
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or anythin~, I shou~ci not have ~uffered the death of A1vanky to pass 
without some notice. The world, however, has no time to think of 
people who are out of its sight, and a long il:ness which had confined 
h.im cmirdy, and limited his society to a few old friends, caused him 
to be fiJrgotten, and his departure out of :ife to be almost unob!>lTved. 
There was a time when it would have been very diffen:nt, d~.:ring 
those many years when his constant spirits and good humour, to

gether with his marvd1ous wit and drollery, made him the ddight 
and ornament: of socit:ty. 1 know no description ofhim so appropriate 
as the character of Biron in 'Love's Labour's Lost':-

A mt:rrier !T'.an, 
\Vithln the limits of becoming mirth, 
l never passed an hour's talk withal: 
J-E~ eye b~gets occasion for his wit, 
And every object that the om: dot:'l catch 
The other turns to a mirth-moving jest, 
Which his fair tongue :conceit's expositor; 
Ddivers in such apt and gracious terms, 
That aged ears play truant at his ~:aks>, 
And young-er hearings are quite ravished; 
So sweet and voluble is his discourse. 

He was originally in the Army, came early into the world, and at onct: 
pl~.:ngcd into every sort of dissipation and extravagance. He was the 
most distinguished of that set of roues and spendthrifts who wt:rc at 
the height of tht: fa~hion for some years--consisting of Brummel, s:r 
H. :\Iildrnay,' Ld. Sidney Osborne,~ Foky,John Payne, Scrape Davies, 
and several others, and when a:l uf tht:m were ruined and dispersed 
:most never to recover;, Alvan:ey sti:l mrvivcd, invulnerable in h;s 
person, from being a Peer, and with the means of existence in consc
q ucnce of the provident arrangement of his C ncle, who left him a 
considerable property in the hand of trustees, and thus preserved from 
the grasp ofhis Creditors. He was naturally of a kind and affectionate 
disposition, good-natured, obliging, and inclined to be generous; but 
he was to the last degree reckless and profligate about money; he 
cared not what debts he incurred, and he made nothing of violating 

' Sir Henry StJohn ~lildrnay : t!ih 1818., t(,,~nh b;;.ronet; succtxdcd hi> i:iLthcr in the 
baronetcy and the Stjoi1.n, Can:w a;1C \11\dmay estate>, 18o!l; cornmint:d ;ur.cide to avoid 
arra>t fur debt. 

' Lord Sidney Godolphin Osburnc :1 7!ly-1 861;, third son of ti1c lifili !Ju.k< of Lt:cd•. 
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every sort of pecuniary engagement or obligation. He left the friends 
who assisted him in the lurch without remorse, and such was the 
bonhomie of his character, and the irresistible attraction of his society, 
that they invariably forgave him, and after exhausting their indigna
tion in complaints and reproaches, they became more intimate with 
him than before. Many a person has been astonished, after hearing 
the tale of Alvanley's abominable dishonesty and deceit, to see the 
Plaintiff and the culprit the dearest friends in the world. He was a 
great example how true it is that-

L'agrement couvre tout, il rend tout legitime; 
Aujourd'hui dans le monde il n'y a qu'un seul crime, 
C'est l'ennui: pour le fuir tousles moyens sont bons. 

When I recollect his constant treacheries, and the never-failing placa
bility of his dupes, I always think of the story of Manon l'Escaut, of 
whom he appears to me to have been a male prototype. It would be 
very difficult to convey any idea of the sort of agreeableness which was 
so captivating in him. He did not often say very witty things; it was 
not uproarious mirth, and jokes exciting fits of laughter like Sydney 
Smith; he was unlike any of the great social luminaries ofhis own or 
of bygone times; but he was delightful. He was so gay, so natural, so 
irresistibly comical, he diffused such chearfulness around him, h,e was 
never ill-natured; if he quizzed anybody and bantered them, he made 
them neither angry nor unhappy; he had an even and constant flow 
of spirits, and (till his health became impaired) you were sure of him 
in society. He was vain, but it was a harmless and amusing vanity, 
which those who knew him well understood and laughed at. He had 
rioted in all the dissipations of play, wine and women, and for many 
years (a liaison which began when neither were very young, and was 
the rechauffe of an earlier affair, before She was married) he was the 
notorious and avowed lover of Lady Fitzroy Somerset. What Burke 
says with a sort of mock modesty of himself, was true of Alvanley
he had 'read the book oflife for a long time, and other books a little.' 
For the first years of his life he was too entirely plunged in dissipation 
and debauchery to repair in any way the deficiencies of a neglected 
education; later, he read a good deal in a desultory way, and 
acquired a good store of miscellaneous information. At one period 

13•2 
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he addicted himself to politicks, but he never made any figure in the 
House of Lords, ha\ing no parliamentary experience, no oratorical 
genius, and no foundation of knowledge. Hut it was durin~ this 
period that he signaliscd his r<n:rage in his duel with young O'Con
nell. Befi)rc that evcm, fur no jJarticular reason but that he was on!y 
known as a voluptuary, no very hi!-{h idea was entertained of his per
sonal bravery; but oe this occa~ion it shone forth with great lustre, 
for no man ever exhi')ited more resohttion or indifference to danger. 
For the last four years of hi.s life he was afflicted with painful diseases, 
and his sufkrings were incessant and intense. He bore them ali with 
a fortitude and chearfulness which never failed him, and which ex
cited universal sympathy and admiration. 

February 2nd, .Saturday.--The Session opened on Thursday, and 
~Iinisters got a great victory in the H. of Lords the same night, and 
yesterday another in the H. of Commons so signal and decisive as to 

leave no uncertainty in respect to the agricultural questions, or the 
stability of the Government. After all the sound and fury which have 
pervaded the country, and formidable attitude they assumed, they 
entered on the parliamentary contest in a very feeble and apparently 
undecided, if not disunited manner. And nothing could be more 
striking than the contrast between the rage and fury, the denuncia
tions and determinations of the Protectionists all over the country for 
months past, and the moderate language and abstinences from all 
specific demands on the part of the Leaders in both Houses. Stanley, 
who has never said or written a syllable during the recess, and kept 
aloof from a:I agitation, made a very reasonable speech, disclaiming 
any wish to interrupt the experiment, which he was sure would fail, 
and only requiring that if it did fail, we should retrace our steps. This 
was very different from Richmond, who was coarse and violent, and 
declared he wanted to turn out the Government, and restore Protec
tion at once. In the other House, Disraeli was very bad, and there 
was no possibility of making uut what he meant or was drivin~ at. 
Cobden was very good, and had much the best of him. All this dis
union and weakness ended in good divisions, an exposure of the 
weakness and inefficiency of the Tory party, and apparently puning 
the Government at their ease and into smooth water. 

Hut in the midst of all this apparent prosperity many people (of 
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whom I am one) are far from easy at the state of affairs. The Opposi
tion are rabid, and bent on annoying and damaging the Government 
in every way they can. The Radicals are lying in wait to take ad
vantage of their resentment and turn it to their own purposes. It is 
impossible not to feel that the experiment/ as it is called, is a fearful 
and a doubtful one; and even supposing it to succeed (as I think it 
will in the long run), there are so many weak and vulnerable both 
landlords and tenants, that there will be a great deal of intermediate 
havoc and distress; and the Farmers have been so terrified and 
excited by their Leaders and Orators, that there is good reason to fear, 
when they find Protection cannot be had, that they will become 
financial reformers, break through all the old patriarchal ties, and go 
to any lengths which they may fancy they can make instrumental 
to their relief. The Protectionists have had the folly to poison and per
vert their minds, and to raise a spirit they will find it difficult either to 
manage or subdue. In short, the country is in a greater state of fer
mentation and uncertainty than I have ever known it, and its con
servative qualities, and faculty of righting itself, and resisting extreme 
dangers, will be put to a severe test. 

February 1oth.-The brightness of the Ministerial prospect was very 
soon clouded over, and last week their disasters began. There was first 
of all the Greek affair, and then the case of the Ceylon witnesses
Palmerston and Grey. The Greek case will probably be settled, thanks 
to French mediation, but it was a bad and discreditable affair, and 
has done more harm to Palmerston than anyofhis greater enormities.z 
The other Ministers are extremely annoyed at it, and at the sensation 
it has produced. The disgust felt at these bullying and paltry opera
tions is great and universal, and it will of course tend to make us still 
more odious abroad. As far asP. himself is concerned, he will as usual 
escape unscathed, quite ready to plunge into any fresh scrape to
morrow, uncorrected and unchecked; he bears a charmed life in 
politicks, he is so popular and so dexterous that he is never at a loss, 
nor afraid, nor discomposed. He is supported by his own party; the 

1 I.e. of Free Trade. 
• Don Pacifico had been the victim of a riot at Athens on Easter Sunday, 1847· He 

claimed £31,500 from the Greek Government, a sum largely in excess of his losses, but 
Palmerston originally backed this exaggerated claim. The final award to him under the 
Drouyn de Lhuys Convention was some £6ooo, including interest. 
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Pee~ites wit not auac:t him for fear ufhurting the Government; and he 
is tiw pet nf rhe Radicals, to whom he plays continual court, ~iving 
then sops in the shape uf Liberal speeches, Hungarian sympathies, 
anJ clap-trap unmeaning verbiage of different sorts. 

\'ery different is the case of Grey. He is as unpopular as the other 
is popular. The H. of Comrnnns swarms with his bitter enemin, and 
he commands very few friends. :\'otwithstanding his great and un· 
deniable abilities, he is always rommitting b~unders, which proceed 
from his obstinacy and conceit-his contempt for the opinion of others, 
and the tenacity with which he clings to his own; and whi:c those who 
know him are aware that a man more high-minded, more honorable 
and conscientious docs not cx_ist, he has contrived to make himself pass 
fi)r a shuffiing trickster whose word cannot be relied on.' This l.a:>t 
affair oftht: Ccy:on witnesses is indeed well calcu:ated to confirm such 
an impression, and m heap additiona: odium on his head. It is who~ly 
"ithout excuse, damaging to him, damaging to the Government, and 
""'i:J animate and em :)ilter the persona1 hostility with which he is pur
sued to a degree that will probabiy bring him to grief in the course of 
this Session, and perhaps the whole Cabinet with him.~ The Govern· 
mcnt was only saved from a defeat on \Vednesday morning by the bad 
tanic" of Disraeli, who moved so strong a resolution that few would 
support it. Bright then moved one more moderate, and was onJy beat 
by nine; had the more moderate one bten moved at £rst, it would 
have been carried. These two incidents have been vexatious and 
injurious, and wen: not improved by an angry personal squabb~e 
between Horsman on one side and J. Russell and Sir G. Grey on the 
other, in which, however, the former is undoubted:y in the wrong. 

Stanley has taken ;.1p Roden's cause,3 and is going to attack the 

' For an appreciation of Lord C-n-y\ '.mpor~an! ter,ure nl . •ffice ao Colonial ">crnr.ary, 
""- W. 1-'. \1urrdl's Colonial Polir; in the A.~t •if Ped and Rus.".l!. 

' A 8<:!o,ct CommiTtee of ~be !louse of' Common' had betfl appointed to enquircc in''' 'h" 
~ric--vance~ a;:eged to exi~t ln Ce--ylon~ t:~p,ci;.:;.Jy with reference to tht" mean~ t~ ... .;.t:·n :1~ ~ht.: 

Lovc::rnur to quell the recent ~'urncctim: in t'~c:r isf.and, and an •.mderstandm~ had ;),Tn 
arrivrd at .in the preceding '"'~~~bf.on. L\o.:...t crrta~n wU:tle~~e!:! ~hou.ld be brou~b l ;_fVt: r frqul 
Ceylon un the :reappointnn.cnt of thr- CPIFUHH ~r.e. T~:n·:..;e witnes~w~os wert nut furl :,.u.:rnln~, and 
C>Jndernnatory motion~ wen· mack by \'r H.umc:, ~lr Uii'ira~~n, and :\f.r Bri;~hK, Out re· 
;ectcd ::,y the House of Common,. R. 

' In tht." aftTay at Uully+~ Hrae ~ ?fOCt ">c->ion of t)rangemt':n, I suo strunr~, vb~t~d J .ord 
Roden un hb birthday to uth r h>m t~'<::lf cun'\"ratc.lanon,, Th<· R;bandmcn gathrr··d d ung 
thetr rout<;, and a collixwn was inevitable. When the firmg bc~an, thr: Orangtmcu charged 
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Irish Government, much to my surprise, for he told me himself at 
Newmarket that he thought Roden quite wrong, and that C<laren
don> could not help dismissing him. But what he may have said or 
thought all goes for nothing when he can find an opportunity of 
making an assault on the Government, or 'giving them a gallop,' as 
he told Clanricarde he was going to do, when he gave notice of his 
motion. 

February 14th.-There has been a grand discussion whether Claren
don should come over to meet Stanley and Roden on Monday next. 
He was greatly against coming, and so were several of his friends; but 
John Russell, G. Grey, and Ld. Lansdowne all thought he had better 
come, and he acquiesced, though reluctantly, and retaining his 
opinion that it was not expedient. Stanley told Granville yesterday 
that he was not going to defend Orange processions, and had only 
taken up the matter for the purpose of preventing personal matters 
between Clarendon and Roden being mixed up with the discussion 
ori the Processions Act, and to have those personal matters settled 
beforehand; au reste, that he had at first thought C. had been quite 
in the right, but since he had seen all the evidence and read the 
papers he had changed his opinion; he gave up Mr. Wm. Beers 
altogether, but thought Roden and the other Beers had been hardly 
treated. C. himself wrote me word he was convinced Stanley only 
brought forward this matter to satisfY his Irish adherents, who had 
been urging him to do it. It is most probable that he finds himself in 
a scrape with his party, who must be excessively disappointed and 
disgusted at his very lukewarm advocacy of Protection in his speech 
on the first night of the Session, and indeed at the way, he has kept 
aloof from all their agitation; and he finds it necessary to do some
thing to satisfY them in other ways. So he will take every opportunity 
he can find of attacking the Government, and try to excite and assure 
his party by such field-days as Dolly's Brae, and by working the 
Greek question and anything else he can lay his hands on. 

This Greek question is the worst scrape into which Palmerston has 

their antagonists and killed or wounded about forty of them. Lord Clarendon ordered a 
Commission of Inquiry and appointed Walter Berwick, an Irish Q.C., as President. As a 
result of the inquiry Lord Roden was removed from his position of Lord-Lieutenant; and 
William Beers and F. Beers, two Justices of the Peace who took part in the procession, were 
deprived of their rank. 
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ever got himself and his colleagues. The d1sgust at it here is universal 
with those who thinJc at all about filreign matters; it is past all doubt 
that it has produced the strongest feelings of indignation against this 
country all over Europe, and the ~iinistcrs themselves arc conscious 
what a disgraceful figt:re they cut, and are ashamed of it. Labouchere 
came into my room yesterday and iet loose about it without reserve. 
He said it admitted of no excuse, and that John Russell, who alone 
could have prevented it, was inexcusable for not having done so; that 
it ought to have been brought regu:arly and formally before the 
Cabinet, who ought all to have known precisely what it was Pa;mer
ston proposed to do. Papers indeed were sent round in boxes, and 
Palmerston defended himself on this ground, and asked why they did 
not read them; but (said Labouchcn:) how was it possible for men 
who had large departments with a vast deal of business of their own, 
to read ail the papers which were brought round in circulation? They 
neither did nor could. It was quite clear from all this that the Greek 
affair was not a measure well considered, discussed, and agreed on 
by the Cabinet, but done in the true Palmerstonian style, offhand, 
partly and casually communicated to his colleagues, but so managed 
as to be his own act, to which they indeed became parties, complctdy 
implicated, but in which they were not really consulted, and which 
passed under their eyes without entering into their serious thoughts. 
l'\ow that the whole magnitude of the scrape is revealed to them they 
arc full of resentment and mortification. Graham told Arbuthnot the 
other day that he thought the breaking down of the Government 
would be the greatest uf evils, and he would do anything to support 
them, but that it was impossible for them to go on with two such 
men as Grey and Palmerston. 

SundaJ', I 7th.-Brcak.fasted with Senior yesterday, ~Iacaulay, 

Hallam, Van de Weyer, etc.; had some tal.k with the latter about 
Greece. Of course, he expressed himself with reserve, but he owned 
it was a very bad affair, and could not end either creditably or well. 
He said he thought there was a good chance of patching up the q uarrd 
wi~h Spain, which was in the hands of his King. After breakfast went 
to Kent House, where I fimnd Clarendon arrived ihe night before in 
very good spirits. He gave me an outline of his case, and told me 
several facts, very important and available, and I am sanguine as to 
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his coming well out of it, if he can manage his materials adroitly. On 
the other hand, the Stanleians and Rodenites give out that they have 
a great case, the first on constitutional, and the last on personal, 
grounds; but both profess an intention to be moderate in their mode 
of pressing it. Grey has had a success in the Ceylon Committee in the 
evidence of Captain Watson, who proved the proclamation attributed 
to him to be a forgery; and he threw so much discredit on Baillie's 
evidence 1 that Graham told me he thought it would be fatal to his 
case; but Charles Villiers, who is on the Committee, says that this 
does not affect the question ofT orrington's incapacity and unfitness for 
his post which will infallibly be proved by unexceptionable witnesses. 

<February> rgth.-Stanley brought on the Dolly's Brae affair last 
night in a long, clever, and artful speech, delivered in his best style. 
But it was the speech of a clever Nisi Prius advocate, and consisted 
principally of an ingenious dissection ofBerwick's report and the evi
dence, and a bitter attack upon him. The useless and unmeaning 
character of this display was very apparent when he announced his 
intention of doing nothing, and asking no opinion of the House. 
Clarendon rose after him. He made a very good case, his points told 
remarkably well, and, on the whole, he acquitted himself successfully, 
and to the satisfaction of his friends; but, coming after Stanley's 
practised and brilliant declamation, his style appeared tame and 
feeble. It was easy to see that he was no debater, and that his parlia
mentary inexperience diminished his force and efficacy. For a little 
while I was in great alarm for him, and thought he was going to break 
down; but he recovered, and got through his speech very well. If he 
had had more artistic power, he would have made his excellent 
materials much more effective than they were. In such hands as 
Stanley's they would have been crushing; they would have been very 
powerful if Lord Lansdowne had had them; but as it was, it did well 
enough. There was no personality introduced into the debate; the 
rival speakers were very civil and complimentary to each other; and 
Roden, throughout his dull and inaudible harangue, called Claren
don his noble friend, to which C. of course responded in his short 
second speech. Before it began Stanley and Clarendon rushed to each 

' Henry James Baillie (see note on p. 158) produced the evidence in the House of 
Commons on which the Select Committee was appointed. 
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other across the House, and shook hands very cordially, :.t~~e a couple 
of boxers bdlm: setting to. 

<FrbruaT)'> 'J.Olh. -Clarendon ca1led on me yesterday, very happy at 
hi.; success the ni){ht before There is a pretty general opinion that he 
made out a very good case, and that Stanley's was a failure. The latter 
made one or two great mistakes, and was detected in one very dis
creditable attempt. He c;uoted from an Act ofParliament, reading an 
extract from it, bt.:t stopping short at that part of the clause which 
would have upsct c1i;, own argument. By a great piece of good luck, 
the Chancellor Brady 1 had anticipated the possibiiity of this Act being 
alluded to, and had sent it over to Clarendon, pointing out this c la:...~se, 
and C. only received it two hours before the debate came on. 

C. told me he expected the Encumbered E~tates Act wou:d prove 
the regeneration of Ireland, and that this measure was entirely done 
by himself. When be was here last year he saw Peel, who sa~d he 
would give up his own scheme if C. could accomplish (as he proposed; 
something of :his kind. C. spoke to John Russdi about it, who said 
legal reform~ were impossible; the Lawyers never would carry them 
ot.:.t. C. replied, ; Only lend me your Solidtor-Ceneral, and 1 wi;] do 
it all.' Romil:y went over to Dublin, the Chancdlor was cajoled, and 
the < l rish > Attorney- and Solicitor-Generals were frightened into 
acquiescence, and Romi:ly drew the Bil: with their concurrence, 
which was passed last Session, and is now working with extraordinary 
effect. The Lord-Lieutenancy is to be abolished on January :, 18 51, 
and the Hill to be brou~ht in this Session. C. wil: then be Secretary 
of State for Ireland. 

vVe had some (only a :ittlc: talk about our forC'ign affairs, especially 
Greece, of which he had h imsclf only heard a little. 1 had heard that 
Palmerston had been ma:tin~ some fresh proposal to the Cabinet, at 
which they had kid.ed, and he told me what it was. So little disposed 
is he, notwithstanding al: the fcdings and opinions that have been 
manifested, to recede, thai he proposed that instructions shou1d be 
sent to Wylde <Wyse> to insist tbat the French ~linister' (or agent of 
the bons offices, whoever he may be; shou;d be obliged to require of 

' Sir :;>.Iaziere Brady ~I 796· 1 87 I : ; :.ord Chancellor of lrdand, l a., 7 .):.I, l BsJ 8 and 
T8,5y--66; created baronet, I8og. 

' At Athens. 
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the Greek Government an immediate compliance with the whole of 
our demands. This the Cabinet refused to do, but Lord Lansdowne 
owned to Clarendon that he was by no means sure that they were 
apprised of all the instructions that had been sent, or that this re
quisition might not have gone out, though the Cabinet had refused 
its consent to it. C. told Lord L. that he hoped he was not insensible 
to the state of public opinion on this matter, and he said he was fully 
aware ofit. 

(June I5th, I858. tNot very interesting, but readable.t) (March 
6th, I863.) <C. C. G.> 

<End of Vol. I of Additional MS. 4I I r8.) 
February 22nd, Friday.-On Wednesday, as I was crossing the Park, 

I fell in with Sir Robert Peel, and turned back with him to Charles 
Wood's, where he was going, after which we went towards his home, 
and walked up and down behind Whitehall for half an hour or more, 
talking of all sorts of things. He began about the Roden affair, on 
which he thought there was no case against Clarendon, but that he 
might have made more clearly known to Lord R. his dislike to the 
procession, and considering the friendly terms they had been on, that 
there was some want of courtesy in making no communication to him 
before the notice of dismissal, particularly after Roden had offered 
to resign if it would be of any use to him that he should do so. I ex
plained all these matters to him, and showed him that Clarendon had 
said and done all he could, and that no blame attached to him. He said 
he had known nothing of the matter but what Jocelyn had told him. 

He then spoke of foreign affairs, and did not spare Palmers ton. He 
reviewed the general course of our proceedings, and especially the 
Greek affair, which he thought very bad; but what was still worse, 
was our having sent our fleet into the Dardanelles, having no right to 
do so, and then asserting we were driven there by stress of weather, 
which was a pretence and a falsehood. This was very disgraceful, and 
the use to which our fleet had been put very shameful. That Palmer
stan had met with nothing but failures from Lisbon, where he first 
sent the fleet, and where his enemy Cabral 1 had been ever since in 

'Antonio da Costa Cabral (r8og-8g); instigated the insurrection at Oporto in r842; 
Dictator of Portugal, 1842-6, and again 1849-51; driven from power in r8sr by an insur
rection headed by Marshal Saldanha. 
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power down to the present occasion. Brunnow had spoken to him 
the Dther day, and talked very good sense. Said the Emperor of 
Russia would not quarrel on this matter, not having done so on our 
tlcct ~oing to the Darciandles; he wot:.id not on account of two un
inhabited islets, but be would feel it. He alluded to the Emperor's 
sarcastic remark on tbe story of our fleet being compelled to take 
shdter in the Dardandles; that he had always understood our fteets 
were most ably and powerful:y manned, their tactics very superior, 
and that Sir William Parker was a very skilful officer; but that hiJ 

Fleet, though lying in that sea for many months, had never found it
self under any such necessity. Brunnow said it was a great pity some
body could not represent to Palmerston the impolicy of the course he 
had been pursuing all over Europe; that it was evident his real motive 
and intention in this Greek atl'air had been to bring about a revolu
tion there, and that he had expected, when his fleet appeared, there 
wou.id be a rising against Otho,' who would be expelled; that when 
Europe was only just emerging from a state of general revolution, and 
ordcr was only lately restored, what folly it was to provoke a fresh 
revolution, and to reopen an important question, the settlement of 
which might lead to the greatest difficulties: Hrunnow always de
fends Palmerston, and affects to make light of all the accidents that 
arise, but he speaks his real sentiments to Peel and Aberdeen. Peel 
thinks Crey has been concerned in this affair as much as Palmerston, 
and that he wanted to resent some interference on the part of Greece 
in the Ionian insurrection. He said he had seen a letter from some
body (I did not hear correctly who; in Parker's fleet, representing that 
the Admiral was exceedingly disgusted at the business put into his 
hands. We occupied so much time in discussing Ireland and Greece, 
that there was none to go into other matters, though 1 should have 
liked to hear his opinion of the state and prospects of the country. 

Last night I met Clarendon at dinner at Bath House, when 1 told 
him what had passed between Peel and me. He told me also that 
Roden had behaved shabbily to him, when he quoted in the House of 
Lords the letter he had written, oH'l-ring to resign the .Magistracy, but 

' Ono ! , Kmg of Greece r 1815 -67:, ""~ur.d ,on of King Ludwig I of Bavaria; >dtcted 
as King by the London Conference of the Power>, 183'-!; retired to Bavaria after the n:votu
tion of 186:.~. 
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concealing the latter part of the same letter in which he said that he 
hoped he would not accept it if he thought it would be any triumph 
to the Catholics, for they had now got them down, and they should 
be able to keep them down. This, C. said, he felt tempted to read 
himself, as Roden chose to read the first part, but he abstained. 

He then gave me an account of what had passed between the 
Queen and Prince and himself. He dined at the Palace on Tuesday. 
I told him they were sure to talk to him on foreign affairs, but he said 
he should avoid it. However, he could not avoid it. The moment he 
came into the drawing-room after dinner the Queen exploded, and 
went with the utmost vehemence and bitterness into the whole of 
Palmerston's conduct, all the effects produced all over the world, and 
all her own feelings and sentiments about it. He could only listen 
and profess his own almost entire ignorance of the details. After She 
had done Albert began, but not finding time and opportunity to say 
all he wished, he asked him to call on him the next day. He went and 
had a conversation of two hours and a half, in the course ofwhich he 
went into every detail, and poured forth without stint or reserve all 
the pent-up indignation, resentment, and bitterness with which the 
Queen and himself have been boiling for a long time past. He com
mented on Palmerston's policy and conduct much in the same terms 
in which the 'Times' does, and as I and others do. But what he en
larged upon with the strongest feeling was the humiliating position 
in which the Queen was placed in the eyes of the whole world. The 
remonstrances and complaints, the sentiments and resentments of 
other Sovereigns-of the King of Naples, and of the Emperor of 
Russia, for instance-directly affected her dignity as the Sovereign 
and Representative of this Nation; and the consciousness that these 
Sovereigns and all the world knew that She utterly disapproved of all 
that was done in her name, but that She was powerless to prevent it, 
was inconceivably mortifying and degrading. Albert said he knew 
well enough the Constitutional position of the Sovereign of this 
country, and that it was the policy and measures which the Nation 
desired and approved which the Government must carry out; but 
that the Nation disapproved of P.'s proceedings, and so did his own 
colleagues, Lord Lansdowne particularly; but that by their weak 
connivance he was allowed to set at defiance the Sovereign, the 
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Government, and publiC opinion, whiie She could get ne:ther redress 
not >>Jpport from John Rus~c:l, and was forced to submit to such 
c:cgra.datiun. He then mentioned various rnstances in which the 
C.)_ueen 's remonstrances and su;{;v,estions had been disregarded . 
.\l\:1uces submitted to her in one [()rm and changed by Palmerston 
in:u other forms; the re!usal of ,\L,stria to send any Amba~sador here, 
because He could not transact bus:ncss with ht:r Secretary of State. 
Ciarcndon asked him if he had t·vtT endeavoured to inUucncc 
Pa:merston h.imsdf, and n:monstrated with him on those matters 
which had justly excited the ~trong !i.:dings of the Queen and himself. 
He said that he had done so repeatedly, and for a long time; that he 
always found him easy, good-humoured, very pleasant to ta:lc to, but 
that it was :.~ner!y impossibi.e tn tarn him from his purposes, or to 

place the least reliance on anything he said or engaged to do, and that 
at length the conviction which had ;)een forced upon him of the use~ 
:cs~nn~ of speaking to him had caused him emirely to leave it off, and 
it>!' above a year past neither the Q. or He had ever said one word to 
Lim; tha: it was in vain they had appealed to John R. He supposed 
it was the etiquette for Cabinet _\iinistcrs never to admit there was 
any1:1ir~ censurabte in the conduct of each other, for though he was 
n:rta:n many things were done of whkh J. R. could not approve, and 
fiJr v-.:1irh he was unable to make any c:dt:nce, he never would admit 
that what had been done had been wrong; that the consequence of 
!h~s :tad been :o impair considerabcy the relations of confidence and 
upenne~s which ought to exist :Jetween the Queen and ht:r Prime 
~iinistl'r, and to place her in an :..:nsat;sfactory posi:ion vis-a-vis of 
him. After dilating at great :ength on this topic, he said something 
from which C. inferred that his objt-ct was to ma:..e him a channel uf 
cummurrication with John RussC:l, and th:.~s to make their sentiments 
known to him more dearty and unreservecly than they cou;d do them
selves, and he means to tell John aJ that passed. He said the Prince 
tal:~ec~ very sensibly and vcry calrr.;y, very strong, but witl1out ex
cittmcnt of manner. 1 shall be turious to hear whatjohn says to it 
al~; btit t;umgh it can hardly fail ~unewhat to disturb bis mind, 1 
don't bci:nc it will make the :cast al!cra~ion in his conduct, ur chan~e 
an iota of :he • unconquerable wi:: a!ld stady of revengt"' of Pa:mer~ 
stun, or prevent his doing just what he pleases in spite of a:l the 
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world. Peel told me he understood we were sending to Leghorn to 
make demands of some sort there, which he concluded was done to 
annoy Austria. 

February 23rd, Saturdqy.-The division in the H. of C. on Thursday 
night was hailed with vociferous cheers by the Protectionists, who 
considered it a great victory and the harbinger of future success. 1 

Everybody was taken by surprise, for though it was known that the 
Opposition would muster strong, nobody imagined there would be 
so small a majority as 21, the Government expected about forty. 
Graham spoke very well, and so did Gladstone in reply to him, the part 
the latter took exciting a considerable sensation. Disraeli was good, 
both in his opening speech and reply. Graham told me he was much 
improved, and his taste and tone far better than formerly. Peel was 
long and heavy, talked of himself too much, and made one of those 
defences of his former conduct which he might as well let alone, for 
they are superfluous with one half of the House and country, and use
less with the other. He had much better, as Disraeli told him, do like 
Cosmo de Medici, and leave his character to posterity; he unwisely 
enough noticed a very warm and unjust attack which Henry Bentinck 
had made upon him at some public meeting. H. B., like a true mem
ber of his family and own Brother to George, instead of recanting or 
apologising, insinuated his disbelief in what Peel said, and was as 
offensive as the clamour and displeasure of the House and his own 
inarticulateness allowed him to be. In the afternoon yesterday 
Graham called on me to speak about the Australian Bill which was to 
have come on next Monday, and on which he said Government would 
infallibly be beat, which following up the quasi defeat of Thursday 
would be very awkward. I suggested (after talking the matter over) 
that He and Peel might give them some help, which he said they 
would do, but must know what Government themselves meant to do. 
I undertook to find out, but in the meantime John R. put off the 
Bill. 

February 28th.-Before Clarendon left town he saw John Russell, 
and told him all that had passed between him and the Prince, and 

' On February rgth Mr Disraeli moved for a Committee to revise and amend the Poor 
Laws for the purpose of affording relief to the agricultural classes. Mr Gladstone voted 
for the motion, though it became virtually a Protectionist demonstration. The resolution 
was defeated by 273 to 253-only 20 majority for Government.-R. 
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that he was quite certain it had been said to him for the express pur
pose of its being repeated to J olm. He a:so told him that it was fit he 
should understand the strung and unusual feeling thai existed on this 
subject, assuring him tlwt He had not mei with one single individual 
of any party or condition who did not regard it with disgust and dis
pleasure. He then adjured h.irn, whatever dse he might do, to culti
vate better personal fedinl{s, and more confidential relations with the 
Q. and P., to be more open with them, and to enter into their feelings, 
and this John (who seems to have taken what he said in very good 
part) promised he wou~d not fail to do. 

C. had also long conversations with Peel and Graham, who were 
both very complimentary and satisfactory about his case in the House 
of Lords, and Peel talked io him a great deal about affairs, both 
English and Irish. He was as confident as ever in the impossibility of 
the restoration of Protection, and the disastrous (and in the end 
abortive~ effects of any attempt to do so by a Stanley and Disradi 
Government, if by any possibility they could force themselves into 
ofllce. He is evidently much disgusted with Gladstone and Goulburn, 
who have given indubitable signs of forsaking him, and advancing to
wards the Protectionists, and Graham said Stanley would now be able 
to oifer the Queen a list, which would not be an insult. But Glad
~tont:, though he has twice voted with the Opposition, loudly declares 
that he has not changed an iota of his Free Trade opinions, and has 
no thoughts of joining the other party. They think they can have him 
whenever they may vouchsafe to take him. There is a considerably 
prevailing opinion of the diminished vigour as wdl as of the diminished 
influence of Peel. His speech the other night was laboured and heavy, 
and not judicious. Then the House was much struck by the unusual 
spectacle of Peel and Graham both rising to speak together, and both 
persisting to await the Speaker's call instead of Graham's giving way 
to Peel, as he would have done formerly. It was probably the first 
time Peel ever rose in the H. of C. io speak, and had to give way to 

another Speaker. The House calied for the one as much as for the 
other, and Graham made incom:)arably the best speech of the two. 
Ever since their large minority, the Protectionists have been in a very 
rampant and excited state, overflowing with pugnacity and con
ftdence; but they made a great mistake in opposing very furiously and 
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factiously the Irish Voters Bill, and the Government think that that 
night was exceedingly serviceable to them, by rallying back a great 
many of the Irish Members, who were out of humour, and disposed 
to go against them in the matter of protection and relief. 

I was last night elected at Grillon's Club, much to my surprise, for 
I did not know I was a Candidate. 

March 8th, Friday.-Dined on Wednesday at Grillon's, and re
ceived with vast civility and cordiality. A large party, much larger 
than usual-amongst them Harrowby, Granville, Graham, Sir T. 
Fremantle, Rutherford, Pusey, Sir T. Acland, etc. Sat next to 
Graham, and had much talk on affairs. I told him that Labouchere 
had told me a day or two before that John Russell was uneasy about 
the H. of Commons, and expected that he should be beat on more 
than one item in the financial accounts; that people told him he must 
expect to be beat; but that he said repeated defeats on such details 
materially impaired his influence and authority in the House, and 
made it difficult to carry on the business. Graham said this was very 
true, and that he probably would be beat. He thought the position 
of the Government unsatisfactory and precarious; they had got into 
some scrapes about both Army and Naval estimates, unnecessarily 
and injudiciously. Then there were the questions of the Mrican 
squadron and the Greek business behind. Stanley very bitter and 
active, and eager to fight. He thinks Gladstone, Goulburn, and 
Aberdeen would all join Stanley in taking office. I asked him how it 
was possible. He said the Protectionists would make some conces
sions, and for various reasons and on different pretexts they would be 
easily satisfied. He congratulated himself on his foresight in refusing 
to take office. This Greek question was just one of those cases in which 
he must have refused to obey the orders of the Foreign Office, very 
different now from Lord Grey's time. Then when He was First Lord 
of the Admiralty, he used to be every day at the Foreign Office, and 
Lord Grey was paramount, allowing nothing to be done without his 
full knowledge and assent, and constantly altering Palmerston's des
patches as a Tutor might a boy's exercise. He talked a good deal 
about the abolition of the Lord-Lieutenancy of Ireland, of which he 
approves, but said the arrangement of the details, especially about the 
Chancellor, would be very difficult. Arbuthnot told me the other day 

GMVI 14 
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that the Protectionists are doing all they can to disgust the Yeomanry 
w1th the service, and to induce them to resign, not without success. 
This is their patriotism. 

1 met Brunnow a kw mornings ago coming from Pa~mer~ton, 
where he had been :though he did not say so; to present the Em
peror's indignant note. He was laughing as he always does when he 
speaks ofPalmerstun; said of this affair, 'que c'etait unc bhise; qu'il 
ne pouvait pas fain:- comprcndre a Palmerston !'humiliation de 
]'affaire.' So far from acknowledging this, or evincing the least sign 
of regret or shame, when Hume asked him a question in the House the 
other night, he replied with the utmost effrontery, and with rather 
more than his usual insolence and audacity. As on every occasior., 
the House laughed and nobody said a word. All that relates to h:m, 
his characier, conduct, and career, will hereafter form one of the most 
curious passages in history and the mosi astounding and unaccount· 
able. 

i\Iarch gth. Yesterday judgement was given in Gorham's case at 
the Council Office. The crowd was enormous, the crush and squeeze 
awful. I accommodated my friends with seats in court, and there 
were Wiseman and .Bunsen sitting cheek by jowl, probably the anti
pocks of theological opinions. 'J 'he Lords met an hour before. They 
made some alterations in the judgement, and some judicious omis
sions. 'I he Bishop of London, after much vaciLation, half assenting 
and half dissenting, being on and ofT, by turns against Gorham and 
against the Bishop, disagreeing with everybody and everything, 
finaJy sent his determ1nation through Lushington, and announciug' 
·:as was said in the judgement; that he could not concur. He did not, 
however, concur in the statement of Gorham's doctrine as gathered 
by the Lords, a difference of construction which shows how impo1>
sibk it would have been to condemn Gorham on the score of hetero
dox ~if not heretica:; opinions, when a number of very able men, Lay
men and Clergymen, aH.er careful examination, could not agree what 
his opinions reaDy were. Knight Bruce dissented altogether, "rote to 

Lord Langdale io that cfTcct, and declined coming. The Ardtbi,hops 
agreed in both j udgemcn t and reasons. 'I 'here was a preliminary dis
cussion about costs. Langdale, Campbell, and Lushington were for 
giving Gorham costs in the Court below; Pemberton Leigh was 
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against it; and the three eventually yielded to the one, and it was 
agreed to say nothing about costs. Langdale read the judgement well, 
and the people who heard it (at least those I talked to) thought it able 
and judicious; but of course all the Highflyers and Puseyites will be 
angry and provoked, and talk of schisms and secessions, which will be, 
I am firmly convinced, bruta fulmina. 

Reeve received yesterday afternoon from Guizot the Russian Note 
-not the Note itself, but the whole substance of it, textual evidently, 
and copied from the note. r 

March rgth, Monday <Tuesday>.-Last Friday Aberdeen and Stanley 
had determined to bring on the Greek affair in the H. of Lords, and S. 
gave notice toLd. Lansdowne he would ask for information. Ld. L., 
however, before S. rose, got up and begged he would not discuss a 
question which was in course of negotiation, and Stanley was obliged 
to acquiesce. They were both of them provoked and disappointed, but 
there was no help for it. Stanley then contented himself with asking 
for the date of the orders to Parker to stop coercive measures, and it 
turned out that Palmerston had delayed sending them for a week 
upon miserable pretexts. Lord L., as usual, attempted some lame 
excuses, and there the matter ended. 

To-night comes on the question of the Mrican squadron, on which 
the Government have acted a very unwise part.4 They have deter
mined (of course in obedience to Palmerston's will and pleasure) not 
only to make it a Government question, but to stake their existence 
on it; and they have been moving heaven and earth to obtain support 
and avert the defeat with which they were threatened. Their repre
sentations and appeals will probably succeed, but I have already seen 
several people who are excessively disgusted at being compelled to 
vote against their clear and strong convictions, and support what they 
think wrong and foolish in order to bolster up the Government and 
carry them through the difficulty in which they have been involved 
by their own perverseness and obstinacy. 

March 2oth.-]ohn Russell convoked a meeting in Downing Street 
yesterday, and made them a speech which gave equal offence in 

' This was a Note in which the Russian Government protested against the abuse of the 
maritime power of England to coerce small and unresisting States.-R. 

• The maintenance of a costly squadron on the coast of Mrica for the suppression of the 
slave trade had become very unpopular, even with the Liberal Party.-R. 
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c:anner and in ma:tcr. lle toid them if he was beat on Butt's' 
n:or[o:l he should n.:sign. Palmt:Tston made anotht·r speech, and an
nounced the same i:Ht>r,tion. \\hat passed however is given in a ktrcr 
v.,hich I sent to the ··1 iml·s' llli>t night. The people came away furious 
and indignant, and ~t:vera: L·amc into my room compiaining of 
!he hardship of bcin~~ compd~t:d to vote against their conscientious 
opinions on such a qacstion, and on the unjustifiable conduct of the 
Government in threal!~nin;~ to resign on it. I t seems to me that John 
Russell is demented at ta;;._ing this violent course in reference to >O 

unpopu:ar a question, and one so entirdy falkn into disrepute. lit: 
has given du:p oifenn.: and prepared great dH!iculties for hir:1sc~f 

hereafter. B. \\'a~: told me he sent Labouchere to him the ni~ht be
fore to remonstrate, but he made no impression, and his reply was tuo 
ridicu~ous; that he could nol abandon the course pursued by Mr. Fox 
and all the great men of the time, who had striven to put down sla vt ry. 
He succeeded in cajoling or frightening people inlO submission, and 
after a debate in wh1ch few people spoke, and Palmerston not at a:l, 
:eaving it all to John, llutt's motion was rejected by a majority of 
~cvl"l·:ty. A great many were absent, not expecting a di<v ision, most of 
whom wou~d have voted with Hutt .. 1 never saw anything like the 
s~.:r:Jnse of some people and thc indignation of others at the cour~e 
which John Russcll look. 

April 2yd.. -~.lore than a month vvithout a sing;k line. 1'he Govt·rn
mt:nl are sup:losed to have been going on badly, having been left in 
minoritit'S on scvcra: occasions, but it is of no real consequence. The 
most serious affair was the Stamps BiL, but it has been partly com
promised and partly pacched up, and Charles \Vood does not seem 
to care .. 2 I saw him the other day, when he said that he thought they 
shm:id not bt: placed in any more difficu:tics, for some were ashamed 
and some were sorry for having done so already. They have made up 
:heir minds not to stand repetitions of this fast and loose treatment on 
t\c part of their friends and soi-disant supporters. \Vood is uneasy 
a 1)out 1.he continued low price of corn, and owncd to me that it has 
com:nued much longer and had fa:len lower than he had ever nm-

. 1\<llid.!n ll.;.tt '_~Bur 82;; :..LP, t!Jr t:url. top 4'· and for L-<ttnhcaJ, d:l.p 71; Pa~-
r:n:..:.t~B .. ~r~ln·t.H.::-ral, l865; K.C.B., lHhs,; a tcathn•_r HK~nbcr of ~llt' .:\~-.w Ll·aL:H~d (_',1,n1pany. 

· ',.; _ '" "t' n w<re defeated em Apn: t 1t:J uu ::1, •_r ~tamp Bill by " tHajuc;r y ,,f '64 to 
'Jj· N. 
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templated or at all liked. All the accounts represent that the Farmers 
are behaving well, paying their rents, and employing the people; but 
there is a strong feeling of dissatisfaction and disaffection amongst them. 

The Greek affair has dragged on, and wears rather a sinister ap
pearance. Drouyn de Lhuys 1 fell in with Reeve on Sunday, took 
him into his house, and opened to him largely and bitterly on the 
subject. Yesterday Reeve dined with him, when he again renewed 
the discussion-two remarkable conversations. He complained in 
strong terms of Palmerston's conduct, said that France had exerted 
herself with great sincerity to arrange the affair, but had been met in 
no corresponding spirit here. He intimated that his Government 
would publish to the whole world what had taken place, and that the 
matter was assuming a very grave character towards both Russia and 
France. Instructions had, indeed, gone out to Athens, agreed upon 
between Palmerston and himself, but he seemed to regard it as very 
doubtful whether they would arrive in time-that is, before Gros 2 

had returned home and Parker resumed hostilities. He repeated what 
Van de Weyer had said of the 'universal execration' in which we were 
held, and that no country could excite such a feeling with impunity. 
It is pretty clear that if this matter is not now settled there will be an 
explosion on the subject at Paris, and some very disagreeable passages 
between us and both France and Russia. My own conviction has 
all along been that Palmerston never intended anything but to 
hoodwink his colleagues, bamboozle the French, and gain time. By 
accepting the French mediation he prevented all discussion in Parlia
ment; and as he took care to furnish no instructions to Wyse such as 
might enable him and Gros to come to terms, the affair could not fail 
to drag on, and every day that it did so was fraught with disastrous 
consequences to the Greeks. This was what he wanted; not to back 
out of it as decently as he could, not to defer to the wishes, opinions, 
and good offices of France, but by obstinacy and deceit to gain all 
his ends-to terrify and bully Greece into complete surrender, baffle 

' Edmond Drouyn de Lhuys (r8os-8r); First Secretary of Embassy at Madrid, r836-
40; depute, 1842--8; Foreign Secretary under Louis Napoleon, 1848-g, 1852-5 and r862-6; 
Ambassador to London, 1849-51. 

z Baron Jean Baptiste Gros (r793-r87o); served in the French diplomatic service from 
r 823; sent as French Plenipotentiary to Athens to arbitrate between Greece and England, 
February 12th, r8so; Ambassador to London, r862. 
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Russia, and make 'France ridiculous. D. de L'H. told Reeve that he 
and Brunnow were in constant communication and acting in concert, 
ihc :atter as usual doing all in his power to pacify the Emperor at 
PetersbUrf4, and to g·et Palmerston to be reasonable here. 

April 28th.- C. Wood has got into a scrape with his Stamps Bi:~, not 
bdng able to frame his measure so as to work satisfactorily. These 
financial blundns an· always iniurious, and affect the credit and 
authority of a Chancdlor of the Exchequer; but it does not really 
signify, for the Government cannot be shaken. John Russdl made a 
slashing attack :in reply: on Disradi on Friday, well enough done, 
with spirit and effect. 

On \Vednesday, Campbell gave judgement in the Court of 
Q/ueen's> B:ench. in the Gorham case, on the rule moved for by 
F. Kdly. The rule was refused unanimous)y. Campbell's judgement 
was very good, and much admired; he is doing exceedingly we!! in hts 
Court. ~Iartin to:d me he never heard anything better than the way 
in which he disposed of a variety of cases ·:motions for rules most:y) 
which were before him on :\londay last. Baron Parke, too, who did 
not smile on the ap?ointment,' said he was doing very well. He is not 
popular, and he i.s ;,.,anting in taste and refinement, but he is an able 
man and a great Lawyer; and already he appears to great advantage 
in contrast with the dignified incompetence of Denman, who was an 
honorab:c, hig-h-minded gentleman, but no Lawyer, and one of the 
fe-eblest Chief Justices who ever presided over the Court of Q. B. 

\-Ve may at last expect the Greek question to be settled, 1 suppose. 
The decision and a:acrity of Pa1merston last Saturday week form a 
curious contrast with his di:awry motions a few weeks ago. Then b.e 
rou:d not manage to frame an !nstruction and despatch it in less than 
a week or more; but when matters were getting serious, and he fimnd 
tiJat he must finish the affair, he was quick enough. On Saturday 
morning he received the despatch·s announcing the difficulties at 
Athens. He sent for Drouyn de Lhuys, conceried with him what was 
to :)l' done, wrote his instructions, :aid them before the Cabinet, got 
al: the fi>rms ihrough, and sent them off the same evening. The plain 
meaning of all this is that in the Erst instance his object was delay, 
and in the second his object was expedition. 

' C:an,phdl :1ad btcen apvotntt'd Lord Chief Justice on .\larch .)th, '050. 
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May 14th.-I have written nothing here for many weeks, but no 
great loss, for I have not had much to say, if anything. I am tempted 
to resume my pen to record rather a curious account. I have heard 
this morning of a mission from Paris to Louis Philippe, and the result 
of it. The Leaders of the Conservative party there, all except Thiers, 
have come to a resolution that the only chance of restoring the 
Monarchy is by a reconciliation of the elder and the Orleans branches, 
by the recognition ofH<enri> V, and by persuading L<ouis> P<hilippe> 
and his family to accept this solution of the dynastic question. They 
have accordingly sent over M. Malac to Claremont to communicate 
their sentiments to the King. He was authorised to tell him that the 
Legitimists were willing to acknowledge his title and his reign, and 
even the benefits that France had derived from his government. The 
King entered into the subject with great frankness, treating with in
difference the offers which were personal to himself, saying he had no 
need of any recognition of his reign, of which history would bear suf
ficient record. He, however, acquiesced in the views of the party who 
sent M. Malac, and declared himself ready to agree to their terms, 
but he said that the women of his family would be the most strenuous 
opponents of such a compromise. He assembled a sort of Conseil de 
famille, consisting of the Queen and the Princes (not the Dss. of 
O<rleans>), and laid before them the proposal that had been made to 
him. The Queen declared against it, the Princes were all for it, and 
finally the Q. said she would defer to the opinion of the King. He 
then proposed to the Ambassador to go and talk to the Duchess of 
Orleans, from whom the greatest obstacles were to be expected. He 
declined to speak to her on the subject, but said he would go and see 
her, which he did. She received him, talked of all other subjects, but 
not a word about the succession. On reporting to H. M. what had 
passed, he said he would send for her and talk to her, and after having 
done so, he desired M. Malac to return and she would enter on the 
affair. He went to her again and spoke to her with great frankness, 
representing that the Orleanist party was by far the weakest in 
France, and that her religion would always make the poeple more or 
less, and the Clergy entirely, hostile to her. She was much startled and 
discomposed at hearing language to which she seemed not to have 
been accustomed; but though she did not avow it she was not 
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unmoved by his rcprc-.t:'ntation,. lie describt:"d various olhn met'tings 
and conversations which had nccurred in which the Q. of the Belgians 
tonk. part :slron<c,ly averse to the proposal;, and finally he departed, 
without indeed any formal acceptance of the overtures, but carrying 
back such expressions uf opinion and di~position on the part of the 
family as amounted to a virtual acceptance, and leave no doubt that 
the bargain wil: bt: concluded. It is not intended to drav/ up any 
compact, nor to take any immediate steps in consequence. ·r:1ey have 
no intention of waging war w1th the Republic, and only contemplate 
waiting for the cnunc of events in the hope that the evils of the cou n · 
try will eventually drive the masses to seek a remedy for them in tl'e 
restoration of the :\'i.onarchy, and for this contingency to be prcparvd 
by merging the differmccs of the two branches and uniting the 
strength of both to re-establish the principle. It was Reeve who told 
me all this, having had it From :VI. Malar himself. He also brought 
over a letter from Gu.izot to R., in which G. alluded rather mystc6-
ously to another romb[nation that was possibi.e, and that would be 
auxiliary to this scheme. This is a transaction with the President and 
Changarnicr. Both of the latter are aware that L :ouis> :\' <apoieon, 
has no chance of perpetuating his own power either as President or 
Emperor.' He ts overwhelmed with debts which he cannot pay, and 
t.hc who:e of his private fortune is sunk. In no case, therefi)rc, could he 
rdire to any other country, and he may naturally be wiJ:ing to make 
terms for himself which, in the event of the :\lonarchy being restored, 
would place him in a position of case and comfiJrt. Besides his uwn 
po;iti.cal nuJ}ity, his family entourage J.>fesent an insuperable bar to 
the revival of the EmJ.>ire in his person. He is, indeed, himself by far 
the bcs: ofhis family, being wd:-meaning and a gentleman; but all 
t.:le rest are only a wonh:css set of canaille, altogether destitute Df 
merit, and without a tit:e to pub<ic consideration and respect. 

Ma;• r 7th, Friday. -·This has been a day of agitation. On Wednes
day night aa London was cxci:ed by the announcement at Dcvon
sllire House :where there was a great rout~ that Drouyn de Lhuys had 
ueen rcca:led and was gone to Paris, and that neither Brunnow n( •r 

' An unlw:~'Y prediction! ,~, il >cnn' rhat thi• wild ocherne was co:mrnunic:ated to m•-, 
l mu't b~: allowed to add that I never i(Jr a.n instant entenaJ.ntcd or t:n<:uu.raged >0 pn,-
vusteroui'i a proposal, having known Prince L£JlJ.l~ .\apolcun tar tuu Wt'lJ tu ,~u.ppo~c ti1at ~H; 
wouJ1d rdinqui>h the prize which was «!ready w•thin hi~ gra,p.- R. 
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Cetto 1 had been present at Palmerston's birthday dinner. Everybody 
was talking yesterday of these things and of the cause of them, which 
of course had to do with Greece. In the two Houses questions were 
put to Ld. L. and to Palmerston, when both of them said that the 
French Government had desired the presence of Drouyn de Lhuys at 
Paris in order to explain matters, and they both said what was tanta
mount to a denial of his having been recalled. At the very moment 
that they were making these statements in Parliament, the French 
Minister for Foreign Affairs was reading in the tribune of the 
National Assembly the formal letter of recall which had been sent 
to their Ambassador, which he was instructed to communicate, and 
which he read to Palmers ton on the preceding day, and he was at the 
same time explaining that the Ambassador had been recalled on 
account of the manner in which the English Government had be
haved to that of France, which rendered it incompatible with the 
dignity of the Republic to leave any longer an Ambassador in London. 
The report of what had passed appeared in all the papers this morn
ing, and Brougham again addressed an interpellation to Lord L. on 
the subject, while-- <Disraeli> did the same to John Russell in the 
House of Commons, Palmerston not having chosen to be present. 
Both made what must be called shuffling, prevaricating answers, en
deavouring by some clumsy and sophistical pretences to make out that 
the letter of recall was not a letter of recall. All this is very pitiable. 
After a series of blunders and a long course of impolitic and un
justifiable acts, Palmerston has contrived to involve us in a quasi 
quarrel with France, and to break up in the most wanton manner, 
and for the most ridiculous object, the good understanding which 
existed between the two countries. His colleagues, as usual, find 
themselves deeply plunged in the scrape into which they have per
mitted him to drag them, and obliged, as a hundred times heretofore, 
to make common cause with him, and to swallow all the dirt which 
he crams down their throats. While I am writing this they have 
brought me the newspaper with the report of what passed in Parlia
ment, and Lord Lansdowne's and J. Russell's replies, and it really is 
melancholy to see two such men reduced to such discreditable shifts, 
trying to evade giving direct answers to plain questions, prevaricating 

' Baron August von Cetto, Bavarian Minister at London, 1832-59· 
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and attempting to mislead wi:hout doing so, and only exposing them
selves. I sec already that the friends and adherents of Government 
are sadly perplexed and annoyed. Ben Stanley, who sat next Ld. L. 
in the H. of Lords and prompted him, told Granville 'he thought 
Palmerston could not have told his colleagues everything that had 
:)assed.' As to those colkag-'J.es, they deserve every mortification that 
can befall them, and are entitled to no pity. They have gone on ~ub
mitting to all Palmerstnn's insolence and vagaries with full knowledge 
of having been repcated!y deceived by him, and not one of them has 
had spirit enough to cast off this disgraceful yoke. Instead of forcing 
him to show some regard to truth, he has broken them in to back his 
falsehoods, and one of the worst consequences that has been produced 
by his unfortunate administration is that the confidence and implicit 
rdiance which ought to be placed on all that a ~Jinister says in Parlia
ment can no longer be felt. In this particular case it appears quite 
unaccountable that men not bereft of their senses should make state
ments which in 4-8 hours must be contradicted and proved to be 
untrue. 

This is the greatest scrape into which Palmerston has ever got, and 
it will be curious enough to sec how he gets out of it. Our Govern
ment stands charged by that of France with breach of faith and viola
tion of compact. We sha:l sec whether he denies the facts. If He makes 
one statement, and Drouyn de Lhuys another, there can :le no doubt 
which will be best entitled to credit. The latter had no motive to de
ceive his own Government, or to do anything but report faithful1y 
what passed between P. and himself, while Pa:merston never scruples 
to tell any lie that suits his own purpose and is capable of every sort of 
duplicity and deceit. 

Sunda_:;•, rgth.-There is the devil to ?ay about this Greek affair, and 
at ~a;;t there seems a tolerable d1ance of Palmerston coming to grief: 
'Tant va Ia cruche a l'eau,' etc. Yesterday morning the D. of B. came 
here and gave me an account of:he state of affairs. It seems Brunnow 
had written a long letter to John Russell, couched in very temperate 
terms, but setting forth all hi-; com?laints of Palmerston's behaviour, 
and especially of the language of that part of the press which was 
avowedly under his controu1 and direction, in reference to Russia, 
and he asked John to call upon him, he being confined with a cold. 
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John sent this letter to Palmerston, accompanied with one from him
self, in which he said that He (P.) well knew how much he disliked 
such articles and such use of the Press, and a good deal more (the 
details ofwhich the D. could not remember) indicative of displeasure. 
Palmerston wrote an answer defending himself, and the very same 
evening there appeared in the 'Globe' another article not less 
offensive than the preceding ones, greatly to the indignation of John. 
He called on Brunnow, who repeated what he had before said in his 
letter, and announced that he must go away, for he would not stay 
here to be on bad terms with Palmerston, and it was impossible for 
him to remain on good terms. Meanwhile, John had seen Drouyn de 
Lhuys before his departure, and from him he learnt what (according 
to his version) had passed between himself and Palmerston, that is, 
about the pledge which D. deL. affirmed Palmerston had given him 
that hostilities should not be renewed. The statement of D. de Lhuys 
did not correspond with the accounts which Palmerston had given his 
Colleagues of what had passed, and John at once saw that there was 
no avoiding the unpleasant dilemma of the two Governments being 
at issue on a matter offact which involved the good faith of ours. All 
this, together with what had already passed, had raised John's re
sentment and disgust to a high pitch, and the Duke said that John 
had at last resolved not to stand it any longer, although (he added) 
he could not feel complete confidence in his firmness and resolution 
after all he had seen on various occasions. 

John said that the first thing to be done was to settle this matter as 
they best might; that they must support Palmerston's assertions, to 
which they were bound to give credit; but that when this business was 
concluded, in about a month perhaps, he would bring matters to a 
crisis, that is, announce to Palmerston that he could not go on in the 
Foreign Office. John is at present very angry, and therefore very stout 
but I never can feel very sure of him. He is to see the Queen on 
Tuesday, who will of course be boiling over with indignation, and if 
she finds John at last disposed to take her views of the matter, the 
affair may possibly be settled between them. 

Meanwhile no words can describe the universal feeling of reproba
tion, and almost of shame, with which the replies of Ld. Lansdowne 
and John were heard on Friday night. The morning arrivals from 
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France i1ad clearly shown that Ld. L. in one House, and John R~:ssell 
in the olher, had tried to c~ccdve and mislead by what they had said 
u:1 Thursday. On Fnc~ay Pa:mc.:rston did not make hi~ appeara~Ke; 
b:..tt the figures which Ld. L. cut in the Lords and John in the Com
mons were most dep;orab:c and humiliating; such shuffling, special 
pleading, and paitry evasions were never befiJrc heard from public 
men of their eminence and character; and of all that has occurred this 
c:iscreditable exposu rc appear.,. to many friends of the Governmcc t to 
be the most painLd ;:Jart. It appears inconceivable that any men 
shou~d make statemer.ts the falsehood of which were shown in less 
than forty-eight hours; hut the exp~anation is this. In the first p~ace, 
Pa:merston gave to his colleagues an imperfect and unfaithfu~ a(
count of Drouyn de Lhuys's communication to him. '!'hey were them
selves not a ware of :he who:C truth; but besides this Palmerston gave 
them to understand chat D. deL. had carried w:th him such exp~ana
t:ons, verbal and docamcn tary, as would he hoped satisfy his Govern
ment, and consequently that the kttcr of reca:l might probab~y be 
cancelled, and the affair arram~ed. Hoping therefore for this result, 
they ventured to deny the n·ca!: aliogether, but were completely con
founded 2nd exposed by the revelations of Lahitte' in the tribune :he 
\·cry same day; and then they had nothing for it bu: :o try and shuffk 
ou of it in the way they tried but miserably failed lO do. It would 
have ()ct·n far better to have spoken the plain truth, or to have de
c:incd to answer till the next day. 

Ma} nnd.- -·1 have read the long series of despatches published by 
the French Goverr.mcnt, and tht: result in my mind is that they du 
not make utit a case of breach offaith aga;nst our Government, ::.up
pusieg Palmerston's instnxtions lO \Vyse to have been in conform<t); 
~vith what was agreed upon between the two Governments here. This 
'the most essential; part uf the case lies in a narrow compass. r l was 
al: a:ong- perfectly understood that ifGros threw up his mission, bci~g 
unable to induce the Greek Cnvernmcnt to consent to c.:quita:)k 
terms, uur ~Iinister wa;, at Ji:xrt y to recommence the coerci vc 
:neasures wilhout any farther n:fercnct: to his Government; but if the 
negotiation came to a stands: it :n consequence of Gros and Wyse not 

' J~:4fl }.rnc<,( lJut'u~ de !~ai'"dt~~- '1 ;B1.p 1d78 ; J.ist~ngu.i~h~::~d hir.ut;,_~Lf .u:l .Aigc:r\a., I8:)g; 
~i~-~..lto.ui!U.lt-gcnt..:ra~, .JH,lo; ~\I.nli)<...t\...T fur l•i_,r·i·ugn Affiair'}, td-4'::1 ".)1; ->ot.-Hd.tur, 185.l·-7U. 
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being able to agree, then the difference between them was to be re
ferred for the decision of the two Governments upon it, and in this 
case the coercive measures were not to be renewed. The French main
tain that the last of these contingencies occurred, Palmerston con
tends that it was the first. It is possible that Wyse may have received 
instructions conformable with this arrangement, and that he may have 
thought that the course which Gros took brought the case within the 
former category. This may have been an unsound opinion, but if such 
was the case it exonerates the British Government from the charge of 
having violated an engagement to that of France. But in order to 
make this defence valid, it will be necessary to prove that the instruc
tions given to Wyse were such as the French had a right to expect. 
It does not appear that these instructions were ever imparted to them. 
These are minute (however important) points; but emerging from 
the confusion and perplexity of dates and circumstantial details, the 
question is, what is the general impression as to the whole conduct of 
the two Governments, more particularly of our own, throughout the 
transaction. I reserve the consideration of this till I have seen Palmer
ston's case as set forth in the papers that are to be laid before Parlia
ment, and in the long and able despatch which he is said to have 
written in explanation and defence of his conduct. En attendant I 
may return to John R. and his animus. The D. ofB. saw him after he 
had seen the Queen on Monday, but Charles Wood was there and he 
heard but little from him. He was surprised to find C. W. much in 
favor of Palmerston on this occasion, which he has not usually been 
on former occasions of scrapes and misdeeds. 

May 25th.-The morning before yesterday (I have not had time to 
write it before) the Duke <of Bedford> came here again. He had seen 
John since, and heard what passed with the Queen. She was full of 
this affair, and again urged all her objections to Palmerston. This 
time she found John better disposed than heretofore, and he is cer
tainly revolving in his mind how the thing can be done. He does not 
by any means contemplate going out himself, or breaking up the 
Government. What he looks to is this, that the Queen should take the 
initiative, and urge P.'s removal from the F.O. She is quite ready to 
do this as soon as she is assured of her wishes being attended to. For 
various reasons it would not do to put Clarendon in his place. 
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C. wou:d not like it, and it would make P. furious; therefore this is 
out of the question. The un:y possible arrangement is thatjohn should 
himsclhake the Foreign Otlice, provisionally. Lady John is not with
out alarm, but he i:s quite prepared to take it. I told the Duke I en
t~rdy agreed that this wa, the only feasible arrangement, and l did 
not apprehend an> C:anger tujohn, because he would do the busine:ss 
in a very different \'\a y, and manage to Eghten the burthen both by 
his mode of tran1>act:ng it, and by delegating many detai.ls to his 
Coder-Secretary, instead ;:ike Palmerston; of doing everything him
sdf. There certainly never appeared to be so good a chance of getting 
the F.O. out of P.\ hands as now; but long experience of his boldness 
and success, and of the pusil:animity and weakness of his colleagues, 
make me feel very dou~Jtful and uncertain as to the result. lfthc thing 
is done, they mean to propose to him to take another oflice instead ; 
not to tum him out. 1 don't know how they think of managing this, 
but he is sun: to refu.sc to give up the 1:'.0. and take another instead 
of it. He would comider this a degradation, and a sort of pleading 
guilty to the charges that are brought against him. If he wi.: tend 
him:,elf to this change, so much the better; if He does not go out, tht: 
Du:..c thinks ,not without reason, that it will be almost impossi~lk for 
Clarendon to come in, and that he ought nut; his opinions on foreign 
a!fairs are so strong, that he could not join the Cabinet while P. was 
at the Y.O. without the certainty of either very soon quarrelling with 
him, or of being ubligt:d to make concessions aga.inst his conscience 
and real opinions, and which would therefore be discreditable to him. 

~Ieanwhile Palmerston has made his explanation in the H. of 
Commons. There is much dillt:rence of opinion as to how it was rc
et:ived, but I gather that it was a good deal applauded by the Radicals 
and his own people; it was clever as he always is, but it was weak. As 
the case more devdops itseif :ror now all the Hlue Books an: out, 
French and English), it resolves itself into a very small point: Did P., 
ur did he not, send instructions to Wysc in conformity with what wa, 
agreed upon (and over and over set forth and expiaincd; between him 
and D. deL.? This is what the French have a right to ask: if He did, 
let him show these instruction:s; if he did not, he broke faith with the 
French Government. By Wyse's letter of the 15th, it seems pretty 
cJ.ear he did not send any such instructions. 1 do not see how vo;umes 
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of Blue Books, or all the conferences and debates imaginable, can put 
the case in a clearer light, or bring it to a more direct issue than this. 

June 2nd.-I was never able to plunge into the Blue Book till Epsom 
races were over, but I have now done it, and have gone through both 
that and the French Book. The case is quite complete, and it is not 
difficult to extract from the mass of details with which the former is 
uselessly encumbered a clear view of the case. The result is a con
viction in my mind that the French Government acted with amity 
and good faith, and that the conduct of Gros at Athens was irre
proachable. He did his best to bring about an arrangement, and he 
failed because the requisitions of the English Minister were such as 
in honor and conscience it was impossible for him to support, sanction, 
or recommend to the Greek Government. If Stanley works this case 
well, he will make a great affair of it, for his materials are ample and 
excellent. Palmerston's Blue Book is just like former productions 
from the Foreign Office under him, voluminous details of matter 
quite uninteresting and beside the question, and the absence of those 
documents which we most require to see, and on which the whole case 
turns, his instructions to Wyse and Parker-none of which (or scarcely 
any) are given. 

The night before last was remarkable for the maiden speech of 
young Stanley 1 in the House of Commons. It was very successful. 
He spoke with great fluency, and gave promise of being a debater. 
I dined with Sir R. Peel yesterday, who said he heard him, and he 
spoke in terms of great commendation of the speech. It was on the 
West Indian question, on which he had just published and circulated 
a pamphlet, and it was remarkable (and showed a confidence in his 
own powers) that his speech did not appear to be a repetition of any 
part of his pamphlet. 

June 6th, Thursday.-On Monday last Graham called on me at the 
Council Office, and after talking about the Greek affair and Stanley's 
motion, he proceeded to other matters about which he had come ex
pressly to speak to me as a channel of communication with J. Russell. 

' Edward Henry Stanley (1826-gg) afterwards 15th Earl of Derby, eldest son offour
teenth earl; M.P. for Lyme Regis, 1848-69; Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, 1852; 
Colonial Secretary, 1858; Secretary for India, 1858-9; Foreign Secretary, 1866-8 and 
1874-8; Colonial Secretary, 1882-5; succeeded to the earldom, 186g. 
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With rcfcrenn: tu the fir'>t matter, he said that a negotiation was 
evidently going on between Stanley and Aberdeen, and that :he latter 
was to support some uf Stanh:y's domestic questions, and in return 
Stan:cy would tl.~ht vig-orous:y llu: !oreign policy. 1 did not pay much 
at:ention tu this, tor Graham is always dreaming of this conncxion and 
its results. He then went on to say, that if there was (as there very 
probably would. lx·; an adverse vote in the H. of Lord:; on Friday, 
the Government wou:d be very unwise if they attempted to procure 
a counter vote in the H. of Commons; and if they tried it, he thought 
they would fail; but that they must counteract the dfect in another 
way; and that John had now an excellent opportunity of acqu1ring 
reputation for himself and strength fi_lr his Government, by proposing 
very important reforms of an administrative kind, and which he was 
enabled to do by the abolition of the Lord-Lieutenancy and the 
resignation of Lon~ Coucnham.' \Vhat he wants him to do is this~
to give up the idea of a fourth Secretary of State, to take away the 
criminal business from the llome Secretary and give it to the new 
Lord Keeper, or w:"tatcver the great legal functionary to be created 
may ':Je rai:ed. 1 [e th;uks a fourth Secretary objectionable on many 
accounts, and that Covernment would have great diflicuhy in carry~ 
ing it. lle ){ave many reasons for this opinion which seemed to me 
sound enough. Then he proposes that all the Chancellor's ccdcsi~ 
astical patronage sha:l be taken from the Great Seal and made over 
to the Prime ~linistcr; the livings to be sold as they become vacant, 
and the proceeds handed over to the Ecclesia:.tica: Commissioners to 
be apptied to ccc:csia"tical purposes, which he says would be an im
mense boon to the Church, and by these means funds might be 
raised which are grea:Jy wanted, but for which it would be impossible 
to app!y to Parliament with any hope of success. He urged these re
forms w1th great energy, and set forth a;J the adviintages which might 
be derived from them, and said Peel was still more eager (especially 
about the Church patronage-, than he was. 

The same evening t wld :lu: D. of Bedford all that had passed, and 
he said he would sec john the next morning and speak to him. He did 
so, and came to me afterwards un Tuesday morning. He said ht: had 

' The n·:,tgnatiun of the Gnat ~c<>-l t>y Lurd Chancellor Cotu:nham wa.' <l.IUlOUJ\C<::d on 
.\<lay Jtlt'~ tile Seal to be put en LuruJnl"wn. · R. 
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told John all that Graham had said, that he thought G. was always 
rather too much disposed to be running before what he thought was 
public opinion; that with regard to the fourth Secretary he was quite 
bent upon it, thought it absolutely necessary (as did Clarendon also), 
and he was determined to adhere to it. With respect to the question 
of the Chancellor's livings, he agreed with Graham, and he had 
brought before the Cabinet a scheme founded on G.'s recommenda
tions, but that it had been rejected by the Cabinet unanimously. They 
thought it very objectionable to part with so much patronage. How
ever, though John could not under these circumstances press the 
matter at present, he will not give it up, and still meditates some 
measure of this character, though probably one less extensive. 
Yesterday morning I called on Graham and told him what had 
passed, at which he expressed great disappointment and regret, and 
after as much talk as we had time for (for I was going out of town), 
I left him provoked and disheartened. He said he could take no 
interest in a Government which rejected unanimously such a pro
position as this, and which had rejected unanimously the French in
vitation to abide by the London Convention. 1 I had told him this 
which Beauvale told me, and which (as well as I recollect) I have not 
noted down. He said that when the French made this proposal, 
Palmerston drew up a paper placing it before the Cabinet with the 
reasons for accepting, and those for rejecting it, and desired them to 
determine, himself taking no part; and that they had unanimously 
agreed to refuse, so that it was their act and not his. 

June 8th.-Graham called on me again yesterday morning. He had 
had a long conversation with]. R. in the H. of Commons on Wednesday 
(sought by J.R.), in which he repeated to him at greater length all he 
had said to me. The discussion was very frank and friendly, but john 
told him he could not give up the fourth Secretary, and gave his 
reasons for thinking it necessary, which G. said were very weak ones. 
So they parted, G. hoping that he would at all events take time for 
consideration, but he was much surprised and annoyed at hearing 
him, without saying one word to him (G.), give notice he should bring 

z This refers to the arrangements concluded in London between the Great Powers for 
the maintenance of the integrity of the Danish dominions, which were afterwards so shame
fully violated and abandoned.-R. 

GMVI 15 
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on tht: Lord-Lieutenancy Bill on Monday (to-morrow). He thought 
this very uncourteous, and it had thrown him into perplexity as to the 
course ht: ought to take. He had a strong opinion upon it, and he was 
convinced that if he opposed it, and stated his reasons to the 11. of C., 
the clause wou:d be thrown out; that he neither liked going against 
his own decided opinion, nor against the Govt:rnment, and he did not 
know what to do. From me he went to Lyndhurst, and then to Peel, 
and then came back to me. Lyndhurst (blind, but full of vigour and 
spirit) is full of the new arrangements about the Great Seal. John has 
consulted him on the subject, and he is going to call on him. L. is 
against giving up the ecclesiastical patronage. Peel regrets Lord 
John's determination, but Graham said he is so bent on carrying the 
Government through the Session, that he will not oppose them on 
anything. He thinks of nothing but securing a fair trial fi)r Free 
Trade, and keeping the Protectionists out. 1 told the D. of B. after
wards all that Graham said, and he will tell John. 

To-day I called on Ld. Lyndhurst, found him in great force··· 
Brougham, Baron Alderson, Stuart 1 :the Protectionist Chancellor~, 
Brodie, Hatherton, and Strangford were there. They were all dis
cussing the legal reforms, and Brougham broke out about Cottenham's 
Earldom. Cottenham (he said), wrote to him, lamenting that he disap
proved of this honor, which had been conferred on him as a mark of the 
Queen's confidence and approbation of his services. B. wrote in reply 
that he should not talk such' :Vlorning Post' twaddle, and that he knew 
very well the Queen neither knew or cared about his services, and that 
he had got it because he insisted on having it ~ ! The new appointments 
which are beginning to be known don't please. Jervis to be Chancellor 
and at the Head of the H. of Lords and Judicial Committee seems 
strange.z 

(September 23rd, r858. +Details about Palmerston and John 
Russell, etc., etc., which are rather interesting.+) (~larch 6th, r863.; 
<C. C. G.> 

<End of Vol. II of Additional AJS. 4 r 1 I 8. > 

' John Stuart (d. 1876;; Q.C., 1839; Vice-Chancellor, I8j2 71; knighted, I8.:o)i 
member of the Judicial Committee, 187 1· -6. 

• This appointment was never made. Sir Thomas Wilde, Chief Justice of the Common 
Pleas, was made Lord Chancellor <Jn July 1 .)th and created Baron Truro. 
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Tuesday, June I8th.-The great debate in the H. of Lords came off 
last night in the midst of immense curiosity and interest. The House 
was crowded in every part; I never saw so many Peers present, nor so 
many Strangers. There were various opinions about the result, but 
the Government was the favourite. Bear Ellice offered to lay two to 
one they had a majority. Most people thought the same, but every
body was agreed that go which way it would, the division would be 
a very close one, and the majority small. Malmesbury, Stanley's 
Whipper-in, counted on fifteen on his side. Stanley spoke for two 
hours and three-quarters. He has made more brilliant speeches, but 
it was very good, moderate and prudent in tone, lucid, lively and 
sustained. I heard him, and then was so tired of standing, I was 
obliged to go away, and did not return. The Government made but 
a poor defence. Canning made a capital speech, and placed himself 
in a high position. He had taken great pains with it, and it was very 
effective, every word told. Granville told me Eddisbury was good 
too, and it was the most important speech he ever made. I never was 
more amazed than at hearing the division, never having dreamt of 
such a majority; 1 reste a savoir what Government (and P. especially) 
will do. If he was disposed to take a great line he would go at once to 
the Queen and resign, at the same time begging her not to accept the 
resignation ofhis colleagues if they tendered it. This would be credit
able to him, and he owes them all the reparation in his power for the 
hot water he has kept them in, and the scrapes he has made for them 
for many years. They have over and over again allowed themselves 
to be dragged through the mire for him, and since they have refused 
now and heretofore to separate themselves from him, the least he can 
do is to separate himself from them, and to insist upon being the only 
sacrifice. 

<June> 1gth.-There was a Cabinet yesterday, of course for the 
purpose of considering what they should do, and the resolution they 
came to was to do nothing. Labouchere saw Granville before the 
Cabinet, and told him that He was all for resigning, but he feared 
there was a disposition to stick amongst his colleagues, and, as he 
thought, particularly in Charles Wood; but Delane, who saw C. W. 
after the Cabinet, was assured by him that He would have preferred to 

' The division resulted in a majority of 37 against Ministers.-R. 
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resign, but that he was overruled by the majority of his colleagues. 
This is all I know of the matter, but it by no means surprises me to 
find that they have resolved to take no notice of the buffet they got 
from the Lords, and go on. I now expect thatJohn R. will lay aside 
all thoughts of getting rid of Palmerston, and the ricketty concern will 
scramble on as heretofore. Xevertheless it is impossible this event and 
great majority should not produce sooner or later very considerable 
effects. It will abroad if it does not here. As to Palmerston's being 
corrected and reformed, l don't believe a word of it- but the Foreign 
Office will inevitabiy find itsdf in a situation of great difficulty and 
embarrassment, and our relations with the rest of Europe will in all 
probability assume a character mischievous, dangerous and in
tolerable. 

<June) 20th.--lt seems that the Ministers' minds misgave them, and 
yesterday they began to doubt whether they ought not to do something. 
Roebuck gave notice of a question, and John R. told him he would 
give him an answer this evening. J. Abel Smith 1 went and proposed 
that they should make a sign of intention to resign, and that a vote of 
general confidence should be moved in the H. of C., on which they 
should stay in. Many of the friends of Government (some in office) arc 
for resignation. [The consequence of this is that there is to be another 
Cabinet to-day at which the question will be mooted and decided, and 
J. R. will say what he means to do.] It is no doubt embarrassing, but 
I am against their resignation. If Palmerston was disposed to take a 
high and creditable line, he might extricate them from the difficulty 
by voluntarily sacrificing himself. This is what he ought to do, but 
I don't hear that he has evinced any disposition of the sort. He did 
indeed offer to resign at the Cabinet, but this of course (as he well 
knew) they could not listen to. 

<June> 21st.-John Russell made his statement last night, giving the 
reasons why he did not resign, quoting two precedents, one above a 
century ago, and one in '33, for not resigning in consequence of an 
adverse vote of the ll. of Lords. I concur in the constitutional doctrine 
he laid down on that score, but the rest of what he said was very im
prudent and ill-judged. He has now committed himself more than 

' John Abel Smith (I So I -71), a banker; Whig M.P. for Chichtsttr, 1831 -59 and 
1863·-8, 
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ever to Palmerston, and has thrown down a defiance to all Europe, 
announcing that they will make no difference whatever in their ad
ministration of foreign affairs. He alluded to that part of Stanley's 
resolution which laid down the right and duty of this country, etc.; 
asserted that the words of it limited those rights and duties within 
bounds he could not admit, and by implication at least asserted pro
positions against which foreign nations will infallibly kick. It was 
very imprudent to raise incidentally this very difficult and important 
question, and he might easily have avoided such dangerous ground. 
Then he finished by a very miserable and injudicious clap-trap, which 
will be as offensive as possible to foreign Powers; in short, he evinced 
little judgement and taste. It is clear enough that he is now resolved 
to adhere to Palmerston, and that his intention is, if he can get a 
majority next Monday, to disregard the H. of Lords and their 
opinions, and to set all Europe at defiance by giving them notice 
that they must have Palmerston to deal with and nobody else. The 
conclusion to which he came a few weeks ago is evidently thrown 
aside. All his indignation against Palmerston, his determination to 
endure it no longer, his bold resolution to take the labour of the F.O. 
on himself, have all evaporated, and are as a dream, and the fact of a 
large majority of the H. of Lords having condemned P.'s proceedings, 
language, and conduct, instead of affording an additional reason, and 
confirming him in the course he had thought of pursuing, seems to 
have made him angry and obstinate, to have caused a reaction in his 
mind, and engendered a determination to cling more closely than 
ever toP., and fight his battle at all risks, any cost, in everything and 
against everybody. The other day there was a general opinion that if 
a vote of approbation was moved in the H. of C. it would not be 
carried. This was Graham's opinion, and so entirely didJ.R. himself 
concur in it, that he declared it should not be attempted, if the vote 
of the Lords was adverse. All that is suddenly changed. He now tries 
this experiment, and all the people I have seen say Government will 
carry it. Bernal Osborne told me it was certain, for the Whigs and the 
Radicals united could not be beat, and all the Radicals but four or five 
would support the Government. Never was there such a state of diffi
culty and confusion in my recollection. It is at last come to what I long 
ago predicted, and Palmerston is proving the ruin of the Government. 
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<June> 21-th.- ~othing of course thought of but the division on Roe
buck's motion. 1 The general opinion is that there will be a majority 
of about forty, but nobody knows what Peel will say or do, and many 
votes are quite uncertain. That there will be some such majority none 
doubt, and it is put about by the Government that they will resign if 
their majority is less than that in the Lords against them, which I 
don't believe, and it would be very absurd to make it turn on a mere 
question of numbers. Lady P:almerston> and her belongings con
tinue to make an active canvass. On Saturday afternoon the news 
came of the difference being settled, by our conceding to the French 
all they demanded -that is the Treaty of London,~ or so much as 
remained of it. ~obody ~eems to care, or it would be a mortifying and 
a ridiculous conclusion, fi)r we have not only agreed to what we at first 
refused to the French Government, but we have in fact gone back 
(with some modifications as to detail~ to Gras's propositions to Wyse, 
which the latter so obstinately refused, and on his rejection of which 
the blockade at Athens recommenced, and the quarrel with France 
was based . 

. Meanwhile something that has occurred and is occurring serves to 
show how little the animus of Palmerston is changed, and how hope
less it is to look to him for such procldes as will reconcile our Govern
ment with Europe. He committed a very impudent and unjustifiable 
act in publishing \Vyse's attack on Gros the day after the Lords de
bate, after Lahitte had explained the matter and when he must have 
been in possession of that explanation. This of course irritated and 
disgusted the French. Lahittc had sent to ~1arescalchi3 his explana
tion, but YL made no use of it. On the 21st this same paper was 
thrown into the form of an official note and given to Norman by, who 

' :\<Ir Roebuck moved a n:-solution applauding the principle• which have hitherto regu
lated the forei:gn policy of the Uovtornrnem, to countervail tht' recent vote of the Lenis. 
A great and memorable debatt: followed, in which Lord Palmerston delivered his ablest 
speech, and Sir Robert Peel his 'a,t. l'hc- debate ended by a Ministenal majority of 46, so 
that for the time, the supportrr' of Lord Palmt"r,ton were completely victorious; yet in that 
majority a large number of vott" were given by those who most condemned his high
handed proceedings.c - R. 

• This was the Convention uf Luudon concluded between Drouyn de Lhuy> and 
Palmerston on Apriltgth, eight days bef!Jre the >ettlement at Athens, which was more un
favourable to Greece. 

' ~fare,calchi had been appointed Fir,t Secretary of the French Embassy at London in 
December 1849· During the withdrawal of the Ambasoador in :May- June, t8:JO, he acted 
as Charge d'affaires. 
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of course sent it home (it might be supposed) directly. On Saturday, 
after receiving the news of the settlement, Marescalchi called on P. 
at the F.O. (about another matter) and wished him joy. P. said he 
knew nothing of it. This was odd, but possible. Yesterday morning 
M. heard from his Government that this Note had been presented on 
the 21st, and he was very anxious that it should be published before 
the debate to-night. He came to me to consult me about having it 
published in the 'Times.' I dissuaded him, telling him he ought to let 
our Government have the grace of publishing it themselves as they 
were bound to do. After a good deal of discussion (in the midst of 
which Granville came in, and who, on being told the subject, agreed 
with me), it was settled that he should go to Eddisbury not officially 
and beg that as Wyse's letter had been published this might be also. 
He saw E., who said they had not received the Note but as it might 
arrive in the course of the day he should hear from him. He saw him 
again later, when E. told him that P. declined publishing this note at 
present as he should have occasion to make some reply to it. It was 
not clear whether the reply related to the Note or to the new Con
vention (the make up) which had arrived at the same time. This was 
ungracious and unconciliatory, but it turned out to be immaterial, 
for the Note was published at Paris in the Patrie and translated into 
the 'Times.' 

<June> 25th.-Little progress was made in the debate last night; 
Graham made a strong speech. In the morning I rode with Brunnow 
and had much talk with him. He spoke out about Palmerston, though 
with great regret; said he had done all he could in the way of warning 
and advice, to prevent his running this headlong course; but he never 
could make the least impression on him. He thinks there will be a 
calm of a few months' duration, but that it will be impossible for 
Palmerston to go on long at the F.O. He complained of the great 
interests of the world having been sacrificed to this miserable affair, 
especially the Denmark question; that it might have been settled long 
ago; and if we had pacified France by accepting the London Con
vention, the three Powers would have immediately set to work to 
bring this knotty point to an end. He goes to Petersburg in August. 
The Emperor (he told me) cannot comprehend our political con
dition, and is at a loss to know why the Queen does not dismiss 
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Palmerston; and when he hears of the division in the H. of Lords, he 
will fancy that the Government will resign in consequence of it. 

<Juno 2gth.--l have been for two days in the country, while the 
great debate was going on. Palmerston came out the second night 
with prodigious force and success. He delivered an Oration four hours 
and three-quarters long, which has excited universal admiration, 
boundless enthusiasm amongst his friends, and drawn forth the most 
flattering compliments from every quarter. It is impossible to deny 
its great ability; parts of it are strikingly eloquent and inimitably 
adroit. It was a wonderful effort to speak for nearly five hours without 
ever flagging, and his voice nearly as strong at last as at first. The 
ability of it is the more remarkable, because on an attentive and calm 
perusal of it, the insufficiency of it as an answer and a defence against 
the various charges which have been brought against him is manifest; 
but it is admirably arranged and got up, entirely free from the flip
pancy and impertinence in which he usually indulges, full of modera
tion and good taste, and adorned with a profusion of magnificent and 
successful clap-traps. 1 The success of this speech has been complete, 
and his position is now unassailable. John Russell may save himself 
the trouble of considering, when this is all over, how he may effect 
some change involving the withdrawal of the F.O. from Palmerston's 
hands, for they are now all tied and bound to him in respect to the 
future as completely as to the present and the past. These discussions 
and attacks, which were to have shaken him in his seat, have only 
made him more powerful than he was before; but whether they have 
strengthened or weakened the Government is another question. It now 
remains to be seen what the attitude and animus of foreign Powers 
will be, and what the character of his future proceedings. The debate 
was on the whole very able. Cockburn made a slashing speech, which 
will probably procure for him the post ofSolicitor-General. Graham's 
and Gladstone's speeches were the best on the other side. Peel was 
very moderate, and refused to go into the details or to attack the 
Government on them. The majority (forty-six) was rather more than 
was expected by either party. 

July rst.-The day before yesterday Sir R. Peel had a fall from his 

' In this speech Palmerston, in a famous passage, introduced the phrase 'civis Romanus 
sum.' 
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horse and hurt himself seriously. Last night he was in imminent 
danger. His accident has excited the greatest interest, and his doors 
are beset with enquirers of all parties without distinction. He was in 
high spirits that day, for he was pleased with the division which saved 
the Government, and with his own speech, whichfor his purpose was 
very dexterous and successful. 

I rode with Grey yesterday in the Park, when we talked over the 
debate and present state of affairs. He said that it was remarkable 
that this discussion, which was intended to damage Palmerston, had 
left him the most popular man in the country; that of this there could 
be no doubt. Bright had said that his vote had given great offence at 
Manchester, and that Cobden's vote and speech would probably cost 
him the West Riding at the next election; that amongst all the middle 
classes Palmerston was immensely popular. He spoke of P.'s speech 
as having been not only of consummate ability, but quite successful as 
a reply, and he insisted that their side had much the best of the argu
ment. I denied this, but acknowledged the ability ofPalmerston, and 
his success, though his speech was very answerable, if either Peel or 
Disraeli had chosen to reply to it, which neither of them would. It is 
beyond all contestation that this great battle (fought on two fields) 
has left the Government much stronger than before, and demon
strated the impossibility of any change, and it has as incontestably 
immensely strengthened and improved Palmerston's position; in short, 
he is triumphant, and nothing can overthrow him but some fresh acts 
of violence and folly, of insolent interference, of arrogant dictation or 
underhand intrigue, which may be so flagrant that his colleagues or 
some of them will not stand it, and so a quarrel may ensue. But he has 
achieved such a success, and has made himself so great in the Cabinet, 
and so popular in the country, and made the Government itself so 
strong, that if he turns over a new leaf, takes a lesson from all that has 
happened, and renounces his offensive manners and changes his mode 
of proceeding abroad, he may consider his tenure of office perfectly 
secure. Even the 'Times' is prepared to abandon its opposition to 
him, and is seeking for a decent pretext to do so. I suspect they have 
found out that they have gone too far, and that their violent and sus
tained vituperation of Palmerston (who is liked) and of his policy 
(which is not understood) are not favorably received, and instead of 
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carrying public opinion with them, they have produced a good deal 
of resentment and disgust. The truth is that Reeve's bitterness has 
made him overdo it on several occasions, and I have very little doubt 
that he has had a hint to that effect. 

July 6th, Saturday.-The death of Sir Robert Peel (which took place 
on Tuesday night; has absorbed every other subject of interest. The 
suddenness of such an accident took the world by surprise, and in 
consequence of the mystery in which great people's illnesses are always 
shrouded, the majority of the public were not aware of his danger till 
they heard of his death. The sympathy, the feeling, and the regret 
which have been displayed on every side and in all quarters, are to the 
last degree striking. Every imaginable honor has been lavished on his 
memory. The Sovereign, both Houses of Parliament, the Press and 
the people, from the highest to the lowest, have all joined in acts of 
homage to his character, and in magnifying the loss which the nation 
has sustained. When we remember that Peel was an object of bitter 
hatred to one great party [and one great interest], that he was never 
li~ed by the other Party, and that he had no popular and ingratiating 
qualities, and very few intimate friends, it is surprising to see the 
warm and universal feeling which his death has elicited. It is a pro
digious testimony to the greatness of his capacity, to the profound 
conviction ofhis public usefulness and importance, and ofthe purity 
of the motives by which his public conduct has been guided. I need 
not record details with which every newspaper teems. Those who were 
opposed to him do not venture or are not inclined to try and stem the 
current of grief and praise which is bursting forth in all directions, 
and most assuredly no man who in life was so hated and reviled was 
ever so lamented and honored at his death. I am not capable of de
scribing him with any certainty of doing justice to his character and 
delineating it correctly; but as there are several notices of him not 
very favorable in preceding pages, at such a moment it becomes a 
duty to qualifY what may have been misrepresented or exaggerated 
(on the information of others) by expressing my own doubts as to the 
perfect accuracy of the statements that were formerly made to me. 
The Duke of Wellington pronounced in the House of Lords a few 
nights ago a panegyrick on his love of truth, and declared that during 
his long connexion with him he had never known him to deviate from 
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the strictest veracity. This praise would be undeserved if He had ever 
been guilty of any underhand, clandestine, and insincere conduct in 
political matters, and it leads me to suspect that resentment and 
disappointment may have caused an unfair and unwarrantable in
terpretation to be put upon his motives and his behaviour on some 
important occasions. My acquaintance with Peel was slight and super
ficial. I never associated with him, and never was in his house except 
on two or three occasions at rare intervals. He scarcely lived at all in 
society; he was reserved but cordial in his manner, had few intimate 
friends, and it may be doubted whether there was any one person 
(except his wife) to whom he was in the habit of disclosing his 
thoughts, feelings, and intentions with entire frankness and freedom. 
In his private relations he was not merely irreproachable, but good, 
kind, and amiable. The remarkable decorum of his life, the domestic 
harmony and happiness he enjoyed, and the simplicity of his habits 
and demeanour, contributed largely without doubt to the estimation 
in which he was held. He was easy of access, courteous and patient, 
and those who approached him generally left him gratified by his 
affability and edified and astonished at the extensive and accurate 
knowledge, as well as the sound practical sense and judgement, which 
he displayed on all subjects. It was by the continual exhibition of 
these qualities that he gained such a mastery over the public mind, 
and such prodigious influence in the H. of Commons; but it is only 
now manifested to the world how great his influence was by the effect 
which his death has produced, and by the universal sentiment that 
the country has to deplore an irreparable loss. Nothing but a careful 
and accurate survey of his career, an intimate knowledge of the secret 
transactions ofhis political life, and a minute analysis ofhis character, 
can enable any one to form a correct judgement concerning him. He 
might easily be made the subject of a studied panegyrick or as easily 
of a studied invective; but either the one or the other would ofneces
sity be exaggerated and untrue. The sacrifices which he made upon 
two memorable occasions, upon both of which he unquestionably 
acted solely with reference to the public good, forbid us to believe that 
he was ever influenced by any considerations but such as were honest 
and conscientious. Notwithstanding his great sagacity, it may, how
ever, be doubted whether his judgement was not often faulty, and 
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whether in the perplexity of conflicting objects and incompatible pur
poses, he was not led to erroneous conclusions as to the obligations 
imposed upon him, and the course which it was his duty to pursue. 
It is very difficult to account satisfactorily for his conduct on the 
Catholic question. We must indeed make great allowance for the 
position in which he was placed by his birth, education, and con
nexions. His Father was a Tory, imbued with all the old Tory pre
judices, one of those followers of :VIr. Pitt who could not comprehend 
and never embraced his liberal sentiments, and who clung to the 
bigoted and narrow-minded opinions of Addington and George III. 
It is no wonder then that Peel was originally an Anti-Catholic, and 
probably at first, and for a long time, he was an undoubting believer 
in that creed. The death of Perceval left the Protestant party without 
a Head, and not long after his entrance into public life, and while the 
convictions of his youth were still unshaken, he became their elected 
Chief. For about fourteen years he continued to fight their battle in 
opposition to a host of able men, and in spite of a course of events 
which might have satisfied a far less sagacious man that this contest 
must end in defeat, and that the obstinate prolongation of it would 
inevitably render that defeat more dangerous and disastrous. ~ever

theless, the man who eventually proved himself to be one of the wisest 
and most liberal of Statesmen maintained for years a struggle against 
religious liberty, a struggle by which he was involved in incon
sistencies injurious to his own character, and which brought the 
Kingdom to the brink of a civil war. It is now impossible to fathom 
the depths of Peel's mind, and to ascertain whether during that long 
period he had any doubts and misgivings as to the cause in which he 
was embarked, or whether he really and sincerely believed that 
Catholic Emancipation could be resisted and prevented; that he did 
not perceive the contest to be hopeless, and that such a contest was 
more perilous than any concession could possibly be. He declared 
that up to the period of Lord Liverpool's death his opinions were un
changed, and that he thought the prolongation of this contest was not 
unreasonable. I do not see how he can be acquitted of insincerity but 
at the expense of his sagacity and foresight. His mind was not en
thralled by the old-fashioned and obsolete maxims which were so 
deeply rooted in the minds of Eldon and Perceval [and George IIIJ; 
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his spirit was more congenial to that of Pitt; and if he had let his ex
cellent understanding act with perfect freedom, and his opinions take 
their natural course, it is impossible to doubt that he would have con
curred and co-operated with the able men of different parties who 
were advocates of Emancipation, instead of continuing to encourage 
and lead on those masses of bigotry and prejudice whose resistance 
produced so much direct and indirect mischief. The truth is that he 
was hampered and perverted by his antecedents, and by the seductive 
circumstances of his position; and having become pledged and com
mitted in the cause, it was a matter of infinite difficulty for him to back 
out of it, to recant his opinions, and change his course. Although 
any one who watched the signs of the times (and no man watched 
or studied them more carefully than Peel), might have seen that 
Catholic Emancipation was steadily but surely progressing towards 
its consummation, for a long time no events occurred so striking and 
important as to produce a new state of things, and to scare by their 
disturbing force those theories and principles, with which the Anti
Catholics blindly imagined they could plod on for ever. To change 
the whole mind of Peel, and bring about an abandonment ofhis long
continued policy, something more was required than the accustomed 
signs of agitation, parliamentary debates chequered by alternate 
victory and defeat, and the accumulated power of eloquent speeches 
and able writings. At length the crash came by which the moral 
revolution was effected. The Clare election did what reason, and 
eloquence, and authority had failed to do. The Duke of Wellington 
and Peel simultaneously determined to strike their colours, to abandon 
a cause which they had sustained at great risks and by enormous 
sacrifices, and to carry out the measures which their whole lives had 
been spent in opposing, and which they had denounced as incom
patible with the safety of the country. Historical justice demands that 
a large deduction should be made from Peel's reputation as a States
man and a Patriot on account of his conduct through the last twelve 
years of the Catholic contest. It may be doubtful in what respect he 
erred the most; but whatever his motives may have been, it is indis
putable that he was the principal instrument in maintaining this con
test, which terminated in a manner so discreditable to the character, 
and so injurious to the interests, of the country. For his share in this 
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great transaction from first to last, he must be held responsible to 
future generations. But whatever his errors may have been, he made 
a noble atonement for them, and having once changed his mind, he 
flung himself tnto his new career with a gallantry and devotion de
serving of the highest praise. It would be easy to show that ifPed had 
been actuated by selftsh motives, by regard for his own political 
interests and views of personal ambition, other courses were open to 
him far better calcu:ated to promote such objects, and which he might 
have adopted without any inconsistency; but he cast aside aU per
sonal considerations and thought of nothing but how he could most 
effectually serve the State. He encountered without flinching the 
storm which he knew would burst upon him, and bravely exposed his 
character and reputation to suspicions, resentments, and reproaches, 
which might fi>r aught he knew be fatal to his future prospects [and 
by the destruction of all confidence in his integrity and his judgement 
ruin his influence as the Leader of a party.] C pon this occasion in
deed, He shared the obloquy with the Duke of Wellington, upon 
whom as Prime Minister the responsibility principally rested. But the 
indignation and resentment of the Tories feU ~though unjustly) much 
more upon Peel than upon the Duke. Peel was more emphatically 
the Chief of the Anti-Catholic party, and in him it appeared a far 
greater dereliction of principle. The authority of the Duke was so 
great, and his followers were accustomed to look up to him with such 
profound deference and submission, that they could not bring them
selves to attack him as the Prime mover in this obnoxious measure, 
and they therefore made Peel the scapegoat, and vented upon him 
all the exuberance of their wrath. 

Their ill-humour and resentment led to the destruction of the 
Duke's Government, and the change of :\Iinistry brought about the 
Reform Bill and the overthrow of the Tory party. It is diflicult to 
discern any proofs of sound judgement and foresight in Peel's conduct 
in regard to Parliamentary Reform. If He had adopted the same 
course as Huskisson on the East Retford question, and manifested a 
disposition to concede some moderate and reasonable reforms as fit 
occasions presented themselves, it is by no means improbable that the 
Country might have been satisfied; but his opposition to the transfer 
of the East Retford franchise to Birmingham, together with the Duke's 
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celebrated declaration that the representative system could not be 
improved, and that as long as he was in office he would oppose any 
measure of Parliamentary Reform, convinced the Reformers that they 
were resolved to make no concessions, however slight, and not to 
suffer any change to be made in the existing representative system. 
Peel evidently made an incorrect estimate of the state of the public 
mind upon the question of Parliamentary Reform. He could not in
deed foresee the French Revolution or its contagious effects here; but 
unless the Country had been already combustible, it would not have 
been so inflamed as it was; and ifhe had been aware of its temper and 
disposition, he never would have opposed the general sentiment so 
pertinaciously as he did. I think, therefore, that his course in respect 
to Reform exhibits a deficiency in sagacity and foresight, and must be 
accounted one of the blemishes of his political career. He fought the 
Reform battle with extraordinary energy, and the skill and perse
verance with which he afterwards rallied the broken forces and re
stored the fallen spirits of his party were admirable. In 1835 the rash 
and abortive attempt of Wm. 4th to get rid of the Whigs made Peel 
the Minister of a hundred days. This was the most brilliant period of 
his life, and it was during that magnificent campaign that he esta
blished the vast reputation which, while clouds of suspicion and dis
trust, of enmity and dislike, were all the while gathering about him, 
made him for nearly twenty years by far the most conspicuous, im
portant, and powerful of English Statesmen. He not only reorganised 
his party, but he revived its political.influence, and laid the founda
tion for regaining its former power. His policy was as successful as it 
was wise. He flung himself cheerfully and confidently into the new 
order of things, associated himself with the sentiments and the wants 
of the nation, and day by day saw his reputation increasing both in 
Parliament and throughout the country. The Tories abandoned them
selves to his guidance with a mixture of passive reliance and admira
tion and oflurking resentment for the past and distrust and suspicion 
for the future. They rejoiced in the Chief who made them once more 
powerful, and led them on to victory; but they felt that there were no 
real sympathies between themselves and him. While he was boldly 
advancing with the spirit of the age, they were lagging behind, 
gloomily regarding his manifestation of Liberal principles, in which 
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they did not participate, and lingering on those traditions of the past 
which they saw that he had entirely forsaken. 

At length, ten years after the Reform Bill, the Whig Government 
was overthrown, and Peel became "Nlinister. At this time the great 
bulk of his supporters coveted power principally for the sake of Pro
tection. They believed that it was the duty, the inclination, and the 
intention of Peel to maintain the Corn Laws, and they had a right to 
think so. He had been the vigorous and ingenious Advocate of the 
Protective system, not, however, without some qualifications and 
reservations, which (though they were enough to excite the jealousy 
and mistrust of the most suspicious; were still insufficient to neutralise 
the effect ofhis general professions. It is almost impossible to discover 
what the process was by which he was gradually led to embrace the 
whole doctrine of:Free Trade. We cannot distinguish what effect was 
made upon his mind by the reasoning, and what by the organisation 
and agitation, of the Anti-Corn Law League. It would be interesting, 
if it were possible, to sum up periodically the exact state of Peel's 
opinions upon commercial and fiscal questions, and to know how he 
combined them with other political as well as party considerations 
which he was obliged constantly to keep in view. No man but him
self coui.d explain and vindicate the whole course of his conduct. It 
may safely be assumed that when he began to reorganise the Con
servative party, he did not contemplate a repeal of the Corn Laws, 
and that it was by a severely inductive process of study and medita
tion that he was gradually led to the conception and elaboration of 
that commercial system which the last years of his life were spent in 
carrying out. The modification, and possibly the ultimate repeal, of 
the Corn Laws must have formed a part of that system, but what he 
hoped and intended probably was to bring round the minds of his 
party by degrees to the doctrines of Free Trade, and to conquer their 
repugnance to a great alteration of the Corn Laws, both by showing 
the imprudence of endeavouring to maintain them, and by the 
gradual development of those countervailing advantages with which 
Free Trade was fraught. That (I believe) was his secret desire, hope, 
and expectation; and if the Irish famine had not deranged his plans 
and precipitated his measures, if more time had been afforded him, 
it is not impossible that his projects might have been realised. He has 
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been bitterly accused of deceiving and betraying his Party, of 'close 
designs, and crooked counsels,' and there is no term of reproach and 
invective which rage and. fear, mortification and resentment, have 
not heaped upon him. He has been unjustly reviled; but, on the 
other hand, it must be acknowledged that (wise as his views, and pure 
as his motives may have been) his manner of dealing with his party 
in reference to the changes he contemplated, could not fail to excite 
their indignation. If they were convinced that the Com Laws were 
essential, not merely to the prosperity, but to the existence, of the 
landed interest, he had been mainly instrumental in confirming this 
conviction. It was indeed a matter of extraordinary difficulty and 
nicety to determine at what precise period he should begin to disclose 
to his supporters the extent of the plans which he meditated. His re
serve may have been prudent, possibly indispensable; but although 
they were not unsuspicious of his intentions, and distrusted and dis
liked him accordingly, they were wholly unprepared for the great 
revolution which he suddenly proclaimed; and at such a moment of 
terror and dismay it was not unnatural that despair and rage should 
supersede every other sentiment, and that they should loudly com
plain of having been deceived, betrayed, and abandoned. 

The misfortune of Peel all along was, that there was no real com
munity of sentiment between him and his party, except in respect to 
certain great principles, which had ceased to be in jeopardy, and 
which therefore required no united efforts to defend them. There was 
no longer any danger of organic reforms; the House of Lords and the 
Church were not threatened; the great purposes for which Peel had 
rallied the 9onservative Interest had been accomplished; almost from 
the first moment of his advent to power in 1841 He and his Party 
stood in a false position towards each other. He was the liberal Chief 
of a party in which the old anti-liberal spirit was still rife; they re
garded with jealousy and fear the middle classes (those formidable 
masses, occupying the vast space between aristocracy and democracy) 
with whom Peel was evidently anxious to ingratiate himself, and 
whose support he considered his best reliance. His treatment of both 
the Catholics and Dissenters was reluctantly submitted to by his fol
lowers, and above all his fiscal and commercial measures kept them 
in a state of constant uncertainty and alarm. There was an unex-

GMVI !6 
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pressed but complete difference in their understanding and his of the 
obligations by which the Government and the party were mutually 
connected. They considered Peel to be not only the ~Iinister, but the 
creature, of the Conservative Party, bound above all things to support 
and protect their especial interests according to their own views and 
opinions. He considered himself the Minister of the X ation, whose 
mission it was to redress the balance which mistaken maxims or 
partial legislation had deranged, and to combine the interests of all 
classes in one homogeneous system, by which the prosperity and 
happiness of the whole commonwealth would be promoted. They 
thought of nothing but the present sacrifices which this system would 
entail on the Proprietors of land, while he thought only of the great 
benefits which it would ultimately confer upon the people at large. 
Whether in 18.47<5'> he was prepared for the unappeasable wrath and 
the general insurrection of the Protectionists, 1 know not; but even ifhe 
viewed it as a possible alternative, involving the loss of political power 
and a second dissolution of the Conservative party, I believe he would 
have nevertheless encountered the danger and accepted the sacrifice. 
If his Party were disgusted with him, he was no less disgusted with 
them, and it is easy to conceive that he must have been sickened by 
their ignorance and presumption, their obstinacy and ingratitude. 
He turned to the nation for that justice which his old associates de
nied him, and from the day of his resignation till the day of his death 
he seemed to live only for the purpose of watching over the progress 
of his own measures, in undiminished confidence that time and the 
hour would prove their wisdom, and vindicate his character to the 
world. Though he was little beholden to the Whigs in his last struggle 
in office, he gave John Russell's Government a constant, and at the 
same time unostentatious support. That Government alone could pre
serve the integrity of his commercial system, and to that object every 
other was subordinate in his mind. He occupied a great and dignified 
position, and every hour added something to his fame and to the con
sideration he enjoyed; while the spite and rancour of the Protec
tionists seemed to be embittered by the respect and reverence by 
which they saw that he was universally regarded. His abstinence 
from political conflicts, his rare appearance in debate, and the re
markable moderation of his speeches made some fancy that the vigour 
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ofhis faculties was impaired; but if this was at all the case, it was only 
by negative symptoms that it appeared, and was by no means sus
pected by the community. Nevertheless, though his death was so 
sudden and premature, and he was cut off in the vigour of life, he 
could not have died at a moment and in circumstances more oppor
tune for his own fame; for Time and political events might perhaps 
have diminished, but could not have increased, his great reputation. 

It is impossible to foresee the political effects of Peel's death. To 
John Russell and his Government it is a great loss, and the time may 
come when his absence will be severely felt. Standing aloof from 
parties, known to have no views of personal ambition, and giving 
them the benefit of his influence and countenance, he would have 
been able to afford them efficacious aid in the event of any Radical 
pressure, and as long as he had lived he would have proved a powerful 
coadjutor in resisting any attempts to assail or undermine the 
Monarchy or the Constitution. It is aga.:inst the Radical supporters 
of the Government, and not against the Protectionist Opposition, that 
he would have been mainly serviceable. So far as these are concerned 
his death is more likely to remove than to create difficulties in the way 
of Lord John, inasmuch as he becomes more indispensable than ever; 
and the certainty that there is no alternative between him and 
Stanley-no Peel who in a great emergency might have been called 
in-will certainly strengthen his tenure of office. He is a great loss to 
the Queen, who felt a security in knowing that he was at hand in any 
case of danger or difficulty, and that she could always rely upon his 
devotion to her person and upon the good counsel he would give her. 
But his relations with the Court at <a> different period are amongst 
the most curious passages of his political history. In 1838<g>, when 
the Bedchamber quarrel prevented his forming a Government, there 
was probably no man in her dominions whom the Queen so cordially 
detested as Sir Robert Peel. Two years afterwards He became her 
Prime Minister, and in a very short time he found means to remove 
all her former prejudice against him, and to establish himself high in 
her favor. His influence continued to increase during the whole 
period of his administration, and when he resigned in I 846 the Q 
evinced a personal regard for him scarcely inferior to that which she 
had manifested to Lord Melbourne, while her political reliance on 

16-2 
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him was infinitely greater. To have produced such a total change of 
sentiment is no small proof of the tact and adroitness of Peel; but it 
was an immense object to him to ingratiate himself with his Royal 
~lis tress; he spared no pains for that end, and his success was com
plete. 

He appears to have suffered dreadful pain during the three days 
which elapsed between his accident and his death. He was sensible, 
but scarcely ever spoke. He had arranged all his affairs so carefully 
that he had no dispositions to make or orders to give. Sir B. Brodie 
says that he never saw any human frame so susceptible of pain, but 
his moral and pl1ysicaJ organisation was one of exquisite sensibility. 
He was naturally a man of the most violent passions, over which he 
had learnt to exercise an habitual restraint by vigorous efforts of 
reason and self-controul. He was certainly a good, and in some re
spects a great man; he had a true English spirit, and was an ardent 
lover of his Country; and he served the public with fidelity, zeal, and 
great ability. But when future historians shall describe his career and 
sum up his character, they will pass a more sober and qualified 
judgement than that of his admiring and sorrowing contemporaries. 
It is impossible to fiJrget that there never was a Statesman who so 
often embraced erroneous opinions himself, and contributed so much 
to mislead the opinions of others. The energy and skill with which he 
endeavoured to make the worse appear the better cause were pro
ductive of enormous mischief; and if on several occasions his patriot
ism and his ability were equally conspicuous, and he rendered im
portant public service, his efforts were in great measure directed to 
repair the evils and dangers which he had been himself principally 
instrumental in creating. 

<July> 16th. -I have seen Graham once or twice lately, when we 
have talked over his own position and the state of affairs. He told 
me he had had very friendly communication with J. R., who had 
intimated to him that Peel's death would necessarily place him in a 
position more important and responsible. G., however, repudiated 
the notion of his accepting any such position, and declared that he 
was quite unfit to influence the opinions and regulate the conduct of 
other men. He thought Peel was not unconscious of the power he 
possessed in the country, and he had not long ago announced with 
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great energy that if any attempt was made in any shape to reimpose 
a duty on Corn, there was nothing he would not do to oppose it; and 
he thinks that he would not have shrunk from any means he might 
have deemed conducive to that object; that he would have taken 
office if necessary, or have allied himself with any person or party; in 
short, shrunk from nothing in the most extensive sense of the term. 
Graham is much alarmed at the reckless course Stanley is taking in 
the H. of Lords, especially with reference to the Irish Franchise Bill, 
and augurs some very serious consequences therefrom. 

July rgth.-Clarendon arrived from Ireland a few days ago. He 
told me had had only seen John R. for a few minutes (in a great hurry 
as he was going to the Cabinet), when these few words passed about 
foreign affairs. C. said 'they had got well out of their difficulties on 
that score.' 

].-Yes, I think it did-very well. 
C.-Yes; but don't misunderstand me. Ifwhat has passed serves as 

a lesson to P., and induces him to begin another course of conduct, 
I shall think you got very well indeed out of it; but ifhe only regards 
what has happened as a triumph, and as sanctioning and approving 
all his previous proceedings, then I shall think you got very ill out of 
it, and that your success was a misfortune; but I hope the former 
alternative is the truth. 

J.-I hope so, too; but it is very difficult to get any man who has 
long pursued any particular course to change that course, more 
especially when that man is Palmerston. 

From this C. inferred that P. means to go on just as before and will 
not take a lesson from what has occurred, and he is confirmed in this 
idea by something Charles Wood said to him in the same strain. 

Yesterday Normanby came to take leave ofme before returning to 
Paris. He has been very much dissatisfied and annoyed at P.'s goings 
on, and at the role which was imposed on him, and he told me he did 
not like P.'s tone, which was much too triumphant, and he was very 
much afraid he would not change his ways of proceeding. His best 
hope was that no case would occur to elicit any fresh conduct or 
language of his of a questionable nature. 

I entertain some faint hopes from the anxiety he has evinced to 
make it up with the 'Times,' and even to be on good terms with 
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Reeve, who has long been the bete noire ofP. and Lady P. There has 
been a good deal of small coquettry between the parties, for Reeve is 
himself frightened at the odium he has excited and is not at all un
willing to sheathe the sword and accept the olive branch. Charles 
Wood spoke to Delane; asked him if he was inclined to desist from his 
hostilities; and on Delane's saying he had no desire to continue them 
ifP.'s conduct did not compel him, he asked ifhe would see Palmer
ston. This Delane refused; said it would be too ridiculous, but he 
might tell him what he said and that henceforward it should depend 
on P. himself whether they attacked or defended him. Since that, 
some sort of indirect explanations have passed through Fleming 1 be
tween P. and Reeve, which were communicated to Lady Palmerston; 
and she told Fleming she should be glad to have Reeve introduced to 
her whenever they happen to meet. This looks as if they meant to be 
more moderate for the future, for they are so mighty cock-a-hoop, so 
elated by self-satisfaction and all the adulation they receive that they 
might, if they chose, set all the world at defiance; and their showing 
a disposition to conciliate their enemies instead of trampling them 
underfoot is rather a good sign. 

July 28th.~ This day week the Radicals gave Palmerston a dinner 
at the Reform Club. It was a sorry affair-a rabble of men, not ten 
out of two hundred whom I know by sight. They asked John Russell 
who would not go, and then they thought it better to ask no more of 
P.'s colleagues. X either John nor any of them liked it, but of course 
they said nothing. P. would have done better to repose on his H. of 
C. laurels, and find some pretext for declining this compliment. The 
Court are just as much disgusted with him as ever, and provoked at 
his success in the H. of Commons. 

The end of the Session promises to be more stormy than ends 
usually are, with the Ceylon Committee, the Irish franchise and 
Rothschild's seat, all troublesome and difficult. The jew has behaved 
very ungratefully to John R., but it serves john right for his weakness 

• 'He was very small and lively, and ~Irs Grote called him The Flea. He was intro
duced to society by Charles Buller, whose great friend he was, and made his way by his 
pleasant manners and amusing gos>ip. It was said that when Lady Palmerston wanted 
to know which way the politica: wind blew, she sent him out on a horse in the Park.' 
(M. C. M. Simpson, Many Memories, p. 115.) 

Fleming was unofficially connected with the Foreign Office in 1851. (Letters of Greville 
and Reeve, p. 205.) 
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in suffering himself originally to be dragged into a fellowship with 
him. Peel's loss will now be felt; he would have been of great use in 
discussing these several matters and interposing his influence and 
advice. 

July 28th.-Last night I met Clarendon at dinner, after which he 
took me into the next room and told me that there is a fresh to do 
about Palmerston, rather more embarrassing than anything that has 
yet occurred. He heard it all from the D. of Bedford, who is come up 
to town from Endsleigh (where he has been vegetating these two 
months) in a state of great excitement and alarm. It seems that the 
Court are more exasperated and annoyed than ever since P.'s H. of C. 
success. The Queen had flattered herself that when this affair was 
over, by hook or by crook she should obtain her deliverance from P., 
but She now finds herself farther than ever from such a consumma
tion, though without any disposition to submit to the necessity. 
Accordingly she has given vent to her feelings to John Russell andre
quired him to fulfil his promise or, if promise is too strong a word, the 
sort of engagement he made to her when the Greek business was 
settled, to take measures to get P. out of the F.0.1 J.R. acknow
ledged that in a moment of great dissatisfaction and annoyance he 
had given her some such engagement, but he pleaded his inability, as 
circumstances are, to fulfil it in any way but by resigning himself. 
This would of course be the dissolution of his Government. The 
Prince said that would not do at all, inasmuch as the Queen could 
not tell her story; and he afterwards told John that the vexation she 
endured and the sense of degradation from all She was obliged to 
submit to from Palmerston began to have a very serious effect upon 
her health; and he urged this consideration upon him with great 
seriousness. I had only time to gather these few particulars and one 
or two things more, but I shall hear it all from the D. of B. next week. 

' In her letter to Lord john, of july 28th, r8so, the Queen said: 'Lord john may be sure 
that she fully admits the great difficulties in the way of the projected alteration, but she, 
on the other hand, feels the duty she owes to the country and to herself, not to allow a man 
in whom she can have no confidence, who has conducted himself in anything but a straight
forward and proper manner to herself, to remain in the Foreign Office .... There is no 
chance of Lord Palmers ton reforming himself in his sixty-seventh year, and after having 
considered his last escape as a triumph .... The Queen is personally ·convinced that 
Lord Palmerston at this moment is secretly planning an armed Russian intervention in 
Schleswig, which may produce a renewal of revolutions in Germany, and possibly a 
general war.' (Letters qf Queen Vicwria.) 
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1t seems John talked to them of going to the H. of Lords; but then 
that Palmerston was to lead the Government in the H. of C. This the 
Q. said nothing should induce her to consent to. In this difliculty it is 
settled that the D. of Bedford sha!l go to Osborne (after Goodwood~ 
and talk matters over with the Q. and P. and see if he can by any 
means pacify them. 

August 6th.-At Goodwood all last week. D. of B. took into his head 
to be mysterious, and when 1 a&ked him what it was (which 1 knew 
all the time~ he had alluded to when I had met him at dinner, he 
said he could not tell me then. I was provoked but amused, and said 
no more to him on that or any other subject. Yesterday I saw 
Clarendon, who had meanwhile been at Osborne himself, when of 
course he had much talk with the Prince about P. and foreign affairs 
among other things; 1 and before he went he had a good deal of com
munication with john Russell, who is much occupied with this matter 
and very anxious to get rid of his uncomfortable position vis-a-vis of 
the Queen. C. has also had some conversation with Lansdowne on 
the same subject. Before he went himself to Osborne he had written 
a very long letter to the D. of B. to serve as a sort of brief to him, when 
he went to Osborne, in which ~for l suppose he wrote what he told me 
he meant to do) he took a very just view of the relative positions of all 
parties, of the state of affairs and of the course which ought to be 
pursued; the whole founded on the impossibility of removing Palmer
stan and the inexpediency of attempting it. This letter he showed to 
John Russell, who said he agreed in every word of it. At Osborne he 
found the Prince (and the Q. and He are one~ in the same sentiments, 
buL disposed to be reasonable and practicable; and C. seems to have 
given him very good advice which was taken in very good part. The 
P. said he had always disapproved of Stanley's motion in the H. of 
Lords, foreseeing that it would produce the effects which it did, and 
that the result had been advantageous to nobody but to Palmerston, 
who had been the object of attack, while he had come out of the fight 
triumphant and with an immense addition to his own influence and 
power. 

The Queen has for a long time ceased to have any direct communi-

' On Augu>t 4th. The Prince'& memorandum of thest conversations with Lord Clartn
don and tht Duke of Bedford is printed in Letters of Queen Victoria, August .)th, t85o. 
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cation with P., everything relating to the F.O. going through John 
Russell; and the P. said it was impossible to have any with P., because 
truth was not in him and they could not believe a word he said; and 
he bitterly complained that P. made no scruple of making misrepre
sentations injurious to the Q. herself, when it suited his purpose, of 
which he gave an instance:-In one of the Greek discussions in the 
H. of Lords, Lord L., in attempting to excuse some delay of P.'s in 
sending out instructions, said that one cause of the delay was the time 
spent in sending the despatch in question to the Queen and its being 
returned by her. This was false; and the P. reproached Ld. L. with 
having said it, when he was obliged to own that the excuse had been 
put into his mouth by Palmerston only a minute before and just as he 
was going to speak. 

The Prince in his conversation with C. (who had expressed an 
opinion that P. might be induced to turn over a new leaf) asked him 
if he really believed that anything could make him adopt a different 
line of conduct or bring him under the controul of his colleagues. 
C. said he did think so. The P. replied 'No more, you may depend 
upon it, than you could stop the tide which is now flowing'; and he 
then told him an anecdote which is amusing. Lord Lansdowne had 
said to him a little while ago that he thought H.R.H. might hence
forward rely on there being no more of the unpleasant occurrences 
which had been so annoying and embarrassing on many occasions, 
for that it had been settled that nothing whatever should be said or 
done by Palmerston without the full knowledge and consent of him
self and John Russell, and he thought they had provided a sufficient 
guarantee for the maintenance of this understanding. 'Indeed,' said 
the Prince, 'it is I suppose some little time that this arrangement has 
been in force.' Ld. L. replied in the affirmative. '0, will you then 
have the goodness to tell me what your opinion is touching certain 
communications of Lord P.?' (mentioning to Ld. L. some matters 
which he did not specify to C.). Lord L. was obliged to confess he 
had never heard of them. The Prince laughed and said:-'He 
coloured very much when he made the acknowledgement and I quite 
pitied the poor man.' 

The Q. and P. both talked with much feeling and deep regret about 
Peel; said they had been used to consult him about everything, and 
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on every subject were certain to receive from him sound, honest and 
well-considered advice, so that his death was an irreparable loss to them. 

I had said to Clarendon that 1 thought it would not be difficult to 
put matters on another footing with Palmerston and to put a bit in his 
mouth, if John R. and Ld. L. would together speak out and take a 
decided course with him, declaring their resolution not to endure a 
repetition of such scrapes as he had got them into; and, while ab
staining from all reference to the past, acquaint him with their own 
determination to resign, if they were again implicated in proceedings 
of his, of which they had no cognisance and which they did not 
approve. He agreed in this, said as much in his letter to the D. of B., 
and told Ld. L. and J.R. the same thing. Ld. L. said J.R. was the 
person to say all this toP., but that he had already said it; that he had 
written him a long letter with all this in it (or at least something of 
this sort), and having made use of Ld. L.'s name, he had told P., if 
he preferred to speak to Ld. L. on the subject instead of replying to 
him, he might do so. John never received any answer, and some time 
after he asked Ld. L. if Palmerston had ever spoken to him. Ld. L. 
said he had not; so the fact was that P. thought it best to take no 
notice whatever to either of his colleagues of the communication; and 
there the matter ended. Such facility on their part and such impu
dence on his invariably leave him ~laster of the situation. But J.R. 
told C. another anecdote of P. ~and he could not help laughing heartily 
as he told it), showing all his impudence and his cleverness too. 

While the Fleet was in the Dardanelles, and when instructions were to 
be sent out for its removal, Palmerston wrote a despatch which he sent 
to J. R., who was to send it on to the Queen. J. R. made several altera
tions in it and sent it to H.M. She wrote back in reply that she did 
not approve either of the despatch or of the alterations; but inad
vertently, and contrary to her custom, She sent back the box direct to 
P. instead of to J. R. P. of course read the remarks and coolly said 
to J.R. 'I think the Queen is quite right, her remarks are very just 
and both the despatch and the alterations are objectionable and had 
better not be sent'; and accordingly he sent no instructions at all, 
which was the very thing he wanted to do. 

August r r th, Sunday. -The Duke of Bedford went to Osborne and 
had a great deal of conversation with Queen and Prince. They in-
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sisted on the fulfilment of John's engagement to them, and upon his 
trying to get Palmerston to take some other office. The Duke (speak
ing from the brief Clarendon had put into his hands) argued the 
matter with them and endeavoured to convince them that any such 
change was impossible. But they stuck to their point and still insisted 
the attempt should be made. The D. came to town and went to 
Clarendon before he saw John and told him what had passed. C. ad
vised him to tell John everything, and to recommend him since they 
insisted on it, to make the attempt, and speak to Palmerston-it would 
not succeed, but it would satisfy the Q. and P. that everything had 
been done that was possible, and C. thought (as no doubt was the 
case) that they themselves did not expect any different result, though 
they wished the experiment to be made. The D. saw John, and He 
agreed to speak to Palmerston, and accordingly he did so. He made 
a clean breast of it, told him all that had passed, set forth all the 
Queen's feelings, and the many subjects of complaint she had against 
him, and asked him if he would comply with her wishes and take 
another office. 1 He received the communication with perfect good 
humour, and made just such a reply as might have been expected. 
He said John must be aware that what he proposed was impossible
that everything that had occurred, particularly the division in the H. 
of Commons, and the certainty that any such move would be con
sidered (as in fact it would be) a degradation, made it impossible he 
should consent to exchange the F.O. for any other; that with regard 
to the Queen's complaints, he must certainly be much to blame if he 
had given occasion for them, but if he had, it was inadvertently, and 
he would be careful nothing of the kind should happen again. z In 

' A memorandum by Prince Albert of Lord John's account of this conversation with 
Palmerston is printed in Letters qf Queen Victoria, August 8th, r8so, and contains the fol
lowing: 'He (Lord Palmerston) than repeated his complaints against that plot which had 
been got up in this country against him and urged on by foreigners, complained particularly 
of Lord Clarendon, Mr Greville of the Privy Council, Mr Reeve, ditto, and their attacks 
upon him in the Times, and of Mr Delane, the editor of the Times, of Guizot, Princess 
Lieven, etc. etc. etc.' 

• On August 12th the Queen wrote as follows to Lord John Russell: 'With reference to 
the conversation about Lord Palmerston which the Queen had with Lord John Russell the 
other day, and Lord Palmerston's disavowal that he ever intended any disrespect to her by 
the various neglects of which she has had so long and so often to complain, ·she thinks it 
right, in order to prevent any mistake for the future, shortly to explain what it is she expects from 
her Foreign Secretary. She requires: (r) That he will distinctly state what he proposes in a 
given case, in order that the Queen may know as distinctly to what she has given her Royal 
sanction; (2) Having once given her sanction to a measure, that it be not arbitrarily altered 
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short the communication ended exactly as everybody concerned fore
saw that it would; but the question is set at rest, and to a certain 
degree all parties-Queen, John and Palmers ton- -are in a better 
position; this will be ta:..en as somewhat in the shape of a reconcilia
tion, and there is some chance of its producing an effect on Palmer
s ton's future conduct. The Queen told the D. of B. that what pro
voked her more than anything was the necessity she was under of de
fending Palmerston against the reproaches and complaints that were 
addressed to herself, f()r she was compelled to defend all the things she 
disapproved of, to avoid the mortification of acknowledging that 
though done in her name it was in spite of her wishes and opinions. 
Mter all this, Clarendon had another conversation with Lansdowne, 
whom he strongly urged not to allow this chapter to be closed and the 
Cabinet to separate, without imparting his own sentiments to Palmer
stan, and giving him to understand that he could not, and would not, 
continue to subject himself to such humiliating positions as those in 
which he had so often found himself. He said that john Russell had 
now done all he could, and it remained for Lansdowne to follow it up, 
as he had so good a right to do; and he asked him if it was not true 
that he had on many occasions suffered the greatest annoyance from 
the difficulty of his position, and the consciousness of being dragged 
through the mire. He replied with a groan that indeed it was so, and 
he said he would speak to Palmerston, but C. did not seem to think 
it sure he would muster up resolution to do so. 

We have long been accustomed to admire the dexterity and good 
fortune of Palmerston, which have enabled him to get out of every 
scrape and get rid of every difficully in which his impudence or his 
passions ever involved him, but nobody could have anticipated that 
out of this Greek mess circumstances would not only enable him to 
emerge unhurt but that his position would become even stronger than 
it was before. His great speech immensely exalted his capacity, and 
placed him in the highest rank as an Orator, and the division in the 
or modified by the Minister; such an act she must consider as failing in sincerity to the 
Crown, and justly to be visited by the exercise of her Constitutional right of dismissing that 
Minister .... ' This important minute, which was based upon a memorandum drawn up 
by Baron Stockmar on March 12th, 185o, and led to the dismissal of Lord Palmerston in 
the following year, was sent by Lord john Russell to Lord Palmerston, who acknowledged 
it a:; follows: 'My dear John Russell.--! have taken a copy of this memorandum of the 
Queen and will not fail to attend to the directions it contains .•.. ' (Lettlffs of Queen Victoria.) 
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House of Commons gave him the semblance at least of great political 
power. His triumph was so loudly trumpeted forth, and there were 
such clouds of jubilation and flattery raised by the breaths of his ad
mirers and parasites that the world was made to regard the success as 
far more considerable than it really was. It was convenient as much 
as possible to lose sight of the fact that all the most considerable men 
(out of the Government pale) in both Houses of Parliament had pro
nounced a condemnation of his conduct. Such is the importance of 
a vote of the House of Commons that the moral effect of these con
current opinions was sunk in the political effect of a majority of 46. 
Having gained this victory, and made the most of it, He and his in
valuable confederate his wife wisely set about conciliating their 
enemies, and endeavouring to neutralise future opposition. With this 
view they began with the 'Times' and after an overture to Delane 
which was civilly received, a treaty of peace and amity was brought 
about between them in which Reeve, the object of their especial ab
horrence and dread, was included. And now has followed this trans
action with the Queen, which will to a certain degree mitigate her 
resentment, or if it does not do that, will at least induce her to desist 
from the sort of war which she and Albert have been waging against 
their obnoxious Minister, for they appear to be fully conscious that 
they cannot get rid of him. His position is now so good, and if he 
pleases so safe, that he has no need to court the Radicals, and make 
unworthy concessions to secure their support. It is difficult to specu
late on Palmerston's conduct, because it is almost impossible to make 
out what his objects and desires really are, or whether he has any 
fixed idea and acts upon any system. Hitherto he has appeared to be 
continually influenced and stimulated by caprice, passion and per
sonal animosities, and all his astuteness has been employed in 
worrying and injuring those he disliked, and extricating himself from 
embarrassments of his own making. We shall now see if he has had 
enough of this sport, and whether he will think it worth while to make 
it up with those whom he has offended, and turn over a new leaf. 

(September 25th. t Continuation ofPalmerstoni<a> and his troubles 
and triumphs. Greek affair. Death of Peei.t) (March 17th, 1859· 
tNot bad.t) <C. C. G.> 

<End of Vol. m of Additional MS. 41118.> 
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Brighton, August 25th, Sunday.-Here for a week past. On Sunday 
last the death of Arbuthnot took place at Apsley House, where he had 
been gradually sinking for some time. He is a great and irreparable 
Joss to the Duke who is now left alone in the world. Arbuthnot was 
almost always with him, he had his entire confidence. The Duke told 
him, and talked to him, about everything, and on the other hand, all 
who wanted to approach the Duke for whatever purpose, com~ 
municated through Arbuthnot. The Duke, who has for a long time 
been growing gradua:ly more solitary and unsocial, more irritable 
and unapproachable, is now left without any friend and companion 
with whom he can talk over past events, and to whom he can confide 
present grievances and complaints. He will feel it as acutely as at his 
age and with his character he can feel anything. 

Arbuthnot's career has been remarkable. He had no shining parts, 
and never could have been conspicuous in public life; but in a sub~ 
ordinate and unostentatious character he was more largely mixed up 
with the principal people and events of his time than any other man. 
He might have written very curious and interesting memoirs if he had 
only noted down all that passed under his observation, and the results 
of his political information and connexions, for few men ever enjoyed 
so entirely the intimacy and unreserved confidence of so many States~ 
men and ~finisters, and therefore few have been so well acquainted 
with the details of secret history. He was successively the trusted ad~ 
herent and intimate friend of Liverpool, Castlereagh, and the Duke of 
Wellington, and more or less of almost all their colleagues, besides 
being on very good terms with many others with whom he had no 
political opinions in common. He had in fact a somewhat singular and 
exceptional position; much liked, much trusted, continually consulted 
and employed, with no enemies and innumerable friends. This was 
owing to his character, which was exactly calculated to win this 
position for him. Without brilliant talents, he had a good sound 
understanding, a dispassionate judgement, liberality in his ideas, and 
no violent prejudices. He was mild, modest, and sincere; he was 
single-minded, zealous, serviceable, and sympathetic (simpatico) 
and he was moreover both honorable and discreet. The consequence 
was that everybody relied upon him and trusted him, and he passed 
his whole life in an atmosphere of political transactions and secrets. 
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After the death of his wife he lived at Apsley House when in London, 
and during a great part of the rest of the year with the Duke at 
Walmer and Strathfieldsaye, and he went hardly at all into the 
world; but he rather extended than contracted the list of his personal 
and political friends, for as the Whig Ministers had often business to 
transact with the Duke, they generally found it convenient to com
municate with Arbuthnot too; and, as he was always ready to render 
any service, public or private, in his power, he made many ac
quaintances and acquired friends in that party, especially the Duke of 
Bedford, with whom he had long been intimate, and who was in the 
habit of communicating with him very unreservedly on political 
matters. The preceding pages exhibit many proofs of Arbuthnot's 
familiarity with the political history ofhis time, as well as of his good 
sense and liberality. He was buried at Kensal Green, and the Duke is 
said to have been very much affected at the funeral. 

August 27th.-Yesterday morning L<ouis> P<hilippe> expired at 
Claremont quite unexpectedly, for though he had been ill for a long 
time, it was supposed he might still live many months. Not long ago 
his life was the most important in the world, and his death would have 
produced a profound sensation and general consternation. Now 
hardly more importance attaches to the event than there would be to 
the death of one of the Old Bathing-women opposite my window. It 
will not produce the slightest political effect, nor even give rise to any 
speculation. He had long been politically defunct. The effect that 
presents itself as most likely is its paving the way to a reconciliation 
between the two branches of the Bourbons, and a fusion of their in
terests; but as the late King had consented to this fusion and desired 
it, while the Duchess of Orleans was opposed to it, this consummation 
is more likely to be prevented than brought about by his death. His 
character has been often described with more or less of truth and 
justice, and of course there will be many fresh descriptions of it now. 
I cannot attempt it, for I never knew anything ofhim except at second
hand. He had certainly many good qualities and an amiable dis
position, and probably no vices but selfishness and insincerity. These 
were, however, universally ascribed to him, and consequently out of 
the limited circle of his own family and a few friends and Old Ser
vants, who were warmly attached to him, he inspired neither affection 
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nor respect. The worst Kings have seldom been destitute of many de
voted adherents; but in his day of tribulation, although he may rather 
be accounted amongst the best than the worst, he was abandoned by 
all France, and his fall was not only unresisted, but suffered to take 
place with scarcely a manifestation of sympathy or regret. 

}'loz,ember roth, 1850.-After a lapse of nearly three months I resume 
my notices of past and present events, these three months having fur
nished very little matter worth recording nearly up to the present 
time; and whatever may have bet:n passing in the interior of the 
Government, the total cessation of my communication with the D. of 
Bedford (whom I have seldom seen and never corresponded with) has 
prevented my knowing anything about it. For the last month, how
ever, the world has been sufficiently agitated, on different accounts 
and in different places, to afford ample opportunity for either descrip
tion or comment even to the most superficial observer. 1 might, how
ever :I have very little doubt; write that which would be acceptable 
to one person or another by recording my own personal experiences 
and the communications that [ have with different people on dif
ferent matters, which certainly are ludicrously miscellaneous. Some 
people like politics, some gossip, and almost all like political gossip. 
I have had within these few weeks consultations and communications 
on the most opposite subjects: men coming to be helped out of scrapes 
with other men's wives, adjustments of domestic squabbles, a grand 
bother about the Duke of Cambridge's status in the H. of Lords, into 
which 1 have been dragged, a fresh correspondence with Lady 
Palmers ton about the 'Times' attacking her husband, communica
tions from Cardinal Wiseman about the troubled state of ecclesiastical 
affairs, and so forth; odds and ends, not altogether uninteresting, and 
making a strange miscellany in my mind. It is needless to attempt to 
say anything about the solution of the German question, touching 
which 1 have no private infiJrmaiion whatever. 1 It is a drama, at 
which all the world is audience, and 1 have not been behind the 
scenes. I think we have played a very paltry part in it, and Palmer
stun's policy and conduct are so unintenigible to me that I will say 

' Th,· G<erman que•tion rdates tu the pruceedin.g• which had arisen out ofth<: Frankfort 
LunvenUut'. the Schleswig-Holstein quarrd, a!ld the dispute in Hesse, which ne:arly led to 
war. Lord l'alrnerston was strongly oppc,ed tu the views taken by the Loun on these 
Gcrm<UJ t;m:stH>nh.· R. 
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nothing about them. I agree in all that the 'Times' ,has written 
thereon, and its strictures pave hit hard, as is evident by the resent
ment expressed by Lady P. and the remonstrances She has addressed 
to me. 

The Duke of Cambridge and his family have been, and still are in 
a terrible fuss about the place he is entitled to occupy in the H. of 
Lords, r and they are very angry with me because I said, in my 
pamphlet on P. Albert's precedence ten years ago, that he was only en
titled to sit as D. ofC<ambridge> according to the date of his Peerage, 
and this I adhere to now. It is incredible what importance they at
tach to this nonsense. The Duchess of Gloster sent to me to beg a copy 
of that old pamphlet, and afterwards the Chancellor did the same. 
I have had a correspondence with Redesdale about it, who has taken 
up the Duke's cause, and sustained it by some very bad arguments 
and very inapplicable precedents. I have stuck to my original 
opinion, but nevertheless am now endeavouring to help the Duke to 
attain his purpose, and have furnished him with a better precedent 
than He and his Advisers have been able to find for themselves. 

But such trifles as these, and such serious matters as an impending 
German war, are uninteresting in comparison with the No Popery 
hubbub which has been raised, and which is now running its course 
furiously over the length and breadth of the land." I view the whole 
of this from beginning to end, and the conduct of all parties with un
mixed dissatisfaction and regret. The Pope has been ill-advised and 
very impolitic, the whole proceeding on the part of the Papal 
Government has been mischievous and impertinent, and deserves 
the severest censure. Wiseman, who ought to have known better, 
aggravated the case by his imprudent manifesto. On the other hand, 
the Protestant demonstration is to the last degree exaggerated and 
absurd. The danger is ludicrously magnified, the intention misunder
stood, and the offence unduly magnified. A No Popery cry has been 

' H.R.H. Adolphus, Duke of Cambridge, youngest surviving son of George III, died in 
July 1850, and was succeeded by his son, Prince George of Cambridge. A question arose 
as to his precedence; but H.R.H. sits in the House of Lords as fourth Peer of the Blood Royal, 
the Duke of Cumberland not having taken the seat to which he has an hereditary right.-R. 

z On September 29th the Pope issued a brief whereby England was divided up into 
Roman Catholic bishoprics, and Dr Wiseman was created Archbishop of Westminster and 
a cardinal. Lord John Russell wrote a letter on November 4th to the Bishop of Durham 
describing this papal aggression as 'insolent and insidious.' · 

GMVI 17 
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raised, and the depths of theological hatred stirred up very foolishly 
and for most inadequate cause. John Russell, who acted prudently in 
declaring his Protestant sympathies, joining the public voice in con
demnation of the Pope's proceedings, and clearing himself and his 
Government from any suspicion of being indifferent to them, never
theless wrote a very imprudent, undignified, and (in his station) un
becoming letter. He might have said all that it was necessary to say 
without giving any offence; he might have taken the movement into 
his own hands, and satisfied the Protestants, and at the same time not 
dissatisfied the Catholics, pouring oil on the waters, and moderating 
the prevailing effervescence. But his letter has had a contrary effect. 
On one hand it has filled with stupid and fanatical enthusiasm all the 
Protestant Bigots, and stimulated their rage; and on the other it has 
irritated to madness all the zealous Catholics, and grieved, shocked, 
and offended even the most moderate and reasonable. All wise and 
prudent men perceive all this, and strongly disapprove of his letter; 
all his colleagues with whom I have spoken, and I have no doubt all 
the rest, do so; and Clarendon writes me word that the effect it has 
produced in Ireland is not to be told. I have already had a practical 
proof of the mischief it has done. Two days ago Bowyer 1 came to me 
from Cardinal Wiseman (who was just arrived) to ask my opinion 
whether anything could be done, and what. I said if he had sent to 
me some time ago and told me what was contemplated, I might have 
done him some service by telling him what the consequences would 
be; but that now it was too late to do anything, John Bull had got the 
bit in his mouth, and the Devil could not stop him. He told me the 
Cardinal was drawing up a loyal address to be signed by Ecclesiastics 
and Laymen, and asked me to look at it. I agreed, and he brought it 
the next day. I said it was very well as far as it went, and only sug
gested that the new Bishops should take care to sign their names only, 
and omit all allusion to their Sees. This he engaged for. I then talked 
over the case, and what might be done. I said of course we could not 
expect the Pope to retract; but that if he was really desirous of doing 
what could be done to allay the prevailing irritation, he had better do 

' George Bowyer (181 t~Ss;, afterwards.t::venth baronet; called to the Bar, 1839; joined 
the Church of Rome, 1850; Liberal ~I.P. for Dundalk, 1852-68, and for Wexford, 1874-
Bo; >Ut:cteded his father in the baronetcy, 186o. 
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that which he still could consistently; that he had not yet pronounced 
any decision as to the Irish Colleges, and he might either give one in 
their favor, or at least abstain from giving any at all, and the Cardinal 
would do well to urge this at Rome. Bowyer replied that this might 
have been possible before, but Lord John's letter had made it im
possible now, and that this letter would be regarded as so insulting 
at Rome, and such a proof of the hostility of the B<ritish> G<overn
ment> to the R. C. religion, that they would put no trust in the writer 
of it, and it would be impossible to ask the Pope, nor would he be in
duced, to do anything in deference to the objects or wishes of this 
Government. 

This odious agitation will continue till it is superseded by some
thing else, or expires from want of aliment more solid than fanatical 
denunciations. Already sensible people, even those who are indig
nant at the 'Papal aggressions' as they are termed, begin to think the 
clamour exaggerated, that we are going too far, and raising a spirit 
of theological and sectarian hatred and enmity, which is dangerous 
and will be very troublesome. They begin to reflect that a great move
ment without a definite and attainable object is a very foolish thing, 
and as it is quite certain that the Pope will not retract what he has 
done, and that we can neither punish him nor frighten him, that 
his ecclesiastical arrangements will be carried into execution here 
whether we like it or not, and that as we shall take nothing by all our 
agitation and clamour, we shall probably end by looking very foolish. 
At present everybody, Protestants, Puseyites, and Catholics, are all 
angry, excited, and hostile. Some affect to be very angry and make 
a great noise because they think it answers an end. Johnny is some
thing in this way, for I don't believe he really cares much; the 
'Times' newspaper does the same, and blows up the coals for the 
sake of popularity; but Delane, who. begged me not to write (as 
I was inclined to do) something in mitigation of the movement, 
told me he thought the whole thing gross humbug and a pack of 
nonsense. 

21st.-The Protestant agitation has been going on at a prodigious 
pace, and the whole country is up: meetings everywhere, addresses to 
Bishops and their replies, addresses to the Queen; speeches, letters, 
articles, all pouring forth from the press day after day with a 

17-2 
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vehemence and an universality such as I never ~aw before. The Dis
senters ha\ e I thin£ generai:y :~cpt aloof and shown no disposition to 
take an active part. A more d:sr~'.lsting and humiliating manifestation 
ha~ never been exhibited; it :s f()unded on prejudice and gross ignor
anu:. As usual the most urlj.Hy maj;.e the greatest noise, and the de
claimers vie with each othn in coarseness, violence, and stupidity . 
.:\cvertheiess, the hubbub is not the less mischievous for being so 
sensekss and ridiculous. Ti1e rdigious passions and animosities that 
have been excited \\it not s1wcdily die away, nor will the R. C. forget 
the insults that have been he;.:pcd on their religion, nor the Vatican 
all the vulgar abuse that has bt:en la\ ished on the Pope. 1n the midst 
of all thi:s Wiseman has put i(Jnh a very able manifesto, in which he 
proves unans\\<ctably that what has been done is perfectly legal, and 
a matter of ecclesiastical discipline, with which we have no concern 
whatever. He lashes john Russell ~ith great severity, and endeavours 
to cnltst the sympathies of the Dissenters by contrasting the splendour 
and 'v\ealth of the Anglican Clergy with the contented poverty of the 
Romanists, and thus appeals to a:l the advocates of the voluntary 
sy~tnn. His paper is uncommonly \-\<ell done, and must produce a 
n•nsidera:)le effect, though of course none capable of quieting the 
sturm that is now raging. lt does not evince any intention of receding 
in th< slightest degree, but on the contrary there appears to lurk 
thruL<ghout it a consciousness of the impregnable position they occupy, 
ruulld whit h t:1e tempest of public rage and fury may blow ever so 
viokm!y 'v\ cthout producing the slightest efl'ect. 

Meanwhile the Government are, 1 suspect, in a great fix. They arc 
a:l disconcerted and perplexed by John's letter. \Vhen the Cabinet 
met and this letter was shown to them, Lord Lansdowne asked 
whether the letter had been already sent, and when informed that it 
had, he declined saying anythtn~. As it was sent and published they 
tlwu~ht it necessary to do something, and the law officers were ac
cordingly desired to look into the law on the subject. There can be 
Ettlt: doubt that the law will not touch the case, and they will hardly 
have the egregious folly to propose fresh laws which would be quite 
inoperarivc. Violence, menaces, and abuse never made any people 
Hinch from their religious opinions or abandon any line of conduct 
they might have adopted in relation to them. The Catholics know 
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very well that in these days any serious persecution is not to be appre
hended, and, even if it were, the R. C. Clergy, to do them justice, have 
never shrunk from enduring any sufferings or privations to which 
they were exposed. They would probably rather like than not to see 
some attempt made here to revive penal laws, and to be exhibited to 
the civilised world in the character of martyrs. From the beginning 
I foresaw that we should cut a poor figure in this affair, and this is 
sure to be the result, whether we do anything or nothing. There is 
great difference of opinion whether this agitation will prove favorable 
or the reverse to the R.C. religion in England, that is, to its extension. 
The R.C. themselves evidently think we have by our violence been 
playing their game and that it will promote their proselytising views. 
Time alone can show how this will be. The Queen takes a great in
terest in the matter, but She is much more against the Puseyites than 
the Catholics. She disapproves of John's letter. I find their aversion 
to Palmerston is rather greater than ever, for to his former misdeeds 
is now added the part he takes about German affairs, on which Albert 
is insane; so that they hated him before for all he did that was wrong, 
and they hate him now for doing what is right. However, their love 
or their hate makes no difference to him. The Duke of Bedford, who 
has shown some symptoms of a disposition to renew our correspond
ence to which I have not responded, wrote me word the other day that 
John would like to take Graham into the Cabinet if he could, but that 
there was no way of making a vacancy. I don't suppose G. would 
come, if there was one. 

November 26th.-At Brocket from Saturday till Monday. Nobody 
there; found Beauvale 1 in good humour with Palmerston, who, he 
assured me, had acted a very proper and a very spirited part in re
ference to German affairs, having had to fight against the violent and 
inveterate prejudices of the Court, to which some of his colleagues 
were not disinclined to defer. He said that although the Court were 
quite powerless in such matters as the Greek or the Sicilian questions, 
they could do a great deal of mischief in Germany, for being in con
stant communication with their relations and connexions there, they 

' Mr Greville was much more intimate with Frederic than he had ever been with 
William Lamb, and he continued, during the remainder of Lord Beauvale's life, to be a 
frequent guest at Brocket. He generally called his friend by his former name or title, 
though he was, in fact, Viscount Melbourne after his brother's death.-R. 
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cou)d exercise a good deal of indirect influence, and he thinks they 
have not scrupled to encourage the King of Prussia in his absurd 
conduct. The Queen wrote a letter to Palmerston, which was of course 
A:bert's production, in which She tali>.ed of Denmark wresting 
Schleswig from Germany, and that the triumph of Austria would be 
fatal to the constitutional cause. P. treats their opinions and inter
ference with great contempt and says '\Vhat can they do?' He re
plied that he had never heard that Schleswig belonged to Germany, 
and as to the constitutional cause it was more in danger from the 
King of Prussia, whose conduct was putting all thrones in jeopardy. 
It was to this effect, as B. told me-not exactly. He also showed me a 
letter from Berlin in which the writer said that nothing was more im
portant there than the English pn:ss; and B. begged me, as P. was 
really now doing all he could in the right direction, to get the 'Times' 
to support him; and I accordingly spoke to Reeve and Delane about 
it. ~obody knows whether all this wil1 end in war or peace. Palmer
stan, always sanguine, says peace; and Beauvale thinks, when Russia, 
France and England are all trying to avert war, that it cannot 
ensue. 

The Protestant movement goes on with unabated fury, and the 
quantity of nonsense that has been tali>.ed and written, and the 
amount of ignorance and intolerance displayed, exceed all belief, and 
only show of what sort of metal the mass of society is composed. Of 
all that has been written and spoken there has been nothing tolerable 
but the Bishop of Oxford's speech, which was very clever; the letter 
of Page Wood ' in the 'Times' in answer to Wiseman; and everything 
without exception which has emanated from the Archbishop of 
Canterbury. He has displayed a very proper and becoming spirit 
with great dignity, moderation, and good sense. All the rest is a mass 
of impotent fury and revolting vulgarity and impertinence, without 
genius or argument or end and object-mere abuse in the coarsest 
and stupidest shape. It is not a little remarkable what a strong ami
Papist Clarendon is. He writes to me in that sense, but not so 
vehemently as he does to others; and I see how his mind is inflamed, 
which is odd in so practical a man. 

1 Sir John Page Wood ~I 796- I 866), second baronet, son of Alderman Wood; succeeded 
to the baronetcy, 1843; Rector ofSt Peter's, Cornhill, I824-66. 
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December Ist, Sunday. Went to Brocket again on Wednesday, and 
returned Thursday. Pam. and Lady P. there, but had no talk with 
her. Beauvale told me that he was acting with good faith, and doing 
what he could to avert war. Cowley had written from Frankfort that 
it was reported there that in the event of war we should support 
Prussia. Palmerston wrote back that we certainly should not, and de
sired him to contradict any such report. He sent his letter to the 
Queen by way of an intimation of his course. Meanwhile Radowitz 1 

arrived, and had hardly set foot in England before he was invited to 
Windsor, the pretext being that he brought over a letter from the 
King. It was considered by everybody a very indecent and un
becoming proceeding to have him at Windsor, considering the part 
he has been and is still acting, which our Government considers as 
mischievous and profligate. Palmerston too was not there, and John 
Russell left the Castle the day he arrived. The consequence of this 
ill-timed invitation was a rattling article in the 'Times' on Friday, 
which will have fallen like a shell on the breakfast table at the Castle 
and put them in a great rage. This article gave great satisfaction at 
Brocket, made a great sensation here, and was very generally approved 
of. It is a very good thing that there should be some channel through 
which truth is forced upon these great ones; and such articles as this, 
in such a paper as the 'Times,' do not fail to produce an effect. 

December I Ith.-I could no longer stand the torrent of nonsense, 
violence and folly which the newspapers day after day poured forth, 
and resolved to write a letter, which was published in the 'Times' the 
day before yesterday, and signed 'Carolus,' for I did not venture to 
put my own name to it. Delane could not bear publishing it, because 
it was in opposition to the strong line the paper has taken; and he told 
me beforehand he must attack me. Accordingly they replied to the 
article they published, but in very complimentary terms and with 
very feeble arguments. Labouchere told me last night he thought this 
letter must do good, and make people think calmly. However, the 
agitation continues with unabated violence, and it is no wonder the 
masses are so intemperate and absurd, when we see how ignorant and 

' Lieutenant-General Joseph Maria von Radowitz (1797-1853); Prussian Minister to 
Baden, 1842-7; Chief Prussian Commissioner at the Frankfurt Diet, 1849-50; Foreign 
Minister, September-November, x8so. 
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senseless men are who ought to know better, and who pass for being 
clever and well-informed; and hear the unreflecting nonsense they 
talk, and the extravagant views they entertain. Bear Ellice, who is by 
way of being wiser than anybody, and thinks it is his vocation to ad
vise everybody, told me on Nlonda y that he had advised Chades W uod 
what to do, and this notable scheme was to place matters by legisla
tion on the same footing here that they had been placed on in Prussia 
by Concordat. I told him it was impossible; and when he insisted, I 
asked him ifhe knew what the state of things was in Prussia: to which 
he was obliged to admit that he knew nothing about it! Charles 
Villiers won't hear of doing anything against the Catholics, but would 
wage war against the Puseyites; and he wishes to select the practice 
of confession as recommended by them and abolish it by Act of Parlia
ment! To my remonstrances against this, urging arguments too ob
vious to need being stated here, he would only reply that 'the peopk' 
would not endure the practice of confession and that it must be got 
rid of: Then we see the Head-~faster of Rugby School r petitioning the 
Postmaster-General to remove a letter-carrier because He is a R. 
Catholic! Clanricarde writes a very good answer, which is in the 
'Times' ofyesterday. Graham came to town yesterday in his way to 
\-\'indsor, where he is asked to stay three nights, and he came and 
passed two hours with me yesterday morning. His opinions are pre
cisely like my own, and he has written a letter to Howard of Grey
stock~ exactly in the same spirit as 'Carolus'; he is not only very 
sensible but very bold on the subject, and quite prepared to confront 
public opinion in defence of the principles of religious liberty. We dis
cussed the whole subject at great length. He acknowledged that the 
difficulty of the Government was very great. I enlightened his mind 
as to the part Palmerston has recently been playing in German affairs, 
which he was by no means aware of, and I hinted to him that his 
joining the Government would not be disagreeable. He owned that 
Palmerston would no longer be an insuperable objection, but that he 
could not be a party to any measures savouring of religious persccu-

' Edward Meyrick Goulburn (r818--g7); Headmaster of Rugby, 1849- 57; Uean of 
:'llorwich, 1866--8g. 

> Henry Howard (1802- 75;, ofGreystoke Castle, Cumberland, nephew oftwdfth Duke 
of~orfolk. The letter referred to, from Sir James Graham, i> printed in Life of Sir JameJ 
Graham, vol. n. pp. 113-14. 
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tion, or even restriction. The Queen's answers to the addresses will 
have satisfied him, and all reasonable and moderate people; but I 
expect the zealots will cry out. Nothing certainly ever was more 
guarded. 

r3th.-At Windsor yesterday for a Council. My letter 'Carolus' 
has made a decided hit. Delane told me yesterday that it had cer
tainly produced a considerable effect, as he could tell from the in
numerable letters he received about it, some for and some against. 
The Ministers were for the most part shy of talking to me about it; 
but John Russell came up to me and said, 'Well, I have derived a 
great deal of information from your letter. I think it is very good.' 
I laughed, and said, 'I'm glad you like it; you ought to be pleased, 
because I have praised you up to the skies, and described your speech 
as a model ofwisdom.' He laughed too, and said, 'Yes, but that was 
not the part of it I liked the best.' 

I brought Palmers ton from the station in my brougham; all very 
amicable. We talked about Popery and Germany, and agreed very 
well; He mighty reasonable. I asked him if he had had any con
versation with Radowitz. He said none, except of the most general 
kind. He thought R. had been advised to absent himself from Prussia, 
and that the King, for the present at least, was entirely with Man
teufel.I I then asked him what Albert said to the turn affairs had 
taken. He said Albert was reasonable enough; that he condemned the 
King of Prussia as much as anybody could; that he had been in 
favor of strengthening Prussia, and against the old Federation, be
cause He thought the influence of Austria in it was too great, and that 
it was mischievously exercised; that the condition that no organic 
change could take placethere, without an unanimous vote, could not 
be endured; and that he thought, while the influence of Austria re
mained paramount, the liberal cause, and all advances in civilisation 
and general improvement, must be paralysed; and this was to a cer
tain degree true. I said no doubt it was desirable to see changes and 
improvements, and for various reasons that Prussia should be power
ful, if her power was only acquired by fair means, and without tramp
ling on the rights of others, and on all obligations human and divine. 

' Baron Otto Theodor von Manteuffel (18os-82); Prussian Minister of the Interior, 
1848-so; Foreign Minister, 185o-8. 
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He said, 'Exactly, that is the rea] case; but her conduct has been so 
wanting in prudence, in consistency, and in good faith, that she has 
arrayed against her those who wish best to her.' He told me the Pope 
had expressed great surprise at the effect of his measures, and dis
claimed any intention of affronting the Queen or this country. The 
Pope said he had been induced to take the steps he had done by ad
vice from this country, and P. thinks that Wiseman was probably at 
the bottom of it all. Bennett's' resignation (with the correspondence 
between the B. of London and him) was the event of yesterday, and 
I am in hopes that this victim may have some effect in satiating the 
public appetite. 

I went last night to the Royal Academy to hear an anatomical 
lecture by a ~Ir. Green.1 It was on expression, and very well done. 
I never heard a man more fluent; he was very lucid in his expositions 
and illustrations, and really very eloquent. 

Bowood, December 26th, Thursday.~~ \Nent on Tuesday week last to 
Panshanger, on Saturday to Brocket, Nlonday to London, and 
Tuesday here; very merry at Panshanger. The House and its Lord and 
Lady furiously Protestant and anti-Papal; so we had a great deal of 
wrangling and chaffing; all in good humour and amusing enough. 
At Brocket nobody but the Bear <Ellice>, who talked without ceasing, 
and told me innumerable anecdotes about Lord Grey's Government, 
and different transactions in all of which he had himself played a very 
important part, and set everything and everybody to rights with his 
consummate wisdom. He is a very good-natured fellow, entertaining 
and tiresome, with a prodigious opinion of his own savoir faire, vain 
and conceited, though not offensively so; clever, friendly, liberal, and 
very serviable. They put me at Brocket in :Melbourne's room, and 

' Rev. William James Early Bennett ;1804 B6;; Incumbent of St Paul's, Knights
bridge, 184o-~so; instituted Ritualistic practi.re,, which provoked complaints from the 
Bishop of London and disorders outside the church; resi.gned the living, December 4th, 
!8:Jo; Vicar of Frome, 1852· -B6; pro>ecutcd fur heresy and acquitted, 1870. 

' .\fr Jo>eph Henry Green, F.R.S. and D.C.L., was Professor of Anatomy in the Royal 
Academy of Arts-a very eloquent and remarkable man, but little known by the public. 
He was born in London on November ,,t, 1791, and died at Hadley on Dccernber 13th, 
1863. :\fr Green was equally distinguished as a surgeon and as a metaphy,icran. He had 
been the most intiniate friend of the poet Coleridge in his later years, and he was engaged 
down to the close of his own life in the preparation of a work entitled Spiritual Philosophy 
founded or1 the teaching of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. This book was published in r86j, after the 
death of the author, by Mr John Simon, F.R.S., his friend and disciple.- -R. 
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there I found a MS. book, containing copies ofletters written by him 
to Lord Anglesey, while Lord A. was Lord-Lieutenant and He was 
Chief Secretary-very familiar and confidential. They were very 
frank, and giving Lord A. a good deal of advice, which on some occa
sions he seemed to require. Their good sense struck me extremely. 
There was a detailed account of the Huskisson quarrel, and the resig
nations thereupon, but it contained nothing that was new to me. 
William Lamb (as he was then) thought both the Duke and Huskisson 
were in the wrong; but he resigned with the others, because, he said, 
'he had always thought that it was more necessary to stand by his 
friends when they were in the wrong, than when they were in the 
right.' Poking about to see what else I could find, I lit on two very 
different MS. One was a book which I suspect had belonged to Pen 
Lamb, 1 containing entries and pedigrees of hounds and horses; and 
the other was a commonplace book of Melbourne's (which I had not 
time to examine much) full of quotations, criticisms, comments and 
translations, exhibiting various and extensive reading, especially of 
Greek literature. When I go there again I will look at it again. 

' Peniston Lamb (1773-ISos), elder brother of second Viscount Melbourne; M.P. for 
Herts, 1802-5· 



London, February 2oth, r 8 51. ~I broke off what I was writing two 
months ago, having been attacked by a severe fit of the gout, which 
has tormented me on and off ever since, partly deterring and partly 
disabling me from writing anything whatever. Indeed I have been in 
a hundred minds whether I should not here and now close my 
journalising, for I don'i feel as if 1 had, or was likely to have, anything 
more to say worth writing about. It is perhaps no loss to have omitted 
any notice of the meeting of Parliament, and what has taken place 
with reference to the Papal Bi~l, and other matters. Are not these 
things amply narrated in all the newspapers of the day?-and I do 
not think I have acquired any knowledge or information besides, or at 
least none of any importance. I shall therefore not attempt to go over 
the ground or any part of it, that we have been travelling over for the 
last two months; but I am induced to forego my purpose of shutting 
up my books and abandoning this occupation, partly from reluctance 
to quit it entirely, and partly because I think we are in a very pre
carious and difficult state, and that a crisis seems imminent, fraught 
with great interest and great danger. In such circumstances I like to 
write what I know and hear, and to record my own impressions and 
opmwns. 

Brocket, Sunday.- Events have come quickly on us. On Thursday 
night Locke King 1 brought on his annual motion for extension of the 
suffrage- leave to bring in a bill. John opposed it, but pledged him
self that he would bring in a measure next Session, if he was still in 
office. ~evertheless he was beat by two to one--roo to 52. The 
Conservatives went away, no trouble was taken, and this was the 
result. The conduct of the Radicals was offensive. L<ocke> K<ing', 
after John's promise, wanted not to divide; but Burne, Bright, etc. 
insisted on dividing, and one of them :I think Bright; insultingly said, 
'Jfyou don't divide and beat him, he will throw over his promise and 
do nothing.' It must be owned that he gave some colour to this 

'Peter John Locke King ~1811 .Ss), second son of seventh Baron King; Radical ~LP. 
for East Surrey, 1847- 74· He was re,ponsible for securing the passage of an Act of Parlia
ment, bearing his name, which deab with mortgages on land. 
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suspicion by his conduct. A few nights before Hume asked him if he 
was going to bring in any measure this year. He said he was not, but 
that he still intended to do so, at what he should deem to be a fit time 
for it: not a word of next year. This looks very much as if his promise 
on Thursday was an impromptu got up for the occasion. Still not a 
creature in or out of the House expected he would regard such a de
feat as this as a matter of any importance, and great and general were 
the surprise and consternation when on Friday John got up (just when 
the Budget was to have come on) and made an announcement which 
was tantamount to resignation. The House dispersed in a state of be
wilderment, and the town was electrified with the news. At night 
there was a party at Lady Granville's, and there it was known that 
the Government was in fact out. It seemed the more unaccountable 
because Stanley had sent them word what had been resolved at his 
meeting, which was neither more nor less than a sham attack on the 
Income Tax, which they neither expected nor intended to succeed. 
John, however, had resolved to resign after Friday's check, not on 
that account only, but on the cumulative case of many unmistakeable 
symptoms of the hostility of the H. of C. and the impossibility of his 
going on. So he thought he had better 'do early and from foresight 
that which he should be obliged to do from necessity at last,' as Mr. 
Burke said on a different occasion. Nobody knew what he was going 
to do,-none of his followers and subordinates. He saw the Q. in the 
morning, to whom he no doubt imparted his intention; then he as
sembled the Cabinet, where it must have been settled, and then he 
saw the Queen again. Ld. Lansdowne was at Bowood, and ignorant 
of this decision. Carlisle was engaged in the City, not at the Cabinet, 
and heard from Grey when he came into the H. of Lords that they 
were out. In the evening I was at home and upstairs, and many of 
the men came up to talk it all over. Ellice said John was quite right. 
However, I think such was not the general opinion, nor is it mine. 
Looking at the state of the country and the obvious difficulty, ifnot 
impossibility, of forming any other Government, still more offorming 
one entitled to, or which could obtain, the confidence and support of 
the Crown and the country, I am very strongly of opinion that he 
ought to have fought the battle for some time longer, not to have 
yielded to any hostile manifestations, or to the probability, however 
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great, of damaging or fatal defeats, but to have encountered without 
flinching all the opposition he might meet with, and not to desert his 
post till the worst he apprehended should actually occur. Many 
people think that, in spite of appearances, he would have weathered 
the storms; and though in the midst of great difficulties, he would 
eventually have evaded or surmounted them all. 

The conduct of the Protectionists about the Income Tax showed 
how uncertain and little adventurous they were. This is partly ex
plained by the revelation that has been made of the opinions of some 
of their leading men. It has been fi)r some time apparent that there 
is great ambiguity in the conduct of the party, different members of 
which hold the most discordant and inconsistent language. D'Israeli 
the other night declared he was not going for Protection, that it was 
out of the question in this Parliament, and that the country must settle 
the question. Granby directly afterwards says he is for Protection. In 
the H. of Lords, on a motion of Lord Hardwicke's when a great Free 
Trade debate was expected, and when it was well known that 
Stanley had been preparing a great speech, he never opened his lips, 
and the whole thing ended briefly and flatly. But Richmond made 
one of his furious harangues, pointed to Stanley as 'the Leader of the 
Protectionist party,' and gave an eulogistic commentary on D'Israeli's 
speech, asserting that he only meant that the battle of Protection must 
be fought on the hustings, where it not only would be fought, but 
would be won. Still Stanley was silent, and did not utter a word in 
approval or in repudiation of these sentiments and intentions. ~at
withstanding these ambiguities, people still talked of the probability 
or the possibility of a Protectionist Government. It was said that 
Stanley had made up his mind to take it, if he could get it, and that he 
was of opinion that, great as the risks and serious as the consequences 
might be, it was better to encounter them all than to let slip the best 
opportunity they should ever have of ousting the Whigs, turning back 
the current of Free Trade, and restoring the Protective system. Every
body was looking with anxious curiosity for the decision of Stanley's 
meeting on Friday morning, as to the course they should adopt in 
reference to the I <nco me) T <ax!; and when it was known (which it 
was not generally till after J. Russell's announcement in the H. of C.), 
the impression was that they were afraid to fight on that question; 
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but at night I heard a very strange thing, which placed the condition 
and prospects of that party in quite a new light. Two of the best men 
they have in the H. of C. are Walpole' and Henley,~ especially the 
first. Walpole told Jocelyn in the H. of C. that he would have nothing 
to do with any Government that would attempt to reimpose any duty 
on foreign corn, and he added that Henley was of the same mind; and 
so, in fact, were at least half the members of his party. This statement 
Walpole made twice over to Jocelyn, and he said the same thing to 
others besides. If such were the sentiments of some of their best men, 
what was to become of Protection? how was the battle to be fought on 
the hustings? and how was Stanley ever to form a Government, and 
on what principles? 

However, the Government had resigned; somebody must be sent 
for, and something must be done. Oddly enough, while all this was 
going on in the H. of C., Stanley was dining at the Palace. Yesterday 
morning the 'Times' (whose Editor was at Ly. Granville's party) an
nounced the news to the astonished town. I went to my office, where 
presently Labouchere, Carlisle, Granville, and Evelyn Denison came 
into my room. Labouchere gave John R.'s reasons for resigning, 
which to me seemed quite insufficient, and I told them why. Carlisle 
said nothing, and I suspect agreed with me. Denison did entirely. 
I then came down here, where I found Brougham full of indignation 
and disapprobation of the hasty resignation, and talking mighty good 
sense about the whole question and the aspect of affairs. We heard this 
morning that Stanley had been with the Queen, had refused to take 
office for the present, but said he did not refuse absolutely if no other 
Government could be formed; and that J. Russell, Aberdeen, and 
Graham met afterwards at the Palace. So matters stand up to this 
time. 

I have seen a great deal of Graham lately, and he has talked to me 
with considerable openness about the state of affairs, present and pro
spective; the condition and prospects of the Government, and their 
recent conduct, pointing out many of the faults they have committed, 

1 Spencer Horatio Walpole (18o6-g8); Q.C., 1846; Conservative M.P. for Midhurst, 
1846-56, and for Cambridge University, 1856-82; Home Secretary, 1852, 1858-g and 
!866-7. 

• Joseph Warren Hen1ey (1798-1884); Conservative M.P. for Oxfordshire, 1841-78; 
President of the Board of Trade, 1852 and 1858-g. 
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and what they might have done. He found great fault with Charles 
Wood's Budget, and his general opinion was that the Government 
could not go on, and coute que coiite that we must pass through the 
ordeal of a Protectionist Government-not that he thought it would 
stand long, and he was aware that the experiment would be attended 
with great peril to our institutions, and might lead to very serious 
consequences. Sti!l that it was inevitable. He said that his joining 
the Government now would be of no use to them whatever, and he 
should only involve himself in, without averting, their fate. He was 
evidently much pleased and satisfied with his own speech on D'lzzy's 
motion. 1 He was conscious of its success, and of the great service he 
had rendered the Government; for, while disapproving of much that 
they have done, he is now desirous of reconciling himself with his old 
friends, looks hereafter to coming into power with them, and is ex
cessively pleased at having put himself on amicable terms with J. 
Russell. He told me that he had said to J. R. the other day, that 
though circumstances had separated them, and placed them for a 
long time in opposition to each other, it would always be satisfactory 
to him to remember, that on the three great questions which he re
garded as the most important of his political life, they had been agreed, 
and had taken the same part, sometimes together and sometimes inde
pendently. These were the Catholic Question, Reform in Parliament, 
and Repeal of the Corn Laws. 

I have found Graham in very low spirits, and full of disquiet and 
apprehensions about the future prospects of the country. This is 
generally his disposition, and he has communicated much of his 
alarm and anxiety to me. On Friday morning, after L. King's 
division, and before he knew anything of J. R.'s intention, I received 
a note from him in these terms: 'My anticipations are most gloomy. 
I foresee nothing but confusion; there are no means of escaping it; 
everything will be shaken, and something more than a Government, 
I fear, will fall. The "Times," I see, has passed sentence of death on 
the Administration this.morning. It is most likely it will be executed 
speedily, and I doubt whether for their sakes it may not be said, the 

1 Lord Stanley said of this speech of Graham's that it was very bitter but very telling; 
and it convinced him that the Tories had nothing to hope for from the leading Peelites but 
opposition.-R. 
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sooner the better. They have lost all command over the H. of C., and 
indistinct promises of democratic change when made by a Prime 
Minister are most dangerous, for vagueness encourages hope, and the 
hope is deferred. This state of doubt and fear cannot last much longer; 
the public on all hands would greatly prefer a struggle and a settle
ment.' When he wrote these lines JR. had already made up his mind 
to resign. 

London, <February> 25th.-Came to town yesterday morning-found 
everything unsettled: Aberdeen, Graham, and J. R. trying to agree 
upon some plan, and to form a Government. At half-past four 
Delane came into my room, straight from Aberdeen. A. told him he 
was still engaged in this task, but, he owned, with anything but 
sanguine hopes of success. D. said to him he hoped ifhe did succeed 
he would not overlook the numbers and importance of the Liberal 
party. A. replied, 'You may rest assured that I am well aware of 
their importance, and I believe I am at least as Radical as any of those 
who are just gone out.' Went to Brooks's, found it very full and ex
cited; some persuaded Graham and Co. would come to terms and 
patch the thing up. Bear Ellice and others thought it impossible, and 
Stanley inevitable. In the H. of C. J. R. made his statement, and 
when he had made it D'Israeli, without tact or decency, denied that 
it was correct. J.R. was not very discreet in what he said. He ought 
not to have said a word (nor need he) of what passed between 
S<tanley> and the Q. D'Israeli disgusted everybody by what he 
said, and his manner of saying it. Lord Lansdowne, Carlisle, and 
Labouchere dined here (B<ruton> Street), and about eleven o'clock a 
box was brought to Ld. L. It was a circular from J. R. announcing 
the final failure of the Graham negotiation, and that everything was 
at an end. It broke off on the Papal Question, on which they could 
not come to an agreement, thoughJ.R. was ready to make some con
cessions. I don't think Graham wished to complete any combination, 
and preferred throwing the thing back on Stanley. His extreme 
timidity and his inveterate habit of magnifying dangers and exag
gerating difficulties are very unfortunate and seriously mar his 
efficacy. If he had some of the confidence and sanguine disposition 
of Palmerston-if he could only bring himself to think that 'dangers 
disappear, when boldly they are faced,' it would be better for the 

GMVI 18 
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country and for himself. Glads tone is expected to-morrow; Sidney 
Herbert says he will not join a Stanley Government. Everybody goes 
over the lists of Peers and Commoners whom Stanley can command, 
and the scrutiny presents the same blank result of men without ex
perience or capacity, save only Berries, who is past seventy, and has 
been rusting for twenty years and more; and D' Israeli, who has no
thing but the cleverness of an adventurer. :\obody has any con
fidence in him, or supposes he has any principles whatever; and it 
remains to be seen whether he has tact and judgement enough to lead 
the H. of C. It seems that in these negotiations everybody has be
haved well. There have been no difficulties about persons, no pre
tensions, no selfishness, no vexatious obstacles from or in any quarter. 
Had the thing been patched up, C. Wood was resolved to go. They 
wanted him to change his office, but he would not hear of it, said he 
would not face Halifax. He thought both Grey and Palmerston ought 
to go out with him, but they declare that one and all were ready to 
make any sacrifice that might be required.' 

26th.-Nothing more known yesterday except that Stanley had 
accepted the task of tr)'ing to form a Government. From the Q. he 
went to Aberdeen, and from him to Canning. As I don't know what 
passed, I will say no more. This morning Ld. Lansdowne sent for me, 
and on leaving him I met John Russell. He told me Stanley was to 
give his answer to the Q. to-day (though Gladstone is not come) . 
I asked him what he thought would be the result. He was inclined 
to think it would be .\"o. 

27th.-~It appears that Stanley was to say yesterday whether he 
would try or not. He is trying. Canning and G~adstone having re
fused, it remains to be seen if he can and will make a Government 
out ofhis own party .. Most people think he will not. Everybody asks, 
nobody can tell, whether he will throw over Protection or go for it. 
His followers now say nothing about Protection, but ask for confidence ! 
His rabble are very violent, and abuse him for not at once taking the 

' The details of this negotiation between the Whigs, Lord Aberdeen and Sir james 
Graham have been published in an art;de on the 'Correspondence of Lord Aberdeen,' 
which appeared in the Edinburgh Review for October 1883. The insurmountable objection 
of the Peelites to the Anti-Papal Bill wa' thr deciding cause of the faiiurc; but the tram
action i, interesting, because it wa' the forerunner of the Coalition ultimatdy formed be
tween the Whigs and the Peelites in •852.- -R. 
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Government. This does not make his position easier. D'Israeli has 
behaved very well and told S. to do what he pleased with him; he 
would take any office, and, if he was likely to be displeasing to the Q., 
one that would bring him into little personal communication with 
her. 1 If he could get anybody essential to his Government to join 
(Gladstone, of course) he would act under him. All along everybody 
seems to have acted personally well. The town is in a fever of curiosity, 
incessant enquiries and no answers, heaps of conjectures and lies. 
I dined at Grillon's last night; Graham in the chair, in high spirits. 
He said, if Stanley took the Government, he must dissolve on Friday 
night. But even if disposed, it is said that this would be impossible, and 
that he must get the Mutiny Bill and a money vote before he dissolves. 

Friday, <February 28th>.-Met Gladstone yesterday morning. From 
the tone of his conversation his negotiation with Stanley must have 
been very short indeed.z He said he had come over entirely on ac
count of the Papal Bill. Mter another day of curiosity, and rather a 
growing belief that Stanley would form a Government, it was an
nounced in the afternoon that he had given it up. He had a meeting 
of some of his principal friends, and they agreed with him in the 
propriety ofhis resigning the task. Great excitement at night, and the 
Whigs in extraordinary glee, foreseeing the restoration of johnny and 
Co. The Ministers were all to meet at Lansdowne House this morning 
and determine on the next move. John, who is rather sore, and not 
unconscious of the blame that attaches to him, said with some bitter
ness to Granville yesterday, 'Lady Palmerston called on Ly. John for 
the purpose of telling her that all that has happened is my fault. 
Ly. J. might have told her that ifPalmerston had chosen to be present 
on L<ocke> K<ing>'s motion, and have spoken, it probably would not 
have happened at all.' Ly. P. is evidently provoked that P. has not 
been thought of to form a Government in all this confusion, and at 
hearing so much of Clarendon and Graham, and nothing of her 
husband. 

Sunday, March 2nd.-I went to the H. of Lords on Friday to hear 

' Disraeli's own characteristic account of the matter is printed in Buckle's Life tif 
Disraeli, vol. III. ch. x. 

' The two statesmen had met on February 26th and Gladstone had declined to join 
Stanley's Government unless it completely abandoned Protection. Gladstone's account of 
the interview appears in Morley's Life tif Gladstone, vol. r. pp. 406-7. 

r8-2 
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Stanley's statement. He made a very good speech and a lucid state
ment. :\othing could be more civil and harmonious than all that 
passed; great moderation and many compliments. The impression on 
my mind was that Stanley was sick to death of his position of Leader 
of the Protectionists, and everybody agrees that he has been in tearing 
spirits these last days, and especially since the announcement of his 
failure. His conduct seems obnoxious to no reproach, and he did 
what he was bound to do with reference to the Queen and his party. 
They would have been intolerably disgusted if he had left untried any 
means of forming a Government, and though there will be some 
grumbling and much mortification and disappointment amongst 
them, they have no cause for complaint. He tried everything and 
everybody, as I believe, without either the desire or the expectation of 
succeeding. Nothing surprises me more than that anybody ~and 
many very acute people did) should think he could form a Govern
ment. What happened was almost sure to happen-the fear and re
luctance of many of his own people to undertake a task for which they 
were conscious they were unfit. A man must be very ambitious and 
very rash and confident, who, when it comes to the point, does not 
hesitate to accept a very important and responsible office without 
having had any official experience, or possessing any of the knowledge 
which a due administration of the office demands. It was not, how
ever, without some appearance of sarcasm and bitterness that Stanley 
spoke of the men of his own party, who for various reasons had de
clined to take office. The man whose private affairs prevented him 
was Tom Baring; the modest man was Henley, who is said to have 
told Stanley that he would not disgrace his Government by presenting 
himself to the H. of C. as Home Secretary; the man who thought it 
would not last is said to be Thesiger. Sugden accepted the Great Seal, 
and the D. of ~orthumberland' the Admiralty, for which nobody 
imagines that he has any qualification whatever; and it shows what 
slender materials Derby could command when he applied to such a 
man.z 

l Algernon Percy (I 792-I 86 5;' fourth Duke of Northumberland, brother of third duke; 
created Baron Prudhoe, I8I6; succeeded to the dukedom, I847; rear-admiral, 185o; 
First Lord of the Admiralty, I852; K.G., I853· 

• This last sentence appears to have been added by Greville after June 30th, 1851, the 
date of the death of the thirteenth Earl of Derby. 
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John Russell made a poor speech in the other House, and his 
peroration was a failure. The speeches of Aberdeen and Graham 
showed that any coalition is out of the question, and nothing will in
duce them to be parties to the Papal Bill. I think them too stiff on this 
question, and can see no reason why they should not consent to be 
parties to a measure which they admit to be indispensable. It would 
have been one thing to consent to its introduction, but it is another to 
consent to its going on (and with great modifications) after it had 
been once introduced.1 Fieri non debuit, factum valet. But Graham 
has all along had a fixed idea that we must pass through what he calls 
the ordeal of a Stanley Government, and he has been continually 
hoping, and partly expecting, that Stanley would make the attempt. 
His object was reconciliation withJ.R. and the Whigs, and ultimate 
junction with them, after Stanley should have failed, and I can't help 
thinking these notions and views have confirmed him in scruples he 
might otherwise have got over. 

On Friday morning the Queen resolved to send for the D. of 
W <ellingto>n, which, however, was in reality a mere farce, for the 
Duke can do nothing for her, and can give her no advice but to send 
for J.R. again. He was on Friday at Stratfieldsaye receiving the 
Judges and the County, so he only came to town yesterday. I do not 
know what passed between H.M. and H.G., but Lord Lansdowne 
went to her again in the afternoon, and so matters stand at present, 
nobody doubting that the Government will stay in as they are, and 
without any change. Labouchere confided to me that the majority 
of the Cabinet did not wish for any renewal of negotiation or any 
coalition with Graham, though he did himself, which does not at all 
surprise me. No reconciliation, no necessity for his co-operation, and 
no manifestation of goodwill on his part, will do away with all the 
jealousy and dislike with which many of the Whigs regard the 
Peelites. 

I have been annoyed and disgusted at the part the 'Times' has 
taken latterly, turning round upon the Government (and upon John 
Russell in particular) with indecent acrimony. Having been instru-

, Lord john Russell introduced the 'Ecclesiastical Titles Bill' in the House of Commons 
on February 7th, r8sr. The Bill was a reply to the alleged Papal Aggression, and made 
it illegal in future for Roman Catholic ecclesiastics to assume territorial titles in England 
and Ireland. The Bill became law in August r8sr. 
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mental to bringing Delane into social intercourse with the Whigs, 
I am shocked at the paper taking a course which everybody without 
distinction of party thinks odious and discreditable. They have at
tempted a defence of their conduct, but it is a very lame one, and they 
have been very severely and very justly handled by the other papers, 
especially the 'Daily Xews.' ~o doubt John Russell has committed 
great errors, and may be reproached for carelessness and bad manage
ment. He has incurred much odium with certain parties; he has lost 
a good deal of his authority and influence in the H. of C.; but he is 
not a man to be flung aside as damaged and used up, nor can his 
faults and mistakes, either of omission or commission, cancel the ante
cedents of a long political life or deprive him of the great position 
which, in spite of them and of appearances, he still holds in the estima
tion of the Whig party and the country. ~obody can be more sensible 
of the faults of his character and of the blunders he has committed 
than I am; but he has still great qualities, and I do not believe the 
Government could go on without him. 

I heard last night the details of the ~ otts election, which appears to 
have been lost by bad management. It was a very foolish thing in 
Lord ~lanvers to put up his Son 1 at all, but having done so, he 
ought to have left no stone unturned to secure the victory. The effect 
of this contest and the breach between Landlords and Tenants, unless 
it can be repaired, presents the most alarming sign of the times. 

February <March> 4th. --The last act of the drama fell out as every
body foresaw it would and must. The Duke of vV (cllingto>n advised 
the Q. to send for John again. He was sent for, and came back with 
his whole Crew, and without any change whatever. This was better 
than trying some trifling patch-up, or some shuffling of the same pack, 
and it makes a future reconstruction more easy. Last night it was an
nounced to both Houses, and coldly enough received in the House of 
Commons. There can be no doubt that John returns damaged, weak, 
and unpopular. His personal and social qualities are not generally 
attractive, and this is a great misfortune in such circumstances of 
difficulty. It is very difficult to say how they will be able to go on, and 

' Sydney William Herbert Pierrepont ~1825-1900), Viscount Newark and afterwards 
third Earl Manvers, only surviving son of Charles, second Earl Manvers (1778-186o;; 
defeated at the by-election of 1851 but elected for South Notts, 1852· ·6o. 
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what sort of treatment they will experience from the H. of C. The 
only thing that will obtain for them anything like forbearance and 
support will be the very general dread of a dissolution, and the 
anxiety of members to stave it off. This may get them through the 
Session; but their friends are nervous, frightened, and uneasy, and the 
general opinion is that they will break down again before the end of 
the Session. If they do, they must dissolve, for that is the only alter
native left. 

Granville dined at the Palace last night, and the Q. and Albert both 
talked to him a great deal of what has been passing, and very openly. 
She is satisfied with herself (as well she may be) and hardly with any
body else; not dissatisfied (personally) with Stanley, of whom she 
spoke in terms indicative of liking him. She thinks J.R. and his 
Cabinet might have done more than they did to obtain Graham and 
Co., and might have made the Papal question more of an open 
question (in which I think her wrong); but G. says that it is evident 
She is heart and soul with the Peelites (so strong is the old influence 
of Sir Robert), and they are very stout and determined about Free 
Trade. The Q. and Prince think this resuscitated concern very shaky, 
and that it will not last. Her favourite aversions are: first and fore
most, Palmerston, whom She seems to hate more than ever, and 
D'Israeli next,! It is very likely that this latter antipathy (which no 
doubt Stanley discovered) contributed to his reluctance to form the 
Government. Among many other things Albert said that he had 
earnestly pressed Palmerston to send a Minister to Rome to negotiate 
with the Pope, but that he never would, and he was convinced that 
P. had only refused because he had pressed it. Such is the feeling 
about him in their minds. It is difficult to penetrate P.'s conduct and 
motives during the late crisis; but I am much inclined to think he was 
playing, or at least looking for an occasion to play, a part of his own. 

The 'Times' has been attacking or sneering at the Government, 
and J. R. particularly, in a very brutal and odious manner, and yet 
Lady P. has taken this moment to try and get Delane, the Editor, to 
her house. She begged Granville to invite him last Saturday. G. sent 

z The Queen said to Lord Stanley: 'I always felt that if there were a Protectionist 
Government, Mr D. must be the leader of the House of Commons: but I do not approve 
of Mr D. I do not approve of his conduct to Sir Robert Peel.' (Buckle's Life of Disraeli, 
vol. III. p. 2go.) 
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her word he had some doubt whether he would like to be invited; and 
he told her afterwards that he thought, considering how they had 
lately written, it was not quite prudent to ask him just now. Shere
plied 'Perhaps not, but he has certainb• hit the right nail on the head.' She 
is very silly and imprudent, but it is impossible not to regard her as in 
some degree indicating her husband's animus. Certainly his col
leagues have not derived much benefit from his Radical connection. 

<March; 8th, Saturday.~ At Brocket from Tuesday till Thursday. In 
the morning saw Graham and had a long talk with him, principally 
about the Papal Bill. I asked him why he could not make up his mind 
to support the amended and curtailed Bill, which would not be in
consistent with his original objection to any measure; but he went into 
the whole question and satisfied me of the impossibility of his sup
porting and defending (as he must have done) any measure whatever. 
The truth moreover is, that he was not sorry to have this excuse for 
keeping aloof, for if he could have got over this, there still remained 
behind the great difficulty of Palmerston. This was never touched 
upon at all, and consequently they were all able to say there were 
no personal difficulties; but Graham was satisfied that if he had 
joined them, he and P. should have speedily disagreed, and I do not 
think any coalition will ever be possible which embraces P.'s remain
ing at the F.O. My own opinion is that Graham wished Stanley's 
Government to be formed; and am confirmed in this view by the re
markable fact of he and Aberdeen having advised Canning to accept 
Stanley's offer. Canning told Granville this, and I asked Graham if 
Aberdeen had advised C. to do so, and why. He replied, rather evasively, 
that it was a great temptation; that C. was not committed to Free 
Trade; and that A. had suggested there was no objection if he was 
disposed etc. It was, however, very strange advice. G. thinks very 
ill of the prospects of the Government, and has no reliance on their 
savoir Jaire. Meanwhile there they are again, having lost something in 
reputation, while it is questionable whether they have gained much 
in support; but, I think, something. There is a greater disposition to 
toleration, and to let them work through the Session, for everybody 
dreads a dissolution. The 'Times' has gone into furious and vexatious 
opposition, and attacks them day after day in bitter and mischievous 
articles. There is an universal feeling of doubt, disquiet, and in-
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security. Parties are dislocated; there is no respect for, or confidence 
in, any public men or man. Notwithstanding the creditable manner 
in which every actor in the late crisis is said to have played his part, 
the fairness, unselfishness, public spirit, and mutual urbanity and 
politeness displayed by all, there lurks under this smooth surface no 
little jealousy, dislike and ill-will; in truth, in all that passed, nobody 
was in earnest. The Government threw up their offices not wishing to 
resign. Stanley did not desire, and did not intend (if he could possibly 
avoid it) to form a Government; Graham did not wish to coalesce 
with the Whig Government, nor they with him. J. R. would have 
taken him in, if they could have agreed; but most of his Colleagues 
hated the idea of coalition; he would have been ill received by most of 
the adherents of Government, and he is himself persuaded that he 
should not have gone on long without a difference of some sort. Many 
g~ulties, as they would have proved, were never touched 
upon, particularly who were to come in, and who were to go out. 

Monday, <March Ioth>.-I was interrupted, as I was writing, by the 
arrival of Graham himself, who staid two hours, talking over every
thing. He left no doubt about his wishes for Stanley's forming a 
Government, for he told me that he never was more sorry for anything 
than for his failure. He still contemplates the great probability of 
such a Government, supposing a dissolution to take place, and the 
return of a Parliament prepared to vote for an import duty, and his 
mind is still bent on a joint action between himself and the Whigs in 
opposition. This is what he wants. He is not aware of the antipathy 
there is towards him on the part of many of them. Grey, for example, 
is very bitter against him, and tantum mutatus, that he is now the 
warmest supporter and most zealous colleague of Palmerston! John 
Russell told Graham that last year Palmerston strongly urged him to 
get Graham to join them and take office, if he could be persuaded to 
do so. This is curious enough. 

G. again entered at great length into all the objections against the 
Papal Bill, and the bad policy and mistakes of the Government. He 
thought it was one to have put up G. Grey to usher it out, when 
J. R. had himself ushered it in; r for he said it was both evident and 

' The provisions of the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill were considerably curtailed when Sir 
George Grey moved the next stage of the proceedings on this measure.-R. 
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notorious that G. Grey was in favor of stringent measures, and his 
speech was one in favor of the clauses the omission of which he was 
announcing. He said the announcement was very ill received, and he 
thinks the Bill will not pass. He fancies the Protectionists will throw 
it out, in which I disagree with him. There is an idea that they will 
try and make it more stringent, by proposing to retain the clauses or 
some other way; but this would be the best thing for the Government, 
and would bring Whigs, Radicals, and Irish all together. Meanwhile 
the effect of all that has happened is as bad as possible. I said in my 
letter (Carolus;,' We shall assuredly look very foolish if all the hubbub 
should turn out to have been made without some definite, reasonable, 
and moreover attainable object; and yet we appear to be in imminent 
danger of finding ourselves in this perplexing and mortifying predica
ment.' ~ever, I may make bold to say, was any prediction more 
signally accomplished than this. Everybody seems disgusted, pro
voked, and ashamed at the position in which we are placed. The R. 
Catholics alone are chuckling over their triumph and our perplexity. 
They see that we have plunged ourselves into a situation of embarrass
ment, which leaves us no power of advancing or receding without 
danger or disgrace. Our Government, and especially its Chief, have 
gone on from one fault and blunder to another. They manage to 
conciliate nobody, and to offend everybody. Their concessions are 
treated with rage and indignation on one side, and with scorn and 
contempt on the other. The Bill is reduced to a nullity, but this does 
not appease the wrath of the Irish and the Catholics; though what is 
left of it will do them no injury, they still oppose this remnant with 
undiminished violence, determined if possible to make us drain the 
last drop in the cup of mortification and shame. It is not unnatural 
that people should be indignant with a Government whose egregious 
folly has got us into such an unhappy and discreditable dilemma. We 
are in such a position that the R. Catholics and the Radicals arc alone 
the gainers; and accordingly, while all others are disturbed and 
terrified at such a state of things, they are delighted, and confidently 
expect their several ends and objects will be advanced by the con
fusion, disunion, and discontent which prevail. 

(R<ead> December 23rd, 1858.) (~larch I Ith, I863.) <C. C. G.> 
<End of Additional MS. 4I I I8.> 
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London, March r8th.-Everything still going on as bad as possible. 
The Government is now so weak and powerless that its feebleness 
is openly talked of in Parliament, as well as derided in the press. 
A day or two ago we appeared to be on the eve of an immediate 
crisis. Baillie gave notice of a motion of censure on Torrington and 
Grey on which J. R. declared he would not go on with the Budget 
or any public business with this vote hanging over their heads 
(which if carried involved resignation) nor till it was decided. Last 
night Baillie withdrew it, and business will go on. Nothing is more 
extraordinary than the conduct of many of their own friends, 
and the levity with which almost everybody follows his own par
ticular inclination or opinion, regardless of the condition of the 
Government and of the grave questions which are looming in the 
distance. 

Of all strange and unaccountable things the conduct of Graham is 
the strangest with reference to his ultimate views, objects and ex
pectations. On Lord Duncan's 1 motion about the Woods and Forests, 
he ostentatiously marched out first to vote against them; on the Naval 
Estimates he went away. All this exasperates and disgusts the Whigs, 
with whom he looks forward hereafter to acting, and whose chief he 
means to be. On Duncan's motion, J.R.'s Brother-in-law, Romilly, 
voted against him; his Nephew, H. Russell,Z was in the House and did 
not vote. Hayter3 toldJ.R. that when such men acted thus, he could 
not ask independent members to come down and support the Govern
ment. 

r8th.-I called on Graham yesterday, found him in a state of great 
disgust at the Solicitor-General's speech the night before, against the 
violence and imprudence of which he bitterly inveighed. That Stanley 
was preparing resolutions, and he had contemplated having to fight 
side by side with J. R., and the Government against them the battle 
of religious liberty; but that this speech perplexed him, and left him 

' Adam Haldane-Duncan (1812-67), Viscount Duncan and afterwards second Earl of 
Camperdown; Liberal M.P. for Southampton, !837-41, for Bath, z841-52, and for Forfar, 
1854-9; Lord ofthe Treasury, 1855-8; succeeded his father in the earldom, z8sg. 

• Francis Charles Hastings Russell (1819-91), son of Lord William Russell, and after
wards ninth Duke of Bedford; M.P. for Bedfordshire, 1847-72; succeeded his first cousin 
in the dukedom, 1872. 

3 William Goodenough Hayter (1792-1878); Q.C., 1839; M.P. for Wells, 1837-{)5; 
Judge-Advocate-General, 1847-9; Liberal Whip, 185o-8; created baronet, 1858. 
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in doubt what he ought to do or what he was to expect. Did J.R. 
adopt all the furious Xo Popery of his law officer, and was he prepared 
to leg-islate in that sense? lf so, he would oppose him totis viribus. 
I told him I did not believe]. R. (who was not present) by any means 
concurred with Cockburn, whose speech he must only regard as an 
individual effusion, singularly injudicious. He talked a great deal 
about this and on other things. I asked him why he had voted against 
the Government on Duncan's motion, and told him that his doing so 
had greatly annoyed them. He said they were to blame to fight such 
a bad case; that he could not but vote with Duncan, having put his 
name to an instrument :1 forget what and when) together with several 
other eminent persons he named, recommending this very principle; 
and that the Government ought to have shown more deference for the 
opinion of Parliament and less condescension to the Court, to please 
which this proposition had been resisted. He ridiculed the argument 
of Parliamentary controul being useless and inefficient, as Seymour 
pretended. :\foreover, he said he had told Tufnell how he was going 
to vote. I told him that as he contemplated at some future time the 
dissolution of this Government, and its reconstruction with a large 
Liberal infusion, including himself, a combination devoutly to be de
sired, and as the great Whig Party must constitute the main strength 
of such a Government, it was very desirable that he should avoid 
giving umbrage to them, and exciting hostile feelings against himself 
as much as he could, and that I wished, when he thought himself 
obliged to oppose them, that he would tell them so fairly and amicably. 
He might prevent many things being done, and at all events it would 
obviate much of the bitterness that otherwise was sure to arise, and 
that as he was now on such good terms with J. R. he could very easily 
do this, and could speak to him at any time. He said He and J. R. 
were very good friends, but that all the rest hated him. He had no
thing to complain of on the part of J. R. in the last transactions, but 
he thought he had on that of the others, and he knew very well they 
did not desire his junction with them, and were very glad it had 
failed. And while he took the same view that I do of the necessity of 
widening considerably the basis of the Administration, and taking in 
men from the Liberal ranks, he said nothing of the kind was contem
plated the other day. We had a great deal of talk, and I gathered that 
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the present state of his mind and opinions is this. He thinks Stanley is 
ready to take the Government, but not just yet; that he is prepared to 
push the Ministers later in the Session, and drive them out; then to 
dissolve, and if such a Parliament as he hopes and expects be re
turned, that Palmerston will join him and lead the House of Com
mons, Stratford Canning taking the F.O. (as he fancied) till Palmer
stan joined-but, as I told him, I thought (supposing all this to 
happen) to act there as Palmerston should direct him (He <Palmer
stan> leading the H. of C., which would be incompatible with the 
business of the F.O.; besides by such an arrangement the Q.'s objec
tions toP. would be removed). He agreed to this. We parted, and 
I undertook to find out for him what the Government really meant 
to do, and whether they did intend strenuously to resist any attempt 
to make the <Papal> Bill more stringent, and he promised that he 
would communicate more frankly and freely withJ.R. in respect to 
any matters of difference and when he was disposed to take any 
adverse part. 

March 22nd.-I told Labouchere what had passed between 
Graham and me, and suggested to him to speak to J.R. about it, 
which he said he would do; and this morning I have a note from J. 
desiring me to call on him. Labouchere told me that it was very true, 
that most of his colleagues disliked and distrusted Graham, and they 
all seem aware that his object is to see the Government broken up, 
it being necessary that the old house should be pulled down before 
the new one can be built in which he intends to live. He told me, 
moreover, that half the Cabinet were disposed to make up to the 
Protectionists, but that he considered such policy equally false and 
discreditable. This is very curious, however, and as I cannot doubt 
that Palmers ton is one of this half, it looks very much as if he would 
join Stanley whenever circumstances permitted this junction. 

March 24th.-Yesterday morning Graham called on me, said he 
heard his speech had greatly offended the Ministerialists, he thought 
without reason; that he had studiously avoided saying anything dis
agreeable to John Russell, and had not touched on his letter or certain 
passages in his first speech which might have provoked comment; that 
he had stated his views and his case against the Bill very strongly, as 
he was obliged to do. For having refused to join the Government 
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cxpn:ss~y and exclusively on account of his invincible objections to 
this Bill, he was compelled to show all the strength and force of these 
objections. He then dilated afresh on the whole question, much as he 
had done before. 1 told him that it was true they resented his speech, 
which they characterised as one of bitter hostility to the Government, 
and that it was so considered by some who did not belong to the 
Government, such as C. Villiers, e.g., and they coupled this with his 
previous vote on Duncan's motion, and inferred that he was actuated 
by a desire to do them ali the mischief he could; besides which they 
thought he was much to blame in certain topics he had urged in re
ference to the possibility of an Irish rebellion. I reminded him of 
what I had said to him the other day, and of the bad impression he 
was making on the minds of the \Vhigs, and how serious this was in 
reference to the possibility of any future coalition. 

He then talked in his usual way about Stanley and the Government 
he is to form; said Walpole had made so good a speech that it put him 
up very high, and would enable S. to make him Secretary of State; 
and then he told me of a sort of overture or feeler which Walpole had 
the night before made to him. It was at the Speaker's levee, where 
they were conversing on the state of affairs and the prospects of the 
country, when W. said, 'The only thing would be for you and Ld. 
Stan:cy to shut yourselves up in a room together, when you might 
come to an understanding.' G. replied it was impossible; Ld. S. was 
a man of honor, who would abide by his pledges and declarations; 
and he must, if he came into power, propose a duty on corn. W. said 
if there was a majority against it S. had said he would give it up, and 
at all events it would oniy be a duty for revenue, and not for protec
tion. G. replied that was ail nonsense. Let it be called what it would, 
it was and was meant to be Protection; and in no way and under no 
name would he ever be a party to any duty whatever on foreign corn. 
Besides, there was the Papal question. He opposed the Government 
Bill, and S<tanley> and W <alpole; were prepared to carry legislation 
still further; therefore these two important questions rendered any 
understanding between him and S. impossible. I told him 1 was going 
toJ.R., and that I was pretty sure he had sent for me to talk to me 
about him. 

In the afternoon I called on John, and found him in very good 
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spirits and humour. It was as I expected, and he said to me exactly 
what I had already said to Graham, that since the conference which 
had taken place, at which time there was. a general acquiescence 
(though with some a reluctant one) to his joining the Government, 
circumstances had very materially altered, and that his recent con
duct had produced so much irritation and estrangement that any 
coalition with him for some time to come would be very difficult. 
Time and other circumstances might again render it possible, but 
now it was out of the question; this it was fit Graham should know, 
and as he did not like to say it to him himself, he wished I would. 
I told him I was not surprised, and that I had already said as much to 
him, and had pointed out to him the inevitable consequences of the 
course he had adopted. The truth is they, most of them, dislike and 
fear him. They dread his propensity to truckle to the Radicals and to 
popular clamour, above all as to economy; and John told me that 
Palmerston, who had urged him at the close of the last Session to get 
Graham to join him, had this year said he did not think he would be 
safe, for he would probably insist on cutting down our establishments 
to some dangerous extent. I told] ohn all I had said to Graham about 
communicating with him, etc., etc., and he said that he personally 
felt no resentment towards him; he acknowledged that he had not said 
anything offensive or hostile to him personally, and that he should be 
very glad to talk to him, particularly about the Budget, which was 
not definitely settled, and he desired me to propose to Graham to let 
him call on him for that purpose. This ending was not very corre
spondent to the beginning of the communication I was to make to 
him, but I said I would tell him, which I shall do, softening the hard 
part as much as I can. 

In the afternoon I called on Ld. Lyndhurst, whom I found very 
flourishing. Brougham was there, and they were full of talk, chiefly 
about law, and agreeable enough. I asked Lyndhurst what would 
happen, and he said he really did not know from any communication 
he had had with Stanley or anybody, but his belief was that Stanley 
was prepared to take the Government, whenever the way was made 
clear for him by the necessary money being voted, Mutiny Bill passed, 
etc. This is now the general opinion. 

<March> 27th, Thursday.-On Monday I called on Graham, and 
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found J. R. had already been there. G. was dressing, and could not 
see him, but made an appointment to call in Chesham Place at three 
o'clock. I told G. ~with a good deal of menagement) what J.R. had 
said, and I added as much as 1 could, in addition to what I had said 
to him before about his relations with the Government. He insisted 
that J.R.'s people hated him, and he said there were people about 
him who hated them; and then he added that he could do nothing 
alone. I had little difficulty in perceiving what is passing in his mind, 
and by what considerations and with what views he is actuated. He 
thinks he can rally round himself a body of supporters,. of men who 
will look up to him as a Leader, and, by so doing, when there is a 
break-up, he may play the part of a Political Potentate, and, in the 
event of the construction of a Liberal Government, that he may have 
a large share of influence, and make his own terms. He knows or sus
pects that the Whigs want nothing of him, but that he should singly 
join them to help them out of their difficulties, thereby giving up alto
gether any claim he might have to be a political Leader, and all dis
tinctive character as such. This intention of theirs he both resents and 
abhors, and though he is realiy anxious to be on good terms with john 
Russell, with whom he wishes hereafter to act, he can neither conceal 
his desire nor abstain from his efforts to upset his Government. He 
is the strangest mixture of timidity and rashness I ever saw. He is 
generally afraid of everything, and sees many unnecessary and 
imaginary dangers; nevertheless, he is prepared to hazard almost any
thing to bring about that consummation on which his thoughts and 
his heart are fixed, but which can only be worked out by the downfall 
of this, and the experiment of a Stanley Government. He gave me to 
understand that it was probable that those who opposed the second 
reading of the Papal Bill would take no part in the Committee, and 
leave the Government to be beat there on the clauses, in order to 
compel them to vote against the third reading of their own Bill; and 
he would do this, although the effect would be to leave the question 
unsettled, and to render a terrific :\o-Popery agitation the principal 
ingredient of a general election. His conduct and his views appear 
to me greatly deficient in sagacity, and besides being mistaken and 
mischievous, to be somewhat tortuous and insincere. One thing is 
certain, that he has excited a strong sentiment of disapprobation and 
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distrust amongst all but the Radicals and the Irish, who probably 
care very little for him, except so far as he plays their game. While he 
is quite right in the main on the Papal question (and probably on 
some others likewise) he pursues these particular objects at the ex
pense of sacrificing or endangering far greater, more important, and 
more permanent interests. 

The great debate terminated yesterday morning, after a magni
ficent speech from Gladstone, and a very smart personal attack of 
D'Israeli on Graham, which was done with his usual sarcastic power, 
and was very generally cheered. As they left the House, Disraeli said 
to John Russell, 'I could not help attacking your Right Honourable 
friend, but I don't suppose you are very angry with me.' 'No,' he re
plied,' I am not angry with you, but he did not say anything of which 
I have any reason whatever to complain.' The debate was on the 
whole very able, but a preponderance of argument on one side as 
great as the majority was on the other. Roundell Palmer/ Graham, 
Fox, and Gladstone made admirable speeches; while, except Wal
pole's, there was nothing very good on the other. D'lsraeli did not 
attempt to argue it. 

April 2nd, Wednesday.-Graham called on me on Sunday; said he 
had had a most agreeable conversation with J.R., who was very 
friendly, and even confidential; in short, G. appeared in much better 
humour than before, and he said he had engaged, and was resolved, 
to do all he could to help them in the Budget. I asked him if he could 
not do something with the Irish members, whose cause he had es
poused with so much gallantry and devotion, and he said he thought 
he could, had a channel of communication through Sir J. Young, and 
he would try. He then talked of the Chancery measure, which would 
not do, and advised that John should consult Turnerz about it, who 
thought it was in the right line, though not the right thing, and that 
with some alterations it might be made into a good measure. G. 
thought Stanley quite ready to take the Government, and that Ceylon 
was the case on which he meant to give them the mortal stab. But it 

1 Roundell Palmer (1812-95), afterwards first Earl of Selborne; M.P. for Plymouth, 
1847-52 and 1853-9, and for Richmond, r86z-72; Q.C., 1849; Solicitor-General, r86r; 
knighted, r861; Attorney-General, r86s-6; Lord Chancellor, 1872-4 and z88o-5; created 
Baron Selborne, 1872, and earl, 1882. 

2 George Turner, Esq., Q.C., afterwards one of the Lords justices in Equity.-R. 
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remains to be seen whether Torrington's successful defence of himself 
last nig-ht will not defeat this scheme if it really existed. 1 told J. R. 
what had passed between G. and me about Turner. This move of his 
about the Chancery Reform has been another blunder. The measure 
is scouted, and the Government do not themselves think it will do. 
1 told Wood and John R. that it would not. The former replied, 
'1 don't think it will, but the H. of C. must be taught that if good 
services arc to be performed they must be paid for'; and this was again 
John's notion, and he acknowledged to me that 'he supposed it would 
not do.' He was going to see Pemberton Leigh, and he told me after
wards he had seen him, and that he disapproved. Why not have seen 
and consulted him before producing his scheme instead of after? And 
why assume that the H. of C. would be niggardly, instead of framing 
the best measure they could, and casting on the H. of C. the re
sponsibility of refusing the necessary funds to carry out a proper and 
desirable arrangement? All this is miserable bad management. The 
other night Lyndhurst came out for the second time, and made an 
attack on the Chancery scheme; very well done, marvellous, con
siderin~ his age and his recent i:lncss. The Chancellor replied well 
enough, and Grey very unwisely spoke after him. He is leading the 
Lords now that Ld. Lansdowne is away, but by no means with the 
same tact and discretion. 

Torrington made his speech last night, and did it very well, making 
a very favorable impression, and a good case fiJr himself. :\'" obody said 
anything, and all would have ended there, and ended well, if Grey 
had not unwisely got up and made a bitter speech against the Com
mittee, and on the case generally, in the course of which he said some
thing about martial law, and the D. of \-V <dlingto;n's administration 
of it in Spain; on which the Old Duke rose in a fury, and delivered a 
~peech in a towering passion, which it wou:d have been far better for 
Torrington to have avoided. The Duke was quite wrong, and Grey 
made a proper explanation, but the lncident was disagreeable. 

April roth.-- At ~ewmarket on Sunday, and returned yesterday, 
disappointed and disgusted. It was worth while to be there to see 
Stanley. A few weeks ago he was on the point of being Prime .:Vlinister, 
which on:y depended on himself. Then he stood up in the H. of Lords, 
and delivered an oration full of gravity and dignity, such as became 
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the man who had just undertaken to form an administration. A few 
days ago He was feasted in Merchant Taylors' Hall, amidst a vast 
assembly of Lords and Commoners, who all acknowledged him as 
their Chief. He was complimented amidst thunders of applause upon 
his great and Statesmanlike qualities, and he again delivered an 
oration, serious as befitted the lofty capacity in which he there ap
peared. If any of his vociferous disciples and admirers, if some grave 
Members of either H. of Parliament, or any distinguished foreigner 
who knew nothing of Lord Stanley but what he saw, heard, or read of 
him could have suddenly found themselves in the betting room at 
Newmarket on Tuesday evening and seen Stanley there, I think they 
would have been in a pretty state of astonishment. There he was in 
the midst of a crowd of blacklegs, betters, and loose characters of 
every description, in uproarious spirits, chaffing, rowing, and shouting 
with laughter and joking. His amusement was to lay Ld. Glasgow a 
wager that he did not sneeze in a given time, for which purpose he 
took pinch after pinch of snuff, while Stanley jeered him and quizzed 
him with such noise that he drew the whole mob around him to par
take of the coarse merriment he excited. It really was a sight and a 
wonder to see any man playing such different parts, and I don't sup
pose there is any other man who would act so naturally, and obey all 
his impulses in such a way, utterly regardless of appearances, and not 
caring what anybody might think of the Minister and the Statesman 
so long as he could have his fun. 

April 14th.-Graham called on me yesterday. He generally comes 
every Sunday now; talked gloomily about everything, and seemed to 
think it very doubtful if the Government would get through the 
Session. On D'Israeli's motion the other night, on which there was 
only a majority of thirteen, he said Gladstone had a great mind to 
vote against them, and if he had, others of the Peelites would have 
gone with him, and the Government would have been in a minority; 
that D'Is. had managed his matters very ill, and had made a very bad 
speech. If he had proposed to apply the surplus to a partial reduction 
of the Malt Tax, he would have put the Government in a great 
dilemma, and they probably would have been defeated. I told him 
I did not think he could have done this, or could have got a majority 
on it, for nobody ever dreams of abolishing the Malt Tax. He told 
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me that G[adstone was disgusted with the Government, and de
termined to turn them out if he could; and from what he said of the 
disposition of the Peelites, I in!er that they are disposed to take Glad
stone as their Leader, and that they are animated with the same spirit 
of hostility to the Government. Their views arc these: they think that 
when they ha\'C got the Government oui, and there•shali have been a 
general election, Stanley will find there is so small a majori1y for 
Protection, or none at all, that He will give it up, and then Protection 
being abandoned, that they may join him, and the old Conservative 
party may be thus rallied and reunited. Such is the view of Glad
stone, and the 0. of~ewcastle and Sidney Herbert go along with him. 
Then as to the Papal Bill, he returned to what he had befiJre men
tioned to me, the notion of throwing all things into confusion in Com
mittee; that the Stanleyites will oppose the withdrawal of the clauses, 
the opponents of the second reading taA.e no part, the Government be 
beat, and then the Government and the Anti-Billites together throw it 
out on third reading. This accomplished, he fancies there will be no 
more question of any Bill whatever, that Stanky will give the go-by tu 

legislation by appointing a Committee, and so this great difficulty will 
be got rid of. I would not listen to this fine scheme, which involved a 
whole series of discreditable inconsistencies, He and those who were 
opposed to penal legislation refusing to assist in expunging those 
clauses of the Bili which had such a character for the chance of in
directly getting rid of the whole, and Stanley's coming into power and 
throwing over both Protection and Papal aggression, after having 
fought his way to office upon nothing but the assertion of these two 
principles. l urged him as strongly as l could to be no party to any 
such schemes, but to co-operate in getting this odious and mischievous 
question settled and disposed of in the best and only way that circum
stances now admitted of. He is evidently much perplexed, conscious 
he is in a fa1se position, and does not see his way clearly as to the best 
course fi1r him to adopt. He said he was satisfied Stanley was de
termined not to come into office if he could possibly avoid it, and 
could find pretexts for refusing it; but his followers arc so eager and 
impatient, and he has led them on so far, that it is become diftlcult 
fi1r him to avoid it if fresh opportunities present themselves. 

May roth.-~ Journal in arrear. The day of the opening of the 
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Exhibition 1 I went into the Park instead of the inside, being satisfied 
with fine sights in the way of procession and royal magnificence, and 
thinking it more interesting and curious to see the masses and their 
behaviour. It was a wonderful spectacle to see the countless multi
tudes, streaming along in every direction, and congregated upon each 
bank of the Serpentine down to the water's edge; no Soldiers, hardly 
any Policemen to be seen, and yet all so orderly and good-humoured. 
The success of everything was complete, the joy and exultation of 
the Court unbounded. The Queen wrote a touching letter to John 
Russell, full of delight at the success of her husband's undertaking, 
and at the warm reception which her subjects gave her. Since that 
day all the world has been flocking to the Crystal Palace, and we hear 
nothing but expressions of wonder and admiration. The frondeurs are 
all come round, and those who abused it most vehemently now praise 
it as much. 

Government has been again defeated in the H. of Commons, and 
the state of affairs is worse than ever. The apathy, indifference, and 
careless disposition of almost everybody is as strange as it is disgusting. 
One can't make out what people want. The mass of the Protectionists 
know what they want-to turn out the Government, get in themselves, 
procure (as they expect) a majority on a dissolution, and then restore 
Protection. Stanley is hanging back as much as he can, evidently 
(and no wonder) shrinking from committing himself to the desperate 
experiment of such an attempt; but his eager followers push him on, 
and he has gone too far with them now to hang back. There was a 
considerable expectation of Government being defeated on Urquhart's 
motion last night; but though he had cunningly worded his resolu
tions so as to catch a variety of votes, he was defeated by a large 
majority. On the whole I think the Government will still scramble 
through the Session, but scramble it is. John Russell made one of his 
very best speeches the other night, in reply to Roebuck, who urged 
him to resign. But non est qualis erat, he has committed great 
blunders and has been very neglectful. Tufnell told me last night, he 
had observed for the last two years that his personal influence was 
waning. There seems no doubt that Protection has gained many ad
vocates of late, and that in the event of a dissolution most of the 

' May xst. 
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Counties and the agricultural boroughs will return Protectionists. It 
is therefore probable that there may be a majority in favor of some 
import duties; still it is not likely that the change can be so great as to 
give more than a bare majority to a Protectionist Government, and 
such men with such a majority can hardly hope to succeed in re
versing the whole of our commercial policy and restoring the old 
system. But the contest will be very alarming, and nobody can tell 
what will come out of the new Refi)rm Bill, and above all out of the 
restless spirit of change and progress which has been put in motion. 
I can't help fearing that we are approaching times of difficulty and 
danger, the more difficult and dangerous from the lack of Statesmen 
who have either capacity to deal with political exigencies, or who 
possess the confidence and regard of the country sufficiently to be en
abled to take the conduct of affairs into their own hands, who will be 
followed, listened to, and obeyed . 

. lvfay 3 rst.-I have been too much occupied, even absorbed, by my 
Derby concerns to trouble my:selfabout anything else, but I have been 
at least occupied to some purpose, fi)r I won the largest sum I ever did 
win on any race--not less than £14,ooo, the greatest part ofwhich I 
have received, and no doubt shaH receive the whole. :Vleanwhile the 
world seems to have thought of nothing but the Exhibition, and all 
politics have appeared flat, stale, and unprofitable. This has turned 
to the advantage of the Government, who after weathering other 
storms were fi.naliy set on their legs by the excellent division they got 
on Baillie's motion about Ceylon. Everybody now admits that they 
are quite safe for this Session, after which we shall see; but though 
they are considered, and really are, a weak Government, their weak
ness is strength compared with that of the other party, which is hope
lessly distracted and disorganised. They have no unity of purpose, 
object, or opinion, no reliance on their Leaders; there is no mutual 
confidence and esteem amongst them; and their Great Man, Stanley, 
has been all along making game of them, humbugging them and 
laughing in his sleeve. He has never really intended to turn out the 
Government, nor to take office himself, and his whole object has been 
to pretend to aim at both these things, taking all the time especial care 
to avoid being successful. I am now told that they are beginning to 
open their eyes to what has long been obvious to all cool observers. 
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All this could hardly be otherwise; Stanley could not fail to be dis
gusted with a party which suffers itself to be in great measure repre
sented by such men as G. F. Young' and Ferrand. 

June 8th.-I broke off what I was writing to go to Ascot. There is a 
picture in 'Punch' 2 of the shipwrecked Government saved by the 
'Exhibition' Steamer, which really is historically true. Thanks in great 
measure to the attractions of the Exhibition, which have acted upon 
the public as well as upon Parliament, the attacks upon the Govern
ment have for some time past become so languid, and there has been 
so much indifference and insouciance about politics and parties, that 
Johnny and his Cabinet have been relieved from all present danger. 
The cause of Protection gets weaker every day; all sensible and 
practical men give it up as hopeless; nevertheless that party will make 
a desperate struggle when the elections take place, and though they 
will infallibly fail in bringing back Protection, they will probably have 
success enough to make Government if possible more difficult than it 
IS now. 

Thiers has just been over here for a week. He came to see the 
Exhibition, and was lodged at Ellice's house. He was indefatigable 
while he was here, excessively amused and happy, and is gone back 
enchanted at his reception in the world, and full of admiration of all 
he saw. He was met by great and general cordiality, invited every
where, had long conversations with Palmerston, John Russell, and 
Aberdeen, dined with D'Israeli to meet Stanley, who, however, did 
not come, and he was the only conspicuous man he missed seeing. 
He was presented to the Queen at the Exhibition. Hearing he was 
there (for he usually went early every morning like herself) she sent 
for him, was very gracious, and both She and the Prince talked to him 
a good while. He talked very conservative language while he was 
here and did not abuse anybody. 

July sth.-Journal again dropped for some time past, simply be
cause I have nothing to say-know, hear and care for nothing. 
Politics are stagnant; the Government has had no difficulties, and 
they are gliding through the Session with an ease and safety which was 

' George Frederick Young, a London shipowner; M.P. for Tynemouth, I 832-8, and for 
Scarborough, r851-2. 

' The publication of Punch began in r84o. john Leech, author of the cartoon here 
mentioned, was the main cartoonist on the paper until his death in r864. 
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not promised at the begi.nni ng of it. Their Enemies have done more for 
them Lhan their friends. Lurd Derby's' death has taken Stanley out 
of the field for a time. D'lsradi made a foolish motion and bad 
speech. Government had a good majority; nobody took the least 
interest in the proceeding. Protection falls lower and lower and be
comes every day more obviously hopeless; and this really is about all 
Lhere is to say. The great question of Law Reform seems to have a 
chance of being taken up in earnest; the new Government Bill is rather 
popular, and has been well received, and there appears to be some
thing li~<C a stir in the public mind and a disposition to insist on an 
attempt being made to cleanse Lhis Augean stable. The question that 
most interests the public is that of the retention or removal of the 
Crystal Palace. Curiously enough, the Prince, whose child it is, and 
who was so earnestly bent on keeping it in existence, has now turned 
round, and is for demolishing it. 

The Papal Bill passed the other night, Thesiger having succeeded 
in getting in some amendments, apparently making it more efficient 
and stringent; but I don't believe (though they had better not be 
there: that it will make any difference. While it was receiving its 
finishing touches in the Commons, another rescript of the Pope made 
its appearance with a fresh creation of Bishops in England! The 
opponents of the Bill had intended to make one more grand display 
:Gladstone especially) on the third reading; but by some blundering 
or negligence they lost the opportunity. Gladstone made a short but 
good speech as it was. 

Londort, July 25fh.~ ~othing to say for many weeks past. Went to 
Liverpool for the races; staid thne to assist at a great fete given by 
~Jr. Brown~ (M.P. for Lancashire: on board the 'Atlantic,' to 
.Exhibition Commissioners and foreigners. The 'Atlantic' magni
ficent, fitted up like a luxurious huuse, all painting, gilding, silk and 
velvet, and with every sort of comfi>rt. \Vent all about the river and 
the docks. Foreigners much struc!< with all they saw, there and else
where. Thence started on an expedition to the Lakes, got to Bowness, 

' l\dward Smith Stanley~ t 775- t8)t'. thi.rteemh Earl of Derby; ~l.P., 1796- 183~; suc
credrd his father in the earldom, 1834; K.t;., 1839; an enthusiastic zoologist. Charlt" 
Greville said that 'he spent half a millwn in kangaroos' (Henry Grevilk's lJiaty, 1. 392). 

' Williarn Brown (1784 -1864;; M.P. for South Lanes, 1846--59; created baronet, 1863; 
a liberal benefactor to Liverpool. 
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found nothing but torrents of rain, a hurricane of wind, cold and 
discomfort; so came back to town after taking a look at Windermere, 
without going on to Derwentwater and Ullswater, as I had intended. 
Found London expiring, and the Session drawing to a close; Govern
ment safe if not sound; two election defeats, Knaresborough and 
Scarborough, have a bad aspect; John Russell mortified at the last 
and disgusted with Londesborough, I whom he made a Peer, and 
whose Agents took active part in favor of G. F. Young. Ecclesiastical 
Titles Bill passing Lords by enormous majority, after a tolerable de
bate. Brougham and Derby both absent. Jews again defeated, and 
kicking and plunging in the H. of Commons, and going to try their 
case in a Court of Law.2 They will not take the oath as it stands, 
which I would do ifl were a Jew. They have so far committed them
selves against that course, that they perhaps cannot now take it with
out inconsistency and dishonor; but it would have been their best 
course if they had thought of it at first. As it is, the Lords will not give 
way, but it is an awkward question to have continually agitated. 
I have not seen Graham for many weeks, but J. R. told me he had 
been acting a very friendly part. 

The only thing I have heard worth recording is a strange matter 
enough regarding the Duke of Wellington. He has got himself (at 
82 years of age) into, if not a scrape, an embarrassment with Lady 
Georgiana Fane, who is half-cracked. It seems that he has for some 
years past carried on a sort of flirtation with her and a constant corre
spondence, writing her what might be called love letters, and wofully 
committing himself. He has now broke with her, and She persecutes 
him to death. She is troublesome and He is brutal. He will not see 

' Albert Denison (r8os-6o), first Baron Londesborough, son of first Marquess 
Conyngham; M.P. for Canterbury, 1835-41 and 1847-50; assumed the name of Denison 
on inheriting his uncle's estates, 1849; created baron, r8so. 

• Lord John Russell again introduced a Bill in the session of r851, to relieve Jews elected 
to Parliament from the necessity of taking the oath of abjuration. The Bill successfully 
passed the Commons, but was thrown out by a majority of I44 to ro8 in the House of 
Lords, on July I 7th. Mr David Salomons, the newly elected M.P. for Greenwich, at
tempted to take his seat in the House on] uly I 8th without taking the oath, but was ordered 
by the Speaker to withdraw. Three days later he entered the House again and took a seat 
but was required to withdraw by a vote of the House, proposed by Lord John Russell. 
Mr Salomons having voted while in the House, his supporters endeavoured to force the 
Government to prosecute him, but were defeated on a vote by I I8 to 7 I ; and Lord John 
Russell carried a resolution expressly prohibiting Mr Salomons from sitting until he took 
the oath. 
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her or have anything to do with her. She tries to get at him, which it 
seems she can only do as he comes out of Church ~early service) at 
St. James's; and she made a scene there not long ago. She says all 
she wants is that He should behave kindly• to her, which is just what he 
will not do. :Nleanwhile she has placed his letters in the hands of her 
Solicitor, :Nlr. Frere ~an outrageous thing\ who tells her they are suf
ficient to establish a case against him for a breach of promise of 
marriage. Xothing of this queer but lamentable affair seems to have 
got out, and for the credit of the Du:Ze it is to be hoped it may not. 
It would be painful to sec him an object of ridicule and contempt in 
the last days ofhis illustrious life. ~Iy mother told me this story. She 
had it from Lady Georgiana Bathurst, to whom Lady Georgiana 
·Fane herself told it and showed her the Duke's letters, wanting her 
to get the Duchess of Gloster to read them, who however declined to 
do so. He has always had one or more women whom he liked to talk 
to and go to and be intimate with, and often very odd women too; 
but the strangest of all his fancies was this tiresome, troublesome, 
crazy old maid. 

Tht! Grove, September 7th.-Aftcr four years' absence :during 
Clarendon's Viceroyalty) I find myself here again, glad to revisit a 
place where I have passed so much agreeable time, glad to be in my 
oid room, and look upon the pictures, which are like old and familiar 
acquaintances. :Nly journalising has grown very slack; instead of one 
book in three months or four, 1 haYe written half a book in six. I had 
contemplated a summary of the Session, but abandoned it in disgust, 
and l have never met with anybody or heard anything sufficient to 
rouse me from my idleness and indifft-rt·nce for weeks or even months 
past. I did indeed breakfast at Grote's one morning to meet Leon 
Faucher,' the French ~linister of the Interior, and had some talk 
with him about French politics, from which l brought away nothing 
particular except his defence of centralisation, and his confident pre
diction that L<ouis> X <apoleon; wou:d be re-elected. I have myself 
been so occupied with racing :at which 1 have been generally suc
cessful) that I have hardly thought of politics. For a long time I had 

• L<'on Faucher (1803--54;, Editor of tht- Cnumu Fraw,:ais, 1839-42; Diputi for Rheirns, 
1l:t17 -8; ~l.inister for Public Works, 1848· ·g; ~Jini,t<'r of the Interior, 184SJ5u and April
October t851; retired from politics after the coup d'etat. 
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not seen Graham. The D. of Bedford and I have ceased to corre
spond, and we seldom met, so that my sources of political information 
have been nearly dried up. One day, however, not long ago, the D. 
of B. came to me and told me thatJohn had a great disposition to in
vite Graham to join the Cabinet, and asked me what I thought of it. 
I said that I was against it, and thought he had better strengthen his 
Government by his own friends; that a Cabinet could only become 
stronger by the accession of persons who would be well received, and 
between whom and those they joined there would be feelings of 
cordiality and mutual confidence, which would not be the case be
tween Graham and the Whigs; that they disliked him, and had no 
mind to have him; while he was not only aware of, but exaggerated, 
their repugnance and dislike of him. The Duke said he took the same 
view that I did, and should tell John so. Some time after (about a 
fortnight ago) he came to me again and said John had made up his 
mind to make an overture to Graham, had broached it to the Cabi
net, who had consented, that others were to be invited with him, but 
it was not settled who. Some were for Gladstone, some for Newcastle, 
almost all for Cardwell; but what he had particularly to say to me 
was this, that John felt the difficulty and delicacy of this intended 
negotiation with Graham; that he should not like to make an offer 
and be refused; and as much discussion would be necessary he wished 
it to be carried on through me, and that I should undertake to make 
the overtures. I said that I should of course be ready to do anything 
John wished in the matter, and I suppose it will end in my having to 
undertake the negotiation. 

September 23rd, Wednesday <Tuesday>.-At the Grove on Saturday last, 
where I heard (with some surprise) that George Lewis had been sent 
to Netherby a day or two before with John R.'s proposals to Graham. 
He took a memorandum with a frank and friendly offer, but I was 
quite sure it would not be accepted, when I learnt that it was the 
Board of Controul for himself, and .the Under-Secretaryship of the 
Colonies for Frederick Peel. He was informed that all the Cabinet con
curred in the offer, and wished him to join them; and their idea was, 
that if he was not indisposed, the office would not signify, besides that 
the India Board would be important next year, because the Charter 1 

' Of the East India Company. 
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had to be renewed. As G. had said he had no connexions, and the 
only man he cared about was Peel, they offered him this office in 
place of Hawes, which would be of consequence, as he would have 
to do a:l the H. of C. work. It seems G. Lewis himself did not expect 
this offer would be accepted, nor did Clarendon, who told me when 
I got to the Grove on Sat;J.rday. Accordingly, the next morning 
(Sunday; a letter arrived from Gceorge> L(ewis> to his wife, in
fi)rming her that Graham had declined, and this is all I have as yet 
heard about it. 

l went last week to Hick:eton Hall for Doncaster Races, but there 
was nobody there, and l had liute or no conversation with Charles 
Wood. Lady :Mary' spoke to me about John Russell, and lamented 
that he was so careless and indilferent in his relations with the Court, 
exhibiting such a contrast with Sir Robert Peel, who was so full of 
zeal and attention, and ready on all occasions to give the Queen ad
vice and assistance in whatever way she might require it. This was 
apropos of their having asked him for his opinion and advice on some 
matter, when he sent no answer at all. She thought very justly that 
this was impolitic as well as wrong. 

,r..,·~:ptunher 27th.-G. Lewis called on me the other day, and told me 
a:J that passed between Graham and him. He had written to him 
previously, saying he had a message to deliver him from J. R., and 
as:dng him to receive him at ~ethcrby. They met ai Carlisle, and 
G. L. says he is sure G. guessed the purport of his visit, and had already 
made up his mind to decline. Be proposed forthwith to open the 
matter to him, but G. would not let him, and said, '"Ve will talk of 
bu:-iness to-morrow.' He evidently shirked the subject, evinced no 
curiosity to hear his errand, and tried to put off the edaircissement. 
The next day after breakfast G. proposed a walk, when G. L. opened 
the business, saying he was sent to ask him to join the Government. 
G. immediately began to make aJ sorts of objections, talked of various 
matters and made many criticisms, and said it was out of the question. 
L. argued the point with him, \\cithot:t making any impression, and at 
:ast said, 'Well, but you had better let me tell you what the offer is.' 
G. replied he did not want to hear it, and it was better he should not 

' Lady \ofary Wood (1807-Rj.), afterwards \'i,counress Halifax; fifth dau'{hter of the 
>c:cond Earl Grey; married Charles Wood, r8'-'9· 
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tell him. The other insisted, saying he should not have fulfilled his 
mission unless he communicated the offer, when G. agreed to hear it. 
L. says he thinks he was rather pleased than o~herwise with the offer, 
particularly with that part of it which concerned F. Peel. He said 
this was a very advantageous offer to him. However, it made no 
difference, and ultimately he came away, bringing with him a 
memorandum for J. Russell which Graham wrote, setting forth the 
reasons of his refusal. I was not sorry to hear that on the subject of 
reform he was an Alarmist, and only afraid lest Ld. John should go 
too far. So ends this negotiation, and I am glad that Lewis was sent 
instead of me upon so abortive a mission. 

September <October> Ioth.-Granville returned to England a few days 
ago, when I told him what had passed about Graham. He told me 
that he had known what had taken place on the subject some time 
ago, when the resistance in the Cabinet was so great to his being in
vited that it was given up. The man most against it was Palmerston, 
and he wanted offers to be made to Gladstone instead. If Graham had 
known this, it would have served to confirm his disposition to decline 
the offer. 

London, November 8th.-I was not aware till I opened this book that 
two months had elapsed since I had written a line in it. I do not know 
that there has been anything worth writing about until now. My own 
itinerary has been according to my usual custom. Doncaster, where 
I went to Charles Wood's at Bickleton Hall; then Newmarket, all 
three meetings-London between 1st and 2nd-Livermere between 
2nd and 3rd. At Newmarket I seldom hear or think of politics, but 
this time an incident occurred in which I took a part, and which was 
very near leading to serious consequences. About three weeks ago 
Kossuth r arrived in England, and was received at Southampton and 
Winchester with prodigious demonstrations and a great uproar on 
the part of Mayors and Corporations, the rabble and a sprinkling of 
Radicals, of whom the most conspicuous were Cobden and Dudley 

' Louis Kossuth ( r8o2--g4), the Hungarian patriot; by profession a barrister; imprisoned 
for contravening the censorship of the press at Budapest, 1837-40; elected to the Hun
garian Diet, 1847; Finance Minister in the Batthyani Ministry, March-September 1848; 
President of the Hungarian Defence Committee, September 1848; proclaimed the inde
pendence of Hungary, April 14th, 1849; in face of the Russian invasion withdrew into 
Turkey, where he was interned, 1849-51; liberated by English and American intervention; 
lived in exile the remainder of his life in America, at London and finally at Turin. 
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Stuart. While Kossuth was still at Southampton, but about to pro
ceed to London, on :\londay, ~ovember <October; 24th, I received 
a :etter from my Brother Henry, informing me that he had just re
ceived a letter from Lady Cowper, saying that Palmerston was going 
to receive Kossuth, and he entreated me, if I had any influence with 
the Government, to try and prevent such an outrage, and that he be
lieved if it was done Buol would be recalled. I could not doubt that 
the information from such a quarter was correct, and it was confirmed 
by a notice in one of the pro-Kossuth papers, that Lord P. was going 
to receive Mr. K. 'privately and unofficially.' Thinking that it would 
be an outrage, and one in all probabi:ity attended with serious conse
quences, I resolved to write to John Russell at once. I sent him a copy 
of my brother's letter, only putting the names in blank, said that the 
authority on which this was notified to me compelled me to attend 
to it, and added,' I send you this without comment; you will deal with 
it as you think fit, "liberavi animam meam.'" I had sealed and 
directed my letter when on second thoughts I resolved to send it to 
the D. of Bedford open. I did so, desiring him to read it and either 
to forward it or make whatever use he thought best of the information 
it contained. I received an answer from him on \Vednesday, saying 
he entirely agreed with me and that he had forthwith sent my letter 
on to his brother. On the ,Friday following he came to ~ewmarket, 
when he told me that he had not received any answer whatever from 
John, from which we both inferred that the thing was true, as he 
would probably (if he couid have done so~ have contradicted the 
report. 

On Saturday I came to town. On the Tuesday following (Tuesday 
~ast; there was a chapter of the Garter at Windsor, which the Duke 
of Bedford attended. On Wednesday morning he came up from 
Windsor, when he called on me and told me the sequel of this affair. 
He had neither seen nor heard from John; but at Windsor, in the 
afternoon of Tuesday, he was sitting in his dressing room, when there 
was a knock at his door and the Prince came in. After a great deal of 
conversation upon various subjects, particularly about the new Re
form Bill (on which H.R.H. seems to entertain very sound and moder
ate views;, he said, just as he was going away, 'Lord Palmerston has 
been behaving infamously to your Brother.' But this was all he said 
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and the Duke did not ask for any explanation of his words. At dinner 
he was desired to go and place himself next to the Queen, and there 
H.M. gave him an account of what had passed. She of course did not 
know (at least so the D. supposed and I suppose) anything of my 
letter, but (as I can have no doubt) upon the receipt ofit,J.R. wrote 
to Palmerston. 1 I do not know what he wrote, but evidently an en
quiry and a remonstrance. To this letter Palmerston wrote the most 
insolent answer. The Queen said she could not recollect the whole of 
it but she recollected this much-' I will not be dictated to, and shall 
receive whomsoever I please in my own house. If you are dissatisfied, 
my office is at your disposal and you may do with it what you please.'z 
On receiving this letter, John instantly summoned the Cabinet, and 
13 of his colleagues came together on Monday last.3 He laid the matter 
before them; all but one sided with him (I don't know who that one 
was), and the end was that Palmerston (as he has invariably done on 
all other occasions, when tackled and driven to submit or resign) 
knocked under, and agreed not to receive Kossuth. 

The Queen told the Duke this story with strong expressions of in
dignation, and said that Lord John had never shown sufficient firm
ness and had been too lenient in dealing with Lord P. The matter thus 
patched up, and a rupture which would most likely have broken up 
the Government averted, all will go on as before. Palmerston will not 
care a straw and will not be deterred from doing whatever his fancy, 
caprice or impertinence may prompt him to do on the next occasion 
that presents itself. They are naturally very anxious to prevent this 
affair being known; as well they may, for they have all reason to be 
ashamed of tamely submitting to all Palmerston's vagaries. The Duke 
told me yesterday he had heard from john (to whom he had imparted 
what the Queen said to him), who entreated him not to mention the 
matter to anybody, and said he had intended to tell him all about it 
when he saw him, but that he did not like to commit it to paper. 

' He really wrote in consequence of a letter to him from the Queen herself, written on 
October 24th, begging him to prevent Lord Palmerston from receiving Kossuth (Letters if 
Queen Victoria). 

z The actual words were: 'There are limits to all things. I do not choose to be dictated 
to as to who I may or may not receive in my own house .... I shall use my own discretion. 
You will, of course, use yours as to the composition of your Government. October 30th, 
x8sx, 6 p.m.' (Walpole's Life if Lord John Russell, vol. u. p. 133.) 

3 November 3rd, 1851. 
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They are in great perplexity about this new measure of Reform, 
and how to concoct it. John, who hates details, and the col!ection and 
examination of statistics, chose to entrust the first consideration of it 
to a Cabinet Committee, consisting of .Minto, Carlisle, and C. \Vood. 
1'he first two are of course inefficient :strange men to appoint; and 
the whole business was in fact committed to Wood.· He undertook to 
collect the necessary statistics, and he began by expressing an opinion 
that they should commence the work by diJjranchisement, get rid of 
such small boroughs as still remained a new Schedule A. 1his the 
D. of Bedford stron){ly combated. Since that C. Wood says the more 
he goes into the matter the more difficulty he finds. He is, however, 
to lay his statistics before John, and it will probably end in the latter 
concocting some scheme. There have been reports rife of dissensions 
in the Cabinet about Reform, which is quite untrue, as no discussion 
has yet taken place. 1 told 1 ,d. Lansdowne that many people were 
alarmed at the prospect of a new Reform Bill, but still relied upon 
him, and considered his being in the Cabinet a guarantee that no 
strong measure would be proposed. He replied, ''fhey may rely with 
entire confidence on me, fi)r you may be sure that if any strong 
measure was to be contemplated by the Cabinet, I should imme
diately walk out of it.' 

}/uvember t6th. I have been reading Senior's Roman journal, and 
he gives in it an account of a sermon he heard preached by a Capu
chin .Friar upon the subject of the real presence, which appears to me 
so good and entirely to the purpose that 1 am tempted to take a copy 
of it. He says: -'After breakfast l went to the chiesa n uova and heard 
a ~ermon from a Capuchin. llis pulpit was a platform with a chair, 
on which he sat at first, but as he warmed he rose and walked up and 
down. His action was free and noble, and his enunciation so good 
that I could follow every word. His subject was the real presence, 
which he had to defend ~he said; not only against the blasphemy of 
infidels, not only against the errors of Protestants, who appear to be
lieve so far as their belief is intelligible both in its existence and in its 
non-existence, who affirm that thl: sacred elements remain bread and 
wine and yet that the faithful really eat the body and drink the blood 
of Christ, but also against the doubts of Catholics. These doubts arise 
from their not perceiving that faith is rather a matter of feeling than 
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of reasoning, rather the business of the heart than of the intellect. 
If a person who had never heard of Christianity were required to be
lieve on the authority of books written r8oo years ago that the Being 
who created the world came himself to live on it, passed his youth as 
the Son of a Carpenter, his manhood in hardships and wanderings, 
and at length died by the hands of men, no mere arguments would 
convince him. It is through the divine grace working in our hearts 
that we believe, and it is to the divine grace, not to human writings 
or to human conversation, that we ought to have recourse when we 
are tormented by doubts. Pray earnestly for faith, and by your con
duct deserve to obtain faith, and your .prayers will be answered. You 
will find that you believe, though y.ou may not be able to explain the 
grounds of your belief to a captious enquirer; nor is it necessary that 
you should do so. The Holy Church is commissioned by God to tell 
you what to believe. It is your duty to obey her, as it is the duty of 
a child to obey its parents, of a soldier to obey his general, without 
asking the motives of her commands. This was Christ's meaning when 
he declared that whosoever shall not receive the Kingdom of God as 
a little child shall in no wise enter therein. Pray to God, I repeat to 
you, to enable you to believe all that the Church teaches, and He will 
listen to your prayer.'-

At Windsor for a Council on Friday. There I saw Palmerston and 
John mightily merry and cordial, talking and laughing together. 
Those breezes leave nothing behind, particularly with Palmerston, 
who never loses his temper, and treates everything with gaiety and 
levity. The Queen is vastly displeased with the Kossuth demonstra
tions, especially at seeing him received at Manchester with as much 
enthusiasm as attended her own visit to that place. r The numbers and 
the noise that have hailed Kossuth have certainly been curious, but 
not one individual of station or consideration has gone near him, 
which cannot fail to mortify him deeply. Delane is just come from 
Vienna, where he had a long interview with Schwarzenberg, who 
treated (or at least affected to do so) the Kossuth reception with 
contempt and indifference. 

Saturday, November 22nd.-At Brocket on Tuesday and Wednesday 
last. I found Beauvale knew all about the Palmerston and Kossuth 

' In the autumn of this year. 

GMVJ 20 
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affair, and was of course mightily pleased at his Brother-in-law's de
feat, and at the interview not having taken place. But on Wednesday 
afternoon we were both of us a~tounded at reading in the paper the 
account of the deputation to Palmuston, the addresses and his 
answers. i \Ve both agreed that he had only recule pour mieux sauter, 
and that what he had now done was a great deal worse and more 
offensive than ifhe had received Kossuth. The breach of faith and the 
defiance towards john Russell and his eol!cagues are flagrant, and the 
whole affair astonishing even in him who has done such things that 
nothing ought to astonish one. 1 am waiting with the greatest 
curiosity to see what john Russdl will do, and how he will take it, and 
how it will be taken by the Queen and the Foreign Courts and 
:Ministers. To receive an address in which the Emperors of Russia and 
Austria are called Despots, Tyrants, and odious assassins, and to ex
press great gratification at it, is an unparalleled outrage, and when to 
this is added a speech breathing Radical sentiments and interference, 
it is difficult to believe that the whole thing can pass off without 
notice. But I have seen such repeated ~nstances oflu~ewarmness and 
pusii:animous submission to Palmcrston that I have little or no ex
penation ofjohn or his colieagues ta~zing it up seriously; and if they 
do st:r in the matter Palmerston, with his usual mixture of effrontery, 
falsehood and adroitness, will contrive to pacify them, get rid of the 
whole thing, and then go on as bef<)rc. r thinx, however, this is on the 
whole the worst thing he has ever done. The public do not know how 
bad it is, because they do not know what had previously passed, of the 
Cabinet, and its consequences. In the great squabbles on the Syrian 
question, and again on the Greek, he had a great advantage because 
they were all committed with him and could not consistently go 
against him, but this is a very diJferem affair in al! its bearings. The 
ostentatious bidding for Radical favour and the flattery of the de
mocracy, of which his speeches were full, are disgusting in themselves 
and ful: of danger. It is evident that he has seized the opportunity of 
the Kossuth demonstrations to associate himself with them, and con
vert the popular excitement into ;Jolitical capital for himsdf. He 

' On Suvember 18th a deputation from F:nsbury and L<lington waitec.i upun Lord 
Palrm:r,ton to congratulate him on the :ib,rariun uf Kossuth. Lord Palmerston tvok the 
npport ... niry of expreS>ing his strong 'ympatl1y and that of the British natiun with the 
1:{ mgarian cause.- -R. 
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thinks to make himself too formidable, by having the masses at his 
back, for his Colleagues to dare to quarrel with him, and by this 
audacious defiance of them he intends to make himself once for all 
Master of the situation. If they endure this tamely He will be their 
Master, and henceforward they must do his bidding, be it what it may. 

Kossuth is at last gone, but promising to return in a few weeks, 
and openly announcing that he does so for the purpose of stirring up 
war against Austria, and a great democratic movement for the libera
tion of Hungary and all other countries under absolute Governments, 
in which he expects England to take a conspicuous part; and his last 
injunction and entreaty to his friends is to agitate for this purpose. 
His last speech is by far the most ·open and significant that he has 
delivered, and exhibits his confidence (well or ill founded) in the 
progress he has made. That he is very able, and especially a great 
Speaker, cannot be denied; but I take it that a more hypocritical, 
unscrupulous, mischievous Adventurer never existed. His speeches 
here have been very clever, but I derive a higher idea of his oratorical 
power from a speech, reported in the 'Times' on Wednesday last, 
which he made in the Hungarian Diet upon the question of employing 
Hungarian Troops in Italy, which was admirable, and reminded me 
of Plunket in lucidity and closeness of reasoning. The 'Examiner' 
criticises this speech and says it is obsc~re. I don't think so; but the 
rest of its criticism is not unjust. Still, for Kossuth's purpose, it was an 
able speech. 

November 24th.-Yesterday morning Disraeli called on me to speak 
to me about his work, 'The Life of George Bentinck,' which he has 
written and is just going to bring out. I read him a part of my sketch 
of his character. I found that he meant to confine it to his political 
career of the last three years of his existence, and to keep clear of 
racing and all his antecedent life. He seems to have formed a very 
just conception of him, having, however, seen the best of him, and 
therefore taking a more favorable view of his character than I (who 
knew him longer and better) could do. I asked him, supposing G. B. 
had lived, what he thought he would have done, and how he would 
have succeeded as a Minister and Leader of a Government in the H. 
of C. if his party had come in. He said he would have failed. There 
was besides the defects of his education, a want of flexibility in his 
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character. In his speaking there were physical defects he never could 
have got over, and as it had been proved that he could not lead an 
Opposition, still less would he have been able to lead a Government. 
He said, what is very true, that he had not a particle of conceit:; he 
was very obstinate, but bad no vanity. D. thinks Henry Bentinck 
very clever too. He toid me his book was to contain a character of 
Peel which had never been described. I asked him if he would like 
to see what I had written about him. Very much, he said; so I gave 
it to him. 

l find there are not two opinions about Palmerston's conduct, and 
those who think so are ignorant how bad it is, because they know 
nothing of what passed between john and him. I have had two long 
letters from Graham all about Pa1merston and the new Reform Bill. 
With regard to the latter he is full of gloomy apprehensions, and 
seems in a state of contradiction with himself, desperately afraid lest 
John Russell should go too far, and equally afraid he should not go 
far enough. With all his ability he is a most strange and inconsistent 
politician. It is impossible to know what he will do, and I suspect he 
does not know himself. He ""rites to me one day full of alarm lest the 
Queen's Speech should contain anything binding the Government to 
go considerable lengths, and expressing- strong hopes that the Court 
wi:l resist any proposal of the sort. The next day he says, unless they 
disfranchise I know not how many boroughs, they will give no satis
faction, be deserted by the Radicals, and he is not at all ~ure that the 
Conservatives will support them; in short, his fears as~ume the most 
different shapes, and it is pretty dear that whatever the Government 
proposes he will find fault with their plan. 

December 2nd, Tuesday.· 1 was at the Grange last week from \Ved
nesday to Saturday. There I met \Valewski,' who talked to me a great 
deal about Palmerston, whose character he seems to understand 
pretty well. He said that nothing could be more aimable than he was 
to him personally, or more ci.., il and obliging in their intercourse, but 
from the experience he had already had of him he was convinced that, 
if France got over her present difE.culties and acquired a settled and 
permanent Government, so as to be able to attend to Foreign affairs, 
in which her domestic troubles now prevented her from exercising any 

· Count Walewski was accredited Amba.S>ador to England, July 7th, 1851. 
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influence, six months would not elapse without a quarrel of some sort 
taking place between the two Governments. He then spoke of his 
interference, his procedes, and his invincible obstinacy, which made 
it impossible to make any impression on him, and he told me of two 
recent cases, one regarding Greece, the other Sicily. 

It seems that many months ago Wyse wrote an account to Palmer
stan of the frightful brigandage that was going on in Greece, not, how
ever, pretending that there was any complaint to make on the part of 
British subjects. On this Palmerston wrote a despatch in his usual 
style of insolent objurgation, bitterly reproaching the Greek Govern
ment for not putting the brigandage down. The Greek Government, 
angry and frightened, appealed to the French and the Russian, from 
whom of course they received sympathy and comfort, and recently 
the Greek Minister has sent 'a very strong' answer. This fresh 
squabble is probably by no means distasteful to either the French or 
Russian Governments, particularly the latter, and will have the effect 
of throwing Greece into the arms of the Emperor. I do not know 
what the political effect of such dependence may be, nor how British 
interests may be affected by it, but this result is almost inevitable, 
and, whatever the consequences may be, is owing to Palmerston's 
violence. 

The case of Sicily is eminently characteristic. During the troubles 
in '48 a destruction occurred of the property of English and other 
foreigners, both at Naples and in Sicily, for which their respective 
Governments required an indemnification. A Commission was ap
pointed, consisting of the French, Austrian, and English Ministers, 
and I think the Russian. All the claims were laboriously investigated, 
and after above a year of enquiry, the Commissioners came to a de
cision, and allotted the amount of compensation they thought due, 
which was to be paid in inscriptions (stock) in the Grand Livre or 
Neapolitan funds. This award was regularly drawn up and signed by 
Temple. It was sent home, when, after some delay, Palmerston sent 
it back and said the money was not enough, and he arbitrarily fixed 
a higher sum to be given to the English. Of this the Neapolitan 
Government bitterly complained, and the other Commissioners 
considered it unwarrantable and unfair. After a great deal of re
monstrance and discussion, Palmerston proving inexorable, the 
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~eapolitans gave way. They then considered the affair settled; but 
not at all. P. then sent it back again, and said the allotted sum should 
not be paid in stock, but in money. Walewski told me this as I have 
written it down. In the course of the dispute he arrived here, and 
very soon had to discuss the matter with Palmerston. He represented 
to him that the English claims had already been treated with peculiar 
favor and a very large indemnity granted, that Temple was quite 
satisfied, and has subscribed to the award, and he pointed out the in
justice of fresh demands being superadded from hence. He had a 
conversation of two hours with P., who listened with great politeness, 
appeared struck by W.'s representations, and ended by saying,' Well, 
I will write to Tcmple about it.' W. went away, fancying he had pro
duced a great effect, and that P. was going to write to Temple to relax 
the rigour of his exactions; but he did not then know his man, and 
was only undeceived when he found afterwards that he had written 
to Temple, but on:y to desire him to press his demands, and exact a 
concession to thcm to the uttermost farthing. 

:~Iarrh 12th, 1863. <C.C.G.') 
<A'nd of Vol. I of Additional MS. 4-I I rg.> 
December 2nd. -The Palmerston affair is the old story over again. 

A day or two after it happened, Brunnow arrived. He went im
mediately to Carlton Terrace, and his amicable relations with P. were 
never interrupted. Whether he ignored the whole thing or accepted 
P.'s excuses, I :mow not, but certainly He has made no stir. John 
Russell wrote to his brother in these terms:-' P. had better not have 
received the addresses in the public way he did, but I don't see that 
he approved of the lan14uage they made use of. On the contrary, he 
repudiated it.'- .,no more; showing clearly that ~as on fi)rmer occa
sions) he had knocked under. I find, however, that he has had a 
correspondence with P. on the matter, but I do not as yet know what 
passed. It is dear that P. himself was alarmed at the lengths he went 
by his making the ' Morning Post' and 'Globe' deny the accuracy of 
the statement which appeared in all the papers. This was very 
humiliating and rather base, for it took nobody in except those who 
thought it their interest to be deceived by it. And what makes the 
contradiction the more ridiculous is that the '~Iorning Post' got its 
intelligence from the same reporter who made the communication 
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to the 'Times,' and the identical report, only the 'Times' inserted it 
as it was and the 'Post' garbled it according to order. The addresses 
were sent to the F.O. before they were presented, and if P. did not 
read them he might have done so. But the termination of this affair 
is just what might have been expected. Palmerston has shocked and 
disgusted everybody but remains as before, with the triumph (such 
as it is) of having with complete impunity outraged all good feelings 
and every sense of decency and propriety and acted a part, which 
is not only impolitic and unbecoming, but ungentlemanlike and 
vulgar. 

December 3rd.-At twelve o'clock yesterday morning the wonderful 
Electric telegraph 1 brought us word that two hours before the 
President had accomplished his Coup d'Etat at Paris with success.2 

Everybody expected it would happen, nobody that it would happen 
so soon. Madame de Lieven wrote to Beauvale on Sunday, giving 
him an account of the efforts that were making by the Moderates, 
Guizot at the head of them, to bring about a reconciliation and com
promise with the President and auguring success. She says, 'Beau
coup de personnes pretendent que, tout en ayant l'air de s'y preter, 
le President n'a pas grande envie de ce moyen; un coup d'etat le 
ferait mieux arriver: il s'y est tout prepare, la troupe est a lui, le pays 
aussi.' She little thought that in twenty-four hours the coup d'etat 
allait eclater, and that all was in preparation for it, while he was 
amusing the 'Bourgeois and Moderates' with negotiations and pour
parlers, in which he was never serious. 

Panshanger, <December> 14th.-Naturally the French Revolution has 
absorbed all interest. The success ofL.N.'s coup d'etat has been com
plete, and his audacity and unscrupulousness marvellous. The French 
are indeed a strange people, so restless, fierce, and excitable that they 
are ready to upset Governments with the smallest possible show of 
reason or necessity-with cause as in I 830, or without cause as in 

I Morse opened the first public telegraph line, between Washington and Baltimore in 
the United States, in 1839. On October 13th, 1851, the submarine telegraph cable be
tween England and France began working. 

> At 6.15 a.m. on December 2nd, 1851, the leading members of the Opposition in the 
French Assembly were arrested in their beds. At 7 a.m. the Assembly was proclaimed dis
solved by Louis Napoleon and the Assembly building occupied by troops; and before 
nightfall, over 250 deputes were in prison. The coup d'etat was endorsed by the French nation 
on December 21st by an overwhelming majority. 
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1848-and they acquiesce without a struggle, and tamely endure the 
impudent and vulgar democratic rule of the blackguards and mounte
banks of the Provisional Government at the latter period, and now the 
unlimited and severe military despotism of Louis ~apolcon. The Press 
in this country has generaliy inveighed with great indignation against 
him, and the 'Times' particularly, very much overdoing the case. 
Society in general is in a rathu neutral state. Few can approve of his 
very violent measures and arbitrary acts, but on the other hand there 
was such a general fcding of contempt for the Constitution, and of dis
gust at the conduct of ihe Assembly and the parties which divided it, 
that nobody lamented their overthrow, or regarded with the slightest 
interest or compassion the leaders who have been so brutally and 
ignominiously treated. Everybody rejoices at the misfortunes of 
Thiers, who is universally regarded as the evil genius of France and 
the greatest maker of mischief who ever played a part on the stage of 
politics. Flahault, who has been the Agent and confidant of the 
President, writes word that He has saved France, and it is the object 
of his adherents to make the world believe that his measures were 
rendered necessary by a Socialist plot, which he has saved the country 
by putting down; and besides this we hear of an Orleanist plot, and of 
the violence the Assembly was about to have recourse to against him, 
if he had not anticipated them. 'These seem to be, and probably are, 
mere pretences, got up to cover his violence wiih something plausible, 
and which the world may swallow; the truth being that He prepared 
a:l that he has done with singular boldness, secrecy, adroitness, and 
success, amusing his enemies with the semblance of negotiations which 
he never meant seriously to carry out to an end, and relying ·~as it has 
turned out that he could do; upon the Army, by whose aid he has 
taken ail power into his own hands. Having done so, he resolved to 
do nothing by halves, and certainly by the prompt, peremptory, and 
arbitrary measures he adopted he has secured present success, given 
confidence as to the stability of his Government, raised his own repu
tation for energy and ability, and in all probability has prevented a 
great amount of disorder and bloodshed, which would have taken 
place if his success had been less comptete than it was. 

December Igth.~Disraeli sent me his book, which, though prin
cipally recording very dry Parliamentary debates, he has managed to 
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make very readable. 1 He does ample justice to his Hero, but I think 
without exaggeration; and he certainly makes him out to have been 
a very remarkable man, with great ability and a superhuman power 
of work. It is the more extraordinary because for above forty years 
he was indolent, and addicted to none but frivolous pursuits, though 
he always pursued his pleasurable occupations in a business-like and 
laborious manner. The character of Peel in this book is curious, but 
I do not think it is unfair, and it is in a becoming spirit of seriousness 
and even respect, fully acknowledging his great qualities, but freely 
criticising his character and his career. The Jewish episode is amusing, 
and I like it for its courage. 

Something, but I know not what, has happened about Palmerston. 
There will be no quarrel with Austria, because Buol 2 has dined with 
P., and the Emperor has (at last) received Westmorland; but the D. 
of Bedford, who is by turns confidential and mysterious, and who de
lights in raising my curiosity and then not satisfying it, has written 
to me thus. After a good deal aboutJohn's defending P. and his not 
approving (in one strain one day and another the next), he said there 
had been a correspondence between them on the subject, which he 
was to see. He never said more about it, and to a question I put to 
him thereon he sent no answer. In another letter I alluded to this, 
but added that it did not now much signify, on which he writes: 
'You attach no importance to the correspondence I told you of, and 
do not now care to know about it, but if I am not mistaken you will 
ere long change your opinion.' 

December 22nd.-A Cabinet has been suddenly called to-day, which 
is about the matter the Duke alluded to-foreign matters. 

I met Disraeli and told him what I thought of his book. It is dif
ficult to know what he is at, for, although he knows my opinion of 
G.B. and ofPeel and ofFree Trade, he nevertheless wanted me tore
view his book in the 'Times,' and through Delane he made a sort of 
indirect overture to me for the purpose. Of course I said it was out 
of the question. Graham is very indignant with Dizzy, and treats his 
character of Peel as a great and malignant outrage. In my opinion he 

1 Lord George Bentinck: A Political Biography, was published in December 1851, though the 
first edition bears the date 1852 on its title-page. 

' Count Karl von Buol (1797-1865); Austrian Ambassador to Russia, 1848-50; Am
bassador at London, r85r-2; Austrian Foreign Minister, r852-g. 
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is q;1ite wrong. I sent him my own -s:{ctch, which he says is in a more 
kind:y spirit; but he is evidently not satisfied with it. He tells me one 
curious anecdote, if it be true. I have criticised Peel's conduct about 
the East Retfi)rd franchise just before the Reform Bill, and said he 
oug-ht to have gone with Huski~sun, etc. Graham says that he wished 
to do more than H uskisson; that Ped in the Cabinet supported the 
more Liberal measure, but was overruled, and he yielded to the 
opinion of the majority, whereas Huskisson took the other side in the 
Cabinet, but got frightened afterwards, and supported in the H. of 
C. what he had opposed in the Cabinet. If this be true, it was very 
disgraceful of H., but it does not exonerate Peel. On the contrary, 
I thin~ it makes his case worse. He clearly ought to have resigned 
rather than take the course he did, if such were his opinions. 

On Friday last Luttrell died, at the age of eighty-one, having been 
long iU and confined to his bed with ~{teat suffering. When I first came 
into the world, nearly forty years ago, he was one of the most brilliant 
members of society, celebrated fur his wit and repartee, and for a 
a great many years we lived in great intimacy and in the same 
society. lle was the natural Son of Old Lord Carhampton,' but was 
always on bad terms with his Father n the celebrated] Colonel 
Luttrell, the opponent of Wilkes;. He was a member of the l rish 
Par~iarnent, and obtained a place ~afterwards commuted for a 
pension; , on the emoluments of which he lived. He never took any 
pan in public life, was always in narrow circumstances, and had the 
air, and 1 think the feding, of a disappointed man. He was, in fact, 
conscious of powers which ought to have raised him to a higher place 
than that which he occupied in the world. \Vhy he never did advance, 
whether it was from pride and shyness, or from disinclination, or the 
unkind neglect of those who might have helped him on, I know not. 
As it was, he never had any but a social position, but that was one of 
great eminence and success. He was :ooked upon as one of the most 
accomplished, agreeable, and entertaining men of his day; he :ivcd 
in the very best society, was one of the c hcrished and favored habitues 
of Holland House, and the intimate friend and associate of Sydney 
Smith, Rogers, Lord Dudley, and all the men most distinguished in 

' Htcnry !.awn :,uttrdl: 1 74J -1821:, ,nond £.arl cfCarha.mprvn; Tr.•ry ~\LP. lor ~Lddlc
H-x, 1 '}bf_.-; /-:}; had r.-.u lt:~~rixnate children .. 
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politics, literature, or social eminence. Rogers and Luttrell especially 
were always bracketed together, intimate friends, seldom apart, and 
always hating, abusing, and ridiculing each other. Luttrell's bon 
mots and repartees were excellent, but he was less caustic, more good
natured, but in some respects less striking in conversation, than his 
companion, who had more knowledge, more imagination, and, 
though in a different way, as much wit. His literary performances 
were few and far between consisting of little more than occasional 
verses, and 'Crockford House,' an amusing but rather flimsy satire. 
His contribution to the pleasure of society was in talk, and he was too 
idle and too much of a Sybarite to devote himself to any grave and 
laborious pursuit. There are, however, so many more good writers 
than good talkers, and the two qualities are so rarely found united in 
the same person, that we owe a debt of gratitude to Luttrell for having 
cultivated his conversational rather than his literary powers, and for 
having adorned and delighted society for so many years with his re
markable vivacity and wit. It used to be said that he was less amusing, 
though in the same style, as his Father; but of this I cannot judge, as 
I do not remember Lord Carhampton. Luttrell had excellent quali
ties, was an honorable, high-minded gentleman, true and sincere, 
grateful for kindness and attentions without being punctilious or 
exacting, full of good feelings and warm affections, a man of excellent 
sense, a philosopher in all things, and especially in religion. For 
several years past he had disappeared from the world, and lived in 
great retirement, suffering under much bad health and bodily pain, 
but cheerful and in possession of his faculties nearly to the last. His 
death has removed one of the last survivors of a brilliant generation, 
a conspicuous member of such a society as the world has rarely seen, 
nothing approaching to which exists at present, and such as perhaps 
it will never see again. 

December 23rd.-Palmerston is out !-actually, really, and irre
trievably out. I nearly dropt off my chair yesterday afternoon, when 
at five o'clock, a few moments after the Cabinet had broken up, 
Granville rushed into my room and said, 'It is none ofthe things we 
talked over; Pam is out, the offer of the F. Office goes to Clarendon 
to-night, and if he refuses (which of course he will not) it is to be 
offered to me!!' Well might the Duke of Bedford say I should' change 
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my opinion,' and soon think this correspondence did signify, for it was 
on the matter whil h led to the fall of Palmerston. Granville came to 
town on Saturday, not :mowing (as none of the ~linisters did) what 
the Cabinet was about. On Sunday he received a note fromJ. Russell, 
begging him not to come to it, and telling him he would afterwards 
infi)rm him why. This of course surprised him, but after going about 
amongst such of his coUealc{ues as were here, he arrived at the con
clusion that the matter related to foreign affairs, that :'\ormanby was 
to be recalled, and the Paris Embassy offered to him, or that he was 
to be sent to Paris on a special mission. We discussed these con
tingencies together with a:l others :changes of office) which occurred 
to us, but we neither of us dreamt of the truth. It now appears that 
the cause of Palmerston's dismissal :ror dismissed he is) is his having 
committed the Government to a full and unqualified approval of 
!\' .'s coup d'etat, which he did in conversation with Walewski, but so 
formally and officially, that Walewski wrote word to his own Govern
ment that ours approved entirely of all that L. ~- had done. L'pon 
this piece of indiscretion, to which it is probable that P. attached no 
importance, being so used to act off his own bat, and never dreamt of 
any danger from it, Johnny determined to act. I do not know the 
details of the correspondence, only that He signified to Palmerston his 
displeasure at his having thus committed the Government to an ap
probation he did not feel, and it ended in his turning Palmerston out, 
{()r this was in fact what he did. But though this was the pretext, the 
causa causans was without any doubt the Islington speech and deputa
tions, and his whole conduct in that affair. The Queen had deeply 
resented it, and had had a quarrel with John about it, for he rather 
defended Palmerston, and accepted his excuses and denials. It is 
evident that he did this, because he did not dare to quarrel with him 
on grounds which would have enabled him to cast himself on the 
Radicals, to appeal to a] the Kossuthian sympathies of the country, 
and to represent himself as lhc victim of our disgraceful subserviency 
to Austria. But having thus passed over what would have been a suf
fic:cnt cause of quarrel, he at once seized upon one much less suf
ficient, but which was not liable to the same difficulties and objections. 
ln fully approving L.~.'s coup d'erat, P. has ta!\:en a part against 
the feelings of the Radicals, and if ihe cause of the quarrel is made 
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public, their approval will ad hoc be rather with John R. than with 
him. 

December 24th.-To my unspeakable astonishment Granville in
formed ine yesterday that Clarendon had refused the Foreign Office, 
and that he had accepted it. John must have given notice to Claren
don the day before the Cabinet that he was going to propose him, or 
they could not have heard yesterday. Clarendon declined, and ad
vised John to offer it to Granville, which he instantly did, and the 
thing was settled at once. I have not yet heard from C., and am 
curious to know his motives for refusing an appointment which I 
should have thought would be not only peculiarly agreeable to him, 
but which would have enabled him to quit Ireland in so honorable a 
manner. In no other way could he have left his present post, just after 
the recent trial of Birch v. Somerville, and this trial with its disclosures 
must render it partitularly irksome to him to stay there. r Granville, 
albeit conscious of the greatness of the weight, accepted the office 
without a moment's hesitation. 

Brocket, Christmas Day.-I received a letter from Clarendon yester
day afternoon with his reasons for declining. They are very poor ones, 
and amount to little more than his being afraid of Palmerston, first 
of his suspecting it was an intrigue to get rid of him, and secondly, of 
the difficulties Pam would throw in his way at the F.O. He had 
advised John to take Granville, but he said if it was absolutely neces
sary, he would accept. I can't help thinking he will be mortified at 
his refusal and his advice being so immediately taken. His conduct 
has been to my mind very pusillanimous and unworthy of him. 

Beauvale has had a long letter from Lady Palmerston with her 
version of the whole affair, which is true in the main, but as favorably 
coloured towards Pam as the case will admit of. She is in a high state 
of indignation and resentment, and bitter against John and the col
leagues who did not support P. They evidently expected when the 
Cabinet met the other day that the Colleagues would have pronounced 
John's ground of quarrel insufficient, and protested against his dis-

' In the Birch v. Somerville case heard in the Court of Queen's Bench, Dublin, on 
December 5th, r8sr, James Birch, editor of the World newspaper, claimed £6soo from the 
Chief Secretary for Ireland as a subsidy for his support of the Government from r848 to 
1851. Lord Clarendon admitted in court that he had paid the man £3700 out of his own 
pocket for services rendered. The jury found for the defendant. 
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missal, and they are extremely mortified that nothing of the kind was 
done. She complained that Pam's best friends were absent. :\ot one 
person at the Cabinet said a wonl for him or made an effort to keep 
him, but this she does not know. Her account is as fol:ows. On 
December 3rd Patmerston told Walcwski in conversation that he thought 
the ?resident was fully justified in h.is coup d'etat, as plots u:cre hatching 
against him. He says that he expressed his approbation in this con
ditional fiJrm. \Valewski wrote tu ·rurgot' what Palmerston had said, 
and at the same time P. wrote a very strong letter to Xormanby, 
finding fault with his conduct, and advising him to hold language 
calculated to satisfy the President thai he was not unfriendly to him, 
as he had reason to believe that the President did regard him as so 
inimical, that he was meditating an application to the British 
Government to recall him. ~Whatever P. really did say to Walewski, 
we may safely assume that \V. made the most of it to Turgot, and that 
he did convey to him the unqualified approbation of the English 
Government, and Turgot probably communicated \Valewski's des
patch to Xormanby.~ Xormanby was exceedingly annoyed at this 
communication, and wrote to John Russell, conveying to him what 
had passed, and complaining of the i:l··usage he had received. :John 
upon this must have gone to the Queen, and settled with her what was 
to be donc. 2

) John shortly after wroie to Palmerston, seni him a 
l\Enute of the Queen's, in which H. :\1. expressed her displeasure at 
Palmerston's having committed her Government by an unqualified 
approbation of the President's mcasure:s, and he added from himself 
that he agreed with her, and thought Palmerstun had acted with 
~reat indiscretion, that he was tired of these repeated difficulties and 
disputes, and he had to inform him that it was the wish of the Queen 
w transfer the Foreign Ofiice to other hands. Palmerston wrote a 
reply, stating his readiness to give up the seals whenever his successor 
~hould be appointed. He defended his own conduct, denied that he 
had committed the Governmen:, and said he had only expressed his 
own individual opinion, and that a qualified one, and then set fiJrth 
the inconvenience there would be if a .Minister could not ho~d friendly 

' Louis ~'elix, :Marquis de Turgor : 1 796- •l:lfio; ; hcncb Foreign :\Jini,ter, Uecember 
znd, r8::~r July, r852; Amba"ador to Spwn, d:lJ3· 

' ln reaRity it appears to have beer! tht Qun·n who first drew Lord john', attention to 
Lurd Palmerston's action, in her :erwr tl Ucc<"mber 13th (Letters of Q:u"m Victoria;. 
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communication with an Ambassador in his own person, without being 
supposed to commit the whole Cabinet, in mere conversation. r It did 
not appear to me that the excuses he made, according to her <Lady 
Palmerston's> own account of them, were very good ones, and they 
were not likely to produce any effect upon John, who had evidently 
already determined to get rid of him. What more passed I do not 
know, but from her letter they clearly entertained some hopes that 
Palmerston's position was still retrievable; that when the Cabinet met, 
his colleagues would make an effort to retain him; and that in spite of 
what John had written to him he would have kept his post if he could. 
It seems incredible that any man of high spirit and with a spark of 
pride should consent to stay in office after being told by the Prime 
Minister that he had been indiscreet, that the P.M. was tired of his 
repeated misconduct, and that the Q. wished to get rid of him. But 
it seems by what Lady P. says, that he would have swallowed all this 
if he could have made it up. She writes in a spirit of great bitterness 
and resentment, hints at conspiracies, and intimates her belief that the 
ground taken by John was merely a pretext, and not the real cause of 
what had been done. In this She is quite right. The case is cumu
lative, and the Islington deputations is the causa causans, though the 
Paris communication is made the pretext of John's coup d'etat. 
Beauvale thinks the last and ostensible cause is insufficient, and that 
John would have done better to act at once on the matter of the 
deputations. I am inclined to think it is sufficient, though far less 
strong than the other, and it would have been more straitforward as 
well as bold to have acted on the first, and I believe it would have 
been quite as safe. Labouchere (a very honorable man) told me, 
when all was known, he thought John's conduct would come out in 
a very favorable light. So probably there are circumstances which 
Lady P. suppresses, which would not improve P.'s case. The most 
striking circumstance in all this affair is the conduct of John Russell. 
He took it up, and without imparting what he was about to any one 
of his colleagues, leaving them all completely in the dark, He and the 
Queen settled the whole thing between them. For nearly three weeks 
a correspondence was going on between the Q.,J., and P., ofwhich 
not one word transpired, and which was known to nobody but the D. 

1 The letters are printed in full in Ashley's Life of Lord Palmerston, vol. r. ch. vii. 
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uf Bedford. X one of the ~i inisters had the least idea why they were 
summoned. Lords Grey and Lansdowne and Sir F. Baring ail came 
up together from the Grange,asking each what it was about; nor was it 
tiilthcy were all assembled in the Cabinet room in Downing Street that 
they were apprised of the astounding fact that Palmerston had ceased 
to be their colleague. '1 he secret was as well kept as Louis Xapoleon's, 
and the coup d'etat nearly as important and extraordinary. 

•.December> 27th.-Council at \\"indsor. Palmerston did not come, 
but desired Stanley <Lord Eddisbury/ to send the seals to Ld. John. 
Xcvertheless he was expected, and the Queen would wait for him 
above an hour. It now turns out that the F.O. was not offered to 
Clarendon at all. In his letter to me he says, it cannot be said that I 
refused what was never offered me. John wrote him word on Sunday' 
that it would be offered him; but the offer, which Granville told me 
on Ylonday afternoon was gone, never did go.~ All along the Q. and 
J. wished to have G<ranvillc> instead of C<.larendon>. He tells me 
when I know all that has passed between J. R. and himself, I shall see 
he could not possibly accept it. Ld. Lansdowne was evidently put out 
by what he heard yesterday. He said to me, 'You know it was offered 
to Clarendon.' I said, 'He does not so consider it.' 'Oh ~ it certainly 
was. It was clearly so understood in the Cabinet, when I .left it on 
~londay, and l wrote to him mysdf.' l said he had beiter enquire, 
and he would find no offer was sent. He then tal!(cd to J. R. and Grey, 
and 1 asked him afterwards, when he shrugged his shoulders and said 
1 was right; but he did not understand it.3 The truth is oozing out by 
degrees. Grey and I had some talk about it, when 1 told him that 1 
thought the former ground ·:the deputations~ the stronger of the two, 
and 1 should have turned him out then, and he said he agreed with 
me. 1'ladame de Licvcn \\-rites in transports of joy, and on the whole 
the:: satisfaction seems very genera:. Granville is very popular at 
~lane hester and with the .Fre::e <fraders, which is a great thing; and 

' In re-ality, Saturday (December :wth;. 
' ·1 he correspondence between Lord John and Lord Clarendon :which entirdy bears 

out L-reville's account of what pas><x:l; i' printed in Life and Letters of Lord Clumuion, vol. 1. 

pp. 334 y. 
1 Tb· explanation is that Lord john, af:t r cc;n,ulting the Queen and Princt A: bert, did 

not irn.m,-,di.ately communicate the decision vfthe Cabinet of the 22nd to Lord Clarendon. 
In n·ply to Lord John's letter of the ~oth, in whtch he ,ugg;-,tt'd that Lord Clarendon 
mighr >rKceed Palmt:nton, the latter stat<'d that he did not wish for the Foreign Office. 
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as he is more of a Reformer than Palmers ton, he will not be attacked 
in that quarter. Brooks's and the ultra Whigs and Radicals are sulky, 
but don't quite know what to make of it. It seems John struck the 
blow at last with great reluctance; but having made up his mind, he 
did it boldly. 

Bunsen told Reeve a version of the story, which he got from Stock
mar, and which came direct from the Court. Normanby wrote home 
for instructions. At a Cabinet (on the 8th) it was determined that he 
should be instructed to abstain from expressing any opinion, but to 
act with perfect civility and every expression of international amity 
towards the President, but with reserve. John went down to Osborne 
on the gth, and informed the Q. of the resolution of the Cabinet. If, 
as Ly. P. says, the conversation with Walewski had taken place before, 
he did not tell the Cabinet what he had said to him; but, be this as it 
may, they say he did not act in the spirit of the Cabinet resolution, 
but in that of his own communication, which was very different. 
I expect that it will not be easy to make a good case out of this, 
especially as the Queen's name must not be brought in. Pam, who 
is so adroit and unscrupulous, will deny half that he said, and find 
plausible excuses for the other half, and will probably make it appear 
that the ostensible casus querelre was not the real one. However, in 
matters of this sort, John is tolerably dexterous too, and he may have 
better materials than I am aware of to employ. 

Flahault arrived last night, and came here this morning to talk to 
Granville. He said that Palmerston's dismissal and the cause of it, as 
hinted at in the newspapers, had produced a disagreeable impression 
at the Elysee, especially after all the violence of the press. He said he 
had told the President that what he had done could not fail to shock 
English feelings and prejudices, and the Press was sure to hold such 
language. He received from Granville assurances as pacific as he 
could desire, and he will probably have little difficulty in satisfying 
the President and his Government that they will lose nothing by the 
change. I have seen to-day an admirable letter of Guizot's, full of a 
melancholy and dignified resignation to a state of things he abhors, 
commiserating and ashamed of the condition ofhis country. He says 
if he was disposed to triumph over his enemies il a bien de quai. 
Where, he asks, is Thiers, where is the Republic, where is Palmer-

GMVl 21 
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stun? France is now so frightened at Socialism, and so bent on 
averting the peril of anarchy, that she will submit to anything. But 
this panic will one day pass away, and Government cannot be carried 
on for ever by Soldiers and Peasants, and in spite of all the intellect 
and a:: the elevated classes in :he country. 

Sunday. -Y csterday Granville was with Palmerston for three hours. 
lit: received him with the grl'att:st cordiality and good humour. 'Ah, 
how arc you, Granville? Well, you have got a very interesting office, 
but you will find it very laboriou~; seven or eight hours' work every 
day wi:l be necessary for the current business, besides the extra
ordinary and Parliamentary, and with less than that you will fall into 
arrears.' He then entered into a complete history of our diplomacy, 
gave him t:very sort of information, and even advice; spoke of the 
Court without bitterness, and in strong terms of the Queen's 
'sagacity'; ended by desiring C. would apply to him when he pleased 
for any information or assistance he could give him. This is very 
cred1table, and ~whatever may come after it~ very wise, gcntleman
[ik.e, becoming, and dignified.' ~i.eanwhile his family are furious and 
open-mouthed. Ly. P. says She can neither eat nor sleep, and they 
raise a:rcady the cry of'foreigy1 influence.' ~obody can yet make out 
what the real cause of it all is. 

' \'Vhrn (;. came out of Pam\ room and wem into rht· dining room to get his hat, hr 
f>,u"d P~r;t·r Borthwick waiting; and the th:xr day tl1'"r" wa' a b1tter and malignan1 artide 
in th~ Jlomi11~ Po.>t vc:ry characr.:ru,tk: ·G. 

P"trr 8urthwic'<. >But j:-!,1; .M.P. for Eveoham, t835~47; Editor uf the .~forning Post, 
18)c~ </. 



January 2nd, 1852.-Though I have given the story of the late 
rupture in scraps, and have not made many mistakes, I can now state 
the case in a more clear and connected manner, and though this en
tails repetition I am going to do it. It is best to go back to the first 
Kossuth affair. I need only say as to this, that when John brought it 
before the Cabinet he was supported against P. by every member of it 
except one, and that was Lord Lansdowne. It is clear enough why 
he took P.'s part. He had already committed himself by receiving 
Pulsky r at Bowood, two years ago. This made some noise at the time, 
but it passed off. But he no doubt thought it would be inconsistent to 
find fault with P. for doing what he had already done with regard to 
a refugee less celebrated, but not less obnoxious than Kossuth. Then 
came the Islington deputations and the speeches. Upon this, though 
very indignant, more than I was aware of, John did not think it safe 
and therefore expedient to quarrel with him, but he had a corre
spondence with him, in which he expressed his opinion; and at the 
end of it he (in the language of the D. of B.) 'drew a moral, which P. 
accepted, as the rule for his future conduct.' That is, he gave him to 
understand that if he continued his separate and independent action 
without the knowledge, and often against the opinions, of his col
leagues, it was impossible to go on. I do not know the words he em
ployed, but am confident this was the sense. Palmerston acquiesced 
in his reply, and said what John considered to be tantamount to a 
promise or engagement that the like should not happen again. It was 
about a week after, on 3rd December, that Walewski went toP. and 
asked for an expression of his opinion upon the President's coup 
d'etat.• P. gave his unqualified approbation, which, of course, W. 
instantly wrote off to Turgot. Very soon after, if not before, Nor
manby wrote home for instructions as to his conduct in the new state 

'Francis Pulszky (1814-97); elected to the Hungarian Diet, 1839; appointed Foreign 
Minister by Batthyani, 1848; sent to England to rouse foreign sympathy with the revolu
tionaries, 1849; lived in exile, r849-66; took part in Garibaldi's expedition to Calabria, 
r 862; Director of the National Museum at Budapesth, 1869. 

2 Flahault told me this, and that Walewski ought not to have asked any opinion of 
P.-G. 
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of things. The Cabinet met un the Hth, and there it was agreed that 
he ~~10u}d be instructed :o adopt a friend:y but n:served tone, and 
a:)s:ain from any expression of opinion one way or another on the 
ac:s of the President. On ren·ipt of this he went to Turgot, and when 
he spoke tn him in the pn:snibn~ tone the French ;:>.iin1sttT said iw was 
a:ready acquainted with the sentiments of the Hritish Government, 
and he produced vVakws:r..i's despa:ch inf(Jrming him ofLd. Palmer
ston's unqua:ified approval uf al: that had been done. Of course 
~ormanby was thundcrstruc~;. at this communication, which revealed 
a complete difference between Palmerston's assurance to vVakws:..i 
and his instructions to him. Indignant at this, and smarting undt-r 
Pa~merston's rebukes, he wrote to john Russell and told him what 
had occurred. \>\'hen the Queen learned what had passed, She was 
f~;rious, and resolved to insi:>t u;)un John's taking this occasion to get 
rid of him; but Stockmar very Wlsely advised her to do nothing, and 
told l1er, that the case was so flagrant, john was almost sure to propose 
it to her, which was much bcucr than her proposing it to him.' She 
took this advice, and accordingly John did come to her, and said this 
could not be endured, was besides a breach of faith, and he himself 
propo~ed to the Q. tha: he should be dismissed from the F.O. About 
the same time, too (on the :zth:, the ~otes of the thrre Powers about 
the refug-ees had been presented to Palmerston, and :·a: had never said 
a word about them. Then ensued the second corrc~pondcnce, in which 
there seems to have been great asperity on 1Joth sides. Probably 
Palmerston never dreamt of any danger from his conversation with 
Walewski, and his ~urprise was, therefore, as great as his indignation. 
He defended himself, as I have already stated, and he refused some
what scornfully the Lord-Lieutenancy. He said thatj.R. knew n-ry 
wdl there were reasons why he could not accept il, and he en
dca voured to turn the offt-r its<:i f ag-ainst John, by saying that it was 
in itself a sufficient answer to his charge of indiscretion. 

<Januat)'/ 8th.--Grahan: came to me ~ast night (laid up with the 
'{Ill:!; at a quarter past nine, and went away at twenty minuies after 
one. In the course of these fimr hours we discussed every subject of 
in:crvst that now engage~ aaer:tion and .;as may be imag:ned; pretty 

' ;·h"· <luet·n did write to Lurd ~"'h" ''T rwte on p. 318'. but JlO duubt uwing to 
.Stoc': . .ata.rt~ advllct': did !l!ot 6u:ggc~t ~:n: fYr.rlvva.~ uf l.orti Pa.Jncrbr"t)ll. 
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fully. The Palmerston catastrophe, its circumstances, merits, bearings 
and probable results, Disraeli's 'Life of G. Bentinck,' in the course of 
which he mentioned a great many things about Peel, and, lastly, the 
political circumstances of the Government, its condition and pro
spects, together with his own and those of the party with which he is 
connected, or rather some of the leading men of it. It would be im
possible, even were I so disposed, to give even an outline of our long 
conversation. It will be sufficient to preserve its general features, and 
his views on the present state of things. I have never known him so 
confidential and unreserved, nor has he ever before in his previous 
communications with me spoken out so entirely. I gathered from him 
some things I only imperfectly knew before of John R.'s proceedings 
with a view to strengthen himself. What he has done has been 
through the D. ofNewcastle entirely, first through the D. of Bedford, 
and then by direct communication himself. Newcastle came to 
Graham as soon as he arrived in town and told him all that had 
passed. He had invited him to take office, which N. declined, and he 
asked him to find out what S. Herbert's disposition was. With regard 
to Gladstone (whom N. had alluded to), he had said that he was fully 
aware of his great abilities, and should be glad if it was in his power to 
offer him office, but he did not see how it could be done, intimating, 
with expressions of respect, his disinclination to any connexion in that 
quarter. With Cardwell it was different. He asked the Duke to make 
a communication to Cardwell, but he would only consent to convey 
to Cardwell that he might expect (at some indefinite time) an offer 
to be made to him. This communication, together with what was in
tended, seems rather strange; it was to this effect, that Lord Panmure1 

would probably very soon die (being very old and very ill), and when 
he died and Fox Maule must in consequence quit the War Office, 
John would offer Cardwell that place and a seat in the Cabinet. 
Graham remarked that this was a strange proposal, considering that 
the life of Panmure (who has been continually dying and recovering 
for years past) is a better one than the life of the Government, the 
latter being the more sick of the two. 

Then as to himself. The Duke said J. Russell had asked him to find 

' William Maule (rnr-r852), first Baron Panmure, second son of eighth Earl of Dal
housie; M.P., 1796-183r; created baron, 1831. 
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out what his :G.'s: disposition was. J le wouid not say to 'sound him,' 
for he had made no use of such a term, though he would do so for 
shortness. To this G. replied that the best answer he cou:d ma:;.c was 
to tdl him what had passed in September last, and to show him the 
memorandum of Lord John to him, and his in return (which 11e had 
never mentioned before but to Ld. Aberdeen and one other per~on:, 
and that the sentiments he had then expressed he still retained. As the 
Du:-.e of;\ (ewcastle" went to \Vindsur yesterday, where he v.as to 

meet Lds. John and Lansdowne, he wi:l no doubt have told them 
what passed, and to-day at the Cabinet John will have to announce 
that his attempts to strengthen himsc\f have failed. 

Graham's opinions on the whole matter are pretty much the same 
as those which £;lice has been circulating amongst his friends. He 
thin.&s the present Government will not get through the next Session; 
that weak and unpopular as they are ; and sti:J further weakened by 
the loss of Palmerston), and surrounded by dangers and enemies on 
all sides, they must fall; and he does not think that his joining them, 
or some of the other Peelites doing so ~with nr without him;, would 
save thern. 1 t will not do to try and patch up the old garmcn t. This 
Government must be broken up comp:t'"tely, there must be a tabula 
rasa, a!!d then an attempt made to construct another on a w1der and 
more rornprehen~ive plan. J. R. ought to go to the Q. and tel: her he 
cannot g,u on, and then She ought w send for Aberdeen and him to

gether, and desire them to set about the formation of a Government. 
I suggested it would never do to send for Aberdeen in this way; it 
would be taken as an insult to Palmerston, and exasperate one half 
of the vVhi~s and render them unmanageable. She might indeed send 
filr Aberdeen a}one, and lie might decline everything for himself, 
refuse to take office (as no doubt he wou:d\ but advise her to send for 
John and Graham, and bid them fimn a Government. He a~reed to 

my amendment; acknowledged the antagonism of P. and Aberdeen 
would make a difficulty; and pursued that they shou1d be empowered 
to make a Government of men of Li:wra:-Conservative principle~, of 
which J. Russell must himself be the J kad; that it shou~d be under
stood that they had carte blanche. :\ obody was to have pretensions 
or q ua:si right to office on account of previous tenure, but that they 
were to mak.e the best and strongest Administration they could, 
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taking in any efficient men who might be ready to unite with them 
on the principles above mentioned. He thought the best thing for the 
country would be that this break up should happen now, before Parlia
ment met, and the attempt at reconstruction made, while people were 
still free and uncommitted; but he owned that it would be very dif
ficult for John R. (after what had recently passed) to take such a 
course. He would not do so in his place, and could not expect him 
<to do so). He might indeed have consistently given the thing up 
when he quarrelled with Palmerston, because he had always said, 
and repeated it a hundred times, that without Palmerston he could 
not go on. But after the Cabinet had agreed to go on, and to support 
him in what he had done, it was very difficult for him without any 
fresh incident to turn round on them, say he had changed his mind, 
and break up the Government. (I suggested this last view, which he 
concurred in.) The end of it was, he said, thatJohn would be obliged 
to meet Parliament, fight his battle as best he could, and he would die 
in the open field with harness on his back. The result, sooner or later, 
he considers certain. As to himself, besides his general objections to 
join the Government, he is deeply impressed with the difficulty of the 
new Reform Bill. He could not, he says, be a party to advising the 
Queen to announce in her Speech that the present system is all wrong, 
and must be amended, which he assumes must and will be done. He 
recurs again and again to the folly of having moved this matter, 'set 
a stone rolling' which they have no power to stop. I differed from 
him considerably in what seemed to me the exaggerated view he takes 
of this question, and said I did not see why any such announcement 
need be made in the Queen's Speech. But he is evidently afraid to 
encounter and be mixed up with this matter, on which he feels deep 
displeasure, dislike, and much apprehension. He spoke amicably of 
J.R., but was not pleased with his sending Lewis down to him, and 
could not believe he ever seriously expected him to accept an in
vitation at that time, and, he contemptuously added, to such a place; 
and he rather complained of the formality and stiffness of John's 
memorandum on that occasion. But he appears to have been still 
more nettled at having been 'sounded' by Newcastle on the part of 
John. 'Why,' he says, 'did notJohn ask him to come to Chesham. 
Place, and talk the whole matter over with him frankly?' They have 



had so many and such confidential and friendly communications at 
di!fcrent times, that this would have been a most natural and be
enmin~ course, or John mi<4ht have spoken to me about it; but to get 
the D. of::'\., with whom he '"a" on no terms of intimacy or con
fidcnce, to 'sound him,' was not :he way he might expect to be dealt 
w::.h. I think this is a pretty fa:thful summary of the essential part of 
what passed between us on this the most important head. If and as 
nlhcr things occur to me of any interest, 1 will subjoin them. 

]auuar;• I r th. -Graham came tn me ag-ain last night. He was more 
l{loomy in his expcctariom, and saw nothing but dangers ahead. He 
had seen G. Lewis and toid him al: he had said to me. G.L. had seen 
J. RusseC, and of course repeated it all to him, and the result was at 
all events amicable, fiJr he told me thatJohn had sent him a message 
by G. Lewis to say if he would come to town a day or two before 
Parliament met he would tet! him what he was going to do. He now 
thin:ts that if this Government is defeated and resigns, John will re
fuse to have anything to do with the formation of another, and this 
m:ght again bring about a fresh Protectionist attempt. He wavers 
between his apprehemion of Palmerston joininl{ the Protectionists, 
and his doubts ofthe possibility of such an alliance, in the teeth ton 

uf t!1c Queen's antipathy to P.; but he is not at all sure the next elec
tion may not ma!;.e the Protectioni~ts numerical:y strong enough to 
undertake the task they fai~ed in accomplishing !ast year. It is not 
v:or'..h while tn record a convtTsation which was to a nnain degree 
a repetition of the last, and without any novel matter. I Ie shakes his 
hectd at the prospect ofexp;anations, and thinksj.R. will have a good 
deal nf difficulty in making out his case. 

Then he is moved by the letters written by Lansdowne, Grey, and 
C. \Vood to P ;almerston > expressive of regret at parting with him. 
1 t is pretty evident, that however ;Jlausibk may be the scheme of a 
comprehensive administ.ra1inn, the pennnal predilections and anti
pathi("s will create cnurrr:oJ-; di~TicJ!tics. The \Vhigs generally hate 
t.:a.: Pedites, and Graham espccia'ly. The Peeliies hate the Whigs. 
:\:utaal dislike exists between C:raham' on one side, and :\'ewcastle, 
C:ackone, and S. Herbert on the rdtn. The thrn: latter are Hi~h 
Cl'c:rchmen of a deep colour, which make~ it difficu:t to rni_x them up 
\'liith ar.y other party, so that the Pedi '..e leaders are extremely divided, 
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and the party is so scattered that it can hardly be called a party. The 
Whigs, who really are a party, and, though in a state of great insub
ordination, do generally consider themselves one army and under one 
chief, don't at all like the idea of treating with the Peelites on anything 
like equal terms. If ever the time comes I fully expect they will all resist 
any such basis of arrangement, and that John Russell will not be dis
posed to agree to a Government being formed by himself and anybody 
else. These difficulties and causes of future bickering looming in the dis
tance present themselves to me. I only hope they may prove visionary. 

There is certainly a great deal of sulky disapprobation at Pam's 
dismissal, and all sorts of stories, and as many lies are rife about it. 
The Palrnerstons affect moderation, but their rage and resentment 
overflow in every direction. He puts a good face on it, and appears 
calm and cheerful; she holds different language to different people, 
but loses no opportunity of getting up all the steam She can against 
John. Meanwhile Granville is doing well in his office, and the staff 
there, who have been so long accustomed to Palmerston and are 
critical Judges, think so. Cowley told me he had seen some of his 
papers, and they were very good, and he particularly mentioned one 
to Russia. The Emperor has sent over to say that it is very possible 
L. N. may any day be proclaimed Emperor, and that all the Powers 
were bound by the Treaty of Vienna not to acknowledge any one of 
the family as such, and he begged, should this event arrive, that we 
would do nothing about it without previous communication with him, 
so that England and Russia might act in concert. G<ranville> replied 
with great civility, and expressed a concurrence in the desire that 
England and Russia should act in concert, but declined to engage that 
this Government would wait till communication could be had with 
Russia, representing that the news of any change in France would 
reach London in an hour, and the official notification thereof in a 
day, and that it might be necessary for us to come to some early de
cision, whereas a communication with Russia would take several 
weeks; and he also pointed out that we had a much greater and more 
immediate interest than Russia in what was passing in France, and 
must act for ourselves in certain cases which might occur. 

<January> 13th.-Normanby came to me yesterday to talk over his 
affairs. No love lost between him and Pam. I asked him to tell me 
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frankly what he had ever said or done to provoke the enmity of 
L:ouis · ~ ~apoleon>, and he declared that he was not conscious of 
having; done anything whatever; that be had continued to Live as 
heretofore with his old friends, and that was all. The President had 
always been as civil and cordial in hi.'> manner as ever, and if be had 
any enmity towards him he musi be a g;reat hypocrite, as he never 
testified any. When he last saw him he begged L. :\f. if he heard any
thing; of l:im that he thought he had a right to complain of, that he 
would tell it himself fran:idy. L. ~. replied that Ia franchi~e was 
always best, and he would. ::'\. complained much of P<almerston>, 
not only fur this last affair but on variou3 occasions, when he had 
given ju~t offence to France by his proct'-des. He laughs at the notion 
of a plot, and says the best proof that it was an afterthought is that 
when Turgut immediatdy after it gave him the reasons for what the 
President had done, he never alluded to any plot; and whereas it has 
been supposed that the refusal of the Chamber to vote the revision 
:.of the Constitution/ was one of the causes, Turg-ot told him that one 
cause was their having ascertained thati.be revision would be carried, 
as the Reds were going to vote for it. They intended to take this course, 
because they believed that with universal suffrage anuiher Assembly 
wou:d be rnurned of their colour, and fur the same reason therefore 
L. :\. hurried on his coup d'etat. 

<)anuar)'.' q.th.~Granvillc brought me yesterday a paper which by 
the Queen's dt·sire, communicated throug;h Ld. John, he has been 
obliged to draw up. It is a development of""hat the foreign policy of 
this country ought to be. He read it lo me that I might criticise it. 
He has nut yet had practice enough in com position to write weU; but 
it is clear, sensible, and right. But after all :r was a series of common
places, for the simple reason (as I have :on!{ opined; that there is not 
only nothing mysterious and abstruse in the foreign policy of this 
cocntry, but in truth in ihe substance of it that there can be little or 
no difference between different Governments ur men. 'fhere was not 
a word in Granville's paper to which both Palmerston and Aberdeen 
might not both subscribe. In diplomacy, above everything, c'est le 
ton q:_:i fait la chanson, and it has been Palmerswn's tone and manner 
which have done much more harm than his acts; they have un
doubtedly been very often unjustified and offen~ive to a great degree; 
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but they have been rendered ten times more so, and, therefore, ten 
times more mischievous than they would have been by his animus 
and his language. Besides laying down the rights and the duties of 
this country, which he very properly states may be resolved into the 
moral axiom of doing as we would be done by, he enters upon a new 
subject, and that is the improvement of the material of our diplomacy 
-the advancement of men of ability, and who display qualities which 
will fit them for high posts abroad. He tells me, too, that he medi
tates a system of examination, which will no doubt please the educa
tional propensities of Albert. 

ISlh.-Dined with Ellice yesterday-a partie carn~e-himself, 

Thiers, Mrs. Grote, 1 and myself. It was very amusing. The little man 
was intarissable, and gave us an account of all that had happened to 
him from the moment of his arrestation to that of his expulsion from 
Brussels-for such it really was, though he went voluntarily, and the 
Belgian Ministers told him they would not expel him if he chose to 
stay, and would refuse compliance with the demands of the French 
Government. He has some idea of writing a narrative of the last two 
months, and we encouraged him to do so. He positively denies not 
only that there was any plot whatever, but that there was any inten
tion of taking active measures against the President; they only con
templated defensive ones, and their object was to surround them
selves with a military force to protect the Assembly against the coup 
d'etat which the President was meditating, and which he was en
abled to execute because they were unprotected. The French Troops 
will always obey their Commanders, and this accounts for the com
plete success of L.N.; but 'les pantalons rouges' will not fire upon 
'd'autres pan talons rouges'; and if the Assembly had had its guard, 
the Troops under the order of the Minister at War would not have 
attacked their Comrades. Thiers knew of this intended coup d'etat 
for a long time before (in the beginning of October), and told us how 
it came to his knowledge. M. de Lariboissierez (Son of Napoleon's 

' Harriet Grote (1792-1878), married George Grote, r82o; a friend of Mendelssohn· 
published Memoir qf Ary Scheffer, r86o. ' 

z Honore Baston, Comte de La Riboisiere (r788-r868), son of the General jean de La 
Riboisiere, who died in the retreat from Moscow; orderly officer to Napoleon during the 
Hundred Days, r8r5; depute, r828-35; pair de France, r835-48; member of the Legislative 
Assembly, r849-51; senator, r852-68. His wife endowed the Hospital La Riboisiere at 
Paris with three million francs in r854. 
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Cencra: ·, and a rich man, was sL·nt t~ 1r by the President about the end 
of Scptt"mber. He told him J.is ;Jrnject, asked him to join and take 
ol'1n:. Lar\boissihe decEnvd, and went back to his house in the 
country. Being a great friend '1fThius, he thought he could not leave 
i1im to ~et into the scrape that was ;Jrt:parin~ for him, and he ac
cording-ly employed a Lady v;ho v.as -,taying with him :o go to Paris 
and g-ive Thit"rs a hin.t, mcn·ly that he had better quit Paris, or he 
wou:d get into trouble. Tl:in~ :,new perfi.-ctly well what this meant, 
and did all he cou:d to maite his friends a ware of the danger that wa:> 
impending over them, and tu take precautions [nstead ofbt:ing caught 
'comme des nigauds,' as t:•ey ncmua::y wnc. He declares that he 
was quite certain of the plot the President was hatchtng for a long 
time before; and he scouts the idea of th~:i.r having any plot, which, he 
says, was unnecessary as they had only to entrench themselves behind 
lc•:;a!ity, and defend themsdvcs against the attac:;.s the P .resident> 
was meditating by purely legal mt:a~urcs. He spoke with prodigious 
contempt both of the charann and the talents of Louis :"iapokon. 

]anuat)' 28th.· I have had two iong conversations with the D. of 
Bt:dfi.Jrd, who has been very opn1 <:me: communicative, though l don't 
know that he told me much that I die~ nut know bcfort:. He gave me 
sonH: n!inme details, which were perhaps rather dilft:rcm from pre
\ ious sta~emems I had heard and noled, but not materially so. These 
con·1·.;cnda related principa::y to :.he communications between John 
c.nc Palmerston, and arc hardly wonh noticing except for the sake of 
cirnanstamia! accuracy. He said that in the Erst K.os~uth que~tion 
his first communication w!th P. was (JCrsonal, and at Win&sor; and 
nn Pal:ncrstun's persisting in his intention to sec him, he wrote, and 
;hen on getting his impertinem answer he summoned the Cabinet. 
After the J slington deputations he wrote again to Palmerston in 
cxccs~ively mild terms, but wok that npportunity of remonstrating 
v-.-;th him against his habit uf sqJaratc and independent action, and 
~twas then he received what be nmsidcrcd tantamount lOan engagc
McH that he would cease to pl:rs•.Ic ;hat course. It was a week after 
tL.ct, while he was at Woburn, rLzt :1e received from :\or:nanby the 
1nfi1rmat;on which he conceived to be a violation on P.'s part of the 
,.~\il!;;n~wnt; and then he said tu the Duke that he cou;d stand it no 
hm<;;er, and would get rid of h.irn. He accordingly wrote at once w 
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Palmerston, recapitulated his subjects of complaint, and asked him 
to authorise him to lay his resignation before the Queen. His first 
step, therefore, was with P. himself, and not with the Queen. Having 
received the authority (which P. could not refuse), he proceeded to 
communicate with the Queen, and the reply expressed the great 
astonishment of both H.M. and the Prince, as they had both taken 
for granted that this difference, like all preceding ones, would be 
patched up. I told the D. that I had reason to believe the Q. was dis
pleased at the offer of Ireland being made toP. a son inscu; but this 
was a mistake. He did communicate to her immediately the letter 
he wrote toP., containing not an oifer, but an intimation that he would 
propose it to her if He was disposed to accept it. It seems they had 
said that they should have disapproved of it very much if he had been 
inclined to accept it; to which John had responded that he should 
nevertheless have felt it his duty to press it, and ifH.M. had declined 
to agree to it, to resign himself. This was certainly the proper and con
stitutional course for him to take. He does, indeed, understand his 
duty in this respect, and is very different from Palmerston; he never 
conceals anything from the Q., and invariably enters into her objec
tions, admitting or refuting them, when She makes any. P.'s way was 
to make no answer whatever when She made objections; to take no 
notice; a practice which John had himself blamed, and remonstrated 
with him upon it. This, and the still more monstrous habit he had of 
treating with contempt alterations that had been prescribed to him, 
and sending despatches from which the Q. or John had struck out 
certain passages with the same restored, had excited her resentment 
to a high pitch. 

I find Normanby has been in fact recalled, though it is agreed that 
he is to resign so as to be let down easily. He puts a good face on it, 
but is very indignant, and thinks himself very ill-used. His vanity is 
very amusing, for he talks of his great influence, and the respect and 
consideration in which he was universally held, when everybody 
knows that there never was an Ambassador so generally disliked and 
despised. It was intended to send Clanricarde there, but it was 
altered (I do not know why) 1 and Cowley appointed, to his great 

' The Queen absolutely refused to sanction .the appointment of the Marquess of Clan
ricarde.-R. 
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delight and astonishment, and to mine. Cowley, who was at \Vindsur 
the other day, told me he saw a most curious and interesting paper 
there which Stockmar showed him. 1 t was a report from Van de 
Weyer to King Leupold of h.is interviews with the President while he 
was at Paris. lle comp~.aincd \'Cry much of the English newspapers, 
as well as of our Queen's hu:-.tile teding towards him. V. d. \V. told 
him he must not be sur;)rised if in a constitutional country like Eng
;and the press spoke the language it did; and as to the Queen's 
friendship for the Orleans family, his own chivalrous feeling could 
only approve of her continuing to them in their adversity the friend
ship which had been formed in their prosperous days. lt seems 
L.S. had promised to leave Leopold alone, and not meddle with 
Belgium, but held threatening language towards Switzerland and 
Piedmont. 

Februa!Ji 5th. 1 might have saved myself the trouble of writing 
down scattered and impcrf(:ct notice of the Palmcrstonian dismissal, 
since]. R. told the whoie story on Tuesday night. The public interest 
and curiosity to hear the 'explanations' were intense. C p to almost 
the :ast moment the confidence and the jactanct of the Palmcrston 
clique were bound:ess. At length the moment arrived. In all my ex
perience 1 never recollect such a triumph as J. R. achieved, and such 
complete discomfiture as Palmerston's. John made a very able 
speech, and disclosed as much as was necessary, and no more. 
Beyond all doubt his great coup was the Queen's :\linute in 1850, 
which was absolutely crushing.' Some grave persons think the intro
duction of her name was going too far, but it was irresistible. The 
effect was prodigious. P. was weak and inefficient, and it is pretty 
certain that he was takt·n by surprise, and was unprepared for all that 
J.R. broughtfonvard. Sot a man of weight or influence said a word 
fur him, nobody but Dicky :\lilnes and Dudley Stuart, one the laug-h
ing stock, the other the bore of the House. The Queen's letter was de
cisive, for it was evident that his conduct must have been intolerable 
to dicit such charges and rebukes; and it can't fail to strike everybody 
that no man of common spirit, and who felt a consciousness of in
nocence, woujd have brooked anything so insulting. Such a man 
would have indignantly rcs:gned, and have demanded what J. R. 

' Sn: nvtc on p. 247· 
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meant by making himself the organ of such accusations; but he 
submitted to them. 

March 26th.-I was taken ill before I had time to finish what I was 
writing, and have been laid up ever since with a violent attack of gout 
and fever, from which I am now slowly recovering. During all the 
time of the change of Government1 I was in my bed, and not allowed 
to see anybody; but for the last five weeks I have been able to come 
into my drawing-room and receive visitors, who have come in great 
numbers, and of every imaginable variety, to see me, so that I have 
had enough of occupation and amusement. I cannot pretend to write 
any account of what has been passing, and not having recorded, as 
I heard them, the scraps of unknown matters, I am now unable to do 
so. The new Government is treated with great contempt, and many 
of the appointments are pitiable; the most striking perhaps is that of 
Malmesbury at the Foreign Office, so ignorant and so mediocre as 
he is.2 But, while it is the fashion to exalt Derby himself, and treat 
with great scorn almost all his colleagues, I think Derby himself is 
quite unfit for the post of P<rime> Minister as any of them can be for 
those they occupy. His extreme levity and incapacity for taking grave 
and serious views, though these defects may be partially remedied by 
the immensity of his responsibility, will ever weigh upon his character, 
and are too deeply rooted in it to be eradicated. His oratory is his 
forte, and without that he would be a very ordinary man. His speeches 
since he took office have been excellent, and in a very becoming tone 

' On February I 6th Lord John brought in a Militia Bill, to which Palmerston, who 
was burning with a desire to revenge himself for his dismissal, moved an amendment, 
which he carried against the Government by a majority of nine. On this John Russell 
resigned, and Lord Derby was sent for. The resignation of the Russell Government was 
announced to both Houses on the 23rd, and Derby's first exposition of policy as Prime 
Minister was made on the 27th.-G. 

Lord Palmerston's amendment was carried on February 20th. This was his famous 
'tit for tat with Johnny Russell.' 

• The Cabinet composed by the Earl of Derby in 1852 consisted of Earl of Derby, First 
Lord of the Treasury; Lord St Leonards, Lord Chancellor; Mr Disraeli, Chancellor of the 
Exchequer; Earl of Lonsdale, Lord President of the Council; Marquess of Salisbury, Lord 
Privy Seal; Earl of Malmesbury, Foreign Secretary; Sir John Pakington, Colonial Secre
tary; Mr Spencer Walpole, Home Secretary; Earl of Hardwicke, First Lord of the 
Admiralty; Mr Herries, President of the Board of Control; Lord John Manners, First 
Commissioner of Works.-R. 

This was the 'Who? Who?' Ministry-so called because the Duke of Wellington, 
partly from deafness and partly from lack of acquaintance with the new men, kept ex
claiming 'Who? Who?' as the Prime Minister, in the House of Lords, repeated to him, one 
by one, the names of his colleagues. 
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and spirit; but the notion, which is generally entertained, ofhis being
so high-minded and chiva)rous, and a pattern ofintegrity and honor, 
:s a complete mistake. 11 e is not so in private life- that is, in his 
transactions on the turf, ~"here he is avaricious and unscrupulous
and it is not li:tely that a man should be one thing in private, and 
another in public, life. Here is a proof that he is the same in both: 
When L.ord ~aas' found that he had incurred great odium by his 
personal attack on Clarendon :in fact he lost his election by it;, he did 
not scruple to declare that he had done it unwillingly, but was com
pelled by his Party, especially by Derby himself. Some allusion was 
made to this in the II. of Lords, when Derby rushed over to Clarendon 
and said 'I hope you don't believe that 1 had any concern in it.' 
C. replied 'Yes, I do'; on which D. protested that he had never seen 
the resolutions but once and had taken no part in the attack. Claren
don said 'Then you may thank your own Secretary for the imputa
tion, for he tells everybody that he only did it by compulsion and at 
your instigation'; Derby ~aid no more. It is impossible to doubt that 
what '\' aas said was true, and the fact is that Derby has not forgotten 
his own abortive attack about Dolly's Brae 2 years ago and was anxious 
th~s to revenge his former defeat. 

The great object of interest and curiosity this Session has been 
Palmerston; everybody anxious to sec to which side he leaned. 
A short time ago he evinced a disposition towards reconciliation with 
John Russdl. ] 'he latter invited him to his meeting at Chesham Place; 
P. did not go, but was rather pleased at being invited; and soon after 
J.R. went to one of Ly. P.'s parties, and talked to P. a good while. 
Hut at this time his resentment was still unappeased, for he got 
Clarendon to hear all his complaints, and showed him all the corre
spondence. With his usua: unfairness and want of truth, he com
plained to everybody of J uhn's having so unexpectedly sprung upon 
him the Queen's :Minute in the discussion on his dismissal, and he 
c·ven did so to Clarendon ; whereas, so far from any surprise, John 
wrote him word three days bcfi1re that he was going to read it in the 
House, and offered him any papers he might desire to have. C. asked 

' Richard SouthweU Bourr•~ :' H·~2· 7'~', Lord Xaas, and afterwards 'ixr;l Ear! of Mayo; 
.\I.P. fn Kildare, !847- ·52, for c.,lera(nc, IBs~· 7, and for Cockermouth, I857 -68; Chid 
Secret:lry for lreland, 1852, t8j8 and 1866; "'rreeded hi~; tather m the earldom, : 8o8; 
Viceroy of India, 1868- 72; assassinated m the ,'\:,daman hlands. 
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him if he had not received such a communication, and then he was 
forced to own he had. C., however, did his best to bring about a 
renewal of their intercourse, personal and political. P. said J.R. 
had given him his independence, and he meant to avail himself of that 
advantage. The Whigs expect and desire that he will return to them, 
and, in the event of a change, come again into office, but not the 
F.O., which he says himself he does not again wish for. Derby offered 
him office, which he at once refused, on hearing that Protection was 
not given up; but many think he will after all join Derby, as soon as 
this question is finally disposed o£ I doubt it, for he would not serve 
under Disraeli, and Diz would hardly give up the leadership having 
once enjoyed it. The Peelites sit together, all except Graham, who has 
regularly joinedJ.R., and sits beside him. Nobody knows what they 
mean to do, nor which party they will eventually join. At present 
Gladstone's speeches do not look like a junction with Derby, but no
thing is more possible than that, as soon as the great stumbling-block 
is removed, they will go over to this Government, and the Leaders 
take office. They most of them hate the Whigs, and there is certainly 
no great (if any) difference of opinion between them and the Derby
ites, except on the question of Free Trade. Graham rather expects 
this result. I asked him if he thought Dizzy would consent to resign 
the lead to anybody. He thought not, certainly not to Gladstone; 
possibly he might to Palmerston. There are great complaints of Diz. 
in the H. of Commons. They say he does not play his part as Leader 
with tact and propriety, and treats his opponents impudently and 
uncourteously, which is egregiously foolish, and will end by exposing 
him to some great mortification; the H. of C. will not stand such be
haviour from such a man. 

May 2nd.-I have been for some time past so disgusted with politics 
and politicians, and have been driven to take such a gloomy view of 
affairs and of our prospects, that I could not bring myself to resume 
my task of noting down such matters as might appear not wholly un
worthy of being recorded. At last I have resolved to run over the 
principal occurrences of the last few weeks. The Derby Government 
had been sinking more and more in public opinion. The shuffling and 
reserve of Derby in the H. of Lords, coupled with the declarations on 
the hustings of his adherents, especially Kelly, Solicitor-General, and 

GMVI 22 
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the extraordinary and sti:J :.J.nexplained escapade of Walpole in the 
H. of Lords \Commons> about giving votes to the ~Iilitia,' had all 
tended to bring them into discredit and contempt. The Opposition 
were much elated at seeing the Government in this state, and in fact 
they had a very g,ood f!;ame to play, when the petulance, obstinacy, 
and imprudence of John Russell brought upon them a disastrous de
feat, and set up the Government completely. Without concert with 
his followers, and against the ad vice and remonstrances of those who 
were apprised of h~s intention, he came down to the House, and op
posed the second reading of the ~Iilitia Bill. The fault was enormous, 
for the inconsistency was glaring. Palmcrston instantly fell upon him 
with the greatest acrimony, and lashed him with excessive severity, 
carrying the House along with him, and evidently enjoying the oppor
tunity of thus paying off old scores. Seymour spoke against John, and 
many of his own friends and supporters voted against him, so that 
there was a majority of two to one in a full House.z Nothing could 
exceed the exuhation of the ..\Iinisterialists, but the resentment and 
indignation of the Opposition, who saw all their hopes and prospects 
marred by this extraordinary blunder on the part of their Chief. 
J . R. was denounced as unfit to lead a party; still more, again, to be 
at the bead of a Government. His best friends could not defend 
him, and, while he has done irreparable damage tu his own political 
character and influence, he has thrown the Opposition into such 
disorg;anisation and confusion, that it will be difficult for them to act 
any more with union ur dfect. The Peelites are of course disgusted, 
and, never li:dng J. R., wi:l be less than ever inclint:d to form a junc
tion with him. Palmersion's conduct in this debate paves the way for 
his joining Derby if he rhuses it, and it is by no means improbable 
that a large proportion of the Pcdites will do the same. 

The probability of this is increased by Disraeli's speech the night 
befiJre last, on bringing on his Hudget. This was a great performance, 
very able, and was received with great applause in the House. But 

' :\lr Walpole, the Home Secn:tary m Ldrd lkrby's Admini>tratiun, had announced 
that he should move on bringing up tht ~1ilitia Bill the insertion of a c tau""• 'That any 
lA;r,un who shall serve in the :Vtihtia t~;r twu y<"an ohall bt entitled to a vote m the county 
in which he re,ides.' This propusal nccit.-d a good deal of ridicule, and wa> ,ub,equently 
\vithdrawn. The ~\1ilitia Bill pa.,,ed tlw Hou'cc uf Common., on June 7th, and the Hou'e 
of Lord, un the 21st of the same month. R, 

' -:·h" ,tcond reading waa carried by Jj.J to 165.- .C. 
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the extraordinary part of it was the frank, full, and glowing panegyrick 
he passed on the effect of the Free Trade measures of Sir R. Peel, 
proving by elaborate statistics the marvellous benefits which had been 
derived from his tariffs and reductions of duties-not, however, 
alluding to Corn. All this was of course received with delight and 
vehemently cheered by the Whigs and Peelites, but in silence and dis
content by his own side. It was neither more nor less than a mag
nificent funeral oration upon Peel's policy, and as such it was hailed, 
without any taunting, or triumphing, or reproaches, on account of his 
former conduct to Peel, except a few words from Hume and Wakley. 
It is difficult to say what may be the effect of this speech, but it seems 
impossible that any sort of Protection in any shape can be attempted 
after it; and it certainly opens a door to the admission of any Peelites 
who may be disposed to join a Conservative Government, for even 
their personal feelings against Dizzy will be mitigated by this speech. 
Graham has not been in the House all this time, being laid up with 
the gout at Netherby. 

I have been much annoyed at the strange conduct of the Duke of 
Bedford in sending young George Byng1 as his candidate to Tavistock, 
knowing the Radical opinions which he announced in his address and 
at the public meeting there, especially about ballot. I warmly re
monstrated with him and asked him how he expected people to be
lieve in the sincerity of his own Conservative professions and of his 
opposition to the ballot, when he produced such a candidate as this. 
He had no defence to make and could only say that, though he was 
against ballot, he was not so much against it as John. 

(March 7th, 1863.) <C.C.G.> 
<End of Vol. n of Additional MS. 41 I rg.> 
May 12th, 1852, Wednesday.-On Monday night came on the trial 

of strength, which the Opposition had determined to have with the 
Government, and which the latter very unaccountably provoked.2 

' George Henry Charles Byng (I 830-98), afterwards third Earl of Strafford, eldest son 
of George Stevens Byng; M.P. for Tavistock, I852-7, and for Middlesex, I857-74; suc
ceeded his father in the earldom, I886. 

2 The Chancellor of the Exchequer proposed on May I oth to transfer the four vacant 
seats for Sudbury and St Albans to the West Riding of Yorkshire and the Southern 
Division of Lancashire. Mr Gladstone moved the previous question, which was carried 
by 234 to I48.-R. 

22-2 
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The Leaders made great exertions to bring the several sections of 
parties together, and comp:etely succeeded. The only doubt was about 
the ·Brigadiers,' as the Irish squadron are called, who it was feared 
might refuse to go into the same lobby with John Russell on any terms, 
but it ended in their adhesion. The D. of Xewcastle told me they 
hoped for a majority of fifty, therefore eighty-six was far beyond their 
most sanguine expectations. Xo immediate consequences will follow, 
but it was a severe check to the Government, and the more important 
from the circumstance of Gladstone's being the Leader ofthe Opposi
tion, and Pa:merston voting with the majority. Derby affected in
difference, and said to john Russell at the Queen's ball the same nigbt, 
'What will you get by all this?' It will probably accelerate the dis
solution, for which they must now themselves be anxious, to put an 
end to the present state of affairs, and relieve them even for a time 
from the position into which their embarrassment and all their 
shuffling and double dealing have placed them. 

The conduct of the Government is regarded with indignation and 
contempt by all thinking people, out of the pale of their own thick and 
thin supporters; but it does not seem to make much impression upon 
the country at large; nobody appears to care one straw about any
body or anything. There is very general prosperity and contentment, 
and people are indifferent about politics, and who is in or out of 
office. There is no public man who enjoys any popularity, or has a 
hold upon the regard or the good opinions of the masses. If Derby 
remains in power it will be from the enormous difficulty of forming 
any other government, for, strangely enough, while a short time ago 
everybody said a Derby Government was impossible, it now appears 
to be the only Government which is possible. AU, however, is con
fusion and uncertainty, and so will remain till the next Parliament 
meets, and the state and relative strength of parties is manifested. 

The object of the Minisierialists is to catch votes by representing 
themselves as Conservatives, and creating as much doubt and un
certainty as they can about their intentions on the most exciting
topics, such as Free Trade, Popery, etc. lt is supposed that there is 
under a smooth exterior considerable discord in the Protectionist 
ranks, and even in the Cabinet. Disraeli's Free Trade speech on the 
Budget evidently gave deep offence to his party, for he felt himself 
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obliged to make a sort of recantation a night or two afterwards; and 
Derby took the very unusual course of making a political speech at the 
Mansion House dinner, and in it, with much show of compliment to 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer, did his best to neutralise the Budget 
speech of the latter by a long and laboured exposition of the doctrine 
of compromise, which he said entered practically into all the policy 
and even institutions of the country-all which meant to convey that 
he meant to strike a balance, in some protective shape, between the 
manufacturing and agricultural interests. This speech which was not 
particularly good, has been universally considered as a snub toDisraeli. 

Last night Spooner 1 brought on his motion for an enquiry into 
Maynooth, when Walpole made a strong anti-Maynooth speech, 
going much farther in that direction than Derby had ever hinted at 
in the H. of Lords; but such is their language at different times and 
in different places, that it is utterly impossible to guess what they 
think, mean, or intend; a studied ambiguity conceals their principles 
and their policy, if they have either. It would, however, look as if 
they meant to pander to the No Popery rage which is now so rife, and 
to make the country believe they intend to give effect to the passionate 
desire, which no doubt largely prevails, to attack the Catholics in 
some way. This desire is very strong and general in this country, but 
in Scotland it is universal. Aberdeen told me the whole country was 
on fire, and they would like nothing so much as to go to Ireland and 
fight, and renew the Cromwellian times, giving the Papists the option 
of going to 'Hell or Connaught.' As Ireland is equally furious, and 
the Priests will send sixty or seventy Catholic members equally full of 
bigotry and zeal, all ready to act together under the orders of Cullen :l. 
and Wiseman, we may look for more polemical discussion, and that 
of the most furious character, than we have ever seen before, even 
during the great Emancipation debates. 

Bath, July 7th.-Another interval of two months; such fits and 
starts render one nearly useless, and I do not know why I don't give 
up the old habit of scribbling once for all, for I never have anything 
to write worth the trouble of recording. A lingering reluctance to 

1 Richard Spooner (d. I864); M.P. for Birmingham, I844-7, and for Warwickshire, 
I847-64. 

' Paul Cullen (1803-78); Rector of the Propaganda College at Rome, I848-g; Roman 
Catholic Archbishop of Armagh, I 849-52; Archbishop of Dublin, I 852-78; Cardinal, I 866. 
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abandon a practice maintained through so many years, although in 
such a desultory and unintere5ting way, still compels me from time 
to time to resume the occupation. 

The elections are now begun,' and a few days will disclose whether 
Derby's Government will be able to stand its ground or not. Both 
parties are excessively confident, for at this moment the world may be 
divided between the supporters and opponents of the present Govern
ment, though the latter will be split into a dozen different factions 
when Parliament meets. The first act of the Derby drama has been 
curious enough; they have in some respects done better and in some 
worse than was expected of them. Derby himself has shuffied and 
prevaricated and involved himsdf in a studied and laboured am
biguity, which has exposed him to bitter taunts and reproaches, and 
Disraeli has been a perfect \Vill-o' -the-wisp, flitting about from one 
opinion to another, till his real opinions and intentions are become 
matter of mere guess and speculation. He has given undoubted 
proofs of his great ability, and showed how neatly he could handle 
such a subject as finance, with which he never can have been at all 
familiar; but having been well taught by his subalterns, and applying 
a mind naturai1y clear, ready, and acute to the subject, he contrived 
to make himself fully master of it, and to produce to the H. of Com
mons a financial statement the excellence of which was universally 
admitted and gained him great applause. Whatever his motives were 
·-whether because it was all true, and he could not resist the force of 
truth, or that he thought that the best opportunity he could find for 
evacuating an untenable position, he pronounced such a full and un
reserved panegyric on the results of Free Trade, and so dearly stated 
them in detail, that his speech was hailed as a practica1 conversion, 
and as such cheered vehemently by the Whigs, and received in 
gloomy silence by his own peopi.c. On subsequent occasions he at
tempted to shuffie out of his previous declarations, and as they cannot 
alford to quarrel with him, and a great many are like him and obliged 
to back out of Protection also, no schism has taken place. On all 
subjects of interest the Government have taken a doubtful, undecided 
course, and abstained from any bold enunciation of principles and 
course of action, always temporising, and trying to keep up the hopes 

' Parliam,..nt wa> prorogued on July 1st and di"~olvtd immediately afterwardk-R. 
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of every party and interest by their ambiguous language. On May
nooth, on the Education question, and the Privy Council minute, 
they did this, evidently for electioneering purposes: afraid in one case 
of affronting Protestant bigotry, and in the other wanting to stimulate 
the zeal of the Churchmen in their favor. 

The appointment that created the greatest surprise, and was the 
most criticised, that of Sir John Pakington, has turned out, as far as 
it has gone, one of the best.1 He has done his business in the H. of C. 
very fairly, has committed no glaring faults, and has a very tolerable 
character in his office for industry and apprehension. Walpole, who 
was thought one of the most capable, has been a failure. He had the 
folly to make a strong anti-Catholic speech on the Maynooth grant, 
and he got into the ridiculous scrape about the votes to Militiamen, 
which he was forced so awkwardly to withdraw amidst a storm of 
ridicule from every quarter, the real history of which has never yet 
been explained. Of all the conspicuous Ministers Malmesbury has 
cut the worst figure-so bad that if Derby stands he can hardly 
venture to retain him; and yet it will be difficult to cast him aside. 
The rest have appeared as mere dummies, and in the H. of Lords 
Derby has never allowed any of them to speak, taking on himself to 
answer for every department. Young Stanley does not seem to have 
had much success in the H. of Commons, nor to afford much promise 
of attaining excellence hereafter, at least as an Orator. The Chan
cellor has done very well in his Court, administering justice ably and 
expeditiously, and nolens aut volens he has concurred in carrying 
through Parliament some very important law reforms,z which will be 
followed by still more. It is by no means unlikely that more has been 
done in this way than ifJ. Russell's Government had not been thrown 
out. Lyndhurst came out with great force, and his speech on the 
Baron de Bode's case3 was a masterpiece, which was worthy of his 

1 The curious circumstances of this appointment are described in a memorandum by 
Disraeli, printed in Buckle's Life (val. m. p. 345). 

• Including Acts to diminish the technicalities of special pleading, to amend Common 
Law procedure, to reform the Court of Chancery, and to extend the jurisdiction of the 
County Courts. 

3 Baron William Henry Otto de Bode (rn8-r855). Onjune 11th, 1852, Lord Lynd
hurst obtained a Select Committee to investigate the claims of the Baron de Bode, a British 
subject, who had for 35 years been claiming compensation for the confiscation of his 
ancestral estates in Alsace during the French Revolution. The Select Committee reported 
in favour of the Baron on June 28th. 
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more vigorous age, and drew general admiration. Brougham has 
been extremely quiet and reasonable, devoting himself almost en
tirely to law reforms, and doing great service, acting a very honorable 
and useful part. The Opposition have, on the whole, been very moder
ate and forbearing, wiih the sole exception of John Russell's opposi
tion to the ).;Iilitia Bill, which was a great blunder, and drew on him 
great obloquy with much resentment and disgust on the part of his 
own friends and adherents. They appear now to have in great 
measure forgotten and forgiven this unhappy blunder. Palmerston's 
course has been thoroughly eccentric, and to this hour nobody can 
make out what he is at, nor what are the motives and the objects of 
his conduct. At one time it looked as if he was aiming at a junction 
with Derby, but he voted with Gladstone in his great attack on the 
Government, and his language has been uniformly that of their 
opponent, and as if he still considered himself one of the Whig party, 
though a perfectly independent one. He has taken a pretty active 
part during the Session, and a very characteristic one, seldom losing 
an opportunity of saying something spiteful about his former col
leagues, and dea:ing largely in those Liberal clap-traps which have 
always been the chief part of his political stock-in-trade. He wound 
up the Session by a bitter attack on Granville and John Russell, when 
the latter was not in the House, and the House of Lords had ended its 
siitings, so the former had no opportunity of answering him. He was 
quite wrong in what he said, and so far as G<ranville> and J <ohn, 
were concerned could have been easily answered; but he broke out 
in his old style about foreign politics and Austria, and had the as
surance to allude to his own I tal ian policy, and the silly impertinence 
to say that Austria wou :d have done much better to take his advice 
and relinquish all her Italian dominions-all of which was loudly 
cheered and greatly admired by his Radical friends, but the whole 
exhibition regretted and blamed by the more sensible of his own 
adherents. This speech proved that he has given up all idea of re
turning to the F.O., which indeed he professes not to desire. 

The above is a very brief and imperfect sketch of the spirit in which 
the recent short Session has been carried on by the different parties 
and leaders, presenting a very unsatisfactory prospect for the future; 
for while a more disgraceful and more degraded Government than 
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this cannot be imagined, it is difficult to see (if they fall) how any 
fresh combination can be formed, likely to be efficient, popular, and 
durable. It will be equally difficult to do without, and to do with, 
John Russell. The Whigs will acknowledge no other Leader; their 
allegiance to him is very loose and capricious; he has lost his popu
larity and his prestige in the country, and has very little personal in
fluence. Then the unappeasable wrath of the Irish Catholics, who 
will come to Parliament brigaded together, and above all things de
termined on his personal exclusion, will make any Government of 
which he is either the Head, or the H. of C. Leader, next to impossible. 
Nothing in the present balanced state of parties can resist a compact 
body of sixty or seventy men acting together by word of command, 
and putting a veto on one particular man. No past services nor any 
future expectations will atone for the Durham Letter, which they 
seem pledged to a man never to forget or forgive. The Country all this 

: time seems to be in a state of complete indifference. The elections are 
':arried on by the opposite parties, but there appears to be no strong 
( urrent of public opinion in favor of or against any men or any 
n:easures. While the press thunders away against Derby and the deep 
di ; :mor of his political conduct, the masses seem mighty indifferent 
on tl:'e subject, and as the very conduct that is impugned is principally 
his shuffling out of his engagement to the cause of Protection, people 
only become more indifferent from seeing that Free Trade is virtually 
safe, and so long as the great prosperity (now prevailing) continues, 
the country at large does not seem to care a straw whether Lord 
Derby or Lord anybody else is in office. The zeal of the party in power 
is always greater (ceteris paribus) than that of those in Opposition, 
unless some great object is in agitation and at stake, and the Derbyites 
will make more strenuous efforts to keep the power they have got, 
than their opponents will to wrest it from them. 

London, July 23rd.-After passing a fortnight at Bath, I returned to 
town (a fortnight ago). The Elections are now nearly over, all indeed 
except some of the Irish. They have been on the whole very unsatis
factory in every respect, and nothing can be more unpromising than 
our political prospects. The end has been a very considerable gain to 
the Government, one with which they profess to be perfectly satisfied, 
and they are quite confident of being able to defeat any attempts to 
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turn them out. In this, 1 think, they are right, for they certainly will 
have more than 300 in the H. of Commons, all Derbyites, staunch 
supporters, and moveable liA:c a regiment. The Opposition will num
ber as many, or perhaps rather more; but that is counting Whigs, 
Radicals (of different degrees:, Pedites, and the Irish Brigade,
ditfcrcnt factions, greatly at variance amongst each other, and who 
will rarely combine for any political object. There may be about fifty 
or sixty people who will not con:;ider themselves as belonging to the 
Government nor to the Opposition, but of whom the majority will 
probably support the Government, except on particular questions. 
Disraeli boasts that he shall have 330 followers, and that he knows 
where to look for stray votes. He probably overrates his regular force, 
but he will no doubt get a great many of the neutrals. The most re
markable and most deplorable features of the recent election are the 
exclusion of so many able and respectable men; the malignant and 
vindictive as well as stupid and obstinate spirit evinced by the con
stituencies, especially the agricultural, and their bigotry and pre
judices, as well as total indifference to character and intellectual 
eminence. The conduct of the Government and their supporters has 
ileen just what might have been expected from their language in 
Parliament: they have sacrificed every other object to that of catching 
votes; at one time and in one place representing themselves as Free 
Traders, and in another as Protectionists, and everywhere pandering 
to the tg-norance and bigotry of the masses by fanning the ~o-Popery 
flame. Disraeli announced that he had no thoughts, and never had 
any, of attempting to restore Protection in the shape of import duties; 
but he made magnificent promises of the great things the Government 
mean to do for the Farmers and owners of land, by a scheme of the 
nature and details of which he refused to reveal anything whatever; 
and ail those ~comprising almost everybody; who have found them
selves obliged to abandon Corn Laws, and to subscribe to the big 
loaf doctrine, have nevertheless ta:kcd !argely of Protection in the 
shape of compensation and of j usticc to the landed interest by means 
of fiscal arrangements; and all this has so far succeeded, thal, except 
in one or two counties, the ~Farmers have been as rabid against Free 
·rradc and for Protection as if the Government had never renounced 
their o~d Protectionist principles, and there is no doubt thai they have 
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everywhere supported the Derbyite candidates from a conviction that 
they are to derive some great though unexplained advantage from 
the Government. This, and the religious cry, and the utter insensi
bility of the constituencies to the insincere and shuffling conduct of the 
Ministers and their supporters, have produced the strong party which 
we shall see established on the right side of the Chair when Parliament 
meets. 

There are also a good number of people who have supported 
Lord Derby from fear of a Radical alliance between J. Russell and 
Graham and the Manchester men, and the dread of their returning 
to power with a budget of new Reform Bills, and who really do believe 
that this Government is (as it pretends to be) a barrier against revo
lution. Indeed, the only satisfactory part of this general election is 
the undoubted proof it affords of the strength of the Conservative ele
ment in the country, and it is only to be regretted that it should be 
found all enlisted on the side of such a Government as this, and as
sociated with so much of ignorance and fanaticism. These last quali
ties, however, are common to both parties; and if I had ever been 
impressed with any popular notions of what is called the good sense 
of the people, I should be quite disabused of them now; for whichever 
way we turn our eyes, whether towards those who call themselves 
Conservative, or those who claim to be Reformers, we find the same 
evidence of unfitness to deal with important political questions, and 
to exercise an active influence on public affairs, and on both sides 
we are disgusted with the profligate means employed by candidates, 
who pander to every sort of popular prejudice, and in rare instances 
have the courage and honesty to face them, and to speak out plain 
and salutary truths. 

The only really creditable election is that of Edinburgh, where 
Macaulay was elected without solicitation, or his being a Candidate, 
and though he did not appear at the election, and the Constituency 
were well aware that his opinions were not in conformity with theirs 
on many subjects, especially on the religious ones, upon which they 
are particularly hot and eager. Nowhere else have character or 
ability availed against political prejudices and animosities. Dis
tinguished men have been rejected for mediocrities, by whom it is 
discreditable for any great constituency to be represented. The most 
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conspicuous examples of this incongruity have been Lewis in Here
fordshire, Sir G. Grey Xorthumberland, and Cardwell Liverpool. 
Pusey' was obliged to retire from Berks, and Buxtonz was beat in 
Essex, victims of Protectionist ill-humour and revenge. Both were 
succeeded by far inferior men, who have no other merit than those 
Protectionist longings which they do not pretend they shall ever have 
the means of gratifying. The friends of the late Government and all 
who abhor this one are of course infinitely disgusted and disheartened 
at such a state of things, having been very confident that the Govern
ment would be in a considerable minority, and that they would be 
powedess to go on against a majority, which, though scattered, would 
be overwhelming whenever it could be brought into united action; 
they are now obliged to perceive that the Government will be much 
too strong to be speedily turned out; and even if this should happen, 
that they are too strong to admit of any other Government bein~ 
formed with a chance of stability and power. 

This state of Parliamentary parties has had the effect of reviving 
the resentment of the Liberals against J. Russell, as they attribute to 
him and his mismanagement the defeat they have sustained at the 
election and the present unpromising condition of the Liberal party. 
And the wisest and most moderate men are now only intent on re
straining the impatience of those who would attack the Government 
as soon as possible, and are strenuously urging the policy of abstaining 
from all violent or vexatious opposition, and of giving the :Yiinistry 
fu;lleisure and opportunity of developing their policy and proposing 
their intended measures to the country. This policy will probably be 
adopted, for it appears to be the opinion of John Russell himself that 
it is advisable; but there is such a strong feeling against him that it is 
impossible to say what amount of influence he may be disposed or be 
permitted to exercise when the principal men of the various sections 
of opposition begin to consider of the tactics to be adopted. Brooks's 
grumbles audibly against John, and there is an evident indisposition 
to accept him again as Prime Minister. Fortescue came to the D. of 

' Philip Pusey (1799- r8ss:, brorhtT uf Dr Pmey; ~J.P. for Chippenham, 1830· ·I, fur 
Ca,hd, 1 831· 3, and fur Berl,, 11:!35 5'-'; became: a Free Trader in 184 7. 

' Si.r Edward :\'orth Buxton >B:~· :.i:l, ,c·cond barontet; YLP. for South E'"'""• 1R1-7 )-'• 
and fur J<;ast :\orfolk, 18:J7 8; surc<:t:tL:d tv the baronetcy, 184o. 
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Bedford the other day, told him this feeling was very strong and pre
valent, and urged him to make it known to his brother. 

The object of the malcontents is to prevail on Lord Lansdowne to 
put himself at the head of the party and the Government, if one can 
be made, not objecting to John's leading the H. of C. This is also the 
object of Palmerston, who would join Ld. Lansdowne's Cabinet, but 
would not serve under John R., though he would not object to serve 
with him.1 The Duke <of Bedford> came here to talk it over with me, 
saying he did not think John would kick at this plan, but that Lans
downe would never consent to it. I told him I did not think Lans
downe's consent so impossible as he imagined, but of course he only 
could or would agree to it upon its being urged upon him by John 
himself, and as the only way in which the Liberal Party could be 
united and any Government formed. We agreed, however, and in this 
Clarendon strongly concurred, that it would be better not to write to 
John on the subject (who is in Scotland), but to wait till He and his 
Brother meet, when the matter can be talked over; for if it is broached 
now all will depend on the view which his wife and her family take 
of the proposal, and if they should be adverse to it, they would poison 
his mind and render him difficult if not impracticable. But even if he 
should fully assent, it would only get rid of one difficulty, and I much 
doubt whether with such a numerous and compact Ministerial party 
and such a divided Opposition (agreeing only in hostility to Derby, and 
split on almost every great subject) it would be possible to form any 
other Government, much less one with strong and harmonious action. 

August znd.-At Goodwood all last week; glorious weather and the 
whole thing very enjoyable; a vast deal of great company-D. of 
Cambridge, D. ofMecklenburg,2 D. ofParma,3 D. ofSaxe-Weimar,4 
Father of P<rince> Edward. Derby was there-not in his usual up
roarious spirits, chaffing and laughing from morning till night, but 

' Curious that this scheme was eventually realised, not under Lord Lansdowne, but 
under Lord Aberdeen.-G. 

• George, Grand Duke of Mecklenburg-Strelitz (r77g-r86o), nephew of Queen Char
lotte; stayed at Shanklin, Isle of Wight, July r852. His eldest son, Frederick William, 
married Princess Augusta of Cambridge in r843. 

3 Charles III, Duke of Parma (r823-54). 
4 Duke Bernard of Saxe-Weimar, brother of the reigning Grand Duke Charles Frederick. 

His eldest son, Prince Edward of Saxe-Weimar (r823-1902), was brought up in England 
by Queen Adelaide his aunt; joined the British army, r84r; married Lady Augusta Len
nox, r8sr; served in the Crimea, r8ss; field-marshal, r8g7. 
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chearful enough, though more sedate than is his wont. We had no 
political talk at all, at least no general talk; but as the party was 
mainly Derbyite they communed no doubt amongst each other. They 
are by way of being very well satisfied with the result of the elections, 
and their adherents predict a long tenure of office. Derby, half in joke 
and half in earnest, talked of something that was to happen in a year's 
time, which he said would probably sec them out again. It is not yet 
admitted as a fact what the gain to Government is, nor what the 
rdative numbers are, but it may be taken roughly at about goo and 
odd Derbyites, thoroughgoing supporters; 50 or 6o that cannot be 
reckoned as belonging to either party; and the rest divided into 
various sections of opposition and greatly at variance with each other, 
except in a common sentiment of aversion and determined hostility 
to the Government. 

G. Lewis, whom I saw yesterday, gave me a deplorable account of 
the moral and intellectual state of the constituency of Herefordshire, 
enough to shake the strongest faith in popular institutions, and re
liance on what is called the good sense of the people. In Hereford
shire the battle was fought entirely upon the question of Free Trade. 
There was no religious element there. He was beat by the Farmers 
and the small Proprietors, men with small landed properties, by whom 
any diminution of rent was severely felt; and by the Clergy, who went 
against him to a man because their incomes had likewise suffered by 
the fall in the price of grain on which their tithe commutation is 
calculated. All these classes are animated with resentment against 
Free Traders, and deceived by the vague promises of the Government 
that some great relief is to be afforded to them in some unknown 
shape. The small freeholders were all for Lewis, and if they had voted 
for him as they had promised he would have gained his election; but 
no sort of intimidation and violence was spared towards them by the 
large Farmers, and they were frightened and driven to forfeit their 
pledges, and to vote against him. Their ignorance, he says, is complete. 
They never see a metropolitan newspaper, and the very little they 
read is in the local journals, which only seem to foster their prejudices 
and maintain their delusions. In many instances the voters did not 
know whom they were going to vote for, nor even who were the 
Candidates. They were made to vote against the Free Traders, and 
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sent to the poll with tickets for the three Protectionists. Out of all this 
chaos and confusion, so much delusion, such ignorance and easily 
excited bigotry, such vague and crude political ideas and wishes, the 
only wonder is that a House of Commons somehow emerges and pre
sents itself which is tolerably respectable in character and ability, and 
able to discharge its constitutional duties with credit and efficiency. 

August gth, Monday.-! called on Graham on Friday and found the 
Duke of Bedford with him. He was exceedingly dejected at the state 
of public affairs and the result of the elections, which he considered 
as more favourable to the Government than he had ever anticipated 
they would be; thinks the amount of bribery and violence which have 
prevailed has given a great stimulus to the question ofballot, for which 
the desire is rapidly extending, and that it will be difficult to oppose it. 
At the same time he thinks the evil and mischief of the ballot enor
mous, and more dangerous in its democratic tendency than any other 
measure of reform. He said he was in constant and very friendly 
communication with John Russell, and he considers (iri the event of 
a change of Government) that no arrangement will be feasible except 
placing him at the head of another Government. The Duke told him 
there was a scheme afloat to get Lord Lansdowne to take the chief 
place, which many of the discontented Liberals thought the only plan 
by which the party could be kept together, but Graham scouted this 
as impossible. This is what Palmerston wants, because it would re
move his difficulty; but G. thinks it will be impossible for any real 
reconciliation to take place between J.R. and Palmerston, and that 
there would be so many other difficulties, especially with Aberdeen 
(whom the Peelites regard as their chief), that Palmerston's return to 
office at all is out of the question, and he evidently regards as no 
improbable contingency a junction between Palmerston and Derby, 
which, we both told him, was quite inconsistent with the language of 
both P. and Ly. P., who always talked as ifhe belonged to the Liberal 
Party, and evinced a great dislike and contempt for the Derby 
Government. 

We then talked of the quarrel with America about the fisheries, r 

' In the summer of 1852 Sir John Pakington, as Colonial Secretary, addressed a dis
patch to the Governor of Canada stating his intention to interpret the Fisheries Convention 
of r8r8 with the United States in a manner more favourable to Canadian demands. This 
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\\chich G. looked upon as very serious, being in the hands of such 
i~norant blunderers as Pakington and Ylalmesbury, whose pre
cipitancy and imprudence had created the difficulty; and he con
templates the possibility of Pa:merston, moved by hatred and rivalry 
of Aberdeen, making common cause with the Government and join
ing them on the pretext of taking up a national question and fighting 
a national battle; but neither the D. nor 1 would agree to this being 
likely. G. told us he had had a very fricndJy correspondence with 
Gladstone, to whom he had wr!tttn to congratulate him on his elec
tion, and he read Gladstont.:'s reply, which was very cordial and 
amicable. 

The death of D'Orsay, which took place the other day at Paris, is 
a matter (not of political, but) of some social interest. ~ature had 
given him powers which might have raised him to very honorable 
distinction, and have procured him every sort of success, if they had 
been well and wisely employed, instead of the very reverse. He was 
extremely good-looking, very quick, lively, good-natured, and agree
able, with considerable genius, taste for, and knowledge of art, and 
very tolerably well-informed. Few amateurs have excelled him as a 
painter and a sculptor, though his merit was not so great as it ap
peared, because he constantly got helped, and his works retouched 
by eminent artists, whose society he cultivated, and many of whom 
were his intimate friends. His early life and connexion wiih the Bles
sington family was enveloped in a sort ofhalfmystcry, fur it was never 
exactly known how his ill-omened marriage was brought about; but 
the general notion was, that Lord Blessington and Lady B. were 
equaliy in love with him, and it is certain that his influence over him 
was unbounded. 1 Whatever his relations may have been with the rest 
of the family, he at all events devoted his whole life to her, and em-

pronouncement was followed up by the di,patch of a >quadron to :'lrorth American waters, 
wit'1 orders to prevent American tisht•rmen from fishing in the disputed area.'; and the ill
:.-ding thus produced in the Lnitt·d State' was nut dispelled until a new treaty was con
cttu:ko<i in <854· 

' I r was Lord Blessington who induced Alfnd D'Orsay, then a very young man, to 

rhruw up his commission in the Guard, of the KiHg of France :for which the French never 
lor1a v<- hirn:, ar.d to become a ffil'mb.;r t>f tlw lneosington family. This was done with a 
f(,rmal prom["~ to the count's family that 'J.e <hould be provided for, and a marriage was 
ar'C'urdmgly brought about between him ,wd the only daughter and heire'" of Lord 
.Bks,ill.[~t<.m by his first marriage, which turre<od out very ill.- R. 
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played all his faculties in making Gore House (where they resided 
together for many years) an attractive and agreeable abode. His 
extravagance at one period had plunged him into inextricable dif
ficulties, from which neither his wife's fortune, a large portion of 
which was sacrificed, nor the pecuniary aid of friends, on whom he 
levied frequent contributions, were sufficient to relieve him, and for 
some years he made himself a prisoner at Gore House, and never 
stirred beyond its four walls (except on a Sunday) to avoid being 
incarcerated in a more irksome confinement. Nothing, however, 
damped his gaiety, and he procured the enjoyment of constant 
society, and devoted himself assiduously to the cultivation of his talent 
for painting and sculpture, for which he erected a studio in the garden. 
He was extremely hospitable, and managed to collect a society which 
was very miscellaneous, but included many eminent and remarkable 
men of all descriptions, professions, and countries, so that it was 
always curious and often entertaining. Foreigners of all nations were 
to be met with there, especially Exiles and notabilities of any kind. He 
was the friend of Louis Napoleon and the friend of Louis Blanc, both 
of whom at different times I met at Gore House. He had a peculiar 
talent for drawing people out, and society might have been remark
ably agreeable there if the Lady of the House had contributed more 
to make it so, but She was so vulgar, unrefined and unnatural, and 
so totally without grace and tact, that She was a drawback instead of 
an ornament and agrement to the society. Of course no women ever 
went there, except a few who were in some way connected with 
D'Orsay and Ly. B., and exotic personages, such as Madame Guic
cioli, who lived with them whenever she came to England. There 
never was a foreigner who so completely took root in England as 
D'Orsay, except perhaps the Russian Matuscewitz. He spoke and 
wrote English perfectly, and he thoroughly understood the country. 
He was always ridiculing the crude and absurd notions which his own 
countrymen formed of England; they came here, and after passing 
a few weeks in scampering about seeing sights, they fancied they 
thoroughly understood the genius and the institutions of the country, 
and talked with a pretension and vain complacency which D'Orsay 
used to treat with excessive contempt, and lash with unsparing 
ridicule. He had in fact become thoroughly English in tastes, habits 

GMVI 
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and ;JUrsuib; his antecedent life, his eonnexion with Lady Blessing
tor., and the vague but prevalent notion of his profligate and immoral 
character, made it impossiblt: for him to obtain admission into the 
best society, but he managed to 14"ather about him a miscellaneous 
but n Limerous assemblage of per'Sunages not fastidious, or troubled by 
any scruples of a refined mora:ity, which made Gore House a con
siderable socia; notability in its ""ay. Lyndhurst and Brougham were 
constant guests; the Bulwers, Land~nT, ..\lacready, all Authors, 
Artists, and men eminent in any liberal profession, mixed with 
Strangers of every country and colour; and D'Orsay's fashionable 
associates made the House a very gay and often agreeable resort. 
·whatever his faults may have been, and his necessities made him 
unscrupulous and indelicate about money matters, he was very 
obliging, good-natured, and serviable; partly from vanity and 
ostentation, but also in great measun: from humane motives, he was 
always putting himself forward to promote works of charity and 
beneficence, and he exerted a:J the intluence he possessed :, . ;1ich was 
not inconsiderable~ to assist distressed genius and merit in every class. 
He was very anti-Orleanist during the reign of Louis Philippe, and 
though his connexions were Legitimate, his personal sympathies were 
enlisted on the side of L. ~apolcon, with whom he had comiderable 
intimacy here, and whose future greatnes5 he a:ways anticipated and 
predicted. \Vhen the derangement of Lady B1Jessington -'s affairs 
broke up the establishment at Gore House, and compelled her to 
migrate to Paris, D'Orsay natural:y ex;)ected that the elevation of L.~. 
would [ead to some good appointment fiJr himself, and he no doubt 
was deeply mortified at not obla.ining any, and became a frondeur in 
comequence. It was, however, understood that the President wished 
w give him a mission ~and he eertain~y was very near being made 
Minister at Hanover; but that his .\linisters would not consent to it. 
He was unpopular in France and il:-looked upon, in consequence of 
ha\ ing quitted the army when ordered on active service, in what was 
considered a discreditable manner, and consequently his social 
position at Paris was not near so good as that which he enjoyed in 
England, though it was of the same description, as he lived chiefly 
with Authors, Artists, and Actors, or rather Actresses; but a short 
time ago, when the President was become omnipotent and could dis-
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pense his patronage and his favors as he pleased, he created a place 
for D'Orsay1 which exactly suited his taste, and would have made the 
rest of his life easy, if he had continued to live, and his Patron con
tinued to reign. 

August I I th.-A great deal of communication has been taking place 
between the D. ofBedford, Clarendon, and Graham, who are all in 
town, and between them, by correspondence, and John Russell, 
Lansdowne, Grey, and others; the result of the whole exhibiting a 
deplorable state of disunion and disorganisation in the Liberal party, 
and the prospect of enormous and apparently irreconcileable dif
ficulties when they come together. John R. and Graham are upon 
very intimate and cordial terms, and so are John and Aberdeen. The 
Whigs are divided, some being entirely for John Russell, while others, 
still resenting his past conduct, and many personally dissatisfied with 
him, are strongly opposed to his being again Prime Minister. The 
Peelites (Graham thinks) would not consent to join a Government 
of which he was to be at the Head. The object ofFortescue and others 
is to reconstitute the Whig Party with additions, and Lansdowne at 
the head of it. In the course of a very friendly and frank corre
spondence Graham has lately intimated to John the objections that 
might be raised in certain quarters to his being again Prime Minister, 
to which he responded without any anger, but said he had long ago 
made up his mind not to belong to any Government unless he was 
replaced in his old post, and that he should consider it 'a degradation' 
to accept any other; but if a Liberal Government was formed under 
another Chief he would give it every aid in his power. Graham com
bated the idea of its being any degradation to take another office, and 
give way to another Chief, if circumstances imperatively demanded 
such a sacrifice of him, and said it could be no degradation to him to 
be what Mr. Fox was in I8o6, Secretary for Foreign Affairs, and 
leader of the H. of C. The D. of B. wrote to John on the same topic, 
and told him what he had heard from different quarters; but John 
took it ill, and wrote a much crosser letter than he did to Graham, 
and Lady John wrote a very angry one, so that it is evident the ques
tion of Headship will itself be very difficult to arrange. 

Then there is the question of Reform in Parliament. To this John R. 
1 Connected with the Department of the Fine Arts. 
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is entirely and irrevocably committed, and Graham thinks he can 
rct;J.rn lo office on no other turns, while Lansdowne and several of 
the leading Whigs are vehement:y op;:JOsed to it, and the U)rmt-r 
would certainly not accept ~he o:Tice of Premier, probabiy not join 
the Government at a:l, except on an understanding that there should 
be no Reform at all, or a mL-asure infinitely less than john R. is com
mitted to. Then Palmerston :s a(_{ain~t RcfiJrm, and the Pedites are 
divided or undecided abou it. :\ cwcastle would go with j. R. and be 
a Reformer; Gladstone and Sidney }Lerbert might probably go the 
other way. The Whig Party are divided abo, and I own I do not see 
how any other Covernm~:nt could by possibility be formed which 
could obtain Liberal support cnou~~h to stand, and yet ag-ree on this 
q ucstion. In the event of a change another election would be indis
pcnsa biy necessary; and if tb: q ~_;,est:on of Reform was to be the one 
put before the country for its decision, it is as likely as not that the 
Cour.try would decide against it. Most assured:y at the recent elec
tion 'Reform' found no very extensive favor among the constitu
cnc:es, ar.d a good deal of Derby's popularity arose from the notion 
:hat his is a Conservative Government, and a barrier against revo
:utionary measures. At this moment, while there is i{enera~ ;Jrosperity 
and content, the country is in a Conservative humour, an(~ does not 
wi:-h f(Jr organic changes, nor will it wish fiJr any such un:il pressure 
or clist.ress of some sort shall occur, when it might be exci!.ed and de
luded :nto a desire for change. Wha: public opinion requires is re
fiJrm of the law, and those arner.dments of an administrative kind 
which tead tu practical results intellig;cbk to all, and these the Derby 
Government may give the peop;c, and wi~l do so if they are wise. 
This Government is certainly on the whok rather popular than not, 
and its ambiguous and insincere cond:.1c t has failed to discredit it with 
those who were favorable to its advent to power. [:\obudy seems to 
care fiJr its base and mean conduct, and] it has got the whole body of 
the agriculturists, all the Chun-h, and a large proportion of the 
wca::hy middle classes on its s]de, at :cast 300 devoted adherents in 
the I l. of Commons, and an Op:msition in a state of disunion, with
out a LC"ader, and full of personal aatipathies, and incompatible ob
jects, opinions and pretensions. A more hopeless fix I never recollect. 
If this Government were better composed, and its members had more 
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experience and ability, and higher principles, it would have little dif
ficulty in maintaining itself against such a discordant Opposition; but 
so far as one can judge, it seems probable that they will create great 
reverses for themselves by their blunders, and by the disgust which 
their dishonesty has given, and will give, to some of the more con
sistent or more obstinate of their own friends. 

The Duke of Rutland confided to the D. of Bedford the other day 
that he is very uneasy about Granby, who is extremely dissatisfied 
with the course the Government is taking, and much inclined to give 
utterance to his feelings and opinions. His Father has done his best to 
pacify him, but finds him very difficult to move. The Duke of R. 
remonstrated that he would seriously injure the Government he was 
attached to, and his own brother, who was a member of it; to which 
he replied he would not abstain from attacking his own Brother if he 
chose to desert the principles he had always maintained. The D. 
of B. told the D. of R. he thought Granby's feelings did him great 
credit; that though his conclusions were unsound, his conscientious 
adherence to the principles he had always avowed, and still main
tained, were very honorable to him, and so he should tell him when 
he saw him. This schism is important, and if they cannot muzzle 
Granby will prove very injurious to the Government; but I suppose 
they will talk him over before Parliament meets, and humbug him 
as they have done so many others, at least for a time. Meanwhile in 
the midst of such confusion and difficulty as the Liberal cause is in
volved in, John Russell has taken one step towards clearing the way, 
for he has requested Aberdeen to communicate with Gladstone, New
castle, and Sidney Herbert, and ascertain what their disposition is 
concerning a junction, and what their views are. This may probably 
lead to something one way or another. 

August 28th.-Went to Bolton Abbey for two days before York races, 
then to Nun Appleton for them; since that to Brocket, and back to 
town/ Found nothing new except a letter fromJ.R. to Clarendon, 
the contents of which greatly surprised C. and the D. ofB., as he said 

' In a letter to Mrs Henry Baring, dated August 26th, 1852, Greville writes: 'I had a 
very good week at York in a small way ... I won, stakes and bets and all, about £sooo and 
ought to have won much more' (Letters of Greville and Reeve, p. 212). Greville's horse 
'Frantic' won the Ebor St Leger and his 'Adine' the Yorkshire Oaks and the Great Ebor 
Handicap. 
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Jn reference to Reform; that he was not disposed to insist on dis
franchisement, and certainly should not propose it against the opinion 
and wishes of many ofhis friends. For this moderation and concession 
they were not prepared. The great question for the Liberal party io 
decide now is, whether they shall propose any amendment to the 
Address, and John Russell and Charles Wood both think this should 
not be done without absolute necessity, but that if anything is said in 
the Queen's Speech indicative of Protectionist intentions, or any slur 
thrown on Free Trade, then they cannot avoid some affirmative ex
pression of their own principles and of the benefits resulting from 
them; but nothing wi:l be decided on till Parliament meets and they 
know what Derby is going to do. They have made Granby Lord
Lieutenant of Lincolnshire, which will probably have the effect of 
stopping his mouth, (f it does not remove his discontent. 

Cowley has been to me to consu~t me about a communication he 
has had from Derby about his Proxy, which D. has desired to have 
placed in his hands. C., who accepted the post at Paris from the late 
Government on the express condition that it should not be a political 
appointment, and he not bound to support them in the H. of Lords, 
justly thinks it would be inconsistent with that understanding if he 
were now to join this Government and give them his proxy, and he 
has declined to do so. He had an interview with Derby, and told him 
all this. D. took it ill, drew up and said he thought this a different 
case, and that he ought to give him the Proxy. He added that he was 
placed in a very diflicult position, not even knowing that he had a 
majority in the H. of L, and as he considered this the last chance of 
establishing a Conservative Covernment in this country he felt bound 
to make every exertion to maintain himself in power, and he intimated 
as much as that on his consent to give his proxy would depend his re
taining the Embassy. C. and I concocted a letter to Derby, in which 
he gave his reasons for declining to do this, but that he would place it 
in the Duke of Wellington's hands. This is not of much importance; 
but it evinces (from Derby's tunc as well as conduct) a sense of in
security and difficulty as to his position greater than I thought he felt. 

They don't appear to have so great a contempt for .Yialmesbury at 
the F.O. as I should have expected. Mellish of the Foreign Office told 
me the other day that he had one very good quality, firmness; that 
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his firmness brought about the settlement of the Danish question, and 
in the office he was evidently resolved to maintain his own authority 
against young Stanley who was disposed to encroach on it. He said he 
had seen Malmesbury put down Stanley with great tact, when the 
other showed a disposition to take upon himself. The fact is, he is not 
a stupid man at all, but ignorant and inexperienced to the greatest 
degree. 

August 31st, Tuesday.-To Brocket with Clarendon on Saturday, 
and came back yesterday. Before I went, I saw Graham, and found 
him fully persuaded that a change is about to take place in the 
Government, which (if it does) he fancies he has indirectly been in
strumental in bringing about. He said that Goulburn came to him 
the other day and told him Walpole (who is a great friend of Gaul
burn's) is very sick of his office, and annoyed at the mess he has got 
into about the Militia; that he wanted very much to be Solicitor
General originally, and that he now finds himself thrown out of his 
profession of the law, and holding a situation which he may lose any 
day, is thereby in fact ruined. Graham said, Why don't he take the 
vacant Vice-Chancellorship? and Derby may offer the Home Secre
taryship to Palmerston, who is the man (if any can) to get them out of 
the Militia difficulty. Goulburn seemed to catch at this suggestion, 
and Graham has no doubt he suggested it to Walpole; and he has 
entirely persuaded himself that the arrangement will take place. He 
says Disraeli would concede the lead to Palmerston, and as P. would 
only join on Protection being formally abandoned, it would give 
Derby a capital opportunity of giving it up and of satisfying his party 
by giving them Palmerston, and with him a secure tenure of office. 
He says, ifP. joined, Gladstone would probably follow, and then they 
would have a strong Government; all the Conservatives opposed to 
Reform would rally round it, and they would be able to go on. 
Clarendon and I talked it over, and without arriving at Graham's 
conclusions, we both agreed that this arrangement was not improb
able. It seems to be the interest both of Derby and Palmerston to 
make it; and if Protection should be given up, there appears no dif
ference between them, for Palmerston is a strenuous Anti-Reformer. 
It seems John Russell has written to Graham in the same terms as to 
Clarendon, and said he would not propose any disfranchisement 
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without the assent of his Whi~ friends. Graham sent him a letter of 
J nc Parkes' in which t.ha t wunh y said the Radicals wen: well disposed 
towards John, and he sketched ti1e sort of Rdl>rm Bill that ought to 
be proposed, to which john wrote rather a lofty answer, and in a more 
p<"remptory style than Cral1a:n E:ced. The truth is he is in this fix, that 
he cannot do much without offending the Whigs, nor little without 
a:ienating the Radica:s; nor do I see how this difficulty is to be got 
0\'t:T. 

London, September 18th, Saturda)'. -It was at Doncaster on \Vedncs
day morning last that I heard of tht: Duke of Wellington's death, 
which at first nobody believed, but they speedily telegrapht:d up to 
I ,ondon, and the answer proved that the report was correct. Don
caster was probably the only place in the Kingdom where the sensa
tion caused by this event was not absorbing and profilUnd; but there, 
on the morning of the St. Leger, most people were too much occupied 
with their own concerns to bestow much thought or Lamentation on 
this great national loss. Everywhere else the excitement and regret 
have been unexampled, and the Press has been admirable, especia:ly 
the 'Times,' the biograph :Cal notice and article in which paper ~have 
been exceedingly admired -they J were both composed many months 
ago, and submitted to me, the one by Delane and the otht:r by Reeve, 
who wrote it in the course of the winter. But the not~ccs of the.: Duke 
and the characters drawn of him have been so able and elaborate in 
all the newspapers, that they leave lin:t: or nothing to be said of him. 
S~ill, there were minute traits of character and peculiarities about the 
Duke which it was impu~si:)le fiJr mere public writers and men per
sonally unacquainted w:th him to seize, but t!1e knowledge and ap
preciation of which arc necessary in order to form a just and complete 
conception of the man. In spitt· of some foible~ and fau1ts, he was, 
beyond aa doubt, a very great man -the only great man of the 
;Jrt·sent time-and comparab:t:, in point of ({reatness, to the most 
eminent of those who have lin·c: before him. His greatness was the 
resu:t of a few striking qualities a perfect simplicity of character 
wit:1out a particle of vani:y or conceit, but with a thorough and 
strenuous self-reliance, a severe : rudtfu:ness, never misleJ by fancy or 
exaggeration, and an ever-abidin'~ sense of duty and obligation which 
madt: him L:1e humblest ofc:tizcns and most obedient of .. ubjects. The 
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Crown never possessed a more faithful, devoted, and disinterested 
subject. Without personal attachment to any of the Monarchs whom 
he served, and fully understanding and appreciating their individual 
merits and demerits, he alike reverenced their great office in the per
sons of each of them, and would at any time have sacrificed his ease, 
his fortune, or his life, to serve the Sovereign and the State. Passing 
almost his whole life in command and authority, and regarded with 
universal deference and submission, his head was never turned by the 
exalted position he occupied, and there was no duty, however humble, 
he would not have been ready to undertake at the bidding ofhis lawful 
superiors, whose behests he would never have hesitated to obey. Not
withstanding his age and his diminished strength, he would most 
assuredly have gone anywhere and have accepted any post in which 
his personal assistance might have been essential to the safety or ad
vantage of the State. He had more pride in obeying than in com
manding, and he never for a moment considered that his great posi
tion and elevation above all other subjects released him from the same 
obligation which the humblest of them acknowledged. He was utterly 
devoid of personal and selfish ambition, and there never was a man 
whose greatness was so thrust upon him. It was in this dispassionate 
unselfishness, and sense of duty and moral obligation, that he was so 
superior to Napoleon Bonaparte, who, with more genius and fertility 
of invention, was the Slave of his own passions, unacquainted with 
moral restraint, indifferent to the well-being and happiness of his 
fellow-creatures; and who in pursuit of ariy objects at which his mind 
grasped trampled under foot without remorse or pity all divine and 
human laws, and bore down every obstacle and scorned every con
sideration which opposed themselves to his absolute and despotic will. 
The Duke was a good-natured, but not an amiable man; he had no 
tenderness in his disposition, and never evinced much affection for 
any of his relations. His nature was hard, and he does not appear to 
have had any real affection for anybody, man or woman, during the 
latter years ofhis life and since thedeath of Mrs. Arbuthnot, to whom 
he probably was attached, and in whom he certainly confided. 
Domestic enjoyment he never possessed, and, as his wife was in
tolerable to him (though he always kept on decent terms with her, at 
least, ostensibly), he sought the pleasure of women's society in a 
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variety of capricious liaisons :from which his age took off all scandal:, 
that he took up or iaid aside and changed as fancy and inclination 
prompted him. His intimate friends and adherent<> used to smile at 
the5e senile engouemem~, but sometimes had to regret the ridicuk tu 
which they would have e)\, posed him if a general reverence and reg;ard 
had not made him a privikgul person, and permitted him to do what 
no other man could have done with impunity. In his younger days 
he was extremely addint·d to g-a:lantry, and had great success with 
womtn, of whom one in Spain gaintd great influence over him, and 
his passion for whom very nearly involved him in serious difficulties. 
His other Ladies did litile more than amuse his idle hours and sub
serve his social habits, and with most of them his liaisons were cer
tainly very innocent. He had been very fond of Grassini, 1 and the 
successful lover of some women of fashion, whose wea~messes have 
never been known, though perhaps suspected. These habits of female 
intimacy and gossip led him to take a great interest in a thousand 
petty affairs, in which he delighted to be mixed up and consulted. 
He was always ready to enter into any personal matters, intrigues, or 
quarrels, political or socia: difficul;.ies, and to give his advice which 
gencra::y :though not invariably; was very sound and good; but 
latterly he became morose and inaccessible, and cursed and swore at 
t be people "ho sought to approach him, even on the most serious and 
necessary occasions. 

Although the Duke's mind was still very vigorous, and he wrote 
very good papers on the various subjects which were submitted for his 
judgement and opinion, his prejudices had become so much stronger 
and more unassailable, that he gave ~Teat annoyance and a good deal 
of difiiculty to ihe .Ylinisters who had to transact business with him. 
He was opposed to almost every sort of change and reform in the 
military administration, and it was a task of no small difficulty to steer 
between the exigencies of pub:ic opinion and his objections and re
sistance. And as it was a:ways deemed an object to keep him in good 
humour, and many considerations forbade anything like a dissension 
with him, and an appeal against him to the public, the late :Vlinisters 

. JosqJhine Gra."ini : rnJ~ I8;)o:; mack ~.,.r dihut as a UJntra~to at the "'cala, .\lilan, 
I 794; <ang at the fite nationale. in the Ch;u:;,p d<· .\lar>, Paris, r8oo; spent rwo y<'ar; in 
London, 18u4 ·6; engaged by~apolc<Jn a' a Court singer, t8o&··Ij; ,;mg at .\lican, t817, 
but had lc"t her voice. 
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often acted, or refrained from acting, in deference to his opinions and 
against their own, and took on themselves all the responsibility of 
maintaining his views and measures, even when they thought he was 
wrong. His habits were latterly very solitary, and after the death of 
Arbuthnot he had no intimacy with any one, nor any friend to whom 
he could talk freely and confidentially. As long as Arbuthnot lived 
he confided everything to him, and those who wished to communicate 
with the Duke almost always did so through him. 

Notwithstanding the friendly and eulogistic terms in which he spoke 
of Sir Robert Peel just after his death, it is very certain that the Duke 
disliked him and had a bad opinion of him, and during the latter 
part of their Administration he seldom had any communication with 
Peel except such as passed through Arbuthnot. The Duke deeply 
resented, and I believe never heartily forgave, Peel's refusal to have 
anything to do with the Administration he so unwisely undertook to 
form on Lord Grey's sudden resignation in 1832, in the middle of the 
Reform contest; but this did not prevent his advising King Wm. to 
make Peel Prime Minister, and taking office under him in 1835, and 
again in 1841. They acted together very harmoniously during Peel's 
Administration, but the Duke (though he sided with Sir Robert when 
the schism took place) in his heart bitterly lamented and disapproved 
his course about the Repeal of the Corn Laws, not so much from 
aversion to Free Trade as because it produced a fresh and final break
up of the Conservative Party, which he considered the greatest evil 
which could befall the country. But whatever may have been his real 
sentiments with regard to various public men, he never allowed any 
partialities or antipathies to appear in his manner or behaviour to
wards them, and he was always courteous, friendly, and accessible to 
all (especially those in office) who had recourse to him for his advice 
and opinion. He had all his life long been accustomed to be con
sulted, and he certainly liked it to the last, and was pleased with the 
marks of deference and attention which were continually paid to him. 

His position was eminently singular and exceptional, something 
between the Royal Family and other subjects. He was treated with 
greater respect than any individual not of Royal birth, and the whole 
Royal Family admitted him to a peculiar and exclusive familiarity 
and intimacy in their intercourse with him, which, while he took it in 
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the easiest manner, and as if natural~y due to him, he never abused 
or prest:rncu upun. :\'o man was more respectful or defi:rcntial to
wards the SonTeign and other Royal personages, but at the same 
time he always ~ave them his opinions and counsels w~th perft-ct 
frankness and -,\nn:rity, and never condescended to mod,fy them to 
suit their pn:jul~ices or wishes. Cpoc every occasion of difficulty, 
public or pri~atc, he was alway:s appealed to, and he was always ready 
to come forward and give his assistance and advice in his character
i:;tic plain, and ~traitforward manner. If he had written his own 
memoirs, he might !::.ave given to the wodd the most curious history 
of his own times that ever was composed, but he was the last man w 
deal in autobiog-raphy. One of his peculiarities was never to tell any· 
body where he was going, and when my brother or his own Suns 
wished to be acquainted with his intentions or his whereabout, they 
were obliged to a:)ply to the Housekeeper, to whom he was in the 
habit of making them known, and nobody ever dared to ask him any 
questions on the subject. He was profuse but careless and undis
criminating in his chari:ics, and consequently he was continually im
po~cd upon, especially by peo~)le who pretended to have served under 
him, or to be the descendants or connexions of those who had, and it 
was very difEcult to restrain his disposition to send money to every 
applicant whu approathcd him under that pretence. Partly from a 
:ofty fedicg of independence and disinterestedness, and part:y from 
indiffen:nce, he was a \cry bad Patron to his rda:.ions and adherents, 
and never wou:d make any applications for their benefit. The eome
quence was that he wa~ not an object of affection, even to those whu 
looked up to him "'; th profound veneration and respect. He held 
popularity in great contunpt, and never seerr:eu touched or pleased 
at the manifestations of popu:ar admiration and attachmem of which 
i1e was the object. vVhcnever he appeared in pu :)lie he was always 
surrounded by crowds of people, and when he wa:ked abroad every
body who met him sa:uted h:rn; but he never seemed to notice the 
curiosity or the civi:ities which his vn·scm e elicited. 

October 22nd.-As usual a long interval, for since the Duke's death 
1 have had nothing to wri~e about. The distribution of his oflices and 
honors l1as not given satisfaction. The Prince has shown !ittle judge
ment ic making himself the Hl'ir of his military appointments; and 
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there is something ridiculous as well as odious in his doing so. The 
appointment of Fitzroy Somerset would have been more popular than 
that of Hardinge to the command of the army, especially with the 
army; but I have no doubt the Court insisted on having Hardinge, 
who is a great favourite there. 

Matters in politics remain much as they were. There has been a 
constant interchange of letters between John Russell and his leading 
friends and adherents, and conversations and correspondence be
tween these and Palmerston, the result of the whole being a hopeless 
state of discord and disagreement in the Liberal party, so complete 
that there appears no possibility of all the scattered elements of op
position being combined into harmonious action, the consequence of 
which can hardly fail to be the continuance in office of the present 
Government. The state of things may be thus summed up: John 
Russell declares he will take no office but that of Premier, considering 
any other a degradation; but he does not want office, and if a Liberal 
Government can be formed under anybody else he will give it his best 
support. He resents greatly the expressed sentiments of those who 
would put him by and chuse another Prime Minister, and this resent
ment his belongings foster as much as they can. Palmerston professes 
personal regard for John, but declares he will never again serve under 
him, though he would with him, and his great object has been to 
induce Ld. Lansdowne to consent to put himself at the head of a 
Government (if this falls) under whom he would be willing to serve, 
and he would consent to John's leading the H. of C. as heretofore. 
This he communicated to the Duke of Bedford in conversation at 
Brocket, and he afterwards wrote a detailed account of that con
versation to Lansdowne himself, which was an invitation to him to 
act the part he wished to allot to him. Lansdowne wrote him an 
answer in which he positively declined to put himself at the head of a 
Government, stating various reasons why he could not, and his con
viction that John Russell was the only man who could be at the head 
of one hereafter. With regard to other opinions, Graham is heart and 
soul with John, and decidedly in favor of his supremacy. The Whig 
party are divided, some still adhering to him; others, resenting his 
conduct in the past Session and distrusting his prudence, are anxious 
for another Chief, but without having much considered how another 
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is to be found, nor the consequences of deposing him. The Radicals 
are in an unseukd and undecided state, neither entirely favorable nor 
entirely hostile to John; the Pcelite~ are pretty unanimously against 
him, and not overmuch disposed to join with the Whig party, being 
still more or less deluded with the hope and bdiefthat they may form 
a Government themselves. Graham has always maintained (and, 
as I thought, with great probability) that it would end in Palmer
stan's joining Derby, and at this moment such an arrangement seems 
exceedingly likely tu happen. Thne were two or three articles not 
long ago in the · :\lorning Post' :his own paper) which tended that 
way. I have just been fi>r two days to Broadlands, where I had a good 
deal of talk. with him and with her, and I came away with the con
viction that it wou:d end in his joining thi~ Government. He ad
mitted it to be a possible contingency, but said he could not come in 
alone, and only in the event of a remodelling of the Cabinet and a 
sweep of many of the incapables now in it. Sidney Herbert, who was 
there, told me he had ta!kcd to him in the same tone, and talked of 
eight seats being vacated in the Cabinet, and as if he expected that 
nobody should certainly remain there but Derby, Disradi, and the 
Chancellor. 1t is n ident from this that it depends on Derby himself 
to have him, and if he tram<.:s measures and announces principles such 
as would enable Pa.lmerston with credit and consistency to join him, 
and if he will throw over a sufficient number of his present crew, he 
may so strengthen his Government as to make it secure for some time. 
It may, however, be a matter of considerable difficulty to turn out a 
great many colkag-ucs, and as much for Palmerston to find people to 

bring in with him; for though he is very popular, and finds any 
amount of cheering in the House of Commons, he has no political 
adherents whatever, and if Derby was to place seats in the Cabinet at 
his disposal he has nobody to put into them, unless he could prevail on 
Gladstone, Herbert, etc. to go with him, which dot.:s not seem probable . 

• Vovember 3rd.-Since writing the a:)ove, circumstances have oc
curred which may have an important influence on future political 
events. John Russell, whether moved by his own reflexions or the 
advice or opinions of others 1 know not, has entirely changed his 
mind and become more reasonable, moderate, and pliable than he 
has hitherto shown himself. He has announced that if it should here-
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after be found practicable to form a Liberal Government under Lord 
Lansdowne, he will not object to serve under him, only reserving to 
himself to judge of the expediency of attempting such an arrange
ment, as well as of the Government that may be attempted to be 
formed. The letter in which he announced this to Lord L. was cer
tainly very creditable to him, and evinced great magnanimity. He 
desired it might be made known to Palmerston, which was done by 
Lord L. and P. replied with great satisfaction, saying, 'for the first 
time he now saw daylight in public affairs.' Lord L. was himself 
gratified at John's conduct to him, but he said that it would expose 
him to fresh importunities on the part ofPalmerston, and he seems by 
no means more disposed than he was before to take the burthen on 
himself, while he is conscious that it will be more difficult for him to 
refuse. He has been suffering very much, and is certainly unequal 
(physically) to the task, and (le cas echeant) he will no doubt try to 
make his escape; but, from what I hear of him, I don't think he will 
be inexorable if it is made clear to him that there is no other way of 
forming a Liberal Government, and especially if John himself urges 
him to undertake it. 

The other important matter is a correspondence, or rather a letter 
from Cobden to a friend of his, in which he expresses himselfin very 
hostile terms towards John Russell and Graham likewise, abuses the 
Whig Government, and announces his determination to fight for 
Radical measures, and especially the ballot. This letter was sent to 
Lord Yarborough, by him to the D. of Bedford, and by the Duke to 
John. He wrote a reply, or, more properly, a comment on it, which 
was intended to be, and I conclude was, sent to Cobden; a very good 
letter, I am told, in which he vindicated his own Government, and 
declared his unalterable resolution to oppose ballot, which he said 
was with him a question of principle, on which he never would give 
way. The result of all this is a complete separation betweenJohn and 
Cobden, and therefore between the Whigs and the Radicals. What 
the ultimate consequences of this may be it is difficult to foresee, but 
the immediate one will probably be the continuation of Derby in 
office. John is going to have a parliamentary dinner before the 
meeting, which many of his friends think he had better have left alone. 
He wrote to Graham and invited him to it. G. declined, and said he 
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should not come u;l to :he meeting. To this john responded that he 
migl:t do as he pka~cd about dining, but he warned him that his 
a:Jsence at the openin14 ufthe Session would give great umbrage to the 
pany and be injurious to h.im:-;elf. G. rep:ied that he would come up, 
but he has expressed w >orne of his correspondents his disapproval of 
the dinner. Charles \'il:ins ai{n:es with him about it, and so do I, but 
the Johnians are very indi'{nant with Graham, and considt:r his con
duct very base, thou~h I do not exactly see why. 

The question of na.tional dd(.·ncc occupies every~ody's mind, but 
it seems very doubtf;1l if any important measures wia be taken. The 
Chancdlor told Senior that the Government were quite satisfied with 
L "ouis.> _'\ ~apoleon 's pacific assurances, and saw no danger. It is not 
dear that john Russell partakes of !ill' general alarm, and whether he 
wiH be disposed :as many wis;l that he should; to convey to Derby an 
intimation that he will m;Jport any measure he may propose for the 
defence of the country, nor is it certain that Derby would feel any 
reliance on such assurances after what passed when he came into 
o!licc. On that occasion Derby called on john \who had just advi:;ed 
the (~ueen to send for him: and said on leaving him, 'I suppose you 
are nnt going to at~ack me and turn me out again,' which John 
a~surcd him he had no thoughts of, and directly after he convoked his 
Ciwsham Place meeting, w:1ich was certainly not very consistent with 
hi~ previous conduct, nor wi:h his engagement to Derby. 

{.\larch 13th, 1863. :_C.C.G.:; 
<End of f 'ol. Ill of Addtlioual JJS. c[l r tg. \ 
London, .Yovember 1 1 th, 1 tl j2. 1 passed two days at The Grove with 

John Russeil the end of:ast and beginning of this week, when he was 
in excellent health and spirits, and a very reasonabk composed state 
of mind. Then: were \Vi:sun, Panizzi, G. Lewis, and the D. of Bed
ford; very little talk a!mut ;Jolitics, except in a genera! way. John has 
been engaged in literary pursu:~s as the Executor of .\luore and the 
Depositary of Fox's papers, and he is about to bring out two volumes 
uf .\loore' and one of .Fox/ but in neither is there to be much of 
his own composition; he ha.,; mcre:y arranged the materials in eac)l. 

' .H, >;mirs, Journal and Conr>fxmdr.ttr< u/ ·z homos Aloore, edited by Lxd Juhn Rus>< II, 
I) ''·'1'. •8:)3 £. 

' _:latmrtal.< and Correspondence of Ow.rlt.\ Jam!'!> Fox, ed1ted by 1.ord John Rus>ell, 2 vob. 
!!l)J· 
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There has been great curiosity about the Queen's Speech, and a 
hundred reports of difficulties in composing it, and of dissensions in 
the Cabinet with regard to the manner in which the great question 
should be dealt with. As I know nothing certain on the subject, I will 
spare myself the trouble of putting down the rumours, which may 
turn out to be groundless or misrepresented. A great fuss has been 
made about keeping the Speech secret. They refused to communicate 
it to the newspapers, and strict orders were given at the Treasury to 
allow nobody whatever to see it. Derby, however, wrote to John that 
as he had always sent it to him, he should do the same, and accord
ingly he received it, and read it at his dinner, but those present were 
bound on honor not to communicate the contents of it. John and his 
friends have been all along determined, if possible, to avoid proposing 
an amendment. 

There was a Peelite gathering at a dinner at Hayward's, the day 
before yesterday, at which Gladstone, S. Herbert, Newcastle, F. 
Charteris, Sir J. Young, and others were present; and Hayward told 
me they were all united, resolved to act together, and likewise averse 
to an amendment if possible; but from the manner in which they have 
dealt with Free Trade, it is very doubtful whether Cobden at least, if 
not Gladstone, will not insist on moving an amendment. A very few 
hours will decide this point. 1 

<November> 12th.-The question of Protection or Free Trade, 
virtually settled long ago, was formally settled last night, Derby 
having announced in terms the most clear and unequivocal his final 
and complete abandonment of Protection, and his determination to 
adhere to, and honestly to administer, the present system. His speech 
was received in silence on both sides. There has not yet been time to 
ascertain the effect of this announcement on the various parties and 
individuals interested by it. 

November 16th.-Went yesterday to the lying in state of the D. of 
Wellington; 4 fine and well done, but too gaudy and theatrical, though 

' The new Parliament was opened by the Queen in person on November 1 Ith.-R. 
2 The body of the Duke of Wellington was brought on November roth from Walmer 

Castle to the hall of Chelsea Hospital, where it lay in state November r r-r7th. On the 
13th, the first day the general public were admitted, two women and a man were crushed 
to death. The funeral at St Paul's took place on the r8th, when it was estimated that a 
million and a half spectators were present. 

GMVI 
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:h:s :s Ur'.avoidable. Afterwards to St. Paul's to see it :it U?· The effect 
wa.s very ({Ood, but it was like a great rout; all London was there 
s:ru:1ing ar:d staring about in the midst of a thousand wnr~~men going 
en with their bu;;incss al: the same, and all the fine Ladies scrambling 
ovt"r vast mas~es of timlx:r, or ducking to avoid :he ~reat beams that 
wne constantly sweeping along. 'l'hese public tunerals are very cis
g-.ls:ir~ mci sentcntii. On Saturday severa! people wt·re k.ilkd and 
wo~;nded at Chchea; yesterday everything was order! y and well con
c:~Ktcd, and l heard of no accidents. 

C~arles \'::Jiers' motion, after much consultation and debate, 
\.,hc~her it should be brought on or not, settled in the affirmative, was 
concoctt"d by the Peditcs at a meeting at Aberdeen's, Graham pre
sent. Xo:htng could be more moderate, so moderate that it appeared 
next to impossible the:: Government could oppose it. Yesterday morn
ing there was a \iinistcrialist meeting in Downing Street, when Derby 
harangued his fi)l:owers . 

. \.ooembu 2 rst.-- L saw the Duke's funeral from Devonshire House. 
Rather a fine sight, and all well done, except the Car, which was 
tawdry, cum:mms, and vulgar. It was contrivt·d by a German ani~t 
at:achcd w the School of Design, and under Prince Albert's direction 
-no proof of his taste. The whole ceremony wi:hin St. Paul's and 

w:;hout went off admirably, and without mista!..es, mishaps, or acci
dn:ts; but as all the newspapers overflow with the deta:Js I may very 
we!! omit them here. 

:\ow that this great ceremony is ovcr, we have :cisure to turn our 
<hough:.s to po!itical matters. I have already said that Villiers pro
posed a mDd resolution which was drawn up by Graham at Aber
deen's hou~e, and agreed to by the Pcdite~.' Then came Derby's 
n'ecting, where he informed his followcrs that he must reserve to him
sc:r nHire liberty of dealing with Villiers' resolution as he thought 
:)est, but if he cor. tested it, and was beat, he should not resi~n. He 
:hen requested that if anyone had any objection to make::, or remarks 
to u!fer, on his proposed course, they would make them then and 

' On 'IOuvetnber lJTd Mr Char>e, v;c:ier, muved reoulc.t.cJW, U'.- the Hou"' ofCurnmom., 
dc:dd.1"i.w~ the adher•:I-c:e of Parliament to rhc principles of Free l rad" and appruv mg the 
"V"':' ,_,{ dw Curn :,aw' . .\lr Di,raeli moved an amendm,·m, not dLrecrly «dvcr'"· But 
"H' wrH·udment wa;. withdrawn m favour uf one 'nure <kilfully drawn by Lord Palmer
stun. On '''" ,)cc""'ivn Lonl Palme::rston rendtortd an '-'""ntial 'etvlct to Lord lJerby's 
Uuvernrnc:nt. R. 
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there, and not find fault afterwards. They all cheered, and nobody 
said a word; in fact they were all consenting to his abandonment of 
Protection, many not at all liking it, but none recalcitrant. Mter this 
meeting there was a reconsideration of Villiers' resolution. Cobden 
and Co. complained that it was too milk and water, and required that 
it should be made stronger. Mter much discussion Villiers consented 
to alter it, and it was eventually put on the table of the House in its 
present more stringent form. John Russell was against the alteration, 
and Gladstone and the Peelites still more so; but C. V. thought he 
could not do otherwise than defer to Cobden, after having prevailed 
on the latter to consent to no amendment being moved on the 
Address. There is good reason to believe that the Government would 
have swallowed the first resolution, but they could not make up their 
minds to take the second; and accordingly Disraeli moved an amend
ment in the shape of another resolution, and the battle will be fought 
on the two, Dizzy's just as strongly affirming the principle of Free 
Trade as the other, but it omits the declaration that the measure of 
'46 was 'wise and just.' At this moment nobody has the least idea 
what the division will be, nor how many of the most conspicuous men 
will vote, nor what the Government will do if they are beat. Moderate 
men on the Liberal side regret that the original resolution was changed, 
deprecate the pitched battle, and above all dread that the Govern
ment may resign if they are beat, which would cause the greatest con
fusion, nothing being ready for forming a Government on the Liberal 
side, and the Government would go out with the advantage of saying 
that they were prepared with all sorts of good measures which the 
factious conduct of their opponents would not let them produce. 
Things have not been well managed, and I expect the result of all 
these proceedings will be damaging to the Liberal interest, and rather 
advantageous to Derby. 

An incident occurred the other night in the H. of C., which exposed 
Disraeli to much ridicule and severe criticism. He pronounced a 
pompous funeral oration on the D. of Wellington, and the next day 
the 'Globe' showed that half of it was taken word for word from a 
panegyrick of Thiers on Marshal Gouvion de St. Cyr, 1 published in 

I Marshal Laurent Gouvion StCyr (r764-183o); commanded the French army in 
Catalonia, r8o8-g; marlchal de France, r8r2; Minister for War, r817-19; died at Hyeres, 
March 17th, 1830, 
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some Fn:ncl1 periodical. D' I. has been unmercifu!ly pelted ever 
since, and well deserves it for such a piece of fi)lly and bad taste. 
His excuse is, that he was struck by the passage, wrote it down, 
and, when he referred to it rt:cnn:y, forgot what it was, and 
thought it was his own com;)osition.' But this poor apology 
docs not save him. Derby spoke very well on the same mbject a 
few nights after in the H. of Lords, complimenting the authorities, 
the people, and foreign nations, particularly France. It is credit
able to L\ouis> X~apokon/ to have ordered Walewski to attend the 
funcra1.Z 

On Saturday night, a bout twelve o'clock, ~lary Berry died after a 
few weeks' illness, without suffering, and in possession of her faculties, 
the machine worn out, for She was in her goth year. As She was born 
nearly a century ago, and was the contemporary of my Grandfathers 
and Grandmothers, She was already a very old woman when I first 
became acquainted with her, and it was not till a later period :about 
twenty years ago) that 1 began to live in an intimacy with her which 
continued uninterrupted to the la~t. 11 y knowledge of her early life 
is neet·ssarily only traditional. She must have been exceedingly good
loo}dng, for I can remember her with a fine commanding figure and 
a very handsome face, full of expn:ssion and intelligence. lt is well 
known that She was the objecr of Horace \VaJpole's octogenarian 
attachmen<, and it has been generally believed that he was anxious 
to marry her for the sake of bestowing- upon her a lit.!e and a jointure, 
which advantages her disinterested and independent spirit would not 
allow her to accept. She continued nevertheless to make the charm 
and consolation of his latttT days, and at his death She became his 
literary Executrix, in which capacity She edited ~ladame du Dcf
fand' s letters. She always preserved a great veneration for the memory 
of Lord Orford, and has often talked to me about him. 1 gathered 
from what She said that She never was hersdf quite sure whether he 
wished to marry her, but inc1ined to believe that she might have been 

' The two passage& are printed in App.:nd>x C of vol. m. of Buck~•·', Life qf Di.muli. 
' Count Walew,ki, then French Amba"ade~r :n London, exprt:>Sed ,om<: rdunancr: to 

attend the funeral of the conqueror of ."\apuinm I, upon which Bar.,n Brunnuw >aid fO 

hnn, ' lf thi> ceremony were intendtod to brirl!; 'he Duke to life again, I tan conceive your 
rductance to appear at it; but a> il .> tmly w bury him, J don't ;ec you have anythim~ tu 
cum plain of.' -R. 
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his wife had She chosen it. She seems to have been very early initiated 
into the best and most refined society, was a constant inmate of 
Devonshire House and an intimate friend of the Duchess, a friend
ship which descended to her children, all of whom treated Miss Berry 
to the last with unceasing marks of attention, respect, and affection. 
She had been very carefully educated, and was full of literary tastes 
and general information, so that her conversation was always .. spirited, 
agreeable, and instructive; her published works, without exhibiting 
a high order of genius, have considerable merit, and her 'Social Life 
in England and France' and 'The Life of Rachel, Lady Russell,' will 
always be read with pleasure, and are entitled to a permanent place 
in English literature; but her greatest merit was her amiable and 
benevolent disposition, which secured to her a very large circle of 
attached friends, who were drawn to her as much by affectionate re
gard as by the attraction of her vigorous understanding and the 
vivacity and variety of her conversational powers. For a great many 
years the Miss Berrys were amongst the social celebrities of London, 
and their house was the continual resort of the most distinguished 
people of both sexes in politics, literature, and fashion. She ranked 
amongst her friends and associates all the most remarkable literary 
men ofthe day, and there certainly was no house at which so many 
persons of such various qualities and attainments, but all more or less 
distinguished, could be found assembled. She continued her usual 
course of life, and to gather her friends about her, till within a few 
weeks of her death, and at last She sank by gradual exhaustion, with
out pain or suffering of any kind, in possession of her faculties, and 
with the happy consciousness of the affectionate solicitude and care 
of the friends who had cheered and comforted the last declining years 
of her existence. To those friends her loss is irreparable, and besides 
the private and individual bereavement it is impossible not to be 
affected by the melancholy consideration that her death has deprived· 
the world ofthe sole survivor of a once brilliant generation, who in her 
person was a link between the present age and one fertile in great 
intellectual powers, to which our memories turn with never failing 
curiosity and interest. 

December 4th.-Last week the H. of Commons was occupied with 
the 'Resolutions,' the whole history of which was given by Graham, 
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and which need not be repeated here. r Tht: divisions were pretty 
much what were n;Jt'Tted, and the only interesting consideration is 
the dfi:ct produced, and t!H:: influence of the debate on the state uf 
par!it:s. Palmerston is high~y ~lorified by his small clique, and rather 
sn~iled on by tht: Tories, bul he has given great oHt:nce to both \Vhigs 
and Radicals, and removed himself further than ever from a coalition 
with john Russell and ~he Liberal party. John himself (who made a 
very good speech; rathcr g-ained reputation by his behaviour through
out the transaction, and is on better terms both with Cobden, Bright, 
and Co., and his own party, than he has been for some time past. 
Disracli made a very irr:prudent speech, which disgusted many of his 
own adherents, and exposed him to vigorous attacks and a tre
mendous castigation on the part of his opponents, by Bernal Osborne 
in the coarser, and Sidney Herbert in more polished style. The 
Protectionists generally cut a very poor figure, and had nothing to say 
for themselves. 'If people wi~h for humiliation,' said Sidney Herbert, 
'let them look at the benches opposite.' But all the dirt they had to 
eat, and all the mortification they had to endure, did not prevent the 
Derbyites from presenting a compact determined phalanx of about 
three hundred men, all resoived to support the Government, and to 
vote through t}tick and thin, without reference to their past or present 
upinions. The ~linisterial ;Japers and satellites toss their caps up and 
proclaim a great victory, but it is diflicult to discover in what the 
victory consists. It certain! y shows that they are strong and devoted 
if not united. 

After the division there was a good deal of speculation rife as to 
Palmerston's joining the Government, which his friends insist he will 
not do. I am disposed to think he wilL Since that we have had Beres
ford's affair in the H. of Commons, and Clanricarde's foHy in the 
Lords. Coc.kburn produced a strong ]lrima facie case against Beres
!ord, and the Committee has been appointed un his case, and proceeds 
to business on ~londay.Z Clanricarde chose de son chef to propose 
a resolution like that of the Commons, which Derby refused to 

• After three night>' debate, the resoh.ttlnJ'c' nr.oved by ,\lr Vi~:.itT~ were n<ogatived by 
l56 to 236, and the motion adrmt:y ,ub,nrut<·d for th<"m by Lord Pa:.m<,nton in favour of 
'unnc"ricted competition' was carried by .}68 against ,)3, being acctCpted by the Govern
ment. R. 

' ~.:'hi' rdated to proceeding' with ref..crcncto to •,he recent election at D.,rby, R. 
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take and offered another in its place, which Clanricarde has taken. 
He gave Derby the opportunity he wanted of setting himself right 
with his own party, who, albeit resolved to support him, are smarting 
severely under his complete abandonment of Protection, and the 
necessity to which they are reduced of swallowing the nauseous 
Free Trade pill. He will make the dose more palateable by soothing 
their wounded pride. Clanricarde went to Ld. Lansdowne and told 
him what he proposed to do. L. objected, but Clanricarde said he did 
it individually and would take all the responsibility on himself, on 
which L. very unwisely ceased to object. His purpose is to take no 
responsibility on himsel£ 

<December> 6th.-Ever since the termination of the 'Resolutions' 
debate the world has been in a state of intense curiosity to hear the 
Budget, so long announced, and of which such magnificent things 
were predicated. The secret was so well kept that nobody knew any
thing about it, and not one of the hundred guesses and conjectures 
turned out to be correct. At length on Friday night Disraeli produced 
his measure in a House crowded to suffocation with Members and 
Strangers. He spoke for five and a half hours, much too diffusely, 
spinning out what he might have said in half the time. The Budget 
has been on the whole tolerably well received, and may, I think, be 
considered successful, though it is open to criticism, and parts of it 
will be fiercely attacked, and he will very likely be obliged to change 
some parts of it. But though favorably received on the whole, it by 
no means answers to the extravagant expectations that were raised, 
or proves so entirely satisfactory to all parties and all interests as Dis. 
rather imprudently gave out that it would be. The people who regard 
it with the least favor are those who will be obliged to give it the most 
unqualified support, the Ex-Protectionists, for the relief or com
pensation to the landed interest is very far from commensurate with 
their expectations. It is certainly of a Free Trade character alto
gether, which does not make it the more palatable to them. He threw 
over the West Indians, and (Pakington, their Advocate, sitting beside 
him) declared they had no claim to any relief beyond that which he 
tendered them, viz. the power of refining sugar in bond-a drop of 
water to one dying of thirst. I think it will go down, and make the 
Government safe. This I have all along thought they would be, and 
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t:"very day seems to confirm th;s opinion. They have got from three 
hkndred to three hundred and Eftt-en men in the H. of Commons 
whn, ~hough dissatisfied and d:sappointed, are nevertheless deter
mined to swallow everything- and support them through thick and 
th:n, and they have to encounter an o;)position, the scattered fractions 
of which are scarcely more numerous, but which is in a ,tate of the 
greatest confusion and disunion, and without any prospect of concord 
amongst them. 

The Duke of Bedfi>rd camt· to me yesterday, and told me he had 
never been so disheartened about politics in his life, or so hopeless of 
any g-ood result fi>r his party, in which he saw nothing but disagree
ment and all sorts of pretensions and jealousies incompatible with any 
common cause, and Aberdeen, whom I met at dinner yesterday, is 
much of the same opinion. The principal object of interest and curi
osity seems now to be whether Palmerston will join them or not. On 
this i he most opposite opinions and reports prevail. Just now it is said 
that he has resolved not. At a!l events, if he does, he will have to go 
alone, fi)r he can take nobody with him, as it certain!y is his object to 
do. Hui it does not appear now as if 1here was the least chance of 
Gladstont> or S. Herbert joining- him. The D. of B. told me that both 
Derby and Palmerston were in better odour at Windsor than they 
were, and that the Q. and P. approve of Pam's move aboui the Reso
lutions and think he did good service. Aberdeen also thinks that 
though the \\l1igs and Radicals are angry with him, and that his pro
cn·ding was unwarrantable, he stands in a better position in the 
Country, and has gained credit and influence by what he did. 
Abroad, where nobody understands our affairs, he is supposed to have 
piayed a very g-reat part and to have g-iven indubimble proof of great 
political power. 

Den,mber 9th. Within these few days the Budget, which was not ill 
received at first, has excited a strong opposition, and to-morrow there 
is to be a pitched battle and grand trial of strength between the 
Government and Opposition upon [t, and there is much difference of 
opinion as to the result. The Govl'rnment have put forth ihat they 
mean to resign if beat upon it. Derby and Disraeli were both re
markably well received at the Lord ~layor's dinner the night before 
last, and this is an additional proof that, in spite of all their dis-
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reputable conduct, they are not unpopular, and I believe, if the 
Country were polled, they would as soon have these people for 
Ministers as any others. Nobody knows what part Palmerston is 
going to take. 

December 18th, Saturday.-The last few days have been entirely 
occupied by the interest of the Budget debate and speculations as to 
the result. We received the account of the division at Panshanger 
yesterday morning, not without astonishment; for although the 
opinion had latterly been gaining ground that the Government would 
be beat, nobody expected such a majority against them. 1 Up to the 
last they were confident of winning. The debate was all against them, 
and only exhibited their weakness in the H. of C. It was closed by 
two very fine speeches from Disraeli and Gladstone, very different in 
their style, but not unequal in their merits. 

Panshanger, <December> Igth.-Went to town yesterday morning to 
hear what was going on. Derby returned from Osborne in the middle 
of the day, and the Queen had sent for Lords Lansdowne and Aber
deen. She had been gracious to Derby, and pressed him to stay on, 
if it were only for a short time. I saw Pat Talbot,2 and from the few 
words he let drop I gathered that they had already resolved to keep 
together, and to enter on a course of bitter and determined opposi
tion. Not that he said this, of course, bp.t he said that he had no idea 
of any new Government that might be formed being able to go on 
even for a short time, and that they would very speedily be beat out 
again. The language of the Carlton corresponds with this, and I have 
no doubt they will be as virulent and as mischievous as they can. It 

·remains to be seen (if a good Government is formed) if some will not 
be more moderate, and disposed to give the new Cabinet a fair trial. 

Clarendon writes me word that the meeting at Woburn (J. Russell, 
Aberdeen, Newcastle, and himself) has been altogether satisfactory, 
everybody ready to give and take, and anxious to promote the 
common cause, without any selfish views or prejudices. Newcastle 

1 The division on the Budget took place on December 16th after five nights' debate, the 
numbers being-for the Government, 286; against, 305; adverse majority, 1g.-R. 

2 The Hon. Wellington Patrick Manvers Chetwynd Talbot (181 7--98), eighth son of 
second Earl Talbot; private secretary to Lord Derby in 1852; Sergeant-at-Arms of the 
House of Lords, 1858-98; married Lady Emma Stanley, only daughter offourteenth Earl 
of Derby, 186o; K.C.B., r8g7. 
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pa·Ticularly reasonable, disda.iming any hostility to J. R., and only 
nbjt·c!ing to his being at prtSutl the nominal head of the Government, 
becau;,c there is (right or wrong' a prejudice against him, which 
would prevent some Liberals and some Pedites joining the Govern
ment if he was; but he conterr.plates his ultimately resuming that 
post, and he (::\".) is ready to do anything in place or out. Xo dis
position there to take in Cobdm and Bright, but they would not 
o:)jcct to ~lolesworth. 

\Vent over to BrocA.et ju;,t now, and found the Palmerstons there, 
lie is not pleased at the t:.lrn matters have taken, would have liked 
!he Government to go on at all events some time longer, and is dis
gusted at the thought of Aberdeen being at the Head of it. This is 
likewise o;moxious to the \Vhigs at Brooks's, and there will be no 
small difficulty in bringing them to consent to it, ifLansdowne refuses, 
Bcauvale said if P<almers!or:., had not been laid up, and prevented 
going to the lL of C., he thinks this catastrophe would not have hap
pened, for P. meant to have done in a friendly way what C. Wood did 
in an unfriendly one, and advised Disraeli to ;Jostpone and remake 
his Budget, and this advice so tendered he thinks D:zzy would have 
taken, and then the issue would have been changed and deferred till 
after the recess. But I don't believe this fine scheme would have taken 
dlt'Ct, or that Dizzy would or could have adopted such a course, 
B :eauvale :-says he is pretty sure Palmerston will not take onice under 
Abt:rdeen's Premiership; on the other hand, Aberdeen has no objec
tion to him, and is pretty sure to invite Palmerston, if the tas:t de
volves upon him. Ellice fancies Lansdowne wi11 decline, and that 
A1:wrdeen will fail, and t:1at it will end in Derby coming bac~, rein
fi1rccd by P. and some Pcclitcs.1 he difficdtics arc ccrtain:y enormous, 
bu: by some means or other 1 1hi1~k a Government w:ll be formed. 
The exclusions wiH be very painful, and must be numerous, Derby 
met Granville and others at the station on Friday, and he said he cal
culated the new Cabinet cou:d nut consist ofless than thirty-two men, 
and many then left out. It will be a fine time to test the amount of 
patriotism and unselfishness thai can be found in the political world. 

<December> 21st.-Came to town yesterday morning, heard that the 
day befi>re (Sunday~ a very hostile feeling towards Aberdeen had 
been prevailing at Brooks's, but no doubt was entertained that the 
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Government would be formed. In the afternoon Clarendon came to 
me in his way to the H. of Lords, and told me all that had passed up 
to that time. On receiving the Queen's summons, a meeting took 
place between Lansdowne and Aberdeen at L<ansdowne> House, at 
which each did his best to persuade the other to accept the com
mission to form a Government. Lansdowne pleaded absolute physical 
inability, and his friends seem to be quite satisfied that he really could 
not undertake it. Accordingly Aberdeen gave way, and departed for 
Osborne (on a reiterated summons) and, after telling the Queen all 
that had passed between L. and himself, undertook the task. Nothing 
could be more cordial all this time than the relations between himself 
and John Russell; but as soon as it became known that Aberdeen was 
to form the new Government, certain friends of John Russell set to 
work to persuade him that it would be derogatory to his character to 
have any concern in it, and entreated him to refuse his concurrence. 
These were David Dundas and Romilly, and there may have been 
others. This advice was probably the more readily listened to, because 
it corresponded with his original view of the matter and his own 
natural disposition, and it produced so much effect that yesterday 
morning he went to Lansdowne and told him that he had resolved to 
have nothing to do with the new Government. Lansdowne was 
thunderstruck, and employed every argument he could think of to 
change this resolution. It so happened that he had written to 
Macaulay and asked him to call on him to talk matters over, and 
Macaulay was announced while John was still there. Lansdowne told 
him the subject of their discussion, and the case was put before 
Macaulay with all its pros and cons for his opinion. He heard all 
Lansdowne and John had to say, and then delivered his opinion in a 
very eloquent speech, strongly recommending John to go on with 
Aberdeen, and saying that, at such a crisis as this, the refusal of his 
aid (which was indispensable for the success of the attempt) would be 
little short of treason. John went away evidently shaken, but without 
pronouncing any final decision. Clarendon then called at L<ans
downe> H <ouse> and heard these particulars, and entreated him to 
go and see L. John and try his influence over him. C. had the day 
before given him his opinion in writing to the same effect as Macaulay's. 
He went, saw him, and repeated all he had before written. John took 
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it very well, and, when he left him, said, 'I suppose it will be as you 
wish,' and when 1 saw C. he seemed reassured, and tolerably con
fident that ihis !{feat peri1 of the whole concern being thus ship
wrecked in limine had (Jassed away. After the H. of Lords where I 
heard Derby's strange and inexcusable speech, we again discussed the 
matter, when he said John had raised another difficulty, for he said 
he would not take the F. 0., alleging :not without truth) that it was 
impossible fiJr him or any man to perfiJrm the duties of so laborious 
an office and lead the I L uf Commons. John also signified to C. that 
he should insist on his being in the Cabinet, which C. entreated him 
not to require. ~ewcastle :who was there) suggested thatJohn migh~ 
take the F. 0. f<Jr a time, and if he found the two duties incompatible, 
he might give ii up, and Clarendon seemed to think this might be 
done, and at a:l events he means to persuade John ~as no doubt he 
will) to make up his mind to take it, for his not doing so would cer
tainly be very inconvenient. Should John prove obstinate in this 
respect, 1 have no doubt C. will himself be put there. 

We talked abou~ the Cn·at Seal, and Senior had been with Lord 
Lansdowne, who appears to incline very much to getting Sugden to 
>tay if he will, but Senior thinks he wi!l not; certainly not, unless with 
the concurrence of his present Colleagues, which tt is dou!.Jtful if 
Derby in his pre1>ent frame of mind would give. The Chancellor was 
at Derby's meeting in t:H~ morning, which looks IL<e a resolution to go 
out with them. It will be a good thing if he will remain, but it wlll do 
good to the new Government to invite him, whether he accepts or 
refuses. We talked of Brougham, but C., thou!l;h anxious to have 
Brougham in as President of the Council, thinks he would not do for 
the Woolsack, and that :twill be better to have Cranworth if Sugden 
will not stay. There is a ~Teat difficulty in respect to the retiring pen
sion. There can only be [(mr, and Sugden's will ma:<e up the number, 
so that a fresh Chancellor could have none except at the death of one 
of the others. The worst (Jart of the foregoing story [s, that John will 
not join cordially and heartily, and lt i~ impossible to say, during the 
difficult adjustment of details, what objections he may not raise and 
what embarrassments he may not cause. 

There was a meeting at Derby's yesterday morning, at which he 
told them he would continue to lead them, and he recommended a 
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moderation, in which he probably was not sincere, and which they 
will not care to observe. Ld. Delawarr got up and thanked him. 
Nothing can be more rabid than the party and the ex-ministers, and 
they are evidently bent on vengeance and a furious opposition. I fell 
in with Drumlanrig 1 and Ousely Higgins 4 yesterday morning, one a 
moderate Derbyite (always Free Trader), the other an Irish Brigadier. 
D. told me he knew of several adherents of Derby who were resolved 
to give the new Government fair play, and would not rush into 
opposition, and 0. H. said he thought the Irish would be all right, 
especially if (as the report ran) Granville was sent to Ireland; but 
there is no counting on the Irish Brigade, whose object it is to em
barrass every Government. If they could be friendly to any, it would, 
however, be one composed of Aberdeen, Graham, and Gladstone, 
the opponents of the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill. 

December 22nd, Wednesday.-Went to The Grove yesterday after
noon, found a letter Clarendon had received from Lansdowne in bad 
spirits enough. He had seen Aberdeen, who had received no answer 
from John Russell, and A. was prepared, ifhe did not get his accept
ance the next morning (yesterday morning) to give the thing up. 
L. was greatly alarmed and far from confident]. would agree, at all 
events, that he would not take the F. 0., in which case L. said He (C.) 
must take it. Nothing could look worse. This morning C. received a 
letter from Aberdeen announcing that John had agreed to lead the 
H. of C., but either without office or with a nominal one, and asking 
C. to take the Foreign Office. We came up to town together, he mean
ing to accept unless he can prevail on john to take it, if it be only for 
a time, and he is gone to see what he can do with him. He told me 
last night that when he was at Woburn last week, the Duke informed 
him that he had had a confidential communication from Stockmar, 
asking for his advice, whom the Q. should send for if the Government 
was beat and if Derby resigned. He had just received this letter, and 
had not answered it, and consulted C. what he should say. C. ad
vised him to recommend L<ansdowne> and A<berdeen>, and he wrote 
to that effect. The very morning after the division, just as they were 

' Archibald William Douglas (1818-58), Viscount Drumlanrig and afterwards eighth 
Marquess of Queensbury; M.P. for Dumfries, 1847-56; Comptroller of the Household, 
1853--6; succeeded his father in the peerage, 1856. 

• George Gore Ousely Higgins, M.P. for Mayo, 1847-57· 
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going huntin~, 1:1e hounds meeting at ihe door, a Queen's ~i.essenger 
arrived with another ktter, requesting he would communicatt· more 
fully his sentiment-. at the present crisis. The ~Iessenger was ordered 
to keep bimseif secret, and not to let his mission transpire. ·rh~:: D., 
under (>larendon :!s advice, wrote a long !ctter back, setting f()rth in 
detail all that had, not long ago, passed about Palmerston and Lans
downe, and his no dono; of the difficulties and exigencies of the pre~cnt 
time. He said that it was evident John could not make a Govern
ment, and that he was himself conscious of ii. 

I had heard reccnt!y that the Court had changed their sentiments 
about Palmerswn, and particularly that they were satisfied with his 
move on Villiers' motion. But C. informed me that, though this latter 
faci might be true, there was not much difference as to their feelings 
generally; and :hat when Derby formed hi:-. Government and pro
posed to tL ~1. that Pam should be invited, She had said She would 
not oppose his bein<;{ in the Cabinet, but never would consent to his 
being either at the Foreign Office or Leader of the H. of C.; and She 
then said and has since repeated that no .. Minister whatever would be 
able to go on who committed the lead in the H. of C. to P.'s hands.' 

<December\ '23fd. lt appears that on Tue~day ~21st) Aberdeen 
went io Palmerston, who received him very civi;Iy, even cordiaDy, 
talked of old times, and reminded him that they had been acquainted 
for sixty years >incc school), and had Jived togeiher in the course of 
their political lives more than most men. Aberdeen offered him the 
Admiralty, saying he considered it in cx~sting circumstances the most 
important offtce, and the one in which he couid render the greatest 
service to the country, but if he for any reason objected to that office, 
to say what he would :1ave. P. replied that he had no hostile feeling 
towards him, bui they had fi)r so many years been in strong opposi
tion to each other, that the public would never understand his tak~ng 
office in A.'s Government, and he was too old to expose himsdf to 

such misconceptions. And so they parted, on ostensibly very friendly 
terms, which will probably not prevent Pam's joining Derby and 
going into furious opposition. In the course ofthe day yesterday both 
Clarendon and Lansdowne called on P., and he expressed great satis
faction at C <larendon/ 's appointment to the F. 0. 

' Curious and not true. .C. 
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In the afternoon I called on Lady Clanricarde, who gave me to 
understand that Clanricarde was likely to become a personage of con
siderable influence and power (and therefore worth having), inas
much as the Irish Band had made overtures to him, and signified their 
desire to act under his guidance. She said this was not the first over
ture he had received of the kind from the same quarter; that for vari
ous reasons he had declined the others, but she thought at the present 
time he might very well listen to it; that they were very anxious to be 
led by a gentleman, and a man of consideration and station in the 
world. All this, to which I attach very little credit, was no doubt said 
to me in order to be repeated, and that it might impress on Aberdeen 
and his friends and colleagues the importance of securing Clanri
carde's services and co-operation; and I am the more confirmed in 
this by receiving a note from the Marchioness in the evening, begging 
I would not repeat what she had told me. 

There was nothing new yesterday in the purlieus of Whiggism, but 
I think somewhat more of acquiescence, and a disposition to regard 
this combination as inevitable. The Derbyites quite frenzied, and pre
pared to go any lengths. Lonsdale told me the party were delighted 
with Derby's indecent speech in the H. of Lords, which seems to have 
been rehearsed at his own meeting the same morning; and the other 
day twenty ruffians of the Carlton Club gave a dinner there to Beres
ford, to celebrate what they consider his acquittal! Mter dinner, when 
they got drunk, they went upstairs, and finding Gladstone alone in 
the drawing-room, some of them proposed to throw him out of the 
window. This they did not quite dare to do, but contented themselves 
with giving some insulting message or order to the Waiter, and then 
went away. 

Ratchford, 24th, Friday.-The great event of yesterday was Palmer
stan's accession to the Government. Lord Lansdowne had called on 
him the day before, and had, I suspect, little difficulty in persuading 
him to change his determination and join the new Cabinet. He said 
he would place himself in Ld. L.'s hands, and yesterday morning I 
heard (as a secret, though it was speedily published) that he had 
agreed to take the Home Office. The next thing was Johnny's consent 
to take the Foreign Office. This he was persuaded to do by Clarendon, 
who engaged (if he would) to help him in the work, and relieve him 
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by taking it himself the moment John shoulcl find himself unequal to 

it, and on these nmclitions he consented. It was settled that c:adstonc 
shouid be Chancellor oft he Exchequer, but Delane went to Aberdeen 
last night t!Jr tlw purpose of getting him to change this arrang-ement 
on the ground of tl1e difficulty there would be about the Income Tax. 

The impnnan: part of fiJrmin~ the Cabinet is now done, and no
thing remains bLO.t the allotment of the p!aces. It will be wonderful! y 
strong in point uf ability, and in this respect exhibit a marked contrast 
with the last; but !ts very excellence in this n·spect may prove a source 
uf weakness, and eventually of disunion. ·rhe late Cabinet had two 
paramount C:hids, and all the rest nonentities, and the nominal Head 
was also a real and predominant Head. ln the present Cabinet are 
five or six first-rate men of equal or nearly equal pretensions, none uf 
them li:>:ely to acknowledge the superiority or defer to the opinions 
of any other, and every one of these five or six considering himself 
abler and more im:Jortant than their Premier. They are all at present 
on very good terms and perfectly satisfied with each other; but this 
sati~faction docs not extend beyond the Cabinet itself; murmurings 
and grumblings are already very loud. The Whigs have never looked 
with much ber.ign:ty on this coalition, and they are now furious at 
tht: unequal and, a~ they think, unfair distribution of places thal every 
Peelite should be pro' ided for while half the Whigs or more are left 
our. These compla1nts are not wiihout reason, nor will it make matters 
better that John Russell has had no communication with his old 
friends and adherents, nor made any struggle (as it is believed) to 

provide for them, although his adhesion i~ so indispensable that he 
might have made any ttTms and conditions he chose. Then the 
Radical ~to judge from their press~ are exceedingly sulky and sus
picious, and more likely to oppose than to support the new Govern
ment. The Irish also seem disposed to assume a menacing and ha~f 
hostile attitude, and, having contributed to overthrow the las:. 
Government, are very likely ~according to the policy chalked out for 
them after the election; to take an early opportunity of aiding the 
Derbyites to turn out this. Thus hampered with difficulties and bcsn 
with dangers, it is impossible to feel easy about their prospects. It~ 
however, they set to work vigorously to frame good measures and 
remove practical and crying evils, they may excite a feeling in their 
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favor in the country, and may attract support enough from different 
quarters in the H. of Commons to go on, but I much fear that it will 
at best be a perturbed and doubtful existence. Such seems the neces
sary condition of every Government nowadays, and unfortunately 
there is a considerable party which rejoices in such a state of things, 
and only desires to aggravate the mischief, because they think its 
continuance and the instability of every Government will be most 
conducive to the ends and objects which they aim at. 

London, December 28th.-Delane's remonstrances against Glad
stone's being Chancellor of the Exchequer were unavailing, but he 
says he is not tied up by anything he said about the Income Tax. 
This will nevertheless be a great difficulty, for Graham and Wood, 
though not perhaps so much committed as Gladstone, are both 
against the alteration, which the public voice undoubtedly demands. 
Last night the new Ministers took their places on the Treasury bench, 
and Derby and Co. moved over to the opposite side. Aberdeen made 
his statement, which was fair enough and not ill received, but it was 
ill delivered, and he omitted to say all he might and ought to have 
said about Lord Lansdowne, nor did he say enough about John 
Russell. He said, on the other hand, more than enough about foreign 
policy, and gave Derby a good opportunity of attacking that part of 
his speech. Derby was more moderate and temperate than the first 
night, and made a pretty good speech. He was wrong in dilating so 
much on what had passed in the H. of Commons, and he made very 
little of the case of combination; he was severe on Graham and his 
speech at his election at Carlisle, and Graham heard it all. Nobody 
else said a word. 

The Government is now complete, except some of the minor 
appointments and the Household. It has not been a smooth and easy 
business by any means, and there is anything but contentment, cordi
ality, and zeal in the confederated party. The Whigs are excessively 
dissatisfied with the share of places allotted to them, and complain 
that every Peelite without exception has been provided for, while half 
the Whigs are excluded. Though they exaggerate the case, there is a 
good deal of justice in their complaints, and they have a right to 
murmur against Aberdeen for not doing more for them, and John 
Russell for not insisting on a larger share of patronage for his friends. 

GMVI 25 
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Clarendon told me la~t night that the Peelites have behaved very i:l, 
and have gra:;pt·C: at enT)thing, and he mentioned some very 
fl.agrant casn, in whkb, after the distribution had been settled be
tween Aberdeen and John Russell, .\ewcastle and Sidney Hcrl>ert, 
for they appear to i1ave beee th{: most active in the matter, pt:rsuaded 
Aberdeen to a:tt-r it and bes~ow or offer offices intended for Wl:ig~ to 

Peel!tes and in some ins~ances to Derbyites who had been Peelitn.' 
Clarendon has been all along very anxious to get Brougham in~o the 
Cabinet as President of 1 he Council, and he proposed it both to john 
and Aberdeen, and the latter acquiesced, and C. thought it was going 
w be arranged that Granville should be President of the Board of 
Trade, and Brougham President of Council; but Xewcastle and 
Sddney/ H :erbert not or.:y upset this plan, but proposed that Ellen
borough should be President of Council, and then, when he was ob
jected to, Harrowby. They also wanted that Jersey should remain 
~laster of the Horse, jonathan Peel go again to the Ordnance, and 
Chandos continue a Lord of the Treasury. With what object the} 
v.ished for these appointments 1 have not an idea, but the very notion 
of them is an insult to the \Alhigs, and will be resented accordin~l y. 

Lansdowne seems to have taken little or no part in all this. He 
hooked Palmerston, and, having rendered this ~n·at service, he pro
bably thought he had done enough. The Whigs at Brooks's are very 
angry, and Bessborough :old me that he thought his party so ill used, 
that he had implored Lord John to withdraw even now rather than 
be a party to such injustice. John seems to have been very supine,' 
and while the Pedites were all activity, and intent on getting all they 
could, he let matters take their cour~e, and abstained from exercisin~ 
the influence in behalf of his own followers which his position and the 
indispensability ofhis co-operation enabled him to do. 1'his puts them 
out of humour with him as much as with Aberdeen and his friends. 

~Ve had a great reunion here last night, with half the Cabinet at 
dinner or in the evening. 1 told Graham what the feelings of the 

' Cf. a letter from Lord Stanmore in defence of tht Ptelite> and replying to Grev11le\ 
strictures. <The Times, June 13th, 1887, and aloo printed in the Appendix to ~he Memoin 
of Henry Reeve.) 

' It wa~, however, Lord John who prev"nted Cardwell, the Prt>ident of the Board uf 
Trade, frt>m having a >eat in the Cabinet, on the ground that there wert aiready too many 
Ptdite' in it.--G. 
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Whigs were. He said they had a very large and important share, the 
Chancellors of England and oflreland, etc. etc. etc., and he defended 
some of the appointments and consequent exclusions on special 
grounds. They have made Monsell 1 (an Irish Catholic convert) Clerk 
of the Ordnance (together with some other Irish Catholic appoint
ments) and he said that these were necessary in order to reconquer in 
Ireland what had been lost by the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, and that 
it was of more consequence to conciliate that large part of the Empire 
than to provide for the Ansons and the Pagets; and on the same ground 
he justified the appointment of St. Germans instead of Carlisle as 
Lord Lieutenant. All this may be very true, but the Whigs left out 
to make room for these substitutes will not be convinced or pacified by 
the political expediency which Graham sets forth, nor will such ap
pointments be at all popular here. If, however, they really should be 
the means of rallying the Brigade to the support of the Government, 
it may be patronage well bestowed. This makes it however a dis
agreeable start, and may be hereafter productive of serious conse
quences. Nothing can be more shortsighted, as well as unfair, than 
the conduct of the Peelites in trying to thrust their own people instead 
of Whigs into the offices, for they can only hope to keep their places 
at all by the zealous support of the whole Whig force, themselves 
bringing next to nothing in point of numbers, and to encounter such 
a numerous and compact Opposition will require the zealous co
operation of all who wish well to the Liberal cause, and who are 
against Derby. Newcastle talked to me last night about Aberdeen's 
speech, acknowledged its deficiencies, and told me he had told Aber
deen what he thought of it. A. acknowledged it all, said he was so 
unaccustomed to make such statements, that he had forgotten or 
overlooked it, and wished he could have spoken it again to repair 
the omission. They all seem at present very harmonious among one 
another. 

Mter dinner last nightJohn Russell and Charles Wood went off to 
meet Aberdeen, for the purpose, I believe, of settling some of the 
arrangements not yet fixed. C<larendon> told me that C. Wood had 

' William Monsell (I 8 I 2-94), afterwards first Baron Emly; M.P. for Limerick, I 84 7-7 4; 
became a Roman Catholic, r8so; Clerk of the Ordnance, 1852-7; Paymaster-General, 
r866-8; Postmaster-General, 1871-3; created baron, I874· 
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been or use in stiwl.<.:ating J. R. to interfere and ;)revent some of the 
proposed changes \~hir:·J th(- Plt-litcs wished Aberdeen to make in the 
list as orig-ina:Jy scttkd between him and john, and it is very well that 
he did. lt is impo~~ibk not to see that John himself, though now 
wiLng to co-operaLt: and !lo his !:Jt"~t, has never been hearty in the 
cause, nor entirely satisfied with his own position; and this has pro
bably made him more :u;~cwarm, and deterred him from iakin~ a 
mort: active and decided pan in the formation of the Government; 
and he has been pm6<4oou")Y- disconcerted and annoyed by a vny 
offensive article which ap!Jcared in the "Times' a few days ar~n. 

speaking of him in a very disparaging manner. He owned to Claren
don that he had been greatly annoyed, and the more so from the wdl
;,nown fact that the '1 imc~' was Aberdeen's paper, and De:ane in 
constant confidential cnmmur:;cation with him. Clarendon spoke to 

Aberdeen about it and remonstrated strongly. A. said it was shameful, 
and expressed the greatt:"st ;ndignation against Delane. 'I have not 
seen that fellow,' be said, ·for several days; but if it will be any sat is
faction to J. R. I wi;] engag-e never to kt him into my house again.' 
Such a reparation however C. did not by any means think it would be 
advi~ab:e to exact. 

\Vt: an: just going down to \Vindsor, the old Gon·rnmem to give up 
seals, wands, etc., the new to be sworn in. They go by different rail
ways, that they may not meet. It is singular that 1 have never at
tended a Council during the nine mon~hs Derby was in offict:, not 
once;' consequent!y ;here are severa! of his Ca:)inct whom J do not 
know by sight Pa.k.~ngton, Walpole, and Henley. With my friends 
I resume my functions. 

December 2gth. -Cour:ril yestnday at Windsor. 1 went down with 
the ins, and we saw nothing of the outr, who went by another train and 
Rai:way. Palmcrston there, looking very ill indeed. They all seem on 
very cordial terms. Gra.i:arn to~d me ht" had !1ad a very friendly con
venaiion with Palmers:_on, and was grea:Jy rejoiced at being again 
united to his old colleague. He acknowled~ed that it was a great mi~
takc in Aberdeen to have otTered the ~lastership of the Horse to I ,ord 

1 \-Vh<"D Lord Derby', artennvn "~' tlrawu to tbe tact that ,mce he came intu offir e 
Gn,ville never attended Privy l :ounnl meerlng>, he ,a[d 'he h«d n<H obM:-rvt"d hi> o>ber.cc'. 
a• he nt-ver knew wheth<T it W"-' John ur Thoma' who answered the bdl.' : ~lalnHA.>ur}, 
M<r1wirs o.f an E'x-Mznister, vol. u. p. t 53.) 
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Jersey. A. has now offered the Steward's place to Carlisle, which he 
will probably not take, and possibly be offended at the offer. I sup
pose he has been subjected to pressure from various quarters, but 
Aberdeen might have made a better selection and distribution than 
he has.1 

' The Cabinet of Lord Aberdeen's Administration consisted of the following Ministers: 
Earl of Aberdeen, First Lord of the Treasury; Lord Cranworth, Lord Chancellor; Earl 
Granville, Lord President of the Council; the Duke of Argyll, Lord Privy Seal; Mr 
Gladstone, Chancellor of the Exchequer; Viscount Palmerston, Home Secretary of State; 
the Duke of Newcastle, Secretary for Colonies and War; Lord John Russell (and later the 
Earl of Clarendon), Foreign Secretary; Sir James Graham, First Lord of the Admiralty; 
Mr Sidney Herbert, Secretary at War; Sir Charles Wood, President of the Indian Board; 
Sir William Molesworth, First Commissioner of Works; the Marquess of Lansdowne without 
office.-R. 



]anuar;• 5th, r853· -Tht" elections are all going on well, except 
Gladstone's, who appears in ~reat jeopardy_ :\iothing could exceed 
the disgraceful conduct of his opponents, Jyin~, tricking, and shuf
fling as might be ex:)ected from such a party. The best thing ihat 
could happen for him wou;d be to be beat, if it were not for the 
triumph it would be to the !Jlack.g-uards who have got up the contest; 
U)r the representation of OxfiJrd is always an embarrassment to a 
Statesman, and Peel's losing his dection there in 1829 was the most 
fi>rtunate ewnt possible f(>r him. The only spt-cch of the new Ministers 
calling for special notice is Palmerston's at Tiverton, which appears 
tu me to conceal an arrierc-pensec. He spoke in civil, even compli
mentary, terms of the Derby Government, so much so, that if any 
break-up or break-down should occur in this, and Derby return, 
thne appears no reason why P. should not f()rm a fresh coalition with 
them; and it looks very much as if l1e was keeping this conting-ency in 
view, and puning himself in such an attitude as s.hou:d enable him 
with ~orne plausibility to join the camp of such a restoration. 

Bou:ood, ]anuar_y 1 2lh, 1-fednesdaJ'. ·· Came here or::. ~lnnday; Can
nings, Harcourt and Lady \Valdegravc,' Bcssboroughs, Elphinstone, 
Senior, and the family. Senior talked to mt· about the Government 
and Rd()rm, and the danger of their splittin~ on the latter, and pro
poundn:l a scheme he has for obviating this dang-cr. lie wants to have 
a Royal Commission to enquire into the practice nf bri1Jery at elec
tions and the means of preventing it, or, if possible, to ha\t' an enquiry 
of a more extensive and comprehensive character into the state of the 
representation and the work..it!g of the Reform Bill. We talked it over, 
and I told him I thought this would not be a bad expedient. He had 
already spoken to Lord L{ansdowne'- about it, who seemed not 
averse to the idea, and promised to talk to J. Russell on ihe subject. 

' Frances Elizabeth Anne, Count''" \Va!d,·grave ~ r8:zr- 79', daught•-r of John Braham, 
an operatic tenor; married fir,t in r83g,jamt'' Henry Waldegrave, illegitimate son of.<iJuh 
Earl Waldegrave; married secondly in rR~:o, sevrnth Earl Waldegrave '.brother of her fir,t 
husband;; married thirdly in 1847, George Granvilre I larcourt, of :-.:uneharn, eldest son 
of the Archbishop of York; married fourthly in r86g, Chichester Forte,cue, afterwards 
first Baron Carlingford; a :eader of London political society, 184 7· -79; died without issue. 
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Senior, when he went away, begged me to talk to Lord L. also, which 
I attempted to do, but without success, for he seemed quite indis
posed to enter upon it. 

Badminton, January 14th.-Came here from Bowood yesterday. 
Beaudesert, Wednesday, rgth.-To town on Saturday and here on 

Monday; Flahaults, Bessboroughs, Ansons, my brothers and the 
family. Lord Anglesey and Flahault talk over their campaigns, and 

, compare notes on the events of Sir John Moore's retreat and other 
military operations, in which they have served in opposing armies. 
Flahault was A.D.C. to Marshal Berthier till the middle of the 
Russian campaign, when He became A.D.C. to Napoleon, whom he 
never quitted again till the end ofhis career. His accounts of what he 
has seen and known are curious and interesting. He says that one of 
the Emperor's greatest mistakes and the causes of his misfortunes was 
his habit of ordering everything, down to the minutest arrangement, 
himself, and leaving so little to the discretion and responsibility of his 
Generals and others that they became mere machines, and were in
capable of acting, or afraid to act, on their own judgements. On 
several occasions great calamities were the consequence of this un
fortunate habit of Napoleon's. 

London, January 24th.-The D. ofBedford called here this morning. 
I had not seen him for an age; he was just come from Windsor with 
a budget of matter, which as usual he was in such a hurry that he had 
not time to tell me. I got a part of it, however. I began by asking 
him how he had left them all at Windsor, to which he replied, 'bad, 
very bad. There has been the devil to pay, but it is a long story and 
I cannot attempt to enter upon it, as I don't like to tell you only half 
of it.' In reply however to my pressing him to give me some idea of 
what he alluded to, I got from him what follows:-There was an 
article some time ago in the 'Globe,' stating that it was settled John 
Russell should only hold the seals of the F. 0. till the meeting of 
Parliament, when Clarendon was to take them. This was true, for it 
had been in fact settled between Aberdeen and John that he should 
give up his office on the 15th February. Well, it appears that the 
Queen never was apprised of this arrangement, and they learnt it at 
Windsor through this article in the 'Globe.' She was very indignant, 
for She is extremely tenacious of her authority in these matters, and 



C4nnm endure that artyt::in·~ ,-'1(JUld be settled about her Govern
mer:: v0.tbout her knowled:{e a'1d consent. This was one ufthe points 
on w:·:ich .\lelbournc <HiVl~~,c~ Pcd ~through me) in r8.p. The Prince 
came into the D. of BedfiJn:!'s room with the paper in his hand, and 
made bitter complain~~. A great ~hindy was the consequence. The 
Queen wa,o; angry wi<h Abcrcinn and with John, and John was 
an\{ry with Aberdeen- so an~ry ~hat he had actualiy written him a 
wry disagreeable letter, vvhirh > .. Hk::y Clarendon was in t:me to stop 
and prevent its bein~ sc~t. The maucr is not yet settled, but the Duke 
is trying to paci.fy the panit·.., and set it all right, ar:d he was going 
from me to John fi>r that pl~r;:~o~e. John's excuse was that it was the 
business of the Prime M:ni~ttT to infi)rm the Queen, and that he con
cluded he had done so. The Q., besides resenting her not having been 
informed, disapproved of1:1e arrangement that on a given day, befi)re 
Partiarncnt had proet~edec!. to business, J. R. should resign the seals. 
She said that She should ma.k:e no objection if any good reason could 
be assigned for what was proposed, either of a public or a private 
nature, any reason connent:d with his health or with the transaction 
of bt:;;incss, but She thought :and She is right) that fixing beforehand 
a panicu~ar day, without any ~pecial neces~ity occurring, is very un
reasonable and absurd. Then they are all very angry with john for an 
t xceeding piece of folly of his, in announcing to the Fun·ign Ministers, 
the day he received tht:m, that he was oniy to be at the F. 0. for a few 
weeks. This, as the Duke said, was a most unwise and improper com
munkation, partkularly as it was mace without any concert with 
Aberdeen, and without his knowledge, and, in fact, blurted out with 
t:w same ;;ort oflcvity that was ap;Jareni in ti1c Durham letter and the 
Rciorm announcement, with both of which he has been so bitterly 
reproached, and which han· proved so inconvenient thai it might 
have been thought he wou1d not fall again into similar ;;crapes. Tht: 
:\:inisters themselves wnc t'"'-Ceedingly astonished, and not a little 
annoyed. Brunnow said it was a complete mockery, and they all felt 
that it was unsatisfactory to ~)e put in relation with a Foreign Secn·
tary who was only to be there for a few weeks. 

The Duke told me that the Queen is delighted to have got rid of 
Derby and his Crew. She fi:lt, as everybody else does, that their 
Government was disgraced by its falsehood, shuffling and prevarica-
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tion, and She said that Harcourt's pamphlee (which was all true) was 
sufficient to show what they were. As She is very honorable and true 
herself, it was natural She should deeply feel their conduct, which to 
a certain degree was degrading to herself. Then She was highly in
dignant at Derby's speech in the H. of Lords on resigning, so indig
nant that she wrote him a very strong letter on the subject in which 
she testified her indignation-a letter which brought Derby down to 
Windsor to apologise and explain. She heard what he had to say, but 
let him go without telling him she was satisfied with his explanation. 

January 29th, Saturday.-Clarendon came here on Thursday and 
told me more on the same subject as the D. of B. had spoken to me on. 
It was by a mere accident that he saw J. R. in time to prevent his 
writing a letter to Aberdeen, which would very probably have pro
duced a break between them. He called onJ. at the F. 0., found him 
in the act of sealing a letter, when he said 'I am glad you are come 
because I should like to show you a letter I have been writing to Lord 
Aberdeen; but you had better see that, to which it is an answer.' He 
then made him go into another room while he received Prince 
Corsini,z when C. read the letters. Aberdeen's was on the subject of 
the 'Globe' article and upon John's intended course as to the F.O., 
in a very friendly spirit of remonstrance and certainly nothing the 
least offensive or unkind. John's reply was bitter, ill-humoured and 
disagreeable. C. at once told him he must not send such a letter, and 
then very frankly told him his opinions in that and other things. They 
were still conversing when Aberdeen was announced. C. got up to 
go away, but both begged him to stay. A. then said to J. 'Did you 
get a letter from me? I thought it better to write to you frankly at 
once.'-'Yes, I got your letter and had written an answer, but 
Clarendon says I must not send it, so I have put it back in my pocket.' 

' William George Granville Venables Vernon Harcourt (r827-1904), grandson of 
Edward Venables Vernon, Archbishop of York; the family name changed from Vernon to 
Harcourt, r8go; began writing for the Morning Chronicle, 1849; published under the 
pseudonym 'Englishman' an open letter to Lord Derby, 'The Morality of Public Men,' 
December 1852, and a second letter with the same title in the Morning Post, May 1853; 
Q.C., 1866; Liberal M.P. for Oxford, r868-8o, for Derby, r880-95, and for West Mon
mouth, r8g5-1904; Solicitor-General, 1873-4; knighted, 1873; Home Secretary, r88o-5; 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1 886 and 1 892-5. 

• Prince Andrea Corsini (1804-68), eldest son of Prince Tommaso; Tuscan Foreign 
Minister, 1849-53· 
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They then talked amicably, and C. left them to~ether. He hopes thi'> 
matter rna y have no furt~lf:r conscq uences, but there has been a g-ood 
deal of unlucky misunderstandin~ on all sides--A.berdeen, John, 
Q;.tcen. The great mistake ~n:m,; in have been John's not seeing the 
Q. herself and explaining hi~ :JOsition and intentions ~as he wished 
to do·, but fi)r some reason which appears incomprehensible Aber
deen objected to his doin~ .;o and L:ndertook to explain it all himself, 
which he either failed :u do or . :1imsdf under a mista:tc) gave her an 
incorrect account of it. Clarendon thinks he has done some good in 
ckaring up the different mi~understandings with the various parties 
and st:tting matters ri~ht, but he is much disheartened at the neces
sity fiJr this having so soon arisen and at the evident indisposition and 
uncordial feeling of John towards the concern he has joined. He 
hates his own posit~on, and his discontent is no doubt aggravated by his 
wife and his own and her bc:ongings; and this bodes ill fi>r the concern. 

The Queen is very ha;lpy w have got rid of Derby and Co. and to 
have these back, but sill' don': Eke the notion of John's leading the 
H. /of· C. w~thout an ofrice, says 'but it is unconstitutional.' C. told 
her i: wa' he believed 'unprecec~cmed' but not a bit unconstitutional, 
nor would his ministeria: rcspon~ibility be at all greater filr having a 
sLbordinate office with a salary of 2000 or 3000 a year. He thinks 
he saiisficd her of this at las:. Lansdowne told C. at Windsor that the 
Cal:Jinet went on in great harmony hicherto, but were in great per
pkxity about the lnrome Tax; ~lolesworth already become very 
Const TVative. 

YL·,~erday Ddane cal:cd on me, and gave me an account of a 
curious conversation he had had with Disradi. D. a~ked him to call 
on him, which he did, wht"n they talked over recent events and the 
taU of the late Governmt·nt very frankly, it wou:d seem, on D.'s part. 
He acknowledged that he had been bitterly mortified. \Vhen Del. 
a~ked him, 'now it was all ovt-r,' what made him produce such a 
Budget, he said, if he bad not been thwarted and disappointed, he 
should have carried it by the aid of the Brigade whom he had mgagrd 
for the purpose. Just before the debate, one of them came to him :ht' 
did not say which but Delane t hin:ts it was ~loore ') and said, if he 

'George Henry :\loort:" 'r8rt /< ; \l.l'. fur \layo, t8.p 57 and t!lti8 70; a leadtr uf 
the Tenant-Right movement in Irdand. 
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would agree to refer Sh<arman> Cr<awford>'s1 Tenant Right Bill to the 
Select Committee with the Government Bill, they would all vote with 
him. He thought this too good a bargain to miss, and he closed with 
his friend on those terms, told Walpole what he had done, desired 
him to carry out the bargain, and the thing was done. No sooner was 
the announcement made than Naas and Napier• (who had never 
been informed) came in a great fury to Dis. and Walpole, complained 
of the way they had been treated, and threatened to resign. With 
great difficulty he pacified or rather silenced them, and he was in 
hopes the storm had blown over, but the next day he found Naas and 
Napier had gone to Derby with their complaints, and he now found 
the latter full of wrath and indignation likewise; for Lord Roden, who 
had heard something of this compromise (i.e. of the T<enant> R<ight> 
Bill being referred to Committee), announced his intention of asking 
Derby a question in the H. of Lords. Added to this, as soon as the 
news reached Dublin, Eglinton and Blackburne3 testified the same 
resentment as Naas and Napier had done, and threatened to resign 
likewise. All this produced a prodigious flare-up. Disraeli repre
sented that it was his business to make the Budget succeed by such 
means as he could, that the votes of the Brigade would decide it either 
way, and that he had made a very good bargain, as he had pledged 
himself to nothing more, and never had had any intention of giving 
any suite to what had been done, so that it could not signify. He did 
not succeed in appeasing Derby, who, a night or two after in the 
Lords, repudiated all participation in what had been done, and at
tacked the Irishmen very bitterly. Disraeli heard this speech, and 
saw at once that it would be fatal to the Budget and to them, as it 
proved, for the whole Brigade voted in a body against the Govern
ment, and gave a majority to the other side. He seemed in pretty 
good spirits as to the future, though without for the present any 

1 William Sharman Crawford (r78r-r861); M.P. for Dundalk, 1835-7, and for Roch
dale, 1841-52; formed Tenant-Right Association in Ulster, 1846; brought forward his 
Tenant-Right Bill in 1844, 1847, 1848 and February 1852. The Bill was re-introduced in 
December 1852 and referred to a Select Committee, but got no farther. 

2 Joseph Napier (1804-82), afterwards first baronet; M.P. for Dublin University, 
1848-58; Irish Lord Chancellor, 1858-g; created baronet, 1867. 

3 Francis Blackburne (1782-1867); Irish Attorney-General, 1830-4 and 1841; Chief 
Justice of Queen's Bench in Ireland, 1846-52; Irish Lord Chancellor, 1852 and 1866; 
Lord Justice of Appeal in Ireland, 1856-66. 
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dd~nitr fH.:;r:)OSC'. J!e ch~nk.s the bulk of the party wit ~eep together. 
Ddanc a"kt:d him what Lc wou:d have done with such a Budget ifhe 
hac' carried it. He said (wy ,hou:d have remocldled iheir Govern
men\, Palmerston and c:ad~tonc would have joined them (Gladstone 
after the debate and :heir d:J.d ~\ ; during the intervening two or three 
rr:onths the Budget wot.:ld Lave been discussed in the coumry, what 
was :ik.ed reiained, wha: was unpopular altt"red, and in the end they 
should have produced a very good Budget which the country would 
have taken gladly. He ncver ~t.Tms to have given a thought to any 
consideration of polit;cal morality, hone~ty, or trULh, in all that he 
said. The moral of the whole is, that, kt what will happen, it will be 
very difli.cult to bring Dt:rby and Dis. together again. They must re
gard each other with real, if not avowed, distrust and dislike. Disradi 
said that Derby's position in life ancl his fortune were so different from 
his, that their severa: courses must be rnfiuenced accordingly. It is 
easy to conceive how Derby, embarked ;no matter how or why~ in 
such a coOlest, shou:d strain every nerve to succeed and fight it out; 
but the thing once broken up, hc wou~d not be very likely to place 
himself again in such a situation, and to encounter the endless dif
licultics, dangers, and mortifications attendant upon the lead of 
such a party, and above all the neces~ity of trusting entirely to 
sue h a Colleague as Disrael) in the H. of C. without one other 
man of a grain of capac;ty besides. A:s ~t is, he will probably betake 
him:self to the enjoyment of his pka1>Uft·s and amusements, ti:l he 
is recalled to poEtical hi(; by some fresh excitement and interest 
t.ha: time and circumstances may ihrow in his way; but let what 
will happen, I doubt his encountering again the troubles and 
trammels of office. 

January 3oth. Yesterday morning F. Lamb :Ld. Beauvale and 
~lelbourne, with whom both titles cease; died a:. Brocket after a short 
but severe attac:{ of influenza, fever, and gout. He was in his seventy
first year. Ly. Palmerston thus becomes a rich heiress. He was not so 
remarkable a man :in character) as his Brother w;:liam, less peculiar 
and eccentric, more Eke other people, with m:1rh less of literary 
acquirement, less caustic humour and pungent wir, but he had a 
vigorous understanding, great quickness, a good deal of general in
formation, likewise wdl versed in business and public affairs, and a 
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very sensible and intelligent converser and correspondent. He took 
a deep and lively interest in politics to the last moment of his life, was 
insatiably curious about all that was going on, and was much con
fided in and consulted by many people of very different parties and 
opinions. He never was in Parliament, but engaged all his life in a 
diplomatic career, for which he was very well fitted, having been ex
tremely handsome in his youth, and always very clever, agreeable, 
and adroit. He consequently ran it with great success, and was in 
high estimation at Vienna, where his Brother-in-law, Palmerston, 
sent him as Ambassador. He was always much addicted to gallantry, 
and had endless liaisons with women, most of whom continued to be 
his friends long after they had ceased to be his Mistresses, much to the 
credit of all parties. Mter having led· a very free and dissolute life, 
he had the good fortune at sixty years old, and with a broken and 
enfeebled constitution, to settle (as it is called), by marrying a charm
ing girl of twenty, the daughter of the Prussian Minister at Vienna, 
Count Maltzahn. This Adine, who was content to unite her May to 
his December, was to him a perfect Angel, devoting her youthful 
energies to sustain and cheer his valetudinarian existence with a 
cheerful unselfishness, which he repaid by a grateful and tender affec
tion, having an air at once marital and paternal. She never cared to 
go anywhere, gave up all commerce with the world and all its amuse
ments and pleasures, contenting herself with such society as it suited 
him to gather about them, his old friends and some new ones, to 
whom she did the honors with infinite grace and cordiality, and who 
all regarded her with great admiration and respect. In such social 
intercourse, in political gossip, and in her untiring attentions, his last 
years glided away, not without enjoyment. He and his brother 
William had always been on very intimate terms, and William highly 
prized his advice and opinions; but as Frederic was at heart a Tory, 
and had a horror of Radicalism in every shape, he was not seldom 
disgusted with the conduct of the Whig Government, and used sorely 
to perplex and mortify William by his free and severe strictures on 
him and his colleagues. He nominally belonged to the Liberal party, 
but in his heart he was strongly Conservative, and he always dreaded 
the progress of democracy, though less disturbed than he would other
wise have been by reflecting that no material alteration could possibly 
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over:ake him. Hi~ most intimate fr1ends abroad were the ~Ietternichs 
and ~ladame de Liever:, and his notions of foreign policy were ex
trcmdy congenial to theirs. Ilere, his connexions all lying with people 
uf the Liberal side, he had nor bing to do with the Tories, fi)r most of 
w11om he entertained great contempt. Brougham, Ellice, and myself 
were the men he was most int~:nate with. He was very fond of his 
~ister, bui never much Eked PaJmcrston, and was bitterly opposed to 

Lis ;Jol.icy when he was at the F. 0., which was a very sore subject be
tween himself and them, and for a lung time, and on many occasions, 
embittered or interrupted their intercourse; but as he was naturally 
aH't·ctiunate, had a very good ~emper, and loved an easy life, such 
clouds were always soon dis;x-rsed, and no permanent estrangement 
ever too~ place. He was largely endowed with social merits and 
virtues, without having or aifecting any claim to those of a higher or 
moral character. I have no doubt he was much more amiable as an 
old man than he ever was when he was a young one; and though the 
death of one so retired from the world can make little or no sensation 
in it, except as being the last of a remarkable family, he will be sin
cerely regretted, and his loss wil~ be sensibly fdt by the few who en
joyed the intimacy of his dec~inin~ years. 

February 8th. Yesterday 1 went to see the unhappy Lady Bcauvale, 
and, apart from the sorrow of win:e!Ssing so much bodily and mental 
s:.~1fcring, it is really a singular and extraordinary case. Here is a 
woman thirty-two years old, and therefore in the prime of life, who 
has lost a 11Usband of seventy-one, who bad lost the use of his limbs, 
and whom She had nursed for ten years ;the period of their union~ 
with the probable or possible fatal termination of his frequent atiacks 
of gout constantly before her eyes, and She is not merely plunged in 
~reat grief at the loss she has sustained, but in a blank and hopeless 
dc·spair, which in its moral and physical effects seriously menaces her 
own existence. She is calm, reasonable and docile, talks of him and 
his il:ness without any excitement, and is ready to do everything that 
her friends advise; but she is earnestly desirous to die, considers her 
sole business on earth as finished, and talks as if the prolongation of 
her own life could only be an unmitigated evil and intolerable 
burthen, and that no ray of hope was left for her of any possibility of 
happiness or even peace and ease for the future. She is in fact broken-
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hearted, and that for a man old enough to be her Grandfather and a 
martyr to disease and infirmity; but to her he was everything; she had 
consecrated her life to the preservation of his, and she kept his vital 
flame alive with the unwearied watching of a Vestal Priestess. She 
had made him an object and an idol round which all the feelings and 
even passion of an affectionate heart had entwined themselves, till at 
last She had merged her very existence in his, and only lived in, with, 
and for him. She saw and felt that he enjoyed life, and she made it 
her object to promote and prolong this enjoyment. 'Why,' She says, 
'could I not save him now, as I saved him heretofore?' and not having 
been able to do so, She regards her own life as utterly useless and 
unnecessary, and only hopes to be relieved of it that she may 
(as she believes and expects) be enabled to join him in some other 
world.' · 

February 9th.-Yesterday Clarendon told me a curious thing about 
the Emperor Napoleon and his marriage, which came in a round
about way, but which no doubt is true. John Russell told him, having 
been told it by Aberdeen, to whom the Queen showed a letter She 
had received from Leopold, which was to this effect:-Madame de 
Montijo's • most intimate friend is the Marchioness of Santa Cruz, and 
to her she wrote an account of what had passed about her daughter's 
marriage and the Emperor's proposal to her. When he offered her 
marriage, she expressed her sense of the greatness of the position to 
which he proposed to raise her, when he said, 'It is only fair that I 
should set before you the whole truth, and let you know that if the 
position is very high, it is also perhaps very dangerous and insecure.' 
He then represented to her in detail all the dangers with which he was 
environed, his unpopularity with the higher classes, the malveillance 
of the Great Powers, the possibility of his being any day assassinated 
at her side, his popularity indeed with the masses, but the fleeting 
character oftheir favor, but above all the existence of a good deal of 
disaffection and hostility in the Army, the most serious thing of all. 

' She lived, however, and married Lord Forester, en secondes noces.-G. 
• Maria Manuela, Countess de Montijo, was the daughter of William Fitzpatrick, 

American consul at Malaga. Her youngest daughter by her marriage with the eighth 
Count de Montijo, Eugenie Marie (1826-1920), lived in Paris with her mother after 1834; 
married Louis Napoleon, January 30th, 1853; died at Madrid on a visit to Queen Victoria 
Eugenie of Spain. 



If this latter dangn, !a: ~2;(:, 'vlltTc to become more formidable, he 
:;.new very wdl how :o a vert it by a war; ar.d though his earnest 
c~o>c was to maintain ptace, if no other means of sd.f-prcservation 
shou:d remain, he shou:d not shrink from that, which would at once 
ra:Jy the whole army to one common fi:d.ing. All this he told ht:r with 
entire frankness, and \\itho~..<t cunn·alin~ the perils of his position nor 
his sense of them, and ii is one of t)w most crcditabk traits I have 
ever hrard of. lt was, of course, calculated to engage and attach any 
woman of hig-h spi:·it and gt·nerusity, and it seems to have had that 
cfi:ct upon her. lt is, however, curious in many ways; it reveals a 
source of danger that is not apparent:y suspected, and his conscious~ 
nt'ss of it; and it shows how, in spite of a sincere wish to maintain 
peace, he may <he! driven to make war as a means of self-preserva
tion, and therefore how en:irdy necessary it is that we should be on 
our gt:ard, and not relax [n our ckkmive ;Jreparations. l was sure 
fro01 the conversations 1 had with Flahau;t at Beaudesert, that ht: 
fcds the Emperor's situation to be one ofinst:curity and hazard. lie 
said that it remained tu he seen whether it was possible that a 
Covanment could be mainra:ned permanently in France on the 
prin<i)lc of the total suppnssion of ci,-il and poli:icalli:Jerty, which 
had :Le support uf:he masses, but which was abhorn·d and opposed 
uy ae the elevated and educated classes. The limbs of:he body politic 
vvith tht: Em:Jcrur, and ihe head against him. 

F,;bruar;;• 1 r th. Parliament met again last ni~ht. Derby threw off 
in the Lords by asking Aberdeen what the Government meant to do, 
which A. awkwardly and fuolish:y enough declined to give any 
answer to. The scene was !'"at he-r ridiculous, and nut creditable: ; I 
thtnk; to Aberdeen. He ~s unf{munately a very bad speaker at a;I 
t;mes, and, what is wor-;c in a Prime :\.iinistcr, has no readiness 
whatever. Ld. Lansdowne would have made a wry pretty and 
dexterous flourish, and an~wcrcd the question. John did announce 
in the li. of C. what the Government mean to do and not to 
do, but they say he did it ill, and it was very Ea:, not a brilliant 
throw-off. 

}(bruary r6th.- C. Wood gut out of his affairs pretty we\1. He was 
too i.i; to arpear, but Aberdeen made a speech for him in the Lords 
and J. Russell in the Commons; and he made an apology to the 
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Emperor in the shape of a letter.1 It all did very well, and so ended 
without further trouble. 

Yesterday Cowley arrived from Paris. He called on me, and gave 
me an account of the state of things there and some curious details 
about the Emperor's marriage and his abortive matrimonial projects. 
He confirms the account of Louis Napoleon's position set forth in 
Madame de Montijo's letter. The effect of his marriage has been very 
damaging everywhere, and the French people were not at all pleased 
at his calling himself a 'parvenu,' which mortified their vanity, inas
much as they did not like to appear as having thrown themselves at 
the feet of a parvenu. For some time before the marriage was declared, 
Cowley, from what he saw and the information he received, began to 
suspect it would take place, and wrote word so to John Russell. Just 
about this time Walewski went to Paris, and when Cowley saw him he 
told him so. Walewski expressed the greatest surprise as well as morti
fication, and imparted to Cowley that a negotiation had been and still 
was going on for his marriage with the Princess Adelaide of Hohen
lohe~ (the Queen's niece, at that time and still with the Queen in 
England). This was begun by Malmesbury, and the Emperor had 
regularly proposed to her through her Father. A very civil answer 
had been sent by the Prince, in which he said that he would not dis
pose of his daughter's hand without her consent, and that he had re
ferred the proposal to her, and she should decide for herself. The 
Queen had behaved very well, and had abstained from giving any 
advice or expressing any opinion on the subject. They were then ex
pecting the young Princess's decision. This being the case, Cowley ad
vised Walewski to exert his influence to stop the demonstrations that 
were going on between the Emperor and the Montijo girl, which 
might seriously interfere with this plan. The next day Walewski told 
Cowley that he had seen the Emperor, who took him by both hands, 

' Sir Charles Wood, President of the Board of Control, made a speech to his con
stituents at Halifax on February 3rd, in which he commented in severe language on the 
despotic character of the Imperial Government of France. The speech was thought to be 
unbecoming in the mouth of a Cabinet minister, and Sir Charles apologised for it. But Mr 
Disraeli made it the subject of a fierce attack in the House of Commons.-R. 

2 Princess Adelaide of Hohenlohe ( r83s-rgr o), daughter of Prince Ernest of Hohenlohe 
and Princess Feodorovna, Queen Victoria's half-sister; married Frederick VIII, Duke of 
Schleswig-Holstein-Augustenburg, 1856; mother of Augusta Victoria, the first wife of the 
Emperor William II. Napoleon III made an offer for her hand on December 13th, 1852, 
and received a refusal a fortnight later. 

GMVI 
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and said, ':\lon cher, je suis pris,' and then told him he had resolved 
to marry ::\We. de :\L However, on \Valewski representing the state 
of the other aflair, he agreed to wait for the Princess Adelaide's 
answer, but said, if it was unfavorable, he would conclude the other 
affair, but if the Pss. accepled him he would marry her. The day 
following the amwcr came: very civil, but declining on the ground of 
her youth and inexperience, and not feeling equal to such a position. 
The same day the Emperor proposed to the Empress. Cowley says he 
is evidently much changed since his marriage, and that he is con
scious of its unpopu~arity and the additional insecurity in which it has 
involved his position. He thinks him in love with her and that she is 
wholly indifferent to him. Her manners he describes to be neither 
graceful nor dignified, and in no way attractive; surrounded with 
much etiquette, fiJr which she does not seem to have any taste. He 
believes that from the lirst he forbad her meddling with politicks, and 
that she never does interfere. 

<February> Igth.- --Cowley told me something more about the mar
riage. He saw the Queen on Thursday ( r 7th;, who told him all about 
it. The first step was taken by Morny, who wrote to .::\lalmesbury, and 
requested him to propose it, stating that the Emperor's principal object 
in it was to 'resserrer les liens entre les deux pays.' ::\L accordingly 
wrote to the Queen on the subject. She was extremely annoyed, 
and very angry ai being spoken to about it, justly considering that 
the proposal, with the reason given, placed her in a very awkward 
situation, and thaL it ought not to have been mentioned to her at all. 
She accordingly wrote to Derby and signified her displeasure at 
.::\Ialmesbury's proceeding. Derby wrote an answer (which Cowley 
said was rather impertinent in tone) justifying his Colleague, and 
saying he could not conceive how there could be any embarrassmeni 
to the Queen in what he had done. 1 The resuh was what has been 
already stated, bui with this difference, that the Queen set her face 
against it and made ihe girl refuse, who herself desired no better and, 
if left to herself, would have accepted the offer. However, nobody 
knows this, and they are very anxious the~e details should not trans
pire. The two accounts I have given of this transaction seem to me 
to afford a good illustration of the uncertainty of the best authenti-

' Tht Quten's !etttr to Lord Derby, December qth, 1852, and an abstract of his reply, 
are printed in the Letters of Queen Victoria. 
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cated historical statements. Nothing could appear more to be relied 
on than the accuracy of Cowley's first account to me, and if I had not 
seen him again, or if he had not imparted to me his conversation with 
the Queen, that account would have stood uncorrected, and an in
accurate version of the story would have been preserved, and might 
hereafter have been made public, and, unless corrected by some other 
contemporaneous narrative, would probably have been taken as 
true. The matter in itself is not very important, but such errors un
questionably are liable to occur in matters of greater moment, and 
actually do occur, fully justifying the apocryphal character which has 
been ascribed to almost every historical work. 

The Queen seems to be intensely curious about the Court of France 
and all details connected with it, and on the other hand Louis 
Napoleon has been equally curious about the etiquette observed in 
the English Court, and desirous of assimilating his to ours, which in 
great measure he appears to have done. 

Last night there was the first field day in the H. of C., Disraeli 
having made an elaborate and bitter attack on the Government, but 
especially on C. Wood and Graham, under the pretence of asking 
questions respecting our foreign relations, and more particularly with 
France. His speech was very long, in most parts very tiresome, but 
with a good deal of ability, and a liberal infusion of that sarcastic 
vituperation which is his great forte, and which always amuses the 
H. of C. more or less. It was, however, a speech of devilish malignity, 
quite reckless and shamelessly profligate; for the whole scope of it 
was, if possible, to envenom any bad feeling that may possibly exist 
between France and England, and, by the most exaggerated repre
sentations of the offence given by two of the Ministers to the French 
Government and Nation, to exasperate the latter, andto make it a 
point of honor with them to resent it, even to the extent of a quarrel 
with us. Happily its factious violence was so great as to disgust even 
the people on his own side, and the French Government is too really 
desirous of peace and harmony to pay any attention to the rant of a 
disappointed adventurer, whose motives and object are quite trans
parent. 

(March I6th, I863. <C.C.G.>) 
<End of Additional MS. 4I I I g.> 
Sunday, February 20th, I853.-Disraeli's speech on Friday night was 

26-2 
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evidently a political blunder, which has injured him in the general 
opinion, and disgusted his own party. It is asserted that he communi
cated his intention to his followers, who disapproved of it, but he 
nevertheless persisted. The speech itself was too long; it was dull and 
ful; of useless truisms in the first part, but clever and brilliant in the 
last; and his personalities were very smart and well aimed; but there 
was not a particle of truth and sineerity in it; it was a mere vitupera
tion and factious display, cakalated to do mischiefifit produced any 
effect at all, and quite unbecoming a man who had just been a 
~linister of the Crown and leader of the House of Commons, and who 
ought to have been animated by higher motives and more patriotic 
views. This was what the more sensible men of the party felt, and Tom 
;Baring) the most sensible and respectable of the Derbyites, and the 
man of the greatest weight amongst them, told me himself that he was 
so much disgusted that he was on the point of getting up to disavow 
him, and it is much to be regretted (as I told him) that such a rebuke 
was not administered from such a quarter. It does not look as if the 
connexion between Dis. and the party could go on long. Their dread 
and distrust of him and his contempt of them render it diflicult if not 
impossible. Pakington is already talked of as their Leader, and some 
think Disraeli wants to shake them off and trade on his own bottom, 
trusting to his great abilities to make his way to political power with 
somebody and on some principles, about neither of which he would 
be very nice. Tom Baring said to me last night, 'Can't you make 
room for him in this Coalition Government?' [ said, 'Why, will 
you give him to us?' 'Oh, yes,' he said, 'you shall have him with 
pleasure.' 

John Russell, who took leave of the Foreign Office, has had an 
interview with the Queen and Prince, satisfactory to both. She has 
been all along considerably annoyed at the arrangement made about 
his taking the F. 0. only to quit it, and his leading the H. of C. without 
any office, which <s>he fancies is unconstitutional, and then she was 
irritated at the whole thing being announced in the newspapers 
without any communication to her. On the other hand John had 
been provoked at not having been admitted to an audience to her at 
the beginning, as he had desired and which nobody can tell why 
Aberdeen did not arrange. The consequence has been some little 
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soreness on both sides, but this has now been all removed by explana
tions and amicable communication. The Queen attacked him on the 
constitutional ground, but here elle I' a pris par son fort, and he easily 
bowled over her objections. Then she expressed her fear lest it should 
be drawn into a precedent, which might be inconvenient in other 
cases, to which he replied that he thought there was little fear of any
body wishing to follow the precedent of a man taking upon himself a 
vast amount of labour without any pay at all. Then She said that a 
man independent of office might consider himself independent of the 
Crown also, and postpone its interests to popular requirements; 
which he answered by saying that he did not think any Minister, as 
it was, thought very much of the Crown as contradistinguished from 
the people, and that he was not more' likely to take such a part as she 
apprehended by holding an office of £sooo a year, from which a vote 
of the H. of Commons could at any moment expel him. He appears 
to have satisfied them both, and to be satisfied himself, which is still 
more important. 

February 25th.-The Jews and Maynooth questions have been got 
over in the H. of C. without much debate, but by small majorities. 
The most remarkable incident was young Stanley voting with the 
majority in both questions, and speaking on Maynooth, and well. 
As he is pretty sure to act a conspicuous part, it is good to see him 
taking a wise and liberal line. Disraeli voted for the Jews, but did not 
speak, which was very base of him. Last night I met Tomline 2 at 
dinner, who is a friend of his, and told me a great deal about him. 
He has a good opinion of him, that is, that he has a good disposition, 
but his position perverts him in great measure. He says he dislikes 
and despises Derby, thinks him a good 'Saxon' speaker and nothing 
more, has a great contempt for his party, particularly for Pakington, 
whom they seem to think of setting up as leader in his place. The man 
in the H. of C. whom he most fears as an opponent is Gladstone. He 
has the highest opinion of his ability, and he respects Graham as a 
Statesman. Tomline told me that his system of attacking the late Sir 
Robert Peel was settled after this manner. When the great schism took 

' The sense of this passage seems to require 'less' here instead of 'more.' 
' George Tomline, M.P. for Sudbury, 184o-1, for Shrewsbury, 1841-6 and 1852-68 

and for Grimsby, 1868-74. Disraeli was his fellow-member for Shrewsbury, 1841-6. 
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place, three of the seceders went to Dizzy : ~liles,' Tyrrd, and a third 
1 have forgotten), and proposed to him to attack and vilify Ped 
regularly, but with discretion; not w fatigue and disgust the House, 
to make a speech against him about once a fortnight or so, and 
promised if he would, that a constant and regular attendance of a 
cvn.ain number of men should be there to cheer and support him, re
marking that nobody was ever efficient in the H. of C. without this 
support certatn.z He desired twenty minutes to consider of the offer, 
and finaJ:y accepted it. We have seen the result, a curious beginning 
of an important political career. ~ow they dread and hate him, for 
they know he in his heart has no sympathy with them, and that he has 
no truth or sincerity in his conduct or speeches, and would throw 
them over if he thought it his intere~t. 

March tst.~The Government seem upon the whole to be going on 
prosperously. They have at present no difficulty in the H. of Com
mons, where there is no disposition to oppose their measures, and an 
appearance of moderation generally, which promises an easy Session. 
john Russell has spoken well, and seems to have recovered a great 
shan: of the popularity he had lost. Aberdeen has done very well in 
the I I. of Lords, his answers to various 'q ;Jestions' having been dis
creet, tern perate, and judicious; in short, up to this time the horizon 
is tolerably dear. On the other hand the divisions have presented 
meagre majorities, and the Government have no power in the H. of 
Commons, and live on the goodwill or forbearance of the several 
fractions of which it is composed. John Russell is in his heart not 
satisfied with his present position, and not animated with any spirit 
of .leal or cordiality, though he is sure to act honestly and fairly the 
part he has undertaken; but his wife, whose tongue is an unerring 
index of his mind, says spiteful things when she has an opportunity 
and cv:nces an unfriendly disposition towards the Government. There 
is still a good deal of lurking discontent and resentment on the part 
of those who were left out, and of the Whig party generally, who are 
only half reconciled to following the banner of a Peelite Premier; of 

' William :'.liles (1 797~1878;, afterwards fir,t baronet; \I.P. for Chippenha.rn, 1818 20, 

for :\ew Romm:y, 183l>-3, and for East Somer,et, d~33· ·65; created baronet, T8:)g. 
' This anecdot<" [,related on the authority of Me Tomline ,., ;tated in the text. It was 

mrnt':orwd in the hkrime of Lord Beaconsfield, and in ju>tict: to him it must be said that he 
~:togetht·r lkmcd the truth of the story.-- ·-R. 
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the Malcontents the principal are Carlisle and Clanricarde, who are 
both in different ways very sore; Norman by is dissatisfied, Labouchere, 
Seymour, and G. Grey not pleased, but except Clanricarde none have 
shown any disposition to withhold their support from the Govern
ment, or even to carp at them. Aberdeen seems to have no notion of 
being anything but a real Prime Minister. He means to exercise a 
large influence in the management of foreign affairs, which he con
siders to be the peculiar, if not exclusive, province of himself and 
Clarendon. Palmerston at present does not interfere with them at all, 
but he must do so, if any important questions arise for the Cabinet to 
decide, and then it is very likely some dissension will be the conse
quence. There are four Ex-Secretaries for Foreign Affairs in this 
Cabinet, all of whom will naturally take part in any discussion of 
moment. Argyll began rather unluckily, running his head indis
creetly against Ellenborough on an Indian petition. He is burning 
with impatience to distinguish himself, and broke out too soon, and 
out of season; but he was not unconscious of his error, and it will prob
ably be of use to him to have met with a little check at his outset, and 
teach him to be more discreet. He spoke again last night, and very 
well, on the Clergy reserves, when there was a brilliant passage of arms 
in the Lords, in which Derby and the Bishops of Exeter and Oxford 
distinguished themselves. 

News came by telegraph last night that the dispute between 
Turkey and Austria is settled, which will relieve us from a great dif
ficulty. If it had gone on, we should have had a difficult part to play, 
and unluckily the good understanding that was reviving between us 
and Vienna has all been upset by the late attempt on the Emperor's 
life, which has thrown the Austrians into a ferment, and renewed all 
their bitter resentment against us for harbouring Kossuth and Mazzini, 
to whom they attribute both the emeute at Milan and the assassina
tion at Vienna severally. 1 They are no doubt right about Mazzini and 
wrong about Kossuth, but fortunately for us the first is not in England 
and has been abroad for some time, and it will probably be impos
sible to bring any evidence against Kossuth to connect him with the 

' The Emperor of Austria was stabbed in the neck on February r8th, by Joseph Libeny, 
on the ramparts of Vienna, fortunately without serious consequences. The (would be) 
assassin had not the remotest connection with anyone in this country.-R. 
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Hungarian Assassin. But these troubles and attempts, the origin of 
which are attributed to men residing here, and, though neglected by 
the Government, more or less objects of popular favor and sympathy, 
render all relations of amity impossible between our Government and 
theirs, and the disunion is aggravated by our absurd meddling with 
such cases as the :\ladiai 1 and :\Iurray at Florence and at Rome, 
which are no concern of ours, and which our Government does in 
compliance with Protestant bigotry. \-Vhat makes our conduct the 
more absurd is that we do more harm than good to the objects of our 
interest, for no Government can, with any regard to its own dignity 
and indept>ndenee, yield to our dictation and impertint>nt inter
ft>rencc. The G<rand> D<uke> of Tuscany said that the :\-'Iadiai would 
have been let out of prison long ago but for our interference. John 
Russel:'s published letter on this subject, which was very palatable 
to the public, was as objectionable as possible, and quite as insolent 
and presumptuous as any Palmcrston used to write. 

Last night the Nlarquis :\-Iassimo d' Azeglio l came here. He was 
Prime :\linister in Piedmont till rep~aced by Count Cavour,> and is 
come to join his Xephew, who is .\linister here. fie is a tal1, thin, 
dignified-lou:ting man, with very pka:sing manners. He gave us a 
shocking account of the conduct of the A.ustrians at Milan in conse
quence of the recent outbreak. Their tyranny and cruelty have been 
more like the deeds in the middle ages than those in our own time; 
wantonly putting people to death without trial or even the slightest 
semblance of guilt, plundering and confiscating, and in every respect 
acting in a manner equally barbarous and impolitic. They have 
thrown away a good opportunity of improving their own moral status 
in ] tal y, and completely played the game of their Enemies by in-

1 Fnn6,cu ~ladiai and his wife Rosa W< re c•mvicted at Florence in 1852 of blasphemy, 
t{wir off< nee being the introduction of Bibks mw Tuscany and the holding of Protestant 
'<crvic.-:s at their house. The British Governmrnt bn.>ur4h~ 1JrtO>sure to bear on the Grand 
Dukt•, and evcntual:y in 1853 they were rd.ca,.cd trum prison and banished. 

' ~laosimo Tapardli, ~farquis d'Azeglio · 1 798 d:\66:; excommunicated at the age of 
'4 for insulting his tutor, a prie>t; wounded"' Vicenza during the lta:ian rising of 1848; 
Prim<' :\-lmister of Sardinia, 1849-52; wr<~tt "'v,;ra: nuvds. His nephew, Victor Emmanud 
tl'AzrgllD, was Sardinian :\Iini>ter to London, 185n ·64; he was sarcastically d<ennminatrd 
• \!.inimo' in contrast to his uncle. 

'C.•unt Camillo di Cavour (1810--61); ~[inister of Commerce in D'Azeglio\ cabinet, 
r8so--r; \l.ini,ter of Finance, 1851-2; quarrelled with D'Azeglio, April 1852, and spent 
,[x mum;,, in France and England; Prime ~Iinister, 1852· ·g and r86o--1; formed alliance 
with Engiand and France, 1854. 
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creasing the national hatred against them tenfold. If ever France 
finds it her interest to go to war/ Italy will be her mark, for she will 
now find the whole population in her favor, and would be joined by 
Sardinia, who would be too happy to revenge her former reverses with 
French aid; nor would it be possible for this Country to support 
Austria in a war to secure that Italian dominion which she has so 
monstrously abused. 

March yd.-Aberdeen has gained great credit by making Mr. 
Jackson, Rector of St. James's, Bishop ofLincoln.2 He is a man with
out political patronage or connexion, and with no recommendation 
but his extraordinary merit both as a Parish Priest and a Preacher. 
Such an appointment is creditable, wise, and popular, and will 
strengthen the Government by conciliating the moderate and sincere 
friends of the Church. 

The Duke of Bedford writes to me about his papers and voluminous 
correspondence, which he has been thinking of overhauling and 
arranging, but he shrinks from such a laborious task. He says: 'With 
respect to my political correspondence, it has been unusually inter
esting and remarkable. I came so early into public life, had been so 
mixed up with everything, have known the political chief of my own 
party so intimately, and of the Tory party also to a limited extent, 
that there is no great affair of my own time I have not been well 
acquainted with.' This is very true, and his correspondence, whenever 
it sees the light, will be more interesting, and contribute more his
torical information, than that of any other man who has been en
gaged in public life. The papers of Peel and of the Duke of Wellington 
may be more important, but I doubt their being more interesting, 
because the Duke of Bedford's will be of a more miscellaneous and 
comprehensive character; and though his abilities are not of a very 
high order, his judgement is sound, his mind is unprejudiced and 
candid, and he is a sincere worshipper of truth. 

For the last few days john Russell has been kept away from the H. 
of Commons by the death ofthe Dowager Duchess ofBedford,3 when 

' Remarkable prediction, verified in 18sg.-G. 
2 John Jackson (181 1-85); Rector of StJames's, Piccadilly, 1853; Bishop of Lincoln, 

1853--68; Bishop of London, 1868-Ss. 
3 Georgiana, Duchess of Bedford (178I-I853), daughter of fourth Duke of Gordon; 

married sixth Duke of Bedford as his second wife, I 803; stepmother of Lord John Russell. 
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Pahnerston has been acting as Leader, taking that post as naturally 
and undoubtedly belonging to him, and his ri~ht to it being entirdy 
acq uiesccd in by his colleagues of both camps. They say that he has 
given great satisfaction to the House, where he is regarded with the 
same favor and inclination as heretofore, and personally much more 
acceptable than johnny. Cobden dined withj. Russell the other day, 
and, what is more remarkable, Bessborough told me he met Roden at 
dinner the other day at the Castle at Dublin, St. Germans and He on 
very goodhumoured terms. These are strixing examples of the com
patibility of the strongest political difference with social amenities. 
Cobden, however, is not in regular opposition to the Government, but 
in great measure a supporter . 

. \larch 1oth.-I met Flahault last night, just returned from Paris. 
He said that he found there a rancour and violence against us 
among1>t all the Austrians, and Russians and Prussians no less, quite 
inconceivable. He talked to them all, and represented to them all the 
a~)Surdity of their suppositions and their exigencies, but without the 
slightest effect; but he found the Emperor in a very different frame of 
mind, understanding perfectly the position of the English Govern
ment, and completely determined to maintain his alliance with us, and 
not to yield to the tempting cajolery of the Continental Powers, who 
want him to make common cause with them against us. Such is their 
madness and their passion, and such the necessity, real or fancied, 
in which they are placed by the revolutionary fire which is still 
smouldering everywhere, and their own detestable misgovernment 
~at least that of Austria, which the others abet), that they are ready to 
co-operate with France in coercing and weakening us, and to sacrifice 
all the great and traditional policy of Europe, in order to wage war 
against the stronghold and only asylum of constitutional principles 
and Government. 

F:ahault said that the Emperor has had an opportunity of placing 
himself in the first year of his reign in a situation which was the great 
object of his C ncle's life, and which he never could attain. He might 
have been at the head of an European league against us, for these 
powers have signified to him their wi:lingness to follow him in such a 
crusade, the Emperor of Russia and He being on the best terms, and 
a cordial interchange ofletters having ta~cn place between them. But 
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Napoleon has had the wisdom and the magnanimity to resist this bait, 
to decline these overtures, and to resolve on adherence to England. 
Flahault said that he had an audience, at which he frankly and freely 
told the Emperor his own opinion, not being without apprehension 
that it would be unpalatable to him, and not coincident with his own 
views. While he was talking to him, he saw him smile, which he in
terpreted into a sentiment that he (F.) was too English for him in his 
language and opinions, and he said so. The Emperor said, 'I smiled 
because you so exactly expressed my own opinions,' and then he told 
him that he took exactly the same view of what his true policy was 
that F. himself did. F. suggested to him that, in spite of these civilities 
they did not, and never would, consider him as one of themselves, and 
they only wanted to make him the instrument of their policy or their 
vengeance; and he reminded him that while England had at once 
recognised him, they were not only in no hurry to do so, but if 
England had not recognised him as she did, he would not have been 
recognised by any one of those Powers to this day, all which he 
acknowledged to be true. 

The prevailing feeling against England which Flahault found at 
Paris has been proved on innumerable occasions. Clarendon is well 
aware of it, and does his best (but with very little success) to bring the 
foreign Ministers and others to reason. Madame de Lieven writes to 
me in this strain, and even liberal and intelligent Foreigners like 
Alfred Potocki r (who has been accused of being a rebel in Austria) 
writes that we ought to expel the Refugees. At Vienna the people are 
persuaded that there is some indirect and undefinable participation 
on the part of the B<ritish> Government in the insurrectionary and 
homicidal acts of Milan and Vienna, and they have got a story that 
the Assassin Libenyz had a letter of Palmerston's in his shoe. Un
reasonable as all this is, We ought to make great allowance for their 
excited feelings, for they have a case against us of a cumulative 
character. It goes back a long way, and embraces many objects and 
details, and is principally attributable to Palmerston, partly to his 
doings, and perhaps more to his sayings. They cannot forget that He 

'Alfred Potocki (1817-89); a Liberal in politics; Austrian Minister of Agriculture, 
z867-70; Prime Minister, z87o-z. A great friend of Henry Greville, the diarist's brother. 

'Janos Libeny, a Hungarian tailor, stabbed the Emperor Francis joseph (seep. 407) 
and was shortly afterwards executed. 
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has long been the implacable enemy of Austria, that he advised her 
renunciation of her Italian dominions, and that He and his agents 
have always sympathised with, and sometimes aided and abetted 
most of the revolutionary movements that have taken place. Then 
there was the Haynau affair,' and the lukewarmness and indifference 
which the Government of that day, and Palmerston particularly, ex
hibited about it; then the reception of Kossuth, the public meetings 
and his speeches, together with the speeches at them of Cobden and 
others of which no notice was ever taken, and finally the transaction 
about Palmerston's receiving Kossuth and his famous answer to the 
addresses presented to him from Finsbury and <Islington>. All these 
things satisfy the Foreign Governments that we are not only politically 
but nationally their enemies, and that we harbour their rebellious 
subjects out of hatred to them, and that we regard with sympathy and 
a secret satisfaction the plots which they concoct in safety here and go 
forth to execute abroad. And when they are told that our laws afford 
these people an asylum, which no Government has the power to deny 
them, and that Parliament and public opinion will not consent to arm 
the Government with the powers of restraint or coercion they do not 
possess, they only explode the more loudly in denunciations against 
that free and constitutional system which is not only a perpetual re
proach, but, as they think, a source of continual danger to their own. 
So much for foreign affairs. 

At home, while the political sky is still serene enough, there are 
some rocks ahead, and 1 think the Government in peril from more 
than one cause. First and !(:m:most there is the Indian question. 
There is something ominous in the conjunction between a Coalition 
Government and an India Bill/ and if they don't take care they will 
get into a scrape. The Opposition is broken and disorganised, and at 
present thne is no disposition on the ;Jart of the extreme Liberals to 
join in any strong measures against the Government; but this is a 
question on which all the scanered fractions might be made easily to 
combine, and there are already symptoms of a possible combination 

' :Yiarshal Julius Haynau ( 1786- r8s:f: acq,~ired notoriety by his brutality during the 
suppre"iun of the Itaiian insurn:ction, dl.tl} ::1, during a vi, it to Barclay\ Bn:wery in I 849, 
mobbed and nearly murdered by the md>gnant draymen; died of apoplexy. 

• The alluscon is to the Coalition G\lvemmmt of Fox and ~orth, which feU upon the 
rejeet'.on uf it> India Bill in 1783. 
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ad hoc in the Indian Committee of the H. of Commons. Lowe 1 is 
very much dissatisfied with C. Wood, and with the intentions of 
Government, and even talks of resigning; and the 'Times' is going 
into furious opposition on the Indian question, and already attacking 
the Government for their supposed intentions. This, therefore, is as
suming a serious aspect. There is besides the Budget and the difficulty 
of the Income Tax, and these two questions are enough to put them 
in great perplexity. 

The Prince and D. of Cambridge have both been prodigiously 
riled at what passed in the H. of C. and at the articles in the 'Times' 
about their Regiments. C. Grey told me he never saw the Prince so 
annoyed at anything; and the D. of C<ambridge> told me himself 
what he thought, and imagined the 'Times' had some spite against 
him.2 

March 1gth.-The question of Indian government and the renewal 
of the Charter is every day increasing in importance and attracting 
more and more of public attention. It is a matter of great difficulty 
for the Government to deal with. They are threatened by enemies, 
and pressed by friends and half friends, who want them to postpone 
any measure till another year or two years. They, on the contrary, 
stand pledged, and think they ought to propose something this year. 
It presents a field on which the various fractions of hostility and semi
hostility to the Government may meet and combine, and perhaps 
place them in great difficulty. The Committees are going on taking 
evidence with the knowledge that the Government will probably not 
wait for their several reports before proceeding to legislation. Gran
ville has got the management of the Government measures in the H. 
of Lords, and is working very hard at Indian affairs. Yesterday I met 
at dinner at Ellice's two able men just arrived from India for the 

I Robert Lowe (r8n-g2), afterwards first Viscount Sherbrooke; leader-writer on The 
Times, r8so; Secretary of the Board of Control, 1852-5; Paymaster-General, r855-8; 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, 1868-73; created viscount, r88o. 

2 During Lord Derby's Ministry of 1852 Prince Albert was appointed to the colonelcy 
of the Grenadier Guards and the Duke of Cambridge to that of the Coldstreams. In the 
discussion in the House of Commons on the Army Estimates on Feb. 28th, 1853, Hume and 
Ellice reminded the Secretary at War that these positions had been allowed by the Com
mittee on Army Sinecures of 1837 to retain the large emoluments of £3000 and £2ooo a 
year respectively on the understanding that they would be conferred in future as a reward 
for long and distinguished service. The Times commented on the matter somewhat un
kindly in two leading articles on March rst and 2nd. 
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purpose (partly) of giving evidence, a ~Ir Halliday 1 and a .:VIr. 
~larchmont. They are for maintaining the present system, but with 
many reforms and alterations; they spoke highly of Dalhousie as a 
man of business. 

Jfarch 24th.-As I never sec ~larendon now, who is entirely ab
sorbed in the duties of his office, he engaged me to go and dine with 
him alone yesterday, that we might have a talk about all that is going 
on, and he told me a great deal of one sort or another. I learnt the 
state of our relations with France and Russia in reference to the 
Turkish business, and he gave mt to read a very curious and inter
esting despatch (addressed to John Russell) from Seymour, giving an 
account of a long conversation he had had with the Emperor 
Xicholas about Turkey and her prospects and condition, and his own 
intentions and opinions, whkh were amicable towards us, and very 
wise and moderate in themselves, tontemplating the dissolution of the 
Turkish Empire, disclaiming in the strongest terms any design of 
occupying Constantinople- more than that, declaring that he would 
not- but supposing the eveDL to happen, not thinking the solution of 
the problem so difficult as it is generally regarded. He threw out that 
he should have no objection, if a partition was ever to take place, that 
we should appropriate Egypt and Candia to ourselves. He seems to 
have taU(ed very frankly, and he said one curious thing, which was 
that Russia was not without a revolutionary substratum, which was 
only less apparent and less menacing than in other parts because he 
possessed greater means of repression, but nevertheless that the seeds 
were there. It is lucky Dundas 2 is a prudent man, and refused to 
carry his fleet up to the vicinity of the Dardanelles at Rose's 3 invita
tion, or mischief might have ensued. As it is, we disapprove of Rose's 

' Frederick James Halliday :r8o6-- tg<H~; Pruvioiunal ~lember of Council in India, 
1853; Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal, r854 ·y; K.C.B., 186o; ~ltmber of the Council of 
India, 1868. 

' Sir J amts 'Nhitley Deans Dunda, : 1 78> 1862: ; v~ce-adrniral, 1852; commanded 
~lediterranran Fleet, 1853· 4; G.C.B., t8:);j. 

J Hugh Henry Rose (1801 85;, aftrrwards fir,t Baron Strathnairn; Secretary of Em
bassy at Constantinople, 1851; Charge' d'A.ffaire.; in the absence of Sir Stratford Canning, 
1852 3: served in Crimea, 1854 'j, and in the .VJut;.ny, 1857' .S; K.C.B., t8)j; Commander
in-Chiefm hdia, 186o- 5; created baron, 1866: fidd-mar,hal, 1877. In February 1853 he 
became 'o a~armed at Prince Menschikuff'; dictatorial behaviour at Cunstantmople that 
he summom.d the Fleet from ~Ialta on hi:, own initiative, an order which Clarendon 
countermandtd. 
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proceedings and have approved Dundas's, at the Same time ordering 
him not to move without express orders from home, and moreover 
Clarendon refused to give Stratford Canning any discretionary 
authority to send for the fleet 1 which He asked to be entrusted with. 
C. is much dissatisfied with the conduct of the French Government, 
who were in a great hurry to send off their Fleet, and they sent orders 
to sail on the mere report of what Rose had done, and without waiting 
to learn the result ofhis application to the Admiral; and they did this, 
although they knew the despatches were on the road, and that a very 
few hours would put them in possession of the actual state of the case. 
Moreover, Cowley moved heaven and earth to induce Drouyn de 
Lhuys to withdraw the order to sail, but without effect. They per
sisted in it, after they knew we were not going to stir, and Cowley 
could not see the Emperor, who he says was evidently avoiding any 
communication with him. Still very friendly language continues to 
pass between us, and our Government are inclined to attribute this 
unwise proceeding to the vanity of the French, their passion for doing 
something, and above all the inexperience and want of sa voir faire in 
high matters of diplomacy of the Emperor and his Ministers. There 
is not one amongst them who is fit to handle such delicate and im
portant questions, the Emperor, who governs everything by his own 
will, less than any; and D. de Lhuys, who has been for many years 
engaged more or less in the Foreign Office, is a very poor and in
efficient Minister. 

Clarendon told me he had seen Brunnow, and after recapitulating 
to him all the various causes for alarm, resting on facts or on rumours, 
especially with regard to Russia and her intentions, he said that our 
Government had received the word of honor of the Emperor that he 
had no sinister or hostile intentions, and disclaimed those that had 
been imputed to him, and that on his word they relied with such im
plicit confidence that he had not the slightest fear or disquietude. 
Brunnow was exceedingly pleased, and said that was the way to treat 
the Emperor, who would be excessively gratified, nothing being 
dearer to him than the confidence and good opinion of this country, 
and he said he would send off a Courier the next day, and Clarendon 

' It was afterwards given.-G. 
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should dictate his despatch. The instructions given to ~fenschikofP 
have been enormously exaggerated, the most serious and offensive 
parts that have been stated :the nomination of the Greek Patriarch, 
etc.~ being totally false.~ I asked what they were, and he said nothing 
but a string of conditions about shrines and other ecclesiastical trifles. 
Walewski seems to have done well here, condemning the conduct of 
his own Government, and not concealing from them his own opinion, 
and entirely going along with us. It was on Saturday night that the 
Courier arrived with Rose's and Dundas's despatches, and a few of 
the Cabinet met on Sunday at the Admiralty to talk the matter over. 
C. sent for john Russell from Richmond, and he thought it advisable 
to summon Palmers ton to i his conciliabule, to keep him in good 
humour, which it had the effect of doing. There were himself, Pam, 
J. R., Aberdeen, and Graham. He had written to john on Saturday 
night, and sent him the despatches; he got an answer from him, full 
of very wild talk of strong measures to be taken, and a Fleet sent to 
the Baltic to make peremptory demands on the Emperor of R. This, 
however, he took no notice of, and did not say one word to Aberdeen 
about it, quietly letting it drop, and accordingly he heard no more 
of it, nobody, he said, but me, knowing what John had proposed. 
I asked him what were Pam's views. He said he did not say much, 
and acquiesced in his and Aberdetn's prudent and reserved inten
tions, but he could see, from a few words that casually escaped him, 

' Prince Akxander ~lto:.chikotf :1787 186g;; Russian Mini.ster of Marine, 1836; 
Arnba"ador at ConstantinopLe, 1853 4; defender of Seba>topot, 1854 5· 

' V.'hilst these pacific a"urance> were given in London, Prince .\lenschikoff arrived in 
C(•nstantinople on ~larch :znd, and commenced that arrogant and aggre;;sive policy which 
led m the course of the year w h<Htilities between Rus,ia and the Porte. It has, however, 
only recently transpired, by the publication of Lord ~la:mesbury's Memoirs {vol.I. p. 402 • 

that when the Emperor~ :cholas cam~;: to England in 1844, he, Sir Robert Ped, then Prime 
1vl mister, the Duke of W d!ington, and Lord Aberdeen, then Foreign Secretary, drew up 
and ,l.gned a memorandum, the opirit and ,;cupr of which wao; to ,upport Ru"ia <n her 
le~itimate protection of thr Greek rdi.r~iun and thr holy shrine,, and to do so without con
suiting France. To obtain :;<is agretoment wa> doubt:ess the object of the Emperor\ 
journey. It bore his own per,onal <ignature. The existenc<" of rhi> memorandum was a 
pr·lfound oecret known only to the Queen and to those 1vHni't"r' who hdd in succession the 
seals of the Foreign Departmt"nt, each of whom tran.,mitted il privatdy to his succe"or. 
Lord :'vfa[mesbury received the document from Lord Granvilit:, and un leaving office in 
1853 handed it to Lord john Russdl. lhis fact, hitherto unknown, throws an enurdy new 
light on the causes of the Crimean War. The Emperor of Russia naturally reli<"d on the 
support of the very :'vlinisters who had signed the agreement and were again in power, 
whibt Lord Aberdeen was conscious of having entered into an engagement wholly at 
variance with the course of pulicy mto which he was reluctantly driven. -R. 
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that he would have been ready to join in more stringent and violent 
measures if they had been proposed. His hatred of Russia is not ex
tinguished, but as it was, there was no expressed difference of opinion, 
and a general agreement. He said he never saw anything like the 
unanimity and harmony of the Cabinet. No people could go on 
better together, and he thought perhaps their having previously 
differed on many things made them go on the better, from the 
necessity of mutual deferences and compromises. He said he 
had had a prejudice against Gladstone, but he now liked him 
very much, and Granville had already told me the same thing. 
Aberdeen likes his post and enjoys the consciousness of having 
done very well in it. He is extremely liberal, but of a wise and well
reasoned liberality. As it has turned out, he is far fitter for the post 
he occupies than Lansdowne would have been, both morally and 
physically. 

The Queen is devoted to this Government, and expressed to Aber
deen the liveliest apprehension lest they should get themselves into 
some scrape with the India Bill, and entreated he would run no risks 
in it. Aberdeen, in announcing this one day to the Cabinet, said that 
the best thing for them to do was to bring forward a measure of so 
liberal and popular a character as to make any serious opposition im
possible. Clarendon agreed in this, and I told him that this had long 
been my own idea, and that what they ought to do was to throw,open 
the civil and military appointments to competition, and to grant ap
pointments after examination to qualified Candidates, just as degrees 
are given at the Universities. We passed the whole evening together, 
talking over all matters of interest, and he told me everything he knew 
himself. 

April 4th.-Went to Althorp last week, and returned for a Council 
on Friday. Mter it Graham and I staid behind, when he talked about 
the Government and their prospects, which he thought pretty good; 
they were going on in great harmony, and the greater, he thought, 
because they had originally had such diversities of opinion. This led 
to a disposition to mutual concession, and feelings of delicacy towards 
each other. Queen extremely attached to Aberdeen, more than to 
any Minister she had ever had. John's position anomalous and un
satisfactory, and always a question whether he would not become 

GMVI 27 
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disgusted and back out; said that Clarendon was doing admirably~ 
better than he had anticipated. 

Lady Lyttelton, 1 whom I met at Althorp, told me a great deal 
about the Queen and her children; nothing particularly interesting. 
She said the Q. was very fond of them, but severe in her manner, and 
a strict disciplinarian in her family. She described the Prince of 
Wales to be extremely shy and timid, with very good principles, and 
pariicularly an exact observer of truth not clever; Princess Royal 
remarkably intelligmt. I wrote this because it will hereafter be 
curious to see how the buy grows up, and what sort of performance 
follows this promise, though 1 shall not live to see it. She spoke in 
very high terms of the Queen herself, of the Prince, and of the sim
plicity and happiness of her private and domestic life. 

April 2 rst.- I have had such a bad fit of gout in my hand, that I 
have been unable for some time past to write at all, though there has 
been plenty to write about. 'fhe Government has been sustaining de
feats in the H. of Commons on detached questions of taxation, much 
to their annoyance and embarrassment, and which were more serious 
from the inference to be drawn from them than for their intrinsic im
portance. They were caused by the meddling and absurd crotchets of 
some of their friends, and the malignity and unprincipled conduct of 
their enemies: the first bringing forward motions for reduction of 
certain items, merely to gratify clients or constituents, and the Tories 
joining with the Radicals in voting for things which they opposed 
when they were themselves in office, reckless of consistency or of con
sequences. But the whole affair was unpleasant, as it displayed 
strikingly how little authority the Government has over the H. of C., 
and the difficulty, if not impossibility, of carrying on the service of the 
Country. 

These little battles were, however, oflittle moment compared with 
the great event of Gladstone's Budget,~ which came off on ~:londay 

• :\-lary, Lady Lyttdton (1813 5 ;: , daur~·httr of Sir Stephen Glynne, eighth baronet, of 
Hawarden; married fourth Baron Lytttlton, 1839; Lady of the Bedchamber to Queen 
Victoria. 

' The chief features of the Bud~et of 1 8)3 were: ~ 1) The progressive reduction of the 
income-tax from 7d. in the£ in 1853· 5 to jd. in the£ in r8s7-6o, after which date Glad
stone proposed to abolish it; ( 2: the extension of the income-tax to Ireland, as a set-off to 
the cancellation of the lri>h debt incurred in 184 7; ~3; the introduction of a legacy duty on 
real proptrty; ~4; the abolition of the dutie> on 123 articles, including soap, and the reduc-
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night. He had kept his secret so well, that nobody had the least idea 
what it was to be, only it oozed out that the Income Tax was not to 
be differentiated. He spoke for five hours, and by universal consent 
it was one of the grandest displays and most able financial statements 
that ever was heard in the H. of Commons; a great scheme, boldly, 
skilfully, and honestly devised, disdaining popular clamour and pres
sure from without, and the execution of it absolute perfection. Even 
those who do not admire the Budget, or who are injured by it, admit 
the merit of the performance. It has raised Gladstone to a great 
political elevation, and, what is of far greater consequence than. the 
measure itself, has given the Country assurance of a man equal to 
great political necessities, and fit to lead Parties and direct Govern
ments. 

<April> 22nd.-Met Gladstone last night, and had the pleasure of 
congratulating him and his wife/ which I did with great sincerity, for 
his success is a public benefit. They have been oyerwhelmed with 
compliments and congratulations. Prince Albert and the Queen both 
wrote to him, and John Russell, who is spitefully reported to have 
been jealous, has, on the contrary, shown the warmest interest and 
satisfaction in his success. The only one of his Colleagues who may 
have been mortified is Charles Wood, who must have compared 
Gladstone's triumph with his own failures. From all one can see at 
present, it promises entire success, though many parts of the Budget 
are cavilled at. It will be difficult, if not impossible, to find any 
common ground on which Radicals or Irish can join the Derbyites to 
overthrow it, and the sanguine expectations which the latter have 
been entertaining for some time, of putting the Government into some 
inextricable fix, have given way to perplexity and despondence; and 
they evidently do not know what to do, nor how to give effect to their 
rancour and spite. Derby had a great meeting not many days ago, at 
which he recommended union, and cheered them on in opposition, 
of course for form's sake, talking of moderation and principles, neither of 
which he cares a fig for. Mischief and confusion, vengeance against 

tion of the duties on 143 other articles, including tea, butter, cocoa and advertisements. 
The advertisement tax was afterwards completely removed as the result of an amendment 
passed in committee. 

' Catherine Gladstone (1813-1900), eldest daughter of Sir Stephen Glynne, eighth 
baronet; married William Ewart Gladstone, 1839. 
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the coalition, and taking the chance of what may happen next, are all 
that He and Disraeli are hem upon. I met the latter worthy in the 
street just before the Budget, a day or two previous. He asked me 
what I thought of the state of affairs, and 1 told him I thought it very 
unpleasant, and it seemed next to impossible to carry on the Govern
ment at all, everybody running riot in the H. of C., and following 
their own fancies and crotchets; nor did I see how it could be other
wise in the present state of ;Jarties and the country; that since Peel's, 
which was a strong Government, there had been and apparently 
there could be none. The present <Government~ was not, and were 
perpetually defeated, on minor points indeed, but in a way that 
showed they had no power to work through Parliament. I said of 
course they would dissolve if this continued, but that Gladstone's 
Budget might make a difference one way or the other. He scouted 
the idea of a dissolution, by which, he said, they would certainly gain 
nothing. Why, he asked, dld not the Peelites join us again, as they 
might have done, and got as good terms as they have now, and then 
there would have been a strong Government again? As I don't want 
to quarrel with anybody, 1 restrained what it was on my lips to say, 
and merely said 'You could not pos~ibly expect them to join you'
but l did tell him that, even if the present Government could not 
maintain itself, of all impossible things the most impossible was the 
restoration of his Government tale quale, to which he made no reply. 
To be sure, the Protectionist Seceders from Peel have now drunk the 
cup of mortification, disgrace, and disaster to the very dregs. They 
are a factious and ~as I hope; impotcnt Opposition, under the wicked 
and unprincipled guidance of two men who, clever and plausible 
though they be, arc total1y destitute of wisdom, sincerity, and truth. 
They have not only lost all the Protection for the maintenance of 
which they made such struggles and sacrifices, but they have likewise 
brought upon themselves the still heavier blow to the landed interest 
which is going to be inflicted in the shape of the legacy duty. Had 
they possessed more foresight, and been less violent and unreasonable, 
this would not have happened to them; for if Peel's original Govern
ment had held together, and they had been content to accept his 
guidance, no Budget would have contained this measure. Schemes 
might have been devised to lighten their burthens, or to increase the 
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compensations they really have obtained in other ways; but, be this 
as it may, they would certainly have been saved from this direct im
post, which I doubt if Peel himself ever contemplated, but which he 
would certainly have spared them if they had not deserted him, nor 
would his successors have.departed from his policy in this respect. 
But from first to last their conduct has been suicidal in every respect. 

May grd.-At Newmarket all last week, so know very little more of 
what has been passing in the world than what I learnt from the news
papers. The Government going on very flourishingly. A capital 
division in the H. of Lords on the <Canada> Clergy Reserves <Bill>,1 

on which occasion there was a scene between Derby and Clarendon, 
in which both were, to my mind, in the wrong. The whole affair 
appears in all the newspapers, but what does not appear is the rather 
absurd termination of it, when after much excitement and strong 
language interchanged, the belligerents ended by drinking each 
other's healths in water across the table. The victory in the Lords has 
been followed up by one still more important in the H. of C. on the 
Income Tax, which was carried by 7 r, a great many of the Opposi
tion voting with Government, much to the disgust of their friends. 
These divisions have filled the Derbyites with rage and despair, and 
nothing can exceed their depression and their abuse of the Budget and 
its authors. What vexes and provokes them so much is the ascendency 
and triumph of the Peelites. They could endure it in the Whigs, but 
their hatred of the name and party of Peel is inextinguishable. They 
have now drunk the cup of mortification to the very dregs; and it is 
quite certain that they owe their present total discomfiture to their 
quarrel with Peel, for if they had not chosen to break with him they 
would probably have been in office at this moment, and certainly 
they would never have had the legacy duty imposed on them, which 
nothing but the chain of circumstances, forged principally by them
selves, has brought about. 

May 15th.-At Newmarket last week, during which the Budget was 
making its way very successfully through the House of Commons, 
where Gladstone has it all his own way. The Speaker told me he was 
doing his business there admirably well. While I was at Newmarket 

' This was a Bill abolishing the title of the Protestant clergy to certain portions of waste 
lands in the colony.-R. 
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came out the strange story of Gladstone and the attempt to extort 
money from him before the police magistrate.' It created fi)r the 
moment great surprise, curiosity, and interest, but has almost entirely 
passed away already, not having been taken up politically, and there 
being a general disposition to believe his story and to give him credit 
for having had no improper motive or purpose. ~cvertheless it is a 
very strange affair, and has not yet been satisfactorily explained. It is 
creditable in these days of political rancour and bitterness that no 
malignant attempt has been made to vilify him by his opponents or 
by the hostile part of the Press. On the contrary, the Editor of the 
'~Iorning Herald' wrote him a very handsome letter in his own name 
and in that of the Proprietor, assuring him of their confidence in his 
purity and innocence, and that nothing would induce them to put 
anything offensive to him in the paper, and they had purposely in
serted the Police report in an obscure part of the paper. It is very 
fortunate for G. that he was not intimidated and tempted to give the 
man money, but had the courage to face the world's suspicions and 
meet the charge in so public a manner. 

The Stafford Committee has at length closed its proceedings, after 
exposures of the most disgraceful kind, which are enormously 
damaging not only to Stafford himself but to Derby and his Govern
ment. The Duke of ~orthumberland comes clear out of it as to cor
ruption, but cuts a wretched and ridiculous figure, having failed to 
perfi)rm the duties or to exercise the authority of a First Lord while he 
was at the Admiralty. Disraeli's evidence was nothing but an attempt 
to shirk the question and involve it in a confusion of characteristic 
verbiage which only excited ridicule. This affair has done great harm 
to them as a party, and served to make them more odious and con-

' Shortly before midnight on May loth, while Mr Gladstone wa' !istening to a prosti
tute in Coventry Street, William \-Vibon, a commercial travdkr, aged :l4, came up to the 
couple and threatened to expose :VIr Glad~tone, unless he made it 'all right.' Mr Glad
stone :~anded the man over to a constable and appear,-d at !VIarlborough Street Police 
Station next morning to prosecute on a charge of attempted blackmail. The prisoner was 
sent up to the Old Bailey, wht're he pleaded g-uilty, on June Ijth, and was sentenced to 
twdve months' hard labour. Lord Morky, in his Life of Gladstone, vol. II. p. 6sg, say,: 
'Mr Gladstone directed his solicitors to 'ee that the accused was properly defended. He 
was convicted and sent to prison. By and by :\tr Gladstone inquired from the governor of 
the prison how the delinquent was conducting himse!f. The report being satisfactory, he 
next wrote to Lord Palmerston, then at the Home Office, asking that the prisoner shouLd 
be ~et out.' 
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temptible than they were before. 1 They are now irretrievably de
feated, and though they may give much trouble and throw difficulties 
and obstructions in the way of the Government, it is all they can do. 
Every day adds to the strength and consistency of the Government, 
both from their gaining favor and acquiring influence in the country, 
and from the ruin in which the Tory party is involved, and the total 
impossibility of their rallying again so as to form another Government. 
This latter consideration has already produced the adhesion of some 
moderate and sensible men who take a dispassionate view of affairs . 
and who wish for a strong and efficient Government, and it will pro
duce still greater effects of the same kind. 

May 22nd.-Went in the train a day or two ago with Graham and 
the Speaker, not having seen G. for a long time. Since my friends 
have been in office I have hardly ever set eyes on them or had any 
communication with them. G. seemed in excellent spirits about their 
political state and prospects, all owing to Gladstone and the complete 
success of his Budget. Never was a Government so united and har
monious, and he thinks their having been so divided in opinion on 
many subjects heretofore contributes to their harmony, as it makes 
them mutually tolerant and begets a spirit of concession and com
promise. The long and numerous Cabinets, which were attributed by 
the 'Times' to disunion, were occupied in minute consideration ofthe 
Budget, which was there fully discussed, and Gladstone spoke in the 
Cabinet one day for three hours, rehearsing his speech in the H. of 
C., though not quite at such length. Said Clarendon was doing ad
mirably. Palmerston he thinks much changed and more feeble, his 
energy much less, and his best days gone by. Thinks John's position 
out of office an unfortunate one, and regrets he did not stay at the 
F. 0. or take another; thinks his influence impaired by having none. 
Talked of a future Head, Aberdeen always ready to retire at any 
moment, but very difficult to find one to succeed him. I suggested 
Gladstone. He shook his head and said it would not do; and he was 
for John Russell, but owned there were difficulties there too. Con
sidered Derby and the Tories irretrievably ruined, their characters so 

' Charges of misconduct in the department of the Admiralty were brought against Mr 
Augustus Stafford, who had held office under the late Government. They were investi
gated by a Select Committee of the House of Commons.-R. 
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damaged by Staffi)rd's Committee and other things; of the grand 
mistakes Derby had made. Gladstone's object certainly was for a long 
time to be at the head of the Conservative party in the H. of C., and 
to join with Derby, who might in fact have had all the Peelites if he 
would have chosen to ally h!msdfwith them instead ofwith Disraeli; 
the latter had been the ca usc of the ruin uf the party, and Derby had 
now the mortification of seeing his Son devoted to him. G. thought 
that Derby had committed himself to Disraeli ~in G. Bentinck's life
time) in some way that im~vented his shaking him off, as it would 
have been his interest to do. The Pedites would have united with 
Derby, but would have nothing to do with Disraeli. Bad as the cases 
were that had come fimh at the election committees, that of Liverpool 
was worse than any of them, and would create a great scandal. Forbes 
:Vlackenzie r could not face it, and would probably retire; but doubt
ful if this would prevent an enquiry and exposure, and when bound
less corruption appeared at such a place as Liverpool, with its numerous 
constituency, it was a blow to the representative system itself, and showed 
the futility of attempts to destroy bribery and improper influence. 

i\fa_y 3oth. ,Great alarm the last two or three days at an approach
ing rupture between Russia and Turkey, as, if it tak.es place, nobody 
can pretend to say what the consequences may be. 2 Great indigna
tion of course against the Emperor of Russia, who certainly appears 
to have departed from the moderate professions which he made to 
Seymour a short time ago, and the assurances that were given to us 
and France. But Clarendon, whom I saw yesterday, is rather dis
posed to give him credit (()r more moderate and pacific intentions 
than his conduct seems to warrant. He says that he is persuaded the 
Emperor has no idea ofil:t: view that is taken ofhis proceedings here, 
and that he thinks he is requ:ring no more than he is entitled to; and 
it is only the other day that :\essdrode congratulated Seymour on the 
prospect of everythinl:{ being satisfactorily settled, having no doubt of 
the Turks accepting the last proposals made to them, a copy of which 
~ (esselrode> showed him. Still, though matters look very black, 

' William Forbes Mackenzk :1807 ·6:2:; M.P. for Peebles, 1837 52; Lord of the 
Trea,ury, 1845·-.fi; elected for Liv.-rpool. 1852, but unseated on petition. 

• On May 5th, 1853, Prince ~lenschikoff prn.,nted his ultimatum to the Porte, dr
manding that the privileges of the Orthodox Greek subjects of the Sultan should be 
guaranteed by a treaty with the C.z;ar. I he Porte rejected the ultimatum, but offered to 
negotiate. This .Memchikoff refused; and on .\lay 21st he withdrew, with the Russian 
Embassy ;;taff, from Constantinople. 
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Clarendon is not without hopes of war being averted and some means 
found of patching up the affair, the Emperor having promised that he 
will in no case resort to ulterior measures without giving us notice of his 
intention. The difficulty for him now is to recede with honor, as it 
would be to advance without danger. He has once before receded 
after to a certain degree committing himself, and he may not chuse 
to do so a second time. Then he is naturally provoked with the 
French, who are in fact the real cause of this by their intrigues and 
extortions about the holy places; and we suspect that he is, besides 
this, provoked at the Montenegrin affair having been settled by 
Austria without his having a finger in that pie. All these considera
tions combined make great confusion and difficulty. Brunnow is in 
mortal agony, dreading above all things the possibility of his having 
to leave this country. 

The Government continues to go on very well; the Opposition got 
up a debate on the legacy duties in the H. of Lords the other night, 
which only served to prove how entirely Derby's influence has de
clined even there. They had thought themselves sure of beating the 
Government, but not only were they defeated, but accident alone 
(people shut out and absent) prevented their being defeated by a con
siderable majority. The Cabinet is going on in the greatest harmony, 
and the men who were up to the time of its formation strangers have 
taken to each other prodigiously. Aberdeen unfortunately wants the 
qualities which made Lord Lansdowne so good a Leader, and is 
rather deficient in tact and temper in the H. of Lords as he used to be 
formerly, when he attacked Lord Grey's Government and Palmer
stan's administration offoreign affairs always with too much asperity; 
but in spite of these defects he has not done ill even there, and in the 
Cabinet he is both liked and respected, being honest, straitforward, 
and firm, very fair, candid, and unassuming. Granville tells me that 
of the whole Cabinet he thinks Aberdeen has the most pluck, Glad
stone a great deal, and Graham the one who has the least. He speaks 
very well of Molesworth, sensible, courageous, and conciliatory, but 
quite independent and plain-spoken in his opinions. 

June I st.-John Russell made an imprudent speech the night before 
last on the Irish Church, giving great offence to the Irish and the 
Catholics. He could not help, as leader of the Government, opposing 
a proposition having for its object the destruction of the Irish Church, 
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but he might have done ii with more tact and discretion, and not in 
a way to elicit the cheers of the Tories. The Tail will pay him offfor 
this whenever they can. Quantum mutatus ab illo, who broke up a 
Government for the sake of an appropriation clause. 1 

Last night Macaulay reappeared in the H. of Commons, and in a 
speech of extraordinary power and eloquence threw out the Judges' 
Exclusion Biltz It was the first time he had spoken, and though his 
physical strength is impaired he showed that his mental powers are 
undiminished. 

Senior called on me a day or two ago, just returned from Paris, 
where he has been living and conversing with all the notabilities 
(principally of the Liberal party), and he tells me there is but one 
opinion amongst them, that this Empire cannot last, and they only 
differ as to the time it may last. ::Vfost of them think it will be short. 
Thiers gives it only a year, Duchatel alone thinks it will go on for 
some years. The unpopularity of L. ~. increases and his discredit 
likewise, and as soon as this unpopularity shall extend to the army, it 
will be all over with him. The Opposition which has sprung up, 
which has increased rapidly and will increase still more in the Corps 
Legislatif, is deemed to be very important and significant, and they 
think it will be impossible for him to go on with such a body so con
stituted and disposed, and he will have to decide upon suffering the 
embarrassment it wi:l cause him, or having recourse to a coup d'etat 
and suppressing it, a measure which would be hazardous. There are 
no fresh adhesions to the Court beyond the half dozen men of rank or 
name who have already joined it, and who are hated and despised 
for having done so. \\hile such is the opinion of the people of mark at 
Paris, they are nevertheless sensible of the danger which would ac
company a counter revolution, and of the uncertainty of what might 
follow, what influences might prevail, and what fi)rm of Government 
be adopted; but they seem generally to think that while in the first 
instance there would be a succession of provisional arrangements and 

' The carrying of Lord John Ru"ell\ appropriation clauoe to the Irish Tithe Bill of 
I 835 caused the fall of Sir Robert Peel's Government. 

' A Bill was before Partiament which would have excluded the Master of the Rolb 
from the House of Commons, he being rhe only Judge who could sit there. 'lhe Judge 
of the Admiralty Court had already bt'en excluded. Macaulay opposed the Bill with 
such force and eloquence that he changed the opinion of the House, and defeated the 
measure. An unusual occurrence. R. 
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fleeting transitory governments, it would end in the restoration of the 
monarchy under Henri V., but that this would not take place by the 
acceptance and triumph of any divine hereditary right, but must be 
adopted by the nation and ratified by a national vote. 

June sth, Sunday.-Saw Clarendon on Friday morning for a few 
minutes; takes a very gloomy view of the Russo-Turkish question, and 
greatly disgusted at having been deceived by the Emperor; says he is 
harassed to death with the whole affair, and the multiplicity of busi
ness he has besides; has a difficult task to perform, taking a middle 
position in the Cabinet between opposite opinions and those who are 
for more stringent measures and those like himself, who are for 
patience and moderation. Palmerston, in whom his ancient Russian 
antipathies are revived, for vigour, and as in former times 'leading 
John Russell by the nose,' he and Aberdeen for moderation; but he is 
beset by different opinions and written suggestions and proposals, and 
all this worries him exceedingly. I asked him how the Court was, and 
he said very reasonable, their opinions being influenced of course by 
Aberdeen. 

He talked with great disgust of John Russell's speech on the Irish 
Church, how unfair it was as well as unwise, and how reckless of the 
damage it caused to the Government, and the embarrassing and 
awkward situation in which he thereby placed many of their sup
porters. These are the general sentiments with regard to that speech, 
which was neither more nor less than speaking the Durham letter 
over again, and, considering what that famous letter cost him, he 
might have been expected to. steer clear of such a scrape. But he is 
(more than ever) the creature of impulse and of temper, and he seems 
to have lost a great deal of his tact and discretion, and certainly he is 
no longer fit to be either Head of a Government or Leader of the H. 
of C., and perhaps the latter position in such a Government as this 
suits him still less than the former would. When I came to town 
yesterday morning I found the Irish had resigned, but an hour after
wards I learnt that they had been induced to remain. r 

' The Irish Roman Catholic members of the Government, comprising William Keogh, 
Irish Solicitor-General, and Mansell and Sadleir, Lords of the Treasury, sent in their resig
nations as a result of Lord John Russell's speech against the Roman Catholic Church. 
Lord Aberdeen persuaded them to withdraw their resignations by an assurance that the 
rest of the Government did not share Lord John's views on this subject. 
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Charles Wood brought on the India Bill on Friday night in a 
speech of unexampled prolixity and dulness. There is not yet time to 
ascertain how the plan is likely to be received, but l suspect it will 
meet with a great deal of opposition, although, as it is more favorable 
to the existing interests than was expected, it will very likely pass, as, 
if Lcadenhall Street was to go fun her, it would certainly fare worse. 

St. Leonards, June 7th.- -Here fiJr Ascot, lovely place and divine 
weather. The affair with the Irish has ended as harmlessly as anything 
so awkward could do. Dog ~loore asked some rather impertinent 
questions in the H. of C. on :Vlonday, which John answered in an 
easy, nonchalant, jesting manner. The House laughed, nobody said 
anything, and there it ended, but the Brigade will probably seek 
opportunities of showing their teeth and of revenging themselves on 
John. It has been rather mortifying for him, but he has taken it very 
quietly, and Aberdeen's letter to Nlonsdl was shown to him and re
ceived his assent. 

The India Bill has been tolerably received on the whole, but C. 
\Vood's speech of five hours was the dullest that ever was heard. The 
SpcaktT told C. Villiers that it was the very worst speech he had ever 
heard since he had sat in the Chair. 'fhe French are behaving very 
wdl about the Eastern question, and l begin to think that it wi!l in 
the end blow over, as diplomacy will probably hit upon some ex
pedient for enabling the E. of R:ussia > to do what his real interests 
evidently point out. 

June 13th, ,\Janda)'· Came bade from Ascot on Friday, met Claren
don on Thursday on the course, who gave me an account of the state 
of affairs. On Saturday I met Walc.:wski at dinner, and had much talk 
with him, and yesterday I saw Clarendon again. The great event has 
been the sailing of our Fleet from ~I alta to join the French Fleet at 
the mouth of the Dardanelles, to the unspeakable satisfaction of the 
French Government, who desire nothing so much as to exhibit to all 
Europe an entente cordiale with us; and \Valewski said to me that, 
however the affair might end, this great advantage they had at all 
events obtained. 1 The Emperor ;of Russia'> wi!l be deeply mortified 
when he hears of this junction; for besides that it will effectually bar 

' Ordxn W<"rt" ,,ent to Admiral Dundas on J unt• 2nd to •ail for the Dardanelle>, and the 
Heel pruc.,eded to Besika Bay, together with th<e ~-rc::nch fieet. R. 
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the approach of his Fleet to Constantinople, if he ever contemplated 
it, there is nothing he dislikes and dreads so much as the intimate 
union of France and England. H. M. is now so greatly excited that 
nothing can stop him, and he told Seymour the other day that he 
would spend his last rouble and his last Soldier rather than give way. 
Still he professes that he aims at no more than a temporary occupa
tion of the Principalities, and renounces all purpose of conquest. The 
Russian army will therefore certainly march in, and it will be the 
business of the other Governments to restrain the Turks and prevent 
a collision, which Walewski thinks they can certainly do. 

Austria holds the same language that we do, but will not act. 
Clarendon sent for Colloredo on Saturday (who never hears from 
Buol), and set before him in detail all the dangers with which Austria 
is menaced by the possibility of any war breaking out in the East, and 
above all by that of France being brought into the Field and in 
hostility with Austria. In such a case the French would be quite un
scrupulous, and excite all the revolutionary spirit, which, though now 
repressed, is thickly scattered over every part of the Austrian Empire, 
from Milan to Hungary. Colloredo acknowledged the truth of the 
representation, and promised to report what C. said textually to 
Buol. 

All now depends on the Emperor himself. If he adheres to his de
termination not to advance beyond the Principalities, time will be 
afforded for negotiations, and some expedient may be found for en
abling him to recede without discredit, and without danger to his 
own prestige at home. The French and English feel alike on this point, 
and are conscious that the Emperor has gone too far to recede. He is 
pushed on by an ardent and fanatical party in Russia, and is not en
tirely his own master. Both Governments are therefore willing to 
make allowance for the exigencies ofhis position, and to assist him to 
the uttermost of their power in getting honorably out of the scrape 
into which He has plunged himself and all Europe. 

June 22nd.-The Opposition papers (especially 'Morning Herald' 
and the 'Press,' Disraeli's new journal) have been making the most 
violent attacks on Aberdeen and Clarendon, calling for their im
peachment on the ground of their conduct in this Eastern quarrel, 
particularly charging them with having been cognisant of and 
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approved of :Vlenschikoff's demands, which have occasioned all the 
hubbub. At last it was thought necessary to make a statement in 
rep1y, which was done by the 'Times' on Thursday last. The article 
was a good one, but contained an inaccuracy, about which Brunnow 
wrote a long but friendly letter of com;)laint to Clarendon. The day 
after this, another artide was inserted to set the matter right, with 
which B. was quite satisfied; but the explanations of the 'Times' 
faiied to stem the torrent of abuse and misrepresentation, and the 
Tory papers only repeated their misre!Jresentations with greater im
pudence and malignity than beft:>re. Reeve and I thought it neces
sary a stop should be put to this, and we proposed to Clarendon to let 
discussion come on in both Houses, by La yard' in one, and Clan
ricarde in the other, which would alford an opportunity for the only 
effectual contradiction, :Vlinisterial statements in Parliament. Last 
night I met him at the Palace, when we talked the matter over. He 
is still of opinion that it is essential to delay the explanations and put 
off all discussion till the matter is decided one way or another. He 
thinks so in reference to the case itself, leaving out of consideration 
the convenience of the Government; he thinks that any discussion in 
the House of C. will elicit a disposition fiJr peace a tout prix, which 
would seriously embarrass affairs, and only confirm Russia in the 
course She is pursuing. I do not think so, but his opinions arc founded 
on what he hears of Cobden's having said, and on the news of the 
Peace party. He told me (again) what a task his was in the Cabinet, 
standing between and mediating between Aberdeen and Palmerston, 
whose ancient and habitual ideas offon:ign policy are brought by this 
business into antagonism, and he says the difficulty is made greater 
by Aberdeen's unfortunate manner, who cannot avoid some of that 
sneering tone in discussion which so seriously affects his popularity in 
the H. of Lords. He is therefore obliged to take a great deal upon 
himself, in order to prevent any conision between Pam and Aberdeen. 
It appears that Palmerston proposed on Saturday last that the en
trance of the Russians into the Principalities should be considered a 
casus belli, in which, however, he was overruled and gave way. The 

' Au>kn Hl:'nry Layard :rBr 7· ·94;; arrac·ho' ar Constantinople, 1849" 51; :\-LP. for Aylt:s
bury, 1d5:.1· 7• and for Southwark, r86l> ·6; Lnder-Stcretaryfor Fordgn Affair,, Ftb.~"'Iay, 
1852 and r86t -6; Ambassador at ~ladnd, 186g·n, and at Constantinople, 1877· .So; 
G.C.B., r878. 
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Cabinet did not come to a vote upon it, but the general sentiment 
went with A<berdeen> and C<larendon>, and against P<almerston>. 
He seems to have given way with a good grace, and hitherto nothing 
has occurred of a disagreeable character; on the contrary, both C. and 
Granville tell me Palmerston has behaved very well. C. thinks (and 
in this I concur) that the country would never forgive the Govern
ment for going to war, unless they could show that it was absolutely 
necessary and that they had exhausted every means of bringing about 
a pacific solution of the question, and nobody here would care one 
straw about the Russian occupation of Moldavia and Wallachia. 

That all means have not been exhausted is clear from this fact. 
The Austrians, who are more interested than anybody, have moved 
heaven and earth to effect a settlement, and the Emperor of R. has 
himself asked for their 'bans offices' for that end. They have en
treated the Turks on the one hand to strike out some mezzo termine 
compatible with their dignity and with their precedent refusals of 
Menschikoff's terms, promising that they will urge its acceptance on 
the Emperor with all their force, and on the other hand they have 
implored the E. to delay the occupation of the Principalities, so that 
by temporising, mediation, and a joint action and a judicious employ
ment of diplomatic resources and astuteness, it is still possible some 
mode may be hit upon of terminating the quarrel. 

A disagreeable incident has occurred in reference to ·the Press. 
On Saturday there was a Cabinet, and on Sunday the Press made a 
statement of what had passed there in reference to the E<astern> 
question, so nearly the truth, though not quite correct, as to make 
Aberdeen suspect that it must have been the result of a breach of 
confidence, and this could only have been from Carlton Garden.1 

Should it be so it is more likely to have been through Lady Palmer
stan, who is very imprudent, a great frondeuse, and is quite capable 
of having made revelations to her confidants (Jocelyn, who is lie with 
the Tories, or Fleming, who is a meddling chatterbox), which they 
either communicated or let out, and of which the Press instantly 
availed itself. I don't think Palmerston would be a party to this 
treachery, for he cannot now wish to break up this concern and engage 
in any fresh political speculation. Non eadem est aetas, non mens. 

' The Palmerstons had a house in Carlton Gardens at this time. 
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Ju[y gth.-For the last fortnight or three weeks little has occurred 
which is worth notinl{. The Eastern Question drags on, as it is !ikdy 
to do. Aberdeen, who ten days ago spoke very confidently of its being 
settled, now takes a more desponding view, and the confidence he has 
hitherto reposed in the Emperor of Russia is greatly shaken. Claren
don has long thought the prospect very gloomy, but they are still en
deavouring to bring about an accommodation. The question resolves 
itself into this: what are the real wishes and views of the Emperor? 
If his present conduct is the execution of a long prepared purpose, 
and he thinks the time favorable for the destruction of Turkey, no 
efforts will be availing, and he will listen to no proposals that we can 
possibly make. If, on the contrary, he is conscious that he has got into 
a dilemma, and he wishes to extricate himself from it by any means 
not dishonorable to himsdf, and such as would not degrade him in 
the eyes of his own ~ubjects, then, no doubt, diplomatic astuteness 
will sooner or later hit upon some expedient by which the quarrel may 
be adjusted. \\'hich of these alternatives is the true one, time alone 
can show. Meanwbilt: the expense to which the Turks are put in the 
wretched state of their finances will prove ruinous to them, and, end 
how it may, the fa:l of the 1'urkish dominion has been accelerated by 
what has already taken place. There has been a great deal of dis
cussion about bringing on debates on the Eastern Question in both 
Houses, but all the leading men of all parties have deprecated dis
cussion, and it was finally determined last night that none should take 
place. Disraeli alone, who cares for nothing but making mischief~ 
tried to bring it on, but in the 1-L of Lords Derby took a different and 
more becoming course, and recommended Clanricarde to give it up. 
Disradi urged Layard to persevere. Granvi;Ie told me yesterday that 
while he lamented that Aberdeen was not a more judicious and con
ciliating leader in the li. of Lords, and was so inferior in this respect 
to Lord Lansdowne, he liked him very much, thought he was a very 
good Prime :\linistn, and, above all, anything but deficient in 
poLitical courage, in which respect he was by no means inferior to 
Palmerston himself. 

The Government have been going on well enough on the whole. 
Their immense majority on the India Bill was matter of general sur
prise, and showed the wretched tactics ofDisraeli and his pupil young 
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Stanley, as well as the small influence of the former over that party. 
He could not get one hundred of the Tories to go with him. A few 
small holes have been made in Gladstone's Budget, but nothing of 
consequence. Tom Baring, however, told me he thought G<ladstone> 
had made some great mistakes, and that Graham would have been a 
better Chancellor of the Exchequer; but this I much doubt. Popu
larity is very necessary to a Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Graham 
would never have been so persuasive with the House as Gladstone. 

July I 2th.-The 'Times' newspaper, always famous for its versa
tility and inconsistency, has lately produced articles on the Eastern 
Question on the same day of the most opposite characters, one war
like and firm written by Reeve, the next vehemently pacific by some 
other hand. This so annoyed Reeve that he requested to be relieved 
from the task of writing at all upon it and proposed to resign the 
management of the question to somebody else. The squabble between 
the Editor and his contributor is of small importance, but it is in
dicative of the difference which exists in the Cabinet on the subject, 
and the explanation of the inconsistency of the 'Times' is to be found 
in the double influence which acts on the paper. All along Palmer
stan has been urging a vigorous policy, and wished to employ more 
peremptory language and stronger measures towards Russia, while 
Aberdeen has been very reluctant to do as much as we have done, and 
would have been well content to advise Turkey to accept the last 
ultimatum of Russia, and so terminate what he considers a senseless 
and mischievous quarrel. Clarendon has had to steer between these 
two extremes, and while moderating the ardour of Palmerston, to 
stimulate Aberdeen, and persuade him to adopt a course congenial 
to public opinion in this country, which, however inclined to peace 
and abhorrent of war, is not at all disposed to connive at the aggran
disement of Russia, or to submit to the insolent dictation of the Em
peror. The majority of the Cabinet have supported Clarendon, and 
of the two extremes approximate more nearly to the pacific policy of 
Aberdeen than to the stringent measures of Palmerston. When the 
two articles appeared in the 'Times,' to which I particularly allude, 
Clarendon approved of the first, and found great fault with the other, 
while Aberdeen wrote to Delane and expressed his strong approba
tion of the second, and his conviction that the public would sooner or 

GMVI 
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later take !he views dtcn·in set iiJrti:; and Clarendon tel:s me !hat he 
has no dm:.bt AbenitTn has on many occastons held language in 
various q Gan.ns tha.t was not prudent under the circumstancn, and 
was cakulated to give erroneous i:11pressions as to the imen~ ions uf 
the Governr:lent, and he thinks tha.t the ErnlJeror himself has b,-en 
wis~ed by ~Lathe may have heard both of the disposition and scn:i
ments of the Prime \Er.:ster, and uf!he determination of the Hou~e of 
Commons and !he Country a~ large tu a.:)stain from war in every case 
except one in whit 1H.J\H uwn honor and in tercsb were direct(y concerned. 

I had a Long ta~k wit)1 C. on St:nday, when he told mc that the 
chances of peace were a link better than they had been, inasmuch 
as there seemed to be a disposition at Petersburg to treat, and the 
Austrian Govermner.t was now in earnesi bringing to bear all their 
influence on the Emperor to accept reasonablt: ~erms of accommoda
tion. Collorcdo orou~ht him the copy of a des;Jatch to Petersburg, 
which he said was cxn·;knt, very frank and free in its tone. Austria. 
seems now fully scns:ble of ~he danger to hcrsdf of any war, which 
wou:d inevitably kt loose the revolutionary element all over the 
world. C. bas C:rawu up the project of a Com:entton which t'mbraces 
all the projt.)std objnts nf the Empnor, and which the Turks rr.ay 
agree to; he St"Dt i! to Pari~, whence Drouyn de Lhuys has returned it, 
with the full concvrn-ncc and assent of the Frer.ch Government, and 
it wer:t to Pcters:)urg yrsterday. The reception of this proposal wit 
determine the que-< ion of peace or war. 

July :4th. Cranvilk said to me thi.;, morning that Palmerston is 
beginning to stir up matters afresh. I saw him yesterday morning at 
llu:land House in r[osc confab. \o\iith Walcw~ki, w;tb whom I l'a'e 
no doubt he intenhangcd warli:..e sentiments, and corr.plained uf !be 
lu:;..cwarmness of A:)ndccn and Clarendon. It is evident that he ~s 

at work, and probably, a.ccorcing to his anc;cm custom, in some undcr
l:and way in the Prt·s~. !lis flat!cn:rs tdl him :Lar a majority of the 
H. of Commons woultl sGpport him anti a warlike policy, and though 
he may wish to bdinT this, and plrhaps docs, he will hardly go thl' 
length of trying to break. ~;p this Cai)inet, with the desperate hope uf 
making another Coverwnc1i h.ir:1~df, based un the policy of goin~ to 
war. Certain new-.pa;:wrs are always a%erting that the Cabint:t is 
divided and in dis~en~ion, and at the same time accusing it of 
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timidity and weakness, urging strong measures, and asserting that, 
if we had employed such long ago, Russia would have been frightened, 
and never have proceeded to such lengths. But the Government are 
resolved (and wisely) to avoid war as long as they can, and if driven 
into it, to have it to show the country that they exhausted all means 
of preserving peace. 

<July> 18th, Monday.-At last there appears a probability of this 
Turkish question being amicably settled. On Saturday Granville 
came from the Cabinet and told me despatches were just come from 
Seymour of a more favorable character, and representing the Im
perial Government as much more disposed to treat, with a real dis
position to bring the negotiations to a successful issue, so that (he 
said) he (Granville) had no doubt it would end in peace. He added 
that Palmerston predicted that none of the projects and proposals 
which have emanated from the different Courts would be accepted 
at Petersburg, while he thought they all would. Yesterday I saw 
Clarendon, and found matters were in a still more promising state. 
Mter the Cabinet Walewski went to him, and communicated to him 
very important news (of a later date than Seymour's letters) from 
Petersburg, which to my mind is decisive of the question of peace. 
It appears that both France and Austria have been concocting notes 
and projects of a paCific tendency to be offered to the Emperor. There 
have been several of these, some done at Constantinople, others at 
Paris, and hashes up of various proposals. A short time ago the 
French Government prepared one, which it submitted to ours; 
Clarendon thought it would not answer, and told them so. They asked 
whether he had any objection to their sending it off to Petersburg and 
Vienna and making the experiment. He replied, none whatever, and 
though he did not think it would succeed, he should rejoice if it did, 
as, provided the affair could be settled, it did not matter how; and in 
the meantime he drew up his project of a Convention, which went to 
Paris, and received the cordial approbation of the Emperor; and this 
document is now in its way to Petersburg. In the meantime the 
French project was sent there, Castelbajac I took it to N esselrode, who· 
read it very attentively, and said that he liked it very much, but that 

' Barthelemy Dominique, Marquis de Castelbajac (I 787-1864); lieutenant-general, 
184o; French Ambassador at St Petersburg, 1849-54· 

28-2 
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h~ could give no posi: ive answer till he had submitted it to the Em
peror. The same afternoon he saw the French Minister again, and 
told him that he haC: laid the project before the Emperor, and that 
II. :\ly. was not only satisfied, but grateful for it 'non seukment 
satisfait mais rcconr;aissan:,' and that the only reason he did not at 
once dose with it was that his Ally, the E.m;)eror of Austria, had alsu 
submitted a proposal, and be did not like to take another from 
another Court c:\c~u.-.ivdy without previous communication with 
him. Clarendon thinA.s that his proposal will be still more agreeabk 
to the Emperor than the French one, and that he will probably end 
in taking it; nor will there be any difHculty in this, because ours is so 
fully concurred in by France as to be in fact hers as much as ours. 

Jul;i 3rst.-Having been at Goodwood the past week, I have not 
troubled myself with politics, either home or foreign, nor have any 
events occurred to excite interest. The most important matter here 
has been the divi:;ion in the H. of Lords on :\Lunday last on the Suc
cession Bill, on which the Opposition were signally defeated. For a 
long time the Guvt:Tnment were very doubtful of obtaining a majority, 
bm their whippns-in wne more sanguine at last. Great exertions 
were made on both side~, the Derbyites whi;Jpeci up all the men tlH:y 
could lay their hands on, and the Gov~rnment fetched their Slinisters 
from Paris and lk .. .~.ssds, and the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. T'he 
majority was grearn than either side expected, and Derby and his 
crew were exceedingly cisconcerted, and Derby himself much out of 
humour. \Vhen Bcs:-.borough went over to him after the division, and 
said 'Lord Aberdet:n wants to know if you will object to the Bill being 
read a third time on Thu:rsday next,' he pcttish!y replied, 'The Bill may 
go to the devil for all I care; 1 shall take no further trouble about it.' 

August rst.- I saw Clarendon as usual yesterday :sunday), when 
he read to me a icuer from Seymour, gh ing an account of his de
livering to :\iesselrode tht· Convention which C. sent over, as wdl as 
reading to him C.'s prhate letter, which was a stinging one, but very 
good. ~. said of all the projects he liked that th~ best, and if it was 
tendered to them from Vienna,' he thought it might do as the basis of 

• The terms of the Vienna not.- recommended to thr Czar ""d the Sultan in July t8)3 
by the Vienna Conference were identic a: with the tr.,aty propo,ed by Meruchikotf in h1s 
ultimatum in May. 
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an arrangement, but he could give no positive answer till he had sub
mitted it to the Emperor. At the Cabinet on Saturday C. read Sey
mour's letter, when they begged they might see the private letter of 
his which was alluded to, and he produced and read it likewise. It 
was generally approved of, but the next day.Palmerston wrote a note 
to C., in which he expressed the warmest approbation of his note, and 
that he had only refrained from saying all he thought of it at the 
Cabinet lest his approval might make others think it was too strong. 
He added that he rejoiced that the management of our foreign affairs 
were in such able hands, and that, in fact, He- (Clarendon) could do 
and say what Palmerston himself could not have done. It was a very 
handsome letter, and very satisfactory both to C. personally and as 
showing that there is no disagreement on the Eastern Question in the 
Cabinet, or at least between Palmerston and Clarendon, which js the 
essential point. Their union and friendship are remarkable when we 
recollect their past antagonism and P.'s jealousy of C., and the per
suasion of both himself and Lady P. that C. was always wanting to 
trip up his heels and get his place. All these jealousies and suspicions 
were, however, dissipated when Clarendon refused the F. O.last year, 
since which time they have been the best offriends, and P. was quite 
satisfied at his having the F. 0. With regard to the chances of a pacific 
settlement, the assurances from Petersburg are all very favorable, 
but the acts of the Russian Generals in the Principalities are quite 
inconsistent with them, and between these conflicting manifesta
tions Clarendon is in no small doubt and apprehension as to the 
result. 

(March 17th, 1863. <C.C.G.>.) 
<End of Volume I of Additional MS. 41 I20.) 

London, August 8th, 1853, Mondtry.-Ever since last Monday, when 
Clarendon made a speech in the H. of Lords on which a bad in
terpretation was put in reference to the question of peace or war, 
there has been a sort of panic, and the public mind, which refused at 
first to admit the possibility of war, suddenly rushed to the opposite 
conclusion, and everybody became persuaded that war was in
evitable. The consequence was a great fall in the funds, and the de
preciation of every sort of security. So matters remained till the end 
of the week. On Saturday afternoon I met Walewski, who told me he 
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\ad tha! day rect:ivcd a kt~cr fmm C:as:dbajac, in;\Jrming him :hat 
tlw Emperor had s~gnifinl bs w:~lingness to acct·pt the ;Jruposal which 
was thn; expected from \'i,·nr:a, and last night fresi1 news canu.· that 
d:c proposal had arrin·d, and he had ~aid he would take it, if the 

Turk.s wmJd send an Arrha~sad.or vvi:h it, exact:y as it had been sub
mitted to him. Thi., l hr-anJ. :ak l;;;,t night, and Granvi.l~e considered 
it conc:usive of an immediate s..-t~:cmcnt. But th:s morning I went to 

C!arendon and found i· im no; sn sure, and not regarding the pacific 
snlt.:tion as so indu:Jitahk; :.hen- still rernain some impon.ant matters 
of detail to be st:ttkd, though n:r·tainly :he acknowledged; the affair 
wears a rnuch more favo:-a :)k aspect, and there is r-very reason to 
hore it will all end wcil. Bu~ wh.iie this proposal was concocted at 
\'in:na, the Cabinet };ere 'la,t Satt.:rday week; made some small 
verbal alterations in it, so t!ML ;1himatdy it will not ~Je presented for 
dw Emperor's formal acet·?L:trKe word UJr word the same, and if he 

wants a pretext to bad. out ofi·i~ ;Jn·sent en!{agement, he can therein 
find one, as he only agrn:d tu tak.e it if it was word fi1r word the same. 
'fi'lcn it has not yet been submitted to the Turks, and it is by no means 
S:.lrL· they may not make difficti!!ics, or that Stratford Canning may 
no: rai~e obstacles instead of usin~ all his influence to procure their 
a'{n·r-mcn!, so that Clarencon docs not consider that Wl' are out of the 

uood, though he ex;Jects on the who!e that it will end wdl. If it dot·s 
it wi:J he the triumph of di;:~lomacy, and a signa! proor of the wisdom 
of moderation and pat;c:Ke. Cranville says it wil: :Je principally 
owing 'J) Aberdeen, who has bccu very staunch and ':)Old in defyin~ 
p:1h:ic c:amour, abuse, and taunts, and in re~isting the wiihcs and ad
\ icc of Pahnerston, who wtnk have adopte-d a more s:ringem and 
uncomp:-ornNn!{ course. He ;;ays Clarendon w:tl:oul Aberdeen's 
s:.~;Jpor: would not have been a:1te to E~hl the baale against Palmer· 
s:.on in the Cabinet with >UlTt:ss. 

:Aui~UJI> 91h. At Court yesterday, Aberdeen C[Utte confident in the 
settlement ofthe Ea~tern affair, and Brunnow, who was there with the 
l}..tchess of Leuchtenbcrg' tu SlT the Qu,en, very smiling. Clan
ricardc interrupted Clarendon in the II. of Lords, and made a violent 
spcu~h. C<:arcndon \ answered very wdl, without committing him-

' (;f'·!..nd :>u.ch~:.-::~~~ .\laril-, }}i;,Ch~;..""- 'lf : .. t"1.lfhh:'Ilber~ (JK19 j-'6~, rtd.~~,')t daHg-htt~r of 
s .. :i·wuas; of Ru,coi.Zt; married in d:l•jg; )u -~ :Via"<hHUli.Wl of Leuchtcn:·~,-r3, wlw dlled In dly2. 
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self. The Government are in high spirits at the prospect of winding up 
this prosperous Session with the settlement of the Eastern Question: 
nothing else is wanting to their success. 

August I Ith.-Saw Clarendon yesterday. Nothing new, but he said 
he fully expected Stratford Canning would play some trick at Con
stantinople, and throw obstacles in the way of settlement. This seems 
to me hardly possible, unless he behaves foolishly as well as dis
honestly, and it can hardly be believed that his temper and Russian 
antipathies will betray him into such extravagant conduct. It is, how
ever, impossible to consider the affair as 'settled.' 

Yesterday all the world went to the great review at Portsmouth, 
except me. It appears to have been a fine but tedious sight, for 
Granville set off at 5.30 a.m., and only got back at one in the 
mormng. 

August 27th.-Since the I Ith absent from town, at Grimstone for 
York races, then at Ratchford, and since that gouty. While at York 
the Session closed and with eclat by a speech of Palmerston's in his 
most flashy and successful style. John Russell gave a night at last for 
the discussion of the Turkish question, and made a sort of explana
tion, which was tame, meagre, and unsatisfactory. After some 
speeches expressive of disappointment and disapprobation, Cobden 
made an oration in favor of peace at any price, and this drew up 
Palmerston, who fell upon him with great vigour and success. The 
discussion would have ended languidly and ill for the Government 
but for this brilliant improvisation, which carried the House entirely 
with it. It was not, however, if analysed and calmly considered, of 
much use to the Government as to their foreign policy, for it was only an 
answer to Cobden, and Palmerston did not say one word in defence 
of the policy which has been adopted, nor identifY himself with it, as 
he might as well have done. Though there was nothing in it positively 
indicative of dissent and dissatisfaction, any one might not unfairly 
draw the inference that, if P. had had his own way, he would have 
taken a more stringent and less patient course. However, nothing has 
been made of this, and on the whole his speech did good, because it 
closed the discussion handsomely, and left the impression of P.'s 
having cast his lot for good and all with his present colleagues, as is 
really the case. 
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The Session ended w;:h a very flourishing and prosperous speech 
from the 'fhronc, and nothing was wanting to the complete success of 
the..: (;overnmcnt but the complete settlement of the 'I'urkish question, 
which, however, seems do:ined to be delayed some time longer; for 
the Turks have refu~ed to accept the Vienna note, unless with some 
rnodifi<.-ations, though ti1ese an.: ~aid to be so immaterial that we hope 
the Emperor will not object to them. But all this is vexatious, becau~e 
it reopens the whole q<Jntion, causes delay and uncertainty, and 
keeps the world in su~pense and apprehension. Granville told me that 
what had occurred showed how much more sagacious Aberdeen had 
been as to this affair than Palmerston, the former having always 
maintained that there would be no difficulty with the Emperor, but 
if any arose it would be from the 'furks; whereas Palmerston was 
always sure the Turks would make none, but that the Emperor would 
refuse all arrangement. 

Sunday, 28th. It seems the Turks :after a delay of ten days from 
receiving the proposiiion; sent it back to Vienna, asking for some not 
important alterations; but immediately after they sent to say they 
required a stipulation for the evacuation of the Principalities, and 
guarantees that they should not be occupied again. 1 t is very im
probable that the Emperor will :isten to such conditions. :\:essdrode 
has all along told Seymour that they mean in fuHi:ment of their 
pledges to evacuate, as soon as they have got the required satisfaction, 
but that it must not be ma.dt· a condition, and entreated him to abstain 
from any demand which rni~ht give an air of compul:sion to the act, 
much in the same way as we have told -""esselrode he must not at
tempt to make any stipulation about the withdrawal of our Fleet. 
Clarendon thinks that the Emperor is certain to reject the Turkish 
terms, and that the ·r'-!rk." are very capable of declaring war there
upon; for in their last communication they said that they were pre
pared for 'toutes les event:..JaEtcs,' and He suspects that Stratford has 
not bond fide striven to induce them to accept the proffered terms. 
Their rejection is the more unreasonable bccaust> the proposal is a 
hash-up of :Yfenschikoff's original :\'ote, and that which the Turks 
p:-oposed in lieu of it, but in whirh the Turkish dc-mcnt preponder
ates, so ~hat not only are their honor and dignity con~ulted, but in 
refusing they recede from their own original proposal. 
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The Queen is gone to Ireland, and Granville with her, who is 
afterwards to attend her to Balmoral. This is new, because hitherto 
she has always had with her either the Premier or a Secretary of 
State. Granville is to be relieved when circumstances admit, but at 
present there is no other arrangement feasible. Aberdeen and Claren
don are both kept in town till this question is settled. Newcastle got 
leave to go to Clumber for his boys' holidays, and nothing will induce 
H. M. to have Palmerston. When I heard Granville was to go with 
her, I thought it so desirable that if possible so marked a slight should 
not be put on P. that I spoke to Graham about it and suggested to 
him to speak to Aberdeen and get him to prevail on the Q. to have 
P. in his turn. He said he thought like me that it was a pity, but he 
did not believe anything would make her have him at Balmoral, as 
her antipathy to him was not the least diminished nor her resentment 
for what She considered his bad behaviour to herself. Her dislike of 
him is in fact of very long standing, and partly on moral, partly on 
political grounds. There are the old offences when he was at the 
Foreign Office, which sunk deep in her mind, and besides this the 
recollection of his conduct before her marriage, when in her own 
Palace he made an attempt on the person of one of her Ladies, which 
she very justly resented as ari outrage to herself. Palmerston, always 
enterprising and audacious with women, took a fancy to Mrs. Brande 
(now Lady Dacre) ,X and at Windsor Castle, when she was in waiting 
and he was a guest, he marched into her room one night. His tender 
temerity met with an invincible resistance. The Lady did not conceal 
the attempt and it came to the Queen's ears. Her indignation was 
somehow pacified by Melbourne, then all powerful and who on every 
account would have abhorred an esclandre in which his colleague 
and B.-in-law would have so discreditably figured. Palmerston got 
out of the scrape with his usual luck; but the Queen has never for
gotten and will never forgive it. 

Charles Villiers told me last night that his influence and popularity 
in the H. of C. are greater than ever, and ifthis Government should 
be broken up by internal dissension, he would have no difficulty in 

' Susan Sophia, Lady Dacre (r817-g6), daughter of first Baron Chesham; married 
Thomas Crosbie Brand (afterwards twenty-second Baron Dacre), 1837; Bedchamber 
Woman to Queen Victoria, 1837-42. 
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for:nir<:{ another, and ({a:lwrinv, round him a ;)arty to su;)port him. 

This i" wi1at the Tories ar-c anx:.ous} y looki.ng to, desiring no better 
th<u ru serve i1im, and f!a-.ln·i::-~ t;1L'tn1>dn·s r:1at in his heart he per
sonally di~lik.es his Collea~:,.u:~, am: in politica: matt,_·rs agrees with 
ti:nn Tori, s:. 'fhey pay i1im every sort of court, never attack him, 
anJ not only defer to him on all u\-ca~im!s, but make a:J the difference 
1:1ey can betWtTn h:m ar:d r:1c re~: of the Government; nor dm·s he 
d:scourag-c or reject thoe L<viL\n, though he does not invite them, 
or say or do anything inconsi~ter.t with his present position, but he 
pro:Mb;y thinks the d:spusi~inn towards him of that lan~e political 
;Mny enhances his va~ue tn hi-; own. and :ncreases his powt:r, besides 
a!-~_m:ling- to him a good ah·rnat\·t: in rase anything s)l0u1d happen 
to break up or separate him from the present Government. 

Seplembt·r 21ld.-for the :;;v;t week the settlemeni uf this tedious 
Turkish question has ap~x an:c~ more remote than ever, and Claren
don was almost in despair when I saw him a few days ago, and the 
more because he seemed JJcr~uadcd that Lord Srratfixd was at the 
1Juttom nf the diflicuhies raised by the Divan. Accord in~ to the last 
at-rm;nts it would seem tll<-d Stradilr!l was not to blamt·, and had done 
w:1a.t h,· cot;ld to get the Turks to comp:y with tht: tcms ofthe Con
f\·n·ncc. At tbis moment the affair wears raiher a better aspect, and 
my own bdicfi:s that it wil: be settled. It is a great Lure ;l:at it drags 
on in th:s way, rn-ating a:arm acd uncertainty, shaking ::he funds, 
anc: afJ!.·ning commerce. 

Carcndon was down at Osborne a day or two before t:le Queen 
wt.·n: to I rdand, on w·h ic h occasion H. ~1. talked to him a great deal 
a~x>u: the last Govcn:ment and uf Derby pnsonally . .'\othing can 
excl·ed her satisfaction at b1·ing ddivt"red from a Government which 
she f~·lt it was a dt:gradation tn the country and to htTsdf to have 
im;>O~ed on her; and her antipathy to Derby and her bad opinion of 
:.i:n seem to be very gn:·at. She Las l1carcl ) know not how, but she 
:1ea:n everything; of h:s s)la: :)by prac.ices on :he turf~ and She said 
1 hat hi~ political conduct was of i:l. piece with his racing. It appears 
t!ta~ w:ten Derby went to take leave of her, he told hl'r the Govem· 
m,-ut ,.,-hich was to sun-en.l his vvou:d never go on, wh;ch was not 
HT)-' becoming, and he was qui:t· ready to do all he LOu:d w bring 
a :)out 1 he accomplishmem of his own prediction by thwariing their 
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measures, if he had been able to do so. He has now betaken himself 
to his racing and shooting, in which he may find consolation for his 
many political mortifications; not the least of which must be the part 
young Stanley, filius meus dilectissimus, is playing-closely connected 
with Disraeli and evincing the most Radical propensities. Bright said 
the other day 'I think I know what a Radical is, but I have never 
seen such a one as young Stanley.' This is very curious, and it will not 
be uninteresting to watch his progress. 

The Duke of Bedford, whom I have seen nothing of for a long time 
that we have been apart, called on me a few days ago, and talked over 
the present state of affairs, and the position of John. He said John was 
now quite satisfied with it, and rejoiced at his own comparative free
dom, and his immunity from the constant attacks of which he used to 
be the object; and he is now conscious that, by the part he has acted 
in waiving his own pretensions, he has not only not degraded himself, 
but has greatly raised himself in public estimation and acquired much 
credit and popularity, besides rendering the country a great service. 
He is very well with his Colleagues, and gratified at the deference 
shown him, and the consideration he enjoys in the H. of C. There, 
however, I know from other sources, all the popularity is enjoyed by 
Palmerston and by Gladstone, and John has foolishly suffered P. to 
take his place as leader very often, because he chose to stay away at 
Richmond, and not come near the House. This was Lady John's 
doing, who is the bane of his political existence, however she may con
tribute to his conjugal happiness. 

The Duke took this opportunity of telling me what is now a very 
old story, but which he said he thought he had never told me before, 
and I am not sure whether he did or not.1 It was what happened to 
him at the time of the formation of this Government last year, of 
which he was evidently very proud. Just before the Derby Govern
ment broke down, and before that reunion at Woburn of which so 
much was said, the Prince gave him to understand that they should 
look to him for advice if anything occurred, which they were every 
day expecting. The D. was at Woburn, and one morning when the 
hounds met there and there was half the county at breakfast in the 

' Greville had heard the story before, not from the Duke himself, but from Lord Claren
don; it appears under December 22nd (1852), in the diary. 
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great Hall, word was iJroughJ him that there was a messenger from 
Osborne with a kttt-r fur him. lle found it was a letter from the Prince, 
in which he informed him that this was despatched by a safe and trust
worthy hand, and nobudrwas to know of its being sent; that the Derby 
Government wasataneml, and they were anxious for his opinion on the 
state of affairs, the dis;)us:tions of public mt~n, and what course they had 
bener take. The Duke had recently been in personal communication 
with all the Leaders, with Abt:rdeen and john, :\ewcastle, Clarendon, 
Lansdowne, Palmer~ton, and others, and he was therefore apprised of 
all their sentiments and in a condition to give very fu:l information to 
the Court. He sat himsdf duwn and with the greatest rapidity :his 
horse at the door to go haming, wrote four or five sheets of paper con
taining the amplest details of the sentiments and views of these different 
Statesmen, and ended by advising that the Queen should send for 
Lords Lansdowne and Aberdeen--as she did. John had already told 
him he did not wish to be sent for. After this of course he could not 
resent the advice the Duke gave, but his wife did, reproached him 
bitterly, and did a:l she cou:d to set john himself against the Coalition 
and to persuade him to have no concern with it. The D. defended 
himself by urging that John had himself expressed his desire not to be 
sen: fi)r. She replied ·You ought not to have taken him at his word.' 
Happily John for onct: was ftnn, resisted the conjug-al blandishments 
or violence and acted on the dictates of his own conscientious judge
mer.t and the sound ad .. ice of his friends. I am not at all sure he did 
not tell me this and that I have not wriaen it down before. 

September 3rd. I dined last night tete-a-tete with Clarendon and 
heard all the details of the sta tt' oft he Tur!ush q untion, and read the 
interesting correspondence of Cowley, with his accounts of his con
vcrsations with the Emperor, and many other things. Clarendon b 
very uneasy because he 1:1inks the Emperor ~ichola~· pride will not 
let him accept the :':ote as modified by the Turks, though he would 
have accepted the same :\otc if it had been presented originally 
by the Conference. This is une danger. The next i, one at Con
stantinople, where there is a strong bigoted violent party fiJr war, 
and disposed to dethrone the Sultan' and rep~ace him by his 

' Abdul }.!edjid Khan '182·~ 61 , Sultan of rurkey, son of .Mahmoud IT, succet,dcd hh 
father, 1839; mtruduc~:d European cu>t<Jm> into furkt:y by tile Ac~ of Gul-Hane, ll:l)g. 
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brother. 1 This Brother (of whom I never heard before) is a man of more 
energy than the Sultan, and is connected with the fanatical party. The 
Sultanhimselfisenervatedbyearlydebaucheryandcontinualdrunken
ness, and therefore in great danger should he by anyun popular measures 
provoke an outbreak from the violent faction. C. thinks that Strat
ford has encouraged the resistance of the Divan to the proposals of the 
Conference, and that he might have persuaded the Turks to accept 
the terms if he had chosen to do so and set about it in a proper man
ner; but C. says that he is himself no better than a Turk, and has 
lived there so long, and is animated with such a personal hatred of the 
Emperor, that he is full of the Turkish spirit; and this and his temper 
together have made him take a part directly contrary to the wishes 
and instructions of his Government. He thinks he wishes to be re.:. 
called that he may make a grievance of it, and come home and do all 
the mischief he can. Westmorland wrote word the other day that 
Stratford's language was very hostile to his Government, and the 
Ministers of all the other Powers at Constantinople thought he had 
actually resigned, and wrote word so to Vienna. 

The most important question now pending is what to do with the 
Fleets. They cannot remain much longer in Besika Bay, and must 
either retire to Vourla or enter the Dardanelles. The Emperor 
Napoleon wishes they should enter the Dardanelles, but only just, and 
not go on to Constantinople; and Clarendon takes the same view, 
proposing a mezzo termine. The Emperor professes an earnest desire 
for a peaceful solution, and the strongest determination to act in 
concert with England to the end, and his views seem very sensible 
and proper. But, notwithstanding this disposition, in which he prob
ably is sincere, there is reason to believe that he is all the time keep
ing up a sort of secret and underhand communication with Russia, 
and the evidence of this is rather curious. It appears that he has 
recently written a letter to the Duchess ofHamilton,2 in which he says 
that he believes the Russians will not evacuate the Principalities, and 

' Abdul Aziz Khan (I83o-76), second son of Mahmoud II; succeeded his brother on 
the throne, I86I; leader of the Old Turk party until his succession; abdicated May 3oth, 
and committed suicide or was murdered, June 4th, I876. 

• Princess Marie of Baden, Duchess of Hamilton (I 8 I 8-88), daughter of Charles Louis, 
Grand Duke of Baden, and third cousin to Louis Napoleon; married eleventh Duke of 
Hamilton, 1843. 
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l i~a.t ht (~liD not ran· if they stay therf'. I!.:~:, :rcr the Dudccs~ showed 
to Jr'J::nu"', <.~nd i1e imparied i: to /\;Jtnln:n, who tuk~ Clarrndon, 
:1u; nmk uC the otLcr ~iit!isters know anrtht:Jg nf it. C lan-ndnn, 
wn ;!I" word of thi., l! • Cowley, and to~d him u 1 n:akr what u:-:.e of; t he 
tLcJ.~·.: f=.t. In the· tirs: instance he said ~u:nethin~ to Drouyn de 
~.ht.<ys u:· rhc Er::puor's entertaining v:cws c:iil~·n·n~ from ours, which 
;). rqKatL·d to t:'1c Lmperur, who ~pokt." :o Cowley about it, and pro
tn:n: :i~z.t ;lt' had no .,eparatc or difl(·n·nt objects, when Cowky, 
\\~:hout :1Kn:ior.ing names, to~d him what he Lad lward of his having 
1-. ri: :en. i"Lc En··Jt-ror rr:ade an evasive am we:· to :k~, but gave many 
a .. ~urz::n.s of hi~ determination to act wit;, u~ heartily and sincerely. 
·;·;,is iu :tkn: stems :.o have made a great imp:-t·o;sinn both on Cowley 
;.;.nd Clart·ndon, particu~arly as both know something more. Cowley 
says he ;,nuws ;ha: the Emperor has a pr1vatc correspondence with 
C<:~:d.)ajac, of which :)rouyn de Lhuy~ is ignorant, and Seymour 
writn tn C: :an:ndon ~hat he has ob~ervnl i(n some time past a great 
; :.1 :,n~ ar:ma:s~ on :he part of the Fn-nc h .\<in)s:er in pressing the 
R:1s~i.u: Govt-rnmcnt, and an evident leaning :o them. /\.s the Dss. of 
i lan:::wn ha:. no intimacy with Brunnuw, it apf.>ears very extra
ore in&ry t ha: ~he ,hould communicate to Lim a It:[ ter of the Em
P~ ru:·'s, anc~ sue::: a lt:tter, which woulc!. ~~·a ~~edt ind.i~uetion unless 
h: Lad ~~:crcc;y dcsi red her to do so; and all t i;ese circum,tances taken 
tot{cther :ook very :ike a iittle intrigue between ·Lc Emperor and the 
Kus;,ian Court, which would also be very con~istt·n: with his secret, 
!:O:~;,c, anc: c:an6·stine mode of conductin•{ Lis affairs. It is probabi.c 
,-r.ou'_{:'i tha: ;,, may wish to lceep on guou :ern:s w~til Russia and at 

:.he same tinw maintain his intimate conr;c'>ion w :: l: England. That 
l:c is bent on avoid~ng war there can be no dod.H, and fur very good 
:-Fasons, ii>r France is threatened wit!1 a scan-iry, and he is above all 
thin::;~ 1)cnt on :'"cepieg the people sup:1!in:l wirh food at not high 
;Yiu·s; and fur th~s object the F:-er.r:1 Cuvnnment is >training 
evny r:crvc and prepared io make any amm.:nt of pecuniary sacri
En:; hu: the necessity tor this, which ah~ori:Js a:: :heir means, rendns 
i• ;r, the s<.~me time pariicu:ar!y dc~irable :o maintain peace in 

Lt: rol)c 

There ncvn was a case so involved in crflicultics and comp!katiom 
of uifkn:nt sorts, a:! the particulars of wbch 1 heard last night; but 
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the affair is so tangled, that it is impossible to weave it into an in
telligible and consistent narrative, and I can only jot down fragments, 
which may hereafter serve to explain circumstances connected with 
the denouement, whenever it takes place. John Russell and Palmer
stan are both come to town, so that a little Cabinet will discuss this 
matter. Palmerston is excessively reasonable, does not take the part 
of the Turks, but on the contrary blames them severely for making 
difficulties he thinks absurd and useless, but is still for not letting them 
be crushed. He is on the best terms with Clarendon, and goes along 
with him very cordially in his policy on this question. Both P. and 
John seem to agree with C. on the question of the disposal of the 
Fleet better than Aberdeen, who is always for trusting the Emperor, 
maintaining peace, and would be quite contented to send the Fleet 
to Vourla or Tenedos, and would see with regret the more e~ergetic 
course of entering the Dardanelles. However, there is no chance of 
any material difference on this score, and I have no doubt, if the 
question is not settled before the end of the month, the Fleets will 
anchor within the Straits and there remain. · 

I was glad to find that the Q. has consented to let Palmerston take 
his turn at Balmoral, and Aberdeen has informed him that he is to go 
there. It was done by Aberdeen speaking to the Prince at Osborne, 
who said he thought there would be no difficulty. The Q. did not like 
it, but on good reasons being put before her She acquiesced with the 
good sense it must be owned She generally shows on such occasions, 
being always open to reason, and ready to consent to whatever can be 
proved to her to be right or expedient. Clarendon prevailed on 
Aberdeen to do this, and I may take some credit to myselffor having 
urged it both on him and on Graham. 

September 4th.-Went to Winchester yesterday, and fell in with 
Graham in the train, so we went together and had a great deal of talk, 
mostly on the Eastern Question. He thinks the E<mperor> ofR<ussia> 
will not accept the Turkish alterations, and he is very hot against 
Stratford, to whom he attributes all the difficulties. He has heard that 
S. has held language hostile to the Government, and he is inclined 
to think not only that he has acted treacherously towards his em
ployers, but that proofs of his treachery might be obtained, and he is 
all for getting the evidence if possible, and acting upon it at once, by 
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recae1ng him; he thinks the proofs might be obtained through the 
Turkish ~linisters, and if they can be, he would not stop to enquire 
whu might be displeased, or what the effect might be, but to do it at 
once. He acknowledges, however, that it would not do to act on sur
mises or reports, and that nothing but dear proofs of Stratford's mis
conduct, such as will satisfy Parliament, would render such a step 
justifiable or safe. \Vith regard to the Fleets, he says there is no reason 
why they should not remain in Be~ika Bay, and it is a mistake to sup
pose they could not, and he is very decidedly against their entering 
the Dardanelles in any case, because it would be contrary to treaty 
and afford the E. of R. a just casus belli; and he maintains that his 
having (contrary to treaties and international rights: occupied the 
Principalities affords no reason why we ~hould act contrary to them 
in another direction. \Vhen this question comes to be discussed, his 
voice will evidently be Cor not enlering the Dardanelles, though he 
acknowledg-es that we cou:d not retreat while the Russians remain 
where they are. lle ta1kcd a great deal about Palmerston, of whom he 
has some distrust, and fancied he has been in communication with 
Strat!(Jrd, and that he would cuncur with him in his proceedings, and 
he expressed great satisfanion when I told him that Palmerston and 
Clan·ndon were on the most cordial and confidential terms, and that 
the fitrmer entirely disapproved of the conduct of the Turks (which is 
that of Stratford) in regard to the..: :\ote. lie think:; Palmerston looks 
to bt"ing Prime ~Jinister, if an} t l:ing happened to Aberdeen, but 
thinks that neither He nor john Russell could be, as neither would 
consent to the elevation of the ocher. On the whole, he inclines to the 
D;Jinion that Palmerston has made up his mind to go on with this 
Government and his ;Jn•st·nt coteagues, that he means to act fairly 
and honestly with and by them, and has no arriere pensee towards 
the <I·ories, thot:.gh he is not sorry to have them always looking to him, 
and ;:mying him, as they do, excessive court. It ensures him great 
support and an easy lite in the H. of C., where, however, he says 
Pa:merston has done very little ihis year, and he don't seem much im
pn·sscd with the idea of his ha'ving- gained very con:siderably there, or 
obtained a better position than he had before. 

Stptember 8th, ThursdaJ'· At Warwick since _Monday; saw Claren
don on Sunday. ~othing new, but he said he would lay two to one 
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the Emperor does not accept the modified Note; it will be a contest 
between his pride and his interest, for his army is in such a state of 
disease and distress that he is in no condition to make war; on the· 
other hand, he cannot without extreme humiliation accept the 
Turkish Note. What will happen, if he refuses, nobody can possibly 
divine. The four Ministers met to discuss the matter, and were very 
harmonious; Palmerston not at all for violent measures, and C. said 
he himself was the most warlike of the four. I told him of my journey · 
with Graham and all that he had said. He replied that he knew G. 
was very violent against Stratford, but that it would be impossible 
to make out any case against him, as he certainly had read to the 
Turkish Minister all his (C.'s) despatches and instructions, and he 
gave the most positive assurances, which it would be difficult to gain
say, that he had done everything in his power to induce the Turkish 
Government to give way to the advice of the Conference, and what
ever his secret wishes and opinions might be, there was no official 
evidence to be had that he had failed in doing his duty fairly by his 
own Government; therefore it would be out of the question to recall 
him. 

September 2oth.-At Doncaster all last week; saw Clarendon yester
day very much alarmed at the prospect in the East. He thinks it will 
be impossible to restrain the Turkish war party; he told me that the 
Conference at Vienna had imparted their Note to the Turkish Am
bassador there, and both He and his Dragoman had expressed their 
entire approbation of it. They had considered this to afford a strong 
presumption that it would not be unpalatable at Constantinople, and 
it was not sent there because this would have occasioned so much 
delay, and it was desirable to get the Russians out of the P<rinci
palities) as speedily as possible. The Russian Generals had actually 
received orders to prepare for the evacuation, which the Emperor 
would have commanded the instant he heard that the Turks were 
willing to send the Vienna Note. The Emperor Napoleon has again 
given the strongest assurances of his determination in no case what
ever to separate his policy from ours, his resolution to adhere to the 
English alliance, and to maintain peace a tout prix, which he frankly 
owns to be indispensably necessary to the interests of his country. 
The Austrians are already beginning to hang back from taking any 
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decided part in opposition to Russia, and while still ready to JOm 
in making every exertion to maintain peace, they are evidently de
termined ,ifwar breaks out) to take no part against Russia, and this 
disposition is sure to be confirmed by the interview which is about to 
take place between the Emperors of Russia and Austria. 1 

Monda), .)'~Cptember 26th.-At Hatchford all last week. Saw Claren
don on Thursday before I went there, and heard that two ships of 
each Fleet \\'ere g-one up the Dardandies,z and that the rest would 
probably soon fo:low, as the French were now urging that measure. 
He was then going to Aberdeen to propose calling together the 
Cabinet, the state of affairs becoming more critical every hour, and 
apparently no chance of averting war. The prospect was not the 
brighter from the probability of a good deal of difference of opinion 
when they do meet. He showed me a letter from Palmerston, in 
which he spoke very coolly of such a contingency as war with Russia 
and Austria, and with his usual confidence or flippancy of the great 
blows that might be inflicted on both Powers, particularly alluding 
to the possible expulsion of the Austrians from Italy, an object of 
which he has probably never lost sight. :Vleanwhile the violence and 
scurrility of the Press here exceeds all belief. Day after day the 
Radical and Tory papers, animated by very different sentiments and 
motives, pour forth the most virulent abuse of the Emperor of Russia, 
of Austria, and of this Government, especia:ly of Aberdeen. 

October 4th, Tuesda;•.- Went to The Grove on Saturday, and spent 
great part of the afternoon on Sunday reading the Eastern Question 
despatches, printed in a Blue Book to be laid by-and-by befiJn· 
Parliament. On Sunday came Westmorland's account of his inter
views with the Emperor of Russia and ..\'cssdrode at 01mtitz, which 
sounded very satisfanory, for the E. was very gracious and pacific, 
and ~esselrode in his name disclaimed in the most positive terms any 
intention of aggrandising himsdf at the expense of Turkey or of 
claiming any Protectorate, or asserting any claims inconsistent with 

1 The Czar visited the Emperor of Austria in Septembn 1853 at Olmiitz, where a note 
was drawn up by Count Buol and ~essdrode by which supplementary a'>urance' were to 
be given to the Porte provided the Vienna :'l;ote was accepted. England and France, how· 
ever, refused to accept this note. 

' The British vessels were steamers, the 'Retribution' and another. Tht:re wae; at that 
time only one line-of-battle-,hip in each fleet having >team power; all the other ve.,seh of 
the line were sailing ;hips.~ R. 
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the sovereignty and independence of the Sultan, and moreover sig
nifying his willingness to make a declaration to that effect in such 
form and manner as might be hereafter agreed upon. All this was 
very well, and served to confirm the notion that, if some sensible men, 
really desirous of settling the question, could be brought together, the 
accomplishment would not be difficult; but the distance which separ
ates the negotiating parties from each other, and the necessity of 
circulating every proposition through so many remote capitals, and 
the consequent loss of time, have rendered all conferences and pacific 
projects unavailing. 

Yesterday morning a Messenger arrived, bringing the telegraphic 
despatch from Vienna, which announced the determination of the 
Turks to go to war, and that a grand Council was to be assembled to 
decide on the declaration, news which precluded all hope of adjust
ment; 1 and yesterday afternoon the further account of the decision 
of the Council was received. Such of the Ministers as are in town met 
in the afternoon, and it was decided that all the rest should be sum
moned, and a Cabinet held on Friday next. 

It will be no easy matter to determine what part we shall take, and 
how far we shall mix ourselves up in the quarrel as belligerents. It will 
be very fortunate if the Cabinet should be unanimous on this question. 
Palmerston has hitherto acted very frankly and cordially with Claren
don, but the old instincts are still strong in him, and they are all likely 
to urge him to recommend strong measures and an active inter
ference. Granville told me last night he thought P. was not at all dis
pleased at the decision of the Turks, and as he still clings to the idea 
that Turkey is powerful and full of energy, and he is quite indifferent 
to the danger to which Austria may be exposed, and would rejoice 
at her being plunged in fresh difficulties and threatened with fresh 
rebellions and revolutions, he will rather rejoice than not at the 
breaking out of hostilities. He will not dare avow his real pro
pensities, but he will cloak them under other pretences and pretexts, 
and give effect to them as much as he can. He has been speechifying 

' The declaration of the Turkish Council or Divan, held on October srd, was to the 
effect that if the Principalities were not evacuated in fifteen days, a state of war would 
ensue. To this the Emperor of Russia responded on October r8th by a formal declaration 
of war. War being declared, the Straits were opened, and, at the request of the Sultan, the 
allied fleets entered the Dardanelles on October 22nd.-R. 

29-2 
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in Scotland, where, though he spoke very handsomely of Clarendon, 
he did not say one word in defence of Aberdeen, or anything calcu
lated to put an end to the notion and repeated assertions that He and 
Aberdeen had been at variance on the l>astern> Question. I find 
A. feds this omission \·cry much, and it would certainly have been 
more generous, as well as more just, if he had taken the opportunity 
of correciing the popular error as to A., after ha\ ing been reaping a 
great harvest of popularity at his expense. 

P.'s position is curious. He is certainly very popular, and there is a 
high idea of his dip;omatic sk~il and vigour. He is lauded to the skies 
by all the Radicals who are the admirers of Kossuth and Mazzini, who 
want to renew the scenes and attempts of r 848, and who fancy that, 
ifPalmerston were at the head of the Government, he would play into 
their hands. On the other hand, he is equally an object of the flattery 
and praise of the Tories, who can't get over their being succeeded by 
a Pedite Prime ~linister; and they cling to the belief that there can 
be no real cordiality, and mu~t be complete difference of opinion, be
tween Ab. and Pam, and they look forward to the prospect of their 
disunion breaking up this odious Government, and their coming in 
again with P. at their head. 'l'hese are the political chimeras with 
which their brains are t::Ied, and which make them take (for very 
different reasons; the same jJart as the Radicals on the Eastern Ques
rion. ~ly own conviction is that both parties reckon without their 
host. Palmerston is sixty-nine years old, and it is too late for him to 
look out for fresh political combinations and other connexions, nor 
would any object of ambiLion repay him for the dissolution of all his 
personal and social tie:s. lie will, therefore, go on as he does now, but 
accept such popularity as i::; oflt:~red him as a means of enhancing his 
own importance in this Cabinet; and, in the event of any accident 
happening to it, making his own pretensions available. In his lan
guage he is prudent and reserved enough; but his wife is silly, chat
tc.-ring and mischievous, beset by toadies, to whom She talks without 
measure or discretion accordin?; as her passions or her wishes prompt 
her, and in this way She serves to produce and to propagate the belief 
that P. is playing a separate game of his own. It docs not seem as if 
his official visit to Balmoral had been very successful. The Queen had 
him there much against her own will, and however popular he may 
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be with public meetings, he has not the qualities likely to ingratiate 
himself with her; and if she suspects him of acting a double part and 
pursuing separate interests her resentment and dislike will be in
creased tenfold. 

October 6th.-Delane was sent for by Ld. Aberdeen the night before 
last, when they had a long conversation on the state of affairs, and A. 
told him that he was resolved to be no party to a war with Russia on 
such grounds as the present, and he was prepared to resign rather 
than incur such responsibility. This was the marrow of what he said, 
and very important, because not unlikely to lead to some difference 
in the Cabinet, and possibly to its dissolution. 

<October> 7th.-Clanricarde called here yesterday morning; very 
strong against the Government and their policy, and maintaining that 
if we had joined France and sent the Fleet up when She did, the Em
peror of R. would then have receded, as his obstinacy was entirely 
caused by his conviction that France and England would never remain 
united, and that nothing would induce the latter to make war on 
Russia. He said this idea had been confirmed by the language of 
Aberdeen, who had continually to Brunnow and others, and in his 
letters to Madame de Lieven spoken ofhis determination to avoid war 
-la paix a tout prix. C<lanricarde>, however, himself said he would 
not declare war against Russia, and we might defend Turkey without 
going that length. I went and told Clarendon all he had said (in 
greater detail), and he owned that it was more than probable that 
Aberdeen had held some such language as was attributed to him, and 
had been very imprudent therein; indeed, he had more than once 
had occasion to remonstrate with him upon it. Cdarendon> was very 
uneasy at the prospect of the discussion about to take place, and con
templating as extremely probable the breaking-up of the Govern
ment on the question of war. Palmerston has been very reserved, but 
always on the same friendly terms with his colleagues, and Clarendon 
in particular; but his wife as usual talks a qui veut !'entendre of the 
misconduct of the whole affair, and affirms that, if P. had had the 
management of it, all would have been settled long ago. As matters 
have turned out, it is impossible not to regret that we were not less 
moderate and patient at first; for as the course we have adopted has 
not been successful, it is unfortunate we did not try another, which 
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might have been more so. But this is judging apn's coup, and nothing 
is so easy as to affirm that, if something had been done, which was not 
done, success would have aaendcd ii. 

October 8th, Saturday. The Cabinet went off very well yesterday, 
no serious difference of opinion about anything, and a general con
currence both as to what had IJeen done and what ought to be done 
hereafter. Aberdeen wd~ pleased. 

Xewmarket, October 12th. This morning I met the D. ofBedford on 
the heath, who told me he wanted very much to speak to me about 
certain communications he had received which made him extremely 
uneasy, and full of apprehension of coming difficulties, threatening 
the very existence of the Government. It seems that a short time ago 
Aberdeen imparted to John R. his wish to resign, and to place the 
Government in his hands. He said that he had only taken his present 
post because his doing so was indispensable to the {()rmation of the 
Government, and had always contemplated John's eventually sue
en-ding him, and he thought the.: time was now come.: when he might 
very properly do so. He did not anticipate any insurmountable op
position in any quarter, and he should himself speak to Gladstone 
about ii, who was the most important person to be consulted, and he 
was in fact only prevented doing so, as he had intended, by not being 
able to go to Scotland, where he had expected to meet G. Whether 
A. had spoken to G. since his return to London, the D. of B. did not 
know. :\o steps appear to have been taken with regard to Palmer
stun, nor does it appear that any progress was made in accomplishing 
this change. The Queen had been apprised of Aberdeen's intentions. 
Such was the state of things when a short rime ago the D. received a 
kiter fromJuhn, in which he said that matters could no longer go on 
as they were, and that there must be some changes; and that very 
soon he could no longer an without being primarily responsible for 
the policy of the Government - in other words, without resuming his 
post of Prime .\finister. This is all the D. knows, as John entered into 
no explanations or details, and he is in total ignorance of the grounds 
of this brusque determination, and of what can have occurred to pro
duce it. He sees, however, all the diliiculties and embarrassments that 
in consequence of it are looming- in the distance, and how very possible 
it is that the Government may be broken up. All this we very fully 
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discussed, but without either of us being able to guess what it all 
means, or what the result will be of John's putting his intentions into 
execution. Lady John (whose influence over him is very great) writes 
at the same time in a strain of discontent; and She is particularly 
provoked at all the compliments and flatteries of which Palmerston 
has been made the object in Scotland, and is amazed and indignant 
at his being apparently so much more popular than John. 

October I6th, Sunday.-! came to town yesterday morning, and in 
the afternoon went to the F. 0., and saw Clarendon, to whom I im
parted what the D. of Bedford had told me. He said he knew it all, 
Aberdeen having told him what had passed between J. Russell and 
himself; but having made C. give his word of honor he would not say 
a word of it to anybody, so he said, 'I would not mention it even to 
you, to whom I tell everything.' He then, however, went into the 
whole question, and told me what had passed, which did not exactly 
agree with the Duke's story. According to C., John went to Aberdeen 
before Parliament was up, and told him he could not consent to go 
on in his present position, to which A. replied, 'Very well, you only 
meet my own wishes, and you know I always told you that I should 
be at any time ready to resign my place to you.' 

Nothing more seems to have taken place at that time, nor till 
lately, when John went again to Aberdeen, and repeated his de
termination not to go on; but this time the communication does not 
seem to have been received by A. with the same ready acquiescence 
in the proposed change, and some plain speaking took place between 
them. I infer, but as C. did not expressly say so I put it dubiously, 
that Ab. had spoken to Gladstone and ascertained that he would by 
no means agree to the substitution ofJ.R., and should go with A. if 
he retired. At all events, while A. told him that he was prepared, if 
he wished it, to broach the matter to his colleagues, he intimated to 
him that it was evident he wanted to turn him out, and put himself 
in his place, but that he (A.) could not agree to retire at this moment, 
and before Parliament met, and that John had better well consider 
the step he was about to take, as it would in all probability break up 
the Government, and asked him if he was prepared to encounter the 
odium of doing so, more especially as he must remember that He had 
only consented to form this Government on John's own assurance to 
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him that He was himself unable to form one. He asked him if he was 
secure of Palmerston's concurrence in the change he proposed, and 
he replied that he did not expect to find any d[fficulty in that quarter. 
This was the substance of what passed between them, A. being evi
dently a good deal nettled, and thinking John is behaving very ill. 
This is Clarendon's opinion also, and he thinks, if J. persists, the 
Government will be inevitably broken up, for a considerable part of 
the Cabinet wi:l certainly not consent to have John again placed at 
the Head of the Government. C. does not believe a word of Palmer
stan's being a party to it, and he knows that both Gladstone and ~ew
castle would resign. Graham he is not sure of, but inclines to think he 
would retire with Aberdeen, especially if A. has any compulsion or 
ill-usage to complain of. For the moment, however, this storm is 
blown over, as john has signified to Aberdeen that he does not mean 
to press the matter again for the present. The Queen, when it was 
mentioned to her, was anything but approving of or consenting to the 
change. 

In all this matter there ts little doubt that john has been instigated 
by his wife, and She in her turn by Frederic Romilly 1 and probably 
others of her connexions, and they none of them, John himself in
cluded, have sense enough to see that the course he is adopting is quite 
suicidal, and would be not less fatal to his own reputation and popu
larity than to the Government he belongs to. He failed as Prime 
~Iinister, and no credit attended his Administration, and no regret 
his fall. The popularity he lost, he in good measure regained by his 
conduct on the formation of this Government, when he waived his 
own pretensions, and for the public good consented, after having held 
the first place, to accept r.he second; but the world does not know how 
reluctantly and grudgingly he did this, and how sorely his pride and 
vanity suffered on that occasion. The position he occupied of Leader 
of the H. of C. without an office was anomalous, and many thought 
it objectionable, but He him~dfinsisted on it, and it proved succc~sful. 
The House of Commons not only accepted it, but were pleased to see 
a man so eminent eschewing office with its functions and emoluments, 
and gratuitiously devoting himself to the service and the business of 

' Frederick Rornilly, 1810- .S7; 'ixth son of Sir Samuel Rornilly; ~l.P. for Canterbury, 
185n-2; married Lady Elizabeth Elliot :•ister of Lady John Rus.dl;, 1848. 
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Parliament. He became popular again in the House, and would have 
been more so if he had not chosen to quit the House early every after
noon, and go down to his wife and his nursery at Richmond, leaving 
Palmerston to do his work, and ingratiate himself with the House. 
Aberdeen reminded John that this position, which he now found in
tolerable, was one he had chosen to make for himself; that he had not 
only declared he could not form a Government, but that every office 
had been at his disposal, and he had been invited to take the greatest 
offices, or, if he preferred it, any smaller one, but that he had insisted 
on holding none. Aberdeen is quite right not to resign now, or before 
Parliament meets, where he must appear as Minister to defend his 
own policy. 

I expect that John will not renew his demands for some time, if at 
all; but if he does, this is what will probably take place. The Govern
ment will be broken up, John will try to form one and will fail, and 
the Government will again be constituted minus John. Nobody 
would, I think, go out with him. This is supposing (which I think 
certain) that Palmerston would not make common cause with him, 
but prefer to remain with the rest. There would then remain the great 
difficulty of the Lead of the H. of C. and the part Palmerston would 
play; but, dangerous as it would be, it would probably be found 
necessary to trust him with the lead, most distasteful though it would 
be both to Aberdeen and to the Queen. 

October I 8th.-The Emperor of Russia moved Heaven and earth to 
bring about a new Holy Alliance between himself, Austria, and 
Prussia, in which he would have succeeded if it had not been for the 
wisdom and firmness of Manteuffel, 1 who was proof against all his 
seductions. Austria consented, but only on condition that Prussia did 
likewise. The King of Prussia would have given way with his charac
teristic weakness, but Manteuffel would not hear of it, and contrived 
to keep his master straight. In an interview of two hours between the 
Emperor and Manteuffel tete-a-tete, the E. employed all the means 
he could think of to prevail on the Prussian Minister, but all in vain; 
he refused positively to allow Prussia to depart from her neutrality. 

' Count Manteuffel was the Prussian Minister for Foreign Affairs, and the leading 
member of the Prussian Cabinet. He was accused of sacrificing Prussian interests to those 
of Austria at the Conference of Olmiitz; but in fact he succeeded in defeating what would 
have been a very formidable confederacy of the German Powers with Russia.-R. 
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This had the effect of keeping Austria neutral also, and that of making 
the Emperor more inclined to peace; but the Turkish declaration of 
war and peremptory summons to him to quit the Principalities leave 
him no alternative but that of taking up the gauntlet thus thrown 
down. Clarendon told me the other day that he is nearly distracted 
with the trouble and difficulty of the whole affair, and the differences 
of opinion in the Cabinet--Aberdeen's excessive horror of pushing 
matters to extremities, and his fear of provoking or offending the 
Emperor, and on the other hand Palmerston's anxiety to go ahead 
and plunge into war at once. In a letter this morning from my 
brother he says 'Lady Palmcrston goes crowing on at all the blunders 
of the Government, and the luck that it is for Palmerston.' 

}{ovember 2nd.~ -Allla~t week at ~ewmarket, during which nothing 
of moment occurred but the renewed attempts at negotiation, and the 
consent of the Turks to defer the commencement of hostilities. I saw 
Clarendon on Nlonday :day before yesterday) who told me how 
matters stood, and showed me a despatch just received from Vienna 
with copy of a very moderate and pacific :'\ate from :Xesselrode to 
Buol, showing that there is every disposition at St. P<etersburg> to 
patch matters up. C. told me that he was heartily sick of the whole 
question, in which the double trouble and difficuhy were cast upon 
him of reconciling the Russians and the Turks and of preserving 
agreement in the Cabinet, where Aberdeen was always opposing 
measures of hostility towards Russia, and Palmerston for pushing 
them forward. He said he steered between the two, and that he and 
John Russell were more nearly agreed than any of the others; he told 
me at the same tin!e a characteristic trait of Palmerston. The Turks 
having determined to plunge into war against the advice of their 
Protectors, especially against ours, and it having been made known 
to us that the Sultan and his ~linisters were not disinclined lO be 
guided by us, but that they were themselves overruled and driven to 

this extreme course by the Grand Council, it became necessary in C.'s 
opinion to notify to the Turkish Government that, since they had 
thought fit to take their own independent course, we should reserve 
to ourselves the right of acting according to our own discretion, and 
not consider ourselves bound to be dragged into a war at the heels of 
the Grand Council, which is an assembly of ruffians and Fanatics, by 
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whom it would be utterly inconsistent with the dignity of our Crown 
that our policy should be governed and influenced. It seems too that 
this is a point on which the Queen feels very strongly, and is ex
ceedingly anxious that the honor and dignity of the Crown should 
not be compromised. Accordingly Clarendon drew up a despatch to 
this effect, to which the Cabinet acceded, and Palmerston also, 
though with some reluctance. However, he not only saw the proposed 
despatch, but he made some alteration in it with his own hand, 
thereby of course subscribing to it. Just after this Clarendon went to 
Windsor, and submitted the despatch to the Q. and P<rince>; they 
objected to it that it was not strong enough in their sense, but C. pre
vailed upon them to waive their objections, and, as it had been agreed 
to in the Cabinet, to let it go. But before it was gone C. received a 
letter from Palmerston, strongly objecting to the despatch altogether, 
and desiring C. to inform Lord Aberdeen that he would be no party 
to such a communication. This was extremely embarrassing. C. spoke 
to Aberdeen, and afterwards (at A.'s suggestion) informed the Queen 
what had occurred. H. M. said, 'I advise you not to attach much im
portance to this communication. I know Lord P. from much ex
perience, and it is probably only an attempt to bully, which, if you 
take no notice of it, you will hear no more of.' The result justified the 
Queen's sagacity, for Clarendon sent off the despatch, and at the 
same time wrote word to Palmerston that he had done so, giving him 
sundry reasons why he could not do otherwise, to which he received 
in reply a very good-humoured letter, merely saying that, as it was 
gone, it was useless to say any more about it, and probably it would 
do no harm. 

There has been talk abroad and discussion in the Cabinet about 
Parliament meeting. John and Aberdeen both wished Parliament to 
meet, the first because he is always hankering after the H. of C., the 
latter because he wished Parliament to decide on the question of 
peace or war, so that in the one alternative his hands might be 
strengthened, or in the other he might have a pretext for resigning. 
But both Clarendon and Palmerston were much against it, and now 
that there is a fresh prospect of peace, it is rendered more unnecessary 
and undesirable. 

Leopold is here, still uneasy (though less than he was) upon the 
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subject of his demeks with the Emperor of the French. The cause of 
them is the Jibd:ou~ pu btications in Belgium of the French Refugees. 
They compose the mo~t outrageous attacks of a personal nature on 
him and the Empress, which they have printed in Belgium, and get 
these papers smuggled into France, and disseminated among the 
lower classes, and particularly the Troops. This naturally gives the E. 
great offence, and Leopo;d would afford him redress ifhe could; but 
the Constitution was made by journalists, and the unrestrained 
liberty of the Press is so interwoven with the Constitution, that the 
Legislature itself has no power io deal with the case, nor any power 
short of a Constituent Assembly. All this Leopold has submitted to 
his powerful neighbour, and their relations seem to be more amicable; 
for very civil letters have passed between the two Nlonarchs, through 
the Prince de Chimay,' whom Leopold sent to compliment the Em
peror when he went lately to Lille. 

November wth.-All attempts at settling the Eastern Question by 
~Votes have been rudely interrupted by the actual commencement of 
hostilities. ~leanwhile the ~otes sped their way, but at Vienna it was 
deemed no lon~er possib~e to settle it in this manner, and that there 
must now be a regu:ar treaty of peace, the terms of which the Allies 
might prescribe, and there is now a question of having a Congress or 
Conference here, to carry on the affair. It is, however, difficult to 
make out what the French are at, and, with all our intimacy, we must 
keep on our guard against all contingencies on the part of our Im
perial neighbour. ~obody knows what is his real motive for sending 
Haraguay d'Hillier~' to Constantinople. Baring, when I told him of 
this appointment, said it could be only for the purpose of quarrelling, 
fi)r he was the most violent of men, and was certain to quarrel with 
whomsoever he had w deal with. If this be so, his quarrelling with 
Stratford is inevitable, and it is by no means improbable that L<ouis> 
X <apoleon> is tired of playing second Fiddle w us, and sends this 
General there fiJr the express purpose of encountering our superior 

'Joseph de Riquet, Prince de Chnnay :18o8- -86;; orirjinal:y in the Dutch diplomatic 
service; Belgian :VIinister .succe"ively at the Hague, Rome and Paris, 18go-41 ; negotiated 
the Franco-Belgian Copyright Treaty, 1852. 

' Comte Achille Baraguay d'Hillier> ( 1 795-1878); lo>t a hand in the battle of Leipzig, 
1813; for his services in Algeria promoted lieutenant-general, 1843; commanded the 
French army at Rome, 1849- so; l':nvoy at Constantinople, 1853--4; in the Crimean War 
captured Bomarsund and promoted marlchal de France, 1854. 
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influence, and, by the tender of military counsel and aid, to substitute 
his own for ours. 

Reeve is just returned from the East, having spent some time at 
Constantinople, and came home by Vienna. Stratford treated him 
with great kindness and hospitality, and talked to him very openly. 
He says that S. exercises a great but not unlimited influence and 
controul over the Turkish Government, and of course is very jealous 
of the influence he possesses; for example, he boasted to Reeve that 
he had carried a great point, and had procured the appointment of 
the Candidate he favored as Greek Patriarch, an interference which, 
if it had been made by the E<mperor> of Russia, whose concern it is 
much more than ours, would have excited in us great indignation. 
Such an exercise of influence and in such a matter, of which the 
Russians are well aware, is calculated to exasperate them, and it is not 
unnatural that the Emperor should feel that, if any foreign influence 
is to prevail in Turkey, he has a better right than any other Power to 
establish his own. Reeve has a very poor opinion of the power, re
sources, and political condition of Turkey, and does not doubt the 
military success of the Russians. He says the corruption is enormous 
-everybody bribes or is bribed. The Greek Patriarch whom Stratford 
got appointed had to pay large sums to Redschid Pacha and his Son. 
The whole State is rotten to the core. 

November 12th.-This morning John Russell breaks ground on the 
Reform plan, by referring his scheme to a Committee of the Cabinet, 
which is to meet at his house, consisting (besides himself) of Granville, 
Newcastle, Graham, C. Wood, and Palmerston. I am afraid he will 
propose a lower franchise, probably £5, in spite of many warnings 
and the signs of the Times, which are very grave and alarming
nothing but Strikes and deep-rooted discontent on the part of the 
working classes. I am in correspondence with Ellesmere on the sub
ject, and have sent his letters to John Russell, who does not appear 
disposed to admit the force of his reasoning against lowering the 
franchise. This Committee will probably be on the whole favorable 
to a democratic measure, John from old prejudices and obstinacy, 
Graham from timidity, Newcastle because he has espoused Liberal 
principles; Granville will be inclined to go with John, and Palmer
stan alone is likely to stand out against a democratic scheme, unless 
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C. Wood should go wiih him, of whose opinions on the question of 
Reform I know noth:ng. Aberdeen is himself a Reformer, but I hear 
he is resolved not tn consent w a £5 franchise. I confess to great mis
givings about this project in the present state of the country, and dread 
the further progres~ of democratic power. The success of the great 
Reform Bill and the experiences of twenty years without any of the 
apprehensions of the Anti-Refi>rmers having been realised, is now in 
my opinion a source of danger, as it creates an opinion that progress 
(as it is called; is not only necessary, but perfectly safe. It consoles me 
for growing old that I shall not live to see the confusion in which this 
well-ordered Statc is likely to be involved, the period of peril and 
suffering it will have to go through, and the reaction, which will re
store order and tranquillity at the expense of that temperate and 
rational freedom, which we alone of all the :"'ations of the earth are in 
possession of. I see no reason why, if we chuse recklessly, and without 
any cause, to cast away the good we enjoy, we should be exempted 
from paying the penalty which our folly and wickedness would so 
richly deserve. ·rhe above question in all its ramifications is infinitely 
more important than the Russian and Turkish quarrel, but there is 
no saying how the fi>rmer may be indirectly and consequentially 
affected through the latter by means of the political differences which 
may arise out of it. Everything now looks black in the political 
horizon, and the war which has begun between the principals can 
hardly fail to extend itself sooner or later to the collateral parties. 

A breach has :aken place between Reeve and the 'Times,' much 
to my surprise and to his disgust as well as astonishment. They had 
given his portefcuille of foreign affairs to another man ~Woodham I 
believe; during his absence, and when he returned, expecting in
stantly to resume it, they would not restore it, alledging that the 
notoriety of his eonnexion with the papa and the fact of his having 
been trumpeted in the newspapers as sent abroad on a mission made 
his writing inconvenient; and they complained that, while other 
employes merged their several capacities in the paper, he reserved an 
individuality and separate independent action, which did not ~uit them. 
These excuses he does not accept as the rca~ causes of his dismissal, 
and there probably is some unavowed cause of their di~pensing with 
the services of so able a writer after a connexion of 13 years. 
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November 15th.-Yesterday morning met Clarendon on the R<ail> 
W <ay>, he from Windsor, I from Hillingdon, got into the carriage and 
went home with him. He told me all he had to tell, of what he had 
to go through with the conflicting proposals of Palmerston and 
Aberdeen in the Cabinet: the latter as averse as ever to any strong 
measures, and always full of consideration for the Emperor; the latter 
<former> anxious for war, and with the same confidence and rashness 
which were so conspicuous in him during the Syrian question, in
sisting that nothing will be so easy as to defeat Russia, and he now 
goes the length ofurging that none of the old treaties between her and 
the Porte should be renewed. All this jactance, however, does not go 
much beyond words, for he evinces no disposition to separate from his 
colleagues or to insist on any course which the majority of the 
Cabinet objects to. 

The Emperor of Russia has taken the unusual step of writing an 
autograph letter to the Queen. Brunnow, who was rather puzzled, 
took the letter to Aberdeen, and asked what he was to do with it. 
A. told him to take it to Clarendon, who sent it to the Queen. She 
sent it to him to read, and he suggested certain heads of an answer, 
but did not communicate the letter, nor the fact of its having been 
received, to any one but Aberdeen. The Queen wrote an answer (in 
French) and he says a very good one.1 

Cowley has sent him an account of a conversation he lately had 
with the Emperor Napoleon, in which he said that the condition of 
France and the rise in the price of provisions, so deeply affecting the 
working classes, made him more than ever bent upon preserving 
peace, and he proposed that the Powers should be invited to concur 
with England and France in drawing up a scheme of pacification and 
arrangement, which should be tendered to the belligerents, and which
ever should refuse to accept it should be treated as an Enemy. C. said 
that there were many objections to this plan, but he seemed to believe 
in the sincerity of the Emperor's desire for peace, in spite of the op
posite presumption afforded by Baraguay d'Hilliers' mission, and its 
accompaniment of French officers. He attributes that mission to the 
wounded vanity of France, and the determination of the Government 

' The Emperor's letter to the Queen (I 8/go Oct. I 853), with her reply and the Emperor's 
rejoinder, are printed in Letters of Queen Victoria. 
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to send some man who shall dispute the influence of Stratford, and 
assert that of France. The character of Stratford had been fully ex
plained to B<araguay d' 11 .!Hiers>, and he went, ostensibly at least, 
with instructions and an intention to act with him in harmony, but 
thts the character oftht: two Ambassadors will probably render quite 
impossi blc. 

The Queen told C. an anecdote of Palmerston, showing how ex
clmivdy absorbed he is with foreign politics. H. ~1. has been much 
interested in and alarmed at the strikes and troubles in the ~orth, 
and asked P. for details about them, wht·n she found he knew nothing 
at all. One morning, aftt:T previous enquiries, she said to him, 'Pray, 
Lord P., have you any news?' To which he replied, '!\o, Madam, 
I have heard nothing; but it seems certain the Turks have crossed the 
Danube.' 

In the afternoon I caeed on Graham at the Admiralty, and had a 
}ong talk with him about the Government and its prospects, and the 
disposition and intent ions of J. Russell and of Palmerston. He is 
(contrary to custom) very cheerful and sanguine on these points; he 
was apprised of all that John has said and done, but except on one 
occa~ion, just about the time of the prorogation, has had no com
munication with John himself on the subjeci. He is now satisfied that 
John has abandoned his designs, and has made up his mind to go on 
as he is, and he infers this from his frank and friendly conduct about 
his Reform Bill, which he has not kept to himsdf, but submi,ted to a 
Committee for the purpose of bringing it before all his colleagues in 
a very good spirit, and quite willing to have Palmerston 1m this 
Committee, from whom the greatest opposition was to be expv:ted. 
G. said their first meeting had gone off very pleasantly, and Palrr.·-r
swn had urged much less objection than he had expected; he thinks 
thnd(m_· that his own reflexions and his knowledge of the difEculties 
which would oppose themselves to his purpose have determined john 
to acquiesce in his present :JOsition; nor is he afraid of Palmerston 
separating himself from this Cabinet, thinking that at his age he will 
not speculate so deeply for the chance of gn·ater power and a higher 
place, to be purchased at the certain sacrifice of all his social relations 
and personal connexions, and he therefore expects Palmerston will 
confi)rm to the general sentiments and decisions of his colleagues, both 
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as to foreign policy and to Reform. G. said he approved entirely of 
John's scheme, and thought his proposed measure good and safe. 

<.November> 27th.-Council at Windsor on Friday 25th. Q. by way 
ofbeing in great grief at the Q. of Portugal's death, though they never 
saw each other but once when they were children. Heard the par
ticulars of the Reform Bill, which (if there is to be one at all) seems as 
little mischievous as can be. It seems to have encountered little or no 
opposition in the Cabinet, and John considers it as having been ac
cepted and settled there. Lansdowne has not pronounced himself 
positively; but though, no doubt, he dislikes it exceedingly, they think 
he will not retire upon it, and up to the present time he has indicated 
no such intention. Graham, who is always frightened, told me on 
Friday he was very uneasy lest L<ansdowne> should decline to be a 
party to it. 

Palmerston has written a letter to John, strong in the beginning, de
nouncing the measure as unnecessary and unwise, and complaining 
of his having originally committed his Colleagues to it, by declaring 
his own opinion without any previous consultation and concert with 
them. Then, after criticising the Bill (ably, as I am told), he ends by 
announcing that he shall consent to it. He sent copies of this letter to 
Aberdeen and to Lansdowne. 

I brought Clarendon from the Station to Downing Street, when he 
told me that he had begun some fresh attempt at renewing negotia
tions. The proposal of the Emperor Napoleon (to force terms on the 
two parties) would not do, but he had sent a proposal of some sort 
(I could not exactly make out what), which, contrary to his expecta
tion, Buol had agreed to; but he did not seem very sanguine about any 
result from this beginning. He said nothing could exceed the dif
ficulties of the case, nor the embarrassments of his own position. The 
Turks are now indisposed to agree to anything, or to make any con
cessions whatever, and of course the E. of R<ussia> neither will nor 
can make peace and withdraw, without some plausible satisfaction. 
Then at home the difficulty is just as great between Palmerston, who 
is all for going ahead, and wants nothing less than war with Russia, 
and Aberdeen, who is in the other extreme-objecting to everything, 
and proposing nothing. John Russell is very reasonable, and agrees 
almost entirely with him; but whenever he thinks he is going to be 

GMVI 
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outbid by Palmcr~ton, is disposed to urge some violent measures also. 
He said he had a regular scene with Aberdeen the other day. After 
this ~ote :nr whatever it was; had been discussed and agreed win the 
Cabint:t, and all settled, Aberdeen came into his room, and began 
finding fault with it, and raising all sorts of objections, when C. out 
of all pa:ience, broke out: 'Really, this is too bad. You come now, 
after it has all been settled in the Cabinet where you let it pass, and 
maA.e a!: >orts of objections. And this is the way you do about every
thing; you object tu all that is proposed, and you never suggest any
thing >·ourself. \Vhat is it you want? Will you say what you would 
have done?' 1 [e declares he said all this with the greatest vivacity, 
being n·aEy exa6perated. A. had nothing to say, and knocked under. 
The truih scerns to be that the attacks upon him in the newspapers 
(though they don't know it) arc pretty well justified, and very )ittle 
exaggerated; nor is i he idea of Palmerswn's real inclination much 
mistaken. T"hey have by accident very nearly hit upon the truth. 
Aberdeen, it seems, objects particularly to have any Conference hen, 
and if there i:s to be anything of the kind, it seems likdy to take place 
at Vienna, where, however, somebody would be sent to assist, if not 
to supersede, vV~.:stmorland. 

D~cernber wth. The Protocol just signed at Vienna brings the four 
Powers together again, and Austria not on:y signed it with a~acrity, 
but Buol told Westmorland, if the E. of R. was fimnd unmanageable, 
':\ous irons avec vous jusqu'au bout.' The Turks are now desired w 
say on what terms they will make peace, and I expect they will 
reply that they wi!J not make peace at a11 till the Principalities 
are evacuated. It seems very doubtful whether this fresh opening 
will lead to any result between two Powers so impracticable as the 
Belligerents. 

Delane called on Aberdeen whom he had not seen for some time, 
and came to me from this interview in great annoyance and per
plexity. He found the Ear! not at all disposed to be talkative or com
municative. After some time he said '\!\-'hat do you think of our 
Protocol?' D. replied' l have not seen it. Will you show it me?' He 
said he would not then, but the contents were generally as had been 
stated. D. said that it was a step in advance against the Emperor of 
Russia; to which A. replied '~ot at all--there is nothing in it that the 
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E. might not himself sign,' and then he went off in a tirade against 
the 'Times' and its recent articles, of which he bitterly complained; 
said the Emperor had done nothing wrong or that we had any right 
to complain of; and talked all the extravagant Anti-Turkish and pro
Russian language, of which he has been so constantly accused and 
which fully justify the charges and taunts of the Tory and Radical 
Press, although they don't know how right they are. D. said it was 
impossible to endure such stuff as this, which was very likely to break 
up the Government, and at all events the 'Times' would be no party 
to such sentiments; and he was the more surprised at hearing them 
because he met Graham on the stairs (when coming away), who, in a 
short conversation they had, spoke in a totally different tone. I sent 
him to Clarendon, whom he would find in a very different mind, but 
sadly bothered by the discordant views of Aberdeen and Palmerston; 
the one for peace at any price and submission to Russia, the other for 
immediate war. 

The Duke of Bedford has been endeavouring to persuade John to 
reconsider the franchise in his Reform Bill, and John tells him not to 
be afraid of its going too low, and that there is more chance of its 
appearing too niggardly. Aberdeen told Delane it was not yet settled. 
Meanwhile, the Bill is drawn and (privately) printed. John considers 
it to have been accepted by the Cabinet, and that he is sure of the 
acquiescence of the two principal dissentients-Lansdowne and 
Palmerston. The former went out of town, only saying that he hoped 
the landed interest would have its due share of influence. Palmer
stan's letter I have already mentioned; but the other day Lady P. held 
forth to the Duke against the Bill, and said that it was not settled at 
all, but was still under the consideration of the Cabinet; from which 
he infers that P. is still making or prepared to make objections and 
difficulties. Between Reform and the Eastern Question I think this 
Government would infallibly be broken up but from the impossi
bility of another being formed. I am still persuaded Palmerston will 
not try a new combination, and break with all his old friends and 
associates for the purpose of putting himself at the head of some fresh 
but unformed combination. Great as his ambition is, he will not 
sacrifice so much to it, and risk so much as this would oblige him to do. 

Meanwhile John has got into a scrape with the Queen. He was to 
30·2 
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have been at \Vind~or the other day at the Council but did not make 
his appearance, to the surprise and somewhat the displeasure of the 
Q. She had asked Aberdeen to explain to her the provisions of the 
Reform Biil, and he referred her tu J. R., who he said was better able 
to explain them. Accordingly she dnired John to attend her for the 
purpose; and he was to have come to Windsor that day. He absented 
himself very cavalierly without making any excuse, and she did not at 
at: like it. The D. spoke to him about it, and he said he was better 
employed at home in drawing Ujl the BilL The truth is the Q. and 
John d:slike each other and have their mutual complaints to make. 
She thinks he is neglectful and dtsn.:spectful to her; and he thin:<s She 
is wanting tn graciousness and confidence to him and no longer talks 
to him as she used to do. Of course when he was her Prime ~linister 
she was obliged to talk to him about everything; and now she does so 
to Aberdeen instead, whom she [nfinitdy prefers; and having no 
official obligation and no personal inclination to talk to John, she has 
very liule communication with him, and this mortifies and offends 
him. He is very imprudent in lctt~ng his temper prevail and in giving 
her umbrage, because as he desires and expects in a few months to be 
Premier again, it is very essential that he should keep on good terms 
w;th her. 

Decmtber 12th, Monday.-1 begin to think that 1 am after all mis
taken as to Palmcrston's intemions, and thai his ambition will drive 
him to sacrifice everything and risk everything, in spite of his age and 
of al: the difliculties he will have to encounter. I have said what 
passed between the Duke of Bedford and Lady Palmerston about 
Reform, and the conversation of Aberdeen and Delane on Saturday 
evening. This morning the D. of B. came here, and told me he had 
called on Clarendon on Saturday, when he said to C. that he was very 
uneasy about Palmerston, and thou14ht he was meditating something, 
though he did rrot know exactly what he was at. C. interrupted him-·· 
'Certainly, he is meditating breaking up the Government; in fact, he 
has told me so.' At this m"ment it was announced that two or three 
foreign ~linisters were waitin~ to see him, when he abruptly broke off 
the conference, and they parted. I said, ·Depend upon it, what 
Clarendon alluded to was not the Reform Bill, but the Eastern Ques
tion; and it is on that that Palmerston is making a stir.' The D. said he 
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thought so too; indeed, he was sure of it, because C. did not trouble 
himself about Reform, and he had already told him more than once 
what excessive trouble and annoyance he had had between the widely 
opposite views and opinions of Aberdeen and Palmerston, and that 
he had only been able to go on at all from the agreement between 
John and himself. However, John is to see Aberdeen this morning, 
and his brother afterwards; and before the day is over we shall 
learn something more of this disagreeable matter. My belief is 
that the difference between A<berdeen> and P<almerston> has 
arrived at a height which threatens a break up, and that, with 
reference to this occurring, P. is also going back on the Reform 
question; that if he does separate from the Government, he may 
reserve to himself to work both questions. But I refrain from further 
speculations, as in a few hours they will be resolved into certainty 
of some sort. 

Panshanger, December 14th.-It turned out that Palmerston had 
struck on account of Reform, and not (ostensibly, at least) about 
foreign affairs. John Russell was indignant, and inveighed (to his 
Brother) against P. in terms of great bitterness, saying he was abso
lutely faithless, and no reliance to be placed on him. Of this fact these 
pages contain repeated proofs, but I own I am amazed at his making 
this flare up on the question of Reform. But his whole conduct is in
explicable, and there is no making out what he is at. The news of the 
Turkish disaster in the Black Sea is believed, but Government will do 
nothing about it till they receive authentic intelligence and detailed 
accounts of the occurrence. r So Clarendon told Reeve on Monday, 
but he is disposed to take a decisive part if it all turns out to be true; 
and yesterday Delane had a long conversation with Aberdeen, who 
owned that if the Russians (as they suppose) attacked a convoy of 
transports at anchor, it is a very strong case, and he thought war much 
more probable than it was a few days ago, and he did not speak as if 

1 On November 30th the Russian fleet from Sebastopol attacked the Turkish squadron 
in the harbour of Sin ope and destroyed it. It was this violent action on the part of Russia 
that at once decided the British and French Governments to occupy the Black Sea with 
their fleets. The Russian ships withdrew within the harbour of Sebastopol, which they 
never left again. I believe that Admiral Dundas and Admiral Lyons proposed to enter the 
Black Sea at once and intercept the Russian vessels before they could reach Sebastopol, but 
this proposal was overruled by the French officers, who were disinclined to act until they 
received peremptory orders from the Emperor.-R. 
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he was determined in no case to declare it. This does not surprise me, 
in spite of his previous tone; for he has gone so far that he may be 
rompd;ed in common comistency to go farther. 

(~larch 17th, 1863. ,C,C.G. : 
(End of Volume n of Additional .US. 41120.' 
London, December 1 ifh, :853· Yesterday morning the news of 

Palmerston's resignation was made public. It took everybody by sur
prise, few having been aware that he objected to the Reform measure 
in contemp:ation. I receiwd the imelligence at Panshanger, and as 
soon as I got to town went :.o Clarendon to hear a:I about it. He had 
been quite prepared for it, P. having told him that he could not take 
this Bill. Cdarendon> says P. behaved perfectly well, and in a very 
straitfurward way from first to last. \-'/hen he was invited to join the 
Government, he told Aberdeen and Lansdowne that he was afraid the 
Refi>rm Bill would bring about another separation between them. 
When the time arrived for discussing the BiH,andJ.R. proposed to him 
to be on the Committee, he said that he accepted, because, although 
he saw no necessity for any Reform Bill, and he entirely disapproved 
of John Russell's having comm:ttcd himself to such a measure, he 
would not :as matters stood; absolutely object to any measure what
ever, but would join the Committee, discuss it, state all his objections, 
and endeavour to procure such alterations in it as might enable him 
to accept it. Finding himsdf unable to do this with the Committee, 
he sti~l waited ti:l the measure had been brought before the whole 
Cabinet; and when he found that his objections were unavailing, and 
that the majority of his colleagues were resolved to take John's 
schnne, nothing was left for him but to retire. He said he might have 
consented to a smai1er measure of disfranchisement, and the dis
posable seats being !:{ivcn to the Counties, but to the extent now pro
posed, the enlarged Town representation, and espcciailyto the proposed 
franchise, he could not agree; and moreover he said he was not pre
pared, at his time of life, to encounter cndi.css debates in the House 
of Commons on such a measure. The first time :c. said; he had ever 
heard him acknowledge that he had a time ofl{fe. C. showed me a very 
friendly letter P. had written to him, expressing regret at leaving 
them, and saying He ~C.) had a very difficult task before him, and, 
'as the Irishman said, 1 wish yer Bonner well through it.' He has 
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never hinted even at any dissatisfaction as to foreign affairs as forming 
a part of his grounds for resigning. 

C<larendon> said he thought it would ere long be the means of 
breaking up the Government, and I said so too; but, on reflecting 
more deliberately upon the matter, I atn disposed to take a different 
view of the political probability, and of the part which Palmerston 
will play. As I have been so constantly opposed to him, and have 
both entertained and expressed so bad an opinion of him on a great 
many occasions, I feel the more both bound and inclined to do justice 
to his conduct upon this one, in which, so far as I am informed, he 
really has been irreproachable. The first thing which seems to have 
suggested itself to everybody is that he has resigned with the intention 
of putting himself at the head of the opponents of Reform, of joining 
the Derbyite Party, and ultimately coming into office with Derby, or 
forming (if possible) a Government ofhis own. I doubt all this, and 
judge of his future conduct by his past. If he had been actuated by 
selfish and separate objects of ambition, and really contemplated 
transferring himselffrom the Whig to the Tory party, or setting up an 
independent standard, instead of breaking with this Cabinet on the 
question of Reform, he would certainly have done so upon the Turkish 
war, as he easily could. He would then have gone out amidst shouts 
of applause; he would have put the Government into an immense 
difficulty, and he would have reserved to himself to take whatever 
course he thought fit about Reform. He has acted much more 
honestly, but less cunningly for his own interest, supposing that he has 
the views and projects that are attributed to him. Lord Lansdowne 
is placed in great embarrassment, for he agrees entirely with Palmer
stan; and if he acts consistently on his own convictions, he will retire 
too-that is, cease to form a part of the Cabinet. Clarendon expects 
he will do so. 

Ratchford, December 21st, Wednesday.-On Monday when I came to 
town (from Goodwood, where I went on Sunday) I found a letter 
from Lady Palmerston, very friendly indeed. She said her Son 
William had told her what I had said to him about Palmerston and 
his resignation, which had gratified her. She then went on to explain 
why he had resigned, and why at this moment instead of waiting; she 
said he would have accepted a Reform Bill, but wanted John's to be 
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altered, had proposed alterations, and written to Aberdeen to urge 
them, and u;Jon A.'s reply that his suggestions could not be taken, he 
had no altt>rnativc but to resign, and he had thought it fairer to the 
Government tu do so at once, and give them time to make their 
arrangements, than to put it off ti:l the last moment, when Parliament 
was on the ;Joint of meeting. t confess I think he was right in ~o 
doing, and 1 was greatly provoked with the 'Times' for at tacking 
him, twitt~ng and ~neering at him, and finding fault with him f()r hi~ 
desertion; so :)rovoked that I wrote a letter to the 'Times' :which 
appeared on Tuesday: with my opinion thereupon. 

On Tut"sday morning I was surprised at receiving a letter from 
Lord Lansdowne, entreating 1 would tell him what was said, and what 
the state of:)ublic opinion about P.'s resignation, giving me to under
stand that he was as yet undecided what course he should adopt, and 
should not decide at all events till he had seen the Queen next Friday; 
he aJso said that he had been greatly surprised at this happening 'so 
soon, whatever might have been the case later, having occurred 
~marvellous to say~ before there had been any decision taken by the 
Government as such on the whole matter, or any ground for me at 
least to thinll. that issue would be Joined upon it without that ap
parently essential preliminary.' I wrote to him in reply all I had heard 
of the reports and notions floating about, and said I hoped his de
termination would even!ually be not to withdraw, and I sent him 
Lady Pam's letter to me, which I said seemed to me somewhat at 
variance with his statement, inasmuch asP. evidently considered thai 
the matter was settled. I don't understand, however, why he wrot~ 
to Aberdeen, if the question was still before the Cabinet, and nut yn 
definitively settled. Assuming Lord L.'s statement to be correct, P. 
ought to have disputed the matter in the Cabinet, and if overruled 
there, he might have resigned, and not till then. 

Delane went to Aberdeen, and asked him for his version of the 
affair, when he said at once he had no hesitation in saying :hat the 
Eastern Question was the cause and the ~ole cause of P.'s resignation; 
that he had all along been opposing what was done, and might have 
resigned upon it any time for months past, and that but for that 
question he would have swallowed the Reform Bill. Ddanc observed, 
if this was true, P. had acted a very high-minded and disinierested 
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part. It has been imprudent of the Government Papers to insist so 
strenuously that P. resigned solely on account of Reform, and that 
there was no difference on Foreign policy, because this elicited a 
violent article in the 'Morning Post,' insisting in turn that the 
E<astern> Q<uestion> was the real cause ofhis retirement, and every
body will believe that this was inserted or dictated by himself. It is 
strange to find myself the Advocate and Apologist of Palmerston, 
when the preceding pages are brimful of censure of his acts and bad 
opinion of his character; but, whatever prejudices I may have or have 
had against him, they never shall prevent my saying what I believe 
to be true, and doing him ample justice, when I think that he is acting 
honorably, fairly, and conscientiously. This letter of Lord Lans
downe's has a little shaken my convictions, but still I am struck with 
the fact of his having refrained from resigning on the E. Q., when by 
so doing he might have damaged the Government immensely, and 
obtained for himself increased popularity and considerable power if 
these were his objects. 

Thursday <December> 22nd.-Went to town this morning, called on 
Lady Palmerston, found her in good spirits and humour, and vastly 
pleased at all the testimonies of approbation and admiration he has 
received. She exclaimed with exultation, 'He is always in the right in 
everything he does,' a position I could not confirm, and which I did 
not care to dispute. We then talked of the present crisis, when to my 
no small amazement she said that She saw no reason now why it 
should not be made up, and he should not remain, that he left the 
Government with regret, liked his office, and had no wish to quit his 
colleagues, but could not consent to such a measure as John had pro
posed. She then recapitulated what she wrote to me, and complained 
of Aberdeen's having replied to P.'s note in such a style of peremptory 
refusal, and if he had only expressed regret at the difference, and pro
posed a fresh reference to the Cabinet, it might have been avoided. 
Still, she thought if they were disposed to be reasonable it was pos
sible to repair the breach. P. had never had any answer to his letter 
of resignation, no notice taken ofit, nor the Queen's acceptance ofhis 
resignation ever conveyed to him. She talked with bitterness of the 
articles in the 'Times,' and of his resignation having been so hastily 
published, and said he had all along been very much dissatisfied with 
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the conduct of the E. Q., and convinced that, if his advice had been 
taken at first, we should not be in our present dilemma and em
barrassing position, and he had only consented to stay in the Govern
ment, when overruled :n his suggestions, because he thought he could 
nevertheless effect some good by remaining, and render essential aid 
to Clarendon. I expressed the strongest desire that the matter might 
be patched up, and entreated her to try and bring it about. Pa!mer
ston was gone out, so 1 did not sec him. 

I then went :o the Oflice, and directly wrote to Graham, who was 
at the Cabinet, begging him to see me, and telling him 1 had reason 
to believe P. was not disindined to stay. ~Ieanwhile Bessborough 
called on me, and told me all the reports from ~Iarylebone and other 
parts of the ~ktropolis, as well as the Country; all represented P.'s 
popularity to be immense, great enthusiasm about the E. Q., and pro
found indifference about Reform; and he said there was a report that 
P. was not uolikdy :o stay in, and that it was of the greatest import
ance that he should. He also said that Hayter declared there was no 
chance whatever uf their carrying the Reform Bill in the H. of C., 
especially if P. headed the opposition to it. 

He was hardly gone when Graham came to me. I told him all that 
had passed between l.y. P. and me, and emreated him to see if some~ 
thing could not be done. He said he himsdf should be too happy to 
bring it about if poss;bk, and he had no pt:nonal !{fOUnd of complaint, 
but he did not know how juhn might be disposed, particularly as P. 
in one of his letters had spoken in very uncourteous terms of him and 
Aberdeen. :He said it was wonderful how Palmcrston ~quite unli;,.e 
most men; was often so intemperate with his pen, while he was always 
very guarded in hi.s :.an~uage. ln reply to some of the things Lady P. 
had said, he told me that the difficulty was that P.'s objections went 
to the principle of the measure, and though the details might stil: be 
open to discussion, it was impossible they cou:d concede the prin
ciples of the measure without dishonor, and this was not to be thought 
of. That with regard to fresh reference to the Cabinet, P. had statt:d 
all his objections to the Cabinet, when they had been considered and 
overruled, therefore another reference to the Cabinet would have been 
useless. He asked me if P. was prepared to give up his objections. 
I said I presumed not, but he must understand that I did not know 
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what he was prepared to concede or require, only what I had re
peated, that he was not disinclined still to remain if the matter 
admitted of adjustment. He said the office was still open, and 
that the Cabinet then going on was not about filling it up, but 
entirely on the E. Q. After a good deal of talk we parted, he 
promising to see what could be done to bring about a compromise 
and reconciliation. 

I then wrote to Lansdowne telling him what had passed, and sug
gested that, as he is to see the Queen to-morrow, he should make her 
instrumental to settling this affair, and so the matter stands. I am 
satisfied that at this moment Palmerston would prefer staying where 
he is to anything else, present or prospective, and he does not wish to 
embark in fresh combinations; but it is impossible to say what he may 
not do under fresh circumstances, and if he is exposed to all the 
attractions of excessive flattery and the means of obtaining great 
power; and if this Government should be overthrown, I see no other 
man who could form one. Derby is in such a deplorable state of 
health that I don't think he could possibly undertake it, and though 
P.'s difficulties would be great, they would not be insurmountable, 
and the very necessity of having a Government, and the impossibility 
of any other man forming one, would give him great facilities, and 
draw a great many people from various parties to enlist under him. 
It is, therefore, of immense importance that there should be a com
promise now, for I am much of opinion that if there is not the 
Government will not be able to go on. What I fear is that, if a negotia
tion should be begun, the parties will not come to terms, and neither 
be disposed to make sufficient concessions. Lady P. hinted at Aber
deen's going out, which she said he had always professed his readiness 
to do, but I gave her to understand that if he did, John would insist 
on taking his place, which would not, I apprehend, be more palatable 
to P. than the present arrangement. 

Delane came to me this afternoon, and I told him the state of 
affairs. He said he was satisfied now that the 'Times' had done much 
mischief by its hasty publication; which I confirmed, and asked him 
why he had done it. He said it was no use keeping back intelligence 
which was sure to get out; and as I knew he never did publish what 
he desired to keep back, and that on this occasion the 'Morning 
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Chronicle' had published it likewise, so the 'Times' was not alone in 
the notification. 

(i)w:mber ' 24th.· · \lr't·n t to town this morning to hear what was 
going on. Found Granvil:e, who told me there was a negotiation on 
U)Ot, conducted by :\'ewca:stle, who had been to Palmerston yesterday 
and discussed the matter. P. was to give his answer at t wdve to-day; 
:Granville> did not think any concessions about Refi)rm were to be 
made to him, and nothing more than an agreement that the whole 
question should be reconsidered. He was to write a letter, saying 
there had been 'a misunderstanding,' said he was evidently dy•ing to 
remain, full of interest in fim:ign poEtics, and could not bear to be out 
of the way of knowing and having a concern in all that is going on, 
and probably by no means ~nsensible to the difficulties of another 
position, that of being the Leader of an Opposition, and still more to 
the having to form and carry on a Government should that Opposi
tion be successful. All this I think exceedingly probable. I then went 
to Clarendon, where I learnt that P. had given his answer, and that 
he meant to stay. He had wr~ttcn a letter, not exactly such a one as 
they could have wished, :.)m which must do; and though it was not 
yet fi>rmally settled, it had gone so far that it could not fai1 now. Both 
C ':arendon! and G:ranville, ~old me J uhn Russell had behaved ad
m!ra~ly, which I was glad w hear. G. thinks P. has no rancune 
a~aimt Aberdeen, but a gooc: deal alo{atnstJohn Russdl. G. said I had 
made a bad selection in writing to Graham on 1'hursday about P.'s 
staying in, as of all the Cabinet he was the man mo~t against him, and 
mo~t opposed to his return; but C Jarendon; said fi)r that very reason 
he was very glad I had addressed myselfto Graham, and that I had 
written him since a strong kuer, as 1 did yesterday, setting forth as 
forcibly as I could the expediency of a reconciliation and the danger 
of his separating himself from them, and the infa:lible consequences 
thereof. 

Walewski has been ma!zing a great flare up about the article in the 
'Times,' stating that Dundas wantt'd to pursue the Russian Fleet 
after Sinope, and that Baragua y d' H illiers put his veto on the opera
tion. Clarendon assured him the statement was inserted without his 
privity, and he had nothing to do with it. \V. then asked him to 
authorise a formal contradiction in the' Globe,' or to let it be officially 
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contradicted in the 'Moniteur.' C. declined the first, and advised 
against the latter course. I offered to speak to Delane about contra
dicting it in the 'Times,' which I afterwards did. He said the fact was 
true, and he had received it from various quarters, and it was useless 
to contradict it; but there was no reason the' Moniteur' should not if 
they liked, so I sent him to Clarendon to talk it over and settle what 
was to be done to smooth the ruffled plumage of the French. 

On Thursday r at the Cabinet the resolution was taken which 
amounts to war. The French sent a proposal that the Fleets should go 
into the Black Sea, repel any Russian aggression, and force any 
Russian ships of war they met with to go back to Sebastopol, using 
force in case of resistance. He assented to this proposal, and orders 
were sent accordingly. This must produce hostilities of some sort, and 
renders war inevitable. It is curious that this stringent measure 
should have been adopted during Palmerston's absence, and that he 
had no hand in it. It will no doubt render the reconciliation more 
agreeable to him. This incident of his resignation and return, which 
has made such a hubbub not only here but all over Europe for several 
days, is certainly extraordinary, and will hardly be intelligible, 
especially as it will hereafter appear that he has withdrawn his resig
nation with hardly any, or perhaps no, conditions. On looking dis
passionately at it, it seems to me P. and Aberdeen have both been 
somewhat to blame. Lord Lansdowne left town ten days or a fort
night ago, with a distinct understanding, as he affirms, that the ques
tion of the Reform Bill was not to be definitively settled till after 
Christmas, and though he was aware of P.'s objections, he had no 
idea he would take any decisive step till then. A few days after he 
was gone to Bowood, P. wrote to Aberdeen, a most unnecessary and 
ill-judged act. A.-instead of referring in his answer to the above
named understanding, and giving no other answer, replies that he has 
consulted]. R. and G.,2 who think that nothing can be proposed that 
will remove his objections, and that he agrees with them; on which 
P. sends in his resignation in a letter described to be brief and peremp
tory in its tone. All these letters were wrong, and none of them ought 
to have been written. I see they (his colleagues or some of them) think 
P. never had really any intention of quitting his post, but (more suo) 

' Thursday, December 22nd, 1853· • Lord Granville. 
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tried w bu:Iy a Ettie, not without hopes that he might frighten them 
in:o sor:JC concessions on tht: Rdi1rm Bill, and meaning, if he failed, 
to kr,<K k under, as he has so often done upon other occasiun:s. I am 
mul h in dined to suspect there is a great deaJ oft ruth in this hypo
thcsis, bt'ing struck by Lady P. \ rru:t:r~r~s and abstinence from violence 
and ab1.:.se and the evident anxiu y of both of them for a reconciliation, 
an( ag-aln by the very ea;;y term~ on which he has been induced to 

stay. So exaction or dictatton on hi:; pan, but ~so far as appears at 
pn·scr.t; something very Eke a st: rn:ndcr. 

Hou;ood, December 26th., -,Came :1en: to-day through town, where I 
saw en pas~ant Granville and C:an:-ndon; received a :etter this 
mon:ing from Graham, telling me cvnything was arranged and P. 
would stay, which of course I knew :on~ bdore. Granville said he 
thought :\'ewcastle had not mana.'{ed the negotiation adroitly, as he 
had ~in·n P. the means ofturnin~ it to his own account by infinming 
hin :Jeforchand of the re:solution of the Cabinet on Thursday. 
Clarendon however thought ~. had managed it exceedingly well, 
inasmuch as by his mixture of co:KiLat;on and firmness he had got 
P. to writL' and withdraw his resi<pation, without any condit[ons; in
deed, C. considers that P. has virt uall > acceded to a:l the provisions 
of John's Bi:l to which he had objected. \Vhether his actions corrc
S?ond with this idea we shall see herea1hT. The lt:tter he has written 
ihcy say was 'artful and cunning,' but .\~Jcrdeen dot's not appear dis
satisfied with it; and a~ it is a comidcrabi.: LOJKcssion in him to write 
any letter at all, :hey are right not to chicaner about the expressions. 
On the wholt:, 1 am now of opir:1on :har P. i1as made a great fiJol of 
himself and will be damaged by this ;Jrucccding. Sothing could 
;us:ify hi:; resignation at ~uch a crisi~ but a case of urgt·nt necessity, 
and if he rea:Jy was urged to it by such a necessity, he clearly could 
not b.: Justified in recalling his rc~r15ra •.:on i~vc or six days afterwards, 
finding himself exactly in the same sicaation as he was in bef<Jre it. 
It seems to me that he is certainly on tile hums of1his di:cmma, that 
he was either wrong in rcsigt~ing or wrong in returning. l told Lord 
Lansdowne so, but he did not say much in reply; and 1 iind the 
language of the place is a:l favorable to him, which 1 pre:sume w be 
from t>tcir sympathi;;ing in h~s o :Jjtn~ons to Reform; and they throw 
most of the blame on Aberdeen fur wriung to him the letter he did, 
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in which no doubt he erred. However, they are all very glad it is 
made up, and justly think that the less that is said about it hereafter 
the better. I think now that some steps had been taken towards a 
reconciliation even before the Thursday when Ly. Pam spoke to me, 
and the Queen knew on Thursday that the reconciliation was highly 
probable; for she wrote to Lord L. that evening, and told him he need 
not come to Windsor on Friday, which letter he received just as he 
was going to set off. The Tories and the Radicals are equally puzzled, 
perplexed, and disgusted, and do not know what to say. They ac
cordingly solace themselves with such inventions and falsehoods as it 
suits their several purposes to circulate. 

Clarendon received a letter from Cowley (while I was with him) in 
which he said he sent him a paper which tended to show that the 
E<mperor> ofR<ussia> was bent upon the destruction of Turkey, and 

. prepared to run every risk, and encounter any Enemy, in the pursuit 
of that object. This is, I think, very likely; and what is equally likely 
that, per damna per credes, and with much danger and damage to 
himself, he will accomplish the ruin of the Turk. But all speculation 
must be vague and fallacious as to the results of such a war as is now 
beginning. 


